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2. Intrg_l_ql_ign

The Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) is a spacecraft which was designed and

built at The University of Iowa and which contained several scientific instruments.

These instruments were used for measuring shuttle orbiter environmental parameters--

temperature, pressure and potential--and plasma parameters--electric and magnetic

fields; electron density, irregularity spectra and temperature; ion composition, density,

temperature, energy distribution and beam direction; electrostatic and electromagnetic

plasma wave spectra; and energy and pitch angle distribution of energetic ions and

electrons. The PDP has flown on two space shuttle flights to date.

The first flight of the PDP took place from March 22, 1982 to March 27, 1982 on

shuttle mission STS-3. The PDP was a part of the NASA/Office of Space Science

payload (OSS-1), which contained instruments for conducting experiments in the

disciplines of astronomy, space plasma physics and life science. Approximately 40 hours

of data were obtained from the PDPts pallet location and 15 hours from the 50-foot

Remote Manipulator System (RMS). During OSS-1 Iowa coordinated several joint

experiments with the Stanford University/Utah State University Vehicle Charging and

Potential (VCAP) Experiment, particularly during operations of the 1 keV, 50 ma Fast

Pulse Electron Generator (FPEG).

The second PDP flight took place from July 29, 1985 to August 6, 1985 on shuttle

mission STS/51F. On this flight the PDP was a part of Spaeelab 2, a laboratory designed

for conducting research in the areas of Solar, Atmospheric and Plasma Physics; High-

Energy Astrophysics; Infrared Astronomy; Technology; and Life Sciences. During

Spacelab 9 the PDP obtained about 70 hours of data from its pallet location and 65 hours

from the RMS. In addition, 6 hours of data were obtained while the PDP was a free-

flying satellite out to a distance of almost 500 m from the shuttle orbiter. As on OSS-1,

joint experiments were conducted with the VCAP experiment.





The interpretation of both the OSS-I and Spacelab 2 PDP results in terms of large

space structure plasma interactions was the focus of the work performed under the

subject grant.

3. Summary of Research Results

A brief summary of some of the major results of the research conducted under this

grant is contained below.

3.1 Spaeelab 2 Review Paper

A PDP review paper describing the PDP spacecraft, its instrumentation, and

its operation on Spacelab 2 was written by W. S. Kurth, the Principal Investigator

under this grant, and L. A. Frank in 1988. This paper also contains a summary of

the scientific results up to the time at which it was written. The citation for this

paper and a copy of the paper itself can be found later in this report.

3.2 Wake Studies

A study of the orbiter's wake was first completed using OSS-1 Langmuir

probe data. For the near wake deep density depletions were seen accompanied by

sharp increases in temperature with the regions showing the strongest gradients

often being characterized by intense plasma turbulence. These same results for

the near wake were obtained using data from the Langmuir Probe on Spaeelab 2.

Here, the key result was a smooth, well-defined structure in density which was

highlighted at the boundaries with sharply elevated temperatures. The structure

showed asymmetries which were probably due to the effects of the terrestrial

magnetic field imposed at various angles with respect to the velocity vector.

Other variations observed appear to be related to the large outgassing rate of the

orbiter; at times the wake was dominated by contaminant ions. For the far wake, d

> about 30 m, the density depletion effects were small and lacked the large-scale

turbulence one might expect far downstream from the orbiter. Of particular
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significance wasa slight density enhancement100m downstream of the orbiter

directly on wake axis, which may be indicative of crossing streams of ions. The

Spaeelab 2 wake results were compared to the POLAR wake model with favorable

results. For d • 30 m the agreement is very good. For d • 30 m the model

underestimates the density by as much as an order of magnitude. It was concluded

that outgassing from the orbiter can be a substantial contributor to the wake

density in the near zone of the orbiter.

3.3 Chemical Releases

Chemical releases associated with the normal maintenance and operation of

the shuttle, i.e., water dumps, flash evaporator operations, and thruster firings,

were first studied on OSS-1. Associated with all of the releases were enhanced

levels of electrostatic noise primarily below the lower hybrid resonance frequency

and the detection of energetic ions, up to several hundred eV. It is thought that

the newly created ions (formed by the ionization of neutral contaminants of the

orbiter) are picked-up by the motion of the magnetic field past the craft and form

a ring distribution that is unstable to lower hybrid resonance waves. The

anisotropie distribution of these pieked-up ions may explain why plasma wave

observations show an intense band of electrostatic turbulence associated with

various types of gas releases from the orbiter. The frequency range of these waves

is below about 10 kHz and the region of greatest intensity is downstream from the

orbiter. The topic of picked up ions will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

Water dumps were looked at more closely using Spacelab 2 Langmuir Probe

data. It was found that a strong increase in the level of turbulence near the orbiter

is seen during the water dump. The spectrum of the fluctuations peaks at the

lowest frequencies measured (a few Hertz) and extends up to a few kilohertz, near





the lower hybrid frequency. Two possible mechanisms for producing this

turbulence are the ion-plasma instability and the Ott-Farley instability.

A study of the effect of thruster firings on spacecraft potential has not been

completed as yet. However, it is known that thruster firings generally tend to

drive the potential more negative although a few events have caused the opposite

effect. In particular, it is noted that thruster firings which took place during FPEG

sequences, which produce a more positive spacecraft potential, often tend to drive

the potential even more positive.

3.4 Contamination Cloud

Observations by the Lepedea, pressure gauge, ion mass spectrometer, and

retarding potential analyzer on both PDP flights indicate that the orbiter is

accompanied in orbit by an extensive gas cloud composed of orbiter contaminants,

primarily water. As mentioned in Section 3.3 these water molecules are ionized in

the gas cloud around the orbiter, picked up by the magnetic field sweeping through

the cloud at about 8 km/s, and thus are given a highly anisotropic distribution

known as a ring distribution. Lepedea measurements indicate a neutral water

production rate of the order of 1022 s -1 from the orbiter (or about 200 kg) over an

eight day mission. Most of the pick-up occurs within a sphere of about 100 m

radius, but with the primary pick-up occurring in the region downstream from the

orbiter. Measurements at a distance of 200 m give pick-up ion densities of about

200 cm -3 upstream and, as high as 104 cm -3 downstream from the orbiter. The

ring distribution is unstable to plasma waves and could be responsible for the

production of the broadband electrostatic waves observed in the vicinity of the

orbiter on both flights. This noise typically extends with a relatively flat spectrum

from a few Hz to 20 or 30 kHz. The broadband electric field strength is about 10
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mV/m. The noise is generally strongest in the region downstream of the orbiter,

although high intensities are also observed near magnetie eonjunetions.

Another strong indieation that the waves are driven by the water piek-up ions

is that "mushroom" speetral features have been identified in the plasma wave data.

The top of a mushroom feature is formed by a band of lower hybrid frequeney

waves, while the base of the mushroom is formed by low frequeney waves whose

frequeney bandwidth inereases to meet the lower hybrid frequeney band at the

apex of the mushroom. These mushroom speetral features are eentered near times

when the orbiter's veloeity relative to the ionospherie plasma is perpendieular to

the ionospherie magnetie field and when the PDP is downstream from the orbiter.

More nearly parallel flows are eharaeterized by low wave levels. The near zone

waves (within about 10 m of the orbiter while the PDP was on the RMS) were also

studied. As in the ease of the far zone, these waves show a pronouneed amplitude

and frequency variation depending on the ratio of the orbiter's veloeity parallel to

Bj to its veloeity relative to the ionospheric plasma. When this quantity is near its

maximum_ very low wave levels and small frequency extents are observed; whereas

when this quantity is near zero_ the highest wave levels and extents in freclueney

are observed. This implies that the waves are plausibly driven by water pick-up

ions and that nonlinear effects may be important in understanding the evolution of

the waves.

Antenna interference patterns in wideband speetra have provided a new

method of determining the wavelength and direction of propagation of short

wavelength eleetrostatie waves. Two distinet patterns have been identified: one is

produced by zero frequeney emissions, the other is assoeiated with lower hybrid

waves. Both types of waves are believed to be produeed by the piek-up ions

associated with charge exehange ionization of the neutral gas eloud around the

orbiter. In another study it is argued that the newly ionized water ions may be





representedas a ring-beam distribution to a first approximation. Using plasma

parameters from various PDP instruments, a dispersion equation was derived for

electrostatic waves in this magnetized plasma.

It also appears in some cases that the contamination cloud can screen the

orbiter from the usual mo_ional V x B electric field by a system of currents

associated with the contaminant ions. The currents are driven by the motional

electric field which displaces the ions created in charge exchange reactions with

the ambient 0 + ions. The pick-up current, which screens the motional field is

closed by field-aligned currents which are carried by a propagating Alfven wave.

3.5 Electron Beam Studies

During the time that the PDP was a free-flying satellite on Spacelab 2, the

electron generator (FPEG) was used to produce a 1-keV electron beam. The

primary electron beam was not observed because the orbiter could not attain the

accuracy necessary to put the FPEG and PDP on the same magnetic field lines.

However, when the PDP was on field lines which were directly downstream from

the orbiter/beam field line by as much as 150 m, a sheet of electrons scattered by

the injected beam formed in the wake of the shuttle were observed. The electron

distribution function of the electrons in this sheet is generally field aligned and

forms a secondary electron beam. Coincidentally, with the observations of the

electron beam were observations of intense broadband electrostatic waves at

frequencies up to about 10 kHz. These intense waves were detected close to the

magnetic field line threading the beam generator and a thin, magnetically-aligned

sheet in the wake of the orbiter. The thickness of this sheet of returning electrons

was about 20 m. Numerical simulations show that electrons can be accelerated in

the direction opposite of the beam velocity as a result of wave-particle

interactions. The simulations also show that the relative drift of the electrons and





ambient ions candrive the ion acoustic instability. The ion distribution suggests a

spacecraft charge of about 5 to 10 v. The electric field probe observed significant

effects only when the PDP was directly downstream from the beam. Within 40 m

of the beam, the observations suggest the energetic electrons are more or less

isotropic. However, in the region from 80 to 170 m downstream, the signal can be

explained if the energetic electrons are primarily returning back down the field

line.

In yet another study involving DC electron beams emitted from the FPEG on

Spacelab 2, antenna interference patterns which were seen in wideband

spectrograms at frequencies from 0-30 kHz were analyzed to determine wave

direction, wavelength, the dispersion relation, and the location of the source region

of these short wavelength waves. The observed waves associated with the FPEG

events have a linear dispersion relation very similar to that of ion acoustic waves.

The waves were confirmed to be oblique ion acoustic waves which are generated by

the returning background electrons.

Another study of the interaction of an electron beam with the ionospheric

plasma involved the analysis of whistler-mode waves known as VLF hiss generated

by the electron beam. By comparing the emissivity of the beam to various theories

for the wave generation, the conclusion was reached that the generation

mechanism is a coherent Cerenkov process and, in turn, implies that bunching of

the electrons in the beam must be occurring. An expression was then derived that

describes the coherent Cerenkov radiated power from a group of test particles in a

plasma medium moving parallel to a magnetic field. A detailed model of the

coherent Cerenkov emission process from the beam was developed.





e Publications and Oral Presentations

4.1 List 9f Publications

Listed below are the scientific papers that have been published which are

applicable to the subject grant during the period for which the grant was in force.

All of these papers present or reference PDP data taken during the OSS-1 or

Spacelab 2 fights. Copies of these publications are included at the end of this

report.

PUBLICATIONS:

i. Interaction of the Space Shuttle Orbiter With the Ionospheric Plasma
G. B. Murphy, S. D. Shawhan, L. A. Frank, N. D'Angelo, D. A. Gurnett, J. B.
Grebowsky, D. L. Reasoner, and N. Stone
17th Symposium on Spacecraft-Plasma Interactions and Their Influence on Field
and Particle Measurements, Noodwijk, Netherlands, Proceedings, September
1983.

. Suprathermal Plasma Observed on the STS-3 Mission by the Plasma Diagnostics
Package

W. Paterson, L. A. Frank, H. Owens, J. S. Pickett, G. B. Murphy, and S. D.
Shawhan

USAF/NASA Spacecraft Environmental Interactions Technology Conference,
U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO, Proceedings, 4-6 Oct. 1983.

1 Electron and Ion Density Depletions Measured in the STS-3 Orbiter Wake
G. B. Murphy, J. Pickett, W. J. Raitt, and S. D. Shawhan

USAF/NASA Spacecraft Environmental interactions Technology Conference,
U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO, Proceedings, 4-6 Oct. 1983.

. Effects of Chemical Releases by the STS-3 Orbiter on the Ionosphere
J. S. Pickett, G. B. Murphy, W. S. Kurth, C. K. Goertz, and S. D. Shawhan
J. Geophys. Res., 90. 3487, 1985.

*5. Measurements of Plasma Parameters in the Vicinity of the Space Shuttle
G. Murphy, J. Pickett, N. D'Angelo, and W. S. Kurth
Planet. Space Sci., _ 993, 1986.

. A Review of the Findings of the Plasma Diagnosties Package and Associated

Laboratory Experiments: Implications of Large Body/Plasma Interactions for
Future Space Technology
G. B. Murphy and D. E. Lonngren

Workshop on Spaee Technology Plasma Issues in 2001, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, CA Proceedings, 24-26 Sept. 1986.

*Publications in refereed journals.
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*7.

*8.

*9.

*lO.

"11.

"12.

"13.

"14.

15.

"16.

"17.

"18.

Plasma Wave Turbulence Around the Shuttle: Results from the Spacelab-2 Flight

D. A. Gurnett, W. S. Kurth, J. T. Steinberg, and S. D. Shawhan
Geophy_, Res. Lett., 15, 760-763, 1988.

Exposed High-Voltage Source Effect on the Potential of an Ionospheric Satellite
A. C. Tribble, N. D'Angelo, G. B. Murphy, J. S. Pickett, and J. T. Steinberg
J. of Spacecraft and Rockets, 25, 64-69, 1988.

The Plasma Wake of the Shuttle Orbiter

G. B. Murphy, D. L. Reasoner, A. Tribble, N. D'Angelo, J. S. Pickett, and W. S.
Kurth

J. Geophys. Res., 94, 6866-6872, 1989.

Gaseous Environment of the Shuttle Early in the Spaeelab 2 Mission

J. S. Pickett, G. B. Murphy and W. S. Kurth

J. of Spacecraft and Rockets, _ 169-174, 1988.

Hot Ion Plasmas from the Cloud of Neutral Gases Surrounding the Space Shuttle
W. R. Paterson and L. A. Frank

J. Geophys. Res., _ 3721-3727, 1989.

Double-Probe Potential Measurements Near the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam

J. T. Steinberg, D. A. Gurnett, P. M. Banks, and W. J. Raitt

J. Geophys. Res., _ 10,001-10,010, 1988.

The POLAR Code Wake Model: Comparison With In-SituObservations

G. Murphy and I.Katz

J. Geophys. Res., 94, 9065-9070, 1989.

Coherent Cerenkov Radiation from the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam

W. M. Farrell,D. A. Gurnett, and C. K. Goertz

J. Geophys. Res., 94, 443-452, 1989.

Contaminant Ions and Waves in the Space Station Environment

G. B. Murphy

Proceedings of the Space Station Contamination Workshop, Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina, 29-30 October, 1987, NASA Conference Publication 3002.

The Spacelab 2 Plasma Diagnostics Package
W. S. Kurth and L. A. Frank

J. Spacecraft and Rockets, _ 70-75, 1990.

Plasma Density, Temperature, and Turbulence in the Wake of the Shuttle Orbiter
A. C. Tribble, J. S. Pickett, N. D'Angelo, and G. B. Murphy
Planet. Space Sci., _ 1001-1010, 1989.

The Coherent Cerenkov Radiated Power from a Group of Field-Aligned Test
Particles in a Magnetoplasma
W. M. FarreU, and C. K. Goertz

Planetary Space Sol., 38, 373-381, 1990.

*Publications in refereed journals.
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"19.

*20.

"21.

*22.

*23.

*24.

*25.

26.

*27.

*28.

*29.

Electron Velocity Distribution and Plasma Waves Associated with the Injection
of an Electron Beam into the Ionosphere
L. A. Frank, W. R. Paterson, M. Ashour-Abdalla, D. Schriver, W. S. Kurth, D. A.
Gurnett, N. Omidi, P. M. Banks, R. I. Bush, and W. J. Raitt

J. Geophys. Res., _ 6995-7001, 1989.

Plasma Density Fluctuations Observed During Space Shuttle Orbiter Water
Releases

J. S. Pickett, N. D'Angelo, W. S. Kurth
J. Geophys. Res., 94, 12,081-12,086, 1989.

Spacelab 2 Electron Beam Wave Stimulation: Studies of Important Parameters
G. D. Reeves, P. M. Banks, T. Neubert, K. J. Harker, D. A. Gurnett, and W. J.
Raitt

J. Geophys. Res., 95, 10,655-10,670, 1990.

Comments on 'Pulsed Electron Beam Emission in Space' By Neubert et al. [1988]
W. M. Farrell

J. Geomag. & Geoelec., 42, 57-62, 1990.

Transition from Ring to Beam Arc Distributions of Water Ions near the Space
Shuttle Orbiter
I. H. Cairns

J. of Geophys. Res., _ 15,167-15,173, 1990.

Control of Plasma Waves Associated with the Space Shuttle by the Angle

Between the Orbiter'sVelocity Vector and the Magnetic Field
I.H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett

J. Geophys. Res., _ 7591-7601, 1991.

Plasma Waves Observed in the Near Vicinityof the Space Shuttle
I.H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett

J. Geophys. Res., in press,1991.

Plasma Waves Associated with the Space Shuttle
I. H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett

Proceedings of the Joint Varenna-Abastumani-ESA-Nagoya-Potsdam Workshop
on Plasma Astrophysics, Tbilisi, Georgia, USSR, June 4-12, 1990, ESA SP-311,
87, 1990.

Interference Patterns in Wideband Spectra in the Spacelab-2 Plasma Wave Data:
Ion Acoustic Waves Generated by the Electron Beam
W. Feng, D. A. Gurnett and I. H. Cairns
J. Geophys. Res., in preparation, 1991.

Spacelab 2 Potential Measurements Around the Shuttle Orbiter
J. S. Pickett and W. S. Kurth

Planet. Space Sci., in preparation, 1991.

Electrostatic Waves Associated with the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam

W. S. Kurth, D. A. Gurnett, L. A. Frank, W. R. Paterson, M. Ashour-Abdalla, D.
Schriver, P. M. Banks, R. I. Bush, and W. J. Raitt
Geophys. Res. Lett., in preparation, 1991.

*Publications in refereed journals.
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4.2 List of Thesis Projects

The following thesis projects, which primarily present, analyze and discuss

PDP/Spacelab 2 data, were made possible, in part, clue to the support of the subject

grant. Copies of these theses are included at the end of this report. Additional

copies may be obtained from University Microfiche International, 300 14. Zeeb

Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106, Telephone 800-521-0600.

THESIS:

1. Plasma Parameters in the Vicinity of the Shuttle Orbiter
A. C. Tribble

M.S. Thesis, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA May 1986.

2. An Analysis of Whistler-Mode Radiation from the Spacelab-2Electron Beam
W. M. Farrell

Ph.D. Thesis, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, July 1987.

3. Ion Plasmas in the Vicinity of the Orbiter: Observations and Modeling
W. R. Paterson

M.S. Thesis, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, July 1987.

4. The Large Scale Wake Structure of the Shuttle Orbiter: Plasma Density,
Temperature, and Turbulance
A. C. Tribble

Ph.D. Thesis, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, May 1988.

5. Quasi-Static Electric Field Measurements Made with the Plasma Diagnostics
Package in Free Flight During Spaeelab-2
J. T. Steinberg
Ph.D. Thesis, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, May 1988.

4.3 List of Oral Presentations

During the period of this grant several opportunities were available, which

Iowa took advantage of, to present the results of the research performed under this

grant. These presentations served two very valuable purposes: (a) informed the

scientific community of new and worthwhile results, and (b) obtained feedback

from them on possible future directions for this research. A list of the oral

presentations which were made and which deal with the subject matter of this

grant is given below.
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Oral

I.

o

o

o

o

o

o

D

o

Presentations:

The Large Scale Wake Structure of the Shuttle Orbiter
G. B. Murphy, I. Katz, D. L. Reasoner, N. D'Angelo, J. S. Pickett, and W. S. Kurth
Presented at the 1986 Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
California, December 8-12, 1986.

The Effect of the Earth's Magnetic Field on Plasma Turbulence Near the Shuttle
Orbiter

A. C. Tribble, N. D'Angelo, G. B. Murphy, and J. S. Pickett
Presented at the 1986 Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
California, December 8-12, 1986.

Electric Field Measurements Near the Space Shuttle at Times of Shuttle Thruster
Operation
J. T. Steinberg, and D. A. Gurnett

presented at the 1987 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 18-22, 1987.

Effect of an Exposed High-Voltage Source on the Potential of an Ionospheric
Satellite Released from the Shuttle Orbiter

A. C. Tribble, N. DtAngelo, G. B. Murphy, J. S. Pickett, and J. T. Steinberg
Presented at the 1987 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 18-22, 1987.

Shuttle/Plasma Interactions and Subsatellites

O. B. Murphy

Presented at the Space Physics Briefing for Astronaut Corps, Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas, September 9, 1987.

The Secondary Electron Beams and Plasma Waves Associated with Electron Beam
Injection in Space
L. A. Frank, D. A. Gurnett, M. Ashour-Abdalla, W. R. Paterson, W. S. Kurth, N.
Omidi, P. M. Banks and W. J. Raitt

Presented at Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting, American Physical Society, Division of
Plasma Physics, Princeton, New Jersey, November 2-6, 1987.

The Plasma Wake of the Shuttle Orbiter

G. B. Murphy

Presented (invited) as a seminar at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, November 12, 1987.

A Comparison of the Plasma Wake of the Shuttle Orbiter to the Wake of a Smaller
Ionospheric Satellite

A. Tribble, N. DtAngelo, and G. Murphy
Presented at the 1987 Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
California, December 6-11, 1987.

Observations and Modeling of Ion Pickup in the Vicinity of the Orbiter
W. R. Paterson, and L. A. Frank

Presented at the 1987 Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
California, December 6-11, 1987.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Coherent Cerenkov Radiation from the Spacelab-2 Electron Beam
W. M. Farrell, D. A. Gurnett and C. K. Goertz

Presented at the 1987 Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
California, December 6-11, 1987.

Plasma Observations in the Vicinity of the Shuttle

L. A. Frank, W. R. Paterson, P. M. Banks, R. I. Bush, and W. J. Raitt
Presented at the 1988 National Radio Science Meeting, International Union of
Radio Science, Boulder, Colorado, January 5-8, 1988.

Coherent Cerenkov Radiation from the Spacelab-2 Electron Beam
W. M. Farrell, D. A. Gurnett, and C. K. Goertz

Presented at the 1988 National Radio Science Meeting, International Union of
Radio Science, Boulder, Colorado, January 5-8, 1988.

Quasi-Static Electric Field Measurements Near the Space Shuttle at Times of
Shuttle Thruster Operation
J. T. Steinberg, D. A. Gurnett, and C. K. Goertz

Presented at the 1988 National Radio Science Meeting, International Union of
Radio Science, Boulder, Colorado, January 5-8, 1988.

Electron Distributions Observed from Electron Beam Injections During the
Spacelab-2 Mission

W. R. Paterson, L. A. Frank, M. Ashour-Abdalla, D. Schriver, N. Omidi, P. M.
Banks, and W. J. Raitt

Presented at the 1988 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 16-20, 1988.

Electrostatic Waves Associated with the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam

W. S. Kurth, D. A. Gurnett, L. A. Frank, W. R. Paterson, M. Ashour-Abdalla, D.
Schriver, P. M. Banks, R. I. Bush, and W. J. Raitt

Presented at the 1989 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 7-12, 1989.

On the Broadband Electrostatic Waves Associated with the Shuttle
I. H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett

Presented at the 1989 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore,
Maryland, May 7-12, 1989.

An Analysis of Antenna Interference Patterns in Wideband Spectrums from the
Spacelab-2 Mission

W. Feng, I. H. Cairns, and D. A. Gurnett

Presented at the 1989 Cambridge Workshop in Theoretical Geoplasma Research,
Wave-Particle Interaction Phenomena in Geoplasmas, Cambridge, MA, June 12-16,
1989.

Injection of an Electron Beam into the Ionosphere: Electron Velocity Distributions
and Plasma Waves in the Wake of the Beam

L. A. Frank, W. R. Paterson, M. Ashour-Abdalla, D. Schriver, W. S. Kurth, D. A.
Gurnett, P. M. Banks, R. I. Bush, and W. J. Raitt

Presented at the Thirty-first Annual Meeting of The American Physical Society,
Division of Plasma Physics, in Anaheim, CA, November 13-17, 1989.
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

On Broadband Electrostatic Waves Associated with the Space Shuttle
Iver H. Cairns and Donald A. Gurnett

Presented at the 1989 Fall Ameriean Geophysical Union Meeting, San Francisco,
CA, December 4-8, 1989.

Control of Plasma Waves Associated with the Space Shuttle by the Angle Between
the Orbiter's Velocity Vector and the Magnetic Field
Iver H. Cairns and Donald A. Gurnett

Presented at the 1990 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, Baltimore, MD,
May 29 - June 1, 1990.

Plasma Waves Associated With the Space Shuttle
I. H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett

Presented at the Varenna-Abastumani-Nagoya Workshop on Plasma Astrophysics,
Tbilisi, Soviet Republic of Georgia, USSR, June 3-15, 1990.

Interference Patterns in Wideband Spectra in the Spacelab-2 Plasma Wave Data:
Ion Acoustic Waves Generated by the Electron Beam
W. Feng, D. A. Gurnett, and I. H. Cairns

Presented at the Fall American Geophysical Union Meeting, in San Francisco, CA,
December 3-7, 1990.

Interference Patterns in Wideband Spectra From the Spacelab-2 Plasma Wave

Data: Lower Hybrid Waves Associated With Shuttle Thruster Firings
W. Feng, D. A. Gurnett, and I. H. Cairns

Presented at the Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, in Baltimore, MD,
May 28-June 1, 1991.
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The remainder of this Final Technical Report is devoted to presenting copies

of the publications listed in Subsection 4.1 and the thesis projects listed in Section

4.2. These papers and theses are included in the same order as that given in the

list.
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INTERACTION OF THE SPACE SHU'VrLE ORBITER WITH THE IONOSPHERIC PLASMA

G B Murp_yo S D Shawhan. L A Frank.

- N D'Angelo & D A Gurnet¢

Dtpurtmtnt oj Physics and A.stronomy

Unirtrsity o] Iowa. USA

J M Grebowsky
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Greenbelt, .tt D, USA

D L ReasoMr & N S¢one
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ABSTRACT

The Plasma Otagnosttcs Package (POP), which flew as
part of the NASA Office of Space Science (OSS-I)

payload on STS-3 consisted of an instrument c_le-

ment capable of characterizing the plasma environ-
ment in and around the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

These measurements coupled with those made by the

Vehic]e Charging and Potentla] (VCAP) experlment

also on OSS-1, as well as diagnostics from subse-
quent fltghts, provide insight into the effects a
large vehicle such as the Orbiter has on the iono-
spheric plasma. Modlflcatlon of the environment by
contamination such as Orbiter outgassing, thruster

operation and water dumps results in altered neu-

tral pressure, modified plasma denslty and an al-

tered chemical composition. The physical stze and
velocity of the Orbiter vehicle produces a plasma
wake, generates electrtc ftelds, results in sur-
face effects and generates broadband electrostatic
noise.

Ke)_vords: Large Vehlcle lnteractlon, Wake,

Ionospheric Plasma, Shuttle Environment

i. INTROOUCTION

i.I Background

Unt11 the fltght of STS-3 tn March 1982 11ttle op-
portunity was available to study the interactions
of a vehtcle whose scale wes large compared to an
ion gyroradlus and that was _vlng at a high velo-

city with respect to a relatively dense and cool
plasma. Table 1 summartzes the plasma para_ters
in the F2 ionosphere and includes Orbiter parame-
ters of interest.

Extensive theoretical work has been done on the

problem of plasma wakes. Stone (Ref. 1) provtdes
an excellent summary of this research and more re-
cently $amtr et al (Ref. 2) have studted the expan-
sion of a plasn_m into a vacuum and discussed such

phenomena as ion streams, rarefaction waves, and
plasma instabilities and suggest appropriate in
sttu measurements on the space shuttle.

1.2 [nstr_entatlon

[nstruments aboard the Plasma Olagnostlcs Package
(POP) were designed to measure thermal particle

densities and temperatures, energetlc partlcie
distribution functlons, electric and magnetic

Table 1.

Pla_ Parameters

Ambient Density
Ambient Temperature
Electron Gyroradius
[on Gyrodedtus
Ion Themml Speed

ne • lOs - 106 cm"3

Te • IZOO" - Z4OO°K
4,3 cm

~ _ (0")
1.3 km/sec

Orbiter Par_ters

Vor b - 7.8 km/sec Surface Area:
Insulator - 1400_

Math I 5-8 Conductor ~ 6On_1

Characteristic Length 37m long, Z_n wingspan

fields, and electrostatic and electro_agnetic
waves. Table Z lists the complement of instru-

ments aboard this experiment and the parameters

they measure. The POP was designed both for on

pallet measurements and as an RNS (Remote Manipu-

lator System) probe. The POP was lifted out of

the bay with the RHS and maneuvered around the Or-

biter in sequences designed to measure the elec-

trlc and _gnetlc fields, electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetlc waves as well as the thermal and ener-

getlc pa_Icle environment.

Other Investigations of interest to thts discus-
ston that were part of the OSS-I payload were the

VCAP (Vehicle Charging and Potential) experiment

and the FPEG (Fast Pulse Electron Gun). {For a
co_olete description of the OSS-I experiment com-

plement see Neupert et al Ref. 3). The VCAP inves-

tigation consisted of charge and current probes

(primarily for measuring vehicle capacitance with

respect to the plasma), a Langmuir Probe (LP) for

measurement of electron density and temperature

and a Spherical Retarding Potential A_alyzer
(SRPA) for ion density and temperature.

1.3 The STS-3 Mission

Since STS-3 was still a fltght test mission, the

payload had a low priority for selection of flight
attitude and the one chosen as a compromise for

the payload/orbiter objectives lead to dlfflcul-

ties in sorting Out day/night and ram/wake

ProceedJn|s o/" the [Tth ESLAB Sympo_mm orl "Spac¢cruji/Plasma later_zioes and their InjlvA_e ml Fittd and Particle
Mta4art'mwnts'. Noordwijk. The Nether/ands, |3-16 S¢p¢, 1983. [ESA SP-198. publ. OecembGr1983).
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irable 2.

LOW ENERGY PROTON _ND ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL
ENERGY ANALYZER (L_PEOEA)

- _onthermal Electron and [on Energy Spectra

and Pitch Angle _istributions for Particle

Energies betweenlZ eV and 50 keY

_C MAGNETIC WAVE SEARCNCUIL SENSOR

- Magnetic Fields with a Frequency Range
of 30 HZ tO 178 _Hz

)

TOTAL ENERGETIC ELECTRON FLUXMETER

- Electron Flux i_ - [_w Electrons/cmZ Sec

AC ELECTRIC AND ELECTROSTATIC WAVE ANALYZERS

- Spectra with a F_equency Range of 30 HZ to
800 MHI

- Electric Field S_rength at S-Band, 2.2 GHz

DC ELECTROSTATIC DOUBLE PROBE WITH SPHERICAL

SENSORS i

- Electric Fields _n one axis from 4 mV/m to

4 V/m

DC TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNET_TER

- Magnetic Fields from 12 Milligauss to
1.5 Gauss )

LANGMUlR PROBE

- Thermal Electron Densities between 103 and
LO7 cm-_

- Density Irregulafitles with Frequencies of
.5 Hz to 17B kMz

RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER/DIFFERENTIAL ION
FLUX PROBE

- Ion Number Density from I0z to 107 cm-3

- Energy Oistributi;on Function below 6 eV

- Directed Ion VelOcities up to 15 km/sec

ION MASS SPECTROMETER

- Mass Ranges of l:to 64 Atomic Mass Units

- Ion Densities frdm ZO to 2 X lO7 Ions cm-3

PRESSURE GAUGE

=

- Ambient Pressure ifro_ 10_ to _0-7 Torr

effects. The attitud_ of the Orbiter for all of

the POP data presente_ here is referred to as Nose-

To-Sun (NTS) with a 2_ orb rate roll (see

Figure el. This attitude resu]ts in a cyclic

ran/wake cycle for ins_runents in the payload bay
such that maxinum ram _ccurs around ascending node

and maximum wake at d_Q_cending nOde.

Effects of the Space _uttle Orbiter on the iono-

spheric plasma will b_ discussed in two parts. The

First is induced contamination which wil) be

treated only briefly and the second are effects in-

duced hy the vehicle's size, velocity and electri-
cal properties.

NP

I

slp

Figure 1. STS-3 Orbit Attltu(le

2. INTERACTION VIA CONTAMINATION

Electromagnetically. the Orbiter is relatively

clean. Shawhan and Murphy (Ref. 4) indicated that
both transmitters and unintentional interference

are well below Interface Control Document specs.

The predominant noise turned out to be the ubiqui-
tOuS broad band electrostatic noise which will be
discussed in the next section.

The principle form of modification via contamina-

tion takes the form of chemical releases. These

chemicals; water, nitrogen, hydrogen and traces of
other heavier molecules, enter the _onospner_ as a

result of Orbiter outgassing, thruster firings, and

water dumps, In a discussion of the pressure en-

vironment, Shawhan and Murphy (Ref. S) polnted to

high payload bay outgasslng rates that bring neu-

tral pressure tO 4 x t0 "s torr when the doors are

closed In orblt. The gas cloud did not decrease

signlflcantly as the mission progressed evidenced

by enhanced pressures when the payload bay was

turned "Top-To-Sun" on the sixth day of the mls-
sion,

A Bennett Ion Mass Spectrometer utilizing retardinq

potentliis wis capable of separating the ambient

ionospheric ions from those released by the Urbr-

ter. Results reported by GreDowsky et al (Ref. b)

indicate that the expected 0+ ion is pred=,inant.

but that there is a significant amount of iiIU+, N()+
and COt+ . Nircisi et al (Ref. 7) on a subsequent

shuttle flight, confirm the presence of high c,n-

centrations of H_O + and noted that at times ovPr
one-half of the ambient O* has been converted to

H20 + by a reaction with water vapor in the Urb=t_r
vicinity.

This molecular contamination is accentuated hy

thruster operation. The dominant neutral sp_cles

ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF poo_ Ou_J.rrY
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released _rthe N2Oa/hydraztne attttude control
thrusters_ H20 (32% mole fraction), N2 (31%) and

H2 (II%). "these neutrals act to deplete the sur-
rounding plasma by meansof recombination reac-
tlons. Narclst et el, reported an order of magni-

tude decrease in ambient 0+ density when thrusters
are fired. In a detailed report summarizing the
observed effects of thrusters on the local plasma

Murphy et al (Ref. 8) pointed tO plasma turbulence,
m_,_ntary increases in pressure and electron aensi,
ty as well as enhancement of broadband electrosta-
tic noise that were associated with thruster

_vf_nt_. Ahrupt shifts in spacecraft potential were
dl_r) nnted with the admonition that events were ex-

tra.ely variable and Depended on Orbiter orienta-
tvon ds well as t_e location of the thruster with

respect tn the sensor.

3. INTERACTIONS RESULTING FROM VEHICLE MOTION

3.1 The Plasma Wake

As can be seen in Table I, the size and speed of

the Orbiter enables it to produce a significant

plasma wake. Several investigators have reasured

ion and electron energies and densities in this
wake. Raitt and Siskind (Ref. g) reported four or-

ders of magnitude decreases in the electron _ensity
i n the near wake and noted elevated temperatures of

> 400O=K. They had difficulty in getting reliable

temperature measurements because of the severe
plas_ turbulence present near the Orbiter wnich
had not been seen on small spacecraft. Data reduc-

tion for the POP Langmuir Probe is Still in a :red

limlnary state, but co_arlsons with Raitt's :ata

(Ref. 9) from the VCAP investigation _as ;roviced a
cross calibration point and qualitative acreecent

o

>-

u_
Z
LLJ
r_

,o
rr
F-

Ld
_J lo4
L_J

0
I

3O

7S

Is good. Figure Z s_ows the measured electron Den-

sity as a function of attack angle from t_e POP _a-

ta. An angle of 0_ corresponds to ram cond_tion

(payload bay pointing into velocity vector) _nd
iBO e Is wake COndition. Since these data nave an

absolute scale that is uncertain by a factor of 2

to 5, they are primarily noteworthy in that tne 4

orders of magnitude depletions are also evident.
Measurements made by the POP on the RMS arm at dis-

tances S to 10 meters from the payload bay show de-

pletions which are narrower in spatial extent and

of only 2 tO 3 orders of magnitude. Since maximum

ram Occurs at approximately sunrise and maximum
ware at sunset, the correction for daylnight densi-

ty dlfferences is unnecessary to first order.

Stone et al (Ref. IO) reported differential ion

flow measuru,N_ents made wit_ the POP _ile on the

RMS. Ion strea_ uD to 40 ° from the angle of at-
tack and with 1015 of the full ram current density

were observed. These secondary streams had not

been previously observed and are as yet unex-

plained.

4. VEHICLE CHARGING ANO ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC

FIELOS

Several experimentors have measured vehicle poten-
tial at F2 region altitudell and low inclination or-

bits. Shawhan and M_rpfly (Ref. S) measured the po-
te.tlal of two s:_ertc_l floating probes with res-
pect to the Orblter chassis tu_ rat:orbed potentials
of several volts .ith no electron gun operation.
_urbhy et al (Ref. B) observeO a dramatic shift in
this vehicle potential accombanted Oy rapid changes
in the electric field when thrusters flre.

I I I I

I

I I I I

60 90 120 150 180 °

RAM ANGLE
Figure 2.
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Both Raitt end Siskirb:l(Ref. g) and Shawhan and

Murphy (_ef. _) reported the potentials ;:)easuredby

their piastre tka"obes(re consistent with V x 8 • L
charging effelJ_s wher_ l is the distance between

the main engi4 nozzl)s (the principle exposed con-

ducting surface) and )he probes. Any passive

charging due to ener_tic electrnns or similar

sources appeared to _ negligible and was a minor

perturhatlon to the overall V x B effect.

5. OPTICAL EMISSIONS

One of the SUrprises _f the sTS;3, was the discov-

ery by Banks et al {R)f. II) of the presence of a

glow near the ram surface of the vehicle. This

glow, which may be du_ to a chemical reaction near

the surface Of the vehicle, has a brightness of IOK

Rayleighs or greater. The precise brightness de-
pends on the wavelength of the mission. This glo_
is not entirely unprecedented and has been reported
fro_ Atmospheric Explorer (AE) observations at low
altitude. Yea and Ab_eu (Ref. 12) tn a detailed

study attributed the _E results to an interaction
of atomic oxygen withlthe vehicle surface.

)
Papadopou]os (Ref. 13i speculated that the shuttle

glow was a critical l_nlzatlon phenomena and pro-

posed a series of meaiur_ent% to determine if the
shuttle behaves llke _n artificial comt.

)

P0P observattoms on S(S-3 indicated a surface pres-
sure enhancement on t_e ram stde of the vehicle as
great aS a factor of CO0 over ambient (RIf. 5).
These enhanced pressures would be consistent with
chemtcal interaction _n or near the vehicle surface
since they are 2 to 5)times greater than pressure
enhancements in the n_rmkll supersonic ShOCk front.

Recent flights of hand-held spectrometers should

Teed to confirmation qf the Yea and Abreu, or

gepadopoulos explenatllon or perhaps to a new the-
ory. The glow seems _ost pronounced at lower alti-

tudes and Banks et al i(Ref. If} also report that

the glow is enhanced during and for a brief period

following thruster operations.

GBMURPHY&_L

6. ELECTROSTATIC NOISE

The most intense emlssion observed at any Frequency

by the POP plas_ wave receivers has been called

Broadband Orbiter Generated Electro Static (BOGES)
noise. The characteristics of this noise as brief°

ly reported by Shawhan and Murphy (Ref. 4) are sum-
marized in Table 3. The Table has been divided in-

to two columns designated "above and "below" the

presumed Lo_r Hybrid Resonance (LHR) frequency.

The marked difference in degree of polarization of
these electrostatic waves is illustrated in

Figure 3. @Cote the sharp peeks in emissions above

LHR at oblique angles to the magnetic field. Fhe

lower frequency waves show virtually no potariza-

tion. These oOservations were made while the PDP

was being m4neuvered on the RMS arm and were well
out of the payload bay. At no time did the RMS

move the POP far enough from the Orbiter to see a

noticeable decrease in the intensity of this noise.

Figure ¢ illustrates that BOGES noise is relatively
intense anytime the POP is out of the deep wake and

the small variations seen are believed to be local

geometry effects not related to the plasma density
as measure.elat the POP. Note also the data in

Figure 4 indicate that htgh frequencies disappear

first and reappear last as the P0P passes through

the wake condition. Tht$ is generally true for all
cases although there is considerable variability

from orbit to orbit on the details. For example,

if spectrogr(ms like Figure 4 taken 12 hours apart
are compared, there are considerable differences in

the details of the behavior close to maximum wake.

The only difference in these cases is the magnetic
field direction at that point In the orbit which

infers that the generation or propagation of these
waves depends on the magnetic field between the
source of the emission and the detector. Another

characteristic of this noise Is that it is well

correlated wlth _N/N turbulence as measured with

the POP Langrnuir Probe. Peak _N/N values of I-3%
are observed when the noise is most intense. This

turbulence and associated noise is increased by

thruster operations and water dumps.

Waves of a similar nature near and below the LHR

frequency have been reported by Kosk*nen et al

(Ref. _A) on the Swedish s2g Barium-GEOS Sounding

Rocket.

Table 3

1,

2.

3.

4.

Broadband: approximately 30 HI to 200 kHz with 50 to 70 dB variation over orbit

Peak sp)ctral density occurs at I00-300 Hz and is approximately BO dB uV/M/(Hz) _/z

Well co;related with plasma turbulence as measured by _N/N spectrum

Has disLinctly different character above and below LHR

Below LHR:

- Noise present for vi)tua ly whole orbit but
_odulated by attitude) and B-field orientation of
orbiter

- No evidence of significant polarization

* Seems tO disappear c_mpletely only when POP is in

orbiter wake

- Primarily electrosta(ic

t

Above LHR:

- Evidence of increasing polarization at _iuher

frequencies

- Peak intensities occur when E-field sensor _x_s

is 30-45 degrees From B-field alignment

- E-field intensity as high as .01 V/m at IOU WHz
observed

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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ELECTROSTATIC NOISE POLARIZATION
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Several explanations are available (Ref. 14) For

the pnenot_enon observ_ on this and other rocket
flights, but they do _ot adequately explain all
characteristics of the BOGES noise observed on the
STS Orbiter. Kintner _t al (Re?. I5) described ion

acoustic noise during _ chemical release which they

attributed to ion-ion _treamlng between Cs* and am-

bient ions. Consider_g the observation of ion

streams by Stone (Ref_ IO) this may be a candidate

for explaining the Sh_tle induced noise. It is
important to note tha_ neither of t_ese observa-
tions have a spectrum_uite like the BOGES noise

observed on STS-3. ML_ch theoretlcal work is being

Oone at present dealing .ith this problem.

Papadopoulos (Re?. [6_ is working to explain the
noise spectrum by a c_iticaI ionization velocity

phenoaw_na driven by plasma instabilities. Initial

agreement looks good (rid results will soon be pub-

fished. Pettish et eli(Re?. 17) have taken another

approach seeking to u_e strong turbulence theory to

produce hydrodynamic dr ion acoustic waves. Pre-
sent observational da_a may not be sufficient to

choose the correct theory but additional experimen-

tation on Spacelab-Z _hould lead to a better under-

standing of this phen(_nena.

7_ SUMMARY

The flight of the Shuttle Orbiter through the iono-

sphere has proved to _e an intersting plasma
physiCS experiment. _iscovery of the vehlcle glow,

secondary ion streams i BOGES noise and other asso-

ciated phenomena are leading to an increased under-

standing of the F2 ionospheric physics and chemis-

try. The flights of _pacelab-I (ig83) and

Spacelab-2 (IgBs) car_y plasma diagnostics as well
as electron and ion g_ns to stimulate plasma inter-

actions and study Orbiter charging. Further theo-
retical work on the i_stabilities creating BOGES

noise and the physicsiof the Orbiter wake will pro-

vide further guldance!for the experiments on these

missions and ultimate!y for a Space Plasma Lab mls-

sion in the 1987 timeiframe.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificially produced electron beams have been used extensively during the

past decade as a means of probing the magnetosphere (ref. I), and more recently as

a means of actively controlling spacecraft potential (ref. 2). Experimentation in

these areas has proven valuable, yet at times confusing, due to the interaction of

the electron beam with the ambient plasma. The OSS-I/STS-3 M/sslon in March 1982

provided a unique opportunity to study beam-plasma interactions at an altitude of

240 km. On board for this mission was a Fast Pulse Electron Generator (FPEG),

which served as part of Utah State University's Vehicle Charging and Potential ex-

periment. Measurements made by the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) while extended

on the Orbiter RMS show modifications of the ion and electron energy distributions

during electron beam injection.

In this paper, some of the observations made by charged particle detectors are

discussed and related to measurements of Orbiter potential. The paper is divided

into three sections. A brief description of several of the PDP instruments appears

first, followed by a section describing the Joint PDP/FPEG experiment. The third

section consists of observations made during electron beam injection.

INSTRUMENTATION

The PDP carries a wide range of instruments for the measurement of pressure,

waves, fields, and particles. A discussion of these instruments and some of the

prelimlnary results of the mission can be found in Shawhan et al. (ref. 3). Of in-

terest for this discussion are the charged particle detectors, and to a lesser ex-

tent, instruments used to measure electric potential and the geomagnetic field in

the vicinity of the Orbiter.

The Low Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzer (LEPEDEA) is a

curved plate detector capable of detecting ions and electrons with energies between

2 eV and 36 keV. It is nearly identical to instruments flown on ISEE-I and ISEE-2.

The energy resolution of LEPEDEA is AE/E - 0.16, and 1.6 sec. is required for a

complete energy scan. The LEPEDEA fields of view are shown in figure I. The seven

detectors are sampled simultaneously and together have a field of view of 6 degrees

by 162 degrees.

*This work is supported by NASA/Lewis Research Grant No. NAG3-449



An electron fluxmeter is also included in the PDP for detection of electrons.

This instrument sampl_ the electron flux independent of energy ten times per sec-

ond. The fluxmeter isi directed opposite to the LEPEDEA. It has a wide field of

view with low angular iresolution.

Electric fields were measured by two 20 cm spherical probes separated by 1.6m.

The average potential between these spheres was measured relative to Orbiter ground

with a range of ± 8.2v.i When the PDP was extended on the RMS, this potential was a

measure of the plasma potential in the vicinity of the PDP.

A trlaxial fluxgate magnetometer was used to measure magnetic fields. The

magnetometer sampled the magnetic field lO times each second, along each of its

3 axes with a resoluti6n of ±12 mgauss.

THE JOINT PDP/FPEG EXPERIMENT

Joint operations ietween the PDP and the FPEG were conducted while the Orbiter

was In a nose-to-sun altitude with a roll rate of twice per orbit (see figure 2).

For the experiment discussed in this paper, the FPEG emitted a 50-mA, l-keY, unmod-

ulated electron beam. IA total of eleven emissions occurred under both daytime and

nighttime conditions a_d at various injection pitch angles with each emission ap-

proximately fifteen mitres in duration. During these injections, the PDP was de-

ployed on the Orbiter R_S and moved about the Orbiter in an effort to locate the
beam.

The primary instruhmnt for location of the beam was an electrou fluxmeter lo-

cated on the opposite side of the PDP from the LEPEDEA. During the search for the

beam, the fluxmeter was pointed downward toward the FPEG aperture in the Orbiter

bay which left the LEPEDEA looking away from the electron beam. Because of this

orientation, the LEPEDL% did not detect primary beam electrons. At times, however,

the PDP was rotated through 90 degrees about its spin axis (see figure I) which al-

lowed the LEPEDEA to view a range of particle pitch angles including primary

particles.

OBSERVATIONS

Because of changinl Orbiter attitude (twice per orbit roll rate) and varia-

tions in the geomagnetic fleld over the course of an orbit, a wide range of injec-

tion pitch angles were observed. Calculatlons by J. Sojka of Utah State University

show that for InJectlonipltch angles greater than about 60 degrees (depending on

the precise beam-orblter orientation), the beam intercepted the Orbiter surface.

At angles less than this the beam escaped. Qualitative analysis of charged parti-

cle and potential measurements made by the PDP support this analysis.

Ambient electrons (ghotoelectrons) were detected with energies up to about

80 eV during the day an_ I0 eV at night, while ions were seen at energies princi-

pally below I0 eV durin E both day and night. During beam injection at angles less

than 30 degrees, Intense_ fluxes of electrons were detected at energies up to the

primary beam energy of IikeV. Virtually no ions were seen at these times. En-

hanced electron fluxes w_re observed at all points accessible to the PDP. However,

due to the limited reachi of the P_IS, no measurements were made at distances greater

2



than 7m from the beam. For beam injection, at angles greater than 60 degrees, the

measured ion and electron fluxes often resembled the flux seen with the beam off.

Measurements of Orbiter potential during small angle injection also differed

from the ambient case. When the beam was off, the Orbiter potential relative to

the nearby plasma remained 4 ±8.2v consistent with V x B • L (ref. 3). When the

beam was injected at less than 30 degrees, the potential was offscale and positive,

and dropped below the maximum measurable value of 8.2v only at the maximum distance

from the beam of 7m. Potentials during large angle injections were generally near-

er to those measured with the beam off.

The observations tend to support the claim that the beam did escape from the

near vicinity of the Orbiter for small angle injection, but did not at larger an-

gles. The enhanced electron flux and elevated potential associated with small an-

gle injection may be due to escape of the beam. If this is so, the large angle

conditions which were so similar to ambient conditions could be due to the electron

beam impacting the Orbiter rather than escaping. In this case, almost all of the

beam current is collected so that the disturbance is localized and the Orbiter does

not need to charge.

Figure 3 shows the measured flux during one of these rotations which took

place at a distance of 7m from the center of the beam. Since this distance is

roughly twice the gyroradlus of a I keV electron travelling perpendicular to the

magnetic field, these measurements -=,st be of electrons outside of the primary

beam. The angles shown in figure 3 are the pitch angles of electrons as they were

detected by the LEPEDEA. Angles greater than 90 degrees correspond to electrons

travelling down the field lines from the direction in which the beam was injected.

Angles less than 90 degrees indicate electrons moving up the field in the same di-

rection as the outgoing beam. Although pitch angles less than 30 degrees and

greater than 140 degrees were not sampled, this figure seems to show a net return

of electrons along the field lines from the direction in which the beam was in-

Jected indicating that more current returns from the upper hemisphere during up-

wards injection than from the lower.

Based on this preliminary analysis of measurements made during electron beam

emission, it appears that the electron beam did escape from the Orbiter. These es-

capes induced positive Orbiter potentials, and were associated with enhanced fluxes

of electrons. During escape of the beam, there is evidence that there was a net

flow of electrons along the magnetic field from the direction in which the beam was

injected.
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INTRODUCTION

The third Space Shuttle flight on Columbia carried instrumentation to measure

thermal plasma density and temperature. Two separate investigations, the Plasma

Diagnostics Package (PDP) and the Vehlcle Charging and Potential Experiment (VCAP),

carried a Langmulr Probe, and the VCAP also Included a Spherical Retarding Poten-

tial Analyzer (SRPA). The Langmulr Probe on the PDP made measurements while the

PDP was attached to the pallet in the Orbiter bay and while the PDP was articulated

by the RMS. Only those measurements made while the PDP is in the payload bay are

discussed here since the VCAP instrumentation remains in the payload bay at all

times and the two measurements are compared.

Figure I illustrates the location of the PDP and VCAP instrumentation on the

science payload pallet.

The principle thrust of this paper is to discuss the wake behind a large

structure (in this case the Space Shuttle Orbiter) flying through the ionospheric

plasma. Much theoretical work has been done regarding plasma wakes (ref. i) and to

a certain extent laboratory plasmas have provided an experimental and measurement

basis set for this theory. The instrumentation on this mission gives the first da-

ta taken with a large vehicle in the ionospheric laboratory.

First, the PDP Langmulr Probe and its data set will be presented, then the

VCAP Langmuir Probe and SRPA with associated data. A discussion of agreement be-

tween the two data sets is then followed by some other PDP data which infers an

even lower wake density.

Lastly, conclusions, caveats and a description of future work which will fur-

ther advance the measurement techniques and data set are put forth.

PDP LANGMUIR PROBE RESULTS

The PDP Langmuir Probe is a 6 cm diameter gold-plated sphere which is operated

in two modes, the AN/N mode and the swept mode. The swept mode which is of concern

*This work is supported by NASA/Lewis Research Grant No. NAG3-449
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here is a 120 step voltage sweep which lasts 1.2 seconds and is executed 5 times

per minute. The nounal density range of the probe is approximately 5 x 102 to

5 x l_/cm 3 , the precise sensitivity depending on temperature. Operating in this

mode, the LanEmuir Probm has a current voltage characteristic whose slope is pro-

portional to I/T e and which has a "knee" in the curve proportional to Ne.
Z

There are two limitations to the PDP LanEmulr Probe measurements. The first

occurs when the plasma is too dense to really see the entire knee of the curve re-

sulting in instrument saturation and an underestimate of density. The second oc-

curs when the plasma temperature is too high and density too low to get a reliable

slope resulting in onlylan upper bound on density and lower bound on temperature.

Figure 2 illustrat_s the electron density and temperature for one orbit as a

function of vehicle attrtude. (The data is repeated for a second orbit to provide

clarlty for the graph a_d illustrate a periodicity which is real). The vehicle

attitude is described by 8 1 and 8 2 which are illustrated at the top of the figure.

Maximum wake occurs wheb the vehlcle flies tail first with the plasma ramming into

the Orbiter belly (e.g. IGMT 83:20:48). At this point in time, the vehicle is

flylng a nose-to-sun attitude with a 2 times orbit roll. (See figure 2 in the pa-

per "Suprathermal Plasma Observed on the STS-3 H/ssion by the Plasma Diagnostics
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Package, by Paterson et al. (ref. 2) in this issue for a description of this
attitude.) This results in a once per orbit ram/wake cycle which is evident in

figure 2 by the e- density and neutral density (pressure) measurements.

Several important observations summarize figure 2:

II Although density is near ambient while the paylaod bay is neither pointing

directly into the velocity vector or into the wake, there is evidence that

the density may be 2 to I0 times ambient when the bay points close to the

velocity vector. The probe saturates making r_liable measurement above

2 x 106 difficult. The region cross hatched in figure 2 is where this

higher density regime is encountered.

2. Density decreases rapidly as the Orbiter rolls into wake condition.

.
The minimum reliable measurement of density with the PDP probe is

approximately 5 x l_/cm 3. Ar least another order of magnitude decrease

is required to pull the sweep totally offscale which is subsequently

observed to happen. The sweep remains offscale for approximately

25 minutes centered around 83:20:48.

4. During all non-wake conditions, the temperature remains relatively

constant at about I000" (±30%).

5. Temperature rises rapidly as density decreases.

6. The highest reliable temperatures occur at 6000"K. However, the trend

continues suggesting temperatures in excess of 7000"K in the deep wake.

It is also worthwhile to note that in near ram condition the neutral density

(pressure) was almost two orders of magnitude above ambient ionospheric conditions

and fell below 10-7 torr (the instrument sensitivity limit) during wake conditions.

THE VCAP LANGMUIR PROBE AND SRPA

Data on the characteristics of the ambient thermal plasma are extracted from

the probes using a technique similar to that described by Raitt et al. (ref. 3).

This AC technique employed for the probes enables direct measurement of the second

derivative of the SRPA current-voltage characteristic and the first derivative of

the LP current-voltage characteristic.

The SRPA signal is obtained by adding two sinusoidal AC signals (at 8.5 kHz

and 10.7 kHz) to a sawtooth sweep voltage. The probe current is passed through a

narrow band amplifier that selects the difference freqency of 2.2 kHz, which is a

measure of the non-linearity of the probe current-voltage characteristic, and re-

sults in a signal proportional to the second derivative of the current-voltage

characteristic. Two ac current ranges are available: one from -76 dB to -24 dB

and the other from -40 dB to 0 dB relative to 10-7 amp rms. Each successive sweep

of the probe alternates between the two ranges. Since the sweep period is

17 seconds the complete dynamic range is covered each 34 seconds.

3



Summary of PDP Langmu_r Probe electron density and temperature as function of

vehicle attitude. NeUtral pressure measurements are included for reference. The

cross-hatched areas a_ where the probe sweep saturates and the routine used to

calculate N e under-estimates density by as _uch as an order of maEnitude
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The LP has only one AC signal (at 3.2 kHz) added to the sweep voltage. The

amplitude of the alternating component of the probe current derived by using a nar-

row band amplifier tuned to 3.2 kHz enables the first derivative of the current

voltage characteristic to be measured directly. A single dynamic current range,

from -80 dB to +I0 dB relative to 10-6 amp rms, is used for all sweeps. The range

of the sawCooth voltage is from -2 V to +3 V, the period and phase of the sweep be-

ing synchronized to the SRPA sweep.

Figure 3 illustrates data taken under similar conditions as that taken by the

PDP, although at a different time. In this case the vehicle attitude is differ-

ent, but the same angles are used to characterize the direction of the velocity

vector. The addition of the dark bar on this figure serves to show when day and

night occur during the orbit.

The results of the Langmulr Probe (dotted llne) and SRPA (solid line) general-

ly confirm results of the PDP Langmulr Probe. VCAP Langmulr Probe temperatures are

not plotted, but the following results are notable:

I. Close to ambient (1000"K) ionspherlc temperatures are measured during

non-wake condition.

. As the Orbiter rolls into wake, a turbulence at all frequencies adds noise

to the 3.2 kHz LP first derivative, but measurements indicate an increase

in temperature to beyond 4000°K.

VCAP LP densities indicate the following:

I. An upper bound of electron density when the paylaod bay faces close to

the veloclty vector is 107/cm 3.

2. Density during wake conditions drops to below the instrument sensitivity

of I0_ e/cm3 .

The SRPA measurements are difficult to interpret since the peak in the second

derivative as a functiou of sweep voltage for the dominant ionospheric 0+ ion is

often contaminated by locally produced H2 O+ and NO + • When the 0+ peak is clearly

observable, several observations prevail:

I. Densities consistent with ambient ionospheric 0+ are observed for most

conditions which shall be referred to as non-wake.

2. _ 2 orders of magnitude depletion occurs in the near wake.

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FOR LARGE DEPLETION

Additional evidence for a many order of magnitude depletion in the electron

density in the near wake is provided by what amounts to a sounder experiment. Re-

call that the VCAP SRPA is excited with a signal at 8.5 and 10.7 kHz. The PDP con-

tains a 16 channel (± 15% bandwidth) spectrum analyzer capable of detecting electro-

static or electromagnetic waves over a frequency range from 30 Hz to 178 kHz. The

instrument has a saturation of approximately I V/m electric field amplitude and a

usable dynamic range of about 95 dB.



Summarylof VCAP Langmuir Probe (dotted line) and SRPA

(solid line) results as a function of vehicle attitude.
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During most of the orbit, the Spectrum Analyzer output is dominated by broad-
band orbiter generated electrostatic noise, (ref. 4) thruster firings or other

events. Figure 4 illustrates that as the wake boundary is approached, the electro-

static noise disappears in all channels slmultaneously and as the payload bay is

immersed deeper in the orbiter's wake a signal in the 10 kHz channel grows to a

point of dom/nance in the spectrum. This in fact is the VCA9 SRPA signal. As the

density drops so that the plasma frequency nears or drops below 10.7 kHz, this slg-

nal can propagate to the PDP sensor. Detailed calculations and modeling are being

done taking field strengths and sensor separation into account, but prellm/nary

work suggests that although the PDP Langmulr Probe infers densities, < 50/cm 3 ,

the density probably drops at least another orde= of magnitude to < 5/cm 3. This

would be approximately six orders of magnltude of plasma depletion in the near wake

from that measured under ram condition.

The VLF electric field spectrum showing the increasing

intensity of the received SRPA siEnal.

VLF ELECTRIC FIELD SPECTRUM
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Although measurements are still in a prlm/tlve state, several conclusions can
be drawn from the STS-3 PDP and VCAP data.

i. Ram conditions seem to result in a higher than expected electron density.



. Density depletions of at least 4 orders of magnitude in the wake plasma

are observed and there is evidence to suggest this depletion may be as

high as six o_ders of magnitude.

3. Effective temperature measured by the thermal plasma probes indicate an

increase in e_ectron temperature in the wake to • 6000°K.

4. The thermal ions are excluded rapidly as the orbiter bay rolls into wake

and only those locally produced H20+ and NO + are measurable.

5. Both LP's andlthe SRPA indicate a degree of plasma density or velocity

turbulence which peaks in the transition region between ram and wake.

Several concerns about these measurements are that: first, the VCAP probes'

outputs are often cont_mlnated by the turbulence which causes bias in the data;

second, the abillty oflthe PDP LP to measure density and temperature rellably be-

yond a certain limltedirange is questionable; and third, whether the sounder exper-

Iment setup between the VCAP SRPA and PDP Spectrum Analyzer is "callbratable" is

still an open question.

The first concernls being worked and there is confidence that corrections for

the turbulence can be Computed. Recall that the PDP LP has a _N/N mode which can

provide upper bounds o_ the turbulence within a given frequency band.

The second concer_, whlch applies to a lesser degree to the VCAP LP, is harder

to solve. As the density decreases and temperature increases, the size of the

probe in relation to a debye length and thermal electron gyroradlus changes drastl-

tally. This means tha_ approximations used to derive temperature and density are

no longer valid and ne_ formulations must be used. A long-term research effort is

underway to better understand the behavior of swept probes in these extreme reg-

imes. (See ref. 5 for a description of the probe theory). Meanwhile, effort has

been made to include d_ta in this report derived from regimes where approximations

hold. Thus, the denslt_es and temperatures are probably good to a factor of two.

It is encouraging _o note that when comparisons are made to measurements made

by the DE satelllte, w_ch flew through the same altitude and latitude regime

within the same day, geheral agreement is found. The DE data show dayside condi-

tions of Ne - .9 -i.I x I l_/cm_ and Te - 1500" - 2000 ° while the PDP and VCAP data

taken dayside out of wake and also out of msxlmum ram condition indicate Ne - 2 to
I0 x 106/cm 3 and Te - IOO0 ° (±30%).

The third concern is currently being worked and if the "sounder" is calibrat-

able, it should provide!valuable input for theory.

The fact that elevated temperatures are observed in the near wake of a space-

craft is not without precedence. Samir et al. (ref. 6) found evidence for elevated

electron temperatures in the wake of Explorer 31, a much smaller vehicle than the
Shuttle Orbiter.

Additional measurements by the PDP and VCAP instruments will be made on

Spacelab-2 where detailed experiments have been designed to study the structure of

the wake out to approximately one kilometer from the vehicle.

$
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Effects of Chemical Releases by the STS 3 Orbiter on the Ionosphere
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The Plasma Diagnostics Package, which was flown aboard STS 3 as part of the Office of Space Science
first shuttle payload (OSS 1), recorded the effects of various chemical releases from the orbiter. Changes
in the plasma environment were observed to occur during flash evaporator system releases, water dumps,
and maneuvering thruster operations. During flash evaporator operations, broadband orbiter-generated
electrostatic noise was enhanced, and plasma density irregularities (AN�N) were observed to increase by
3-30 times with a spectrum which rose steeply and peaked below 6 Hz. Ions with energies up to several
hundred eV were also observed during one flash evaporator operation. In the case of water dumps,
background electrostatic noise was enhanced at frequencies below about 3 kHz and suppressed at
frequencies above 3 kHz during the dump, and AN/N was also seen to increase by 5--6 times. Various
changes in the plasma environment were effected by primary and vernier thruster operations, including
increases in electron density by as much as 3 orders of magnitude, neutral pressure increases to as high as
10 -4 torr from the nominal 10 -7 tort, and perturbations in the spacecraft potential by several volts,
particularly when measured in relation to the plasma potential in the wake. Thruster activity also
stimulated electrostatic noise with a spectrum which peaked at approximately 0.5 kHz. In addition, ions
with energies up to I keV were seen during some thruster events.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first space shuttle launch, in April of 1981, con-

siderable interest has been generated in ionospheric modifi-

cations effected by the shuttle, both during launch and during

orbital operations. The effects of rocket exhaust on the iono-

sphere have been studied and recorded in considerable detail

since Booker [1961] first reported a local diminution in ioni-

zation density forming a hole through the F region associated

with the firing of Vanguard II in 1959. A review of the findings

to date, particularly with regard to large space systems, was

given by Rote [1980] and included such environmental effects

as plasma depletion, temperature change, and airglow exci-

tation. A brief history of rocket-induced perturbations upon

the upper atmosphere was also given by Mendillo [1980]. In

addition, he described a method for assessing how the space

shuttle's engines would affect the ionosphere in the vicinity of

the engine burns. A review of the effects on the ionosphere due

to the deliberate release of known quantities of highly reactive

chemicals such as H20 and CO 2 was given by Ponaratz

[1981]. The environmental impact on the D and E regions of

the ionosphere of chronic discharges of water vapor from

large rockets was investigated by Forbes [1980]. While most

of the previously mentioned papers deal with large-scale

chemical releases, whether planned releases for scientific study

or whether released as a result of rocket transit through the

ionosphere, shuttle-produced chemical releases, although

much smaller by comparison, do perturb the environment

near the shuttle. These perturbations tend to be more local-

ized than the large:scale releases; however, they do affect the

ambient ionosphere and therefore help us understand the ef-

fects of larger releases. On the other hand, it is important to

understand the distinction between these two types of releases.

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 4A1380.
0148-0227/85/004A- 1380505.00

The foregoing discussion of large-scale releases provides the

impetus and background for studying the smaller shuttle-

produced releases.

The purpose of this paper is to present observational evi-

dence of ionospheric modification by using data taken by the

Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) [Neupert et al., 1982]

during Space Shuttle orbiter chemical releases. The space

shuttle is an ideal vehicle for experiments involving iono-

spheric modification. Not only does it initiate chemical re-

leases, but it also provides the platform from which to monitor

the effect of those releases. While not intended to be scientific

ventures, the orbiter water dumps, flash evaporator system

(FES) releases and thruster operations are, in effect, chemical

releases. It is to be understood that the study of these effects is

limited to the near vicinity of the orbiter and indeed to the

gaseous and plasma envelope of the shuttle itself. However,
the measurements of the effects should not be ignored simply

because they cannot tell us what the end result of the release

will be. The first few seconds of any release are very important

in that many of the critical chemical reactions and kinetic

effects happen during that time. By being in the bay of the

shuttle near the point of release, the first few seconds of these

releases can be studied in detail giving us a clue to the early

chemistry that takes place in larger releases. An underlying

theme of this paper is that orbiter operations produce effects

which are measurable by a wide range of instruments. Hence,

it is obvious that a potential shuttle experimenter should be

aware of the nonambient nature of the ionosphere in close

proximity to his or her detectors.

An outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains

STS 3 mission and operational considerations, including an

overview of orbit and ionospheric characteristics, shuttle oper-

ations, and PDP instrumentation. The observations of the ef-

fects of flash evaporator system releases, water dumps, and

thruster operations are presented in Section 3. Finally, some

concluding remarks and possible explanations for the physical

processes involved are offered in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. Plasma Diagv:ostics Package in pallet location as part of the Office of Space Science first shuttle payload. The
various wave sensors are identified on the Plasma Diagnostics Package.

2. M_SStON A_D OI'e_ATIONAL CONSIDEaaTtONS lows: it extends from approximately 225 to 400 km with a

: neutral component of < 109 cm -3 and an average plasma
2.1. STS-3 Mission

density of 10s-10 ° cm 3. The dominant ion of this region is

During March 22-30, 198_ the Plasma Diagnostics Pack- O +, which is created by ionizing UV, and the dominant neu-

age was flown on the third space shuttle mission (STS 3) as tral is O. In addition, Nz and O_ are important constituents

part of the Office of Space SCience (OSS 1) first shuttle pay- since they are believed to play an important role in the prin-

load [Neupert et al., 1982]. Figure 1 shows the OSS 1 instru- cipal loss process of the O ÷ ion [Banks and Kockarts, 1973].
ments as they were mounted pn the aft pallet and points out

the external sensors on the PDP. The orbiter was placed in a 2.3. Shuttle Operations

circular orbit at an altitude df 241 km and an inclination of During orbital operations the flash evaporator may dis-

38 °. which resulted in an orbit period of approximately 1½ h. charge water to supplement heat rejection when the orbiter

The STS 3 mission's primary,, objective was to analyze the attitude is thermally unfavorable. A secondary function of the

orbiter's operation over a wkle range of thermal extremes; evaporator is to expend excess potable water produced by the

thus many different orbiter Attitudes were achieved. Eighty fuel cells that has accumulated in the potable water tanks. The

hours out of approximately 192 were spent in a nose-to-sun vaporized water produced by the FES during these two pro-

attitude to cause low tempera{ure extremes in the engine corn- cesses is discharged through two thrust-balancing sonic noz-

partments, with a roll rate which was twice the orbit rate {see zles, one on each side of the aft fuselage, which are known as

Figure 2); this attitude interval was when most of the PDP topping FES vents (see Figure 3). An FES plume study was

data were taken. At the ascending node (equator crossing conducted in June of 1978 at Johnson Space Center (S. Jacobs,

moving northward), the orbiter attitude was such that atmo- personal communication, 1984). The results of this study were

spheric gases were ramming into the bay. As the orbiter inconclusive owing to some of the equipment malfunctioning

headed toward descending _ode and night, it completely and the fact that the tests took place in a large chamber with

blocked the flow of gases into: the bay, and a wake condition many exposed cold surfaces. However, these tests did suggest
prevailed in and just above the bay. that 100% water vapor (no particulates) was released by the

2.2. Ionospheric Characterist&s FES during topping releases. In fact, the FES topping system
was specifically designed to be 100% efficient at releasing

Using satellite measuremenis as well as numerical models, steam. No crews of any shuttle flights to date have reported

the F2 region of the ionosphere can be characterized as fol- seeing any particulates released through the FES toping vents
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the orbit of the third space shuttle flight during
the nose-to-sun attitude with the Orbiter roll at 2 times the orbit rate

leading to a ram condition near the ascending node and a wake
condition at the descending node.

(S. Jacobs, personal communication, 1984). The water vapor is

discharged in pulses with a variable pulse rate and a pulse

width equal to 200 -[- 30 ms. The maximum pulse rate is 4 Hz

at 22.7 kg,/h [Hamilton Standard Engineering, 1982]. For ex-

ample, for an average FES release of 2.3 kg/hr., the pulse rate

is 0.4 Hz, which means every 2½ s there is a 0.2-s pulse of water

vapor and a 2.3-s gap. It should be noted that a plot of mass

flow rate versus pulse rate is not linear since mass flow rate

also depends on feedwater pressure. Therefore if the mass flow

rate is known, only an estimate of the pulse rate can be ob-

tained. The plume expands along the + Yo axes of the orbiter

and in some cases is reflected by the wings [European Space

Agency (ESA), 1982]. A high-load FES vent is also pointed

out on Figure 3 which was used primarily at the beginning

and end of the mission when the payload bay doors were

closed. During the STS 3 mission there were 20 FES releases

of varying lengths from a minute to more than 2 h. The PDP

was turned on during four of these FES releases, all of which

were topping FES releases. Table 1 lists these releases and the

location of the PDP.

Water management on the orbiter includes storing, distribu-

ting, and disposing of excess water generated by the fuel cells.

This excess water is dumped overboard in a nonpropulsive

fashion at predetermined times [ESA, 1982]. The water relief

vent for water dumps is located on the port side, rearward of

the forward bulkhead and about 1.5 m down from the door

hinge (see Figure 3). A total of nine water dumps were made

during the mission, each of which lasted for approximately 45

min to an hour. The average dump rate was 64 kg/h, with the

amount of water being dumped varying from 41 to 93 kg.

Most of the water dumps began around sunset and ended

shortly after sunrise. The water dumped at night turned to ice

upon release. The ice sublimated as the Orbiter passed into

sunlight.
The Reaction Control System (RCS) is used on the orbiter

to control attitude. The system consists of 38 primary (395 kg)

thrusters and 6 vernier (11 kg) thrusters. Figure 3 shows the
location of these thrusters from a side view. Both verniers and

primaries are located in the front and rear of the orbiter. In
this view the circular designation means the thrust is directed

sideways, and the oval means the thrust is directed down. The
other side of the orbiter has a matching set of these thrusters.

In addition, there are a set of primaries which thrust up and

forward in the front of the orbiter and a set of primaries which

thrust up and back in the rear of the orbiter. Because of the
location and direction of thrust of some of the RCS thrusters,

a certain number of the thruster plume molecules are reflected

off orbiter surfaces [ESA, 1982] as well as returned to payload

instruments, resulting in contamination [Ehlers, 1984].

Table 2 shows thruster plume characteristics for both the

vernier and primary thrusters, including composition of the
exhaust and numbers of ions and neutrals ejected in a typical

firing (while maintaining orbit) and in a long firing event

(while maneuvering to a new orbit attitude). It should be

noted that the stated composition of the exhaust plume, both

neutral and ionic, is based on thermodynamic equilibrium cal-

culations since actual measurements are very difficult to make.

These predictions are the result of a thermodynamic one-

dimensional model program called CONTAM 1II, which was

RCS PRIMARY _ I

 HROSTER. I'P [

_S ENGINE

CHSRusT ER_1/_

United States L_
¢=C3. RCS PRIMARY

THRUSTER

\\\
/

FLASH EVAPORATOR FLASH EVAPORATOR

SYSTEM VENT SYSTEM VENT

( H I- LOAD ) ( TOPPING )

WATER (HzO } RELIEF VENT

OVERBOARO DUMP NOZZLE

Fig. 3. Identification of the flash evaporator system vents which release water vapor, the water relief vent which
releases liquid water, and the maneuvering thrusters (primary and vernier) which release many neutrals and ions as shown
in Table 2.
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TABLE 1. STS_ FES Water Usage

Start Time
Duration,

Day UT h :rain Type

82 0117:58 0.'02 Topping Pallet <.45
85 1230:00 2:32 Topping RMS* 26
85 1501:44 1:30 Topping RMS 15

86 20t0:00 0:01 Topping Pallet <.45

Location Usage,
of PDP kg

!

*Remote Manipulator System hrm

developed for the purpose of l_redicting plume contamination
effects [Hoffman and Hetrick, 1982]. The model does not take

into account kinetic effects, cl_emicai reactions, or charge in-

terchanges that may occur immediately after a thruster firing.

Thus, although such ions as CO 2 - are unstable and predicted

to be a part of the thruster ¢xhaust, these ions most likely

undergo immediate chemical reactions with other components

of the exhaust or even neutral_ and ions present in the iono-

sphere. We would also like to point out the following regard-

ing Table 2: (1) MMH-No3 is _nly a suspected constituent of

the plume and is believed to be a condensable, and (2) Only

the most dominant ions (mold fraction > 10- _o) are listed in

the table. The model actually l_redicts several other ions to be

present, such as OH* and NO2-; however, the maximum

mole fraction of each of these _ns is predicted to be < 10- _o,

and thus we have not include_ them in the table. The velocity

of the exhaust gases at all poiqts in the plume after all energy

has been converted is predicted to be 3.5 km/s based on a

given temperature of approximately 3000 ° K (using the

CONTAM Ill model). Durin[g the mission, there were over

40,000 thruster firings of varyir_g lengths from 0.08 s to tens of

seconds. When the PDP was turned on and taking data,

nearly all of these firings as well as every FES release and
water dump were evident in the data through one or more

measured parameters.

2.4. PDP Instrumentation i

A primary objective of the _DP was to measure aspects of

the orbiter's induced environment both in the payload bay at

the pallet level and above the bay to a 15-m height through

use of the Remote Manipulatol System (RMS). The PDP car-

ried a complement of 14 instruments that measured elec-

trostatic and electromagnetic waves, dc magnetic and electric

fields, ion composition and flow, ion and electron energy dis-

tribution functions, plasma temperature and density, and neu-

tral pressure. Some of the instruments which showed effects

during chemical releases are briefly described below. A more

detailed description of the instrument complement, the associ-

ated receiver systems, and the range of measurements possible

can be found in works by ShawOan et al. [1984a, b].

A 5-cm-diameter, gold-plated spherical Langmuir Probe

measured electron density and temperature and electron den-

sity irregularities (AN�N)in the::frequency range 0-40 Hz. Two
spectrum analyzers were used tO look at electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic waves and AN/N !irregularities in the frequency

range 31 Hz to 178 kHz. One pf the spectrum analyzers was

dedicated to observing the eleciric component of waves using

a double probe with two 20-c_-diameter black spherical sen-

sors separated by 1.6 m. The _her analyzer was periodically

switched between the electric _ipole antenna, the magnetic

search coil, and the Langmuir l_robe (see Figure I for location

of these sensors on the PDP): The dc electric fields in the
z

range +4.8 V/m were measured using the electric dipole an-
tenna, and spacecraft potential with range +8.2 V was mea-

sured by taking the average potential between the two spheres

with respect to the PDP ground, which was the same as the

orbiter ground. A cold cathode ionization gauge measured

ambient pressures from 10-7 to 10-3 torr. Finally, pitch angle

and flux of energetic electrons and ions with energies 2 eV to

36 keV were detected with a low-energy proton and electron

differential energy analyzer.

3. OBSERVATIONS

3.1. Flash Evaporator System Releases

Figure 4 provides Langmuir Probe and plasma wave data

taken during the 2-min FES release on day 82 (UT) under

daytime conditions. The top panel shows that for every 1.6-s

sample plotted during the release the Langmuir Probe saw

peak to peak voltage outputs which covered the full dynamic

range of the instrument. By applying a fast Fourier transform

(FFT) algorithm to these data, the AN/N plasma turbulence

spectrum shown at the top of Figure 5 was obtained. This

spectrum shows that the turbulence was increased by as much

as 30 times over background below l0 Hz and increased by

approximately 3 times at frequencies 10-40 Hz. The FES re-

lease spectrum was seen to rise steeply below 6 Hz and peak

at approximately 0.5 Hz, which was, in all probability, the

pulse rate of the FES release at this time. The basis for this

assumption will be discussed at the end of this subsection.

TABLE 2. Thruster Plume Characteristics

Primary Thruster (PRCS) Vernier Thruster (VRCS)

_h = 1419.8 grs,engine rh = 40.8 g/s/engine

Species Molecular Weight Mole Fraction

Composition. Neutrals

H20 18 0.328
N2 28 0.306
CO 2 44 0.036
02 32 0.0004
CO 28 0.134
H_, 2 0.17
H 1 0.015
MMH-NO_ 108 0.002

Composition. Dominant Ions
NO- 30 1.7 x l0 -s

CO 2 44 2.7 x 10- _o
OH- 17 4.3 x 10 -2°
Electrons 2.4 x 10 -9

Total Number of Neutrals
and Ions Ejected

Number of Number of Ions
Neutrals (Electrons)

VRCS

Typical* 1.3 × 1025 3.1 x 1017
Longest_ 1.7 x 10"6 3.8 x 10 la

PRCS

Typical_ 9.2 x 1024 2.1 x 1017
Longest§ 5.5 x 102s 1.2 x 1018

*Based on 2 firings ejecting 163 g over 2 s.
lBased on 14 firings ejecting 2100 g over 30 s.
_.Based on l firing ejecting 114 g over 80 ms.
§Based on 5 firings ejecting 682 g over 720 ms.
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Fig. 4. Effects of a flash evaporator system release at 0118. The top panel shows that the Langmuir Probe registered
peak-to-peak voltage outputs covering the full dynamic range of the instrument. The bottom panel shows that the peak
intensity of l-kHz electric waves rose substantially over the background during the release while the average did not. A

vernier thruster firing is also pointed out at 0116.

Associated with the AN/N increase was an enhancement in

the background orbiter-generated electrostatic noise [Shawhan

et al., 1984b], which in panel 2 of Figure 4 was shown to be

10-2 V/m at 1 kHz before the release. The average value of

the 1-kHz electric field (based on the average seen during each

1.6-s sample) during the release rose only slightly while the

peak value (the maximum encountered during each 1.6-s

sample) was at least half an order of magnitude greater than

before the release. An effect in the electric field during FES

releases was seen at all frequencies from 31 Hz to 31 kHz and

sometimes as great as 100 kHz, depending on Orbiter attitude

and on day/night and ram/wake conditions. The bottom half

of Figure 5 shows electric field spectral density for the FES

release on day 82. It can be seen here that electric field spec-

tral density was clearly enhanced by as much as 20 dB up to
31 kHz. Other data available show there were no obvious

effects on the wave magnetic field, spacecraft potential, dc

electric field, or neutral pressure.

The FES release discussed above took place during the

nose-to-sun attritude. It is apparent from Figure 1 that the

PDP sensors, i.e., Langmuir Probe and electric field sensors,

were located well inside the bay and were shielded by other

instrument packages from flow in some directions. Since the

plume of water vapor expands along the + Yo axes of the

orbiter, a more ideal location for the PDP would be on the

RMS near the back of the orbiter. Of the two releases that

took place while the PDP was on the RMS, essentially the

same effects as noted above were seen. In addition, a pulsing

effect was seen in the fluxes of low-energy electrons and ions.

This was particularly obvious in the ion data when the PDP

was on the RMS near the back of the orbiter as seen in Figure

6a. At this time, which was shortly after noon, we saw a

pulsing effect in the ion fluxes up to about i keV. A line plot

of counts versus time for 92.l-eV ions, shown at the bottom of

this figure, clearly shows the variation.

A careful analysis of the data, which showed a cycle of

about 5/rain, the sweep time of the particle detector (1.4 s plus

0.2 s rest), and the pulse rate of the flash evaporator system

(which we know to be less than 4 Hz) indicated that the

pulsing effect was due to a beat frequency between the sweep

of the particle detector and the FES pulse rate. In fact, com-

puter modeling has shown that a FES pulse rate of 1.8 Hz

would give a spectrum similar to that shown at the top of

Figure 6a. In addition, output amplitude versus time from the

Langmuir Probe clearly showed a periodic variation at 1.8 Hz

for this release (see Figure 6b), and the AN/N plasma turbu-

lence spectrum peaked between 1½ and 2 Hz. A pulse rate of

t.8 Hz for the FES at this time is consistent with what engi-

neering models from Hamilton Standard predict (A. Decris-

antis, personal communication, 1984). The production of hot

ions up to 1 keV is not yet fully understood; however, a few

remarks concerning a mechanism which could possibly ex-

plain this phenomenon are given in Section 4.

3.2. Water Dumps

Figure 7 is a plot which shows Langmuir Probe and plasma

wave measurements as a water dumping operation ended. The

water dump had begun 35 min prior to the beginning of this

plot. The end of the dump was characterized by an abrupt

decrease in AN/N turbulence at 1654 UT on day 83. A total of

42 kg of water was dumped at an average dump rate of 65

kg/hr. Panel 1 shows that during the water dump the Lang-

muir Probe recorded peak to peak voltage outputs which cov-

ered the full dynamic range of the instrument. At water shut-

off the voltage output dropped to background level almost

immediately, which was the case with FES releases. However,

_N/N PLASMA TURBULENCE SPECTRUM

-30r r I I
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I
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Fig. 5. AN/N plasma turbulence spectrum and electric field spec-

tral density for the flash evaporator system release shown in Figure 4.

The AN/N spectrum rose steeply below 6 Hz and peaked at about 0.5

Hz, which was the pulse rate of the flash evaporator at this time. The
bottom plot shows that background electrostatic noise was enhanced
at all frequencies up to about 31 kHz. Zero dB corresponds to 1
V2/M2/Hz.
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Fig. 6a. Ion energy spectrum during a flash evaporator system release while the Plasma Diagnostics Package was on
the Remote Manipulaior System. The spectrum shows a beat frequency between the sweep time of the ion detector and the
pulse rate of the flash::evaporator, ions with energies up to about l keV are seen at this time (see discussion in 4.1). The
bottom panel shows t[e 92.1-eV energy channel plotted to show the flux variation with time.

+

the turbulence spectrum wa,_ much broader and extended to

higher frequencies than that !observed during FES operations

as shown at the top of Figu/e 8. Plasma turbulence appeared

to be increased 5 to 6 times c_ver background at all frequencies

0-40 Hz.

Panel 2 of Figure 7 show's that the background noise at

0.178 kHz had been elevated slightly during the water dump.

Figure 8 shows that in fact, amplitudes at all frequencies up to

about 3 kHz were elevated during the dump and amplitudes

at all frequencies from 3 to ::100 kHz were suppressed. How-

ever, this spectrum depressirn was not seen in the FES re-

leases as shown at the bottom of Figure 5. It should be noted

that sunrise occurred at approximately 1651 UT on day 83 in

Figure 7, which is also a nea_-ram condition. Even though the

water dump had begun during nighttime conditions, peak to

peak voltage outputs covering the full dynamic range from the

Langmuir Probe were seen daring most of the dump. A water
dump that occurred on day 84 also showed similar effects. As

seen in Figure 9, the beginning of this water dump at 0111 was

evident only at the low frequencies, possibly because the bay

was in a wake condition at this time and the orbiter-generated
noise was almost absent. The near lack of effects seen when

the electrostatic noise was absent might imply that the effect

of the water dump was not to generate the noise but merely to

amplify it if it was already present. Wave magnetic field,

spacecraft potential, and dc electric field were not affected by

the water dumps, as was the q_ase with FES releases. However,

neutral pressure appeared to _ affected only during that part

of the orbit in which density 9vas lowest, i.e., in wake. During

this part of the orbit, neutra! pressure readings were slightly

greater with water being dumped than without it.

Smiddy et al. [1983] reported that on another shuttle mis-

sion during a water dump there was a AN/N increase at fre-

quencies between 30 and 503 Hz, an enhancement of elec-

trostatic noise, a decrease in the spacecraft potential, and an

unchanged dc field. With the exception of a decrease in space-

craft potential the results seem to be similar to those of the
PDP.

3.3. Thruster Operations

Most of the plasma effects observed by the PDP during

thruster firings are shown in Figure 10. This plot covers a

10-min time period during the daytime (sunset occurred at

1540) with the payload bay in a near-wake condition up to

1536 and during which several primary thrusters were fired.

The PDP was in the bay at this time, but the effects were

similar when the PDP was on the RMS. Note that the PDP

provided a resolution of 1.6 s for most of these measurements,

which was considerably longer than the typical 80-ms firing of

PLASMA DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

5

AMPLITUDE I'_ I _

(VOLTS) II '_J _ X

O_ ', j t _]

17 764 21764 _ 25.764

, TIME (SEC)
, ;

_- 61 SEC )4

1982 DAY85 t531 GMT

Fig. 6b. Plasma density fluctuations during an FES release while
the PDP was on the remote manipulator system (see Figure 6a). The
data show 11 cycles in 6.1 s for a periodic variation at 1.8 Hz, which
other data and modeling show to be the pulse rate of the flash evap-
orator at this time.
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Fig. 7. Effects of a water dump that ended at 1654. The top panel shows that the Langmuir Probe registered
peak-to-peak voltage outputs covering the full dynamic range of the instrument during most of the dump. The bottom
panel shows that l-kHz electric waves were elevated over background during the dump. Vernier thruster firings are also
pointed out at 1655 and 1658.

a primary thruster. When thrusters fired, the Langmuir Probe,

which responded to variations in the electron density near the

PDP, typically saw peak to peak voltage outputs which cov-

ered the full dynamic range of the instrument with frequency

components in the 0- to 40-Hz range (see Panel 1 of Figure

10). In addition, the Langmuir Probe measured electron den-

sity. As shown in Panel 2, the density was seen to increase by

2-3 orders of magnitude every time a thruster fired. Please

note that the absolute density scale as labeled is still subject to

revision at this time. However, the relative change seen in

density with every thruster firing will be unchanged should the

scale be revised. At the same time the electric field at fre-

quencies from 30 Hz to >10 kHz was seen to increase by

almost 2 orders of magnitude to 0.1 V/m. The 1-kHz channel,

which is representative, is shown in Panel 3. In the fourth and

fifth panels, low-energy ions (58.9 eV) and electrons (2.56 eV)

are displayed which showed increases in flux with nearly every

thruster firing up to 1536. Ions with energies up to 1 keV were

seen with some thruster firings during the mission. Pressure

£N 'N PLL_-Mt. TCRBIJLENCE SPECTRUM

C,t_YT:ME !

ELE' -R!"_ F FLD SPECTRAL ©ENSIT'_

, ._ W_TEm DUM_'( 653 '30_ i

> [ post _ERaU_p _: i( 16_.4 50 1

t=SO rRELIJEN/_' ;Hz i

1962 O_Y _

Fig. 8. AN, N plasma turbulence spectrum and electric field spec-
tral density for the water dump shown in Figure 7. The ANN spec-
trum was elevated over background at all frequencies from 0 to 40
Hz. The bottom plot shows that background electrostatic noise was
enhanced at all frequencies up to about 3 kHz and suppressed at all
frequencies above that. Zero dB corresponds to 1 VZ,M 2 Hz.

spikes (Panel 6) were seen for several firings, with some pro-

ducing increases up to 2 x I0 -6 torr. Pressure spikes up to

10 -4 torr were observed during certain thruster firings tests

[Shawhan et al., 1984b]. The resolution of the pressure gauge

is 1.6 s, which explains why many of the thruster firings

showed no effect on pressure. In Panel 7 the potential of the

PDP spacecraft and orbiter with respect to the plasma (SC

POT.) shows a 2-V change with each firing up to 1536. The

electric field in the vicinity of the PDP (Ea_rr) was oc-

casionally perturbed by as much a 1 V/m. Finally, Panel 8

shows that only primary thrusters were fired during this

10-min time period. The firing of one thruster is indicated by a

half line, with a full line indicating the firing of two or more

thrusters at approximately the same time.

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, electron density

was seen to increase by 2-3 orders of magntiude during a

thruster firing. This effect was most pronounced, however,

when the orbiter was in a wake condition, i.e., low initial

density ( < 103 cm- 3). At higher electron density ( > 10 s cm- s)

and thus at a different attitude a thruster firing tended to

reduce the density. In addition, the ion mass spectrometer

which was flown on the PDP [Grebowsky et al., 1983] saw

order of magnitude enhancements in H_O + and NO+ during

thruster firings. Although NO + is a constituent of the exhaust

VLF ELECTRIC FIELD D_TA

MINUTE 0 5 I0,_, 15 20 25 50
/

.... WATER DUMP BEGINS

1982 DAY 84 HOUR OI

Fig. 9. A 30-min plot of VLF electric field data which shows that
a water dump began at about 0111. Effects are noticed only at low
frequencies since the bay of the orbiter was in a wake condition.
Vernier thruster firings are also pointed out.
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Fig. 10. A 10-min sarhple plot of measurements made by the PDP indicating the pressure and plasma effects of primary

thruster firings. _3ome of the effects disappeared as the bay came out of a near-wake condition at about 1536.

plume (see Table 2), these momentary enhancements of NO +

are most likely due to the reaction O ÷ + Nz--, NO + + N,

which takes place at the rate _ 1.3 x 10-t2 cma/s [Ferguson,
1973]. Thus, it is the dominant neutral N 2 constituent of the

plume which reacts with the ambient O + to produce the en-
* ! +

hanced NO Likewise, the H20 must be produced by

charge exchange between ambient O ÷ and neutral water,

which is a dominant constituent of the plume. It should be

noted that the lack of effects in the ion and electron data and

in the electric field and space, raft potential after 1536 was
certainly a result of the payload bay coming out of wake
and/or approaching the dayr night terminator.

Vernier thruster firings produced the same effects as noted

above, although in many cases the effects were minimized

owing to the smaller amount 6f gas being ejected. Some ver-

nier thruster firings are noted[ on Figures 4, 7, and 9. The

spikes seen in the AN/N data (i)anel 1) in Figures 4 and 7 and

not noted as thruster firings are an instrumental effect and are

in no way related to thruster _rings. In addition, the turbu-

lence spectrum and electric field spectral density spectrum for

a vernier thruster firing are shown in Figure I1. These plots

show that AN/N electron densi!y irregular ties during thruster

firings were increased over b_.ckground by as much as 10

times at all frequencies 0-40 H_ and background electrostatic

noise stimulated by the thrus_r firing was most intense at

frequencies below l0 kHz andl peaked around 0.5 kHz. For

more details on the effects of th.tuster firings during STS 3, see

Murphy et al. [1983]. Similar effects to the ones mentioned

_2.56 EV E

PRESSURE

+-4V/M

....... EOIFF

, -4V/M
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r

1540

above have been reported on other shuttle flights [Srniddy et

al., 1983; McMahon et al., 1983; and Narcisi et al., 1983].

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCI.USIONS

The Space Shuttle perturbs the ambient ionosphere in many
ways as it carries out its planned missions. A foreknowledge of

these perturbations will aid all researchers who wish to use the

shuttle as a platform from which to conduct their experiments,

whether they be astronomy-related or physics-related experi-

ments. The results of the PDP on STS 3, as presented in this

paper, show clearly the early effects on the ionosphere of

shuttle-produced chemical releases. These results are valuable

in helping to understand the early effects on the ambient iono-

sphere of the larger releases from rockets for which measure-

ments close to the release are nearly impossible. A summary of

the effects observed by the PDP and possible explanations for
them are as follows.

4.1. Flash Evaporator System Releases

The flash evaporator system released vaporized water at a

variable pulse rate. During this time the plasma density ir-

regularities [AN�N) were increased by 3 30 times. In addition,

the fast Fourier transform of the Langmuir Probe data

showed a spectrum that rose steeply and peaked below 6 Hz,

in agreement with the possible pulse rates, and extended to 40

Hz, which was the limit of the detector. At the same time the

plasma wave data [Figure 4) showed an enhancement in the

background orbiter-generated electrostatic noise at fre-
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Fig. II. A_'_' plasma turbulence spectrum and electric field
spectral density for the vernier thruster firings shown in Figure 4. The
AN N spectrum was elevated over background at frequencies from 0
to 40 Hz. The bottom plot shows that electrostatic noise was stimu-
lated at all frequencies up to about 10 kHz. The spectrum peaked at
about 0.5 kHz. Zero dB corresponds to 1 V2 M2.,Hz.

quencies 30 Hz to 31 kHz and as high as 100 kHz depending

on the orbit and attitude characteristics. Figure 6a illustrates

the periodic variation in energetic ion particle flux which was

consistent with an FES pulse rate of 1.8 Hz. The fact that this

variation exists is evidence that the time scale of the onset of

plasma modification by the water vapor was fast. For releases

of only a few grams of water vapor per pulse the plume dis-

persed rapidly {within a few seconds), which reasonably ex-

plains the decay time of any plasma effect. The fast 1< 1 s)

onset time is consistent with the O*/H20 charge exchange

reaction which occurs at the kinetic rate (2.4 x 10 -9 cma/s}

[Ferquson, 1973]. The fact that this charge exchange reaction

occurs 1000 times faster than the dominant F region O* loss

process [Mendillo et al., 1975] causes it to dominate the local

ionospheric chemistry.

Additional evidence of the rapidity of the plasma/H20 in-

teraction is provided by the Lagopedo ionospheric depletion

experiments conducted in September 1977 [Ponyratz et al.,

1978; Sjolander and Szuszczewicz, 1979] which involved re-

leasing water vapor into the F region of the ionosphere. These

experiments confirmed that charge exchange and dissociative
recombination took place shortly after the releases and per-

sisted for nearly a half hour. The hole was nearly isotropic and
Gaussian in profile, with a thickness at half depletion of 60

km.

Day versus night effects are summarized by Bernhardt

[1976] when he states that water vapor is acceptable as a

daytime release from the Shuttle but loses efficiency at creat-

ing a hole in the plasma at night owing to its condensation
into ice crystals upon release. Zinn and Sutherland [1980]

pointed out that such ice crystals have an evaporative lifetime
of about 5 min, which is long enough for them to traverse a

great distance (kilometers) before they evaporate. This would
seem to indicate that the PDP should see little or no change

in electron or ion flux during night releases. This prediction

can neither be confirmed nor denied for the case of FES oper-

ation since not enough data were taken under appropriate

conditions.

During the time the PDP was on the RMS (see Figures 6a

and 6b) the flash evaporator was releasing an average of 0.6 g

of water vapor each time it pulsed. This means that approxi-

mately 4 x 1022 water vapor molecules were being released

every second. Because this release is pulsed and occurs in

vapor form, the FES should be very efficient at creating a

plasma hole at F region altitudes. The PDP data taken during

the daytime support this. Section 4.4 further examines the

plasma/HzO physics, seeking to understand the phenomenon

which would take place after the charge exchange reaction

Occurs.

4.2. Water Dumps

Plasma effects noted during water dumps include increased

pressure in the shuttle wake, plasma turbulence increases at all

frequencies up to 40 Hz, and enhancement of the background

orbiter-generated electrostatic noise at frequencies from 30 Hz

to approximately 3 kHz and a suppression at frequencies
above 3 kHz. This observation is consistent with a theory

proposed by Papadopoulos [1984], which attributes the broad-

band electrostatic noise and glow phenomena to lower hybrid

drift instabilities driven by plasma density gradients. When the

bay is in ram and thus the density is very high (~ 106 cm- 3),

there appears to be a critical frequency which determines

whether the background orbiter-generated electrostatic noise

is enhanced or suppressed. PDP data show this critical fre-

quency to be approximately 3--4 kHz, which is near the lower

hybrid resonance frequency. Electromagnetic noise was re-

corded during the large liquid water release at 105 km on the

second flight test of the Saturn booster in 1962 [Debus et al.,

1964]. Signal strength measurements during that release at

frequencies ranging from 10 kHz to 230 MHz indicated that

radio frequency waves generated by electrical discharge were

associated with the cloud that developed after the release.

It is expected that liquid water would be less efficient at

creating a plasma hole in the ionosphere than vaporized water

since at release, only a small amount would be vaporized and

the remainder would become ice particles, as was the case

with the Saturn booster experiment [Debus et al., 1964]. In

view of the PDP measurements and the releases which were

recorded during STS 3 it is not possible to state whether or

not liquid water was less efficient at creating a hole than

vaporized water.

4.3. Thruster Operations

Finally, a summary of the effects of thruster firings includes

the following: an increase in plasma turbulence over the 0- to

40-Hz spectrum, increases or decreases in electron density

which were orbit dependent, enhancement of the background

electrostatic noise from 30 Hz to above 10 kHz, neutral pres-

sure spikes up to 10 -4 torr, perturbations to the spacecraft

potential by as much as 2 V and to the dc electric field by as

much as 1 V/m primarily under wake conditions, and oc-

casional changes in the low-energy ion and/or electron fluxes.

It is likely that the enhancement in electron density during

thruster firings, which was seen primarily during the times

when the orbiter was in a wake condition, was due to ion

scattering into the wake as a result of the high pressure gas

cloud which surrounded the shuttle and to other chemical

reactions. With regard to the high-energy ions and electrons

which were seen during some thruster firings, it is not possible,
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with the data available, to ab?,olutely determine whether these

ions and electrons were due t_) neutral or ionic effluents of the

thruster exhaust. Most of the:: other effects noted during thru-

ster firings, including enhancement of the background elec-

trostatic noise and p_rturbaiion to the spacecraft potential

and dc electric field, could h4ve an explanation rooted in the

qualitative description of plasma/H20 physics contained in

the next section.

4.4. Physics in a Cloud of W',3ter

Further examination of th_ physics which could take place

in a cloud of water (from FE$ releases, water dumps, or thru-

ster operation) released into tl_e ionosphere hints at some pos-

sible explanations for the observed phenomena.

Charge exchange between t_e ambient O _ ions moving at 8

km/s relative to the H20 molecules in a plume produces

stationary H20 _- ions lin th_ reference frame of the plumej

and fast O atoms which are rapidly lost from the plume. Since

in this moving frame there i,4 a motional electric field tE =

- V x B _ 2 mV/m), the newl_ created ions experience a force

F oc E + V x B. The subsequent motion is cycloidal, thus the

guiding centers of the HzO + irons are displaced in the direc-

tion of the electric field. This _isplacement contributes a cur-

rent, the so-called pickup cufi'ent [Goertz, 1980], which will

lead to a buildup of charge _t the end of the plume. These

charges will partially screen the motional electric field from

the inside of the magnetic flu_ tube connected to the plume.

The electric field in the plume must then be calculated by

balancing the pickup current With field aligned currents car-

ried by Alfven waves [Goertz, !980].

It can be shown that if th_ plume is fairly dense, NH_o _>

10 _'* cm-3, (which would occur during the first few tenths of a

second after an FES release) the electric field in the plume flux

tube tPFT) is significantly reduced.

Ambient ions overtaken by _he Alfven wave will be acceler-
ated perpendicularly to the magnetic field and form a ring

distribution in velocity space. In addition, ambient O atoms

entering this nearly field-free r<gion are photoionized and also

form a ring distribution in velocity space which is unstable to

electrostatic waves [Harris, 19_9]. It is known that such a ring

distribution will quasilinearly diffuse in velocity space with a

rapid formation of a high-energy tail [Kulyyin et al., 1971].

It needs to be investigated quantitatively what the plasma

density and composition is in Z_the PFT and whether the O ÷

ions stay in the plume long e_ough to be affected by charge
exchange with the H20 molecules. If charge exchange occurs
before the O ÷ ions leave the plume along magnetic field lines,

the ring distribution may not b_ strong enough to cause rapid

growth of electrostatic waves and heating.

in addition to the foregoing, we would like to point out that

it has been suggested that the observed spacecraft potential

changes, electrostatic noise, and plasma turbulence during

FES releases may be due to nozzle spray electrification (tri-

boelectric effects). While this is an interesting suggestion, its

investigation is beyond the scope of this paper. The paper's

main purpose is to present observational evidence of effects

noted during shuttle-produced chemical releases and to sug-

gest possible explanations for the effects observed. In light of

this, a thorough study of all bf the suggested explanations

contained in this paper needs to be undertaken.

Further measurements by the: Plasma Diagnostics Package

coordinated with ground-based observations, both of which

are investigations of the Spacdab 2 mission scheduled for a
July 1985 launch, will provide _xt opportunity to further study

the plasma/HzO interactions through orbiter chemical re-

leases. In situ measurements by the PDP will be extended to

the regime around the orbiter far beyond the reaches of the

RMS (the PDP will be released as a free-flying satellite) and

coordinated with simultaneous ground observations to pro-

vide much more extensive input to theory. Further, it is hoped

that the measurements obtained by the PDP on Spacelab 2

will aid other experimenters who plan to use the space shuttle

as an experimental platform.
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MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
IN THE VICINITY OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE
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A_traet--A kangmuir probe flown as part of the Plasma Diagnostics Package aboard the third space
shuttle flight was used to determine electron densities, temperatures and plasma potential in the vicinity
of the shuttle orbiter. Measurements taken both in the cargo bay and [0 m above the cargo bay on the
Remote Manipulator System arm are consistent with small satellite and laboratory results in that reduced
densities and elevated temperatures are observed in the shuttle wake. The primary difference in the shuttle

measurements is one of magnitude, i.e. orders of magnitude density decreases and factor of five temperature
enhancements.

Analysis of data taken in ANoN mode (used to measure plasma density fluctuations) reveals large plasma
fluctuations with a significant spectral component up through the lower-hybrid frequency. The peak
amplitude of this AN/N turbulence can be as high as a few percent, and the most intense turbulence seems
to occur near regions with a steep gradient in plasma pressure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of temperature and densities behind a

body immersed in a flowing plasma which have thus

far been reported in the literature can be divided into

three categories : (1) those obtained in the laboratory

under controlled conditions, (2) those obtained in

the wake of small scientific satellites, and (3) those

recently reported from experiments aboard the space

shuttle (Raitt et al., 1984: Siskine et al., 1984). This

paper will discuss the plasma parameter measure-

ments made by the Plasma Diagnostics Package

(PDP) which flew as part of the third shuttle payload.

Subdividing plasma measurements in this way is

quite natural since these categories correspond to an

e_er-increasing ratio of object size to Debye length.

Laboratory measurements have typically achieved

scaling in the range of ]-50 ,;-c) (Stone, 1981),

Measurements from small satellites (e.g. Samir

and Willmore, 1965) and the Gemini-Agena (Troy et al.,

1970) rocket experiment have been in a range of up

to _ 100 2D, while the space shuttle has typical dimen-

sions on the order of 1000 ;._. For the F-region in

which the orbiter typically flies, densities of 106 cm

and temperatures of t000 K are common. There are

some other variables which complicate the picture

and make comparisons between the small satellite and

shuttle cases more ditficult : namely, the small satellites

are typically conducting bodies, whereas the shuttle

is primarily an insulator on surfaces exposed to the

plasma: also, there is evidence to indicate that the

shuttle outgassing products constitute a large portion

of the neutral atmosphere (Shawhan et al., 1984) near

the vehicle. This neutral gas may be enough to alter

details of the wake structure. Despite these difficulties,

measurements by the PDP Langmuir probe indicate

an overall consistency with the information provided

by data from small satellites and laboratory exper-

iments.

This paper will discuss in detail the methodology

of the shuttle observations and then summarize the

results within the framework of previous experiments,

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The PDP Langmuir probe is a relatively simple

instrument which has two operational modes, the first

as an electron density/temperature measurement

tool, the second as a diagnostic for AN/N fluctuations

in electron density over the frequency range 0.5-40

Hz. The instrument uses a 6 cm diameter gold-plated

spherical sensor mounted on a fixed boom approxi-

mately 30 cm from the body of_he PDP. The location

of the probe is illustrated in Fig. I. The electronics

operates in two modes, alternated by a timing signal

generated by the PDP spacecraft encoder. The total

cycle lasts for approximately 13 s and consists of a

12-s "lock" period where the probe is held at + 10 V

relative to the PDP chassis, followed by a I-s 120-

sample sweep from + 10 to -5 V. Figure 2 illustrates

this cycle. During the lock cycle, the probe is in the

AN/N mode and the output current fluctuations are

sensed by a logarithmic sensor and sampled through
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LANGMUtR

PROBE_

FIG. I _ SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF THE PDP STRUCTURE

SHOWS Tile LOCATION OF THE LANGMUIR PROBE ON A BOOM

" APPROXIMATELY 30 cm IN LENGTH.

three filiers : 1 Hz low pass. 1-6 Hz bandpass, and 6-

40 Hz I_andpass. A fourth filter (30 Hz high pass)
routes toe output to a wide-band receiver and spec-

trum aqalyzer which, when in the Langmuir probe

mode (51.2 s out of a total sensor switching cycle of
409.6 s)jcan look at details of the current fluctuations

up to a frequency of 178 kHz. The sample rates of the

filters were adjusted such that the Nyquist criterion

was satisfied, that is 5. 20 and 120 Hz, respectively,

for the first three filters. The 30 Hz high-pass filter

which was sampled by the spectrum analyzer was peak

detected and each of the 16 channels sampled once
each 1.6 s.

The voltage sweep cycle of the probe had a step size

of0.125 V. which is relatively coarse for a plasma with

ambient temperatures of 1000 K and presented some

difficulties which will be discussed later. The probe

was sampled once each voltage step. Since the probe

steps from +10 to -5 V and then jumps back to

+10 V. it was not possible to check for possible

hysteresis effects on the probe. The output of this

mode is a voltage, proportional to log of the current,

vs sweep voltage. Unlike the probe described by

Raitt et al. (1984), no differentiation takes place:

the probe, in fact, works much like manually swept

probes used in the laboratory giving the I-V (current-

voltage) curve directly.

A word is in order about the reference potential for

the Langmuir probe. The voltage on the probe is

referenced to the PDP chassis. The PDP chassis is

grounded to the orbiter both while in the payload bay

and on the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) arm.
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FIG. 2. THE LANGMUIR PROBE INSTRUMENT CYCLE HAD A PERIOD OF 12.8 S (EIGHT MAJOR DATA FRAMES).

,,_t the end of the cycle, a sweep consisting of a series of 0.125 V steps is driven by a 120 Hz clock. The
wide sweep range accommodates swings in the PDP potential due to charging effects.
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TABLE t. LaN(;mUtr ProBE zzrvormAN('z PARAMETERs

Current sensor 0. l ,aA I mA
T, <800- 5000 K)
n_ (103-I07cm _)

AN/N
< I Hz t.8 460%
1 6 Hz 0.12 30%

6 40 Hz 0.012 3%
> 30 Hz (spectrum analyzer) - 30 to - 80 db AN/N

Thus the probe is swept with respect to orbiter chassis

ground and a measurement of the potential of the

vehicle with respect to the plasma is possible. This is

relevant considering that the orbiter is primarily an

insulating body and its principal conducting surfaces

are the engine nozzles at the rear of the vehicle.

The sensitivities and dynamic ranges of the two

modes of the Langmuir probe are summarized in
Table 1. It should be noted that it is difficult to state an

absolute temperature measurement range since that

range is density dependent. For that reason, the cur-

rent sensitivity of the log current sensor is given as the

primary specification, with temperature and density

dynamic ranges in parentheses.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

The process of deriving electron temperature, den-

sity and plasma potential from a Langmuir I-V

characteristic is straightforward in the idcal case but

has several limitations in practice that the reader needs

to be aware of in order to fairly judge the results of

this research.

As noted previously, the Langmuir probe is stepped

from + 10 to -5 V in 0.125 V increments with its

current sampled at each step. Even though this voltage

range extends well below the floating potential, the

electronics uses a transistor's base-emitter junction to

detect directly the log of the current and therefore

cannot measure negative (ion) current. Thus, we see

two fundamental limitations in the probe design

which were engineering compromises necessary for

operation in the uncertain shuttle environment.

The relatively large step size (0.125 Vt implies

there will not be very many samples of current in the

retardation region for typical ionospheric electron

temperatures of _0.1 eV. For example, at a density

of _ 10 _ cm _. the electron current at plasma poten-

tial for our probe would be lp _ 10 + A. Consider-

ing that the minimum detectable current for the

electronics is 10 7 A approximately six points would

lie on the electron retardation region of the charac-
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teristic. Clearly at densities < 103 cm- _it would not be

possible to accurately determine temperatures. The

software used to calculate temperature and density
thus uses a number of first and second derivative tests

to determine if a statistically significant number of

points lie beyond the _'knee" of the curve and in the

retardation region of the characteristic. If statistically

good fits are not possible, the analysis of that sweep

is halted and the data are written to a "bad record"

file where records are examined further by hand. Com-

parison of machine calculations to those done by hand

for a large number of sweeps over the full range of

these data were used to refine the "'intelligence" of the

software to a point where high confidence can be

placed in the results.

The second limitation, the fact that the probe does

not measure ion current, results in an underestimate

of temperature and overestimate of density at high

ambient densities. To see why this is so we look at

two sample sweeps in detail.

Figure 3 illustrates a log-/ vs V curve taken at

21:47:38 U.T. yielding electron "'density" of _ 1 x 10 _

and "temperature" of ~2600 K. In this particular

case, the dotted lines are fit by the computer routine

and the plasma density (proportional to saturation

current), temperature and plasma potential deter-

mined accordingly. What is the effect of the un-
measured ion current? Once the measured current

falls below a certain threshold, the ion current may

become a significant portion of it. Since the ion

current subtracts from the electron current, the

measured current is less than it would be if only

electron current w,ere present, thus increasing the

slope of the curve and causing the computed tem-

perature to be too low. An upper bound for the ion

current can be calculated as L = ,4 •q" n," t', where A

is the projected area of the probe, n_ the ion density.

q the elementary charge and t', the shuttle velocity

through the plasma. For the case in Fig. 3, the ion

current would be 3.6x 10 _'-'n, or _3.6 x 10 _ A, a

correction which is below the instrument sensitivity.

As one can see from Fig. 3. the corrected and un-

corrected slopes are indistinguishable.

Since the ion current is variable--it depends on

ram-wake conditions, detailed geometry in the

payload bay, etc.--it was found that no consist-

ently accurate correction could be calculated and

implemented under all conditions. Therefore, the
decision was made to let the software fit the data

uncorrected for ion current, and determine instead

what worst-case effect this has on the calculated "'tem-

perature" and "density". In these data, presented in

the next section, the reader will find that. under ram

conditions, densities are high by about a factor of two
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FIG. 3. A TYPICAL LANGMUIR CHARACTERISTIC IS GIVEN FOR A DENSITY OF 1 X 10 4.

Note how density, temperature and plasma potential are determined by using two straight-line fits. This

Method slightly overestimates plasma potential but does so fairly consistently by a few KT_v. in this case,
the lower curve corrected for ion current is not significantly different from the uncorrected version.

and temperatures correspondingly low by ambient

daytime!ionosphere standards. It is important to real-

ize that no elaborate physics need be invoked to

explain ihese results : it is simply an ion current effect.

The above formula can be used to calculate ion

current, but one must keep in mind that due to lower

ion den._ities in wake and semi-wake conditions and

the fact that ions impacting the probe under these

conditions must have a velocity less than t'_, the cal-

culation gives an upper limit valid only in undisturbed

plasma flow regions (ram).

Figure 4 illustrates data taken in these ram

conditioqs and shows the effect of correcting for

ion current which is not negligible in this case

(L - 1.4x 10 5 A. A look at the effect under various

conditiohs gives the following general rule for the

underestimate of temperature as a function of actual

ambient :electron density :

IO_'cm _--*100%: lO_cm _50°/0:

and IO s cm _ _ negligible.

These effects are accounted for in the plots of the

next section by the dashed lines which illustrate the

best mean solution for density and temperature con-

sistent with the above rule.

Fortunately, although extremely low densities can-

not be accurately measured and high densities have

ion current corrections, the range lbr most of the

interesting physics of the wake region discussed here

remains free of instrumental limitations.

4. OBSERVATIONS

We will first present a summary of a representative

sample of our observations and then discuss each

in detail. Details of the STS-3 flight, where these

measurements were made, can be found in Shawhan

et al. (1984). The important aspects From the point of

view of this paper are that the orbiter flew just below

the peak in the F-region in a 240 km circular orbit at

an inclination of 37 . Measurements presented here
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in this case, the value of ion current is _ 1.4 x 10 -_ A so no data points are available below that value in

the corrected curve. The correction of slightly more than a factor of two in teemperature implies a
corresponding decrease in the estimate of density since n, _: l,i%/'T=.

were taken either while the PDP was stowed in the

cargo bay or while it was deployed on the RMS arm

5-10 m above the bay. The location of the PDP in

these two cases is illustrated in Figs 5 and 6.

Electron temperature and density are shown as a

{'unction of universal time (U.T.) in Fig. 7 for the case

of the PDP in the cargo bay. The obvious periodic

structure which repeats four times across the plot is

due to the "'ram-wake cycle" which resulted from a

slow orbiter roll about its x-axis (nose-to-tail axis). In

order to relate the observed density and temperature

variations to the vehicle attitude, we need to set up a

coordinate system to describe the direction of plasma

flow. This coordinate system is illustrated at the

bottom of Fig. 8, which is the attitude plot for the

• same time period as Fig. 7. The "pitch" angle of

plasma flow is 0_. When 0_ = 0, the plasma flows

at the orbiter from its underside; when 0T = 180-, the

plasma is streaming directly down into the cargo bay.

The immediate correlation between plasma density

and 0, is evident when comparing Figs 7 and 8. The

azimuth angle of the plasma flow is 02 and is measured
counterclockwise from the nose (as viewed from

above the orbiter). Sensitivity to 0, is evident only

when the angle 0, is near 90-. This is primarily due to

the vertical stabilizer and other large structures in the

cargo bay near the PDP.

The magnitude of the density depletions in Fig. 7,

which is greater than three orders of magnitude, is

striking. It should be recalled that the computational

method used to determine density and temperature is

halted when too little of the I-V curve is available

for unambiguous interpretation (see Section 3). The

probe current is usually at least one order of magnitude

above the probe threshold of detectability at this point

but continues to fall rapidly until no current is detected

at any sweep voltage• Thus, the three orders of

magnitude depletion is a conservative estimate of the

density change and in reality the _ = Nv, ake/Namb ....

probably extends into the 10- 4or 10 _range• It should
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VCAP

SRPA

vcAP /

", / ,_ ,.._ T I J Lp

STARBOARD

PORT

POP '/

FORWARD

FIG. 5. THE OSS-I PAYLOAD FOR THE THIRD SHUTTLE FLIGHT HAD THE PDP POSITIONED SUCH THAT THE

LANGMLIR PROBE WAS APPROXIMATELY AT STILL LEVEL IN THE CARGO BAY.

The VCAP instrumentation is also highlighted. Note that large structures such as the Thermal Cannister
:Experiment, only inches from the Langmuir probe, complicate geometry in the analysis of plasma flow in

the payload bay.

be noted in Fig. 7 that the dotted lines represent a cor-

rection for ram ion current to the probe and no real den-

sity entlancement or temperature depression in ram is
believed to be present, compared to standard iono-

spheric conditions.

The next and perhaps more interesting result is

the rem._rkable temperature enhancement seen as the

probe eqters the wake region. The fact that the tem-

perature shows no cvidcnce of "'leveling off" at a

stable value before calculations are stopped (refer to

the gaps in the data at _ 21:30 and 22:08 U.T.) implies

that temperature may rise considerably higher in the

/
FIG. 6. THE LOCATION OF THE PDP ABOVE THE CARC_) BAY

FOR THE _RMS'" DAFA II,LUSTRATED IN THIS PAPER PLACES IT

WELL ()_T OF THE WAY OF STRUt'TURES IN THE BAY ITSELF,

MAKING tHE ORBITER BODY THE DOMINANT OBJECT IN ALL

WAKE ANALYSIS.

(_'he RMS is 50 ft long when fully extended.)

extreme rarefaction region. Since the probe voltage

has a step size of 0.125 V, it is inherently less accurate

at determining low temperatures in the range of

1000 K (0.1 eV) (see Section 3), but that accuracy

improves as the temperature rises and statistical fits to

the straight line portion of the I- Vcurve are very good.

In summary, although the absolute accuracy of the

probe in measurements of temperature is probably no

better than 50%, and the low end temperatures are

underestimated, the trend in Fig. 7 is apparent and can-

not be attributed to instrumental effects.

To determine the variation of the density depletion

in the wake region as a function of distance behind

the vehicle, it is useful to compare the above results

obtained while the PDP was in the payload bay v4th

those obtained while on the RMS at a distance of

10 m above the payload bay. This is, of course,

equivalent to having a probe further behind the

obscuring plate in the laboratory experiments or

mounting a sensor on the boom of a small satellite.

Figure 9 shows data from one orbit while the PDP

is on the RMS arm. Figure 10 is the corresponding

orbiter attitude. Note that the density rarefaction

from _ 17:00 to 17:20 U.T. is not nearly as pro-

nounced as those in Fig. 7 and that the temperature
enhancement is also less dramatic. The fine structure

in the plot (sharp peaks of a few minutes duration)

correlates well with the predicted wake of the PDP
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and RMS. Since the PDP was being rotated while on
the RMS, the orientation of the Langmuir probe with

respect to plasma flow around the PDP and RMS

(angle of attack) varies, producing this fine structure

variation. It would be useful to compare these data to

those from the small satellite category since the

PDP is approximately 1 m in diameter and the

RMS is approximately 0.3 m in diameter• Again, as

with Fig. 7, the dotted line represents temperature

and density measurements corrected for worse-case

ion current.

The third set of raw data which this paper will

address is the AN/N output. The plasma turbulence

(Raitt et al., 1984) present in the vicinity of the shuttle

has received some attention, and understanding its

nature can give us greater insight into the special

problems associated with large vehicles interacting

with the ionospheric plasma. Figure I l(a) is a plot of

the RMS value (averaged over 1.6 s) of AN/N in the

6-40 Hz region. This plot covers the same time period

as Figs 7 and 8 and was taken while the PDP was

in the orbiter's payload bay. The turbulence in this
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PDP LANGMUIR PROBE AN/N DATA
i982 DAY81 GMT 2130:OO-2130:10
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:-804_----,
o Io 20
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,J!

3o 40

Flo. 12. A FFT OF THE AN,N DATA E()R THE FREQUENCY

RANGE 1-40 Hz SHOWS NO PARTICULAR SIRUCI'LRE.

This pk_t is typical of data taken during a time of moderate

turbulence.

frequency range is not observed to be highest in ram as

reporteO by Raitt et al. (1984) but highest, generally, in
a transition zone between ram and wake. For ease of

comparison, the temperature and pressure are also

shown iN Fig. I 1, and one can see a "double-humped"

charactbr to the noise, the two peaks appearing more

or less t_t the beginning and end of the wake boundary.
In o_er to understand the nature of this turbu-

lence, it_ frequency spectrum needs to be examined as

well. Figure 12 is a plot of the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) cf the turbulence from I to 40 Hz. The spec-

trum shows little structure and a typical magnitude of

ANN at any given frequency is less than 1%.

Extended frequency analysis tip to 178 kHz has been

done by using the special Langmuir probe mode on

the spectrum analyzer. The noise shows a relatively

flat spectral response up through the lower hybrid

resonance frequency. This extended analysis has been

combined with that at low frequency and a typical

spectrum shown in Fig. 13.

5. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON

WITH PREVIOtS RESULTS

Since _neasurements of the wake characteristics of

very large objects are quite new, an assessment needs

to be made of how these observations stand against

the following: (1) instrumental or systematic prob-

lems, (2) other measurements, and (3) predictions

from theory and the scaling of observations made in

a regime where the object is much smaller.

The L_ngmuir probe instrument itself seems to per-

lbrm weil. The probe is believed to be quite clean due

O_

-,2o4
,", lib

-160

18: 57:45

I I I I I

i 2 3 4 5
LOG F

TYPICAL HIGH INTENSITY SPECTRUM

FIG. 13, EXTENDED FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE AN:N

SPECTRUM FOR A TYPICAL SAMPLE OF THE NOISE SHOV*S A

RELATIVELY FLAT SPE('TRUM UP TO APPROXIMAFELY 30 kHz.

This data was taken in the payload bay ID,O.Y, = I)83).

to atomic oxygen bombardment. It is also relevant

that there seemed to be no significant shift in data

over the time frame of the mission, leading one to

believe the probe condition is a constant. Although

absolute accuracy is difficult to achieve, the probe

gives (after correcting for ion current) temperatures

and densities within approximately 50% of the

expected values at peak F-region altitudes and since

it is the change in density and temperature which is

significant here, the absolute accuracy is not at issue.

Further evidence that the probe is measuring plasma

characteristics correctly is given in Fig. 14. Here we

have plotted the plasma potential as measured by the

Langmuir probe, the flouting potential as measured

by dual-floating probes on the PDP and the difference

between plasma and floating potential (AV) for the

same time interval as the data plotted in Fig. 7. Note

that the +'cusps" or increases in A V correspond to the

wake region and are consistent with the increasing

plasma temperature observed there. These regions of

increasingly negative plasma potential have been

observed in the laboratory and are a principal mech-

anism driving the self-similar ion expansion that has

been studied by se',eral investigators (Raychaudhuri

et al., 1986). Thus, even without actually measuring

the slope of the log 1 vs V curve to determine tem-

perature, we can independently verify that tem-

perature must, in fact, be increasing at these times.

Comparison with other measurements must first

take place where spacecraft scales are similar. The

Gemini,,,4qena, Explorer 31 and AE-C spacecraft ,

(Medved, 1969: Sumir and Wrenn, 1972; Samir and

Fontheim, 198t) were similar in size to the PDP and •

sampled regions of similar plasma density at com-

parable Mach number. The temperature and density

data shown in Fig. 9 while the PDP is on the RMS

arm show small-scale depletions in density (- 50%)
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Ft(;.14. THE TOP TWO PANELS ARE A COMPARISON OF THE PLASMA P()ITNTIAL Data MEASURED BY THE

LANGMLIR PROBE WITH THE.FLOATING POTENTIAL ,MEASURED BY THE SPI-IERICALFLOATING PROBES,

The third panel is a plot of plasma potential minus floating potential and should be proportional lo the

plasma temperature. Note the 1 2 V offset is consistent with that expected in this temperature density
regime but is periodically enhanced during wake encounters.

and increases in temperature (50-100%), which are

entirely consistent with the previous results on small

spacecraft.

Comparison of our results to those of Siskind et al.

(1984), which were also made on the STS-3, shows

both experiments agree on the magnitude of electron

' density depletions. However, while the PDP Lang-

muir probe indicates an elevated temperature in wake,

• Siskind et ul. (1984) interpret the VCAP Langmuir

probe data to indicate an elevated temperature in ram.

Although the PDP and VCAP instruments were not

always operating simultaneously, data were taken

under similar circumstances and general agreement

would be expected. Samir et al. (1986) have sys-

tematically compared the results of laboratory and

small satellite experiments, as well as the predictions

of several theories, to the Siskind et al. (1984) data.

They slate that "'No electron temperature enhance-

ment, known to the authors, has been found for ram

conditions on small satellites Therefore, we submit

that the results of Siskind et al. (1984) and Siskind

(1983) are in contrast with all earlier results." While

the PDP Langmuir probe temperature measurements

are contrary to the Siskind et al. (1984) measurements,
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they do agree with the majority of other experimental
results.

It is difficult to scale measurements from bodies of

the 50--i00 )-o size range to those of the orbiter, but

the enhancement in Tc has been seen to be a function

of body_ize up through the Gemini-A.qena experiment.

Plasma chamber experiments perlbrmed by Oran et

aL (1975), llliano and Storey (1974)and Stone (1981)

all indicate temperature enhancement in the near

wake. It_ particular, Stone (1981)carried the measure-

ments farther downstream and supports the result

that the temperature enhancement is a near-wake

phenomenon, extending spatially downstream only to

about zi= SRo, where S = Mach number and Ro =
body si_. This is consistent with the comparison made

between_ our pallet and RMS data. At a distance of

< R,, d_wnstream, the density depletion was only two

orders _f magnitude and the temperature enhance-

ment w_s only _ 100%, compared to more than three

orders o( magnitude density depletions and factors of

five tem_rature enhancement seen in the near wake

during ballet measurements. This suggests that a

rough staling law may indeed work for objects the

size of t_e shuttle orbiter, at least for the gross wake

structure.
An e_planation for the elevated electron tem-

peratur_ observed in the wake of orbiting spacecraft

has beer_ addressed by various authors (e.g. Samir and

Wrenm }1972; Troy, 1975; Gurevich et al., 1973). It

has bee_ speculated that the hot electrons may result :

(1) fro_ a selection effect by the negative potential

generally found in the spacecraft wake, or (2) from

energiza_ion of the electrons by wave-particle inter-

actions _n the plasma turbulence present in or near

the wake. A third and alternative explanation, which

does noi involve turbulence, may be along the lines

indicated by Fried and Wong (1966) to explain ion

cooling when ions from a high potential expand into

a Iow-pc_tential region in a laboratory double-plasma

device, lh the case of an orbiting spacecraft, electrons

reaching the spacecraft within the wake would be

nearly adiabatically compressed (and heated) as they

enter th_ low-potential region attached, at the wake,
to the s_acecraft. Simple estimates indicate that this

effect m_y account fbr the observed heating.

The final observation to discuss is that of the plasma

turbulence. Turbulence similar to that reported herein

has beeti observed in the wake region of other satel-

lites, e.g. Ariel I (Samir and Wilmore, 1965). The PDP

Langmuir probe results again seem inconsistent with

those oE Siskind et al. (1984) in that Siskind et al.

report t_is turbulence to be greatest in ram, whereas

the PDP_results show that the turbulence is generally

greatest in the transition region between ram and

G, MURPHY et al.

wake. The key difference in the observations may be

due to the spectral content of the noise. Components

between 2 and 3 kHz which is the frequency range

observed by Siskind et al. with the VCAP instru-

mentation region may show a different ram-wake

dependence than those in the 6_0 Hz frequency range

plotted in Fig. 12. Since the whole spectrum of

turbulence is only available when the 16-channel spec-

trum analyzer is in Langmuir probe mode (approxi-

mately ! min out of every 8), a study of the spectral

dependence vs angle of attack has not been possible.
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1.0 Introductlon

The purpose of thls report is to review the discoveries and experiments
of the Plasma Diagnostic Package (PDP) on the OSS 1 and Spacelab 2 missions,

to compare these results wlth those of other space and laboratory experiments,

and to discuss the implications for the understanding of large body

interactions in a LEO plasma environment. The paper is Ioglcally divided into

three sections. First a brief review of the PDP investigation, its

instrumentation and experiments is presented. Next a summary of PDP results

along with a comparison of those results with similar space or Laboratory

experiments is given. Last of all the implications of these results in terms

of understanding fundamental physical processes that take place with large
bodies in LEO is discussed and experiments to deal wlth these vital questions

are suggested.

2.0 PDP instrumentation and experiments

The PDP Is a small cylindrical satellite with a complement of instruments

designed Co measure plasma density and temperature, glve ion composition,

temperature and flow direction, provide complete electron and ion distribution

functions, and measure electron flux from electron beams. In addition Co

these comprehensive particle measurements the PDP contains instrumentation to

provide a complete set of single axis wave and field measurements. Waves
(both electric and magnetic) are measured from approximately i01 to 105 hz and

electric fields are measured both at DC and from I01 to 107 hz. A complete

description of the PDP instrumentation Is available In Shawhan 1984c.

The PDP was designed not only as a satellite, but because it was to be

flown and deployed from the Orbiter; i= was also capable of measuring the

plasma environment in and around the orbiter hay by being maneuvered through

various positions on the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) arm. The

inltlal experiments and measurements made by the PDP on the OSS-I (STS-3)

Mission were all made either in the payload bay on a pallet or within

approximately I0 meters of the bay on the RMS. As will be seen in the next

section these early shuttle experiments helped provide insight into the

shuttle orbiter environment, conducted the first orblter-based active plasma

experiments, and provided some of the first insights in large body

interactions at LEO. In addition, the OSS-I experiments provided the baseline

from which many of the future detailed interaction issues could be addressed.

Spacelab 2, which repeated (with some modifications) some of the OSS-I

experiments and extended the range of interaction studies to nearly a

kilometer from the orbiter, benefited greatly from the earlier OSS-I

experience. The PDP investigation was initiated by Prof. Stanley D. Shawhan

(who is now at NASA Headquarters) and is currently under the leadership of

Prof. Louis A. Frank at the University of Iowa. Other members of the PDP team
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include Donald A. iGurnett and Nicola D'Angelo (U. of Iowa), Noble H. Stone,

David L. Reasoner (NASA/MSFC) and Joseph Mo Grebowsky (NASA/GSFC). Numerous

other scientists and engineers both at the U. of Iowa and NASA have played a

major role in the program since its inception in 1978.

3.0 The earl 7 results

Early papers ifrom the OSS-I/PDP program focused on defining the

environment of the i shuttle orbiter. This environment was a critical question

mark in the eyes _f many future users of the shuttle partlcularly in the areas

of contamination, plasma, and electromagnetic environment.

3.1 The neutral environment

Early measurements of the neutral pressure environment of the orbiter

revealed that the _mblent pressure at orbital altitudes was only obtainable in

the near wake of the vehicle and then only after a long period of outgasslng.

Even after seven days in orbit, pressure averaged at least an order of

magnitude greater _han ambient (Shawhan, 1984c). Not until Spacelab-2

analysis was available would the probable source of such a large vapor cloud
be revealed.

More detailed investigation of the source of large pressure enhancements

led to the study o_ thruster operations. It was reported that the thrusters

(in particular Prirmary RCS and to a much less degree Vernier RCS) introduce

major changes in plasma density, ion composition, neutral density, electric
fields, and electrostatic plasma waves (Shawhan, 1984c; Murphy, 1983; Pickett,

1985). Other investigators have since reported similar results noting neutral

density increase of up to 1018/m3 inside the payload bay (~ 7 x 10-5 Tort)

with NO a major component of the enhancement (Wulf, 1986)o

3.2 The plasma environment

The plasma density and apparent DC electric field shifts observed near

the orbiter are not yet totally understood but may be related to interactions

of the neutral constituent of the gas plume with the ambient plasma or to the

plasma component per se.

Grebowsky et al. (1983) reported the surprising result that H2 O+ is a

major constituent of the plasma near the orbiter sometimes even dominating the

ambient O+ ionosphere. The source of these water ions is belleved to be in

charge exchange reactlons between the ambient 0+ ions and a cloud of H20

molecules generated by outgasslng around the orbiter. This H20 cloud may

indeed be a major Contributor to the enhanced neutral pressure environment.

The plasma enyironment near the orbiter not only has an altered ion

composition but reveals the influence of a large body moving supersonlcally

through its medium, Stone etal. (1986) observe the ions streaming by the

orbiter and study in detail the structure of the wake behind the vehicle.

They took partlcular note of multlple "beams" of ions with different apparent

source directions and theorize that this is consistent with not only an

additional source of ions close to the orbiter but may imply an E-field sheath

associated with a boundary between the ion source region and the undisturbed

plasma. It could _n fact be that this additional source region is consistent
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with observations of Grebowsky (1983) on the production of H2 O+ near the

orbiter.

Reasoner et al. (1986) have underscored the problem of making reliable

ambient ionospheric density/temperature measurements near the orbiter.
Combinations of contaminant ions, plasma turbulence generating heating, and
ram/wake effects make it imperative to move well .away from the orbiter before

relying on an RPA to reliably characterize the ionosphere. This observation
is of course consistent with all previously discussed results.

Electron densities and temperatures near the orbiter are reported by

Murphy et s.1. (1986). To first order electron densities are dominated by the
ram/wake effects associated wlth large bodies. The orbiter is not only large
compared to the debye length (I0a-I0 _ _V) but also large compared to the
electron and ion gyroradlus. This size results in the investigation of a

unique and unexplored region in parameter space and creates perhaps more
questions than it answers. Murphy et al. (1986) report density depletions of
as much as 5 orders of magnitude in the near wake of the orbiter (within the

payload bay) and less dramatic though significant depletions of 1-2 orders of
magnitudes at distances reachable by the RH$. Moreover, apparent temperature

enhancements of > factors of 5 are observed in the wake transition region.
This transition region is also characterized by plasma "turbulence" with _N/N
values of typically several per cent. Secondary effects controlling the
electron density spatial variation involve: 1.) the possible enhancement of
electron density in ram (compared to ambient), Shawhan (1984c), Raitt (1984);

2.) the effect of the neutral cloud around the vehicle and the photoionizatton
of that cloud, Pickett (1985); 3.) the role of the magnetic field both in the

filling in of the wake and the production of V x B potentials in the orbiter
reference frame.

3.3 Electromasnetlc environment

The AC and DC electric and magnetic fields on and near the orbiter are
driven by two sources: 1.) orbiter EMI associated with the hardware per se;
2.) fields associated with the interaction between the orbiter and its
envi ronment.

The orbiter EMI under JSC's leadership and Rockwell's cooperation proved

to be much more benign than the original ICD specifications would indicate.

Shawhan (1984b) and Murphy (1984b) reported in detail the measureme -- of that

environment. By using the ?DP's sensitive plasma wave receivers ann various

RMS maneuvering sequences a "map" of orbiter EMI revealed that the environment

was dominated not by orbiter generated noise but by plasma interaction noise.
This Broadband Orbiter Generated Electrostatic (BOGES) noise ($hawhan, 1984b)

seemed to be associated with plasma turbulence around the orbiter and had

field strengths as great as .I v/m with a relatively flat spectrum up to

~ I0 khz. Although the exact mechanism was not understood, Murphy et al.

(1984a), suspecting that it was similar to the turbulence observed by the

Langmuir probe, indicated that it was noise of relatively short wavelength

(< 1 m). This noise was observed to be enhanced by any sort of gas release
(thruster, water dump, etc.) implicating the gas cloud as a production
mechanism. Theoretical work by Papadopolous (1984) suggested that the gas
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cloud may provide the "fuel" for enhanced plasma densities by the critical

ionization velocity phenomenon and may be intimately involved in the

production of this BOGES noise.

Thus we see that the understanding and characterization of the orbiter
environment requires detailed investigation of the inter-reactlons between the

orbiter body, its _ontaalnant cloud, and the ionospheric plasma.

For purposes _f completeness it should also be emphasized that a large
part of both the 0_S-I and Spacelab-2 missions were devoted to detailed study

of the behavior and interactions of an electron beam propagating in the

ionosphere. These studies were conducted Jointly with the Vehicle Charging

and Potentlal (VCA_:) experiment (Banks, 1986). The OSS-I results are reviewed

by Banks (1986) and Shawhan (1984a). Since another paper in thls proceedings

describes the VCAP_PDP results in detail no further discussion will be given

here. i

4.0 Space_ab 2 r laboratory resultsp and the emerging picture

Many of the results discussed above began to be published after the

Spacelab-2 mission which was launched in July 1985 but early results had a

significant influeqce on the science objectives and experiment planning of

Spacelab-2. The l_ndmark nature of the plasma experiments of Spacelab-2 will
gradually emerge o_er the next several years and, in particular, the

importance of the _DP free-flight activity, described briefly below, in

understanding large vehicle interactions, will become quite obvious. This is

especially true in light of the hiatus of Spacelab type missions in the coming

years.

After performing about 12 hours worth of experiments on the RMS which

consisted of wake situdies, EMI surveys, and joint experiments with VCAP, the

PDP was prepped for release as a sub-satellite of the orbiter. The PDP

free-flight scenario consisted of approximately 6 hours of complex marouvers

by the shuttle orbiter which controlled, in a carefully planned sequence, the

relative positions _f the PDP and orbiter.

First, a release and t_-:k-away maneuver moved the PDP down the "throat"
of the orbiter wake to a distance of ~ I00 meters. After several

station-keeping experiments the orbiter began a "fly-around" of the PDP. Part

of the fly-around w_Zs executed in plane so the PDP would transit the orbiter

wake at distances from 40 to 200 meters. The other part of the fly-around was

out of plane moving ithe orbiter above and behind the PDP and targeting two

flux-tube-connections (FTC's) per orbit. These FTC's were planned so that

they occurred out o_ the orbiter's wake with one in the daytime ionosphere and

one at night. The FTC's were quite successful in placing the PDP and the

orbiter on the same magnetic field line at a relative distance of ~ 200

meters. These FTC'_ were believed to be accurate to within several meters at

best to a little more than I0 meters at worst. After two "fly-arounds." and

several wake transits were completed the orbiter approached and captured the

PDP along the velocity vector, again allowing the PDP to examine the near

wake. Dealing with i topics as a continuation and refinement of the OSS-I

results we first discuss the neutral environment.
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4.1 Neutral environment and the contaminant E as cloud

Further measurements by the PDP neutral pressure gauge taken during

pallet operations verified the high pressure environment due to early on-orbit

outgassing. Analysis of vernier thruster operations verified that only the

aft down pointing verniers affected pressure in the bay (Pickett, 1986). No
further observations of primaries are possible because of an instrument

malfunction. A strong point to be made from Pickett's observations are that

large instruments which vent gases can also have dramatic effects of the

payload bay environment, raising pressure to as high as 10-5 Torr. The

orbiter's outgassing is now known to have a major effect on the local

environment •

The contam/nant ion gas cloud observations were extended to ~ .5 ks from

the orbiter. Grebowsky, 1986 observed contaminant H2 O+ ions in all directions

around the orbiter. The presence of contaalnant NO and 02 + ions was also

reported. It is important to note that the dominant ion in the wake of the

shuttle appeared to be H2 O+ instead of _mblent 0+.

If these ions are created by change exchange with 0 + analysis of their

distribution function would indicate a ring in velocity space. Reports by

Paterson, 1986 provide evidence that this is indeed the case and an attempt to

model the outgassing and chemical reactions associated with it is currently

under way. Observations of the Infrared telescope on Spacelab-2 may provide

additional data on outgassing rates and the structure of the water cloud which

appears to surround the vehicle.

4.2 Further studies of the orbiter wake

Investigation of the structure and dynamics of the orbiter wake both on

the RMS and as a free flyer are being continued. More detailed examination of

the wake turbulence indicate that the magnetic field orientation may affect

the structure of the turbulent zone (Tribble, 1986). Comparisons of the

electron density observed in the wake are being made with predictions of the

NASA POLAR code (Katz et al., 1984) and early results indicate the code may be

quite accurate at predicting at least the first order effects on electron

density. The details associated with magnetic field effects, the role of the

plasma turbulence and pick up ions, and processes which produce the heated

electrons (Murphy, 1986) still --,st be investigated. A/though a detailed

review of wake investigations conducted both in the laboratory and in space is

presented elsewhere in the proceedings it is relevant to discuss briefly some

laboratory results which complement the Spacelab studies.

4.3 Complementary laboratory investigations

In addition to observing the wake region behind large objects as they

pass through the near earth plasma, it is found profitable to perform

laboratory experiments in order to gain some insight into the plasma-wake

environment. A/though the parameters .my not scale directly to the plasma
that has been examined above, such experiments suggest new avenues for the

spacelab investigations of the future. Herein, we shall review a few recent

experiments performed in laboratory plasma environments whose volume is of the
order one cubic meter, possessing plasma numbers of ne = n i ° 10 6 - 10 8

electrons/tin3; T e - 1-3 eV and T i < Te/10.
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Alikhanov et al. (_971) studied the flow into the wake region created by a

flowing plasma pasting a rectangular plate that was at floating potential. In

an extended study, iEselevich and Fainshtein (1980) noted that the expansion of

the plasma from thq undisturbed region into the wake could be modeled with a

self similar description. This can be understood from the governing fluid

equations of conti_uity

vb6n/6z + 6(nv)/6x - 0

and mot ion

Vb_/_z + v6v/_x - -cs26(In n)/6x

where the quasineu_ral plasma has been assumed to be moving as a beam in the z

direction with a velocity of vb. The ion acoustic velocity is cs. These

equations are identical to the problem of a neutral gas or a quasineutral

plasma expanding in,to a vacuum and solutions in terms of the self similar

variable _ - x/(z/_ b) can be obtained. The POLAR model discussed previously

uses such a quaslneutral approximation. Similar results concerning the self

similar expansion into the wake region behind a grounded metal plate were

reported by Wright ier al. (1985). In the very near wake region where

quasineutrality wo_id be violated, it was found that the potential would be

the important self !similar dependent variable by Diebold et al. (1986). In

this case, the dependent self similar variable becomes _ - x/(z/vb)2 as shown

by Lonngren and Hershkowitz (1979).

As the wake r_gion has a lower density than the ambient flowing plasma,

one might conjecture that the electrons due to their higher mobility would

rapidly enter the wake, creating an electric field which would accelerate the

ions to velocities igreater than the ion acoustic velocity. The accelerated

ions have been noted in the experiments of Wright et al. (1985), (1986) and

Raychaudhuri et al_ (1986). The potential well that would result from such a

space charge was observed in the orbiter wake by Murphy et al. (1986). That

the electrons can speed ahead of the ions was recently detected by Chart et al.

(1986). Ions coul d also enter the wake region by being deflected around the

perturbing obJects ias was recently noted by D'Angelo and Herlino (1986a),

(1986b) in an experiment performed in a plasma in a weak magnetic field

oriented in the direction of the plasma flow. These experiments show results

reminiscent of thoee by Stone 1986 where streams of converging ions were

observed behind the orbiter. Finally, a series of experiments designed to

examine the flow of plasma around magnetized objects has been described by

Hill et alo (1986)o These would be related to the TERRELLA type of

experiments except that the present experiments were performed in a very low S

plasma environment (B = 10-4). A general characteristic of the observations

in this experment was that the magnetic object "appeared" to be larger for the

electrons than the ions since the electron wake had dimensions that were

larger than the io_ wake.

Hence, we see that the laboratory experiment provides a controllable

environment in which to suggest future paths for space experiments or to

explain certain sp_ce observations. Future work needs to better define the

role of the magnetic field and the charge on the object in question. It

should be noted however that it is difficult to simulate in the laboratory

conditions similar to the orbiter where the magnetic field can be

perpendicular to the flow vector and where gas cloud interactions modify the
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observations •

4.4 Electroma_netlc environment and active experiments

Further definition of the electromagnetic environment has shown that the

BOGES noise extends as far from the orbiter as the PDP observed, and was

strongest along field lines connecting to the orbiter and in the turbulent

wake zone (Gurnett, 1986a). Gurnett has also verified that the noise is

electrostatic in nature and has very short wavelength. Considerable

theoretical efforts are currently under way to determine the fundmental

process creating such noise.

Of further interest may be a series of Joint experiments with VCAP where,

during two flux tube connection experiments, dramatic comparisons to the

physics of whistler mode radiation in auroral arcs has been discovered

(Gurnett, 1986b).

Further active experiments conducted by using the orbiter OMS engines to

produce a cloud of water vapor and deplete the ionosphere (Mendillo, 1981;

Mendillo et al., 1978) showed significant plasma depletion, as measured in the

orbiter payload bay, recovering on the timescale of seconds after engine

shutdown (Trlbble et al. 1985). Tribble also reported a high level of plasma

"turbulence" which lasted tens of seconds indicating the presence of

instabilities. This phenomenon may be similar to that observed by RCS

ignition and reported by Murphy et al., 1984a, and Shawhan et al., 1984b.

5.0 Summary

It is important, with such a wide range of data, to put together an

emerging picture of the Shuttle orbiter interactions and then systematically

address the experiments which need to be conducted in order to further the

science/technology of large body interactions.

Although laboratory and small satellite observations can shed light on

details of wake structures, and the electric fields associated with them,

large bodies such as the orbiter pose some unique problems. Is the orbiter a

comet? In many respects, there are similarities. It definitely carries its

own gas cloud and understanding how large objects such as the orbiter,

platforms, or space station interact with the plasma demands on more than a

scaling of laboratory experiments.

Part of the interactions around large objects are due to the "scale size"

effect while others are distinctly interrelated to outgassed products and the

change in the balance of the ambient chemical equilibrium. As described by

Grebowsky et al., 1986, the instrumentation required to completely disgrace

the ionospheric chemistry and simultaneously determine all key plasma

parameters requires careful consideration of the specific problems the

spacecraft must study. The PDP is only a first generation experiment with

instrumentation that was not optimized for studies such as "comet" problems.

Future experiments must be designed both for space and in complementary

laboratory setting which can, if not solve the following problems, at least

determine by appropriate empirical means their impact on future technologies.

These problems include:
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i.

.

.

.

.

What is the effect of gas clouds associated with large objects on their

interaction with the neutral atmosphere and plasma?

a. How does the cloud affect the wake fill process?

be Is the orbiter cloud large enough to create a pick-up current of such

magnitude _hat it partially screens the motional electric field?

(Pickett, _t al., 1985; Goertz, 1980; Katz etal., 1984).

c. For large objects such as space station, could the energy dissipation

associated with such a cloud create significant anomalous drag?

L

d. How does t_e cloud affect the charge neutralization process and

current loops associated with tethers, or particle beams?

e. What is the effect of such a cloud on the operation of a plasma
contact.r?

The interactions of large structures with the ionosphere through

electromotive forces associated with differential charging, absolute

charging, and closed current loops are not well understood.

The phenomena of vehicle glow, its relationship with the plasma, the

neutral cloud _d the interacting surface has given rise to conflicting

theories with insufficient data to resolve the issue. (Green, 1985)

Understanding o_ the total picture associated with large body wakes

involves more than models of electron and ion density. Nave particle

interactions, atmospheric chemistry, vehicle charge, and magnetic fields

must be included in the analysis.

Joint particle beam experiments such as those between PDP and VCAP have

raised many questions about the propagation of beams from structures like

the orbiter. This is an immature experiment because until SL-2 no

experiments (other than short sounding rocket flights) have provided

remote diagnostics on such beams. (See the paper by Banks et al. in this

proceedings for more detail.)

6.0 Recommendations

The Challenger iaccident has dealt a severe setback to the space

experiments assoclated with large body/plasma interactions. It is unfortunate

that the space station is set to proceed on course wlth little opportunity in
the next 6 years for detailed study of the technical issues that should be

resolved before it proceeds.

Studying such problems requires a commitment by NASA to a program which

must involve the development of instrumentation adequate to measure the

appropriate parameters , flights of opportunity within the next five to six

years for such instruments, support of working groups consisting of

experimentalists who may have relevant data from past missions and theorists

attempting to model the phenomena and, last of all, well designed and executed

laboratory experiments.
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Last of all it is of paramount importance that those scientists and

engineers evolved with the state of the art of large body interactions, gas
cloud dynamics, high voltage effects, etc. have effective knowledge transfer

to those individuals and organizations making the design decisions of the

future.
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PLASMA WAVE TURBULENCE AROUND THE SHU_rLE: RESULTS FROM THE SPACELAB-2 FLIGHT
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Abstract. During the Spacelab-2 flight, which occurred from

July 29, to August 6, 1985, a spacecraft called the Plasma

Diagnostics Package (PDP) was released from the shuttle to

explore the plasma environment around the shuttle. The

plasma wave instrument on the PDP detected a region of

intense broadband turbulence around the shuttle at frequencies

extending from a few Hz to about I0 kHz. The noise has

broadband intensities ranging from I to 5 mV/m and was

observed at distances of up to 400 m from the shuttle. The

highest intensities occurred in the region downstream of the

shuttle and along magnetic fieldlines passing near the shuttle.

The intensities also tended to increase during periods of high

thruster activity,which provides strong evidence that the noise

is caused by an interaction of the ionosphere with gaseous

emissions from the shuttle, similar in many respects to the

interaction of a comet with the solar wind. Antenna inter-

ference patterns observed in the wideband data show that the

wavelength ofthe turbulence isvery short, a few meters or less.

Introduction

In this report we describe plasma wave turbulence observed

around the shuttle by a spacecraft called the Plasma

Diagnostics Package (PDP) which was released from the shuttle

during the Spacelab-2 flight. The PDP was designed and

constructed at the University of Iowa and is a reflight of the

same spacecraft previously flown on the STS-3 flight [Shawhan

et al., 1984a}. On STS-3 the PDP was carried on the remote

manipulator arm, which restricted the measurements to about

15 meters from the shuttle. The principal new feature of the

Spacelab-2 flight is that the PDP was released from the shuttle,

thereby providing measurements at much greater distances.

During the free-flight phase of the mission, the shuttle was

maneuvered to provide two complete fly-arounds of the PDP at

radial distances out to about 400 meters. The fly-arounds

provided measurements both upstream and downstream of the

shuttle, and along the magnetic field line through the shuttle.

In addition to the fly-arounds, a series of maneuvers, called

wake transits, were performed to survey the wake region

directly downstream of the shuttle.

Included among the various experiments on the PDP was a

plasma wave receiver designed to measure electric and

magnetic disturbances produced by the motion of the shuttle

through the ionosphere. The results presented here are mainly

from this instrument. For a description of this and other

instruments on the PDP, see Shawhan |19821. The Spacelab-2

mission, which was launched on July 29, 1985, was flown in a

nearly circular low-inclination orbit with a nominal altitude of

325 km and an inclination of 49.5 °. The PDP was in free flight

for a roughly 6-hour period, from 0010 to 0620 UT on August I,

1985.

Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union.
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Observations

An electric field spectrogram showing the plasma wave

intensities during the fL,'st of the two fly-arounds is shown in the

bottom panel of Figure 1. The shuttle position relative to the

PDP is given by the x, y, z coordinates at the bottom of each plot.

The + z axis is directed downward toward the center of the

Earth, the x axis is in the orbital plane with the positive axis in

the direction of motion, and the y axis completes the right-

handed coordinate system. The electric field spectral density,

E2/Af, is indicated by the color code, with blue being least

intense and red being most intense. The white line labeled fee is

the electron cyclotron frequency, which is a basic characteristic

frequency of the plasma. The points labeled I and 2 at the top of

the spectrogram indicate magnetic conjunctions, which are

times when the shuttle was maneuvered tointercept a magnetic

fieldline through the PDP.

The spectrogram shows two types of nolo. At selected times

during the flight an electron gun on the shuttle was used to

inject a beam of electrons into the ionosphere for purposes of

studying beam-plasma interactions. This beam produced the

series of whistler-mode emissions identified as "electron beam

emissions" in Figure I. These emissions have been described in

a previous series of papers [Gurnett et al., 1986; Bush et al.,

1987; Farrell et al.,1988] and will not be discussed further. In

addition to the electron beam emissions, a broad band of noise

can be seen at frequencies below about 104 Hz. No comparable

type ofnoise isevident in the magnetic fieldspectrogram. From

the known noise level of the magnetic antenna, the ratio of the

electric field energy density to the magnetic field energy density

is found to be at least 10 to 100, which is much larger than

would be expected for any known electromagnetic mode of

propagation. Therefore, the noise is electrostatic. The same

type of noise was detected on the STS-3 minion [Shawhan et al.,

1984b; 1984c], and is usually referred to as "broadband
electrostatic noise. _

As can be seen, the broadband electrostatic noise consists of

many impulsive abort-term variations superimposed on a slowly

varying, nearly continuous background. Most of the impulsive

variations can be associated with thruster firings. For

comparison, the rate of gas ejection from the thrusters averaged

over one-minute intervals is shown in the top panel of Figure 1.

Major trajectory correction maneuvers, which typically involve

gas injection rates of 102 to 10 q gin/see over periods of 30 sec or

more, almost always produce an intense burst of broadband

noise. Examples of such maneuvers occur near the first

magnetic conjunction, at 0157 and 0204 UT. In addition to the

trajectory correction maneuvers, an almost continuous level of

thrustor activity occurs in association with minor attitude

corrections. These firings, which have duration6 of about 80

msec and occur at a rate of several per minute, may be

responsible for the nearly continuous low I_vel of noise that is

present most of the time.

Comparisons of the electric field spectrograms from the two

fly-arounds and the wake transits indicate that the intensity

varies systematically with the position of the PDP relative to

the shuttle. This dependence is illustrated in Figure 2 which

shows the x-z projection of the shuttle trajectory relative to the
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Fig.I.The bottom panel_showsa spectrogramofthe electricfieldintensitiesobserved by the PDP duringthe firstfly-aroundand the

top panelshows the gas _ux associatedwiththrusterfiringson the shuttle.The broad band of noisebelow about 104 Hz isclosely
associatedwith the thrusterfiringsand isbelievedtobe causedby an interactionbetween a cloudofneutralgas around the shuttle
and theionosphere,whicl_isstreamingbyat~ 8 km/sec.

PDP. The solid black dots show the regions where the

broadband electric field s_rength, integrated from 35 Hz to 31
kHz, exceeds 1 mV/m As can be seen, the electrostatic noise
tends to be strongest and most persistent along the + x axis,
when the PDP is downstream of the shuttle, and weakest along
the -x axis, when the PDPis upstream of the shuttle. The noise
is also strong near the four magnetic conjunctions, which are
labeled I through 4 in Figure 2.

The interpretation of the noise enhancements near the
magnetic conjunctions ib complicated by the fact that the
thruster firing rate tond_ to be higher in these regions as the
shuttle was maneuvered _ intercept the magnetic field line
through the PDP. Nevertheless, we believe that the

intensification in this region is controlled to some degree by the
magnetic field geometry. As evidence of this relationship note
that thruster firings when the PDP is upstream of the shuttle,

for example at 0216 and _224 UT (see Figure I), do not have
nearly as large an effect ks thruster firings near the magnetic
conjunction, for example at 0157 and 0204 UT. Also, even when
the gas ejection rate is lov, for example from 0159 to 0203 UT,
the noise level in the mag_etie conjunction region is higher than

for comparable gas ejecti_ rates when the PDP is upstream of
the shuttle.

Representative electric field spectrums of the broadband

electrostatic noise are shown in Figure 3. The top panel shows

two spectrums selected from near the first and second magnetic
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Fig. 2. An orbital plane plot showing the regions (black dots)
where the broadband shuttle-induced noise exceeds I mV/m.
The noise is strongest and most persistent in the region
downstream of the shuttle and weakest in the region upstream
of the shuttle. Strong enhancements also occur near the
magnetic conjunctions.
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Fig. 3. Selected spectrums of the broadband noise near the first

and second magnetic conjunctions, and at two positions in the

wake region downstream of the shuttle.

condunctions , and the bottom panel shows spectrums at two

differentdistances (x = 247 m and x = 87 m) in the wake region

directly downstream (y = 0, z == 0) of the shuttle. All four

spectrums are remarkably similar. Typically, the spectrum is

almost flat from 10 Hz to about 104 Hz, and then drops below

the instrument noise level by 108 Hz. Sometimes a peak can

be seen at a frequency of a few kHz, which is near the lower

hybrid resonance frequency. This peak can be seen at various

times in Figure I, for example at 0150 and 0255 UT. The

broadband electric field strength during the most intense

thruster-related events ranges from about 2 to 5 mV/m. The

nearly continuous background level in the wake region directly

downstream of the shuttle isabout I to 2 mV/m.

High-resolution wideband spectrograms of the electrostatic

noise sometimes show a "fingerprint" pattern that repeats with

a period of one-half of the spacecraft rotation period. An

example of such a pattern is shown in Figure 4. This type of

spin modulation pattern is well known in space plasma wave

data and is an antenna pattern effect caused by wavelengths

short compared to the antenna length [Temerin, 1979; Fuselier

and Gurnett, 1984; Gallagher, 1985]. The nulls occur when the

antenna separation projected in the direction of propagation is

an integral number ofwavelengths Since the antenna length is

only 3.9 meters, the existence of these nulls implies that the

wavelengths of the electrostatic noise issubstantially less than

one meter. For such short wavelengths, the frequency spectrum

isalmost entirely determined by Doppler shifts. From the nulls

in the fingerprint pattern, one can in principle determine the

wave frequency in the plasma rest frame. Although a more

detailed analysis will be necessary to provide an exact mode

identification,our preliminary estimates indicate that the wave

frequency in the plasma rest frame isquite low, 500 Hz or less.

The fingerprint pattern tends to be most pronounced and easily
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Fig. 4. A high-resolution wideband spectrogram showing

"fingerprints" in the broadband noise. This effect is caused by

nulls in the antenna pattern as the spacecraft rotates and is

indicative of wavelengths shorter than the 3.9 meter length of

the electric antenna.

recognized near the upper frequency cutoff(~ 10 to 20 kHz) and in

the region directly downstream of the shuttle.

Interpretation

The close correlation between thruster firings and

enhancements in the broadband electrostatic noise provides a

strong indication that the noise is associated with neutral gas
emissions from the shuttle. Previous measurements [Shawhan

et al., 1984b; 1984c; Pickett et al., 1985] have shown that the

shuttle is surrounded by a neutral gas cloud with pressures as

much as 102 to 103 above ambient. This gas cloud originates

from a variety of transient and steady-state sources including

thruster firings, water dumps, outgaseing of water absorbed in

the tiles, and leaks from pressurized compartments on the

shuttle. The fact that the electrostatic noise displays both an

impulsive component as well as a nearly steady component

simply reflects the complex time variability of these various

sources.

Since a neutral atom does not interact with an electric field,

some mechanism is needed to generate the noise. This

mechanism is believed to be charge exchange between the

shuttle gas cloud and the surrounding ionosphere. Studies of

the plasma distribution around the shuttle by Paterson and

Frank [1987] and Frank et al. [1988] show that the shuttle is

surrounded by an energized distribution ofH20 + ions and other

heavy ions. These ions are believed to be produced by charge

exchange between the shuttle gas cloud, which isprimarily H20

and ionospheric O + ions,which are streaming by at ~ 8 kin/s.

Once ionized, the ,newly born H20 + ions are immediately
accelerated by the Vx _ electricfieldand carried downstream,

more or less as illustratedin Figure 5.

The pick-up process causes two effects that could possibly

account for the intense electrostaticnoise observed around the

shuttle. First, since the newly born ions are moving with

respect tothe ionosphere, these ions produce a beam or ring-like

velocity distribution that should be highly unstable [Krall and

Triyelpiece, 1973; Papadopoulos, 1984]. Second, the pick-_p

proce._ssproduces both perpendicular and parallel currents, Jj.

and Jl, which ultimately must close in the ionosphere via an

Alfv_6 wave, more or less as shown in Figure 5. Ifthe current

density exceeds a critical value, then current-driven

electrostatic waves could be excited, similar to the processes

that are believed to occur in the auroral zone [Kindel and

Kennel, 1971}. Just which mechanism provides the free-energy
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Fig. 5. Charge exchange interactions with ionospheric ions are

believed to partially ionize! the neutral gas cloud around the

shuttle, thereby producing _ick-up ions which are accelerated

and carried downstream by the convection electric field. The

pick-up ions produce a highly unstable ion distribution which is

believed to be responsible for the intense electrostatic noise

observed downstream ofthe _huttle

source for generating the in_ense electrostaticnoise around the

shuttle remains to be estal_lished. The unstable ion distri-

butions associated with the pick-up ions appears to be the best

possibility,since current-driven instabilities usually have a

rather high threshold. However, the enhanced noise intensities

near the magnetic conjun¢tions suggest that field-aligned

currents may play some rol_. Although the main energization

of the pick-up ions comes fra_macceleration by the VxB electric

field,the electrostaticturbulence may play an important role in

thermalizing these ion distributions.

In comparing these results with other measurements, it is

interesting to note the veryiclose similarity between the noise
observed near the shuttle a,nd the electrostatic noise observed

near the AMPTE artificial 6omet [Gurnett et al., 1985; 1986}

and the comets Giacobini-Zi_ner [Scarfet al., 19861, and Halley

[Grard, 1986]. Since charge exchange and ion pick-up are

believed to be one of the dominant processes in the interaction of

a comet with the solar wind_ it appears that the interaction of

the shuttle with the ionosplXere may have a close similarity to

the plasma processes occurring near a comet.
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Exposed High-Voltage Source Effect
on the Potential of an Ionospheric Satellite

A. C. Tribble,* N. D'Angelo,? G. B. Murphy,:[: J. S. Pickett,§ and J. T. Steinberg¶

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

A pulsed, high-voltage source, which is able to draw n current from the surrounding plasma, is seen to induce
large changes in the potential of an ionospheric satellite (the Iowa Plasma Diagnostics Package flown on Space
Shuttle flight STS-SIF). This, in turn, may affect the operation of other instruments that use the chassis of the
satellite as a ground for electrical circuits. The magnitude of the change in satellite potential is dependent upon
both the orientation of the high-voltage source, relative to the plasma flow, and the characteristics of the
high-voltage source. When the satellite is grounded to the Shuttle Orbiter, this effect is sufficient to change the
potential of the Orbiter by a small, but noticeable, amount.
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Nomenclature

surface area of the PDP that will collect electrons

surface area of the PDP that will collect ions

charge of the electron

height of the main body of the PDP
height of the "top cap" of the PDP
electron current collected by all of the PDP's
instruments

electron current collected by the Langmuir probe
electron current collected by the LEPEDEA

electron current collected by the PDP chassis
ion current collected by all of the PDP's instruments

ion current collected by the PDP chasis
Boltzmann's constant
mass of the electron

electron density

ion density
radius of the main body of the PDP
radius of the "top cap" of the PDP

electron temperature
orbital velocity of the PDP

Introduction

A SPACECRAFT traveling in the Earth's ionosphere has
no external electrical ground available for it to use as a

reference for potential measurements. As a consequence, such
spacecraft are susceptible to different types of charging

phenomena that may alter the potential of the spacecraft
chassis./.2 From July 29 to August 6, 1985, a satellite designed
and built by the University of Iowa's Department of Physics

and Astronomy, the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP), was
flown as part of the Spacelab 2 payload on Space Shuttle flight
STS-51F at an altitude of 325 km. The PDP is a cylindrical

spacecraft 106.68 cm (42 in.) in diameter and 66.04 cm (26 in.)
in height composed of 14 different instruments designed to

study the plasma and electromagnetic environment near the
Shuttle Orbiter. A diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
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The PDP skins are constructed of aluminum and are

covered by multilayered insulation (MLI) blankets followed
by an outer dielectric layer of beta cloth (teflon-coated

fiberglass) overlaid with a conducting aluminum wire mesh
electrically grounded to the chassis of the PDP via bolts and

staples through the MLI. The MLi consists of a singly
aluminized kapton layer on the outside (aluminum sides facing
inward) and l0 layers of doubly aluminized mylar separated
by dacron net on the inside with grounding straps used to
electrically bond the MLI to the structure.

During the Spacelab 2 mission, the PDP made measure-
ments from the payload bay, from the Remote Manipulator

PDP BOOMS DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION

t

E- FIELD E- FIELD
_ERE SPHERE

T :LI

",'B.53
L_IA

TOP VIEW

165_

SIDE VIEW

Fill, I Dbllrnm of the PDP wilh boolr_l deployed, Relevlll din-
lances are indicated in inches.
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System {RMS), and for a period of 6 h as a free-flying

subsatellite. This paper will show how some of the measure-

ments made with a Langmuir probe and a dc Electric Fields

instrument (utilizing the E-field s_heres) on the PDP were
affected by a pulsed, high-voltage source (LEPEDEA).

Instrumentation

A Langmuir probe on the P_)P was used to make

measurements of electron ternpe{ature, electron density,

fluctuations in the electron density, _nd plasma potential. The

Langmuir probe consisted of a 3-_m-diam spherical, gold-

plated sensor and supporting circ::aitry. This circuitry was

designed to alternate between two n_des, v, hich we refer to as

the sweep mode and the lock mode i

During the sweep mode the biaslvohage of the Langmuir

probe was swept from 10to - 5 V, r¢lativeto the chassis of the

PDP, in discrete steps of 0.125 V _ a rate of 120 steps/s. A

graph of the log of the current c_llected by the Langmuir

probe during this time as a functibn of the bias voltage is

typically referred to as a Langmu_ir curve. As shown, for

example, by Huddlestone and leohard, _ a Langmuir cur,,e

allov, s us to calculate the electron density, electron tempera-

lure, and plasma potential. An exat_ple of a typical [angmuir

curve is shown in Fig. 2a. In Fig. i2a and in all subsequent

figures, the times given are in Universal Time CUT).

Following the sweep mode, t_e bias voltage on the

l.angmuir probe returned to I0 V `a_ere it remained for I 1.8 s.

During this time, the data collected iby the probe, v,'hich `acre

again sampled at a rate of 120 ste_s/s, allow us to measure

electron density fluctuations. An e{ample of the lock mode

data, sampled through a 6-40-Hz fil}er, is shown in Fig. 2b. A

Langmuir probe similar to the on_ used on the Spacelab 2

mission is discussed in more detail b.',' Murphy el al. +
The dc Electric Fields instrument on the PDP consisled of

tv,,o spherical unbiased high-impedance probes and associated

eleclronics. The t_.,.o sensors are _isible m Fig. I and are

labeled E-field spheres. In this papqr, we are concerned with
only one type of dc tnea,,t, rement that ,,,,as made. The a,,erage

of the dc potentials of the l;_,o sphe-es, I,',, and l;, relati,.e to

the chassis of the PDP, (/.',, + l',,)/2,iv, as measured once every

1.6 s. It is import:rot to note that th/e measuremenls made by

the I angmuir probe and the dc _lectric I:ieMs instrument

coiFiplell_¢nl each other in lhat lh_ I angmuir probe v, as a

Iov,-impedance sensor that measureid current at a controlled

bias le,,el and the dc Eleclric Fields instrument utilized

high-i mpedance float mg probes that measured I he polent ial at

I,¢ar-/cr t', current.

The lasl instrunlent that `aill be di_'ussed in this paper is the

Lov. Energy Proton Electron Diff,}rential Energy Analyzer

(I I-PEI)EA). As can be seen m Fi_. 1, the LEPEDEA was

mounted on the circumference of ttld PDP. It has tu, o particle

collectors open to the ionosphere, I one designed to detect

electrons and the other, ions. The t_o openings are separated

b.', a cur',ed plate to v,,hich a puked high-,,oltage is applied.

Fhe combined cross-sectional area:, of the openings to the

electron and ion detectors is 6.69 crn: (1.04 in.-'}. The

high-vohage plate is 5.26 cm (2.07 in.) ,aide and extends into

the I.EPEDEA for a distance of 9._3 cm (3.8"7 in.). At time

t - 0, the bias ,,ohage on the LEPE_EA plate switched from
0 to 2.2 kV, relative to the chassis of the PDP, '*here it

remained for 0.2 s. During the follov;ing 1.4 s, the bias _,oltage

then decayed exponentially v, ith a l/_'time of 0.16 s, the entire

cycle requiring 1.6 s. The operati(m of the I.EPEDEA is

discussed in more detail by Frank et al. _

Anomalous Results

During the 6 h of free flight, an mmmaly ,,,,as detected in

both the sweep and lock mode data qollected by the Langmuir

probe. An example is shown in Fig. _. Figure 3a indicates that

the normal Langmuir curve is interriapted by a "bite out" in

the current collection. This bite out always maximizes

approximately 0.2 s after the star-', of the voltage sweep.

:!I
7°[
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8 9 PO I 2 I_'_

TIMIE, IN SECONDS, ST_TING C'_,'_ 2_3, OI 30 08

Fig. 2 Examples of: a) a typical Langmuir curve and: b) typical
lock mode data.
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Fig. 3 Examples of: al an anomalous I.angmuir curve and;
b) anomalous lock mode data.
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Fig. 4 Definition of the I.anllmuir probe phase angle. The PI)P is

rotating counterclockv,ise in the plane of Ihe paper.

Further examination of a series of Langmuir curves indicates

that the magnitude of the anomaly is dependent upon the

orientation of the PDP, which was spinning about its

cylindrical axis with an inertial period of 13.06 s. This

orientation is defined by a phase angle, which is the angle

between the _,elocity vector of the PDP and the vector that

points from the center of the PDP to the Langmuir probe,
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Fig. 4. In this figure, the PDP is rotating counterclockwise in
the plane of the paper. The Langmuir probe entered the sweep

mode every 12.8 s. Consequently, if the PDP started a voltage

sweep when the phase angle was - 180 deg, the next sweep

_ould have begun when the phase angle was - 172.9 deg. The

difference in phase angles occurs because the PDP rotates

through 352.9 deg in 12.80 s. Therefore, even though the PDP

is rotating in a counterclockwise direction, a graph of phase

angle at the start of a sweep mode vs time would show the

Langmuir probe apparently precessing in a clockwise direc-

tion. A series of Langmuir curves that shows the dependence

of the anomaly on the phase angle is shown in Fig. 5. These

data indicate that the anomaly maximized at a phase angle of

about -55 deg.

As seen in Fig. 3b, the lock mode data indicate that some

type of interference, which we hereafter refer to as noise, was

affecting the Langmuir probe once every 1.6 s. The anomaly

in the lock mode data was present even during times when the

PDP was grounded to the RMS of the Shuttle Orbiter.

However, the magnitude of the resulting anomaly was reduced

in comparison to that seen during free flight.

Like the Langmuir probe measurements, the dc potential

measurements taken during free flight also had an unexpected

character• As is shown in Fig. 6, the average potential of the

spheres relative to the PDP varied with the spin phase of the

spacecraft. In Fig. 6, the potential between the spheres and the

PDP varies by about 2. I V over the spin cycle• At other times

during free flight, this variation in potential was as much as

3.0 V, depending on the local plasma conditions. The

xariation in potential always reached its maximum positive

,,alue when the phase angle of the Langmuir probe was about

- 55 deg.

Source of the Interference

Several reasons ted us to believe that the noise detected by

the l_angmuir probe during PDP free flight was not due to an

instrument malfunction. First, at all other times throughout

the mission, the probe appeared to function as expected, and

no anomaly was detected until data reduction had begun•

Second, noise seen by the dc Electric Fields Instrument was

coincident in time with the noise seen by the Langmuir probe•

Also significant _as the fact that the Langmuir probe noise

recurred with a period of 1.6 s. This is important in that

sexeral instruments on the PDP were designed so that one

complete "cycle" v, ould require 1.6 s. As was mentioned

pre_iously, the LEPEDEA is just such an instrument. The

temporal relation between the bias voltage on the LEPEDEA

and the bias voltage on the Langmuir probe is illustrated in

Fig. 7. The '+ringing" detected in the lock mode data occurred

at precisely the times that the bias voltage on the LEPEDEA

s_itched from 0to 2.2 kV. This, and the fact that, throughout

the mission, whenever the LEPEDEA was turned off, the

anomalies seen by the Langmuir probe and the dc Electric

f-ields Instrument disappeared, led us to believe that, in some

_a>', the LEPEDEA was responsible for the anomalous data.

This suspicion was strengthened by the fact that the

phase-angle dependence, Fig. 5, shows strong indications of

being a dependence upon the orientation of the LEPEDEA. In

Fig. 5, _e see that the Langmuir curves, which have an

anomalous character, occur between a phase angle of about

-I10 and 30 deg. This corresponds to time when the

LEPEDEA phase angle was between -53 and 87 deg. Sweeps

taken when the Langmuir probe phase angle was -55 deg

corresponded to times when the LEPEDEA was approxi-

mately in ram. Thus, the anomalies were largest when the
[ EPEDEA was in the ram of the plasma flow and smallest

when it was in _ake. The reason for this dependence will be
discussed in the next section.

Discussion

When working with laboratory plasmas, it is possible to use

an externally grounded electrode, whose potential will not

change, as a reference point for potential measurements.

/ I
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Fig. 5 Series of Langmuir curves taken at various phase angles. Time

increases with increasing phase angle.
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Fig. 6 Average dc potential of the PDP as measured by the dc
Electric Fields instrument. The arrows indicate the times when the

LEPEI)EA is approximatel) r in ram.
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Fig. 7 Temporal relation between the Langmuir probe and the
LEPEDEA bias vollages.

However, no such electrical ground is available when dealing

with a spacecraft in the ionosphere. In such a situation, we

must treat the system of the spacecraft and the instruments

f".'PT_;c?. _?:_?_:7 :!3

" "' '_ .FT'(
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mounted on it as a "double probe," following the method

originally proposed by Johnson arid Malter. 6 When two
probes are biased with respect to one another but insulated
from ground, the entire system will !"float." An important
consequence of this is that the total Current collected by the
system must be zero. That is, any eleciron current collected by

the system must be balanced by an e_ual ion current. In our
case, the condition that the system b_ floating is

1,._ + t,. ,°, - 6. _- I_i_°s= 0 (l)

where I_. _, It. ,¢, 1,. ,,,, and le. i,, arei defined as the ion and
electron currents to the PDP space_raft structure and the
instruments, respectively. We are able to obtain expressions

for I,. ,_ and le. ,, in the following ma[nner.
After release from the Shuttle, t_e PDP had an orbital

velocity of about 7.7 km/s. AnalysiS. of the uncontaminated

Langmuir probe data indicated that t_e electrons had a typical
temperature of about 2500 K and a typical density of !-5 x 105
cm-_, in general agreement with previous measurements. If

we assume that the ions and electrons are in thermal
equilibrium, we find that the thermal velocity of an electron
was about 180 km/s and the thermal velocity of atomic

oxygen, the predominant ion in the F_ region, about I. 1 km/s.
Since the orbital velocity of the PI_P was approximately a

factor of 7 greater than the thermal _locity of the ions, most
of the ions would have impacted the PDP on the side facing

the ram of the plasma flow, the ion c_rrent thus consisting of
the ions swept out by the front surface of the PDP. The

equation describing ion current collection by the spacecraft is

I,. s_ = Ajenivo (2)

where A, is the front surface area of the PDP, e the charge of
the ion, n, the ambient ion density (we assume n_ = he), and uo

the orbital velocity of the PDP. Sinceithe ion current consists
of those ions that are rammed out by _he motion of the PDP,
we will approximate Ai by (2rh + 2r 'h '), where r, h are the

radius and height of the main body of ihe PDP, and r', h ' are
the radius and height of the "top cap_," Fig. 1.

The thermal velocity of the electrbns is greater than the
orbital velocity of the PDP by a[_nost a factor of 25.

Consequently, all surfaces of the PDP will collect electron
current, not just the ram side. We assume that the electrons
had a Maxwellian distribution given by

n [ m" ]_/2exp (3)
f,(v)= el2xkTe j [ 2kTe j

The electron current to the PDP at a potential V less than the

plasma potential Vp, and measured r_lative to Vp, consists of
those electrons with energies greater than leVI that strike the
PDP, and is given by

. [k._k_T 1,,2 : lee]l_,_=A_ene[21rm¢ ] e_p _ (4)

where A e is the surface area of th_ PDP that will collect
electrons, e the charge on the electron_ n¢ the electron density,
k Boltzmann's constant, T¢ the electron temperature, and m e
the electron mass. Since the electrons may strike all surfaces of

the PDP, we approximate A e by (2_r_ 2 + 2rrh + 2xr 'h ').

We now need expressions for li. i_s and le. i_. The cross-
sectional collecting areas of all of the _nstruments on the PDP
are several orders of magnitude smaller than A_; conse-
quently, we should be justified in neglecting I/, ins altogether.
The only instruments on the PDP expgcted to draw significant
amounts of electron current from tge plasma, due to their
positive bias voltages, are the Laagmuir probe and the

LEPEDEA. We can rewrite Eq. (l) as

._#, sc--le ' sC--./e, pc--J'e,, i.Ep---_.0 (S)
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where the subscripts pr and LEP refer to current collected by

the Langmuir probe and LEPEDEA, respectively. We can
solve the preceding equation to determine the potential of the
chassis of the PDP. Since the LEPEDEA has a very small

collecting area and its bias voltage is large only for about 0.3
s, during most of its 1.6-s operational cycle it should draw

negligible current from the ionosphere. Therefore, we will first
solve for the floating potential by setting I_. LEP tO zero.
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (4) into Eq. (5), with le. tEP set to
zero, we find that the "floating potential" of the PDP is given

by

V= + k Te & [ A_enNo - le,p_ ]
e I_A,,en, (kT,/2xm_)V2J (6)

Using the values for ne, T e, and the additional constants given
in Table 1, we may determine the nominal floating potential of

the PDP once we know Ie.pv Analysis of Langmuir curves
collected under the plasma conditions listed in Table I reveals

that the corresponding value of Ie,p, is approximately 14/_A,
which would give a value of -0.90 V for the floating potential

of the PDP. The resulting magnitudes of Ie._ and I_._ would be
about 93 and 107 ttA, respectively. (Ignoring the presence of

le,pr, i.e., setting le.p, to zero, would have given a value for Vfl
of -0.86 V. As we shall see momentarily, a change of 0.04 V

is about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the effect that is
responsible for the appearance of the anomalous data.
Consequently, we would be justified in ignoring l,.p, alto-
gether.)

We turn next to the intervals when the LEPEDEA voltage
was large and positive. As was mentioned previously, we
believe that the cause of the anomalous data discussed in the

preceding sections was somehow related to the operation of
the LEPEDEA. The most likely explanation for the appear-
ance of the anomalous Langmuir curves is that the bias
voltage of the Langmuir probe, relative to the plasma, was
changing unexpectedly during the course of a sweep. One
other possible explanation, that the conditions in the plasma
itself were changing, was not supported by data from other
instruments on the PDP. An examination of all anomalous

Langmuir curves showed that, by the time the Langmuir probe
bias voltage had stepped to 4 V, the cause of the anomaly
seemed to have subsided, as the remainder of the anomalous
Langmuir curve appeared nominal. Under the assumption
that whatever was responsible for the anomaly had completely
subsided by the time the probe's bias voltage was 4 V and that
the conditions in the plasma remained unchanged during the

course of a sweep, we were able to analyze the anomalous

sweeps as follows. The Langmuir curve shown in Fig. 8 was
taken when the plasma conditions were similar to those given
in Table 1. In this figure, when the bias voltage of the

Langmuir probe was 9 V, the probe collected about 6 #A of
current from the plasma. Under normal conditions we would
not collect this current until the bias voltage of the probe was
7.3 V. Therefore, we conclude that, at the time the probe bias

voltage was supposed to be 9 V, relative to the original

floating potential of the PDP, it was actually 7.3 V. As is
shown in Fig. 9, this procedure allowed us to determine the

potential of the PDP, relative to the original floating

Table 1 Constants used in the calculation of the floating potential

Geometry of satellite:
Electron collecting area A,, m2
Ion collecting area A. m2
Height of main body h, cm (in.)
Height of "top cap" h', cm (in.)
Radius of main body r, cm (in.)
Radius of "top cap" r', cm (in.)

Orbital parameters:
Electron density n,, x los cm -J
Ion density n, x IOs cm -3
Electron temperature 7",, K
Orbital velocity of PDP Vo, km/s

4.395
0.830

66.04 (26)
21.97 (8.65)

53.34 (21)
28.58 (I 1.25)

I
I

25oo
7.7
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Fig. II Illustration of the method used to determine the actual
Langmuir probe bias voltage, relative to the original floating potential
of Ihe spacecraft.

potential, as a function of time. (This cannot be done with the

average dc potential measurements by the E-field spheres,
since the dc potential is sampled only once every 1.6 s.) The

potential of the PDP dropped for about 0.2 s after the
beginning of a sweep and then spent the next 0.2 s recovering
to its original value. The implications of this are as follows.

Recall that the current balance equation, Eq. (5), must be
satisfied at all times. We have four currents contributing to

current balance. I,._ is a constant, independent of the floating

potential of the PDP, l,.u depends on the floating potential,
which we can determine as in Fig. 9, and l,.v, was measured
directly. This allows us to solve for our one remaining
unknown, le.rEP. A graph of /,.LEP as a function of time,
assuming the plasma conditions given in Table l, is given in

Fig. 10. Time t = 0 is the time when the bias voltage on the
LEPEDEA switches from 0 to 2.2 kV. Due to the sampling

rate of the Langmuir probe data, 120 Hz, we were unable to
determine the form of /,.LEP between 0 and 0.050 s. Conse-
quently, this portion of the graph has been left blank. Also,

we were unable to obtain I,.LEP after about 0.4 s, since it was
difficult to establish with any accuracy when the predominant

source of electron current changed from /e, LEP tO Ie._.
In spite of these difficulties, the significance of Fig. 10 is

that it shows conclusively that the LEPEDEA must be
drawing significant amounts of electron current from the

ionosphere. At time t = 0.2 s, the LEPEDEA is drawing about
100 #A of electron current, compared with 107 /.tA for the

magnitude of /,._.. Thus, the LEPEDEA current is large
enough that the potential of the PDP must drop by several
volts in order to maintain current balance. In the example

presented here, n, = i x 10 _ cm - _, 7", = 2500 K, the potential
of the PDP dropped by about 4 V. However, in some cases,

when the Langmuir probe phase angle was about - 55 deg,
the resulting Langmuir curves indicated an even larger drop in
spacecraft potential, Fig. 5. Also, by comparing the magni-

tude of the noise seen in the lock mode data during these
worst-case events with the noise seen when the plasma

conditions were similar to those in Fig. 8, we believe that, in
some cases, the potential of the PDP may have dropped by as
much as l0 V.

The previous discussion indicates that it is current collection
by the LEPEDEA that is responsible for the anomalous data

reported by both the Langmuir probe and the dc Electric
Fields instrument. We must now show that this can explain the

actual appearance of the anomalous data and also the
dependence of the anomaly on the phase angle. We begin with
a discussion of the Langmuir probe sweep mode data. As was

shown in Fig. 7, the bias voltage on the LEPEDEA switches
from 0 to 2.2 kV at the same time that the Langmuir probe
enters the sweep mode. However, as was shown in Fig. 9, the
maximum change in spacecraft potential does not occur until
0.2 s after the start of the sweep. This 0.2-s delay occurs
because at time t =0 the bias voltage on the LEPEDEA
switches from 0 to 2.2 kV and remains at this level for 0.2 s.
The situation is similar to what happens when one charges/

K) F I r T_ME 21'3102 15 T35 P I I I

I_RSE A_LE , -99 _

I LANGMU*R _OBE VOLT_E.
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Fig. 9 Potential of the Langmuir probe and the PDP relative to the
original floating potential.
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Fig. tO Predicted value of the LEPEDEA electron current, le,LtZP, VS

time. Time t =0 cow.ponds to the time when the LEPEDEA bias
voltage switched from 0 to 2.2 kV.

discharges a capacitor. At t = 0, the LEPEDEA bias voltage is

large and positive, thus the LEPEDEA can draw a large
electron current from the ionosphere and the PDP begins to

charge to a negative potential. At t = 0.2 s, the bias voltage on
the LEPEDEA begins to decrease. Consequently, the electron
current collected by the LEPEDEA also decreases and the

PDP begins to "discharge" to its original potential.
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the PDP potential wave form

appears "rounded off" at early times. We have examined the

possiblility that this rounding could be related to a spacecraft-
plasma circuit. Based on an electron density of I x i05 cm -_,
we calculate a plasma sheath resistance of about l0 kfl,

ignoring magnetic field effects. If the rounding off of the
spacecraft potential waveform occurred because the current to
the spacecraft could only vary with a time constant given by

T=,L/R==0.2 s or T=RC=0.2 s, for a simple circuit this
would require values for the inductance L or the capacitance
C, which are unrealistically large. Similarly, an examination

of the Langmuir probe circuit gives no indication that any of
its components could be responsible for producing the effect
either. We have been informed that the LEPEDEA voltage

form was nominal in the high-voltage range during the time of

observation, v consequently, a satisfactory explanation of the
PDP potential waveform is lacking.

The appearance of the lock mode (6-40 Hz) data is
understood as follows. As was shown in Fig. 9, we were able
to deduce the potential of the chassis of the PDP, as a

function of time, after the voltage pulse to the LEPEDEA.
Consequently, we also know that the actual bias voltage of the
Langmuir probe would be, relative to the plasma, during the
lock mode. This is shown in Fig. Ila, where time t =0 again
corresponds to the start of the voltage pulse on the LEPEDEA
and the plasma conditions are those given in Table 1. Using a
nominal Langmuir curve, Fig. 2a, we then determine the
current collected by the Langmuir probe during the lock mode

by reversing the process illustrated in Fig. 8. The current curve
in the lock mode is shown in Fig. l lb for the initial 1.0 s of the
1.6-s cycle of the LEPEDEA voltage. By taking the fast
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Fourier transform of these data, Fig. lib, we then isolate the

contribution of the 6-40-Hz cot_aaponents, see Fig. 12. In

comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 3b, iwe notice that the general

oscillatory form seen in Fig. 12 is very similar to that seen in

the actual data, although the fin_-r details appear somewhat

different. We should note that, i_ an attempt to recreate the

ringing seen in Fig. 3b, we have ignored the presence of any

rapid density fluctuations, and, thus, cannot expect our

prediction, Fig. 12, to agree entirely with the actual data,

Fig. 3b.

Next, we need to explain the debendence that the anomaly

has on the orientation of the PDP. As was previously

mentioned, the magnitude of the anomaly recorded by both

the Langmuir probe and the dc Electric Fields instrument

maximizes whenever the LEPED_A is in ram. We would

expect the LEPEDEA to draw I_ss current when the local

electron density, i.e., the electron _lensity near its opening, is

small, and more current when tlie local electron density is

large. If we ignore l,.p,, we may re, write Eq. (5) as

I_.LEr, = e n,: (0) f(V)

=en_(A,r o -,4_[kT_/2xm_lVz exp[eV/kT_]) (7)

where n'e(O) is the local electron density "seen" by the

LEPEDEA, 0 the LEPEDEA phase angle, and f(V) some

function of its bias voltage, it is well established that the wake

of an ionospheric satellite is a r_gion of depleted electron

densities. Therefore, when the LEPEDEA is facing the wake

of the PDP, the local electro_t density, n_(O), will be

significantly less than the local electron density seen in ram.

Thus, the magnitude of l,,Lep when the LEPEDEA is in the
wake will be correspondingly reduced and current balance will

be achieved with virtually no change in spacecraft potential.

Consequently, no ano:naly is dete_ted when the LEPEDEA is

in the wake.

Finally, the measurements of the average potential on the

E-field spheres, relative to the chassis of the PDP, can also be

easily understood. With the LEPEDEA voltage pulsed to 2.2

kV, the potential between the PDP (which becomes more

negative) and the spheres (still clgse to the original floating

potential) must increase. We note ihat this potential measure-

ment was taken once every 1.6 s a_ld always 0.166 s after the

LEPEDEA voltage pulse. We c_n compare the potential

change measured by the dc Electric Fields instrument with

that determined from the Langmtfir probe as in Fig. 9. In so

doing, we find that the former is generally somewhat smaller
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Fig. 12 Computed lock mode output from the 6-40-Hz channel.

Time r =0 corresponds to the time when the LEPEDEA bias voltage
switched from 0 to 2.2 kV.

than the latter, an effect due to low-pass filtering in the dc

Electric Fields instrument. The Langmuir probe measure-

ments and the dc potential measurements are, however, in

general agreement.

Conclusions

Our experience suggests that an exposed, positive high-

voltage source on an ionospheric satellite can act as a source of

electron current to the spacecraft chassis. This may, in turn,

affect the operation of other instruments that use the chassis

of the satellite as an electrical ground by altering the

spacecraft potential. This change in spacecraft potential is

dependent upon the orientation of the high-voltage source,

relative to the plasma flow. it is believed that this problem can

be minimized in the future by placing a grounded grid on the

opening of the high-voltage source so as to limit the collection
of thermal electrons.

The fact that the effect was also detectable in the lock mode

data when the PDP was grounded to the Orbiter indicates that

the pulse of electron current collected by the LEPEDEA was

sufficient to change the potential of the Shuttle by a small, but
noticeable, amount. Most of the body of the Shuttle is covered

with an insulating material. The area of the Shuttle believed to

be most responsible for current collection is the main engines.

Because the surface area of the main engines is approximately

one order of magnitude greater than that of the PDP, the

current pulse to the LEPEDEA may have shifted the potential

of the Orbiter by as much as - 1 V when the main engines

were in the Orbiter's wake. If the potential of the Orbiter had

shifted by more than - 1 V the appearance of the Langmuir
probe sweep mode data would have been affected. Since this

did not occur, -1 V is an upper bound on the change in

potential of the Shuttle.
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The Plasma Wake of the Shuttle Orbiter

G. B. MURPHY, I D. L. REASONER," A. TRIBBLE, 3 N. D'ANGELO, J. S. PICKETT, AND W. S. KURTH

Department of Physics and Astronomy. The University _f Iowa, Iowa City

One of the objectives of the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) instrumentation on Spacelab 2 was
to obtain information about the plasma wake of the shuttle orbiter. We present plasma density and

electron temperature data obtained ( I I while the PDP was attached to the shuttle remote manipulator
system and (2) while the PDP was a free-flying satellite. Wake crossings by the PDP from -40 m to
-240 m behind the orbiter provide information about the structure of the mid and far wake of the

orbiter. As expected, the wake is characterized by density depressions, relative to the ambient
ionospheric plasma, and by enhancements of the electron temperature, particularly in the near and mid
wake. The observed electron temperature enhancements appear to be in line with previous spacecraft
observations.

INTRODUCTION

For many years, wakes of bodies of different sizes and

shapes in supersonic plasma flows have been studied both

experimentally and theoretically. The experimental work

has been performed both in the laboratory [e.g., Stone, 1979,

1981a. b; Bogashchenko et al., 1971: Schmitt, 1973; Merlino

and D'Angelo, 1987] and on various ionospheric spacecraft

[e.g., Samir and Wrenn. 1972: Stone et al., 1986: Shawhan et

al., 1984; Murphy et al.. 1986: Raitt et al.. 1987: Reclsoner et

al.. 1986]. For a review of the theoretical work (and an

extensive bibliography), see, for example, Stone [19791.

Both ionospheric observations and laboratory experi-

ments are generally performed under the conditions C_ << z,

<< v,,.t h, where C, is the ion acoustic speed, v,,.t h is the

electron thermal speed, and v is the speed of plasma flow

relative to the "body." Thus the plasma flow is supersonic

(M = v/C_ >> I) in relation to the ions but slow in relation to

the electron thermal motion.

Other parameters characterizing the plasma flow-body

interaction are (1) the ratio L/A o between the body trans-

verse dimension L and the Debye length )to and (2) the ratio

L/p,, where p_ is the ion gyroradius. In laboratory experi-

ments the ratio L/A o is _ 102 [e.g., Schmitt, 1973; Merlino

andD'Angelo, 1987]. This is also true for spacecraft of _ I-m

size, interacting with the F region ionospheric plasma ()t o

1 cm). For the case of the shuttle orbiter, with dimensions

transverse to the plasma flow of 10-15 m, the ratio L/A o is

10 -_.

As far as the ratio L/p_ is concerned, a direct comparison

of conditions prevailing in the laboratory with those realized

in spacecraft/plasma interaction may not be entirely mean-

ingful, since in the laboratory experiments performed so far,

the plasma flow was always magnetic field aligned, while in

the case of a spacecraft in the ionosphere the angle between

the Earth's magnetic field and the flow varies over a wide

range. However, for orientation purposes, it may still be
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bama.
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useful to compare the L/O_ of some laboratory experiments

with those of different spacecraft. In the Q-machine experi-

ment of Schmitt [19731, L/p_ _ I, while in the argon plasma

of Mer/ino and D'Angelo [1987], L/p_ _ 0.1. For a typical F

region O ÷ ion, p_ --- 5 m. Thus with a spacecraft of about l-m

size, L/p_ --- 0.2. In the case of the shuttle orbiter, on the

other hand, since L _ 10-15 m, we have L/p_ -_ 2-3.

This paper is organized as follows: The second section

("experiment") contains a brief description of the relevant

experimental conditions during the Spacelab 2 mission. In

the third section ("observations") the observations of the

shuttle plasma wake are described. Finally, the fourth sec-

tion ("discussion") presents a discussion of the results.

EXPERIMENT

The Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDPL a small recover-

able scientific satellite designed and built at the University of

lowa, was one of 13 experiments aboard Spacelab 2 on

Shuttle 5IF in July-August 1985. One of its principal objec-

tives was to determine the characteristics of the wake

associated with plasma flow past a large-scale structure such

as the orbiter. The plasma conditions and some other typical

parameters for the Spacelab 2 mission are given in Table I.

A description of the PDP and its instrumentation can be

found in the work of Shawhan et al. [1984]. The present

paper will focus on electron density and temperature data

collected by the Langmuir probe (LP) instrument similar to

the one described by Murphy et al. [ 1986] and on ion density

measurements taken by the retarding potential analyzer

(RPAI described by Reasoner et al. [1986]. It will enlarge the

database of previous shuttle investigations, such as those of

Murphy et al. [1986], Stone et al. [1986], and Raitt et al.

[1987].

Two sets of experiments were performed during the mis-

sion. which enabled the PDP to investigate the orbiter wake

at downstream distances ranging from _10 m to _240 m.

The first set of observations was designed to study the near

wake, while the second was devoted to an investigation of

the mid and far wake:

I. For a study of the near wake, the PDP was positioned

by the remote manipulator system (RMS) at approximately

10 m directly above the orbiter cargo bay (Figure I). The

orbiter then underwent a slow roll, at the rate of I degree per

second, so that the PDP would pass alternately from the ram

of the plasma flow into the orbiter wake, 9 times during a
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TABLE I. Typical Parameters for Spacelab 2

Parameter Value

Electron density no, cm -3
Electron T, (and ion T,) temperature

(1". _ T,), °K
Debye length An, cm
Ion acoustic speed C,. km/s
Electron thermal speed v_.t,, km/s !
Orbital velocity v, km/s i
Orbital altitude h, km i

Electron plasma frequency ft,.,, MHz
Ion plasma frequency f_,., kHz
ion gyroradius p,, m

I-5 × 10_

2500

1
2.3
20O
7.7
320

2.8--6.3
17-38

5

I-hour period. This allowed us !o explore the near wake of

the orbiter by crossing it repeatedly across its narrowest

dimension (along the Y axis irt Figure l). The coordinate

system shown in Figure i is _ noninertial frame, moving

along with the shuttle in its orbitiwith, at all times, Y positive

downward toward nadir, Z positive in the direction of the

orbiter velocity vector (opposit_ to plasma flow), and the X

axis completing the right-handed coordinate system.

2. For a study of the mid arid far wake, a second set of

experiments was performed du0ng a 6-hour period, during

which the PDP was released from the orbiter and operated as
E

a spin-stabilized satellite. For this portion of the flight, the

shuttle was rotated to fly "nose up." A coordinate system

more appropriate during the PDP free flight is obtained by a

-90 ° rotation about the Z axis ishown in Figure 1, i.e., X'

positive upward toward zenith, Z' positive in the direction of

the orbiter velocity vector, andi the Y' axis completing the

right-handed coordinate system. Note, however, that in

Figure 2 the PDP is at the origin of this coordinate system,

with the shuttle moving in the X'Z' plane. The orbiter

performed a series of maneuvers designed to cause the PDP

to pass through the orbiter wake at varying distances down-

stream. All of these wake crossings occurred close (within

10 m) to the shuttle orbital plane (the X'Z' plane), so that

the shuttle wake was explored along its widest dimension. At

the end of the 6-hour free flight period the orbiter ap-

proached the PDP, which was then recaptured by the RMS.

Two portions of the free flight period were studied sepa-

rately, namely: (I) the orbiter back-away maneuver in

which, after releasing the PDP from the RMS, the orbiter

separated along the velocity vector, and (2) several PDP

transits of the shuttle wake, as the orbiter performed an

"elliptical fly-around." These maneuvers are illustrated in

Figure 2a, while the wake transits resulting from fly-around

are highlighted and numbered in Figure 2b. In Figure 2 the

orbital maneuver in the orbital plane is presented in a

reference frame which has the PDP at its origin and local

horizontal and local vertical axes.

The trajectory reconstruction for Figure 2 was done using

a procedure discussed by Huysman and Pieniazek [ 1985] and

Pieniazek [1985]. The reconstructed trajectory is believed to

be accurate to a typical l-sigma sphere of -10-m diameter.

Reconstruction of the trajectory during back-away out to

approximately 40 m was performed by integration of the

separation velocity obtained from on-board navigation soft-

ware.

OBSERVATIONS

We begin this section by showing LP electron density and

temperature data obtained during the orbiter roll maneuver,

with the PDP on the RMS as shown in Figure I. Figure 3a

shows the density measured by the Langmuir probe as a

function of the phase angle • defined as the angle between

D RECTION _ "_

OF ROLL X

Z
Y

5
_--------_

LANGMUIR

PLASMA _ __

\

11 \ // \
-----> II \ \ / Ik_ ] \

\\ i ;i II )

\

Fig. I. The orbiter rol imaneuver. The position of the PDP with respect to the orbiter is fixed, but the PDP is rotated
about an axis parallel to tNe orbiter's X axis to maintain constant orientation to the velocity vector (except for the first
orbiter roll). The orbiter's X axis is perpendicular to the orbit plane.
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Fig. 2. (a) The entire 6-hour PDP free flight. The orbiter has been rotated (it flies nose up); the X' axis now points

toward zenith, and the Z' axis points along the orbiter velocity. Thus the X'Z' plane is the orbital plane. The PDP is

at the origin of the coordinate system, and the times of interest for the mid and far wake study occur when the orbiter

is within the shaded region. Note that unlike laboratory experiments, the object (orbiter) is moved here around the

probe (PDP). (b) The "wake transits" are enlarged and labeled I through 4 for future reference. The orbiter-PDP

distance varies along Z' from -40 m to -240 m.

the orbiter velocity vector and a line joining the "center" of
the orbiter with the center of the PDP. A phase angle equal
to zero thus means that the PDP is in ram, while for an angle
of 180 ° the PDP is at the center of the orbiter wake. The

density depression associated with the orbiter wake is
clearly seen near q_ = 180 °, while two less deep depressions
are also present at • = 50 ° and • = 320 °. These latter
features are associated with two smaller wakes produced by
the RMS "'wrist" grappled to the top of the PDP. For each
of the following 360' orbiter rolls the PDP was continuously
rotated by the RMS so as to avoid that the Langmuir Probe
be affected by either the wake of the RMS or of the PDP.
With this last arrangement, only the orbiter wake was
detected. Figure 3b shows the electron temperature, as a

function of phase angle, for the same orbiter roll as Figure
3a. Large temperature enhancements are seen in the orbiter
wake, and smaller enhancements in the RMS wakes.

Figure 4 presents measurements of the wake density for
another orbiter roll. Here the abscissa is expressed as
distance, in meters, from wake center, and the density is
expressed in terms of the ram (or ambient) density.

We turn next to measurements performed after the PDP
was released from the orbiter and operated as a spin-
stabilized satellite (see the second section ("experiment"),
point 2). Figure 5a shows the observed electron and ion
densities during the back-away maneuver as functions of
UT. The clots are the electron density (small periodic de-
pressions are seen for the times the boom-mounted probe
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transit. We thus estimate the minimum Nwake/Nambie, t tO be
0.18 for WT 3, 0.87 for WT 4, 0.61 for WT 2, and 0.8 for WT
I.

360

(b)

415 L I i J t t _
90 135 i 180 225 270 315 360

PI-_SE_GLE (DEGREES)

DISCUSSION

We have presented electron and ion data obtained by two
instruments on The University of Iowa Plasma Diagnostics
Package flown on Shuttle 5IF in July-August 1985. Two sets
of experiments were performed to study (1) the near wake
and (2) the mid and far wake of the shuttle orbiter. For the

near-wake study the PDP was held by the remote manipu-
lator system at approximately 10 m directly above the cargo
bay, while the orbiter rotated around its X axis. This made it
possible to cross repeatedly (nine times) the shuttle near
wake. For the mid- and far-wake study the PDP was released
from the orbiter and operated as a free-flying satellite. The
orbiter then performed a series of maneuvers which allowed
the PDP to obtain information on the orbiter wake at various
distances from the orbiter.

The near-wake observations (Figures 3 and 4) show a deep
wake behind the orbiter, with the plasma density dropping,
on the axis of the wake, to values more than 3 orders of

magnitude below the ram density. The electron temperature
is seen to rise in the wake by a factor -->3relative to the ram
temperature of _2000°K. Both results are in line with those

reported for a previous shuttle flight by Murphy et al. [ 1986].
On that occasion the PDP was located in the shuttle bay,
while the shuttle revolved around its X axis.

Coming next to that portion of the mission in which the
PDP operated as a free-flying satellite, we deal separately

Fig. 3. (a) Electron density r011 data showing the orbiter wake,
the smaller wakes associated _ith the RMS, and the effect of

thruster operations. (b) The temperature enhancements typical of
the wake boundary region are evident.

passes through the wake of the spinning PDP). The ion
density is shown only for times during spin-up of the PDP
when the ion instrument is pointed in the ram direction
("plus" symbols). Between 0014 and 0020 UT the RPA and

LP data agree to _i0%. The dot-dash curve in Figure 5a
represents the orbiter-PDP distance, in meters, during back-

away. For purposes of comparison, Figure 5b shows the
electron density as a functioni of time one orbit later when

the PDP was far from the orl:iter. The portion of the orbit
referred to here extends from _-15 ° to _+40 ° latitude in
early afternoon local time. Eyidently, some of the density
variation seen in Figure 5a must be interpreted as normal
variations along the orbit. Hoffever, the density depression
between 0010 UT and approximately 0020 UT in Figure 5a
must be associated with the opbiter near wake.

Finally, Figure 6 shows elebtron and ion density data in
the mid and far wake of the orbiter, obtained during the
shuttle "fly-around" maneuver (see the second section,

point 2). The wake transits (VET) 3, 4, 2, and 1 are arranged
in order of increasing downstream distance between the PDP
and the orbiter. The "ambient" density, indicated by the

dashed lines, is obtained by _imple interpolation from the
opposite sides of the wake (WT ! and 2) or by actually
measuring the densities, witl_ the PDP out of the orbiter
wake, one orbit later (WT 3)!or one orbit earlier (WT 4).
Knowledge of the unperturbed,' "ambient" density allows us

to estimate the maximum density depression for each wake

with the back-away maneuver (see Figure 5 for the density
data) and with wake crossings at mid and far distances from
the orbiter (see Figure 6).

The data in Figure 5 show good agreement between the
electron and the ion density measurements. In the first 10
rain or so of the back-away maneuver the density rises by
1-2 orders of magnitude as the PDP leaves the shuttle deep
(near) wake. This result is, of course, in agreement with
expectations. However, the plasma density measured when
the PDP is still at a distance of _ 10 m from the shuttle is, in
this case (see Figure 5a), more than 1 order of magnitude
larger than the density measured, on wake axis, with the
PDP on the RMS (see Figures 3 and 4). A possible reason for
the discrepancy may be a large contaminant ion population

10
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Fig. 4. Electron density for a second orbiter wake encountered

during the orbiter roll maneuver, normalized to the ambient (ram)

density.
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being present in one case but not (or to a smaller extent) in

the other. A number of authors have investigated the con-

taminant ion population in the vicinity of the orbiter. Hunton

and Calo [1985] observe that at a particular time early in the

STS-4 mission, ion species in the orbiter bay consisted of

36% ambient O _, 13% H,O + , and 48% H_O +. Shawhan et

al. [1984[ indicate payload bay pressures in the 10 _ tort

range near ram, which would be consistent with high out-

gassing rates. Pickett et al. [1985] report on the effects of

chemical releases by the orbiter FES, thrusters and outgas-

sing, consistent with a halo of H20 _ pickup ions around the

orbiter. Grebowsky et al. [1987] discuss the ion composition

measurements made with a Bennett ion mass spectrometer

which was also a part of the PDP instrumentation. In a study

of the ion composition they find the first ion peak detected

after PDP release (at a distance from the orbiter of _12-15

m) to be H_,O +, not O +. In fact, O+ does not become the

dominant ion species until the PDP is at a distance of _25 m.

We comment, finally, on the data of Figure 6, namely, the

wake crossings at distances from the orbiter in the range _40

m to _240 m. The most obvious feature of this set of wake

crossings is that as distance from the orbiter increases, the

density depression on the axis of the wake (relative to the

ambient ionospheric density) becomes less and less notice-

able, as expected. One exception to this general trend is

represented, however, by WT 4 (at _ 100 m downstream),

where the observed density is larger than at WT 2 (_125 m)

and WT I (_240 m). It seems unlikely that the density

determination in WT 4 is in error to the extent that would be

needed to remove the exceptional behavior. Thus one is

justified in looking for a physical mechanism that may help in

explaining the relatively high density near the center of WT

4.

• No ion species data are available to us for WT 4; so

contaminant ions may not be totally ruled out. As discussed

above, these contaminants are time variable and can repre-
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Fig. 6. Electron/ion densities for four wake transits. The num-
ber at each wake center indicates .V_,,k,/N,,,_t_,_.,.The PDP-orbiter
distance d is also shown for each transit.

sent significant contributions to the density. On the other

hand, it is difficult to see whycontaminant ions should be so

significant just at a downstream distance from the orbiter of

-100m.

Turning to possible magnetic field effects, one is reminded

of the phenomenon of "'iot_ bunching" observed in the

laboratory, for example, by Si'hmitt [1973]. Schmitt's exper-

iment, however, was conduc}ed in a situation in which the

supersonic plasma flow was entirely magnetic field aligned, a

situation hardly ever realizdd in the case of the shuttle

observations.

A third possibility, which has some appeal, is suggested.

for example, by the laboratory experiments of Merlino and

D'Angelo [1987], who observed the deflection of ions in the

sheath of a negatively charged body, which is very thin in the

direction of the supersonic plasma flow. Ions passing within

a few AD of the edge of a thin disk would receive enough

transverse momentum for their subsequent trajectories to

converge on the axis of the wake, at some distance l

downstream, determined by the initial velocity of the ions,

the potential of the disk V b and its radius R. One finds

[Merlino and D'Angelo, 1987I that

Ei
I_R--

IIv'hi

where E, is the ion beam energy.

In the case of the shuttle the role of the "'thin" object

interacting with the plasma flow would be played by the

radiators at the door edges. If we now take V_, negative, with

IV_,I _ k T,, _ 0.2 eV, E, _ 5 eV, and R _ 5 m. we obtain l
125 m. This is of the order of the distance downstream

from the orbiter (WT 4) where the "'anomalous" density was

observed. We note, in addition, that the ion focusing effect

observed by Merlino and D'Angelo [1987], with a body

potential of _(-2kg,,/e), was a very prominent one (see, for

example, their Figure 6). However, the prominence of this

effect would be expected to increase with an increase of the

parameter atfL between the Debye length and the body

transverse dimension, since a larger Ao means that more ions

come dose enough to the negatively charged body to be

deflected. As was noted in the introduction, Ao/L _ 10 -3 for

the case of the shuttle, while a,o/L _ 10--" for the experiment

of Merlino and D'Angelo [1987]. The focusing effect should

then be less pronounced (although still observable) in the

former case. It is also worth keeping in mind that, as was

discussed in the introduction, the ratio between the orbiter

size and an O' gyroradius is L/O_ _ 2-3, while the corre-

sponding ratio in the laboratory experiment is only _0. I. in

addition, the plasma flow in the laboratory is magnetic field

aligned, while in the shuttle-ionosphere interaction the angle

between the shuttle velocity and the Earth's magnetic field

varies over a wide range.
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Gaseous Environment of the Shuttle

Early in the Spacelab 2 Mission

Jolene S. Pickett,* Gerald B. Murphy,* and William S. Kurtht

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

A cold-cathode ionization gage was flown on Space Shuttle flight STS-51F as part of the Spacelab 2 payload.
Neutral pressure data that were taken in the payload bay during the first few hours on orbit are presented. These
data show that when the payload bay is oriented such that the atmospheric gases are ramming into it, the
pressure rises to a peak of 4 x 10 - _Torr. Pressure is also slightly higher during the sunlit portion of each orbit.
Outgasslng of the payload bay causes the pressure to be elevated to a few times 10 - _ Tort early in the mission.
In addition, several effects on pressure have been identified that are due to chemical releases. Substantial
increases (50-150°70) are seen during another experiment's gas purge. Orbiter chemical-release effects include:
pressure increases of 20007e up to 7 x 10 -6 Tort due to Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) burns, minor
perturbations in pressure due to vernier thruster firings and little or no increase in pressure due to water dumps.
In the case of vernier thruster firings, effects are seen only from down-firing thrusters in the back of the Orbiter,
which are probably due to reflection of thruster gases off Orbiter surfaces.

Introduction

HE Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) is a cylindrical
subsatellite that has flown on two Space Shuttle flights to

date. The PDP carried a complement of 14 instruments,

including a cold-cathode ionization gage that measured
various plasma parameters. Data were taken in the payload

bay and on the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) arm on
both flights and as a free-flying satellite on its most recent
shuttle flight.

The PDP first flew on STS-3 (Space Shuttle Columbia) as
part of the Office of Space Science's first payload (OSS-I)

from March 22-30, 1982. _ The pressure gage on that flight
obtained approximately 100 h of neutral pressure measure-

ments from two locations: in the payload bay and on the RMS
arm up to 15 m ( - 50 ft) from the Orbiter. Neutral pressure
results from that flight may be found in Shawhan et al. 2 and

Shawhan and Murphy. 3

The PDP's second flight was on STS-51F (Space Shuttle
Challenger) as part of the Spacelab 2 (SL-2) payload from July
29-Aug. 6, 1985. 4 On this flight the pressure gage obtained

only 3 h of data on the first day of the mission due to a
mechanical failure in the gage electronics box, which occurred
7.5 h after launch. However, these data were obtained during

a time in which other instruments were being activated, the
payload bay was still outgassing, and two OMS burns
occurred. For these reasons, these data are vital in understand-

ing the neutral pressure environment of the Space Shuttle early
in a mission.

Instrumentation

The vacuum measurement system on the PDP utilizes a

cold-cathode magnetron gage similar in configuration to the
Redhead magnetron gage developed in the late 1950's. s The

gage aperture contains a baffle to prevent ram effects of
neutrals and ions. A 6-in. extension tube is added to the

Presented as Paper 85-6054 at the AIAA Shuttle Environment and
Operations !I Conference, Houston, TX, Nov. 13-15, 1985; received
Feb. 9, 1987; revision received July 2, 1987. Copyright © American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1987. All rights
reserved.
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aperture to allow access to the orbiter payload bay pressure
environment outside the PDP skin. The gage works on the

principle that a discharge current in a transverse magnetic field

is dependent on the pressure of the gas. The gage transforms
the vacuum-input signal into a 0-5 V output signal that is

proportional to the logarithm of the input pressure. The range
of the instrument on SL-2 was 10-7-10-3 Torr of equivalent

nitrogen pressure. The sampling frequency of the pressure
gage on SL-2 was 20 Hz.

Since all of the data presented here were obtained while the

PDP was located in the payload bay, it is important to know
the orientation of the pressure gage. Figure i shows the PDP

in its stowed (i.e., pallet) configuration. As may be seen, the
pressure gage tube is located near the bottom of the spacecraft

and points in a direction midway between starboard and aft of
the Orbiter. The extension tube exits the PDP skin 45 deg to
the radial direction. The tube aperture is only 0.5 in. from the

PDP skin at its closest point. Figure 2 shows the location of
the PDP within the SL-2 payload, it is obvious from this

figure that other experiments closely surround the pressure
gage. In fact, the pressure gage looks directly at the Infrared
Telescope (IRT) instrumentation, which is located only a few
inches from the PDP structure. This is in contrast to the

pressure gage on OSS-I that had an open field of view in the
middle of the pallet where no other instrument was mounted
close to it.

Neutral Pressure Results

Orbit-related Effects

A plot of the 3 h of neutral pressure data obtained by the

PDP cold-cathode ionization gage on Spacelab 2 is shown in

Fig. 3. This plot shows neutral pressure in Torr (equivalent N2)
vs time. The time of this plot, which begins about 4.5 h after

launch, is from 0130 to 0430 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) on

day 211 of 1985. The pressure gage actually received power at
the time the spacecraft was powered up at 0039 GMT.
However, it did not begin to ionize until 50 rain later. The
possible reasons for this will be discussed below.

One feature to note in Fig. 3 is the rise in pressure from a
low of about 1.5 x 10 -6 Torr, which begins shortly before

0300 GMT. At this time the payload bay is rapidly rotating
into the ram of the gas flow, reaching maximum ram at 0302

GMT, and then gradually rotating out of it as indicated by the
angle of attack in Fig. 3. The angle of attack is defined as the

angle between the -Z axis of the orbiter (up from the
payload bay) and the velocity vector. Thus, maximum ram is
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obtained at an angle of attack equal tp 0 deg and deep wake at

180 deg. During the ram event cen(ered at 0302 GMT, the

pressure is seen to rise rapidly and then gradually decrease to
its previous level, indicating a dependence on the direction of

gas flow with respect to the payloail bay. The rise actually
begins to occur during a l-min interval of lower pressure,
which will be explained in the followi@g section. The PDP is in

wake at 0203-0206 GMT, but this _ake appears to have no

significant effect on pressure. The entire payload bay is briefly

in a deep-wake condition (i.e., angl_ of attack equal to 180
deg) around 0250 GMT, but, once again, no significant effect
is noted.

It is also evident that there is some qutgassing in the payload
bay since ambient pressure for an Altitude around 300 km
would be _< 10-7 Torr, and contr_utions from ram flow
would only increase the pressure to about I x 10 - 6 Tort. Also

evident are the brief, random one-order of magnitude

increases in pressure to about 2 x 10 I- s Torr throughout the

plot. These increases are believed to ibe due to outgassing in
the gage itself. This effect was also s_n on the OSS-I flight 3

and during thermal-vacuum testing p_ior to the SL-2 launch.
There is also an indication in Fig. 3 that the neutral pressure

in the payload bay is slightly less on the nightside than on the

day. For example, the slight rise in pressure (approximately
50%) seen at 0350 GMT is probably attributable to the shuttle
entering daylight.

mixture to a mixture of 15% CH4, 25% Xe, and 50% He with
a time constant of about 1 h. 6 Before the CRNE release we

assume that the gaseous environment of the payload bay is

predominantly water, based on measurements taken by an ion
mass spectrometer mounted on the PDP on SL-2. 7 Summers s

states that the relative sensitivity of H20 normalized to N2 is

0.97 over the pressure range 10-7-10 -3 Torr for a cold-
cathode ionization gage. Therefore, when the CRNE release

(consisting primarily of Nz) begins, we expect to see a
maximum increase in pressure of 3% due to the gage's greater

sensitivity to N z than H_O. Since the increase (about 150%) is,
in fact, quite large, we know that the CRNE release has a
marked effect on the payload environment.

if the payload bay environment is not dominated by water
as reported in Ref. 7, but instead, consists primarily of atomic

oxygen as expected at shuttle altitudes, then a lower limit on
the pressure increase due to the CRNE release can be derived.

Since the sensitivity of the gage to atomic oxygen is not given
in Ref. 8, we can arrive at an approximate value based on the

data given by Summers 8 and the ionization cross sections
published in the literature. Redhead et at.9 state that provided
the ions, which are produced within the gage, are formed with

zero kinetic energy, the relative gage sensitivities should be
nearly proportional to the magnitude of the ionization cross
sections near their maximum (approximately 100 eV electron

Payloed.related Effects

One of the more striking features of the plot shown in Fig.
3 is a periodic variation in pressure that begins at 0216:44
GMT. At this time the pressure is see_ to rise, thus beginning

a cycle of 20 min at a higher pressur_ and 1 rain at the lower

pressure that was being recorded b_'fore the cycle began.
Subsequent to the flight it was discovered that at about
0216:00 GMT the Cosmic Ray Nuclei ;Experiment (CRNE) of
the Univ. of Chicago, shown in Fig. 2 i began a gas purge that

consisted of releasing a mixture of 80% N 2 and 20% CO z for
20 min, pausing for I rain, and the_ releasing the gas for

another 20 rain, etc. The amount of _gas being released was
about 500 I/h. Its composition changed from the N 2, CO 2
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Fig. 3 Three-hour neutral pressure plot from early in the Spaeelab 2
mission.
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energy). Assuming this to be the case, the sensitivity of the

gage to atomic oxygen would be > 0.5. This implies that the
increase in pressure due to the CRNE release is only around
50°70 rather than 150070 for the case of a water-dominated
environment.

At least two other experiments on SL-2--the Infrared

Telescope (IRT) from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-
vatory and Super Fluid Helium Experiment (SFHE) from the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory-were steadily venting helium at
the sill of the Orbiter payload bay at the rate of 20-30 mg/s

(approximately 0.4-0.6 t/h at STP). The relative sensitivity of

He normalized to N 2 for this stage is 0.15. 8 The effects, if any,
from helium ventings, cannot be determined.

Another effect on the pressure that we believe may be due to

one of the other experiments located in the payload bay is
shown in Fig. 4. This plot covers 30 rain from 0200-0230 GMT

on day 211. At about 0205 GMT we see a square wave pattern
in the data with a period of about 3.5 rain. At about 0216:00

GMT the square wave begins to look more like a rectified sine
wave with a period of about 0.5 rain. (Note that the jump at

0216:44 GMT is the result of the CRNE gas purge.) We
considered the possibility that the scanning IRT, which is

located very close to the pressure sensor, was the cause of this
effect; however, available data appear to rule this out. The

drop to zero output seen at 0204 GMT is probably an
indication of the impending mechanical failure.

Orbiter-related Effects

Figure 5 shows the effects of two types of chemical releases
associated with thruster activity on the Orbiter: a continuous

firing of two vernier thrusters, which takes place over about
1.1 s, and an Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) burn. The
effect of the OMS-3 burn, which was used on SL-2 to

circularize the orbit at approximately 325 km altitude, begins
at 0230:27 GMT during daylight, lasts for about 35 s, and is

directed antiparallel to the velocity vector. This burn raises the
neutral pressure by about a factor of 2 up to 7 x 10 -6 Torr.

Once the OMS engines are shut off, the pressure returns to its
previous level after only 3-4 s. Acceleration data from the

SFHE experiment 10show a sharp drop at 0231:01.0 GMT until

about 0231:01.7 GMT and then an exponential decay that
approaches zero at about 0231:05 GMT, which is consistent
with the pressure data. The reason for the pressure spike

(lasting about 0.5 s) at the beginning of the burn is not known.
However, the post-mission flightcrew report" states that
exceptional ignition transients were associated with all OMS

burns on STS-51F with the exception of the final deorbit burn.

The ignition transient was termed a "hard light" by the crew
and was manifested by larger than normal acceleration at the
beginning of the burn. The report states further that Johnson
Space Center has been unable to confirm this effect or show a

cause for it. It is possible that the momentary sharp pressure

increase to 10-5 Torr, seen at the beginning of the OMS-3
burn, is related to the effect reported by the crew.

Another OMS burn that occurs at 0322:17 GMT during
nighttime (not shown in Fig. 5) and that is directed antiparallel
to the velocity vector over Millstone Hill Observatory in

Westford, Massachusetts also raises the pressure by about a
factor of 2 over its preburn level. The pressure spike is also

present at the beginning of this burn. We are not able to
determine the recovery time associated with this burn since

there is a data dropout that begins in the middle of the burn
and lasts well past engine shutoff. During the two OMS burns
just discussed, both OMS engines were fired, each of which

has a thrust of 26,688 N (6000 lb) and burn at a rate of about
85.27 N/s (19.17 lb/s) using a propellant of monomethylhy-

drazine (MMH) as fuel and nitrogen tetroxide (NzO4) as an
oxidizer.

The Reaction Control System (RCS) thruster firings,
pointed out at 0229:38 GMT in Fig. 5, are vernier thrusters,
which have a thrust of 111 N (25 lb) and use a propellant of

MMH/NzO 4. The effect of this series of continuous firings is
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Fig. 5 Effects on neutral pressure of Orbiter gas releases.

to raise the neutral pressure in the vicinity of the payload bay
by only a small amount. A more detailed analysis of all

thruster firings that occur during the time in which pressure
data were taken was done in order to determine whether

specific thrusters affect the pressure more than others. The
authors ascertained that no primary RCS thrusters, which
have a thrust of 3870 N (870 lb), were fired during the 3 h of

interest. That leaves only six vernier thrusters. Two of them
are located in the nose section of the Orbiter and have thrust

vectors that point down and slightly starboard or port (FSR,
F5L). The remaining four are in the RCS pods in the tail
section of the Orbiter. Two of these four are located on the

starboard side and point in the starboard (or + Y) direction
(R5R) and down along + Z (RSD). The other two in the tail

section are on the port side of the Orbiter and point in the port
(or - Y) direction (RSL) and down along + Z (L5D).

Figure 6 is a 2-min plot that shows two sets of vernier
thruster firings. Notice that at 0202:22 GMT, the continuous
firing of two vernier thrusters in the back of the Orbiter for a

period of 2.8 s has a noticeable effect on the pressure, whereas
the continuous firing of one forward and one aft vernier for a

period of 2.1 s has no effect. Our analysis of all thruster
firings from 0130-0430 GMT on day 21 i shows that all vernier
thruster firings from the back of the Orbiter that involve
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thrust vectors directed down alo_lg the Orbiter + Z axis (R5D,

L5D), produce similar effects m neutral pressure as those
shown in Fig. 6 at 0202:22 GMT Vernier thruster firings from
the front directed down and sliglttly out (FSR, F5L) and from

the back directed along the + / _ Yaxes (RSR, LSL) have little
or no effect on the neutral pressure as shown in Fig. 6.

Other factors that may be i important in the study of

thruster-firing effects are discussed in the following section.
More details on the thruster_ and their effects on the

ionosphere during the OSS-I fl_ht are provided in Refs. 12

and 13.

Finally, an Orbiter water dump that begins at 0414 GMT
(see Fig. 3) and continues for aleut 40 min may be the cause

of the slight increase in pressta'e seen at about that time.
However, because the angle of attack has significantly started
to decrease and the pressure inci-ease is so slight, no definite
conclusions can be drawn.

Discussion and _on¢lusions

The unusually long time taken For the pressure gage to begin

to ionize (about 50 rain) may be r_lated to several factors, such
as the length of time it was stored at sea level, the temperature

at which it is powered up, and th_ degree to which it has been
contaminated during preflight testing. The PDP was at sea
level for a considerable length of time due to its integration

into the SL-2 payload at Kennedy Space Center over a year
prior to launch. The temperature of the deck on which the
pressure gage is mounted was al_ ut 20* C at the time it was
powered up on orbit, and so temgerature was probably not a
factor. One of the biggest factors could have been that the
pressure gage was not cleaned after completion of all preflight

testing and prior to launch. =Thus, it is possible that

contamination may have contributed to the delay in onset of
ionization.

Neutral pressure in the payload bay depends to a great

extent on the orientation of the gas flow to it and to a lesser
extent on the day/night condition_ prevailing at the time. SL-2
results show slightly higher pressures during daytime than

nighttime, which is in accord with the MSIS-83 atmospheric
model, 15 and enhancements in the pressure under ram
conditions. The wake conditio_ encountered produce no
significant effects on the pressure probably due to payload bay
outgassing. OSS-I results show _ definite modulation in the

pressure from ram to wake conditions. 2,3 This effect has also
been reported by Yanagisawa et ai. t6 from measurements

obtained by a BNotype ionization pressure gage that was part
of the SEPAC investigation flown on Spacelab I.

Z

A relation is given by Hedin et al. '_ for determining ram

pressure for a gage consisting of an enclosure within a rocket
with a small entrance hole or orifice. Hedin et al. 17 state that

if the diameter of the entrance hole is large compared to the
length of the hole, but small with respect to the mean free path

of the gas, and the gas in the gage comes to thermal
equilibrium with the walls of the gage, the result is

where

ng= n a F(S) (1)

ne = number density of particles in gage
n, = ambient particle number density

T, = temperature of gage walls
T_ = ambient temperature

F(S)=exp(-S 2)+sx '/'(1 +erfS)

where

S
V

c,_

(2)

= v/c_
= component of rocket velocitynormal to gage

opening

= most probable speed of ambient particles

The significance of Eq. (i) is that the number of particles
entering the gage per unit time is equal to those leaving.

Substituting gage pressure Pg and ambient pressure P= for ng
and n_, respectively, in Eq. (I) we obtain

P, = P_ (_)'/_ F(S) (3)

For the one maximum ram condition on SL-2 (0302 GMT),
the authors ran the MSIS-83 atmospheric modeP s and found
that P_ = 7.7 × 10 -s Torr, T_ = 894 K, and C_ = 1.07 km/s.

At 0302 GMT, T, - 293 K and V = orbiter velocity normal
to the payload bay = 7.8 km/s. Substituting these values in
Eq. (3) gives Pg = 3.5 x 10 -6 Torr, which is in good agree-
ment with the SL-2 data. In applying Eq. (3) to the orbiter, it
is assumed that the orifice is the payload bay.

The enhancement under ram conditions is most likely
primarily related to the fact that under ram conditions there is
a great increase in the number of atmospheric molecules in the
vicinity of the payload bay, which are reflected from various
Orbiter and instrument surfaces at thermal velocities corre-
sponding to temperature of the bay. 16,18 A much smaller
contribution may come from erosion of materials due to

atomic oxygen bombardment.
Outgassing in the payload bay and ram flow to the bay as

discussed above cause the neutral pressure in the bay to be
elevated to a few times 10 -6 Torr early in the mission.
Shawhan et al. 2 state that it took nearly 24 h for the payload
bay to outgas to the ambient level on OSS-I. Koch _4 reports

that pressure measurements obtained by an identical pressure
gage to the PDP's as a part of the IRT investigation on SL-2

are around an order of magnitude higher than the PDP's.
However, the IRT pressure gage, including sensor, were

located inside a box that had only a 2-in.-diam opening at the
top. Due to the greatly decreased volume of this box compared

to the relative openness of the payload bay and the outgassing
within the box itself, it is expected that the IRT gage would
obtain consistently higher pressure measurements than the

PDP gage. Scialdone _9 derived an equation for open-bay
pressure as a function of time based on previous measure-
ments from the payload bay. The pressure for open bay is

P_(t) = 1.3 x 10 -_ t-' (Tort) (4)

where t is in hours and greater than 0240 MET (Mission
Elapsed Time). The data shown in this paper appear to follow
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this relationship until the CRNE gas purge begins. Scialdone t9

states that the outgassing pressure will vary depending on

temperatures of outgassing materials, which are related to the
angle of the payload bay to the sun and length of time at that

angle.
Experiments that release gas in the operation of their

instruments can and do affect the neutral pressure environ-

ment in the payload bay. These gas releases, together with

outgassing of the payload bay and ram flow pressure
enhancements early in a shuttle mission, can lead to a

substantial increase in the neutral pressure over ambient.
Orbiter OMS burns on SL-2 are shown to increase the

neutral pressure in the payload bay by a factor of 2. A review

of PDP pressure gage data from OSS-1 shows no increase in
pressure during the two OMS burns that occur late in the

mission. However, these two burns are performed under ram
conditions that produce higher pressures than those shown to
be associated with OMS burns. Further, the pressure spikes

seen at the beginning of the SL-20MS burns are not present
at the beginning of the OSS-1 burns. However, the sampling

frequency was only l Hz on the earlier flight. Thus, if these

sharp pressure increases, which last about 0.5 s, are present,
they would probably not be evident in the data. Narcisi et al. 2°
report results similar to those shown in the present paper for
OMS burns. Their instrument, a quadrapole mass spectrome-

ter flown on an early shuttle flight, shows the spike at the

beginning of the burn, a pressure pulse of about l0 -6 Torr,
and a return to background in 1-2 s.

Although no primary thrusters are fired during the time of
interest on SL-2, it is important to mention them since they

can affect neutral pressure more than an OMS burn. The L2U
primary thruster firing sequence that occurs during the OSS-I

flight raises the pressure to 3 x 10-4 Torr.2.3._2 This sequence
consists of the pulsed firing of two primary thrusters in the
back and the continuous firing of one in the front, all of which

have thrust vectors that point up (parallel to the Orbiter - Z

axis).

Even though the emission rate for the OMS firing is twice as

great as for the combination of the three up-firing primary
thrusters, the OMS burn on SL-2 causes pressure in the

payload bay to rise to a value that is at least 1.5 orders of
magnitude less than that for the L2U primary thruster
sequence test. There are several factors that probably con-

tribute to this. The L2U sequence takes place when the
payload bay is in the wake of the orbiter. There is probably

some reflection of the thruster plumes of the two primaries in
the back off of the vertical stabilizer. Further, the PDP is

closer to the primary thruster plumes than to the OMS plumes,
thus being in a better position to see any backscatter from the
plumes and their interactions with each other. Finally, the
PDP is in a more open environment during the L2U event on
OSS-I.

A summary of the questions that must be given consider-

ation in order to adequately analyze the effects from any
thruster firings are the following:

1) Is the payload bay in wake or ram? If in wake, any
measurements made during thruster firings will probably show

a much greater pressure increase in a relative sense than at
nonwake times due to the lower background pressure in the
wake. If in ram, effects may not be seen at all if ram pressure

is extremely high.

2) What is the location of the pressure gage with respect to
each thruster? The closer the gage is to the thruster and its

exhaust plumes, the greater the possibility of recording an
effect due to backscatter from the plume. This means that the

emission pattern of the plume is also important. For instance,
the exhaust plume of the primary thrusters is much broader
than that of the verniers. Coupled with this is that certain

thruster plumes are reflected into the payload bay by various
Orbiter surfaces, such as the wings, elevons, and vertical

stabilizer. Another important consideration is the presence of
barriers and obstructions between the pressure gage and the

thruster, which may tend to hinder the gage's ability to detect
an effect.

3) What is the direction of the velocity vector with respect

to the thrust vector? Although no one has yet done a thorough

study of this, the possibility exists that a thruster fired
upstream of the Orbiter may have a different effect than one
fired downstream. !f such an effect was detected for a thruster

fired upstream, it would most likely be a second-order effect.

Although the velocity of the Orbiter is much greater than the
thruster exhaust, the thruster plume interacts with the
environment on a much faster time scale.

4) How many thrusters are firing simultaneously? In the
case of vernier thrusters, generally, two or three will fire
simultaneously throughout a given period of time. It is,
therefore, very difficult to determine the effects due to any

one thruster. Thus, it is often necessary to study the effects of
groups of thrusters, such as the down-pointing ones. In this

connection it has been reported by Wulf and yon Zahn z_ that
there is some evidence that the simultaneous firing of several

vernier thrusters produces higher signals than would be
calculated for the sum of the individual contributions.

Primary thrusters are more likely to be fired one at a time;
however, they are not used as extensively on orbit as verniers

and so the study of their effects may be limited.
In the authors' analysis of vernier thruster firing effects on

neutral pressure, the following conclusions are drawn based
on the above:

1) In general, vernier thruster firings are only minor

perturbations to the pressure. Although the authors have no

examples of firings while the payload bay is in wake, the ones
made while in ram show a very small enhancement in pressure.

2) Effects observed from downward-pointing verniers

(along + Z) in the back are probably due to the thruster plume

impinging on Orbiter surfaces, such as the body flap, elevons,
main engines, etc., and thus being reflected into the payload

bay. The two forward-mounted vernier thrusters have a
relatively unobstructed path in the primary direction of the
expanding thruster plume compared to the aft verniers, which

could partially explain why little or no effect is seen on neutral
pressure during those firings. In addition, the location of the

pressure gage on SL-2, well down in the center of the payload
bay near other structures, may have been another factor,

particularly for the aft, sideways-pointing verniers whose
plumes can be reflected off the wings. It is not possible to do
a thruster direction dependence analysis on the OSS-1 data set

since the sampling frequency was only 1 Hz. However, the
SL-2 thruster direction dependence results with regard to

forward and aft downward-firing verniers are certainly borne
out by Wulf and von Zahn, 2_ from neutral mass spectrometer
results from the SPAS-01 subsatellite on the STS-41B flight,

and by Narcisi et al. z° on an early shuttle flight. Their results
for these thrusters differ from the SL-2 results only in that the

effects they see are substantially greater. In addition, they see
effects from port- and starboard-firing verniers that may be
due, in part, to their instruments being located in a more

advantageous position with respect to these thrusters than the

SL-2 pressure gage.
3) No conclusions can be drawn with regard to the

relationship of the velocity vector to the direction of thrust
since the data set is limited.

4) No conclusions can be drawn with regard to the effects

of one thruster firing vs several firing simultaneously since
single-firing events were not available.

A definitive conclusion as to whether Orbiter water dumps

affect the neutral pressure in the payload bay cannot be made
since enough cases under varying conditions have not been
tested. The data seem to indicate, however, that the effect, if

any, is minimal. As reported by Pickett et al., _3 neutral
pressure readings on OSS-I are slightly greater with water

being dumped than without when the payload bay is in wake.
Narcisi et al. z° report that there is no increase in neutral

pressure during a water dump.
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Finally, a comment is in order with regard to the magnitude

of effects seen by the SL-2 pressure gage vs those seen by other

pressure monitors on this and other shuttle flights, Effects of

thruster firings seen by the PDP pressure gage are less in

magnitude than those seen olt previous shuttle flights. This

could be related to a number ¢f things such as location of the

sensor in relation to other instruments, Orbiter altitude and

attitude, and degree of outgassing in the payload bay. In fact,

had the PDP pressure gage ion SL-2 been able to obtain

measurements later in the _ight when outgassing in the

payload bay had decreased significantly, the relative effects of

thruster firings, OMS burns, and payload bay into ram may

have been much greater, although the absolute magnitude may

have remained about the same due to the gage's location in the

bay. Further measurements oh future Space Shuttle flights
need to be made in order to adequately quantify the various

effects on neutral pressure se:_n as a result of Orbiter and

payload operations.
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Hot Ion Plasmas From the Cloud of Neutral Gases

Surrounding the Space Shuttle

W. R. PATERSON AND L. A. FRANK

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University oJ Iowa, Iowa City

Large intensities of hot positive ions are observed out to distances of several hundred meters from the
space shuttle Challenger (Spacelab 2) with a plasma analyzer on board a small free-flying satellite, the

Plasma Diagnostics Package. This ion plasma is inferred to be generated by the charge exchange of
ionospheric O" ions with a large cloud of water molecules from the space shuttle. The measured ion
density ranges from _30 to 104 H20" ions cm -_. The hot ion plasma forms an ion trail in the wake of
the space shuttle. A model for the water vapor cloud provides the basis for density estimates as high as
l0 '_ H20 molecules cm- -_at a distance of 50 m from the space shuttle. Thus the space shuLtle possesses a
substantial coorbiting atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

We report on a series of measurements of hot ion plasmas

in the vicinity of the space shuttle Cha/lentIer on August I,

1985. These observations are made with a plasma instrument

capable of determining the energy spectra of electrons and

positive ions, separately and simultaneously, in the range of

energy-per-unit charge extending from 2 V to 36 kV. This

plasma analyzer is included with other fields and plasma in-

strumentation in the free-flying, recoverable small satellite

PDP, i.e., the Plasma Diagnostic Package.
The PDP spacecraft was one of the components of the

Spacelab 2 mission flown on the space shuttle Challenger, re-

ferred to herein as the orbiter. Spacelab 2 was carried into

orbit on July 29, 1985, and was landed on August 6, 1985. The
orbital altitude and inclination were _ 320 km and 49.5, re-

spectively, lnstrumenation for the PDP includes the plasma

analyzer, a Langmuir probe, an ion mass spectrometer, a re-

tarding potential analyzer, a differential ion flux probe, a

plasma wave receiver and electric field detector, an elec-

trometer, a neutral pressure gauge, and radio receivers [Shaw-

hart, 1982]. The plasma analyzer is also known in the litera-

ture as a Lepedea (low energy proton and electron differential

energy analyzer) [Fratlk et al., 1978]. The diameter (without

booms) and height of the PDP are 1.1 and 1.3 m, respectively,

and the total mass is 285 kg.

Prior to the Spacelab 2 flight the PDP was flown as part of

the OSS 1 payload aboard the space shuttle Columbia [Shawn-

han et al., 1984]. During that flight the PDP was operated,

while berthed in the payload bay and in the immediate vicin-

ity of the shuttle, by means of the remote manipulator system

(RMS). During the Spacetab 2 mission the PDP also made

measurements from within the bay and while attached to the

RMS. In addition, the PDP was released from the orbiter and

flown as an independent satellite. Release of the PDP oc-

curred at 0010 UT on August 1, and retrieval was successfully

accomplished at 0620 UT on the same day. Our present in-

terest lies in the plasma observations during free flight of the

PDP at distances ranging to _400 m from the orbiter. Re-

markably intense, hot ion plasmas are found in the vicinity of

the orbiter. We interpret these plasmas in terms of a dense

cloud of neutral gases from and coorbiting with the orbiter.
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2. OBSERVATIONS OF PICKUP IONS

The electrostatic analyzers are constructed of concentric,

spherical-segment plates, across which a known, variable po-

tential is supplied in order to separate ions and electrons ac-

cording to their energy-per-unit charge. Because it is necessary

to measure the charged particle intensities with respect to

both the directions of the local magnetic field B and of the

instantaneous orbital velocity V of the orbiter and PDP, and

because these directions vary as the spacecraft orbit Earth, the

electrostatic analyzer is configured to utilize the rotation of

the PDP spacecraft to measure the particle intensities from

almost all directions. One analyzer each for positive ions and

electrons employs seven detectors and one entrance aperture

for measurements in seven directions in a wide, fan-shaped

field of view. The plane of this field of view is aligned parallel

to the spin axis of the PDP, such that, with the spin motion of

this satellite, most of the 4rr sr solid angle for particle velocity

vectors is observed with the plasma analyzer. Such surveys of

the entire angular distributions of hot electron and ion plas-

mas are acquired once each spin period of the PDP spacecraft,
13.1 s.

After the release of the PDP from the RMS, the orbiter's

primary and vernier thrusters were fired to increase the dis-

tance between the two spacecraft to 90 m. This separation was

maintained until 0120 UT. At that time the crew began ma-

neuvering the orbiter around the PDP. The orbiter was flown

around the PDP twice, with each circuit taking place during

one 90-rain orbit of Earth. The trajectory of the orbiter rela-

tive to the PDP between 0130 and 0430 UT is depicted in

Figure 1. This motion is shown projected into the orbital

plane. The relative out-of-plane separation during this time
was as large as 340 m and the total distance between the

spacecraft ranged from 100 to 420 m. After these orbits the

orbiter was flown several times across the path of the PDP, so

that the PDP passed directly through the orbiter's wake. At

0527 UT, spin-down of the PDP was begun, and the PDP was

subsequently captured with the RMS.

An example of the hot ion spectra observed in the vicinity

of the orbiter is shown in Figure 2. The position of the free-

flying PDP is at a distance of 280 m from the orbiter. The

differential, directional intensities of positive ions as a function

of energy-per-unit charge are shown in Figure 2. These

measurements are taken in the direction parallel to the veloci-

ty vector of the spacecraft, i.e., as seen looking into the ram

3721
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Fig. 1. Orbiter trajectory dur_g the free flight. The orbiter
motion relative to the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) is shown
projected into the orbital plane, Tl_e out-of-plane separation ranged
from 0 to 340 m. Maximum out-_f-plane excursions occurred near
0215 and 0350 UT.

direction due to the spacecraft _rbital motion. At these alti-

tudes of _320 km above Eart§'s surface, the primary iono-

spheric ion is O* [Banks and _ockarts, 1973]. Because the

orbital velocity of the spacec_ft is 7.8 km s-t, the ram

energy-per-unit charge of the a_bient O+ ions is about 5 V.

The large intensities of these O _ ions can be seen in Figure 2.

The characteristic thermal ener_es of the ambient ionospheric

O + ions are ~0.1 eV, an energ_ less than that of the energy

resolution of the hot plasma analyzer. Thus the presence of

the ambient O + ions in the ionosphere is detected, but their

temperatures and densities are n_t determined.
Large intensities of positive ions are detected at energies

significantly greater than those expected for ambient ions.

These hot ions are seen at energies-per-unit charge > 10 V in

Figure 2. Of particular interest !s the maximum of the inten-

sities at _ 18 V and the significant intensities of hot ion plas-

mas extending to _ 60 V. We show here that these ion veloci-

ty distributions are consistent with ion production by charge

exchange in a large cloud of neu__rai gases that are outflowing

from and coorbiting with the orb!ter.

io"_r---_-.---,-__
IdO_ ENERGY SPECTRUM

S

_ POS,TIVEio_s
,_ ,@I-_ 020,,u.r. _

,03

ENERGY/UNIT _HARGE, VOLTS

Fig. Z Fnergy spectrum of posi_ve ions, as observed in the or-
bital ram direction with an electrostatic analyzer on the free-flying
spacecraft PDP.

Consider the neutral gas cloud of the orbiter. There are a

variety of sources of neutral gases from the orbiter, including

waste water, water as a by-product of power generation by

fuel cells, combustion from the orbiter thrusters for attitude

control, and He from the cooling of the infrared telescope. The

thrusters utilize the reaction between monomethyl hydrazine

and N:O4, and several of the combustion products are H20,

Nz, CO z, and CO [Pickett et al., 1985].

Outgassing of volatiles, in particular H20, is expected from

the surfaces of the orbiter. These neutraT"gases should radially

outflow from the orbiter at thermal speeds, around hundreds

of meters per second. This cloud of neutral gases is moving

with a bulk velocity of 7.8 km s-t, i.e., the orbiter orbital

velocity, through the plasmas of Earth's ionosphere. The den-

sities of the ambient ionospheric ions are _ 104-106 cm -3 at

these altitudes and are sufficiently large to ionize a measurable

fraction of the neutral molecules in the cloud by charge ex-

change, i.e., O _ + H20--, O + H20+. Momentum transfer is

negligible. These positive ions produced by charge exchange

are observed with our plasma instrument. After charge ex-

change the H20" ions do not coorbit with the orbiter gas

cloud but are trapped in the terrestrial magnetic field by the

Lorentz force, i.e., these ions form an ion trail in the wake of

the orbiter. The motion of these so-called "pickup" ions in the

reference frame of the orbiter and PDP are of interest for our

present analysis. In this reference frame these ions appear to

be executing cycloidal motion, with an average drift speed due

to an electric field E = - V x B. In other words, if the orbiter

velocity V is directed perpendicular to the local magnetic field

B, then the apparent motion of the pickup ions is such that

during one period of circular motion of the ion in the plane

perpendicular to B, the ion speed increases to a maximum of

twice V and then decreases to values nearly zero. The average

drift velocity of the ion with respect to the orbiter is -V in

the direction of the wake. As the angle _ between V and B

decreases or increases from 90 °, the maximum ion energy de-

creases in proportion to sin 2 _. At angles near 0 ° and 180 °, the

energies of the pickup ions are sufficiently low that the pickup

ions cannot be distinguished from ionospheric ions with the

plasma analyzer. The phenomenon of pickup ions in magnet-

ized plasmas moving with respect to neutral gases is of general

interest to space plasma physics, e.g., the production of He ÷ in

the solar wind by infalling interstellar gas [M6bius et al.,

1985], the formation of a plasma torus from volcanic gases of

the Jovian satellite Io [Goertz, 1980], and the interaction of

cometary comae with the solar wind [lp and Axford, 1986;

lpacich et al., 1986; Mukai et al., 1986],

Two features of the distributions of pickup ions are noted

here in the case of the orbiter, which is in motion nearly

perpendicular to the magnetic field. First, because the maxi-

mum ion speed is twice the orbiter and PDP orbital speeds,

the maximum energy of the ion is equal to 4 times that of an

ambient ionospheric ion of the same mass as seen at the PDP.

Second, in a coordinate system referenced to the velocity com-

ponents of the observed ions in the rest frame of the orbiter,

the distributions are pancake-shaped in a plane perpendicular

to B and are offset from the origin by the spacecraft velocity

vector. For example, these ion velocity distributions are

shown in Figure 3 as taken at 0208 UT on August 1, 1985.

The distribution function for ion densities, i.e., ions per unit

volume AxAyAz, and per unit volume of velocity space

Al,_At_,.At,., is given for a plane perpendicular to the local mag-

netic field. The direction of the orbiter motion is approxi-
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.-2 0208 UT
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Fig. 3. The velocity distribution for hot ions in the vicinity of the

orbiter. The velocity vector for the orbiter orbital motion is approxi-

mately along the + I/ axis. The geomagnetic field vector is directed

perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The density value for the
outer contour is shown. Each successive inner contour corresponds to

a factor of l0 increase in densities.

mately + V_. Thus the ambient ionospheric plasma is in bulk

motion with respect to the orbiter and is expected to appear

as a compact series of circles at I/___ -0.8 x 106 cm s-t.

Evidence for this ambient ion plasma can be seen in Figure 3,

although, as mentioned earlier, this plasma is too cool to fully

resolve with the instrument. The pancake distribution of

pickup ions with higher energies is the dominant feature to be

seen in Figure 3. For Figure 3 and Figure 4 the ion mass-per-

unit charge is assumed to be 16 ainu (O+). The results are

changed little for masses nearly equal to this ,_alue, e.g.,

H20 _. but they must be recomputed if the ion is CO" or

CO 2.. In order to demonstrate that the ion velocity distri-

bution is pancake-shaped, i.e.. that the motions of the ions are

mainly directed perpendicular to the magnetic field B, it is

necessary to exhibit these ion distribution functions in a plane

parallel to B. These ion distributions are shown in Figure 4,

with the I/_. axis taken parallel to B; Vx is perpendicular to B

and almost along the direction of the orbiter orbital motion. It

is seen that the component of ion motion, V: along B, is

smaller relative to that perpendicular to B, V_. Thus the ob-

served ions are found to be in motion primarily in a direction

I Vz, ,_"

2 x 106 CM/SEC

Fig. 4. Continuation of Figure 3, but for a plane rotated by 90 c to
include the direction of the geomagnetic field vector ( + V.).

perpendicular to the magnetic field (the pancake distribution)

with an offset from the coordinate origin (the average drift

speed of the ions with respect to the orbiter and PDP). These

are the expected signatures of pickup ions from the interaction

of the ionosphere with the neutral gas cloud of the orbiter.

The species of the pickup ions are not directly determined

with the plasma instrumentation but may be inferred from

energy spectra, such as that shown in Figure 2. The energy-

per-unit charge for the secondary peak is -18 V. The most

likely ion with this energy at twice the orbiter speed is H20 _.

At higher energies, >20 V, the ions are heavier, CO*, CO: *,

and others from the thrusters. The identification of HzO + as

the dominant pickup ion in the lower mass range is in agree-

ment with independent ion mass analyses at lower energies

[Grehowsky et al., 1987]. This identification is also consistent

with observations of neutral water [Carignan and Miller,

1983; Narcisi et a/., 1983: Wulf and Von Zahn, 1986] and

water ions [Grebowsky et aL, 1983: Narcisi et al., 1983:

Hunton and Ca/o. 1985] in the near vicinity of the orbiter

during other shuttle flights.

3. MODEL OF THE WATER CLOUD

We can use the observations of the densities of pickup

H,O + ions to develop a model of the water vapor cloud that

coorbits with the orbiter. We assume that the radial velocity

of the water molecules from the orbiter is similar to that for

thermal velocities corresponding to a temperature _ 300 K, or

V, _.x 5 x 10'* cm s-t. This velocity is much less than the

spacecraft orbital velocity of V -_ 8 x l0 s cm s-t. The water

vapor expands radially outwards from the orbiter until the

molecules collide with those of the ambient neutral atmo-

sphere, primarily atomic oxygen, O i. The densities of O I, [O

!]. are in the range of - 1-3 x l0 s cm -s. The MSIS 83 model

[tfedin, t983] for the neutral ambient atmosphere is used for

our calculations. To estimate the cross section for collisions of

tt20 with O I. we assume hard-sphere collisions and diam-

eters of 4.6 x 10 -s cm for H20 and 2.6 x 10 -s cm for O I

[McDanie/, 1964], where the diameter for Ne is used for O I.

The cross section estimated in this way is 4 x 10-ts cm 2, and

the mean free paths A are about 10 kin. Thus relative to the

orbiter, a water molecule moves an average distance d

(VjV)A, or ~700 m, before its first collision with an atmo-

spheric oxygen atom. From the continuity equation the

number density of water molecules, I-H20 ], then varies with

radial distance R from the orbiter as

[H20 ] = C(Ro/R) 2 exp [-(R - Ro)/d] (I)

where R 0 is taken as 10 m, or the approximate linear dimen-

sion of the orbiter.

The relationship between the densities of pickup H20 + ions

and of the neutral water molecules must be found in order to

determine the constant C in (1). The primary source of the

HzO ÷ ions is charge exchange of H20 with the ambient iono-

spheric O *. Photoionization by solar ultraviolet radiation and

impact ionization by atmospheric photoelectrons proceed at

much slower rates. Because O ÷ is the dominant ionospheric

ion at the orbiter altitudes, the O ÷ densities, [O*], are taken

to be equal to the electron densities that are simultaneously

measured by the Langmuir probe on the PDP spacecraft (data

courtesy of N. D'Angelo). The cross section for the charge

exchange H20 + O ÷ _ H20 ÷ + O appears uncertain. For

the 5-eV energy of O ÷ relative to the water cloud, values of

2.6 x 10 -t5 cm 2 [Turner and Rutherford, 1968] and 0.6
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x 10- i_ cm z [Murad and l_i, 1986] have been reported. We

adopt the cross section repgrted by Turner and Rutherford

i-1968], 2.6 x 10-_5 cm 2. T_e relationship between the water

molecule densities, [H20], ahd the ion densities, [H:O'] and

[H 30 + ], is given by the foll(_wing equations :

e [H20+1 = _',[H20][ o+]
0t

-z2[H,O + I[H20] - :tl[H20+][e - ] (2)

?

S [-H30+] = ;':[HzO!][H20] - :t2[H30+][e ] (3)

where the rate coefficients aie given in Table 1. To calculate

the rate coefficient 7t for charge exchange between H20 and

O +. we multiply the cross section for this reaction with the

relative speed of the reacta_ats, 7.8 x l0 s cm s-_. The rate

constant 72 is for the reactiot_ H,O + + H20---, H30 + + OH.

The kinetic energy of the H:O + ions relative to the water

cloud ranges from approximately 0 to 23 eV because of the

gyratory motion of the H.,O* ions. For 7: we have used the

rate at 300 K [Albritton, 1978]. The coefficients :t] and zt2 for

the dissociative recombination of H20+ and H30* with elec-

trons are estimates by Sjolander and Szuszczewicz [1979].

Equations 12) and (3) are e._ected to be applicable for ions

and neutral atoms within distances up to _ 10 km from the

orbiter. Also, the densities of!onospheric O * ions are found to

be sufficiently unperturbed t[aat they may be taken as a con-

stant as the water cloud moves through the ionosphere for

distances > 20 m from the oibiter. Equation t l) for the radial

dependence of water molecul_ densities and (2) and (3) for the

relationship of the neutral w_ter molecule and water ion den-

sities are solved numerically i with a fifth-order Runge-Kutta

algorithm, in a reference frame at rest with respect to the

instantaneous position of the center of curvature for pickup

ion motion, i.e., the guiding center. The constant C in [11 is

then found by determining ihe H20 _ density, [H:O*], by

numerical integration of io_ velocity distributions, such as

that shown in Figures 3 andi4. The specific time for determi-

nation of [H,O'], and the6 C, is 0350 UT on August 1. If

[H,O] is in units ofmoleculcscm 3 then C=4 x 101°.The

corresponding ionospheric density, as measured with the

Langmuir probe, is 2 x l0 s electrons cm 3 IN ` D'Angelo, pri-

_ate communication, 1986). For our following analyses we

assume that the water release rate from the orbiter is constant.

No major waste water releases occur during the PDP free-

flight.

Figure 5 gives an example of the results from the model

calculations for the water vapor cloud surrounding the orbiter

and for the ion densities in its wake. The abscissa is taken

parallel to the orbiter motioa but is offset in such a manner

that this coordinate axis lies at a distance of 50 m from the

orbiter at closest approach (at 0 km on abscissa scale). For

this example the orbiter velocity V is perpendicular to the

geomagnetic field B. The water vapor densities at 50 m from

TABLE I. ReactiOns and Reaction Rates

Reaction Rate, cm' s

tLO * O _ _ H,O" + O Yl = 2 × 10 _

H,O" _- H,O--, H_O+ +IOH 3'_, = 1.7 × 10 "

H,()* + e --'* OH + H _l = 1.7 × 10 7
H_O* + c _ products o_, = 1.9 × 10 _

,,9
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Fig. 5. Densities of H;O, HaD +, and HaD ÷, as computed from a

model based upon observations of pickup ion densities. The abscissa

is taken along a line parallel to the velocity vector of the orbiter, but

displaced by 50 m, i.e., 0 km corresponds to a distance of 50 m from
the orbiter. The ambient densities ofO I and O* are 2.3 × 10 a cm -_

and 4 x I0 _ cm 3, respectively. For this calculation the direction of
orbital motion relative to the magnetic field is taken to be at an angle

of 90.

the orbiter are large, - 109 H,O molecules cm 3 and greater

than that of the ambient atmosphere. These densities decrease

to -I cm-3 at a distance of 8 km from the orbiter. The

column density as seen from the orbiter is also large, 4 x 1013

H.,O molecules cm- 2. This column density exceeds that corre-

sponding to the threshold of the infrared telescope (IRT) in

the bay of the orbiter by about an order of magnitude [Fazio,

1982]. Column densities as observed with this helium-cooled

IRT during the S[, 2 mission ranged from l0 ts to I0 t4 H20

molecules cm 2 [Koch et al., 1987]. The rate of water release

lrom the orbiter that is necessary to sustain the water cloud is

-2.5 × I02" molecules s-_. This rate implies a total water

loss from the orbiter of 500 kg, if the rate is constant during

the 8-day mission. If the space shuttle surface area is coarsely

approximated by a sphere of 15-m radius, then this water loss

is - 18 mg cm -'. During the 8-day mission, a coarse estimate

of the water loss by engine and thruster burns, flash evapor-

ator, and water dumps is - 3000 kg. Although there are inac-

curacies inherent in our simple model, such as those due to

atmospheric ram effects in the immediate vicinity of the or-

biter, this assessment of the properties of the neutral water

cloud is probably accurate to within factors of about 3.

4, THE WATER, ION TRAIl.

The computed water ion densities in the wake of the orbiter

are also shown in Figure 5. The maximum H20* densities are

in the range of 5",, of the ionospheric O * densities. This ion

trail is long, > 10 kin, and is expected to be dissipated pri-

marily by recombination with electrons and the impact of the

hot water ions with the ambient oxygen atoms. This latter loss

term is not included in (2), which is used for the water ion and

molecule densities at closer distances to the orbiter. The

pickup ion velocity distributions are in substantial nonequili-

brium with those of the ionospheric ions, a situation likely to

drive plasma instabilities responsible for the generation of the

observed broadband electrostatic noise in the wake [cf. Gur-

nett et al., 1986, 1988; Scar/et al., 1986]. In order to obtain

measurements of the unperturbed ionospheric plasmas, it is
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Fig. 6. Densities of H20, H20*, and H30* computed from the
model. The ambient densities of O I and O* are the same as for
Figure 5. The direction of orbital motion relative to the magnetic field
for this case is at an angle of 60 °.

evident from Figure 5 that these observations must be made at

distances beyond 1-2 km upstream from the orbiter.

In the rest frame of the ionosphere the pickup ions move

along the magnetic field with a component of velocity equal to

V •B/B. The results of calculations with B and V at an angle

of 60 ° are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 is similar to

Figure 5 in that the abscissa is parallel to the direction of

motion of the spacecraft and passes within 50 m of the center
of the water cloud. Ahead of the orbiter the ion densities are

nearly equal to the densities calculated for B and V at an

angle of 90 ° (Figure 5). Behind the orbiter, however, the ion

densities decrease along this axis as a result of the ion motion

along the magnetic field. Figure 7 displays contours of con-

stant [HzO +] in the coordinate plane parallel to B and V. It

is clear from this figure that the trail of ions behind the orbiter

does not extend directly opposite V, but points in a direction

that is perpendicular to B. The ion trail extends directly

behind the orbiter only when B and Y are at an angle of 90 °.

td

u)
F,

0

-2 f"

-4 I
-6

I ' I ' I I

0 •

CALCUt.ATED H20+ DENSITIES

IN VICINITY OF ORBITER

1 , I , I t 1
-4 -2 o 2
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Fig. 7. Contours of constant water ion densities calculated from

the model for the case where B and V are at an angle of 60 °. The
coordinate origin is at the center of the water cloud (the orbiter).

5. OBSERveD WAFER ION DENSITIES

Observations of the densities of pickup H20+ ions during

approximately two Earth orbits of the PDP while this space-
craft is in free flight are shown in Figure 8. Also shown in

Figure 8 are the calculated pickup ion densities as expected

from the model of the water vapor cloud that surrounds the

orbiter, as presented in our previous discussion. The water

vapor cloud is assumed to be time-independent for this period.

The position angle 0 is the angle between the velocity vector V

of the spacecraft orbital motion and the direction from the

orbiter to the PDP. The distance between the PDP and the

orbiter is given as R in Figure 8. In order to compute the

pickup ion densities from the model of the water vapor cloud,

the ambient O* density is assumed to be equal to the iono-

spheric electron densities, as measured with the Langmuir

probe on the PDP. Reliable measurements of these electron

densities are not available during the two periods of

_0230_)250 UT and ~0405_)420 UT. The densities are as-

sumed to be 10" cm -3 for these two periods. Inspection of

Figure 8 shows that there is general qualitative agreement

between the observed and computed H,O + densities and, for

a substantial fraction of this series of observations, quantita-

tive agreement as well. However, for certain time periods, e.g.,
0310--O330 UT and 0345-0500 UT, discrepancies between ob-

served and computed densities are evident. Such disparity may

arise from a temporal fluctuation of the water vapor cloud of

the orbiter or from our inability to accurately separate the

pickup ion densities from those of the ambient ionosphere.

The diurnal variations of pickup ion densities as seen in

Figure 8 are primarily due to a similar variation of the iono-

spheric O+ densities that charge exchange with the neutral

water molecules along the path of the orbiter. No hot ion

densities that greatly exceed those due to charge exchange are

H2 O+ DENSITIES OBSERVED DURING

FREE-FLIGHT, AUGUST I, 1985
F,

I0" f _ _ I ' ' ' I _ ' r I ' '

0 MEASURED

IO 4 _///_ -- CALCULATED t

,- J-
I.- (3 []>: io3

.
id

DAY NIGHT
ll 1 1

o

o
I 2 3 4 S UT

Fig. 8. Comparison of the observed densities of pickup water ions
with computed values from the model of the water vapor cloud that
coorbits with the orbiter. Observations are shown for most of the

free-flight period of the PDP. Orbiter thruster firings do not occur
during the periods selected for determining the water ion densities.
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found with our observations. The somewhat higher densities

relative to those from the model during the period 0230-0250

UT do not exceed the observational uncertainties.

6. DISCUSSION

The velocity distributions Of hot, positive ions observed

during the PDP free flight are _haracteristic of ions picked up

from a cloud of neutral gases _oorbiting with the orbiter. Be-

cause the cloud moves with orbiter speed V through the iono-

sphere the ions form flat velqcity distributions in the plane

perpendicular to Earth's magnetic field. Distributions of this

type were observed througho0t the free flight with densities

ranging from -30 to 10" ions _m -3. In the reference frame of

the spacecraft, these ions are expected to have a maximum

energy 4 times greater than th_ energy of ionospheric ions of

similar mass. The observed e¢ergy spectra indicate that the

dominant ion species is most likely H20 +. although more

massive species appear to be present as well. This identifi-

cation is consistent with measurements from the Ion Mass

Spectrometer, which is also on board the PDP [Grebowsky et

al., 1987]. From these observations we conclude that the or-

biter is surrounded by a substa_atial cloud of neutral gases and

that water is a major constitu{nt of this cloud. We infer that

the observed ions are produced primarily by reactions of gases

within the cloud with ambient ionospheric ions, the dominant

reaction being charge exchange between O + and H,O.

In contrast to the shell-like i/elocity distributions of pickup

ions observed at comet Halleyi[Mukai et al., 1986; Wilken et

al., 1987] and in the solar w!nd [Mdbius el al., 1985], the

pickup ions observed during the PDP free flight are seen to

have retained their initial pancoke-shaped distributions. These

ions are swept from the neutr,_l cloud by the terrestrial mag-

netic field. Because the time iconstant of recombination of

H20* with electrons is approximately 10 s, an ion tail with a

length of > 10 km is expected to extend behind the orbiter.

The Lorentz force on the ions acts transverse to the direction

of the magnetic field, and the _-ion motion along the field is

unaffected. In this way the ion tail can be driven either down-

ward into the atmosphere or upward away from the atmo-

sphere, depending on the relative orientation of B and V.

Our simple model of the wa_r cloud and the ion chemistry

within that cloud accounts for much of the variation observed

for the pickup densities. We find that our assumption of radial

flow at a constant rate is adeytuate in providing qualitative

agreement between measured _nd calculated H2 O+ densities.

In particular, no increase in flow seems to occur at sunrise

when orbiter surfaces are suditenly exposed to sunlight. In-

stead, the observed increase in H,O _ density at sunrise ap-

pears to be due to the coincident increase in the density of

ionospheric O _. Higher ion densities could also be the signa-

ture of another heating mechanism for ions in the water cloud

of the orbiter. Enhanced ionization in the neutral water vapor

cloud is not expected from the critical ionization velocity effect

proposed by A!lk_en [1954] for gases in bulk motion with re-

spect to a plasma and with bulk speeds exceeding that corre-

sponding to the ionization potential of the neutral molecules.

The ionization potential for H_O is 12.6 eV, and the kinetic

energy of the HzO molecules with respect to the ionospheric

plasmas is only 5.7 eV.
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Double-Probe Potential Measurements Near the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam
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As part of the Spacelab 2 mission the plasma diagnostics package (PDP) was released from the shuttle
as a free-flying satellite. The PDP carried a quasi-static electric field instrument which made differential

voltage measurements between two floating probes. At various times during the free flight, an electron
beam was ejected from the shuttle. Large differential voltages between the double probes were recorded
in association with the electron beam. However, analysis indicates that these large signals are probably
not caused by ambient electric fields. Instead, they can be explained by considering three effects: shadow-

ing of the probes from streaming electrons by the PDP chassis, crossing of the PDP wake by the probes,
and spatial gradients in the fluxes of energetic electrons reaching the probes. Plasma measurements on
the PDP show that energetic electrons exist in a region 20 m wide and up to at least 170 m downstream
from the electron beam. At 80 or more meters downstream from the beam, the double probe measure-
ments show that the energetic electron flux is opposite to the injection direction, as would be expected for

a secondary returning electron beam produced by scattering of the primary electron beam.

1. INTRODUCTION

As part of the Spacelab 2 mission, a spacecraft called the

plasma diagnostics package (PDP) was released from the shut-

tle to survey the plasma environment around the orbiter. At

various times, an electron beam was ejected from the shuttle

so that the effects produced in the plasma might be studied. In

this paper we report on efforts to measure the quasi-static

electric fields in the plasma with the PDP, focusing on those

times when the electron beam generator was operating. The

PDP, a scientific instrument package containing 14 instru-

ments, was designed and constructed at the University of

Iowa, and is described by Shawhan [1982]. The electron beam

generator, flown as part of the vehicle charging and potential

(VCAP) experiment provided by Stanford University and

Utah State University, is described by Banks et al. 1-1987]. The

PDP and the electron beam generator were previously flown

on the STS-3 flight [Shawhan et al., 1984].

Prior to the shuttle flights, a number of electron beam ex-

periments were performed in plasma chambers and from rock-

ets. Using the same PDP and the same electron beam gener-

ator later flown onboard Spacelab 2, quasi-static electric fields

of the order of a few volts per meter were measured within a

few meters of the beam in a large plasma chamber at Johnson

Space Flight Center [Shawhan, 1982]. Denig [1982] ques-

tioned the reliability of these measurements because of the

possibility of differential charging on the measuring probes,

and because the fields seemed too large to be sustained in the
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given apparatus. Kellogo et al. [1982] also reported measuring

fields of a few volts/m in a similar chamber test. Measure-

ments of the quasi-static electric fields have also been reported

in association with electron beams emitted from rockets in the

ionosphere. In the Polar 5 experiment, fields of the order of 0.1

V/m were detected over 100 m away from the beam source

[Jacobsen and Maynard, 1978]. During the Echo 6 experi-

ment, Winckler and Erickson [1986] measured fields of the

order of 0.2 V/m at a distance of 40 m from the flux tube on

which the beam was expected to be centered. All the measure-

ments mentioned here involved differential voltage measure-

ments on floating probes. Considering the chamber and rocket

experiments, we expected on the Spacelab 2 mission to detect

fields on the order of 1 V/m associated with the electron beam.

The Spacelab 2 mission was launched into a nearly circular

orbit, of inclination 49.5 °, at a nominal altitude of 325 km.

The PDP was in free flight roughly 6 hours, during which the

shuttle peformed two complete fly-arounds of the PDP.

During the fly-around the shuttle was maneuvered to regions

upstream and downstream of the PDP. The fly-around includ-

ed four magnetic conjunctions during which the shuttle was

targeted to pass through the magnetic field line passing

through the PDP. The electron beam generator was operated

at various times throughout the free flight, both in a steady

(dc) mode, and in a pulsed mode. During several of these times

large signals were detected by the quasi-static electric field

instrument. The purpose of this paper is to describe the large

signals associated with the electron beam firings and to deter-

mine the origin of these signals.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The PDP quasi-static electric field instrument made poten-

tial measurements on two floating probes. These floating

probes consisted of conducting spheres mounted on insulated

10,001
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booms on opposite sides of the spacecraft. The sphere-to-

sphere separations was 3.89 m, and the diameter of the spheres

was 10.2 cm. A diagram of the PDP, showing the dimensions

of the main chassis and the locations of spherical probes 1 and

2, is presented in Figure 1. Two types of measurements were

made: the differential voltage i Vdlrf, between the two probes

was measured at both a high_ gain and a low gain, and the
average potential, 1,1,,,, of the _wo probes relative to the PDP

chassis was measured. The following relations describe the two
measurements:

Vdif, = V 2 -- V l

v,. = (t_ + v,)/2

where VI and Vz are respective!y the potentials of sphere 1 and
sphere 2 relative to the PDP chassis. Typically, the differential

voltage divided by the antenna length is interpreted as a

measurement of the electric field. The basic instrument param-

eters and dynamic ranges are given in Table 1. Since the float-

ing potential of an object in a plasma is dependent on the

TABLE 1. Instrument Parameters and Dynamic Ranges

Value

Electric field high gain range
Electric field high gain precision
Electric field low gain range
Electric field low gain precision
Electric field sample rate
Average potential range
Average potential sample interval
Spherical probe separation
Spherical probe diameter

+_0.064 V/m
-+ 0.51 mV/m
-+ 2.0 V/m
-+ 0.017 V/m

20.0 samples/s
-+ 8.0V

1.6 s/sample
3.89 m

10.2 cm
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surface materials, it is also important to describe the surface

properties of the spacecraft and spheres. The PDP chassis was

covered with a teflon-coated fiberglass cloth which in turn was

covered with an aluminum mesh to provide a uniform con-

ducting surface. Potential measurements were referenced to

the aluminum mesh. The spherical antenna probes were

coated with a conducting graphite-epoxy paint.

After release from the shuttle, the PDP was made to spin by

the action of an inertia wheel within the PDP, When spinning

at its maximum rate, the spacecraft had a spin period of 13.1 s.

The spin axis was oriented approximately perpendicular to the

orbital plane. Thus the spacecraft velocity vector lay approxi-

mately in the PDP spin plane.

The electron beam generator was mounted in the shuttle

payload bay. A beam was produced as electrons emitted from

a heated tungsten wire filament were accelerated through a

l-kV potential. The generator operated at beam currents of

either 50 mA or 100 mA, producing either a steady or a pulsed

beam. The beam was pulsed at frequencies up to 800 kHz.

3. OBSERVATIONS

During most of the free flight, the Vdiff signals were of the

order of the induced potential due to the orbital motion of the

spacecraft, [(V x B) • LI, where V is the spacecraft velocity and

L is a vector pointing from sphere 2 to sphere 1. These signals

were typically 0.4 and 0.8 V. The V,,, signal was usually be-

tween zero and a few volts positive. That is, the PDP normally

floated at a slightly lower potential than the antenna probes.

The V_,= signal also showed a periodic variation synchronous
with the spacecraft spin period. The periodic variation was

found to be related to the operation of the PDP low energy

proton and electron differential energy analyzer (LEPEDEA)

[Tribble et al., 1988]. The LEPEDEA utilized a current col-

lecting plate whose voltage jumped to + 2 kilovolts every 1.6

s. The plate collected a large thermal electron current, and the

PDP potential decreased by several volts, recovering to its

initial value within 1.0 s. The V_,, signal was spin modulated

because the degree of charging of the spacecraft was less when

the LEPEDEA aperture faced the spacecraft wake, than when

the aperture faced the ram direction. For the Vdl. measure-

ment, a large negative potential on the PDP was equivalent to

a large positive common mode signal on the probes. Because

of limitations in the common mode rejection, the Vdi. signal

was disturbed whenever the PDP potential exceeded several

volts negative. The magnitude of the instrument output due

to the common mode signal was generally much less than
[(V × B) • L{. Thus the common mode signal was large enough

to make the interpretation of the measurements difficult when

the difference between the Vdiff and I(V x B) • LI was small.

However, for Vditf signals larger than ](V x B). LI, the

common mode rejection problem was not important.

At five times during the free flight when the electron beam

generator was operating, Vdift signals were recorded that were

significantly larger than I(V x B). L[. The signals for these

events are shown'in Figure 2, and the events are numbered

1-5. At no other times during the PDP free flight were signals

this large recorded. Of these five events, the beam was oper-

ated in a steady mode for three events, and in a pulsed mode

for two events. The beam injection pitch angle varied widely

among the events. Table 2 lists the beam operation mode,

injection pitch angle, beam current, and several other impor-

tant parameters regarding these five events.

The basic periodicity of the Vomitsignals in Figure 2 is due to
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Fig. 2. Large differential voltage signals associated with limes of

the electron beam generator operation. Arrows at the top indicate

times the antenna was aligned with the spacecraft velocity vector.

Arrows at the bottom indicate times the antenna was aligned with the

magnetic field.

the spinning of the spacecraft. In addition to the overall vari-

ation at the spin period, the signals have a number of unusual

features. During event l the instrument saturates. Thus, the

difference voltage on the probes is greater than 8 V, which

corresponds to an inferred electric field strength in the spin
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TABLE 2. Beam Parameters. Sunlight Conditions. PDP Orientation

Event I 2 3 4 5

Distance from PDP to shuttle
Distance from PDP to flux tube of beam

O, Angle of B to spin plane
Day/night
Beam current

Beam injection direction
Beam injection pitch angle
Beam mode

206 m 218 m 93 m 90 m 235 m
26-3 m 9-40 m 87 m 84 m 143 m

22.9°-23.6 ° 15.4°-!5.7 ° 15.1°-19.4 ° 10.8°-12.1 o 15.4o_16.6 °
day night night night-sunrise night-sunrise

50 mA 100 mA 100 mA 100 mA 100 mA

down up down up up
<7.5 ° 2.4 °- 10° 540-70 ° 680-69 ° 380_.45°

dc 1.2 kHz 54 s dc dc dc

115 s pulsed
600 Hz stepped

down to 10 Hz

plane greater than 2 V/re. Event 2 has a "spiky" character,

and events 3, 4, and 5 all show a "double peak" character. At

the end of event 3 (around 0('_9}, there is an apparent higher

frequency structure to the si_,nal. This structure is associated

with the pulsing of the electro_ beam. Note that as long as the

beam pulse frequency is mudh greater than the Vd_. sample

rate, then no effect of the ptdsing should be apparent in the
I/d,rr signal. Such is the case lbr event 2, where the beam was

pulsed at 1.2 kHz. However.Eduring event 3 the beam pulse

frequency was lower in steps from 600 Hz down to frequencies

near the Vdifr sample frequency of 20 Hz. The apparent higher

frequency structure is the result of a beating effect that occurs

between the beam pulse rate and the Vdi. sample rate.

In order to understand the origin of the large signals, the

phase angle of the spinning PDP was investigated. Arrows are

plotted in Figure 2 at the t_p of the graph to indicate the
times when the electric anten_na was aligned with the space-
craft velocity vector. Recall that the velocity vector lay ap-

proximately in the PDP spiit plane. Arrows are plotted in

Figure 2 at the bottom of the [:raph to indicate times when the
antenna was aligned with the magnetic field projected onto
the spin plane. In general, the magnetic field vector did not lie

exactly in the spin plane, but made an angle of between 10 °

and 24 ° with the spin plane. _he angle for each event is given

in Table 2. Inspection of Figure 2 reveals that for cases 2, 3, 4,

and 5 a voltage peak occurs When the antenna is aligned with

the spacecraft velocity vector, and for cases 3, 4, and 5 a

second peak occurs when the _ntenna is aligned parallel to the

magnetic field projected onto the spin plane.

Figure 3 shows the trajectory' of the PDP in a plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field dhring all times that the electron

beam generator was operating. The direction Vj_ indicated in
the figure is along the compor:ent of the velocity perpendicu-

lar to B. The origin represen[s the position of the magnetic
field line on which the electro_ beam should be centered. The

beam is assumed to lie on a fiaagnetic field line which inter-

sects the electron beam generator, and the field is determined

from a multipole model of the Earth's magnetic field. Al-

though shown in Figure 3 only- as a point, the beam will have

a cyclotron motion about the magnetic field. The injection

pitch angles are listed in Table 2. The pitch angles vary over a

large range, but are relatively sxnall (less than 10 °) for events 1

and 2, and large (greater than 130°) for events 3, 4, and 5. The

beam also has some spreading!due to beam divergence, space

charge repulsion of the beam electrons, and beam instability.

The actual width of the beam Js unknown; however, previous

beam experiments indicate that the cyclotron radius of a beam

electron with pitch angle 90 ° :s a reasonable approximation

for the beam radius. For a l-keV electron in a magnetic field

of 0.25-0.5 G, the cyclotron radius is approximately 2-4 m.

The trajectories during the five large events are shown in

Figure 3 as solid segments, and the trajectories during times

when the beam generator was operating but the measured

differential voltage was small (i.e., less than (V x B)I), are

shown by the dashed lines. During events 1 and 2, the length

of time the electron beam generator was turned on was longer

than the length of time large signals were recorded, indicating

that the spatial region over which large signals occur is limit-

ed. For each of events 3, 4, and 5, large signals were recorded

for the entire period the beam generator was on. Note that

events 1 5 occur at times when the PDP was in a region

downstream of the flux tube carrying the electron beam.

Except briefly during event 1, the perpendicular distance from

the PDP to the flux tube of the electron beam was much

greater than the 2 to 4 m predicted beam radius, so that the

PDP was well outside of the region of the primary beam.

Events 1 and 2 occur when the PDP was closest to the flux

tube of the electron beam, and are the largest in magnitude.

The average potential measurements for events 1-5 are

EVENT 4 _.

I00 \ EVENT 3 ,.,l

_,, ELECTRON BEAM

v,

EVENT 5 EVENT ",, ]

-iOO ". I

\% ii

\ /
% /

-20o )"
/// xx\

OUT OF PAGE///
-3OO /

' i

o 20o

METERS

Fig. 3. Dashed lines indicate the trajectory of PDP in the plane
perpendicular to B during times of electron beam generator oper-
ation. The trajectories for events 1-5 are shown as solid segments.
The origin represents the position of the magnetic field line on which

the beam lies. V_ is the component of velocity perpendicular to EL.
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Fig. 4, Average potential measurements during times when large

differential voltage signals were detected.

shown in Figure 4. The largest changes in the average poten-
tial measurements associated with the electron beam are seen

during events 1 and 2, where the average potential of the

probes goes from positive values of +2 to +4 V to negative

values of -2 to -4 V. The spin period variation of the signal

discussed above can be seen in the graphs for events 1 and 2

during the times before and after the large negative excursions

of the signal. During events 3, 4, and 5, the average potential

does not change by a large amount, but the smooth spin

period variation of the signal is disrupted.

4. INTERPRETATION

Because the determination of the quasi-static electric field

with the PDP is based on measurements of the differential

voltage between two floating probes, the results can be af-

fected by energetic beam electrons striking the probes. It is

easily shown that a small flux of energetic electrons may alter

the floating potential of the probes by a large amount [Fahles-

on, 1967]. Arnold.v and Winckler 1"1981] reported a population

of energetic electrons in the region around an electron beam,

causing the floating potential of the Echo 3 rocket to become

several volts negative. A similar observation was made on

Echo 6 [Winckler et al. 1984]. Thus we might expect to find

that the PDP potential is affected by energetic electrons

around the beam. In fact, during each of events 1-5 discussed

here, the LEPEDEA on the PDP detected energetic electrons

at energies nearly up to the beam energy (W. R. Paterson,

personal communication, 1987). Further, data from the PDP

Langmuir probe seems to indicate that the PDP charged to at

least -4.3 V during event 2, and to at least -7.6 V during

event 1 (A. C. Tribble, personal communication, 1987). There-

fore there is reason to suspect that the probes also charged. If

the charging is different for the two probes, then Va_r,/L cannot

be safely interpreted as a good measure of the electric field.

To determine the possible effect of energetic electrons on

our measurements, we perform a simple calculation of the

floating potential. This is done by considering the balance of

currents to the object of concern (see, for example, Kasha

[1969]). The possible current sources are (1) thermal (back-

ground) electrons, (2) thermal (background) ions swept up by

the motion of the spacecraft, (3) energetic electrons

(energies >> kT_), 14) energetic ions (energies >> 5.0 eV, the ram-

ming energy), (5) secondary electron emission, and (6) photo-

electron emission. Measurements made with the LEPEDEA

indicate that the current from energetic ions is much less than

that from the ramming ions (W. R. Paterson, personal com-

munication, 1987), so this current can be neglected. The maxi-

mum secondary electron yields for aluminum (PDP surface

material) and graphite (probe surface material), are 1.0 second-

aries/primary for 300-eV primaries [Whetten, 1985]. Thus sec-

ondary production would reduce the negative charging effect

of the energetic electrons by some fraction. Photoemission

would also reduce the negative charging. But since we wish to

obtain a worst case estimate of the spacecraft potential, we

neglect both secondary production and photoemission. We

consider then the following current balance equation for an

object at potential V < 0:

A_n,u,¢(l--eV/E_)

-- A,ne(kTe/'27tm,) I/2 exp (eV/kTe) -- A,J b = 0 (i)

The first term in the above equation includes the ion current

due to the sweeping up of the ionospheric ions by the space-
craft motion plus some effect of the attraction of ions to the

negatively charged object. The second term is the electron

current from the thermal electrons. The third term is the cur-

rent to the object due to energetic electrons. The variables in
(1) are identified in Table 3.

Using the representative parameters given in Table 3, equa-

tion (1) was solved numerically for various values of Jb and ,,.

The floating potential was determined from (1) for both the
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TABLE 3. Parameters Used in Evaluation of Equation (I)

Value

U_¢ spacecraft velocity 7.8 x 103 m/s
A,. cross-sectional area for ion collection:

PDP

probe

A, total surface area: PDP
probe

E,ion energy inspacecraftreferenceframe
T. electrontemperature
n, plasma density
Jb currentdensityof energeticelectrons

0.869 m"
8.11 x 10-_m 2

4.52 m-"
3.24 x 10 -2 m2

5.08 eV
0.2 eV

5.0 x 10 _ m -_

0--5.5 x 10 4 amp/m-"

spherical probes and for the PDP chassis. The current col-

lecting area of the PDP w_s taken to be its surface area.

Unfortunately, the current c_llecting properties of the space-

craft body are complicated, and this estimate is to be taken

only as a rough approximation. The solution for the floating

potential as a function of the _nergetic electron current density

is plotted in Figure 5. Mea_surements from the LEPEDEA

during beam event 1 indicatd that Jb was as high as 4 x 10 -4

amp/m 2 (W. R. Paterson, personal commuication, 1987). The

Langmuir probe measurements indicate that during event 1, n,

was of the order of 1 x 10! t m -a (A. C. Tribble, personal

communication, 1987). From i Figure 5 one can see that under

the conditions of event 1 the PDP floating potential could

easily be lower than - 10 V. _his is consistent with the Lung-

muir probe observation merRioned previously that the PDP

charged to at least -7.6 V during event 1. More importantly

for the V_,ff measurements, under the conditions of event 1

differences in Jb on the order of 10 -s amp/m 2 lead to floating

potential differences on the iprobes of several volts. During

events 2, 3, 4, and 5 the Langmuir probe measurements indi-

cate that n, was of the order of 1 x 10 _° m -3 (A. C. Tribble,

personal communication, 1987). For this lower ambient den-

sity, Figure 5 shows that differences in Jb of the order of 10 -6

amp/m 2 lead to floating potential differences on the probes of

several volts. Figure 5 also shows that for a fixed value of Jb,

small differences in the ambient plasma density lead to float-

ing potential differences of several volts.

Using the differential voltage between the probes to infer

electric field values can produce erroneous results if the two

antenna probes receive different amounts of current from any

of the various current sources. Current differences can occur if

one of the probes is shielded by the PDP chassis from a

current source, or if the plasma environment is nonuniform

over the length of the antenna. During events 2, 3, 4, and 5 the

peaks in Vd=rf are associated with specific orientations of the

antenna with respect to the velocity and the magnetic field,

and therefore can be primarily attributed to shadowing effects.
Shadowing effects of this type were observed by Winckler et

al. 1"19841 during the Echo 6 experiment. In that experiment,

large signals at the payload spin frequency were attributed to

shadowing of one probe from a magnetic field aligned plasma

flow. At the time, the electric probes were stowed in the pay-

load body. During events 3, 4, and 5 the "double peak"

character of the signals indicates that two different shadowing

effects are occurring. These two effects are discussed separately
below.

For events 3, 4, and 5 one finds a voltage peak, and there-

fore a probable shadowing of one probe, when the antenna is

aligned with the magnetic field projected onto the spin plane.

Because the local ion larmor radius is much larger than the

PDP, a shadowing along field lines suggests a shadowing of

electrons. We explain the signal peak in the following manner.
For events 3, 4, and 5 the beam was injected in the direction of

B. At the time when the antenna was aligned with B in the
spin plane, the probe on the boom pointing in the direction of

B was at a lower potential than the probe on the boom point-
ing in the direction of -B. Thus we conclude that some ener-

getic electrons are moving in the direction of -B, and one
probe is shielded from them. So, for the three events when the

PDP is 80 or more meters from the beam, the energetic elec-

o x\ . -.. °_t""S-_''"_'*

...ll.\',\ "%°,, -t/ \',\
_ \ 0

l I",, \;_ \. \o. - - POP
i _: \, _o_ \ _,

[1: \3, \

rl' t
! 10 -4 2x10 -4 3x10 -4 4xlO -'l _xl0 -4

i ENgRGErlC ELECTRON CURRENT DENSITY (AMP/M 2)

Fig. 5. Solution of equation (1) using values from Table 3. Model of floating potential as a function of energetic
electron current. Antenna probe and PDP chassis have different floating potentials because of their different current
collecting surface areas.
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Fig. 6a. The PDP with the spin plane corresponding to the plane
of the page. Energetic electrons move along the field lines. As the
PDP spins, the antenna periodically becomes aligned with the mag-
netic field, and one probe is shielded from the electron flux. The probe
also passes through the PDP wake.

trons have a preferred direction, which is opposite to the injec-

tion direction. This explanation is consistent with the report

by the LEPEDEA group of a secondary electron beam in the

shuttle wake [Frank et al., 1987]. The shadowing of one probe

from electrons moving down the field lines is pictured in

Figure 6a. Consideration of Figure 6b shows that if the angle
0 of the magnetic field to the spacecraft spin plane is too large,

then shadowing along the field lines will not occur. The range

of angles where shadowing is possible is 0 < 20.4 °. Referring
to the values of 0 listed in Table 2, one finds that shadowing

along field lines is possible for events 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The energetic electrons moving down the field lines and

charging the probes in events 3, 4, and 5, may be attributed to

reflection of beam electrons by collisions with atmospheric

neutrals, or to a beam plasma interaction. First, consider re-

flection of electrons by collisions. Given the distance of the
PDP downstream from the beam for these events, and the

spacecraft velocity, one can determine the time of flight for the
energetic electrons to be around 10 to 20 ms. For l-keV elec-

trons, the corresponding total distance traveled is about 200

to 400 km. For comparison, the mean free path of electrons

for collisions with oxygen atoms can be roughly estimated by

2 = 1/(n,_), where n, is the atomic oxygen density and a is the
collision cross section. We use a value for a of 7 × 10- t6 crn 2,

the total scattering cross section for 100 eV electrons mea-

sured by Sunshine et al. ['1967]. At an altitude of 300 km, n, is

approximately 10a cm -3 [Johnson, 1965], which yields a

mean free path _. _ 140 km. Because the atomic oxygen den-

sity is larger at lower altitudes, _ will become shorter at lower
altitudes. Thus for events 1 and 3 where the beam was injected

downward, it is quite reasonable that electrons reflected by
collisions with neutrals could reach the PDP. Since the atomic

oxygen density is smaller at higher altitudes, 2 becomes longer

at higher altitudes. At an altitude of 400 km, n, is approxi-

mately 10: cm -3, which yields ). _ 1400 km. So for electrons

injected upward, the effective mean free path will be >> 1400
km. For events 2, 4, and 5 where the beam was injected

upward, it may seem unlikely that the PDP could be affected

by reflected electrons. However, it is not necessary that most

of the beam particles be reflected. The solution of (1) showed

that the measured signals are explained by differential energet-

ic electron currents of the order of 10 -6 amp/m 2, and this

current can result from only a small percentage of beam parti-

cles being reflected. An alternative explanation for the pres-

ence of energetic electrons is considered by Wilhelm et al.

[1985]. In the SCEX experiment, Wilhelm et al. measured

energetic electrons in the region downstream of an electron

beam. They discuss the possibility that the energetic electrons

are the product of a beam plasma interaction. Both expla-

nations are possible, and without a further more detailed

analysis we cannot say which is correct.

A different shadowing effect occurs for events 2, 3, 4, and 5

when the antenna is aligned with the velocity vector. Because

the local ion thermal speed is less than the spacecraft velocity,

ions are swept up by the spacecraft motion. The electron ther-

mal velocity is much greater than spacecraft velocity, so the

electrons are not swept up. However, because quasi-neutrality

must be maintained, both the ion and the electron densities

are reduced behind the spacecraft, forming a plasma wake.

The sweeping of the antenna through the wake as the PDP

spins is indicated in Figure 6a. Because the velocity vector lies

in the PDP spin plane as shown, the antenna always passes

through the wake region. In order to estimate the plasma

density in the wake at the location of the antenna probe, we

use the self-similar solution for the expansion of a plasma into

a vacuum as shown by Samir et al. [1983] and Singh and

Schunk [1982]. [n the standard treatment one assumes initial-

ly a plasma of density N o for the region x < 0, and a vacuum

for the region x > 0. At time t = 0 the plasma is allowed to

expand into the vacuum region. The solution for the density at

later times is given by

)]N = N o exp + 1 (2)

where S Ois the ion sound speed. To obtain an estimate of the

density at the probe when the probe is in the wake, we use (2)
and take for x the radius of the PDP, x = 0.53 m, and for t the

time for the ionospheric plasma to flow a distance of half of

the antenna length relative to the PDP, t = 2.5 x 10-" s. As-

suming an electron temperature of 0.2 eV, and assuming ions

are atomic oxygen, the ion sound speed is estimated to be

Fig. 6b. The PDP viewed with the spin axis in the plane of the
page. The angle 0 of the magnetic field to the spin plane is shown. If 0
is small, then particles moving along field lines can be shadowed from
one probe.
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Fig. 7. Vectors showing the _adient in energetic electron flux
along the trajectory of the PDP dE,ring event I. Note that the beam
will have a finite width, and the Io_ation of the beam center shown is
accurate only to within a few meter_.

about 1.4 x 10 3 m/s, yielding a _ake density

N = 0D8N 0 (3)

This solution corresponds to the expansion of the plasma in

one direction only. The wake fiils in from all directions, so we

expect the density in the wake _t the location of the antenna

probe to be greater than 0.08 [N O, but still significantly less

than N o. Examination of Figue¢ 5 shows that if both probes

receive the same amount of eneigetic electron current, but one

probe is in the wake where the density is lower, then the probe

in the wake will be several vol_s lower in potential than the

probe upstream. This explanation is consistent with the ob-

served signals.

Event 1 does not lend itself to explanation in terms of probe

shadowing, as the other events do. The angle 0 between the

magnetic field and the spin platte (see Table 2) is greater than

20.4% so that probes are not shadowed along field lines.

Figure 2 shows that the peaks in voltage are not consistently

centered about the times the antenna is aligned with the veloc-

it2,' vector or the magnetic field. The peaks are also broader

than expected if due only to a shielding effect. Thus the signal

is due either to a gradient in the fluxes of energetic electrons

reaching the probes, or both a gradient in fluxes of energetic

electrons and an electric field. We cannot rule out the possi-

bility that we have measured t_e electric field. However, be-

cause the entire region v_here ihe large electric field signals

and the energetic electrons are. observed is only 20 meters

wide (refer to Figure'3), gradienis over the antenna length are

expected. As will be discussed below we consider it likely that

the large Vai. signal in event 1 ig caused mainly by a gradient

in energetic electron fluxes.

In ,,rder to investigate the possible interpretation of the

large signals associated with eyent 1, the Vd. f signals were

analyzed as follows. Due to thd spacecraft rotation, the Va_ff

signal varies sinusoidally with the PDP spin period of I3.I s,

and we assume that Vj_fr attains peak value when the antenna

is aligned with the direction of strongest gradient in the ener-

getic electrons. The direction and relative magnitude of the

gradient is then obtained by using a least squares method to

fit a 13.l-s segment of the Vdiff signal to the function

F(t) = F t + F 2 cos (2nt/T - q_} (4)

where T = 13.1 s, and Ft, F2, and • are parameters deter-

mined by the fit procedure. If the signal is interpreted as a

measure of the gradient of the energetic electron flux, then the

constant F 2 gives the magnitude of the gradient and q_ gives

the direction of the gradient in the spin plane. We do not

expect the energetic electron flux to vary much along the di-
rection of B, so we assume that the gradient lies in the plane

perpendicular to B and that we have measured the component
of the gradient projected onto the PDP spin plane. Using this

assumption, the magnitude of the gradient vector in the plane

perpendicular to B was determined. In order to establish a

"goodness of fit" of the curve fit performed for each measure-

ment, the following test variable was calculated:

X = [)-" (F{tl) - x)2,/(N - 3)] V2/F 2 (5)

where x_ is the Vdi. signal at time tw, and N is the number of

sample points used in one curve fit. Measurements were re-

tained if X < 0.25, corresponding roughly to 25% error.

The vectors obtained by the above analysis are shown in

Figure 7. The vectors are plotted along the trajectory of the
PDP relative to the electron beam where the coordinate direc-

tions are the same as in Figure 3. The V.tiff signals first be-

comes larger than I(V x B). LI, and the gradient in the ener-

getic electron flux first becomes significant, when the PDP is

about 10 m away from a line extending directly downstream

from the center of the beam. The Va_. signal, and thus the

gradient in the electron flux, become larger as the PDP gets

closer to this line. The gradient vectors tend to point toward

the line. The indicated picture is that of a region of energetic
electrons downstream from the primary electron beam. The

region is not homogeneous but rather the electron flux is

peaked along the line extending directly downstream from the

primary beam.

The presence of a gradient in energetic electron flux can

account for the large magnitude (larger than 8 V) of the Va_ff

signals during event 1. If the magnitude of ;.he gradient in d b is

estimated from the LEPEDEA measurements, then the Va_rf

signal that would result from such a gradient can be esti-

mated. As stated previously, the LEPEDEA measured a peak

value of Jb of about 4 x 10 "* amp/m 2. We assume that the

flux of energetic electrons is peaked on a line extending di-

rectly downstream from the center of the beam, and is sym-

metric about that line. Since the region where large signals are

detected is about 20 m wide, the spatial gradient AJb/Ax is
approximately (4 x 10 -'_ amp/mZ)/(10 m) = 4 x t0- _ amp/m.

The resulting Va_ffcan be estimated by

Vaifr = (AJt,/Ax)_AV/AJbXL sin 0) (6)

where the quantity A V/AJ_, must be determined from Figure 5,

L is the antenna length, and 0 is the angle of B to the spin

plane. F_r ,%.= I x 10 _ m-3 and Jb > 4 x 10- _ amp/m 2,

AV/AJb is - 1.6 x 10 s V/amp/m 2. The antenna length is 3.89

m (see Table 1) and O is about 23 '_ (see Table 2). Using equa-

tion 14) with the given values, we obtain V,ti, _ 9.7 V. Thus a

gradient in the energetic electron flux of the magnitude indi-

cated by the LEPEDEA measurements could easily produce

the Va_. signals recorded during event I.
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Analysis of all five events suggests that energetic electrons

are found in a region about 20 m wide extending up to 170 m

downstream from the injected electron beam. Consideration of

event 1 indicates that very close to the beam, there is a large

spatial gradient in the energetic electron flux: the flux in-

creases as one approaches the line extending directly down-

stream from the center of the beam. We expect that the ener-
getic electron flux is symmetric about this line. For events 3, 4,

and 5, in which the PDP was 80 or more meters away from

the beam, the signals are explained by the presence of energet-

ic electrons having a preferential direction of motion along the

magnetic field line, but in a direction opposite to the beam
injection.

Although the main features of the Vditf signals during events

1-5 are understood in terms of the discussion given above,

some features remain unexplained. For example, the voltage

peaks during event 4 are bumps on a signal that is otherwise

sinusoidal. The peaks in event 4 are explained by alignment of

the antenna with the magnetic field or with the velocity vector

in the presence of energetic electrons. However, the Vattf signal

for event 4 shown in Figure 2 would also provide a reasonably

good fit to the function in (4). Yet, since the shadowing effects

are apparent in the measurements, a fit of the signal to (4)

would be difficult to interpret. It is not clear why event 4 has a

more sinusoidal character than events 3 or 5. Similarly, the

large peaks in the signal during event 2 can be attributed to

alignment of the antenna with the velocity vector in the pres-

ence of energetic electrons, but the signal remains > I(V × B) •

LI when the probes are not in the spacecraft wake.

Finally, we consider the average potential measurements.

The measurements show that during periods of no beam oper-

ation, the average probe floating potential was several volts

higher than the PDP chassis floating potential. The solution
of (1) (see Figure 5) indicates that the probes should float to a

potential which is much less than a volt higher than the PDP

potential. During events 1 and 2 the average probe floating

potential became lower than the PDP potential. The solution

of (1) indicates that the average probe floating potential

should always be higher than the PDP chassis potential. The

reasons for these discrepancies are not clear. However, we

speculate that explanation involves the properties of the PDP

surface materials. In solving (1) for the PDP potential, we

assumed the PDP to have a uniformly conducting surface.

However the potential of the aluminum mesh on the PDP
surface may be influenced by the fiberglass cloth which un-

derlies it. The fiberglass cloth may be charging to a different

potential than the aluminum mesh. Katz and Davis [1987]

analyze some of the effects of the fiberglass cloth-aluminum

mesh arrangement for the situation of the PDP attached to

the shuttle. The ultimate effect on the mesh potential for the

PDP in free flight is uncertain.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusion from this analysis is that the large signals

measured by the PDP quasi-static electric field instrument

during electron beam operation can primarily be attributed to

three causes. First, at times when the electric antenna is

aligned with the projection of the magnetic field into the spin

plane, the spacecraft body shields one probe from energetic
electrons moving along the magnetic field lines. The two

probes receive different amounts of electron current, thereby

causing large signals. Second, at times when energetic elec-

trons are reaching both probes, but one probe is in the PDP

wake, the wake produces asymmetries in the plasma density at

the two probes, thereby causing large signals. Finally, spatial

gradients in the energetic electron fluxes between the two an-

tenna probes produce differences in the energetic electron cur-

rent to the two probes, thereby causing large signals. When

the electron beam generator is operating, energetic electrons

are found in a region about 20 m wide and up to 170 m

downstream from the injected electron beam. Because the

region is so narrow, the spatial gradients are significant even

over the length of the PDP antenna. For events 80 or more

meters away from the beam, the electric field results are ex-

plained by the presence of energetic electrons having a prefer-

ential motion back down the magnetic field line on which the

beam was injected.

On the Spacelab 2 mission, it was demonstrated that with

the shuttle it is possible to carry out detailed studies of elec-

tron beam effects under carefully controlled conditions. Thus,

it should be possible to obtain a good map of the electric field

near an electron beam. However, our experience indicates that

double probe floating potential measurements are not reliable

in the region near the beam. The floating potential of an

object in a region with substantial fluxes of energetic electrons

can be many times kTJe more negative than the plasma po-

tential. A small difference in energetic electron current col-

lected by each probe of a double probe system can then lead

to differential voltages much higher than those due to any

electric field in the plasma. Reliable potential measurements

probably will require biased probes, such as described by Fah-

leson [1967], or emissive probes such as described by Bet-

tinger [1965]. These active potential measurements are not as

sensitive to energetic electrons. An example of a biased probe

system is found on the ISEE-I spacecraft [Mo2er el al., 1978].

In general, though, active potential measurements have not

been widely used because of the appealing simplicity of float-

ing potential measurements. However, for future spacecraft

electron beam experiments, active instead of passive potential

measurements will probably have to be considered.
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The POLAR Code Wake Model"

Comparison With in Situ Observations

G. MURPHY

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pas:adena. Califi_rnia

I. KATZ

S-Cubed. La Jolla. California

Measurements of the ion and electron densities associated with the wake of the shuttle orbiter were

made by the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) during the 1985 Spacelab 2 mission. Cross sections of
the wake at distances of 50--250 m downstream and measurements along the wake axis from 5 to 100
m were obtained. The POLAR wake model, developed for The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory to
study charging of spacecraft in low-altitude high-inclination orbits, was used to perform a three-
dimensional simulation of the plasma wake evaluated at points along relative trajectory of the PDP.
The POLAR code uses several simplifying assumptions to predict wake densities. These include
neglecting the magnetic field and assuming that the plasma is quasi-neutral. The code models plasma
density ahead of the expansion front, using a neutral approximation, and models the plasma density
behind the expansion front by using the self-similar solution of the expansion of a plasma into a
vacuum. For cases where T, _ T,., the front is not sharp and thermal motion can account for most of
the expansion. This approach is computationally very efficient. The results presented here are the first
known comparison between such a model and actual in situ data obtained for objects of scale size

10a Ad. Excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement are found at distances greater than _30 m.
indicating that at least to first order, the model's approximations are justified. An intriguing disparity
between the model and data suggests that the orbiter's near wake may be filled predominantly by a

pick-up ion population created from neutral contaminants and that these would have to be included if
accurate wake models of large gas-emitting objects are required.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss measurements made by the

Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) during Spacelab 2, which

are presented by Murphy et al. [1989], and compare those

results with predictions from the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory (AFGL) POLAR wake code, which uses a

complex geometric model of the orbiter and the sell-similar

solution of the expansion of a plasma into a vacuum as its

model basis. Previous reports [Katz et al., 1985] have

compared the predictions of POLAR to observations of T,

T_ plasmas in the laboratory.

Caution should be exercised in extending conclusions

about the accuracy of the POLAR model to conclusions

regarding verification of the underlying physical processes it

contains. Several other investigations have studied the ap-

plicability of the self-similar mathematics [Samir et al., 1983:

Raychaudhuri et al., 1986; Gurevich et al., 1969: Diebold et

al., 1987; Kozima et al., 1988] to wakes. It is our purpose

only to determine if POLAR provides a reasonable model for

the wakes of "'large" objects in the ionosphere, as it has for

7",._ T,, plasmas in the laboratory.

We describe briefly the POLAR model and review the

physics it contains, compare the data with the model, and

then discuss the range of validity of the code.

THE POLAR CODE

TO develop a code that can adequately describe the plasma

wake behind a large object, particularly one of complex geom-

Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 89JA00582.
0148-0227/89/89JA-00582505.00

etry, careful consideration of assumptions and approximations

are required, as are simplifications allowing for computational

efficiency. The POLAR code has evolved with such consider-

ations in mind. A detailed description of the POLAR wake

model is given by Katz et al. [1985], and it is the purpose here

only to review the basic physics and processes in POLAR so

the reader may have some insight into the validity of the code.

The model of the wake structure used by POLAR depends

on the position relative to the so-called ion front. This ion

front marks the boundary where electron density begins to

change on a scale commensurate with the Debye length and

the ion density takes a sudden and dramatic drop. Several

authors have discussed the relationship between the wake fill

process and the theoretical problem of the expansion of a

plasma into a vacuum. In particular, problems applicable to

ionospheric conditions have been treated by Gurevich et al.

[1966], Gurevich and Pitaevski[ [19751, and Singh and

Schunk [1982], to name a few.

The solution to the Vlassov-Poisson equation system is in

general quite difficult to obtain, but for the expansion of a

plasma into the void it can be solved explicitly [Gurevich et

al., 1969J. Ahead of the ion front the plasma is treated as

rarefied: its motion is controlled by the thermal spread in ion

velocities. Behind the front the motion is controlled by the

electron temperature and ion mass. Figure 1 illustrates these

regimes and defines the coordinate system used.

The governing equations in the region behind the front,

considering that electrons are more mobile than ions and that

they maintain equilibrium with a local potential, are

The Boltzman relation

n_ = no exp (e_5/kT, j (I

pRE, CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 9o65
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Fig. I. The POLAR wake code distinguishes three regions of interest. The ambient plasma, the region of
self-similar model, and the neutral approximation spaces are bounded by the Mach cone Z = -Sot and ion front,

respectively• The coordinate system used is consistent with equations (1) through (10).

Continuity

Equation of motion

Poissons equation

ani ; a(nm)--!--=0
at az

E

av _av - ea,h
-- 4- -.-;-- = --

at i)z M0z

a2_

where

no ambient density:

n, ion density;

n,, electron density:

T,. electron temperature:

e electron charge:

tb local potential:

k Boltzman's constant.

_Tre(ne - n i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

and where z is a variable representing distance parallel to the

front velocity or, in this case, perpendicular to the orbital

velocity.

Crow et al. [19751 have numerically solved (I) through (4)

to predict the position of the ion front. Katz et al. [1985]

developed an analytical fit to the Crow results:

Zt_{t) = 2A<t wt + In (I _ awt) - wt

- 1 - (or- _ In (I + o(o_ti (5)

where

(4 _.n0e 2) v:_ (kT,,I i'2

oJ = M i _,a = 4ml---0er

are the ion plasma frequency and Debye length, respec-

tively, and _ is a free parameter determined to be = 1•6.

Katz et al. [1985] showed that this formula agrees well

with laboratory data from Wright et al. [1985] and incorpo-

rated it in POLAR. Ahead of this front ZF, the plasma is

assumed to expand owing to thermal motion, the so-called

"neutral approximation." Behind ZF the plasma evolves

into a state which is self-similar [Chan et al., 1984]. The

self-similar solution of (I)-44) for z > -Sot is

(_+So.]n = no exp S0_ J (6)

where So = IkTjM) v2 is the ion acoustic speed.

The time variable is defined as

X

t = -- (7)
Vo

where x is the distance behind the object (perpendicular to z)

and Vo is the orbital velocity. We define the self-similar

variable _"as

Z

¢ = So--_ (8)

Thus the self-similar solution essentially states that be-

tween the region bounded in positive z by the front ZF and in

negative z by the line z = -Sd, the density rises exponen-

tially to be equal to the ambient value along z = -Sot. This

is an intuitively reasonable result.

In summary, the wake routines in POLAR employ two

limiting cases. (1) Ahead of the ion front the electric field is

negligible and the motion of ions is identical to neutrals. (2)

Behind the ion front, whose position is determined by (5),

the quasi-neutral self-similar solution of (6) is implemented.

POLAR has routines which model accurately the geome-

try of the object, and the "'neutral ion" trajectories are

calculated from

Ji(x.v)= g(x.12)f,.o(V) (9)

where Jio (v) is the unperturbed distribution function for a

drifting Maxwellian, and g(x, f_) has value "0"" if a ray

starting from x and going in the direction ,O would strike the

vehicle and "'1"" if it would not.
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Fig. 2. Using the relative trajectory of the PDP and orbiter.
POLAR calculates the density as a function of time for the entire
free-flight time period. Areas of interest are labeled in the figure. The

assumed normalization values for the plasma are n,, = I × 10_ cm 3
and T_ = 2500°K.

The local density is given by

ni(x) = /Ji(x, v = /g(x, [_){ /fio(v, [_)-,?- d_,} d_ (10)

This initial density calculated in three dimensions for

neutral particles is compared with density calculated assum-

ing the complex geometric object is replaced by a flat plate at

a position where the dominant source appears at the object

edge. This ratio provides a "geometric correction factor,"

which is applied to the quasi-neutral one-dimensional solu-

tion discussed earlier for positions behind Z F. In this way,

POLAR can calculate quite rapidly an approximate value for

the ion and electron densities in the wakes of complex

objects.

Note that the assumptions behind the front are (1) that the

electron temperature and ion mass govern the equation of

motion, (2) that the plasma is quasi-neutral, (3) that the

magnetic field does not affect the ion or electron motion, (4)

that equation (5) serves as a good approximation for deter-

mining the boundary of the ion front, and (5) that the

geometric correction factor calculated in detail with the

three-dimensional neutral model can be approximately ap-

plied to correct the plasma densities as well. Therefore the

algorithm can address complex geometries but takes advan-

tage of the smooth wake structure characteristic of iono-

spheric plasmas where T,/T,, _ 1. Additionally, the model

ignores fields existing in a sheath near the body surface,

which should not be of concern in our case where the orbiter

is near plasma potential. This implies that ion acceleration

calculated by POLAR is dominated by electric fields due to

space charge separation in the wake.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Figure 2 is a plot of the normalized density as a function of

time predicted by POLAR for the PDP/orbiter relative

trajectory. The density ratio N,_._kjN_,mbi_,, varies from

approximately 0.9 for wake transit (WTJ I, which is at a

distance of 245 m, to 0.2 for the closest, WT 3, at 45 m.

One must be careful when comparing the model to the

data, since the model assumes a fixed background density of

105 cm -3, whereas the actual ionospheric density can and

does vary considerably. The background density chosen for

the model is typical of that observed in the dayside iono-

sphere. The assumed model temperature is also a constant

2500°K. The observed temperature varies plus or minus

=25% from this assumed value during times of interest. The

wake transits were all planned to occur in the relatively

stable dayside ionosphere, and over the time span of a given

wake transit the background density is believed to be stable

to +--10% [Murphy et al., 19891. In the following discussion

we will always compare the observed density ratio during a

wake transit to the percentage change predicted by the

model.

Figure 3a plots the observed electron and ion density

depression during the back-away maneuver, with a constant

10_' cm -_ as the reference density [Murphy et al., 19891. The

density chosen for normalization is arbitrary and does not

affect the shape of the profile as long as it is constant. It is the

shape and relative depth of the profile we wish to compare

with POLAR. The dots in Figure 3a are the electron density

(small periodic depressions result when the boom-mounted

probe passes through the wake of the spinning PDP). The

plus symbols are the ion density obtained once per spin

cycle. During the back-away, the PDP and orbiter pass from

a latitude of approximately -20 ° to + 30 ° in early afternoon,

local time. Figure 3a also shows the predicted normalized

density calculated by the POLAR model described earlier.

As can be seen, good agreement exists at distances from _30

to =75 m. It should also be noted that over the range of the

data shown, the RPA and LP data agree on density within

=30%.

As discussed by Murphy et al. [19891, we cannot easily

normalize to either the previous or following orbit, so we use

a constant value of 10 _' cm 3 for ?_/,,nabient" This value appears

to be the peak density observed after the PDP has left the

wake approximately 1 hour and 40 rain later. Over the

relatively long period of this maneuver, the ionosphere has

surely changed by more than 10f_-, and this may explain the

disparity after t _ 20 rain, since the PDP to orbiter distance

is changing relatively little. Figure 3h is a plot of the

predicted density calculated by the IRI ionosphere model

and the measured density one orbit later tsame local time

and latitude). Note that the gradual variations observed

owing to changing local time and latitude are consistent with

the general trend predicted by the IRI model.
Let us turn now to the wake transit observations. Table I

lists the wake transits and compares the predicted and

observed depletions as well as conditions at the time of the

center of the wake. Note that in this entire range of -_50-250

m, the calculations and observations agree to within <30%,

Since the orbiter has a complex geometry, the details of

the wake structure at a distance of 45 m (WT 3) downstream

may be affected. Figure 4 plots a detail of that wake transit
and the POLAR model as a function of time. The data are

normalized to a constant value, since it is clear some

variation in background density occurs but it is not clear

exactly what that variation is. To normalize to any unknown

value other than a constant would introduce artificial varia-

tion and skew the results. Murphy et al. [1989] discuss this

issue in detail and in that case, WT 3 is normalized by the

data from the prior orbit. However, Murphy et a/. [I 9891 are

attempting no comparison to a model. During this wake

transit the background is believed to vary by as much as 10%
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Fig. 3. Ion and electron data during the back-away are plotted in Figure 3a, normalized to n,, = I × l0 _'cm 3. Note
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approximately the s_ne station-keeping position, superimposed on a predicted density for this orbit from the IRI
ionosphere model.

[Murphy et al., 1989] so th_ model cannot be tested to an

accuracy greater than that.

DISCUSSION

In examining the back-aw_ay density profile, we find three

relevant observations from Figure 3.
I. Close to the orbiter (<30 m) the model underestimates

the observed density by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.

2. In the range 30-75 m the model predicts quite accu-

rately the gradual increase in density until the time t = 20

rain. (Figure 3). After t = 20 rain the observed density seems

to have a variation, which is aot believed to be wake-related.

These density changes resul! from ionospheric variability as

the spacecraft approaches the dawn-dusk meridian plane and

are predicted by empirical models such as IRI.

Considering the first observation, recall that the assump-

tions incorporated within the POLAR wake model require a

quasi-neutral plasma, assume .a self-similar solution, and

neglect magnetic fields. Since the electron and ion densities

observed even at the beginning of the release and back-away

period agree within 10%, it would seem that quasi-neutrality

would be valid• It has been shown by Chan et al. [1984] that

after a few ion plasma periods (_0.1 ms in this case) the

plasma expansion becomes self-similar. For the case of the

shuttle orbiter, this takes place within the first -_ 1 m of the

wake. The magnetic field, if it is to be considered for this

TABLE 1. Comparison of Observations From Murphy et al.
{19891 With POLAR Predictions

POLAR Observed
Latitude, T,., Distance, Normalized Normalized

Wake deg K m Density Density

I -35 2500 242 0.9 0.80
2 -45 3000 125 0.75 0.61
3 + 10 1500 45 0.20 0.18
4 +35 2000 11)5 0.65 0.90
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case, would always act to limit plasma flow, rather than

enhance it. Therefore it too can be eliminated from serving

as an explanation for the poor fit at less than 30 m.

The answer to the disparity between model and observa-

tion would seem to lie in the role played by contaminant
ions. Murphy et al. [1989] discuss these ions and offers their

presence as an expJanation for the disparity between these
data and that taken at similar distances while on the remote

manipulator system (RMS).

Let us turn now to the 30- to 75-m distance region. The

most dominant characteristic of both the data and model is

the relatively smooth increase in density as the PDP moves

axially along the orbiter wake.

This midwake region has been studied extensively in the

laboratory and the wake-fill process depends strongly on the

body size, body potential, and ratio of ambient ion to

electron temperature. Stone [19811, Fo,rnier and Pigache

[1975], Hester and Sonin [1970], and many others have

performed laboratory experiments and observed fine struc-

ture in wakes, including ion density peaks along the wake

axis and wavelike condensation disturbances. It is impor-

tant, however, to note that for the case of large bodies in low

earth orbit (LEO) (1) the body potential is not too different

from the plasma potential ta few kT,, at most, since the body

surface is an insulator and does not expose v x B potential to

the plasma); (2) the plasma is a cold Maxwellian (.lev) and

collisionless: and (3) the ambient ion and electron tempera-

tures are close to being equal.

An excellent review of laboratory work before 1975 is

given by Fournier and Pigache [1975]. Another excellent

review of the subject of expansion of plasma into the wake is

given by Samir et al. [1983]. In these cases the authors agree

with the basic finding of Gurevich and Pitaevskff[1969] that

the fine structure and ion peaks observed in certain labora-

tory investigations vanish as T, approaches T,,. We see in this

case that in spite of (or perhaps because of) the effect of

contaminant ions, we have a large-scale wake which is

basically devoid of any fine structure, at least in the sense of

total electron or ion density. It should be emphatically

noted, however, that this does not imply knowing all there is

to know about the wake structure. The overall plasma

density is only the zeroth order parameter. Ion and electron

composition [Grebowsky et al., 1987]; vector measurements

of ion velocities [Stone et al., 1983. 1988]; electron temper-

ature [Murphy et al., 1986; Raitt et al., 1984]; plasma

turbulence [Rait: et al., 19841 all play roles in understanding

the total physics of the wake structure for such a complex,

gas-emitting, large object.

As discussed earlier, the structural differences between

predictions and observations after t _ 20 min in Figure 3a

are attributed to natural ionospheric variation (not modeled

by POLAR). Figure 3b illustrates the density profile one

orbit after the back-away maneuver and shows this similar

structure.

Let us compare the model predictions to observations for

WT 1 through WT 4. The agreement is quite remarkable and

affirms that the "well-behaved'" wake structures associated

with T/T,, _ 1 plasmas can be adequately modeled by the

physics contained in the POLAR model. There is only one

significant difference between model and data. WT 2, which

occurs at _ 125 m, seems to be considerably deeper than WT

4, which occurs at a little more than 100 m. Murphy et al.

[1989] discuss this extensively, and we do not believe that,

considering approximations made by the model and errors

made in normalization, we could expect any better agree-

ment. If the magnetic field, contaminant ions, and orbiter

sheath do play some role, it is clear from both the model and

the data that it must be a secondary one.

Studying the detail of WT 3 observations and POLAR's

predicted profile, we also find good agreement. This is

significant because at 45 m downstream the details of the

orbiter geometry and its effect on the wake can not yet be

"washed out" (the long dimension of the orbiter is =36 m).

The agreement between model and data seems to imply that

the geometric assumptions are valid and that it is permissible

to use the geometric correction factor calculated from the

neutral flow model, at least to first order.

Note that the center of the predicted wake seems to be
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offset slightly from that observed and that the predicted

density gradient seems sli@htly greater than observed. Mur-

phy et al. [1989] discuss the accuracy with which the

trajectory reconstruction iakes place. This offset error is

consistent with that level of precision. It is also possible that

errors in normalization (constant background assumed)

could produce this effect. :

The difference in density gradients may be due to a slightly

different plasma temperature than that modeled or may be

consistent with the role played by contaminant ions in the

neutralization of the space charge electric field.
Electric field data is difficult to discern from the PDP

measurements because of interference from another instru-

ment, but J. Steinberg (prig, ate communication, March 1988)

has examined data from the time period of WT 3 and finds an

electric field which changes sign at the wake center. This

field is within a factor of 2 o(that expected from a self-similar

expansion. No attempt has been made to compare the

predicted field computed b_ POLAR to the actual data, since

error bars on the data arc rather large. The authors may

examine this as well as the RMS data [Tribble et al.+ 1989] in

more detail in a future pai+er. The RMS roll data may be

more useful for comparison, since those data are taken at

< 10 m downstream+ where ++hedensity depletion and electric

fields are greater.

CON_._L USIONS

The sampling of PDP ion and_ electron densities verify that

for ionospheric plasma conditions (T, _, T_), the orbiter wake

is relatively smooth in its structure from _30 m to distances

of _250 m downstream. POLAR predicts this smooth wake

structure and agrees with the observations to an accuracy of

<30¢4 iTable 1i. For large and complex systems such as the

orbiter, outgassed products may play a significant role in the

structure of its wake at distances less than the characteristic

body dimension. Adequate modeling in this regime requires

input that details the outgasSed species and rates, chemistry

describing their interaction ;with the ionosphere, and inclu-

sion of magnetic field to account for the pick-up ion popu-

lation in the wake.

At midwake distances th!_ magnetic field effects, if any,

would appear to be secondary to the dominant role of the

electric field and thermal motion already modeled by PO-

LAR in the wake-fill process. However. for slightly larger

objects or high-inclination orbits the magnetic field may have

to be considered if accurate :esults are required, In addition,

the fundamental scientific questions associated with large-

body wakes will eventually irequire its inclusion.

For comparisons between in situ observations and models

such as POLAR to be meaningful at levels better than a few

tens of percent, more than _imple axial or planar profiles of

density are needed. Future experiments will also require

good background measurements and inclusion of vector ion

velocity, electric "field, and particle distribution functions.
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Coherent Cerenkov Radiation From the Spacelab 2 Electron Beam

W. M. FARRELL, D. A. GURNETT, AND C. K. GOERTZ

Department tit Physics and Astronomy. University of Iowa. Iowa City

During the Spacelab 2 mission, a spacecraft called the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDPt was

released from the space shuttle to investigate the surrounding plasma environment. During an interval

_hen the shuttle and PDP were magnetically connected, a continuous l-keV/50.-mA electron beam was

ejected along a field line from an electron generator on board the shuttle. As the PDP flew by the beam,
the PDP plasma wave instrument detected intense whistler mode radiation originating from the beam. It
is belie'_ed that coherent Cerenkov radiation from bunches of beam electrons is responsible for the

whistler mode radiation, where an electrostatic beam-plasma instability forms the coherently radiating

bunches. In this paper a detailed model of the coherent Cerenkov emission process is presented. A
one-dimensional computer simulation of the beam is used to model the expected phase space structure of

the electrons, and power emitted from Cerenkov radiation is computed using an analytical expression.

The calculated power from the modeled 200-m beam segment is -5 x 10 -8 W/Hz, which can easily

account for the measured whistler mode wave power. The inclusion of coherent effects in the beam

increases the wave powers by nearly 90 dB above incoherent power levels. These calculations demon-

strate that a spontaneous emission process, alone, can account for the observed whistler mode wave

po_,ers.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the Spacelab 2 (SL 2) mission, intense whistler mode

radiation from an electron beam ejected from the space shuttle

was detected by radio receivers on board the Plasma Diag-

nostics Package (PDP) which was in free flight around the

shuttle [Gurnett et al.. 1986]. Simple calculations have indicat-

ed that coherent Cerenkov radiation emitted by bunches of

beam electrons may produce such whistler mode signals [Bell,

1968; Farre//et al., 1988], with the bunches being formed by a

beam-plasma instability. This paper presents a detailed model

of this wave generation process, including a determination of

the expected radiated power.

In July of 1985, the space shuttle carried the SL 2 payload

into the upper ionosphere. One of the experiments on board

was the University of Iowa's Plasma Diagnostics Package,

which contained 10 experiments designed to study the plasma

environment around the shuttle orbiter. Another experiment,

the Vehicle Charging and Potential Experiment (VCAP), also

flew on the mission to study the charging and potential of the

shuttle. Part of this package included a fast pulsed electron

generator (FPEG) designed to eject a l-keV/50-mA electron

beam.

The PDP was released from the shuttle for a 6-hour period

on August 1, 1985, to investigate the plasma environment in

an extended region around the shuttle. At specific times the

PDP intersected geomagnetic field lines that connected to the

shuttle orbiter. These times are known as magnetic conjunc-

tion. During one magnetic conjunction event, the FPEG, lo-

cated in the shuttle cargo bay, continuously ejected a l-

keV, 50-mA electron beam with a pitch angle that varied from

0 to 20. The PDP, located 200 m from the shuttle, passed

within 6 m of the magnetic flux tube containing the beam.

During this magnetic conjunction, the PDP plasma wave in-

strument detected intense whistler mode radiation. Figure 1

displays a frequency-versus-time spectrogram from the PDP

plasma wave instrument during the l-keV/50-mA beam ejec-

Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.
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tion (0330-0337 UT). The whistler mode emission is the

funnel-shaped structure extending in frequency from about 30

kHz to about 1 MHz.

Whistler mode signals like those detected during the SL 2

beam ejection are commonly detected from both artificially

and naturally created electron beams in the Earth's iono-

sphere. In particular, rocket-launched electron beam experi-

ments performed in the 1970s clearly showed the occurrence

of whistler mode radiation in association with injected elec-

tron beams (Cartwriyht and Kellog 9 [1974], Monson et al.

[1976], and Dechambre et al. [1980],just to name a few). With

the advent of the shuttle program, these experiments were

continued at a new level of sophistication which was due, in

part, to the diagnostics packages, such as the PDP, that could

be placed in favorable positions relative to the ejected electron

beams. During beam ejections from the shuttle, many strong

LF and VLF emissions were detected [Shawhan eta/., 1984;

Be_lhin et al., 1984; Neubert et al., 1986], including intense

whistler mode radiation [Gurnett et al., 1986; Farrell et al.,

1988]. For a comprehensive review of the many wave modes

excited by artificially generated electron beams, see Grandel

[1982]. Besides artificial beams, whistler mode radiation

called auroral hiss is also emitted from field-aligned electron

beams that occur naturally in the auroral regions [Gurnett,

1960: Linet al., 1984]. Like the whistler mode radiation de-

tected from the SL 2 electron beam, these emissions appear

funnel shaped on a radio spectrogram. It has been demon-

strated that this shape results from a propagation effect of

whistler mode waves with normal angles near the resonance

cone [see Gurnett, 1983]. Based on the striking similarities

between auroral hiss and the whistler mode radiation from the

SL 2 electron beam, further investigation of the latter was

performed.

In particular, the whistler mode emission from the I-

keV/50-mA SL 2 electron beam has been the subject of two

studies [Gurnett et al., 1986; Farrell et al., 1988"1. Evidence

presented in both indicates that the emission is quasi-

electrostatic and is propagating with wave normais near the

resonance cone. The emission is also believed to be generated

by a Landau resonance interaction, since its index of refrac-
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Fig. I. Frequency v#rsus time spectrogram from the PDP plasma wave instrument showing intense emissions during a

continuous electron beam event I0330-O337 UT). The funnel-shaped structure 1hat extends from the electron cyclotron
frequenc_ /I to about 30ikHz is whistler mode radiation from the beam.

tion values are near those expected for such an interaction

[Farrell et al., 1988] and k'vb > 0 [Gurnett et al., 1986]. The

radiated whistler mode powe r from the first 200 m of the

beam was calculated by integrating the Poynting flux through

a surface that contained the PDP trajectory [Farrell et al.,

1988]. The resulting power spectrum is displayed in Figure 2.

Note that the power spectral density, dP/df, is ~ 10 -9 W/H;'.

The total power radiated in the whistler mode from the 200-m

beam segment has been estimated to be 1.6 mW, which corre-

sponds to a linear emissivity of about 8 × 10 -¢' W/m. Since

the total power in the beam is 50 W, the beam converted only
3.2 x 10- _ of its power to whistler mode radiation in the first

200 m of its trajectory.

Owing to the low efficiency of converting beam power to

wave power, incoherent Cerenkov radiation from the beam

electrons was initially considered as the source of the emission.

However, the estimated power from this radiation process is
10' times smaller than that de_ected [Farrell et al., 1988]. In

reality, the beam cannot be considered an incoherent radiator

since a beam-plasma instabilityiis operating in the beam form-

ing quasi-periodically space d density perturbations or

"'bunches" which can radiate Coherently. Therefore an emis-
sion process involving coherent Cerenkov radiation from these

bunches was considered [Farrel! et al., 1988]. Strong

instability-related electrostatic turbulence near the local

plasma frequency,.fp,, was detected in the beam by the PDP

plasma wave instrument. These waves interact with the beam

and form the "bunches" which can spontaneously emit power-
ful Cerenkov radiation due to the increased coherence of the

beam electrons. The Cerenkov radiation emitted from these

coherent structures is then detected by the PDP plasma wave

receiver as the whistler mode radiation. As demonstrated pre-

viously [Farrell et al., 1988], the frequency range of the emit-

ted Cerenkov radiation closely corresponds to that of the de-

tected whistler mode radiation, and the bunching may create

enough coherence among the beam electrons to yield the mea-

sured wave powers.

In this paper we will present a model of the coherent

Cerenkov radiation from a bunched electron beam like that

on the SL 2 experiment. We note that there are other possible

mechanisms for generating the whistler mode radiation, such

as a whistler mode instability in the beam [Lin and Wono,

1988] or some nonlinear mode conversion process. However,
we will only consider the coherent Cerenkov radiation model

and attempt to demonstrate that this process alone can ac-
count for the measured wave powers. In section 2 an ex-

pression is derived that describes the coherent Cerenkov radi-

ated power from a field-aligned electron beam. This expression
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Fig. 2. Calculated power spectral density from the first 200 m of the
beam in the whistler mode as a function of frequency.

will be applied to a model of the SL 2 electron beam obtained

from a one-dimensional particle simulation, the results of

which are outlined in section 3. In section 4, the power from

the modeled beam is calculated and compared with the mea-

sured power in the whistler mode from the actual SL 2 elec-

tron beam.

2. EXPRESSION FOR THE RADIATED POWER

In this section an expression is derived for the power emit-

ted from an electron beam by a coherent Cerenkov radiation

process. The derb, ation presented here is similar to that of

MansheM [1967], w'ho calculated the radiated power from a

single test particle in a plasma medium using the Fourier

transforms of the source current and radiated electric field.

Using a similar analytical technique, Harker and Banks [1983]

derived tin expression for the power radiated from a pulsed

electron beam in a plasma medium which included coherent

effects between the radiating electrons in the pulses. In their

derivation it was assumed that all beam electrons traveled

with the same velocity 6 in pulses of length t with a distance d

separating each pulse and that the pulsing is imposed by the

generator that produces the beam. Compared with the inco-

herently radiated power from a beam, the inclusion of coher-

ent effects between radiating beam electrons in a pulse leads to

much higher powers. The calculations performed in our analy-

sis are similar to theirs, except that we are now considering

the radiation from an initially continuous beam that becomes

modulated or "'bunched" owing to the beam-plasma insta-

bility.

In the derivation of the radiated power presented here, it is
assumed that the beam is a line source radiator of electro-

magnetic radiation. This assumption is valid since the whistler

mode wavelength .2,.,. is of the order of 20 m and is several

times greater than the beam diameter d, which is at most 2

cyclotron radii or about 6 m [Farrell et al., 1988]. As will

soon be demonstrated, this assumption will allow the current

from the field-aligned SL 2 electron beam to be adequately

represented by a delta function.

We also assume that the beam electrons only act as test

particles which do not significantly alter the ambient plasma

medium. Consequently. the medium is represented by a homo-

geneous, cold, collisionless plasma in a static magnetic field,

and the terms in the dielectric tensor K" describing the beam

are not included. Very near the electron generator this as-

sumption is probably not valid, since the SL 2 electron beam

is overdense (n_ > n,), and thus the beam-related terms in /(

cannot be ignored. However, as pictures of shuttle-launched

beams indicate [Banks and Raitt, 1988], the beams tend to

expand and become tenuous as they propagate from their

source. Gendrin [1974] has demonstrated that this expansion

will cause an initially overdense beam to become underdense

within a few meters from the point of injection, and it is in the

underdense region where the test particle assumption is con-

sidered valid. From Banks and Raitt the expansion of a I-

keV, loo-mA electron beam with an initial density of %--

10On,, is about 13. At this expansion rate the average beam

density can become less than that of the ambients with the

first meter (or 100k o) of the injection point. Note that the

beam expands from the generator opening of a couple centi-

meters to at most 1-2 cyclotron radii [Gendrin, 1974; Banks

attd Raitt, 1988] and is never larger than the whistler mode

wavelength. Consequently, the assumption of a line source

radiator still applies even though the beam diameter is in-

creasing.

We write the equation for a wave in a cold plasma including

the external current source, fq(k, to), as

T. tZl/;, to) =/y-xtL to) (I)
(U_ 0

where T. E'(/<, to) = _ x r_ x E(_, co) + K' E(k, to) and K is the

cold plasma dielectric tensor. The form of the dielectric tensor

used here can be found in the work of Mansfield [1967]. The

electric field, E(f, th is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier

transform of Eli:. (o),

=-,:,,lff T-" Ll , ,,,e'...."' ato-to(21

The current density can be expressed in a generalized form

for a line source as

J j, tl = [._J.Jx. t) + .fJ_.(y, t) + .fJ:(z, t)]

•6(.x - R. cos toct)f(y - R¢ sin (u/) (3)

where the beam displacement is

r =._R cos(o,t +#R¢ sintoct +iz (4)

and R and _,_. are the cyclotron radius and frequency, respec-

ti,,ely. The Fourier transform of this current is

- ,fJolL, _,_1= _ f, llf./)e i''- '_" dr dt

= (2n)----7 [._,J_(x, 0 + ._J_(y, 0 + _.J=(z, n]

• e,k.:-...,l(elk.._ ....... Xeit,g¢,t .... ) dz dt (5)

The exponential factors in the parentheses can be reexpressed

as

1

eik,R........... = _ J,lkxR_)e-, .....
_=-:c

and

= J,,(kvR_)e (6)
s,= - :(
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where d_ is the s order Bessel function. Inserting these into (5)

yields the following expression for the transformed current:

fJ_IL to) = (2_t_1 l;J_(x, t) + eJ,@,t)+ :J.(z,O)e"_''-_".

• J,(kxR,}e -i'" J,(kvR,)eW_" dz dt (7)
l= I _ll_s' = i- _

During the SL 2 beam firing, ithe beam pitch angle was at
most 20 °, and for a 3-min periOd, from 0332:30 to 0335:30

UT, it was less than 10 °. As a _.onsequence, Vii >> V±, which

implies that J:(z, t) >> Jx(x, t) and dy(y, t). Also, R e = Vl/to _ <<

,;.,,, and. therefore, the factors in the brackets in 17) are near

unity. Equation (7) then becomes

_ ff ,( t)e""'-°"'dzdt (8)J,t_. to}= _ J :,

Consider a group of particles ejected from a particle gener-

ator. Ideally, if all the particles ai'e moving at the same veloci-

ty, V,, a simple transformation can be made to a frame moving

with the particles, z' = z - Vd. In this frame the current den-

sity does not depend explicitly on time,

dz(z, t) = J_(z') (9)

and consequently, the beam p_ticles appear stationary. In

order to solve the time integral ifi (8), a transformation to z' is

made where the current density:is considered time indepen-

dent. In reality, it is not expected that all particles have identi-
cal velocities (i.e., they may have a spread AV about V,), and

the validity of the power expression derived assuming (9) must
be established for the particular case in question.

Assuming that a transformation can be made to a frame

where 19) is valid, expression (8) becomes

f:J'q(k, co) = _ J:(z')e'*'_' dz' e "k'v'-'_'t dt (10)

The quantity __ _ ' J:(z')e ik'_' dz' _- (2n)l/2J.(k.). where J,(k,) is

the Fourier transform of J:(:'). Using the definition of the

delta function, _.," e "_'v'-_°" dt = 2x 6(k:V_-co), and the

fact that k.. = nto cos O/c, (10) redt_ces to

•_(/_. co) = _ [(2n)_ 'J:(k_)] 6(nto cos 0il -- to) (11)
(2n) s

V ¸ .where/_= ,_.

In order to determine the radiated electric field, (1 I) is sub-

stituted into 12) to obtain

_e(_. tl -
(2n)3% (T t . z)[(2rt)' 2J:(k.}]

•_(nto cos 0il- toJe"_'-_') dk dto
09
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(12)

where

Knowing the electric field and source current, an expression

for the radiated power can now be found:

t*

P(t) : J E(r3" J-(r) de

- (2n)2e ° (e. T - _-/){(2_t)J.[k_(n, 0)]J.*[k,(n, 0)]}

-6(nto cos Off - to)e"'_-'°'_o'_P)'n'co 2 dn sin 0 dO dto (13)

n2(to3/c a) dn sin 0 dO dda l_as been substituted for the
Z

element d/_ and the trivial integration over 0 has been per-

formed• Integrating over 0, an integral of the form

1 = ff(x)b(Ax - B) dx = f(x°-----_)
J A

must be solved, where A = Into#l, B = to, and x 0 = cos 0 o =
1�nil. It should be noted that to obtain a nonzero solution to

the integral, the condition cos 0o = l/nil must be satisfied,

which is the Landau resonance condition. Upon evaluating

the integral, the radiated power becomes

-' ffP(t) = (2n)2-_oC3il (_f' T- '. z'){(2n)J,[k,(n, 0o) ]

• J_*[k,(n, 0o) ] }lnl Itot dn dto (14)

From Mansfield, the quantity (i. T - _ - 3) is

T3a(n)

(_' T- 1 'Z') = el(n 2 _ nz2Xn2 _ hi2) (15)

where

and

Ta3 =slz_ezz_el n, +(n,_etn 2) cOs 2 0o (16)

nt.z 2 = [-B _+ (B 2 -- 4Cel)Z:2]/2e_ (17)

B = (es - e,) + e_ _ - et 2 - e_s_ (18)

C = (_t _ - _,_ - _e_) + ea(ea _ - e2 _) (19)

Using the Plemelj formula, the complex integration over dn

is performed to yield the final expression for the radiated

power:

f:(k8trSoe, c2todto _.]_ (n2 _ 1 n, 2) 2P(t) = P = - k_ Taa(n_)

• {2nJ,[k,(n_, Oo)]J*[k_(n_, 0o)]} (20)

Note that the radiated power is proportional to the square

of the Fourier transform of the current density. This result is

similar to that obtained by Harker and Banks [1983], who

found that the radiated power varies as the square of the

transform of the current pulses. Once the current density and

its transform are known, it can be used in (20) to easily calcu-

late the radiated power. We will use a modeled beam to

obtain the beam current, J,(z, t), since the available plasma

instruments flown on the PDP cannot directly measure the

electron bunching which occurs on time scales of 1/top, ~
10- _ s. The results of the beam simulation are presented in the
next section.

3. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELECTROSTATIC SIMULATION

OF THE SL 2 ELECTRON BEAM

To obtain the required beam current, a one-dimensional

electrostatic model of an electron beam propagating through

an ambient plasma is simulated on a computer. A one-

dimensional beam model was chosen, since the length scales

being considered are very long, about 200 m (many thousand

Debye lengths}, and cannot be reasonably modeled using a

two- or three-dimensional system owing to the practical limits

on computer CPU time. In the one-dimensional model it is

assumed that the velocity of the particles is directed along a
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static magnetic field line, which allows the particle trajectories

to be unaffected by this field. Since the SL 2 electron beam

was nearly field aligned during injection, this assumption is

acceptable, in this analysis we also assume that the magnitude

of the electric field of the generated Cerenkov radiation is

much smaller than that of the electrostatic wave generated

within the beam, EEs >> ERA o. This assumption implies that the

radiated electric field did not significantly alter the SL 2 beam

electron trajectories and is consistent with the modeling of the

beam where radiation field effects are neglected. This assump-

tion is also consistent with observations made during the SL 2

experiment, where EES > 0.3 V/m in the beam while ERA o

10- a V/m for the whistler mode waves.

The simulation is designed so that initially the system is

charge neutral. The particles representing the ambient elec-

trons can move freely; however, they are confined to the

system by reinjection boundaries. Ambient electrons leaving

the system at these boundaries are reinjected with a Gaussian-

weighted velocity between zero and the electron thermal

speed. The electron beam is represented by particles of nega-

tive charge that are injected into the system at the z = 0

boundary with velocities greater than the ambient electron

thermal speed. In order to keep the net charge in the system

equal to zero, a positive charge equal in magnitude to the

amount of negative beam charge in the system is placed at the

z = 0 boundary. This boundary charge draws a return flow of

ambient electrons which, for low beam flux (nbVaA < nAVAA),

is sufficient to keep the boundary almost completely neutra-

lized.

In a one-dimensional simulation the particles are charged

sheets of infinite extent in the transverse direction and of finite

thickness (~ 2o) along the direction being modeled. Conse-

quently, the modeled beam has an infinite cross section. This

infinite cross-section model, however, is contrary to the true

SL 2 electron beam, which had a cross-sectional radius of no

more than 6 m [Farrell et al., 1988]. Assuming such a model

ignores finite radius electrostatic effects associated with the SL

2 electron beam and is only justified if the wavelength of the

longitudinal electrostatic mode, _-Es, is less than the SL 2 elec-

tron beam diameter d, which is not the case. Therefore we

must demonstrate that the electrostatic nature of a finite

radius beam, like the SL 2 electron beam, is similar to that of

an infinite radius beam. To show this, a comparison will be

made between our one-dimensional beam model and a two-

dimensional radially finite beam model [Winglee and Prit-

chert, 1988] to verify such similarities.

Figure 3 displays a beam phase space configuration from

Win#lee and Pritchett's [1988] two-dimensional simulation of

a radially finite beam. In their simulation an initially over-

dense beam is injected into a model ionosphere, with the ratio

of the beam density to ambient density, n_/n,_, equal to 4 and

beam velocity to ambient thermal velocity, V_/VrN, equal to 20.

Both ratios used in the simulation are representative of the

conditions during SL 2 electron beam injections. From this

figure we see that the beam can freely propagate from the

injection boundary llocated at x/A = 125). In this case, the

spacecraft charging potential at the injection boundary is

much less than the initial beam energy, ¢_ < _moVb 2, and will

allow the beam to escape from the near-injection region. This

low spacecraft potential is consistent with potential measure-

ments made during the SL 2 mission where the shuttle ob-

tained only a 40-V potential during ejections of a 1-keV elec-

tron beam [Williamson et al., 1985; Hawkins et al., 1987]. As
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Fig. 3. Phase space configuration of beam electrons from Winglee
and Pritchett's [1988.] two-dimensional simulation. In this model the

beam is initially injected overdense (n_/n_ = 41. The ratio I,_,I(, = 20
and the figure displays the beam phase space after about 38_p,-_.
Note that the wave-trapping structures created in the beam are very
similar to those typically created in one-dimensional simulations of
underdense beams.

can be seen in the figure, the classic trapping structures crea-

ted in this beam are very similar to those obtained in one-

dimensional simulations [Okuda et al., 1987; Okuda and Kan,

1987: Winglee et al., 1987], thereby verifying that similar elec-

trical forces are occurring in the two beams.

Owing to the limitations of a one-dimensional simulation,

we will not self-consistently model the overdense region of the

beam very near the electron generator as was done by Winglee

and Pritchett, but instead, we will model the beam after it has

propagated _ 1002 o. In this region and beyond, the average

beam density is considered less than that of the ambients. In a

qualitative sense we can consider the modeling of the beam to

start at point A labeled in Figure 3, where the average beam

density is reduced and the beam temperature is still relatively

cold.

Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c display the beam phase space config-
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Fig. 4. Beam phase space configuration from our one-dimen-
sional simulation after (a) 50(o_,-t (b) 10(kop,-t and (c) 84(ko_,-_.
In this simulation the beam model represents the underdense part of
the beam displayed in Figure 3 starting from point A. The simulation
was run with ndn _ = 1/16and V_/V4 = 20.
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uration from our one-dimensional simulation after 50, 100,

and 840t%,-', respectively. In this model, njnA= 1/16,

Vb/VTn = 20. and the beam is initially cold at z = 0. Each unit

of distance represents 2_.o, or about 10 cm; thus Figure 4c

displays the beam phase spac_ configuration for a 200-m beam

segment. The simulation was run for 84Oc%e-' to allow the

transient front edge of the beam to leave the system. Conse-

quently, the model displayed in Figure 4c represents the

steady state beam. Note from the figures that the wave-

particle trapping structures _ire similar to those of the two-
dimensional beam displayed !n Figure 3, implying that both

are undergoing similar elect_'ostatic interactions. Also note

that the beam phase space configuration appears very similar

to those modeled by Okuda _t al. f1987], who performed a

one-dimensional simulation similar to the one presented here.

Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c displayEtbe number of beam particles as

a function of z at times corresponding to those in Figure 4.

Note from both Figures 4 and 5 that the beam is undergoing

strong interactions with the background ionospheric medium.

In the first 100 m (z = 0 to 1000), the beam-plasma instability

is creating the classic trapping structures associated with such

instabilities, which gives rise tp significant perturbations in the

density. Beyond 100 m (z > 1D00), the beam is strongly ther-

realized, with the beam pariicles becoming randomized in

phase space owing to the wavf-particle interactions. Such ran-

domization of the particles signifies the transfer of free energy

from the beam to the electrastatic turbulence. Even though

the beam becomes randomize_l, some significant density fluc-

tuations are still present out past 100 m (z > 1000), as is indi-

cated in Figure 5c.

According to expression (20i the current density of the beam

is needed to obtain the radiated power. Figure 6a displays the

beam current density, J..(.-, t _ 840wpe - _), in the 200-m beam

segment. Note from the figui_e that current density pertur-

bations are clearly evident ia the beam. It is the radiative

coherence within and between these perturbations that yield

significant wave powers, since the randomized background

beam component only contributes to the incoherent power

level. Figure 6b displays the Fourier transform of the current,

J_(k,), as a function of k s. The -esulting transform appears as a

white noise type k spectra for k_ > 20; however, for k_ < 20,

Jz(k_) appears to increase as k_ decreases. The white noise type

k spectra found in k_ > 20 results from the randomized com-

ponent of the electrons in the computer model. Although not

feasible, if electrons with real mass and charge had been mod-

eled, this noise would be sigftificantly reduced. The average

noise level was obtained by calculating the arithmetic average

of the J_(k,) values between 2_.6 and 31.4. This level is repre-

sented by the line in Figure 6//_=The increase in J.(k.) found at

k, < 20 results from wave-particle interactions within the

beam that create current density perturbations or "bunches."

If bunching had not occurred_, the simulated beam electrons

would be completely randomi:_'d in phase space, and the re-

sulting values of J_(k_) would appear as white noise at all k_
values.

4. RADIA'rED POWER FROM A MODEL OF THE
SL 2 ELECTRON BEAM

Equation (20) will now be _pplied to the simulated SL 2

electron beam discussed in tl_ last section. In applying this

expression to waves propaga_ng in the SL 2 electron beam

environment, some further _pproximations can be made.

Specifically, in the frequency iange of consideration, n_ >> n 2,

nt - n, where n is the whistler mode index of refraction ob-

tained from cold plasma theory, and T33(nt)_ 103 T33(nz).

Also, based on arguments of the typical density structure size

in the beam, J:[k:ln 2, 0o) ] > J:[k:(n_, 0o) ]. Consequently, the

k = 2 term in the summation of (20) is very small and can be

neglected. The radiated power can then be expressed as

el,i= --- F -I,o___jl _1 ]
LgrtEoE_,'2V,(n22 n_Li

" 2nJ:(k:')J:*lk_')T33(nl) (21)

where k..' = n cos OoCO/c. Note that n_ > n 2, which makes the

term in brackets positive for the frequency range considered.

To derive {21), it was assumed that a frame of reference exists

where the current density is time independent, and thus all

current density perturbations propagate at the same speed, V,.

In this case, the transform of the current density is properly

represented by (11), where the delta function specifies the

propagation speed V, of the perturbations. In reality, however,

all the perturbations may not be propagating at the same

speed, and the validity of using (21) to estimate the coherent

radiated power must be established. Consider a more realistic

case where the density perturbations propagate with a speed

V + AV, where AV represents a velocity spread of the pertur-

bations. In this case, the delta function in ill) should be re-

placed by a function that approximates this spread in velocity,

such as a Gaussian function. As is demonstrated in the appen-

dix, as long as this spread is not too great, the values of the

radiated power are not significantly different from those ob-

tained from perturbations all moving at identical velocities.

The velocity of the perturbations, V_, must be determined in

order to obtain a solution to (21). This velocity can be found

by examining the spatial and temporal evolution of the cur-

rent density perturbations in the simulation. By plotting the

current density values above the average, J:(z. t) > 0.05 A, as a

function of : and r. the evolution of the individual pertur-

bations can be followed. Such a plot is displayed in Figure 7.

From this figure we see that the current density perturbations

drift from the injection point at nearly the initial beam speed
of 1.89 x 10 _ m/s. However, not all the perturbations move at

the same identical speed, since at certain times, merging of a

number of perturbations occurs. Examples of such current

density enhancements are at x = 100 m, t = 2.1 x 10 -5 s and

at x = 85 m, t = 3 x 10-s s and are circled in the figure. It is

the creation of these structures coupled with the perturbations

near the injection boundary that yield the large values of J.(k.)

at small wave numbers (k_. < 0.2) shown in Figure 6b. The

Fourier transform of the current density, J..(k:, co), is displayed

in Figure 8. Note from this figure that the most intense values

of the current corresponding to the perturbations lie near
I,_,= 1.89 x 107 m/s. which is represented by the solid line in

the figure. We also see that there is a spread in these values

about V,, but this spread is not very large and (21) can be

readily applied. It is interesting to note that even though the

beam itself develops a significant velocity spread, as indicated

in Figure 4, the perturbations which generate significant radi-

ation continue to propagate at the injection speed with little

spread.
Recently, Omura and Matsumoto [1988] suggested that the

bunches in their two-dimensional periodic beam simulation

quickly reached a "quasi-linear phase" where they became

"smoothed out," and thus significant radiation from these

bunches could not occur. In the simulation presented here, we
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also see the bunches in the beam quickly reach this quasi-

linear phase between 50 and 100 m from the injection point

(see Figure 4). However, as is indicated in Figure 7, significant

current density enhancements still exist out as far as 200 m,

and these fluctuations affect the Cerenkov radiation. In partic-

ular, they couple to the strong perturbations found in the first

50 m, increasing the values of J:(k:j in the whistler mode wave

number regime (see Figure 6). This coupling effect is best rood-
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displayed in Figure 6b at wave numbers of less than 20.
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eled using an injection simulat_n, which may possibly explain
the different conclusions reac_ed by Omura and Matsumoto

[1988].
To obtain the radiated power from (21), J,(k:) evaluated at

k,'(o_) = n cos Ooo_/c is requirec L where the wave number k_'(o_)

represents those of the whistle{ mode that satisfy the Landau

resonance condition. This waye number varies from 0.01 at
31.1 kHz to 0.332 at 1 MHz. The current density values that

correspond to these wave numbers are indicated in Figure 6b.
Using (21) and the calculated !values of J,(k=) with the noise

level subtracted, the radiated ipower spectral density, dP/df,
from the modeled 200-m beam segment is evaluated. These

power spectral density values are plotted as a function of wave

frequency in Figure 9 (represented by crosses), along with the

log average of these values (represented by the straight line).

The calculated incoherent Cerenkov power spectra (repre-

sented by open circles) and measured whistler mode power

spectra (represented by dots) ;rom the 200-m SL 2 electron

beam segment is also displayed in the figure. Note from the

figure that the inclusion of coherent effects among the beam
electrons increases the wave powers by nearly a factor of 109

(90 decibels) above incoherent power levels and yields values

that are relatively close to :the measured whistler mode

powers. It is clear from the figure that coherent Cerenkov

radiation from the beam can i_deed account for the measured

whistler mode wave power.

It can also be seen from Figure 9 that the calculated power

from the modeled beam actually overestimates the measured

power by a factor of 40. This o;_erestimate may result from the

fact that the SL 2 electron beam is not an ideal line source

radiator as assumed in our _.nalysis, and a more accurate

estimate of the power may be obtained by including the

beam's radial dimension. The overestimate of the power may

also be due to the assumption that the beam electrons are

completely field aligned. Even if the electron generator is per-

fectly aligned with the geomagnetic field, electrical and fluid

edge effects between the beam. and the generator orifice may

impart enough perpendicular imomentum to the beam elec-

trons to reduce the size of t_ density perturbations as we
have modeled them. Consequently, the radiated power will be

reduced. Interactions between the beam electrons and neutrals

may also impart significant perpendicular momentum to the

beam electrons, which will again reduce the size of the density

perturbations and the radiated power. [t might be expected

that Landau damping of the Cerenkov radiation as it propa-

gates in the ionospheric plasma will also reduce wave powers;

but it is suspected that this effect is not significant, since the

Cerenkov wave phase speed from the current density pertur-

bations is still well above the thermal velocity of the iono-

sphere. On the basis of the limiting assumptions used in our

model, the calculated power should be considered as an upper

limit of the possible whistler mode wave power. The effects
mentioned above should all tend to reduce the beam's radi-

ative coherence as compared to our one-dimensional model

and, consequently, lower the radiated powers. Therefore it is

not surprising that the powers obtained via the one-

dimensional analysis are higher than those measured.

5. CONCLUSION

Previously, the measured power of the whistler mode waves

emitted by a continuous electron beam ejected from the shut-

tle was found to be almost 10 _ greater than the expected

power from an incoherent Cerenkov radiation process. Owing

to this discrepancy, it was suggested that these waves might
result from coherent Cerenkov radiation effects in a beam

naturally modulated by a beam-plasma instability. In this

case, the enhanced radiated power would result from the co-

herence between electrons in the instability-related density

perturbations or "bunches."

In order to verify that this process is indeed viable, a one-

dimensional electrostatic simulation of the beam was per-
formed that verified the existence of the bunches. The coherent

Cerenkov-radiated power from the modeled beam was then

calculated using an analytical expression similar to that pre-
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ent radiation effects increases the calculated powers near to those
measured from the SL 2 electron beam. On the basis of these results,
it is concluded that coherent Cerenkov radiation from a bunched

electron beam can generate the detected whistler mode radiation.

sented by Harker and Banks [1983] and was found to be

within a factor of 40 of the measured wave power.

It should be noted that two very critical assumptions were

made to simplify the above analysis. The first assumption was
that the beam could be treated as a line source radiator of the

whistler mode waves and was invoked to obtain a manageable

expression for the radiated power. Although the beam was not

an ideal line source, the electromagnetic wavelengths were still

significantly greater than the beam diameter, making the as-

sumption valid. The second assumption is that similar elec-

trostatic effects occur in beams of finite and infinite radius,

which allowed us to model the beam using only a one-

dimensional simulation. As was mentioned previously, a one-

dimensional simulation was advantageous, since a long beam

length was required. We demonstrated, via simulation, that

the phase space structure of a two-dimensional, radially finite

beam was indeed comparable to that of a one-dimensional

beam. Without these two simplifying assumptions, the ex-

pression for the radiated power and the modeled beam could

not have been used in the analysis.

Since we have demonstrated that a spontaneous emission

process alone can account for the whistler mode wave powers,

other more sophisticated emission processes operating in the

beam, such as a whistler mode instability, are not required.

Both a Cerenkov radiation process and a whistler mode insta-

bility could be present in the beam, but in this case, the

powers from the Cerenkov process are at least comparable to

those from the instability. Consequently, effects from sponta-

neous Cerenkov radiation processes cannot be ignored in the

generation of the whistler mode waves from the SL 2 electron

beam.

APPENDIX

As was mentioned in the text, all the current density pertur-

bations or bunches in the modeled SL 2 electron beam are not

propagating at exactly V, but, instead, propagate in a range of

velocities, l_ _+ AV, where AV is the typical velocity spread.

Consequently, in the frame moving with these bunches, they

are not all stationary, as was assumed in the derivation of(21),

but have second-order temporal variations that can alter the

radiative coherence of the beam. The effect of these temporal

variations on the radiated power can be accounted for by

changing the delta function in (l l) to a Gaussian function that

represents the spread in bunch velocity. The corresponding

transform of the current density in space and time is then

written as

,_ ,t,2] "k '[- "0 (AI)
f¢(/_, c0) = (2n) _ tzrr_ :_ :__2(rt)L, z e -°''°:'''_

where J_(k=) is the spatial transform of the current density,

a = k_V, - _, and t o is the typical coherence time scale of the

temporal variations in the current density. If the transform of

the current density is peaked at _/k_ = V, with little or no

spread in co or k_, then the current density is properly repre-

sented by (11). However, as Figure 8 indicates, the transform

of the current density, d=(k_, co), has some spread about V, =

co�k: = 1.89 x 10 T m/s. Consequently, this transform is best

represented by (A1), where the Gaussian function is used to
represent the spread in co-k, space. Note as to--" o_, (AI) and

(11) become identical.
Following a similar analysis as was done previously, the

power spectral density from a current density, J,(k,, co), with a
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spread is found to be

where

F(k_, COo)

f io
F(k COo) e - a:'°:''4 (A2)

if!(2n):%c2 ( •T- ' • z')[2nJ_(k_)J,,*(k,.)]nco o dn

(43)

Thus to obtain the power spectra density, a Gaussian-

weighted integration of F(k:, coo) over dk: must be performed.

Using (13), a similar expr_sion can be written when J:(k.., col

has no spread about co/ktr _ V,:

....--fFtk=,cod) (k - c%)e"*'v'-_'°"dk:

_ F(k_., 09oi (A4)
]'s i k_o=_o_Vj

Expressions (A2) and (A4) _hould yield similar results as long

as F(k,, coo) approximates F(kzo, coo) in dkz. A numerical inte-

gration of (42) was perfQrmed, and this result was indeed

found to be true. The radiated power varied by only about

10% when considering a sl_read in J:(k_, co) equal to k:o. From

these results it is evident that the radiated power does not

vary significantly when considering a spread in J=(k=, co) about

co�k: = Vs. Consequently, the radiated power calculated using

the much simpler expression (21) should be a sufficiently accu-

rate estimate of the radiated power from the modeled beam.
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Introduction

It is a difficult cask Co estimate, with any degree of certainty, the
probable environment of any large apace structure or system given Chat the
system has not been firmly defined. This environment is a product of the

natural environment and its interactions with chaC structure and system. We

shall disCln_i_uish between the so-called induced environment, the molecular,

particulate, photon and wave environment which results from the dieturbtng
effects of a large object flying ac orbital speeds through the ionosphere, and

the contaminant environment which is produced when solids, liquids or gases
are released from the system and interact with the induced environment in an

arrKy of chemical and physical processes. Our Cask is made particularly
difficult by two important unkno_s: a firm definition of the system and los

contaminants; incomplete knowledge of the chemical and physical processes

which can cake place. In this paper we will address the probable plasma

environment of Space Station. That is, we will discuss the particles (ions

and electrons) and waves which will likely exist in the vicinity of the Space

Station and how chess may affect the operation of proposed experiments.

Differences between quiescent operational periods (as defined by JSC 30426)

and non-operaclonal periods as well as probable effects from Shuttle

operations will also be discussed. Areas which need further work are

identified and a course of action suggested.

Background

Much of our knowledge about the interactions between large bodies and the
ionospheric plasma had, until the rime before Shuttle flights, been obtained
from observations aboard saall scientific satellites and various scaled

laboratory investigations. The recent era of Spacelab-typa payloads aboard

the Shuttle orbiter has provided a wealth of heretofore unobtainable

information. The Shuttle is not only the largest body flown co dace but, as

was discovered over a period of time, carries with It a large _as cloud. The

discovery of "Shuttle _low" (Banks etal., 19R3), broadband electrostatic

noise (Shawhan et el., 1984a), heated electron populations (McHahan et at.,

1983), a modified ion environment (Hunton and Carlo, 1985), and contamlnant

ions in the wake (Orebowsky et at., 1987) have begun Co fill in _teces tn what

appears to be • complex puzzle associated with the large body induced
environment and contaminant interactions. Recent studies of the neucra! and

ion population during thruster operations _ulf and Von Zahn, t986; _arcisi ec
el., 19B3; Shawhan ec el., 1984b_ modification of the plasma during FES

t9
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operaclons and R20!dumps (Pickett ec el., 1985), the discovery of plck-up ions

consistent with chemistry of the R20, 0+ interaction (Paterson, t987), as well

as observations byineutral mass spectrometers (Null and Von Zahn, 1986;

Hiller, t983), hev_ helped to sort out the differences between interactions

which are of the i_duced variety and chose which resu[t from release of

concamlnantS by the orb/car. Observations by IR, optical, and LTV instruments

on board the orblt¶r (Tort,,1983; Tort and Tort, L985; Koch et el., 1987), and

by IR on the xround (Witteborn et at., 19R7) have provided insight into the

effects of both abs_rpclon end emission by thls contaminant population. Tt is
now crest as a result of these pathfinder experlments that in order to conduct

experiments in plasma physics, provide long-_erm monltorlnA and s data base
for the {onosphere,! observe astronomical targets over a breed range of

waveten_ths, and provide sensitive remote sensing capability, the Space

Station envlronment_must be cleaner chart theC of the orbiter in many respects.

Much work has already been done in assessing Just hey clean thaC environment
must be in order to meet the minimum science requirements (Space Station

Payload Contemlnati_n Compatibility Norkshop, 1987). It vi11 be the purpose
of this paper to assess what the particle and wave environment might be and

whether the currentispeclftcatlons ere adequate In chis regard. This
assessment v111 be based on current contamination contro_ requirements,

knowledge of proposed space station conflguratlon, and our beet guess about

the scaZing lays fo_ certain plasma interactions.

Partlcle EnvlronmenC

A number of lnves¢tgators have studied the composition of the Shuttle ton

environment and compared it to that which was expected of the natural
environment at _he o_biter altitude (Grebovsky et el., 1987; Siskind ec el.,

t984; Reasoner et el_, L986). The studies observe large amounts of H2 O+ which
results from the rapid charge exchange reaction

R20 ÷ 0÷ * H2 O+ ÷ O

as well as smatZer aaouncs of R3 O+.

R2O+ + H20 _ R30÷ + OH

The amount of H20_ (and R30 +) observed appears to be directly proportional

Co the surface temperature leading to the conclusion theC most of this
observed water is offxassed from Shuttle tiles or other porous surfaces

(garctsi et el., 1983i). The amount of water can be estimated by neutrat mass

spectrometers but caution must be taken since frequently these instruments can
only observe molecuLe_ which are scattered back Coward the orbiter either by

collisions with smbieht molecules or the cloud itself. Several attempts have

been made to estimate!water density or by observing the ion population and-
then doing a kinetic analysis. This has been done with observations obtained

within the orbiter bay (Narcisl, 1983) and with dace which were obtained
durlng the POP free-flight on Spacslab 2 (Paterson, 1987). Other estimates

have been obtained by observing the infrared slgnacure and chert escimatlng
column densities (Koch ec at., $987). The remarkable thing about ell of these

methods is chat although they have shown some decay In the amount of water

during the Li_etlme o_ the mission and variation among missions, the neutral

2O



observations, ion observations, end IR observations give a consistent picture
which can be modeled within the accuracy of the known cross sections for the

charge exchange reaction. The significance of this is that if we know one of
the above parameters accurately, e.g., column density from IR observations, we

can predict another, e.g., contaminant ion population, through a modeling of
the chemistry and kinetics of the gas cloud. Several authors have developed
sodels of thil "_as-cloud" interaction; notably Patterson (1987) has modeled

a steady state cloud and shown the production of H2 O+ co scale with background

0 + density and Haltings et I1. (1987a) have developed time-dependent models
o! clouds vhlch would be associated with a brief gas release, such as the

opening of a gee relief valve or a thruster operation.
This contaminant ion population can be a source of several problems.

(1) These ions create an addltional wake which trails the object in a sense
which is perpendicular to the magnetic field line instead of parallel to the

velocity vector.

(2) Depending on the nature of the ions they may result in a deposition
problem on some surfaces facing the ram direction.

(3) Depending on the excitation state of the ions, they may add to the IR,
optical or UV spectrum which is sensed by a particular Instrument.

(4) The current created by these pick-up ions is believed to be responsible

for plasma instabilities which enhance the background wave environment.

(5) Molecules which have low ionization potential may be susceptible to the
critical ionization velocity (CIV) process causing enhanced plasma density,

production of wave turbulence, and possible photon emission.

Let us look at the above possibilities in light of Space Station
operations. Although much of our shuttle experience has been gained by

observing the R20/O ÷ interaction, any process such as charge exchange,
photoionization, ionization by CIV, etc., will produce the pick-up ion cloud

and present a similar sat of problems to experiments or the Space Station.

Figure l presents a cartoon of the composite nature of the Shuttle
environment to illustrate the first point above. Superimposed on the induced

environment (i.e., the neutral and plasma wake) is the wake produced by the

pick-up ions. Generated in the orbiter rest frame they will appear to move
past the vehicle perpendicular to field lines. Any experiment expecting to be

in the neutral or plasma wake may in fact be in a location dominated by these

contaminant ions. As mentioned in point 2, it is clear that these ions could
interact with or stick to surfaces when they were presumed to be part of a

freely expanding cloud. Possible surface degradation could result from the
fact that they can strike the ram surfaces with near orbital velocity (their

energy is dependent on the reaction that creates them as well as their mass).

This implies chemistry which takes place in front of ram surfaces (e.g., glow)
and that which takes place on surfaces must take these ions into account.

Regarding point 3, since these ions form an asymmetric distribution about
the vehicle end since their column density is greatest in the wake direction,

it is important to evaluate not only the atomic physics associated with the
neutral molecule but los ionized and possibly excl_ed stats as well. If the

21



ionized species has aiparticular emission line which is undesirable optically,

this may be particula_ly noticeable in the wake direction.

We will discuss inimore detail the effects described by points 4 and 5 in

the next section. Le_ us first, however, summarize the primary contributors

to the ton environmen_.

Molecular contamln_nts resulting from outgassed or vented products can
interact with the ambient population through several processes creating an

ionized cloud which w_ll trail behind the Space Station much like the tail of

a comet. If the ionisable contaminants are held co levels well below that of

the Shuttle Chow muchlbelow will be discussed in the next section), the ion
environment during o_erational periods should be acceptable to most

experimenters. However, a very important Rap exists in our knowledge. A
study of the OSSA Spa_e Station waste inventory (_osley et el., 1986) reveals

a large number of possible waste gas and liquid products. Although
interactions of simplm molecules Ilke H20 , N2, and CO2 vtth the 0 + plasu are

reasonably well understood, the chemistry of this larse possible "soup" of

waste products involves many unknowns. _t would seem prudent co assess the

possible interaction of some of these waste gases by realistic laboratory

experiments before de_lding _hat they are allowable ven_ gases.

Wave Environment

It will be difftcuilC to assess whether the wave environment described in

JSC 30420 and JSC 302_7 can be met in its entirety. Aealysis of the wave

environment aboard ch_ orbiter based on POP data from OSS I and Spacelab 2
have led to the emer&ing picture, again depicted by the cartoon of Figure l,

chat the broadband noise environment may be dominated not by the induced
environment associated with the large body interaction as was origtnaZly
believed, but by production of waves by the gas cloud itself. If thls is the

case IC may be possible co correlate the general level of this background
noise to the density iof the water cloud. In Figure 2, we present data that

have been compiled from the published literature (Pickett et al., 1985). The
level of noise at l _Hz (chosen as typical of the broadband noise spectra Eor
these data) is plotted for three different cases of "small" gas cloud

releases. The level io( uncertainty in the measurement of H20 density is
represented by the v_rtlcal error bars. The three cases chosen represent

almost 3 orders of magnitude in gas quantity. In all cases the dominant gas
is H20. The first ts the H20 vapor cloud associated with the orbiter

outgasstn_ per st, the second an operation of the Flesh Evaporator System
(FES), and the third ia typical operation of a VRCS thruster. In all cases the

re_ases were on che idayside and in an ambient density of O+ plasma of -IO s
cm • _oce that the idaCa indicate that the noise is linearly proporcionaE co

the density of gas released. The best fit to the data is that the intensity

(ac l kHz) of electrostatic noise is proportional to the product o_ H20 and O+
density. The constant of proportionality is such chat at a l g s-" release

race the measured elect[it field anywhere within the general interaction
region will be ~l mV m" in a 150 Hz bandwidth. (150 Hz is the approximate

bandwidth at _hich t_ese measurements were made.) This law is certainly not
absolute buc leads c1_e author co believe thac most of the observed noise can

be c/ed to this contaminant release. Further examination of turbulence

measured by the tangmulr probe and electrostatic waves observed near the

orbiter wake by the _DP on Spacelab 2 leads one to speculate that the wake
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Fig. 1. The neutral cloud of gas which expands from the orbiter underEoes
chemlcel interectlons such as chanie exchange which results in an ton tail

and creates plasma wsves presumed to be driven by the Lon currents.

noise is dominant only in a reEion confined to the wake end wake boundaries
and most wake noise observed elsewhere Ls dominated by the production of noise
associated with instabilities resultinE from Ion pick-up Icurrent generated by
the contaminant water cloud.

In order to properly scale this phenomena we must establish more firmly
the Instabillty that causes the wave growth and the process that saturates the
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Fig. 2. Gas releases of three different magnitudes and =he measured
electrostatic noise show roughly a linear correlation. Estimates of
outsassing rates for the first data point are a consensus of observations of
inferred column density from IR and measurements of both ion and neutral
densities. Emission rates of FES and VRCS are well defined.

instability. CZV may play a role in this process (Papadopoulos, 1984) but
will again be very d_pendsnt on the gas composition. More experiments are
required before we can definitely say that the above scaling law applies to
molecules other than! water, since the importance of a particular instability
or CIV varies with molecular species.

Extrapolating this insight into the Space Station environment we are again
led to conclude thati the plasma environment will be acceptable and the JSC
requirements mec onl_ during periods where ionizing components of the
concamlnant gases ara minimized. Although the large modules and solar arrays

may be a source of plasma noise generated by turbulence in their wake, at
points midway along _he transverse boom or on the upper or lower keel, this

noise may be at an a_ceptabls level at least for some geometric configurations
of the velocity vector and magnetic field. Other sources of noise, currents
carried by the structure to complete the _ x B current loop (Hastings and
Wang, [987), radiation of noise by the cable trays or solar arrays or currents
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(Hastings et el., 1987b), conduction of noise by sheath waves, etc. must be

soZved by appropriate design and are not within the scope at this discussion.
What numerical Limits muse be placed on the ionizing contaminants in order

[o meat the JSC 30237 specification end provide an environment tree at this

source of noise? Examining JSC 30237 tar the spec on broadband emission tar

systems at s_andar_ Locations, ve find chit at I kHz ve must be leas then
103 dB uV m- _/z" • Scaling to the 150 Hz bandwidth of the measurements

cakes in complllng Fibre 2, ee tlnd Chat these amlsa_one must be leas than

~0.02 mV m-_ which, using the linea_ scaling law of Figure 2, implies an
emission rate of water at <20 mS s" • This should be manageable tar a

structure like the Space Station which will not be covered with a utertaL

that continually outsassea water. The mass release rate of other iontzable

eolsculea could be scaled appropriately depending on their cross section for
ionization. The sum total of all of these easily ionizable molecules would

then have to be such that their emissions are below J$C 30237 specifications.

Th_s compares _avorably vtth recommendations tram the Space Station Payload
Contamination Compatibility _orkahop which recommended lower column densities

of moot species.
In January L987 the aSS& contamination compatibility workshop recossended

several changes in JSC 30426, which included lowering cecal acceptable column

densities of 0 2' _2, and H2, as veil as noble gases and other UV and non-tR
active molecules. A further specification should be included which defines

ionizabls gases and the acceptable release rates _or them. Furtheramre, it is

very Important that ve _aln a detailed understanding of the chemistry and
physics of reactions vhlch occur between the ambient environment and the large

shopping list of molecules which may be released during the non-operational
periods to insure chat experiments and the Space Station hardware are not

subjected Co effects described earlier.

Non-quleacent Envlronment

JSC 30426 states that the Space Station be capable of supporting quiescent
operation periods of up to 14 days. Thls period of mlnlmum perturbation ts

essential for may science investigations and any disturbances during this
psr_od, however _L_or, must be noted. It is not clear chat the requirement to

record such disturbances is tully satisfied. Section 5.0 simply states that
"...monitoring of the environment to a limited extent will be required."

Since the IOC phase Space Station will not be gravity gradient stable, some
fine tuning of attitude will be required. _hecher it Is accomplished with

Jets only or some combination of Jets and gyros La unclear. [t Is clear,
however, chat during the long "quiescent" periods there will undoubtedly be

some disturbances whether they be occasional Jet firings, experiment vents,
purges, or relief valve operations, EVA crew activity, etc. A clear

requirement co monitor specific critical aspects at the environment must be in

place. Space Station elements must have a way of "notifying the system" at an

Impending disturbance. Some monitoring can and should b_ real tLme and some
may only be required attar the tact. _ether P_HS o_ some other monitoring
package te responsible Ls yet co be determined but the requirement must be a
system responsibility with data accessable co all.

_on-qulescent periods, such as Shuttle docking, will provide significant
dLsturbancee. 1c is the concensus at a number at independent observations

thac the Shuttle orbiter carries with It a large amount at contaminant|
=aterlal, particularly water. Column densities near the orbiter at 10 2 to
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1013should be expected. There is some disagreement over the decay time of

the associated clou_. IECM observations (STS-2, STS-], STS-4) indicated an

initial decay time _f ~10 hours. However, Narctsi etal. (1983) has observed

wide variations in _he water density cloud with some overall decrease in H20
density with time, b_t a much stronger correlation between density and surface

temperature. Rails i(private communication, 1987) reports that an ion
signature, characteristic of H20 + in his retarding potential analyzer,

practically disappeazed by the end of mission 51F. (51F spent a hot of time
_n a hot attitude du_ to al several day long solar observation cycle.)

The conclusion chit may be reached from all of this is that the amount of
contamination that _ll be carried into the space station environment by the

orblcer may be reduced by simply waiting some minimum period of time (_24

hours) in a relatlve!ly hot attitude behind the station, then going to s cool

attitude for severall hours before beginning the approach and docking. Clearly

it will not be possible to operate some experiments while the orbiter is in

rendezvous phase, bo_h because of the outgasssd cloud and thruster plume

impingement. Oockin B procedures which minimize plume impingement and thruster
actlvl_y will be preferred. Operation of experiments while the orbiter is

present may be possible and is dependent on the type of experiment.
Other dlsturbsnce_ to the environment, such as EVA activity, should be

scheduled as much as i is practical for the non-quiescent periods since gaseous

products associated With the EVA suit can provide significant disturbances.

Summary

The developing requirements for Space Station must be responsive to the
needs of the user and in line with the reality of Space Station logistics.

They must also be in_ernally consistent, be carried out to as full an extent

as possible, and be i'livlng documents" which can incorporate new knowledge as

Ic becomes available_ The P_G (Particle and Waves Working Group) has been

responsive to _he user's needs in writing requlremencs and assuring that the

proper tools are in place to implement them. The definition and control of

the particle, plasmai and wave environment has incorporated specific needs
from a wide range oflpotentlal users. The Contamination Working Group has

likewise been respon_ive and JSC ]0426 reflects the panel's concern for the
cleanliness of the Space Station environment for the user, the Station safety
and longevity, and for the preservation of the delicate natural chemical

balance of the ionosphere. It is not clear whether some oversight group such

as the CWG will be responsible for continual evaluation and enforcement of the

requirements. Some mechanism will be required to do this.
Only minor modifications to the documents may be required, but the

importance of these modifications cannot be over emphasized. Let us first

deal with recommendations to changes in JSC 30426:

(I) Incorporate specific requirements relating to easily tonizable

molecules which contribute _o the plasma environment. This should be stated in
g s- emisstqn instead of column density; e.g. total water emission should be

less than ~I mg s-t _or adequate margln. Other common gases which contribute

co this environment sre N2, C02, and H2, e.g.:
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N2 + 0÷ * N2÷ + 0

M2 + 0+ 4, NO+ + N

(2) Analysis of proposed vented products during non-operational periods

suit be performed Co determine if the proposed contaminants are acceptable.

(3) More specific reoutremencs for monitoring the environment should be

in place. These should include real time or "warn" flags for certain releases
which must be accounted for in data analysis or known about ahead of elms.

JSC 30252, the Plasma Effects Control Process Requirements Document, must
be consistent with the expected contamination levels and reflect the

difference between operational and non-operational periods. Further

recowendattons in regards to operational considerations are the following:

(l) The orbiter should be allowed co surges for _24 hours before docking
with the Station (the orbiter should be behind the Station).

(2) Procedures minimizing thruster activity and plume impingement should
be implemented for docking activity.

(3) Any plan which includes continuous thrusting for reboosc should be
eliminated for environmental considerations.

(4) Brief gaseous releases, either by SCatlon hardware or other equipment,
must be minimized, documented, and made available in a common data base.

(S) EVA activity should be confined to non-quiescent periods whenever
possible.

(6) It may be appropriate to include a section on operational xuidelinee in
the JSC 30426 document.

Last of all, several recom_endations regarding uncertainties about the
physical processes involved are appropriate:

(1) The cross sections for charge exchange reactions of a broad range of
molecules are not well known for 0_ at 5 eV.

(2) The suscepcability of certain molecules co CIV at Space _tation
altitudes is unknown. Laboratory and Shuttle experiments are appropriate.

(3) The precise cause og "Shuttle glow" must be determined.

(4) Models which predict line-of-sight emissions and absorpclon must cake
into account possible ionized species chat are present. _n order co do this,

accurate models of cross sections for reacClons are required.

(5) The mechanism for production of broadband Instabillcles must be better
understood so scaling laws can be used with more assurance.

e
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AII of the above physical conslderat_one may also be applied to co-orbiting

platforms. The envlronmental conscraincs may be similar or _tghcer depending

on experiment complements.
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Spacelab 2 Plasma Diagnostics Package

W. S. Kurth* and L. A. Frank*

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

The Plasma Diagnostics Package is a small, deployable satellite designed to study the interaction of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter with the ionospheric environment as well as to be used in joint experiments with the plasma de-
pletion and the vehicle charging and potential investigations during the Spacelab 2 mission. This paper provides
a brief description of the small spacecraft, its instrumentation and operation, and the scientific objectives of the

investigations. A brief summary of the scientific results obtained thus far is also presented.

Introduction

HE Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) was one of 13
investigations that were a part of the Spacelab 2 mission

that occurred during July 29-August 6, 1985. As its name

implies, the PDP is equipped with a coordinated set of sensors

and instruments designed to measure a wide range of parame-

ters characterizing the ionospheric environment surrounding

the Orbiter. The objectives of the investigation are to study the

interaction of the Orbiter with the ionosphere, the interaction

of an electron beam with the ionospheric plasma, and various

naturally occurring ionospheric phenomena.

During the Spacelab 2 mission, the PDP was operated in its

launch configuration in the payload bay, at various vantage

points around the Orbiter while being maneuvered by the

Remote Manipulator System (RMS), and at distances of up to

about 400 m from the Orbiter while operating as a free-flying

subsatellite of the Orbiter. In each of these operational config-

urations the PDP obtained measurements supporting the

various scientific objectives. During much of the mission, the

PDP was operated jointly with the plasma depletion and the

vehicle charging and potential (VCAP) experiments for cor-
relative studies.

The PDP had been flown previously on STS-3 as part of the

first Office of Space Science (OSS-1) payload in March 1982.

The instrument complement was similar to the Spacelab 2
PDP, although not identical, and observations were obtained

only from the payload bay and the RMS. There was no provi-

sion for the PDP to operate as a free flyer on STS-3.

Some of the primary conclusions obtained during the Space-

lab 2 PDP flight are as follows:

l) The influence of the Shuttle Orbiter on the ionosphere ex-

tends beyond the 0.4-km region sampled by the PDP.

2) The Orbiter is surrounded by a water cloud that extends

to distances as great as 8 km.

3) Ions formed by the "pickup" of contaminant water mol-

ecules are likely to be the source of intense, broadband electro-

static waves observed in the vicinity of the Shuttle Orbiter.

4) The Orbiter forms a well-developed wake in the ion-

osphere with a length of at least 250 m.

5) The injection of a l-keV electron beam produces whistler
mode waves analogous to very low frequency (VLF) hiss

found naturally in conjunction with auroral electron beams.

6) The injection of the electron beam forms a narrow sheet

of energetic electrons in the wake of the Orbiter that is accom-

panied by broadband electrostatic waves.
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In this paper, we outline the general scientific objectives of
the PDP for the Spacelab 2 mission, describe the PDP and its

complement of instruments, provide an overview of the opera-

tions of the PDP during the mission, and summarize the

results gained to date from the PDP.

Scientific Objectives

One of the major scientific objectives of the PDP investiga-

tion on Spacelab 2 was to characterize and understand the in-

teraction of the Orbiter with the ionospheric environment

through which it flies. The Orbiter is a large object; in fact, it

is large with respect to virtually all of the important plasma
scale lengths at its approximately 325-km altitude orbit, in-

cluding the thermal ion gyroradius. Furthermore, the Orbiter

moves with great speed through the ionospheric plasma, typi-

cally about 8 km/s. This situation provides the opportunity to

study the formation of wakes and turbulence generated by a

large body moving through the plasma. All previous satellite
measurements were of much smaller bodies and often in

plasma regimes with much larger scale sizes. 2'3

On Spacelab 2, the PDP carries out a coordinated set of

wake observations at distances ranging from very close (i.e., a

few meters) to nearly 400 m. In addition, the Orbiter provides

its own set of active experiment opportunities in the form of

chemical contamination experiments. The most obvious exam-

ples of these are the joint experiments with the Spacelab 2

plasma depletion experiment for which the PDP provides sup-

porting in situ data for the ground-based observation of the

effects of firing the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) en-

gines in the plasma. 4,_ The Orbiter, however, is almost contin-

uously depositing large quantities of contaminants into the

ionosphere through outgassing leaks from pressurized vessels,

the operation of the Reaction Control System (RCS) jets re-

quired to jet and maintain various attitudes, and the deliberate

discharging of both liquid and gaseous water as normal main-
tenance operations. 6,7

Another primary objective of the PDP on Spacelab 2 was to

operate jointly with the Fast Pulse Electron Generator portion

of the VCAP experiment provided by Stanford University and

Utah State University. 8 The primary purpose of VCAP was to

investigate the interaction of an energetic (l keV) beam of

electrons with the ionospheric environment. This experiment

has importance for the study of naturally occurring auroral

phenomena observed elsewhere in the ionosphere but takes ad-

vantage of the active control of the electron beam to isolate
various aspects of the beam-plasma interaction. The electron

beam studies were also undertaken during STS-3, but Space-

lab 2 offered experiments that benefited from the STS-3 RMS

experience and the important opportunity to observe at dis-

tances a factor of l0 or more larger in the free-flight configu-
ration.

Finally, it was planned to investigate naturally occurring

ionospheric phenomena with the PDP while in free flight, but
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oneofthemostimportantdiscoveriesoftheSpacelab2PDP
isthatonemustmovemuchfurtherawayfromtheOrbiter
thanthe400-mdistancesachievedduringSpacelab2tofully
escapetheinfluenceof theOrbiter.6'7'9Hence,theambient
ionosphericstudieshavebeeno'_ershadowedby the Orbiter
and electron beam interaction studies. It should be noted that

some natural phenomena were observed, such as VLF whis-
tlers, therefore, some such studies are still possible.

lnstrumenlation

Spacecraft Description

The PDP was designed and faliricated by the University of

Iowa and is a unique Spacelab expe_ riment in that it is designed
to make observations while 1) attached to the Spacelab pallet

in the payload bay, 2) being maneuvered about the Orbiter by

the RMS, and 3) operating as an tndependent satellite in orbit

near the Orbiter. To accomplish ihe third goal, the PDP had

to be designed primarily as a free-flying satellite, but with pro-
visions to be carried aloft within the payload bay and to be

grappled and articulated by the RMS. Modifications late in

the development of the PDP fui'ther allowed its recapture,

preserving the possibility of reus_g all or part of the space-

craft in future programs, i

The PDP, shown in free flight iduring the Spacelab 2 mis-

sion in Fig. 1 and in schematic form in Fig. 2, is cylindrically

shaped with a diameter of about 42 in. (1.07 m) and a weight
of about 625 lb (284 kg). Variousisensors are mounted on the

four deployable booms, and numerous instruments have aper-

tures through the spacecraft skin. The appendage at the top of

the spacecraft is an electrical grapple fixture that allows the
PDP to be manipulated by the RMS as well as operated electri-

cally through cables in the RMS that are connected to a special

switch panel on the aft flight deck of the Orbiter.

The small cylinder just below the grapple fixture contains a

momentum wheel loaned by the Smithsonian Institution from

the ATS-G satellite. The wheel is used to store angular mo-

mentum in the PDP prior to release for free flight. The stored

angular momentum was subsequently used to spin the PDP up

to about 4.6 rpm during the free-flight phase by allowing the

momentum wheel to spin down with respect to the PDP struc-

ture. Prior to recovery, the wheel was spun up again to trans-

fer the angular momentum back out of the structure, thereby

despinning the spacecraft to allow recapture by the RMS.

Instrument Summary

The PDP contains an integrated set of instruments to pro-

vide a broad range of measurements of plasmas, dc and oscil-

latory electric and magnetic fields, and neutral pressure. Be-

cause of funding limitations, many of the scientific

instruments are flight spare units from such projects as IMP,

Helios, and ISEE. Table 1 provides an overview of the various

scientific instruments flown on the Spacelab 2 PDP, the in-

vestigators providing the instrumentation, and a brief sum-

mary of the measured parameters. The sensor locations are

shown in Fig. 2.

PDP Operations

The PDP operations performed during the Spacelab 2 mis-

sion can be organized best by separating them into operations

performed while l) on the Spacelab pallet, 2) being manipu-

lated by the RMS, and 3) functioning as a free-flying satellite

in orbit with the Orbiter. In the following subsections, we will

describe briefly the operations in each of these phases. Table 2
summarizes the major PDP in-flight operations.

Fig. 1 Photograph of the PDP deployed in its free-flight configura-
t;nn _.rlno _hP (;ng('elqh _ rai_;_ion,
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Fig. 2 Top panel shows locations of the various instrument
viewports and sensors (see Table 1) in a schematic of the PDP shown
with the sidewall of the spacecraft "unrolled." The bottom panel is a
view of the PDP from the top showing the locations of the booms and
the boom-mounted sensors in the fully extended configuration. The
fields of view of the I)lasma analyzers are also indicated.
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Instrument

Table I Spacelab 2 PDP scientific instruments

Provider Measurement

Ion mass

spectrometer (IMS)

Retarding potential

analyzer (RPA)

Differential ion

flux probe (DIFP)

J. M. Grebowsky

Goddard Space Flight Center

D. L. Reasoner

Marshall Space Flight Center

N. H. Stone

Marshall Space Flight Center

Lepedea L.A. Frank
Univ. of Iowa

Langmuir probe N. D'Angelo
Univ. of Iowa

Neutral pressure J.S. Pickett

gage Univ. of Iowa

Triaxial fluxgate

magnetometer

S. D. Shawhan

NASA Headquarters

dc electric field D.A. Gurnett

detector Univ. of Iowa

Plasma wave D.A. Gurnett

receivers Univ. of Iowa

Thermal ions; 1-64 amu; 20-2 x 106
-3cm

Ions; 0-15 eV; 20-107 cm -3

Ions; 0-15 eV; 6x 10-2-3 x 105 cm-3;

3-deg angular resolution in range of

±45 deg from PDP equator

Ions and electrons; three-dimensional

velocity distributions; 2 eV-36 keV;

plus electrometer with range
109-1014 electrons/cm-2 s-

Thermal electrons; 103-107 cm-3;

500< Te<4000 K; AN/N spectrum

up to 178 kHz

10-7</3< 10 -3 Tort

± 1.5 G with 0.012 G resolution; 3

axes; lO-Hz sample rate per axis

± 2-V/m single axis; 0.5-mV/m resolu-

tion (booms extended); 20-Hz rate;

plasma potential ±8 V; 20- mV
resolution

Electric: 30 Hz-17.8 MHz in 24 chan-

nels; magnetic: 35 Hz-- 10 kHz in

I I channels; wideband analog: 5

Hz-30 kHz electric and magnetic

S- and Ku-band G.B. Murphy S-band: 1.4-3.0 GHz; Ku-band:

monitors Jet Propulsion Lab. 13.5-14.5 GHz

Y-SCAN

apDP was used as a target for infrared glow observations.
bPower to the PDP was occasionally cycled off for thermal considerations.

Table 2 Spacelab 2 PDP significant events timeUne x SCAN /"--_

Event Date 1985 GMT

Launch 7/29 2100

PDP activation in bay 7/30 0039

PDP grappled by RMS 7/30 2326

RMS-mounted observations begin 7/30 2338
PDP parked over port wing 7/31 0835 a) b)

RMS-mounted observations resume 7/31 1840

POP parked over port wingcaptured, flight 7/31 1928 Z-SCAN _ I_-'i_'..---__

RMS-mounted observations resume 7/31 2023

PDP parked over port wing 7/31 2114
PDP released for free-flight 8/1 0010

PDP end of free 8/1 0620 /-"_ _

PDP parked over port wing 8/I 0644
Additional RMS-mounted observations a 8/2 1824

PDP latched in bay b 8/2 2241 c_ d)

PDP deactivation 8/6 0528 Fig. 3 Most of the RMS manipulations of the PDP during Spaceinb

Landing 8/6 2000 2 were the series of motions parallel to the principal axes of the Or-

biter shown here. A few other special sequences were also used that

are not shown here.

PARK z/_

Pallet Operations

The PDP was carried into orbit while latched onto the

Spacelab pallet and was returned to Earth in the same configu-

ration. The initial activation and checkout were performed

just a few hours after launch as soon as the payload bay doors

were opened and the Spacelab support systems were activated.

During the on-pallet operations early in the mission, the PDP
was able to monitor the activation of other instruments from

an electromagnetic interference point of view as well as ob-

serve the initial outgassing of the Orbiter and its payload.t°

All PDP instruments were activated soon after the PDP was

_c_,._,,_A ,,,_ ,v;,h ,ho ovcontic_n c_f the ! en_den which uge_; a

high-voltage power supply and is susceptible to coronal dis-

charge prior to complete outgassing.

The PDP also spent the final four days of the mission posi-

tioned on the pallet while intensive solar and dark sky observa-

tions were being performed by other Spacelab investigations.

During this time, the PDP passively monitored the payload

bay environment and supported the VCAP electron beam ex-

periments. The solar observations required a bay-toward-sun

attitude for many orbits in succession, which led to overheat-

ing of a few of the PDP subsystems. In response to the over-

heatine, the PDP was deactivated occasionally to allow tern-
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t

peratures to return to acceptabl_ values. No thermal damage

was experienced despite the elevated temperatures.

RMS Operations

The PDP was grappled by the RMS at 1 day, 2 h, and 26

min into the mission (or mission _iapsed time), corresponding
to 2326 Greenwich Mean Time (_MT) on July 30, 1985. Dur-

ing the next 3 days, the PDP wa_ manipulated actively by the

RMS in studies of the Orbiter-ior[osphere interaction and elec-
tron beam interactions, for a tdtal data-gathering period of

about l I h. During the remaining portion of those 3 days, the

PDP was either stowed in a nomnterfering position over the

port wing at a park point (Fig. ]d) or was in free flight.
During the active portion of the RMS operations, the PDP

was moved about the Orbiter in # number of preprogrammed
maneuvers in support of the vari0us scientific objectives. Sev-

eral of these maneuvers are depicted in Figs. 3a-c. The pri-

mary maneuvers moved the PDP longitudinally parallel to the
roll axis of the Orbiter (X scans_, or parallel to the pitch axis

of the Orbiter (Yscans), or vertic#lly up and down over a fixed

location in the bay (Z scans). Th_e_maximum extension of the

RMS is about 15 m. However, t_e PDP was never more than
about 13 m from the Orbiter wBile attached to the RMS. At

various times during the scans, the PDP could be rotated

about its spin axis by the wrist ac!uator of the RMS so that in-

struments with directed fields of!view could be swept through

different look angles or pointed _n various special directions,
such as the velocity vector of the Orbiter.

The RMS programs were specialized to the PDP scientific

objectives. For example, the X a_d Y scans were used to exe-
cute beam searches, i.e., to move the PDP through the elec-

tron beam to sample the region o_ direct beam-plasma interac-

tion as well as the surrounding ei_vironment. One particularly

useful maneuver coupled the ro!ation of the PDP about the
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Fig. 4 Trajectory of the Orbiter wiib respect to the PDP during the
free-flight portion of the Spncelab 2imission. Top panel summarizes
the release of the PDP through the egmpletion of the first fly-around
ellipse. Lower panel shows the second ellipse, final wake transits, and
it,,, ,noronc'h for recovery.

RMS wrist axis in one direction with the roll of the Orbiter in

the opposite direction at identical rates such that the PDP was

swept alternately through ram and wake orientations while

holding a specific instrument's look direction parallel to the

velocity vector of the Orbiter. This particular maneuver was

designed to allow detailed studies of the near wake of the Or-
biter.

Free Flight
The free-flight portion of the PDP operations was the most

innovative part of the Spacelab 2 PDP investigation. This ac-

tivity was not undertaken during the previous STS-3 mission,

and we believe that the PDP free-flight experiments were the

first of their type in space plasma physics. Several rocket ex-

periments have included detached payloads for the diagnosis
of beam interactions, but none have included both the active

control of relative position and attitude for the purposes of

studying vehicle-plasma interactions as well as the beam-

plasma interactions, especially in conjunction with a large

body such as the Orbiter.

The constraints on the free-flight activities were severe, es-

pecially from the point of view of time allotted against the re-
quirements of other Spacelab 2 investigations and RCS pro-

pellant usage. The latter constraint was much more severe

than planned due to the loss of about 2000 kg of OMS propel-

lant during the abort-to-orbit procedure executed as a result of

the premature shutdown of the center main engine on ascent.

The free-flight phase of the mission can be broken down

into deployment and back-away, fly-around "ellipses," wake
transits, and approach and recovery. The total time for the

free flight was about 6 h. Figure 4 shows the relative trajectory
of the Orbiter with respect to the PDP. The first panel shows

the back-away and first fly-around ellipse. The second panel

shows the second fly-around ellipse, wake transits, and ap-

proach. Three hours were utilized during the two orbits o!" fly-

arounds depicted in Fig. 4. During the fly-around ellipses, the

Orbiter was flown out of the orbit plane and to positions along

the magnetic field line threading the PDP to look for Alfv_n

waves generated by the Orbiter and to do electron beam exper-

iments. During the portion of the orbit when the Orbiter

preceded the PDP in flight, the Orbiter was brought back into

the PDP orbit plane to study the Orbiter's wake at distances
between 50 and 250 m. When the Orbiter was in the cone on

the left side of the panels in Fig. 4, it was in the plane of orbit

of the PDP so that the Orbiter's wake would pass over the

PDP at varying distances. In the remainder of the ellipses, the
Orbiter was flown out of the PDP's orbit plane to intercept

the magnetic field line threading the PDP.

The back-way and approach maneuvers were completed

with the Orbiter upstream from the PDP, i.e., with the PDP in
or near the wake of the Orbiter. This configuration allowed
additional observations of he Orbiter's wake to be made at

distances intermediate to those achieved while on the RMS

and in the free-flight fly-around maneuvers, it was anticipated

that, during the intervals when the PDP preceded the Orbiter

at distances of over 300 m, the PDP might be able to sample

the unperturbed ionospheric medium. However, the PDP was

never far enough upstream to avoid the neutral gas cloud and

its associated effects so that a truly ambient ionospheric obser-
vation could be made.

Summary of Results

Studies of the Shuttle Environment

Perhaps the most profound discovery of the PDP flight
aboard Spacelab 2 is that the Orbiter is accompanied in the

ionosphere by an extensive gas cloud of contaminants consist-
ing primarily of water. 6,7,t°,t_ This conclusion is consistent
with observations made by the ion mass spectrometer, 6,{t

pressure gage, _° and Lepedea 7 on the PDP. The Orbiter

releases contaminants through the operation of the RCS

thrusters, normal operation of the Orbiter fuel cells and cool-

ing systems, leakage from pressurized vessels, and outgassing.
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The neutral water is subject to ionization by a number of pro-

cesses in low Earth orbit with charge exchange with the am-

bient O * ions being the primary reaction. As ions are created,

they are "picked up" immediately by the magnetic field

sweeping through the cloud at the orbital velocity of the Or-

biter, about 8 km/s, and, hence, form a highly anisotropic dis-

tribution of ions known as a "ring distribution." The Lepedea

has measured these ring distributions from free-flight vantage

points at several locations around the Orbiter. 7 The measure-

ments indicate a neutral water production rate of about

2.5 x 10 z2 s-_ from the Orbiter. 7 The pickup ions form a long

ion trail behind the Orbiter. At certain times, the contaminant

water ions can actually be the dominant species in the region
within a few meters of the Orbiter. _ A model of the neutral

water cloud suggests that it has a density of 6 × 109 molecules
cm-3 at 50 m from the Orbiter and extends to -8 km with

densities of - 1 cm-3. 7

Since ring distributions are typically unstable to the genera-
tion of plasma waves, it is possible that these distributions are

responsible for the broadband electrostatic waves observed in

the vicinity of the Orbiter by the plasma wave receiver. 9,12 This

noise typically has a broad spectrum from a few hertz to 20-30
kHz. The broadband electric field strength of the turbulence is

about 1-5 mV/m. The waves are generally most intense in the

region downstream of the Orbiter, although high intensities
are also observed near magnetic conjunctions. The wave inten-

sity is correlated with RCS thruster activity, although some

noise is still present when no thrusters are being fired.
The S- and K u- band receivers were used to survey the elec-

tric fields associated with the operation of the Orbiter commu-
nication links at various locations around the payload bay._3

For those systems that avoid the main beam of the radar, the

maximum field strength is less than 2 V/m. For those payload

elements subjected to the main beam, a design guideline of 300

V/m provides an adequate safety margin at K u band. The S-
band fields measured were several decibels below the worst-

case predictions. An instrument in the payload bay can expect

to be subjected to S-band fields of magnitude < 2 V/m.

Wake Studies

The motion of the Orbiter through the ionosphere leads to

the formation of a well-developed wake in the downstream re-

gion. _4._5 The PDP was operated both on the RMS and in a

free-flight path specifically designed to provide information
on the characteristics of the wake both in the near vicinity of

the Orbiter (within a body radius of the obstacle of about 10

m) and in the distant wake, out to about 250 m. From RMS

and back-away observations, the density in the near wake can

be two or more orders of magnitude less than the ambient den-

sity, whereas the electron temperature on the boundary of the

wake region can be observed to increase by more than a factor

of 2. At greater distances, the magnitude of the density deple-

tion is less, sometimes only about 10°70. One striking result,

however, is that even at distances of 250 m, the wake is still

well defined and of simple structure. There is no evidence of

large-scale turbulence in the distant wake. It should be men-
tioned, however, that small-scale wavelike turbulence often

characterizes the boundary of the wake region_5; it is possible

that this turbulence is similar in character to the broadband
electrostatic noise discussed earlier.

Some work on comparisons of the Spacelab 2 PDP wake
observations with wake models has been completed. _6 The

model used in these comparisons is the Polar code, _7 which

neglects the magnetic field and uses a self-similar solution to

the expansion of a plasma into a vacuum as its foundation.
The observed electron and ion densities measured by the PDP

during passages through the Orbiter's wake at distances out to

a few hundred meters are compared with predictions of the

model. In the distance range less than 30 m, the model under-

estimates the density by as much as an order of magnitude; the

presumption is that outgassing from the Orbiter can be a sub-

stantial contributor to the wake density within a few body

scale sizes. Beyond 30 m, the agreement is very good (within

about 1007o) between the model and observations, provided
one allows for variations in the ambient density with position

as predicted by the International Reference Ionosphere
model._8 The observations show a lack of fine structure in the

density of the wake and are, therefore, consistent with the be-

havior of wakes in regimes where the ion and electron temper-

atures are similar. Comparisons of the wake observations and

the collisionless plasma expansion model _9 suggest that the

plasma wake of the Orbiter closes much faster than predicted

by simple thermal expansion, implying that the ions filling the
wake have been accelerated. Furthermore, some minor incon-

sistencies in the depth of the wake as a function of distance

from the Orbiter observed by the PDP are evidence for cross-

ing ion streams t_ such as those observed in laboratory

plasmas. 20

Beam-Plasma Interactions
The PDP and VCAP jointly designed numerous experi-

ments for the Spacelab 2 mission for the purpose of under-

standing various aspects of the interaction of an energetic
(1 keV) electron beam with the ionospheric plasma. One of the

primary characteristics of the interaction is the generation of

waves. Early studies have concentrated on whistler mode

waves, called "VLF hiss" 2_ which are thought to be generated

via a coherent Cerenkov process associated with bunching of

electrons in the continuously firing beam. 22,23 The VLF hiss

was detected easily because of a funnel-shaped frequency-time

signature observed in the plasma wave data set. The funnel-

shaped spectrum is a result of well-understood propagation
characteristics of the whistler mode waves and leads to an

understanding of the beam emissivity as a function of distance

along the beam. Further studies a'24'25 involve wave generation

by a pulsed beam, where the pulsing frequency of the beam is

in the VLF range. The resultant waves are found at harmonics

of the pulsing frequency.

Other studies concerning the interaction of the electron

beam with the ionosphere include the dc electric fields set up in

the vicinity of the beam in response to the current systems

driven by the beam. 26 Analysis of the PDP Lepedea measure-

ments of electrons associated with the beam-plasma interac-

tion demonstrates that there is a narrow sheet of energetic
electrons in the wake of the Orbiter. 27 This sheet of electrons

is threaded by magnetic field lines from the upstream injection

of the primary electron beam. Numerical simulations of the
beam-plasma interaction show the generation of low-

frequency, broadband electrostatic waves similar to those ob-

served by the plasma wave receiver.

Conclusions

The Plasma Diagnostics Package investigation on the

Spacelab 2 mission was extremely successful. Virtually 95070 of

the objectives of the investigation were achieved, and the

results referred to in the previous section attest to the scope of

the science results obtained during the flight. Those 507o of the

objectives that were not met owing to the shortage of Reaction

Control System (RCS) propellant were primarily experiments
that involved the firing of RCS thrusters in a predetermined

way to measure their effects and those experiments that were

to have been performed during a planned, third orbit of fly-

around. The thruster-associated objectives were partially

achieved via coincidental firings of RCS thrusters during the
execution of various maneuvers. The loss of the third orbit of

fly-arounds resulted primarily in the loss of repetitions of ex-

periments achieved during the first two orbits.
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PLASMA DENSITY, TEMPERATURE AND
TURBULENCE IN THE WAKE OF THE
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Akstra_--Plasma density" temperature, and turbulence in the near. mid, and far wake of the Shuttle orbiter

are examined on the basis of in situ observations by The University of Iowa Plasma Diagnostics Package
(PDP). These observations, the only such measurements in the mid and far wake of the orbiter, indicate

that plasma disturbances produced by the passage of the orbiter extend downstream for a distance of
several hundred meters behind the orbiter. The electron density profile is found to exhibit nonmonotonic
behavior. Most of the 6_40 Hz turbulence in the wake is confined to a region _20 m downstream of the
t,'hiter. AN¢_,'_] spectra show a rapid decline in the 104 l0 _ Hz decade, both in the ambient ionosphere
and in the wake.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of a large object with a flowing plasma

is an important topic of study in the field of space

physics. A satellite in the Earth's ionosphere is a prac-

tical example of such a situation and a number of

studies have been conducted regarding the interaction

of small satellites with the ionosphere (Martin, 1974;

Samir and Wrenn, 1969, 1972: llliano and Storey,

1974: Troy et al., 1975: Samir and Willmore, 1965:

Henderson and Samir, 1967; Samir, 1981 ; Stone and

Samir. 1981). However, it is only very recently that

measurements of plasma parameters in the vicinity of

the Shuttle orbiter have allowed researchers to study

the interaction of a large body with the ionospheric

plasma (Murphy et al., 1986: Raitt et al., 1984).

Unfortunately, these large body observations have

been restricted to measurements of the electron den-

sity and temperature in the near wake of the object.

An examination of conditions in the far wake of a

large orbiting satellite, such as the Shuttle orbiter, is

needed to help determine the spatial extent of the

wake. At the same time. an examination of the density

fluctuations in the wake is warranted since density

fluctuations often affect the behavior of the plasma

phenomena (Kadomtsev, 1965). In this paper we shall

present measurements of the plasma turbulence in the

near, mid, and far wake of the orbiter and relate these

to the spatial density and temperature gradients.

* Presently at : Rockwell International, Satellite and Space
Electronics Division. Seal Beach, CA 90741). U.S.A.

+ Presently at : Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
91109, USA.
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THE INSTRUMENT

From 29 July to 6 August 1985 a University of Iowa

satellite, the Plasma Diagnostics Package ( PDP) (Fig.

I ) was flown as part of the payload on Space Shuttle

flight STS-51F, the Spacelab 2 mission. A Langmuir

probe on the PDP was used to make measurements

of the electron density, the electron temperature, and

the fluctuations in electron density, The Langmuir

probe experiment consisted of a 3 cm diameter, gold-

plated sphere, which was mounted on one of the

PDFs extendable booms, and supporting electronics.

The electronics that controls the probe alternates

between two different modes, one complete cycle

requiring 12.8 s. The first part of the cycle is an 11.8 s

"lock" mode. During this time the Langmuir probe

is biased at + 10 V, relative to the PDP chassis. The

current that is collected by the probe is passed through

three filters, 1 Hz low-pass, I-6 Hz band-pass, and 6-

40 Hz band-pass, with sampling rates of 5, 20, and

120 Hz, respectively. These three channels give density

fluctuation data in their respective frequency ranges.

The 1 Hz low-pass filter also provides a continuous

density monitoring. Following the lock mode is a 1.0 s

"sweep" mode where the bias voltage on the probe is

swept from + 10 to -5 V in discrete steps of 0.125 V,

and then returned to + 10 V. The sweep mode data

are used to determine the electron density and tem-

perature in the usual manner. In addition, once every

6.83 rain, for a period of 51.2 s the output from the

Langmuir probe is routed through a 30 Hz high-pass

filter to a wideband receiver and spectrum analyzer

which can look at details of the current fluctuations

up to a frequency of 178 kHz.

PIRF__ED!I'.:Gp;_q_ B{A,_!g NOT FIF !_Sr_D
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FIG. 1. THE Plasma Diagnostics Packaoe.
Relevant distances are indicated in inches from the center of the PDP.

The spectrum analyzer consists of 16 channels.

Their outputs provide an amplitude spectrum of the

turbulence Table 1 shows channel numbers, center

frequencies, saturation AN_/,V_s and bandwidths.

Subsequen _.to the mission, four of the channels (3, 5,

7, 9) were found to behave unsatisfactorily and have,

thus, been e,xcluded from the analysis.

For a more complete discussion of the operation of

the Langmuir probe, including a discussion of the

errors associated with the measurement of the plasma

parameters in question, see Murphy et al. (1986). A

list of some of the ionospheric plasma characteristics

associated with the Spacelab 2 mission is presented in

Table 2.

THE EXPERIMENT

The data that we will present were obtained during

two separate maneuvers designed to allow the PDP

to study both the near and far wake of the orbiter. The

maneuver designed for near wake studies involved

placing the PDP on the Remote Manipulator System

(RMS) a distance of 10.5 m above the center of the

payload bay with the PDP's booms partially
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TABLE 1. SPECTRUM ANALYZER CHARACTERISTICS TABLE 2. TYPICAL PARAMETERS

Center Saturation Bandwidth

Channel frequency (kHz) AN,/'No (Hz)

0 0.0355 0.113 16

1 0.0633 0.057 22

2 0.120 0.090 35

3 0.200 -- --

4 0.311 0.226 89

5 0.562 -- --

6 1.00 0.226 353

7 1.78 -- --

8 3.ll 0.113 910

9 5.62 -- --

l0 10.0 0.113 2.000

I l 16.5 0.226 2,780

12 31.1 0.226 3,550

13 56.2 0.226 7,110

14 100 0.226 11,300

15 178 0.180 12,200

1003

FOR Spacelab 2

Electron density

Electron (and ion) temperature

Debye length

Ion acoustic speed

Electron thermal speed

Orbital velocity
Orbital altitude

Electron plasma frequency

Ion plasma frequency

Ion gyroradius

n0_ 1-5xl05cm

Te _ T, _- 2500 K

J-n _ 1 cm

C_ 2.3 kms

t'_.th _ 200 km s

v0 _- 7.7 km s t
h _ 320 km

fp., _ 2.8_.3 MHz

.f_., _ 17-38 kHz

p_ _5m

remained unchanged. In the plane of rotation the

biggest obstacles to plasma flow were the orbiter's

payload bay doors, which are _ 10.6 m wide. If we

define Wto be the width of our obstacle, 10.6 m, and

R the downstream distance of the Langmuir probe,

10.5 m, the relevant W/R during the XPOP roll was

_1.

extended. By keeping the X-axis of the orbiter per-

pendicular to the orbital plane and rolling the orbiter

at a rate of l_ s- _, the PDP was moved into and out

of the orbiter's wake (Fig. 2). This maneuver is referred

to as XPOP roll. At the same time, the RMS was

rotated at the same rate as the orbiter roll so that the

orientation of the PDP, relative to the plasma flow,

Later in the mission, for a period of 6 h, the PDP

was released as a free-flying satellite in order to allow

the PDP to study the mid and far wake of the orbiter.

During this timethe booms seen in Fig. 1 were

extended to their full length. After release from the

orbiter the PDP was spin stabilized with an inertial

spin period of 13.06 s. The plane of PDP rotation was

DIRECTION
OF ROLL

PLASMA
FLOW

FIG. 2. XPOP ROLL.

This maneuver was used to study the near wake of the Shuttle orbiter.
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FIG. 3. TICE TRAJECTORY OF THE PDP, RELATIVE TO THE

Shuttle ort_,'ler, DURING TRANSITS OF THE orbiter's MID AND

i FAR WAKE.

coincident with the orbital plane. During this period

of 6 h tt_ orbiter executed a series of maneuvers

around the PDP designed to allow the PDP to study

the wake of the orbiter. The trajectory of the PDP, in

a non-inertial coordinate system which uses the orbiter

as its origin, during the time that the PDP was in the

orbiter's wake is shown in Fig. 3. Table 3 gives times

and geographical coordinates of wake transits. The

data obtained during the "wake transits" seen in Fig.

3 represent the only in situ observations of the mid

and far wkikc of the Shutth, orbiter.

ELECq'RON DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES

Electrot_ density and temperature data obtained

while the PDP was on the RMS were presented by

Murphy e+ al. (1986) for the OSS-I mission. Some

near wake density profiles Ibr the Spacelab 2 mission

are given in the next section for purposes of com-

parison with the 6-40 Hz turbulence. In this section

we concentrate on density and temperature measure-

ments obtained during the PDP free flight.

TABLE 3. UNIVERSAL TIME AND GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES

FOR WAKE TRANSITS OF F1G. 3

Wake tram-it
downstream U.T.

distance Day 213. 1985 Latitude Longitude
(m) (h:min) (degrees) (degrees)

45
100
120
240

04:49 + 5 125 E
04:59 + 34 153 E
04:32 -41 77 E
I)3:04 -35 111 E

Due to the spin of the PDP some measurements in

the wake of the orbiter were unusable because the

Langmuir probe periodically passed through the wake

of the PDP itself. That is, some measurements were

affected by the electron density depletions and tem-

perature enhancements associated with the PDP

wake. These are illustrated, for times when the PDP

was not in the wake of the orbiter, in Fig. 4. Fortu-

nately, knowing the orientation of the PDP allows

us to restrict our attention to data taken when the

Langmuir probe was not in the PDP wake. Similarly,

problems that arose due to spacecraft charging,

Tribble et al. (1988), further limited the amount of

available data. However, a sufficient amount of

"'unaffected" data remained to allow for an exten-

sive analysis of the orbiter wake conditions.

For brevity the data obtained during each wake

transit (Fig. 3) will not be presented here. However,

by combining the data obtained during each of the

individual wake transits, we were able to obtain one

large scale picture of the conditions in the orbiter's

wake. Knowledge of the electron density depletions.

iOI

o
z

; _6_

DENSITY DEPLETIONS 0t- 41 - OI: 42

I AUGUST 1985

z i J i i i £ L i i
1(_90 HO 130 150 170 190 210 230 2_0 _70

PDP PHASE ANGLE { DEG )

+

I--

TEMPERATURE ENHANCEMENTS0t:40 - O1:50
2.5
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2.0

1+ 7:'",
',, iiii

0.5 .ll

i i l i I i i i i
090 it0 i:_ _50 I'tO 190 210 230 250 270
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FIG.4. THE ELECTRON DENSITYDEPLETIONSAND TEMPERATURE
ENHANCEMENTSASSOCIATEDWITH THEWAKEOFTHE PDP.

The PDP phase angle is defined as the angle between the
PDP velocity vector and the vector that points from the
center of the PDP to the Langmuir probe, when viewed from

the top of the PDP.
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FIG. 5. ELECTRON DENSITY DEPLETIONS IN THE WAKE OF THE Shuttle orbiter.

The contours represent constant values of N,/N,. The Mach cone was calculated assuming an electron/ion
temperature of 2500 K.
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Nw!N,, for each transit (Nw being the electron density

measured in the wake and N, the ambient density) can

be used to define the contours of constant density in

the wake of the orbiter (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5 plasma flow

is from left to right and the orbiter's Mach cone is

indicated by the dashed lines. Again, this figure is

particularly significant in that it represents the only m

situ observations of the mid and far wake of a large

object in low Earth orbit. In Fig. 5 we calculated Na

by interpolating the ambient density from one side of

the wake to the other during the course of each wake

transit. The wake transit 240 m downstream of the

orbiter had a slight inclination with respect to the

orbital plane of Fig. 3. Some of these data points were

taken when the PDP was as much as 15 m out of the

orbital plane. The largest obstacles to plasma flow

perpendicular to the orbital plane are the orbiter's

payload bay doors. Since the orbiter's bay doors are

only _ 10.6 m wide when fully opened, the density

depletions downstream of the orbiter in the orbital

plane at the distance of the farthest wake transit

may be somewhat greater than those measured by

the PDP.

Attempts to obtain contours for the electron temper-

ature enhancements measured in the orbiter's wake were

not as successful. Since measurements of Te are ob-

tained only during the sweep mode, once every 12.8 s,

many of the temperature data points in the wake of

the orbiter happened to be taken when the Langmuir

probe was in the wake of the PDP as well. Those

points cannot be used to obtain a good estimate of

the temperature enhancement that is associated with

the wake of the orbiter since they will, at least in part,

be affected by the temperature enhancement that is

associated with the wake of the PDP itself. However,

the data taken when the Langmuir probe was not in

the wake of the PDP indicate a definite temperature

enhancement in the wake of the orbiter, all the way to

Z _ -240 m (Fig. 6).

NEAR WAKE TURBULENCE

Turning to the turbulence data, we begin by pre-

senting the XPOP roll data in terms of an orbiter phase

angle, which we define as the angle, in the orbiter's YZ-

plane, between the orbiter velocity vector and the

vector that points from the center of mass of the

orbiter to the PDP. A phase angle of 180 c indicates

that the center of the PDP is directly in the orbiter

wake. We will restrict our attention initially to the 6-

40 Hz plasma turbulence data, typical examples of

which are given in Fig. 7. In Figs 7a-c the top panels

present the percentage density fluctuations, AN_/Ne,

in the 6-40 Hz channel, while the bottom panels pro-

vide the corresponding density profiles. For the iono-

spheric conditions similar to those encountered for

Fig. 7 we calculate that the Langmuir probe would

cross the orbiter's Mach cone at phase angles of _, 140

and _230L The turbulence apparently decreases to

below ambient levels when the probe is directly on

axis. There is also some tendency for the turbulence
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to be stronger near wake edges. The reduction of the

turbulence on wake axis may be a result of there being

so little plasma that the sensor is operating near the

limit of (or outside) its dynamic range. On the other

hand, the decrease of ANjN_ seen near the wake edges

as one moves inward toward the axis, is believed to

be a real effect. Further confidence in the reality of

turbulence reduction on the axis is gained by com-

paring the turbulence features of, for example, Fig. 7a

with those of Fig. 7b and/or Fig. 7c.

The spectrum analyzer data allow us to look at

higher frequency turbulence in the near wake of the

orbiter as well (Fig. 8). This figure is composed of data

from three separate 51.2 s measuring periods. The

data presented in Fig. 8 that correspond to phase

angles less than 154:' were taken 6.83 min earlier than

those corresponding to phase angles between 159 °

and 204". Similarly, the data corresponding to phase

angles between 159 ° and 204 ° were taken 6.83 min

earlier than those corresponding to phase angles

greater than 209 ° . Changing ionospheric conditions

during these time periods may have an effect on the

shape of the signatures seen in Fig. 8, but we do not

believe these changes to be significant in compari-

son with wake effects.

Notice first that in all cases there seems to be an

appreciable drop in the spectral density of ANjN_ for

frequencies higher than fp., which we calculate to be

17 kHz assuming an O ÷ ion density of I x 105 cm- 3.

Also, there do not appear to be any appreciable

changes in the signature of the spectrum analyzer data

until we are well within the Mach cone. When we

cross the Mach cone at 142" we must proceed to a

phase angle of 155 ° before we notice a significant

difference, an enhancement of about 5 dB in the spec-

tral density in the 31.1 kHz channel. Similarly, this

enhancement disappears once we have passed a phase

angle of 198 °, well before exiting the Mach cone

at 228 ° . It is also worth noting the spectral density

signature at phase angles of about 165L Here the

spectral density seen by the lower frequency channels

is depressed by about 10 dB while the spectral density

of the middle channels seems unaffected. This situ-

ation is reversed in the vicinity of 180 _where the lower

frequency spectral density increases to almost ambient

levels and the middle frequency spectral density

decreases by about 5 dB. The decrease in the spectral

density of the lower frequency channels is repeated,

to a lesser degree, at a phase angle of 190'.

MID AND FAR WAKE TURBULENCE

As might be expected, the turbulence measured in

the mid and far wake of the PDP was not as intense as

the turbulence seen in the near wake. This is especially

evident in the 6-40 Hz channel data. An examination

of all of the 6-40 Hz data taken when the PDP was

in the wake of the orbiter indicated that the only

appreciable enhancements occurred very near the

orbiter. Figure 9 shows data collected by the PDP

immediately after it was released from the orbiter

along the trajectory found in Fig. 3 that connects to
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The distance scale is not linear due to variations in the velocity with which the orbiter and the PDP
separated.

the orbitO" and extends downstream for a distance of

_75 m. The distance scale in Fig. 9 indicates the
downstrehm distance from the orbiter to the PDP.

This scale is slightly nonlinear because the velocity of

the orbiter, relative to the PDP, during the backaway

maneuver was not constant. Large "enhancements"

associated, with the firing of the orbiter thrusters are

seen at several times during this period. The remaining

data indicate that the low frequency turbulence associ-

ated with the wake of the orbiter is mainly confined

to a regio9 within _ 20 m of the orbiter itself.

Figure 10 indicates locations within or near the

AVAILABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER OAT,&

15o 1-

Ioo

5o

w

o

O -50
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FIG. 10. LOCATIONS IN THE orbiter's MID AND FAR WAKE

WHERE _HE SPECTRUM ANALYZER DATA ARE AVAILABLE.

orbiter's wake where spectrum analyzer data are avail-

able. Examples of the data taken in these 12 locations

are given in Fig. I I, the location being indicated by

the roman numeral in the lower left-hand corner of

each individual graph. The data obtained at location

I, the near wake, indicate a higher spectral density at

lower frequencies than those obtained at location II,

further downstream from the orbiter. This is in gen-

eral agreement with the results from the 6-40 Hz data.

Data collected outside of the orbiter's Mach cone,

locations V, VIII, IX, and XII, are all similar in

appearance and may be more indicative of conditions

in the ambient ionosphere. Data taken along the orbi-

ter's Mach cone, locations III, VI, and X, indicate an

enhancement in the spectral density at frequencies

between 10 and 17 kHz. Data taken on the wake axis,

locations II, IV, VII, and XI, are similar to those

obtained outside the Mach cone.

Again, as for the near wake turbulence, the most

obvious feature in the ANo/N, spectra is the rapid

decline, with increasing frequency, in the 104-105 Hz

decade. An additional feature (see e.g., panels III and

VI) seems to be an enhancement of the turbulence, at

wake edges, near .cp., the ion plasma frequency.

Whether the "ambient" results are really features of

the undisturbed ionosphere or whether disturbance

effects are still seen outside the Mach cone. is difficult

to say. It is quite conceivable, for instance, that plasma

effects could occur well outside the Mach cone from

interaction of the ionospheric plasma with the neutral
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gas cloudl which accompanies the Shuttle orbiter along

its orbit (_.g. Paterson, 1987).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The electron density depletions and temperaturei

enhancements associated with the wake of the Shuttle

orbiter e_tend several hundred meters behind the

orbiter itself. Figure 5 indicates that the density

depletion_ in the wake of the orbiter are bounded by

the orbiter's Mach cone. Also of significance is the

fact that there is a slight density enhancement 100 m

downstream of the orbiter directly on the wake axis,

the horizontal line defined in Fig. 5 by a vertical dis-

tance of iero. At this location the value we measure

for N,:N i is 0.7, whereas 20 m upstream or down-

stream of this point the value for N_/N_ is 0.6. This

nonmonotonic behavior may be indicative of crossing

streams o!'ions as reported by Merlino and D'Angelo

(1987). AS seen in Fig. 6, the temperature data taken

240 m downstream from the orbiter indicate a general

T_ enhan_ment at this distance on the order of 30%-

50%. i

We find that most of the plasma turbulence in the

wake of tl_e Shuttle orbiter is confined to a region _ 20

m downsiream of the orbiter itself. However, there

are meas_able disturbances along the orbiter's Mach

cone at d(,wnstream distances of at least 200 m.

In the o?biter's YZ-plane, the near wake turbulence,

at distan_s of -_ 10 m downstream, in the 6-40 Hz

range exhibits a change from a fraction of a per cent

to about ,0 near,, Yo the orbiter's Mach cone. This tur-

bulence decreases to a level below that associated with

the ambient ionosphere when the PDP is within a few

degrees o_ the orbiter's wake center. There a decrease

in the spectral density at the lower frequencies is

accomparfied by a slight increase for frequencies
between 200 Hz and 10 kHz.

i

In the tar wake of the orbiter, the 6-40 Hz data

show a level of turbulence well below that observed

within _20 m from the orbiter itself and not very

different from that recorded in the ambient

ionosphere. A similar behavior is seen in the spectral

density dala.
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THE COHERENT CERENKOV RADIATED POWER FROM
A GROUP OF FIELD-ALIGNED TEST PARTICLES

IN A MAGNETOPLASMA

W. M. FARRELL" and C. K. GOERTZ

Department of Physics :rod Astronomy. The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, U.S.A.

(R,','eired in /m,I [hrm 25 dtqlUXl 19,_9)

AIz_tract- In this paper, an expression ix derived Ihat dc.,,crilx:s the cohcrcnl ('crcnkov radiated power
from a group of test particles in a plasma medium moving parallel to a magnetic field. In this analysis,
each particle has an arbitrary position and velocity along a field line and, as a consequence, both the
spatial and temporal coherence of the radiation are considered. As an example, we demonstrate that a
monocnergetic electron beam consisting of small pulses can generate wave powers well above incoherent
levels if the pulse spacing is comparable to an integer number of emission wavelengths. It is also shown
that if the beam particles have a velocity spread, AV, the wave powers will decrease in time due to the
reduced temporal coherence of the particle radiators, where this coherence scales as I[AV. This latter
effect applies to any charged particle beam propagating in a magnetoplasma, because even an initially
monoenergetic beam becomes thermalized by electrostatic wave-particle interactions reducing the radiated

power.

INTRODUCTION

The association of whistler-mode radiation with elec-

tron beams is a well-known phenomenon. In the

Earth's auroral regions, such radiation called auroral

hiss is commonly detected from naturally-occurring

auroral electron beams by radio receivers onboard

satellites (Gurnett, 1966; Jorgensen, 1968 ; Barrington

et aL, 1971; Laaspere et al., 1971; Gurnett et aL,

1983 ; Lin et aL, 1984). A characteristic of the emission

is that it usually appears "saucer"- or "funnel"-

shaped on a frequency vs time spectrogram, which is a

result of the emission propagating with wave normals

near the resonance cone (for a review of this process,

see Gurnett, 1983). Similar funnel-shaped whistler-

mode emissions have now been detected at Jupiter,

near to the Io plasma torus, where strong electron

beaming is again suspected (Gurnett et al., 1979).
Whistler-mode emissions are also detected from arti-

ficial electron beams ejected from rockets and the

space shuttle (Cartwright and Kellogg, 1974 ; Monson

et al.. 1976; Dechambre et al., 1980; Shawhan eta/..

1984: Beghin et al., 1984) and. in particular, during

the shuttle's Spacelab-2 mission, a funncl-shapcd

whistler-mode signal was detected that appcarcd
almost identical to those obscrvcd from natural auro-

ral electron beams (Gurnett et al., 1986; Farrell et

al.. 1988). Based on over 20 years of observations, it

is now clearly evident that whistler-mode emissions

arc closely related to electron beams.

There are two well-known theories that attempt to

* Present address: Laboratory of Extraterrestrial Physics,

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, M D 2077 I,
U.S.A.

explain the generation of the whistler-mode emissions

from electron beams. In the first theory, the electrons

in the beam are considered incoherent spontaneous
radiators of Cerenkov radiation. This mechanism has

been tested for whistler-mode emissions from both

natural (Taylor and Shawhan, 1974) and artificial

(Fan'ell et aL, 1988) electron beam.,. In many cases

the estimated powers from this process are too low to

account for the measured wave powers, indicating

that some coherent mechanism must be involved in

wave generation. Such a coherent mechanism is the

whistler-mode instability, whereby the waves gain

energy directly via the unstable beam distribution. It

is strongly suspected that this stimulated emission

process generates auroral hiss emissions (Maggs,

1976; James, 1976; Maggs and Lotko, 1981 ; Lin et

al., 1984).

Recently, a third wave generation theory has been

introduced involving coherent Cerenkov radiation

from beam clcctrons (Harker and Banks, 1983). This

lncchanism is particularly relevant for artificial elec-

tron beams, since the two mechanisms discussed

_bove may not readily apply. In particular, incoherent

Ccrcnkov radiation from beam electrons yields power

wtlucs too low to account for those measured (Farrell

et al., 1988) and the amplification path length for

the whistler-mode instability in an artificial beam

may be too small for significant wave growth (Jones

and Kellogg, 1973). Harker and Banks derived an

expression for the Cerenkov-radiated power from a

pulsed monoenergetic electron beam in a plasma

medium which included the spatial coherence between

the pulses• In their derivation, it was assumed that all

beam electrons travelled at the same velocity, v, in

373
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pulses of length, l, with a distance, d, separating each

pulse and that the pulsing is imposed by the generator

that produces the beam. A monoenergetic continu-

ous beam (d--*0) would have Do spatial coherence

and consequently only emit i_ncoherent Cerenkov
radiation. However, it is an olsservational fact that

even a continuous beam emits whistler-mode radi-

ation at powers well above the _s!imated incoherent
Cerenkov radiation level (Far_ell et al., 1988). It

has been demonstrated that q_ntinuous beams in

magnetoplasmas naturally break up into pulses or

"bunches" due to a beam-plasma instability, and it is

this "bunched" beam that radiates wave powers above

incoherent levels (Farreli et al., i1988, 1989).

In this paper, a derivation is p_sented for the coher-

ent Cerenkov radiated power f(om a group of field-

aligned test particles that includes not only spatial,
but also temporal coherence effects. The approach

taken is very similar to that usecl by Mansfield 0967),

who derived the radiated po@er for a single test

particle in a magnetoplasma. The steps include cal-

culating the total current by s_mming up the con-

tribution from each of the N test particles, and then

using the Fourier transform of !his quantity to deter-
mine the radiated electric field and power. The for-

malism will then be applied to _ field-aligned beam of

particles of generalized velocity and position, f(v)

and g(z), respectively. Unlike Harker and Banks, the

motion of the beam particles !s only considered in

one dimension, along the magnetic field. However,

by assuming arbitrary field-aligned velocities for the
particles, the effects of a beam's thermal spread can

now be included in the calculation.

THE POWER RADIATED FROM FIEI,D-ALIGNED TEST

PARTICLF._;

In the derivation of the radiated power, some

assumptions are usually made that will now ix: dis-

cussed. First, it is assumed thai the particles do not

significantly alter the ambient plasma medium. Hence,

the particles are considered "test" particles in the sur-

rounding magnetoplasma. Second, it is assumed that

the ambient plasma is cold, i homogeneous, colli-

sionless, contains a static magnetic field, and thus

can be described by the cold plasma dielectric tensor

defined by equation (1-20) in S).ix (1962). Third, it is

assumed that the particles have zero pitch angle. This

choice makes the integrals in the derivation easily

solwlblc. This condition differs from thai used it')

Harker and Banks (1983), wh6 derived the radiated

power assuming gyrotropic be_ particle trajectories

and identical particle velocitieL Our approach con-
centrates on the effects associ:ated with the beam's

and C. K. Gor_Tz

temporal coherence which have not been considered

previously. Therefore, for simplicity, we use particles

with zero pitch angle. Fourth, it is assumed that the

Cerenkov radiation, itself, does not significantly alter

the surrounding ambient plasma and has a magnetic

field strength much weaker than the static magnetic

field.

The inhomogeneous wave equation including a cur-

rent source Jq(k', w) can be written as :

. ×. ×E(E,o.,)+_" P_(£.o_)

= 7.E(fi, to) = i J,,CE.,o) C1)

"The static magnetic field, _o, in the plasma medium

points along the _-axis. Radiation from a field-aligned

test particle will be azimuthally symmetric. Hence,

k, = 0 while k,, and k.. have finite, real values. For

simplicity, it is assumed that _" is entirely in the y---

plane at an angle 0 relative to the i-axis. This co-

ordinate system can be rotated to analyze radiation

from any specific azimuth angle, hence this assump-

tion can be made without any loss of generality. The

tensor T can be expressed as:

0 ]_= "e2 e,-n2cos20 nasinOcosO , (2)

[ 0 n2sinOcosO e_-n2sinZ0_l

where

2 : 2

+ f_' .a.. fpi
s -d2T_s . =s

2 2
f _f_, , f vf, i

c2 =f (f 2_f _) -t-f (f _ _f_),

fL f_

e3 = ! f2 f2"

f is the wave frequency, fo, and f_ are the electron

cyclotron and plasma frequencies, respectively, and fj

and f_ are the ion cyclotron and plasma frequencies,

respectively.

The electric field, E(f, t), is obtained by taking the

inverse Fourier transform of Le(_",co):

£'(f,t) = i II'T '

% dJ

•Y.Cfi, co) exp [i(oJt-E" tO] dk "d(°. (3)
to

For N test particles in the medium, the source current

is expressed as :
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#,(t) = E:', a

for field-align

particle's initi

that ,(:equals.

the delta func

thc Fourier t)

expressed as :

J_(£,co) =
(

t

i

Substituting (

field in the pl_

£(e, t) =
/

X

Expressing d,_

using the fact

loss and hence

can be writter

P(t) = q Z £
j-I

q-'i V, V,

× (2n)'c,,c

x C.Xl'Ii':"),

x 6(n_cos

where the tn
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by taking the

ource current

Coherent Cerenkov radiated power

N

Jq(F, t) = _ q_(t)6(f-F_(t))
1-1

where lYe(t) and i_(t) are

V,(t) = V,i, a constant in time,

andr(t) = (z_0+ V,t)e (5)

for field-aligned trajectories. The variable z_0 is the

particle's initial position along the field line. Given

that _"equals aca/c, that/_ is defined as Vdc, and that

the delta function, 3(x-x0), is defined as

• dt

exp [fix-xo)t] 2-nn'

the Fourier transform of the source current can be

expressed as :

.l,(,, ca)= (_-_ f f .l,(e, t) expti(,_,e-cat)] dedt

exp [i(f" F,- cat)]= whcre
I-- I

_  qv, exprinca ]l-7

x _i(nca cos 0/_- co). (6) and

Substituting (6) into equation (3) yields the electric

field in the plasma

qiV, fC,--*

=,.z,
ino9

x exp [-_-cosOz,o]3(nogcosOfl,-to)

x exp [i(cot-K c'. r-)] dk "dw. (7)
O9

Expressing dE as n2ca 2 dn sin 0 dO d#)/c _ and. again,

using the fact that ,(" = fifo�c, the instantancous energy

loss and hence the radiated power from the N particles

can be written as

X N N

P(t) = q Z E'(_,t). V,(t) = X 2
1- I J" I i-- I

(2n)-CoC

l-inca ]x exp L--_-- cos O(z,o - zj0) exp [i(co- mo cos Ofl,)t]

x 3(nca cos O/_l- ca)n 2ca2 dn sin 0 dO dca, (8)

where the trivial integration over _ has been per-

formed. Integrating equation (8) over 0 yields :(4)

375

(12)

c= E (*_-_l-*,*,)+_,(4-d). 03)

After performing the complex integration over n

via the residue theorem, we find that the radiated

power is :

f_ _ _ q2lcaldca lP(t)

[ (x exp ica 1- t (--l)*Ts3(nk(fl,))
k I

where n_,2 are functions of fir. The two factors in

brackets represent the temporal and spatial coherence,

respectively, between particle i and .L

Equation (14) can be generalized to describe the

radiated power from particles with field-aligned vel-

ocity distribution f(v) and spatial configuration _(z)

defined by :

N=f:®f(v)dvfo'y(z)dz. (15)

In this case, the power is expressed as :
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ff xc ,:,o,_'(0 =.an \8,_o.--_]Jnl(._ -,,_,(°)0(°
2

X _ (- l)*T,,(nk(v))
k-t

n,(v)oa
x exp [i--_--cosOo(z-z') ]dog(z) dzg(z') dz',

(16)

where

f ; •¢(v) = f(v') cxpIi,o(i-v'/l,)tldv'.

L

It should be recognized that _xpression (16) rep-

resents the solution to the initial value problem. Given

the particle's velocity and positio n at t = 0, the instan-

taneous radiated power at later iimes is determined.

Both Mansfield (1967) and Harker and Banks 0983)

also determined the instantanco!ls power, but then

averaged this quantity over a cqmplete gyroperiod•
Since monoenergetic particles v+ere assumed, their

time-averaged power also represehted the solution to

the boundary value problem. A similar time-averaging

of (16) would not necessarily yic:ld such a solution

smcc we h;ive assumed iui_iln;uy I!;iriiclc energies. A_,

wc shall demonstrate in tile nex! section, if mono-

energetic particle distributions ard used, we obtliin ,

time-independent solution which dill also apply to the

boundary value problem. HoweveL if the distribution

has a thermal spread, the radiated:power will remain

explicitly dependent on time, solvihg the initial value

problem but making applications to the boundary

value problem difficult.

A measurable quantity is the adgular distribution

of radiated power, dP]dfi, where ':dfi represents the

infinitesimal solid angle. The integ_and of (16) is

: )
2

x Z (-I)*T,,("*(_'))
k--I

•n,(v)_ , ' .,,
x exp [ l _ cos Oo(z- z )] dvg(z) dzg(+ ) dz',

(17)

and relates to dP/dD by

dP 1 do_ dP

d--_ = 2nsin0 dO dof (18)

The quantity dco/d0 is eo_,CN/CD where CN and Co are

defined By equations (88) and (97)_101) of Harker

and Banks (1983)•

W. M. FAm_J':LLand C. K: GoeaTz

APPLICATIONS

We sha|[ now apply equation (16) to a number of

simplified examples that will demonstrate the vari-
ation of the radiated power with the f(v) and g(z)

chosen• First, consider a single (N -- I) field-aligned

test particle ofvelocity, Yo, located at the origin, z = 0.

In this ease, f(v) = 6(v- Vo), and g(z) = _(z). The

radiated power can be easily calculated for this par-

ticle by substituting the velocity and spatial dis-

tribution into 06), which yields:

[i ' { q2t+°l'_ v0 1Pi

i

x y'. (-l)*T_,(n,(Vo)), (19)
I-. I

where P_ designates the spontaneous C.¢renkov power

from a single particle. An identical expression is

obtained using equation (32) of Mansfield (1967) for

field-aligned particle trajectories.

Now consider the radiation from a series ofp par-

tictcs each of charge, Nq, and velocity, Vo. This ex-

ample may represent a pulsed beam with the length of

each pulse much less than the parallel wavelength of

the clllilletl wave, I << )._. This condition ;i{Iows the

N p;iriicles within each pulse to radiate in complete

coherence. Howcvcr, spatial coherent effects between

the pulses alters the radiated power. Since all particles

have the same speed, temporal coherent effects are not

important, The particle distributions can be written

as

f(v) = NqO(v- Vo) and 9'(z) = Z 6(z-zl),

where z+is the initial position of the/-th point source,

respectively. Figure i displays the phase space con-

figuration of such a system. Inserting f(v) and g(z)

into (16) yields the following expression for the radi-

ated power :

Vz

FIG. I. DISPLAYED IS THE PHASE-SPACECONFIGUII.ATIONFOR
p POINICHAXOESALL HAVING IOEN'rlCALV_LOCITIES.

If the spacing between the charges is equal and comparable
to the Cerenkov-radiated parallel wavelength, then increased

wave powers will result.
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(' (-I)kT3s(nk(Vo))× n_(Vo)_n_(Vo) k i

I-.n,(Vo)co o , .]
×eXPLt----T_cosu0_z,-_jj. (20)

This result can also be directly obtained using (14).

Expression (20) indicates that the power is highly

dependent on the exponential term that describes

the spatial coherence of the point particles. If the

p pulses are equally spaced, with Iz,-z A equal to

an integer number of parallel wavelengths (i.e.

I:,-:,1 = .l),l--2nmc/nco cos 0 with m being an

integer), then the exponential term in (20) is close to

unity and the power is p2 x (Nq) 2 x Pp. Such a value

is well above the incoherent level at px (Nq)_'x Pt-

The spatial coherence of a pulsed beam of particles

each propagating at identical velocities has been con-

sidered in great detail in Harker and Banks (1983),

and thus other than this demonstration, will not be

pursued any further here.

We will now discuss the effects of temporal coher-

ence on a group of particles. In order to quantify this

effect, a velocity distribution with a thermal spread is

required, such as a plateau distribution centered about

I',,. dclincd by J'(r) = N/A1 e. where N is the number

of particles in the group and A I/is the particle velocity

spread. Wc :tssume that the N particles are uniformly

distributed over A V, Figure 2 displays the phase space

density of the particles in this case. To simplify the

integrations in (16), we will only examine an infi-

nitestimally small slice in phase space, so that

y(z) = 6(=). This distribution may represent a pulse

of electrons in a plasma with thermal spread A V. Since

we are considering a small pulse, the exponential term

that describes the spatial coherence of the particles,

exp[i;_oJ cos Oo(z-z')lc], goes to unity, and now

only temporal coherent effects will be important.

f (v)
I

N _ _

AV

vo v
FIG. 2. DISPLAYED L_ TIIE PHASE-SPACE DENSITY FOR A PLATEAU

DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE VELOCITY, V 0 AND VE_I'I'Y

SPREAD, A V.
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Inserting f(v') into q_(v) defined in (16) and keeping

the real terms yields :

Vo sinx
q_(v) = -_-Nexp [im(l- Volv)t]--f-, (21)

where

AV cot
X_--_

v 2"

The radiated power is then given by:

P(t) = fdo,(':lcol ":
J k8_o_,/c tiV

X exp [iu)( I -- v./l,)d sin____x(22)
X "

To perform the integration over v, we will assume that

A V < V0, so that in (22), we can approximate do by

AV, L, by Vo, and sin x/x by l+x:/3 with

x = AVcot/2Vo. The radiated power from this slice
then becomes

f_ {N2q2lco['_ Vo I
P(t)= lU(l}i------i-_

j \ 8_r.0r., ) c n_(Vo) ._(Vo)

=N-'i >, l-\v,, ) (23)

which holds for x < 1 or t < x/_PolAPog. If AV is

zero. the power goes as N2x P), and radiation is in

complete coherence. However, with a velocity spread,

the particle radiators become separated in space for

t > O, hence decreasing the coherence of the particles.

This coherence can be quantified by defining a coher-

ence time, T = n Vo/A Vo, when the power from the

particles is reduced by about a factor of five due to

temporal coherence effects.

To better understand expression (23), we can sub-

stitute in the Cerenkov condition, co = kt Vo, and the

particle's spatial dispersion, Az = A Vt, with the result
that

,__-,<,,,,(,( "fi- \Jr-d2,/)' (24)

Initially, all the particles are located at the same spatial

location, and the group acts as a coherent radiation

source (i.e. Az = 0). However, since particles are mov-

ing at different speeds the group will spatially disperse
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as it propagates which tends tq reduce the radiated

power. When Az _ ,!.,/2, the phase of the particles

relative to the wave will vary by nearly 180 ° from the

front to the back of the pulse. For a nearly uniform

distribution, this will yield a small value of power.

Consequently, we can interpret the coherence time, T,

as the time required for the g_oup of particles to

disperse to half the emission's parallel wavelength,

and thus radiate effectively out of phase.
The temporal coherence of an electron beam is par-

ticularly important to consider since it has been dem-

onstrated that such beams undergo strong ther-

malization from wave/particle interactions right after

injection (Winglee and Pritchett, 1988; Farreli et al.,

1989). In particular, an electr_tatic beam-plasma

instability tends to diffuse a large _'raction of the beam

particles in phase space, which reduces their coherence

time, T, and radiated power, i

As an example, we can cons_ler the case of an

initially monoenergetic electron _ulse propagating in

a plasma medium with an initial !length, 1, much less
than the parallel Cerenkov-radi_ted wavelength, 2,.

The interaction of this pulse with !he ambient plasma

causes a thermal spread in velocity (and hence a

spread in space) with a resulting 10ss of coherence. In

this case, equation (23) derived abpve may be applied.

To quantify the effects of thermali_tion, a simulation

of such a pulse has been performed using the one-

dimensional electrostatic particle code described in

Farrell et aL (1989). In the mod_l, an initially cold

beam pulse of density I/8 that of the ambient plasma

and length 130 _.o was injected intb the system at the

z = 0 boundary with a speed ten times the ambient

thermal speed. The resulting phase space con-

figuration for the electrons is displayed in Figs 3a, b,

and c after 40, 80, and 120 co_'i respectively. The

phase space structures that develop appear very simi-

lar to those modeled by Okuda et ,L (1987). As

indicated in Fig. 3, the electrostatic wave/particle

interactions within the beam are strvng, and cause the

initially cokl pulse to diffuse in phase space. Co,sc-

qucntly, a significantly thermal spread develops

among the beam particles. In applying (23) to the

simulated pulse, some of the assumptions used to

derive the expression have to be relaxed. In particular,

the electrons in the pulse do no_ act as true test

particles, since they appear to slighdy alter the ambi-

ent plasma medium as they propag_.te. However, this

effect is limited only to the region where the beam is

located, and not outside. Also, the average current

carried by the ambient plasma is much less than that

of the beam and thus will not contribute significantly

to the generation of Cerenkov radiation. Another

limitation is that the pulse electron distribution is not

and C. K. Gor.Rrz

a truly uniform plateau distribution, like that shown

in Fig. 2, since the density fluctuations in phase space

occur. However, since 2, > !, the modulation of elec-

tron density within the pulse does not significantly

affect the radiated power in this particular case. We

can now estimate the radiative coherence time, T, of

the pulse. As calculated from the simulation, the aver-

age value of _,V is 0.76 P, where P is the average

beam velocity. Using the value of AV/P = 0.76 and

assuming that Cerenkov radiation is emitted from the

pulse with frequency ca = 0.1 or., the coherence time

of the pulse, T, is estimated to be about 42 ¢o_,_.

Whistler-mode waves, possibly originating by Cer-

"enkov processes,are detected at co--0.I car.during

Spacelab-2beam ejections(Gurnett etal.,1986;Far-

rellel aL, 1988).For typicalionosphericdensities,cap,

is about 7 × I0_ rad s-' and thus the N particles

remain in relativecoherence for only about 6/Js in

such regions.In contrast,had no wave/particleinter-

actions occurred (i.e.no velocityspread), the pulse

would remain almost completely coherent for all

times,sinceA V --0 and I<<,_,,and the power would

remain proportional to N 2.Clearly,from thissimple

example, we see that wave/particleinteractionsand

beam thermal effectsare very important to consider

when determining the radiatedpower from a particle

beam.

As a final example, we shall consider the radiated

power from a series of p small electron pulses, each

like the one shown in Fig. 3. Again, the initial length

of each pulse, /, is assumed to be much less than

the parallel Cerenkov-radiated wavelength, 2, so the

spatial distribution can be approximated by

P

g(z) = Y. ,_(z-z,).

Representing the velocity distribution by f(t,)=

N/AV, the power [from equation (16)] can be ex-

pressed as :

[N ",l:l,ul li i L-8 C-u
f=l/_]

,.-,,;(vo) ,;(Vo) Lv0_j 12 J

2

x _ (-I)_T_(n_(Vo))

Vi,,_(Vo)_O_ . .-I
× expL-v- cos.0t.,- ,U (25)

for times t < T = V/I-2VdAVoJ. As indicated in (25),

for early times (t << T), the spatial coherence deter-
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FIG. 3. THE RESUL'rS OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL, ELECTROSTATIC PARTICLE SIMULATION OF A SMALL ELECTRON

PULSE IN A PLASMA ARE DISPLAYED.

Shown are the phase-space configurations of the pulse and ambient electrons after (a) 40, (b) 90, and (c)

120 m_. We can see that the initially cold pulse becomes thermalized via the electrostatic beam/plasma
instability as it propagates in the medium. The line in each panel represents the position of the unaltered

beam, initially injected at V,/Vb = I.

mines the radiated power from the pulses with the

situation being similar to that associated with ex-

pression (20). However, as time increases, the pulses

broaden in space due to their thermal spread, which

reduces their radiative coherence. As an example, con-

sider small pulses with AV/I2=0.76, all initially

spaced at multiples of the parallel Cerenkov-emitted

wavelength. Like the previous example, we wish to

calculate the power at to = 0.1 o_r,,. Initially, the

radiated power is P(t -- O) " pax (Nq) 2 x PI, which

would be the power for all times in Harker and Banks'

formalism (1983). However, by including a thermal

spread, A V, created by electrostatic wave/particle

interactions, the power at later times becomes

P(t) = p2 x (Nq) 2 x Pi x [! - A2t 2] where A = COpd46,

which holds for t < I/A. Notice that the power

decreases as time increases. As in the previous case,

wave/particle interactions that diffuse the beam in

phase-space act to reduce the beam's radiative coher-

ence, and are important to consider when determining

the Cerenkov-radiated power from a pulsed electron

beam.

CONCLUSION

We have derived an expression that describes the

Cercnkov-radiatcd power from a group of field-

aligned test particles in a plasma medium that includes

both spatial and temporal coherent effects. This

expression was then applied to some simplified cases.

For example, it was demonstrated that the expression

for the radiated power from a single point charge

using (16) is identical to that obtained from Mansfield

(1967) for field-aligned trajectories. Also, the radiated

power from a group of equally-spaced point sources

all moving at identical velocities can be increased

well above incoherent levels if the source spacing

is comparable to the emission parallel wavelength,

Iz_-zsl "- 2r These results are similar to those found

in Harker and Banks (1983). The temporal coherence

of a single electron pulse with a thermal spread was

also calculated using the results of a particle simu-

lation. It was demonstrated that such a pulse under-

goes strong wave/particle interactions which tend to
reduce the radiative coherence time and emitted Cer-

enkov power. In particular, for a small pulse with

AV/Q ~ 0.75 emitting in the MF range, the radiative

coherence time, T, was calculated to be on the order

of about 10 ,us. After this time, the different parts of

the broadened pulse are radiating out of phase,

significantly reducing the power level.

This result has dramatic implications on the use of

a pulsed electron beam as a radio wave antenna.
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Note that the effective radiation length for a spreading beam
is shortened due to a reduction in th_ pulse's temporal coher-
ence. For small pulses located wher_ E, is a maximum, the
radiation is emitted in phase. The !deal case is depicted in
the top panel, where the pulsesremain coherent for all times,
giving an effectiveradiation length ¢f the pulsed beam, L, at
infinity. However, if the pulses have a thermal spread, then
the coherence of an individual pulse _hanges as it propagates
downstream. The case of a spreading pulsed beam is pic-

torially represented in the second panel. When the electrons
in a pulse spread to 21/2, their rehative phasing varies by
nearly 180°, making the pulse an inci3herent radiator. Hence,
the effective radiation length of the pulsed beam, L, is now

VoT.

Specifically, without including _. thermal spread, the

pulses in a beam would remain qoherent for all times.
Hence, for spacing at integer m_,ltiplcs of 2 n, the radi-

ated power would vary as p" where p is the total

number of emitted pulses. This _esult is similar to our

second example in the applicatio: n section and to that

presented in Harker and Banks [1983). In contrast, if

we include a thermal spread restilting from wave/par-

ticle interactions, then pulses with lifetimes greater

than T would not contribute to the radiation process

since they no longer radiated c6herently. Thus, only

those pulses lying from the poiht of injection out to

about L = VoT would contribute to the emitted

power. Figure 4 illustrates this point by displaying a

schematic representation of two pulsed beams, one

being monoenergetic and the other having a thermal

spread. As indicated in the figure, when the ther-

realized pulses extend to about 2i/2, they can no longer
be considered coherent radiators. I lcncc, beyond

= = L, the radiated powcr is small, where L cor-

responds to the elfectivc radiation Icngth. The quan-

tity L is similar to I/B in Hark_r and Banks (1985),

who incorporated a phenomenological parameter to

describe the beam coherence length. The total energy

C, K. GOI!RTZ

10ss of the beam can be expressed as Pe_ x T, where

P_.F_ is the power from the coherent pulses. This

energy loss changes from an infinite, unrealistic value

for a monoenergetic beam to a finite, realistic value

for a beam with a velocity spread.
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Electron Velocity Distributions and Plasma Waves Associated With

the Injection of an Electron Beam Into the Ionosphere

L. A. FRANK, I W. R. PATERSON, j M. ASHOUR-ABDALLA, 2'3 D. SCHRIVER, 3.4

W. S. KURTH, t D. A. GURNETT, t N. OMIDI, 3 P. M. BANKS, 5

R. I. BUSH, 3 AND W. J. RAITT 6

An electron beam was injected into Earth's ionosphere on August 1, 1985, during the flight of the
space shuttle Challenger as part of the objectives of the Spacelab 2 mission. In the wake of the space
shuttle a magnetically aligned sheet of electrons returning from the direction of propagation of the
beam was detected with the free-flying Plasma Diagnostics Package. The thickness of this sheet of
returning electrons was about 20 m. Large intensifications of broadband electrostatic noise were also
observed within this sheet of electrons. A numerical simulation of the interaction of the electron beam

with the ambient ionospheric plasmas is employed to show that the electron beam excites electron
plasma oscillations and that it is possible for the ion acoustic instability to provide a returning flux of
hot electrons by means of quasi-linear diffusion.

INTRODUCTION

Spacelab 2 was carried into an orbit with altitude -320 km

and inclination 49.5 ° on the space shuttle Challenger on

July 29, 1985. During August 1 the Plasma Diagnostics Pack-

age (PDP) was put into free flight around Challenger in order

to measure phenomena associated with the passage of a large

vehicle through the ionosphere, the injection of electron

beams, the release of volatiles, and the ambient ionosphere.

The PDP provided observations out to a distance of -400 m

from the space shuttle before it was retrieved on the same

day. A Langmuir probe, an ion mass spectrometer, a hot

plasma analyzer, a differential ion flux probe, and a plasma

wave receiver were among the instruments on board the

PDP. For a description of this instrumentation the reader is

referred to Shawhan [1982]. Of relevance to the present

investigation are the measurements of the three-dimensional

velocity distributions of electrons in the energy range 2 eV to

36 keV with the hot plasma analyzer, the LEPEDEA, and of

the spectral energy density of the electric fields of plasma

waves in the frequency range from 31 Hz to 17.8 MHz.

These two instruments were used to observe the electrons

and plasma waves produced by the l-keV electron beam

injected into the ionosphere with the fast pulse electron

generator (FPEG) that was located in the bay of the shuttle.

The implementation of the FPEG was the joint responsibility

of Stanford University and Utah State University [see Raitt

eta/., 1982], and the PDP was designed and constructed at

The University of Iowa. We present initial observations of

hot electrons and plasma waves that are produced by the

electron beam. The effects are confined to a narrow, mag-
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netically aligned sheet in the wake of the shuttle. The results

of a numerical simulation are used in order to interpret the

large intensities of hot electrons that return from the direc-

tion of beam injection and the presence of intense broadband

electrostatic noise.

The first artificial injection of an electron beam into the

ionosphere was reported by Hess et al. [1971]. Even for this

early experiment it was noted that the ambient electron

plasmas were heated by the electron beam. The early

rocket-borne experiments were primarily focused on excit-

ing artificial auroras and providing a means for investigating

the motion of electrons between their geomagnetic mirror

points. More recently, the scientific thrust has been directed

toward understanding the heating of electron plasmas and

the generation of plasma waves by the electron beam be-

cause of the relevance of these phenomena to mechanisms

for the interaction of the naturally occurring auroral electron

beams with the ionosphere. The artificial electron beams

offer a unique opportunity to determine the beam-plasma

interactions that can heat ionospheric electron plasmas

greatly in excess of that expected from direct Coulomb

interactions [cf. Maehlum et al., 1980, and references

therein]. An extensive review of early experiments with

artificial electron beams is given by Winck/er [1980].

Previous injections of an artificial electron beam from the

space shuttle were accomplished during the STS 3 and

Spacelab I missions. During the Spacelab 1 mission a large

flux of returning hot electrons was observed [Wilhelm et al.,

1984], and whistler mode, narrow-band emissions near 3fc

and 4f_ (f,., electron cyclotron frequency) and broadband

electrostatic noise were clearly present [Beghin et al., 1984].

These plasma and plasma wave measurements were ob-

tained in the bay of the space shuttle. The instrumentation

used for the STS 3 mission was similar to that for the

Spacelab 2 mission, except that the PDP was not released

into free flight from the space shuttle. Observations of

electromagnetic radiation during the electron beam firings of

the STS 3 mission are reported by Reeves eta/. [1988a].

Winglee and Pritchett [1988] give the results of a numerical

simulation model to account for the complex behavior of the

electron beam in the immediate vicinity of the electron gun

nozzle when the beam electrons are expected to execute a

coherent helical motion about the local magnetic field. The

6995 PRE'CED!r_;G P_CE D_.P.;.2K NOT FILMED
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VIEWING GEOMETRY FOR RETURN ELECTRON FLUX

FROM ELECTRON BEAM (0411 UT, I AUGUST 1985)

Fig. I.

/ / / / / ,,. 7

// ,
Viewing geometry for observing the electron velocity distributions and plasma waves produced by the

launching of an electron beam from the bay of the space shuttle Challenger.

beam density is large in relat',ton to the ambient ionospheric

density, and the beam is expe&ed to lose its coherency, i.e.,
its collimated spiral motion along the ambient magnetic field,

within scale lengths of meter_ from the injection point. This

simulation was not carried forward in time sufficiently long

to identify the presence of low-frequency ion waves. Our

present study uses observations of the effects of the beam

electrons at much larger disiances from the space shuttle

during the Spacelab 2 missiot_, i.e., the escaping electrons,

and a numerical simulation tliat reveals the probable gener-

ation of ion acoustic waves. Our presently reported obser-

vations were taken with instruments on board the PDP

during its several-hour free dight around the space shuttle

and hence are relatively uncompromised by shuttle-

associated effects. These unique observations of electron

plasmas and plasma waves provide the basis for a significant

extension of knowledge of electron beam-plasma interac-

tions.

OBSERkATIONS

The PDP encountered the sheet of returning electrons

during eight FPEG beam launching sequences. Our presen-

tation concentrates on the sequence that occurred for 430 s

beginning at 0411 : 13 UT. The lsituation is depicted in Figure

1. The l-keV electron beam Was modulated at a 1.22-kHz

frequency with a 50% duty cycle. The current was 50 mA.

Inspection of observations wl-_en the beam was unmodulated

shows that the modulation of the current has no apparent

effect on the phenomena repbrted here. During the period

041 I: 13--0412:02 UT a large flux of hot electrons was encoun-

tered. The velocity distribution function is anisotropic with

measurable densities at all piich angles and with maximum

densities corresponding to £uxes returning to the iono-

sphere. The injected electror_ beam was propagating away

from the ionosphere. The thickness of this field-aligned

current sheet was about 20 m as measured for several

crossings during operation of the FPEG. For comparison the

gyroradius of a l-keV electron moving perpendicular to the

local magnetic field vector is 4.9 m. For the measurements of

electrons presented here. the electron beam is injected

nearly parallel to the magnetic field. During the above time

period the PDP moved from a position -15 m downstream

from field lines intersecting the shuttle to -45 m as it crossed

out of the current sheet. During another electron beam

injection this electron sheet was seen to extend at least to

170 m behind the shuttle. Such field-aligned electron distri-

butions were not observed when the PDP was positioned

outside the expected location of the sheet when the electron

gun was activated. The velocity distribution of hot electrons

returning along the magnetic field (a = 165 °) at 0411:26 UT is

shown in Figure 2. The anisotropy is large. For electrons

with pitch angle a = 15°, f --- 10 -2s s3/cm 6 at v = 6 x l0 s

cm/s, i.e., a factor of - 100 less than that of the returning

electron flux at a --- 165 °. The phase space density increases

with decreasing electron speed, and the electron number

density integrated over all pitch angles is - 100 el/cm 3 for E

_> 2 eV. The energy spectrum and angular distributions are

qualitatively similar to those observed previously during

beam injections into the ionosphere from rockets [Winckler

et al.. 1975; Duprat et al., 1983; Wilhelm et al., 1985]. The

upper limit for the electron velocity distribution at similar

pitch angles but just outside the sheet while the FPEG was

still activated at 0412:19 UT is also shown in Figure 2.

The possibility that the returning electrons are due to

backscattering from the ambient neutral atmosphere must be

evaluated in order to identify the current sheet as a signature

of a beam-plasma interaction. We have numerically esti-
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mated the contribution from atmospheric scattering using

the relationship

d2js d2(r Vt sin a

dEdf_ -jp dEdfl (V cos cdV b - 1) z (1)

where j, is the secondary flux, V is the speed of these

electrons, a is their pitch angle, V b is the speed of the beam

electrons, j is the beam directional flux, and p is the

atmospheric number density. The mass spectrometer inco-

herent scatter 1983 (MSIS-83) model [Hedin, 1983] is used

for atmospheric densities. The differential cross section

d2o'/dEdFl is approximated using the laboratory measure-

ments reported by Opal et al. [1971] for several gases, but

not atomic oxygen. The total scattering cross section for O I

was taken to be one-half that given for 02. It should be noted

by the reader that the electron gun is moving with respect to

the ambient atmospheric molecules and that numerical inte-

gration of equation (1) must include the condition of appro-

priate combinations of V, a, and t in order that the secondary

electron from a given distance from the shuttle reaches the

PDP at energy E. Then the time t is the elapsed time since

the injection of the beam electron• The electron beam is

injected at an altitude of -320 km and in the direction away

from the atmosphere. Further scattering of the secondary

electrons before arrival at the PDP is neglected in these

calculations• For the purpose of this estimate the primary

electron beam is assumed to be monoenergetic, I keV, with

no significant energy and pitch angle diffusion due to beam-

plasma interactions. The computed field-aligned intensities

of electrons from atmospheric scattering are shown in Figure

2. Open circles indicate the energies at which equation (1)

io-23

SL-2 PDP LEPEDEA

ELECTRONS

,OBSERVED, 0411:26UT
AUGUST I,1985
PITCH ANGLE e --165°
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SCATTERING FROM
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE
160° _<_ _<170°

BEAM INJECTION
AT Cl = 0°

I 2

V,I09CM/SEC

Fig. 2. Electron velocity distribution observed at pitch angle
o_= 165 ° in the sheet of returning electrons in the wake of the space
shuttle. The velocity distribution expected for secondary electrons
from the neutral atmosphere is also shown. The observed upper
limit for the velocity distribution just outside the electron sheet is
given for comparison.
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Fig. 3. Electric field spectral densities in the current sheet of
returning electrons• Spectral densities for the immediately preceding
period when the electron beam is not present are shown for

comparison.

was evaluated. At low energies these intensities are lower

than the observed intensities by factors of - 100. Confidence

in the calculated scattered intensities is supported by rea-

sonable agreement of these intensities with those observed

further downstream in the electron sheet where the electron

intensities may be expected to be due mainly to atmospheric

scattering. No evidence was found in the LEPEDEA ion

measurements for significant increases of thermal or su-

prathermal ion densities that are expected to occur from

ionization of the ambient neutral atmosphere by a beam-

plasma discharge (see Grandal [1982] for discussions of this

phenomenon). Thus the field-aligned intensities reported

here are likely to be due to a beam-plasma interaction.

The spectral densities of the electric fields increased

dramatically in the sheet of returning electrons relative to the

densities observed prior to injection of the electron beam.

These spectral densities are shown in Figure 3. At IO0 Hz the

increase is by a factor of -105 during operation of the

electron gun. The local electron plasma frequency, fp,, is

1.3 MHz as determined from measurements of ionospheric

densities with a Langmuir probe (courtesy of N. D'Angelo,

1988). Thus the increases of broadband electrostatic noise as

shown in Figure 3 occur at frequencies <-fp_. Because the

electron gyrofrequency f, is _0.6 MHz and no well-defined

feature of the spectral densities is present at frequencies

1-2 MHz, the upper frequency cutoff for the broadband

electrostatic noise cannot be firmly identified as fp_ or the

upper hybrid resonance frequency )'LrHR = (f_ + f_)lJz

Simultaneous measurements of the magnetic field spectral

densities for the range _30 Hz to 200 kHz are not available

for this crossing of the electron sheet because of the cyclic

sampling mode for the search coil which shares the data

channel with the electric antenna and Langmuir probe. No

increases in magnetic field spectral densities at low frequen-

cies were observed during another, more distant sheet
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X = 0 /////////////// FLOATING
POTENTIAL
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X = 6000 BEAM INJECTION
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X = 8192//////////.//// CONDUCTOR
,,.D
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Fig. 4. Geometry assumed l'or the computer simulation of the
injection of the electron beam into the ionosphere with a nonperi-
odic, one-dimensional electrostatic code.

crossing at 0248 UT. The ihcreases of broadband electro-

static noise were similar to those shown in Figure 3. Gurnett

et al. [1986] have reported observations of whistler mode

radiation from the electron beam during the Spacelab 2

mission as the PDP approached within -10 m of the mag-

netic field lines of the eleclron beam. At these small dis-

tances the low-frequency broadband noise is observed in

electric and magnetic components, and the relative contri-

butions from electromagnetic and electrostatic modes to the

electric field spectral densities cannot be resolved. Bush et

al. [1987] and Reeves et al. [i988b] also present observations

of the electromagnetic radiation associated with the electron

beam during the Spacelab 2 mission. The presence of this

whistler mode radiation during the presently discussed ob-

servations is identified by the spectral peak at -200 kHz in

Figure 3. This conclusion is based upon the funnel-shaped

frequency-time spectrum that is evident in the electric field

spectrograms (not shown he_'e).

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to model electron beam injection into an ambient

plasma from the space shuttle for a comparison with obser-

vations, a nonperiodic one-dimensional electrostatic particle

code is used [Okuda et al., !987]. The reader is referred to

Birdsall and Langdon [1985| for a discussion of basic algo-

rithms used in these simulations. As illustrated in Figure 4,

the top boundary at X = 0 iS free whereby plasma crossing

the boundary to X < 0 is lost _'rom the system and the electric

potential can float to any value according to the charge

density. The bottom boundary at X = L = 8192A (where A is

the grid size, set equal to t_e electron Debye length Ae) is

modeled as a perfect conducior with the electric field at X =

L set equal to zero, and the plasma particles are reflected

with v ---, -v when they reach the bottom boundary. The

beam is injected at X = 60_A into a charge neutral back-

ground plasma and moves tgward X = 0 (which is in the

negative x direction in simu!ation coordinates) with a drift

speed V d = -20v,,. It is assqmed that the shuttle injects the
beam from a position X = 6000. A. Thus the boundary at X =

L represents the conducting ionosphere, and the PDP which

measures the plasma diagnogtics (and lags behind the shut-

tle) would arrive at some position 0 < X < 6000A after beam

injection, according to the observational geometry of

Figure 1.

Because low-frequency ion waves and ion time scales are

of interest here, the full dynamics of both ions and electrons

must be followed, and a reduced mass ratio mi/m ,, = 100 is

used. The density of ambient plasma particles n o is initially

40 per grid space, and the beam density is n b = no/8. The ion

and electron temperatures are initially equal (T, = T3. The

electron beam temperature Tt, = T,. When the beam elec-

trons (injected at X = 6000A with V a = -2Or,,,) reach the top

boundary at X = 0, the simulation run is stopped.

At t = 0, only a charge neutral ambient plasma is present

in the system, and for t > 0 the introduction of the beam

electrons at X = 6000A creates a net negative charge in that

region. This charge imbalance creates an electric field in

front of the beam, from X = 0 to X = 6000A, while behind the

beam (6000A < X < L) the electric field is zero because of

the conducting ionosphere at X = L. The electric field in

front of the beam accelerates the ambient electrons to the

top so that, in effect, the injected beam pushes the electrons

ahead such that charge neutrality can be maintained in the

plasma. The ambient electrons pushed ahead of the beam are

lost from the system at X = 0, and a rough balance is

achieved such that the number of new electrons introduced

by beam injection is about equal to the number of ambient

electrons that exit the system at the top under the influence

of the induced electric field.

The drift of the ambient electrons caused by the induced

electric field is not a return current like that found in the

beam injection simulations of Ashour-Abdalla and Okuda

[1986] and Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla [1988], because the

drifting electrons move away from the spacecraft (and in-

jected beam) rather than back toward it. However. there are
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of the electron velocity distribution for
two different locations in the simulation model shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 6. Computed wave power spectral densities at two locations in the simulation model for %,/ = 300,

electrons that can be accelerated in the direction opposite to

the beam velocity and can be detected by the PDP. This
occurs as a result of wave-particle interactions due to plasma
instabilities excited by the drifting ambient electrons. The
induced electric field caused by the injection of the electron
beam at X = 6000A accelerates the ambient electrons at X <

6000A to the top, and the net drift between the ambient ions
and drifting ambient electrons can then drive the ion acoustic
instability. This process is similar to that described by
Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla [1988], for which an ion acoustic

instability was excited not by the injected beam but by the
return current.

The ion acoustic instability is excited by an electron-ion
drift [Fried and Gould, 1961; Hasegawa, 19751 where in the
ion rest frame, the ion acoustic phase velocity will occur on
the negative slope of the electron velocity distribution func-
tion and the instability results from inverse electron Landau
damping. The ion acoustic mode propagates parallel to the
ambient magnetic field, and for short wavelengths (kh_ > I)
the frequency approaches the ion plasma frequency. The
velocity threshold at which the instability is excited de-

creases as TJT_ increases greater than 1, but for T_ = T,, the
instability can still be unstable for high enough drift velocity
[Gary. and Omidi, 1987]. This critical drift velocity is reached
by the ambient electrons in the simulation run, and the ion
acoustic instability is excited.

To illustrate how the instability is excited in the simulation

run, the electron velocity distribution is shown in Figure 5.
The top two panels show the ambient electron velocity
distribution at 2048A < X < 3072A, which is in front of the

beam. The top left panel is for o%_t = 100, and the distribu-
tion is seen to be shifted to a negative drift velocity by the
induced electric field. The negative slope is unstable to the

ion acoustic instability, and the slope already shows plateau-
ing due to quasi-linear diffusion which accelerates the elec-
trons to v > 0 and forms a positive velocity high-energy tail.
The top right panel shows that at the end of the simulation,

when toper = 300, the unstable slope is completely eliminated
by diffusion due to the ion acoustic instability and the
high-energy tail for u > 0 is much more pronounced than at
earlier times. These high-energy electrons, accelerated by
the wave-particle interactions, flow to the bottom and can
penetrate the region behind the beam at X > 6000A. This is
seen in the bottom two panels of Figure 5, which show (on a

semilog plot) the electron velocity distribution at 6144& < X
< 7168A, which is behind the injection of the beam. At

o_p,.t= 100, shown in the bottom left panel, there is no net
drift velocity evident in the velocity distribution, as is

expected because the electric field is zero in the region
behind the beam. However, a few of the high-energy parti-
cles with v > 0 created at X < 6000A have already reached

this spatial region, and a slight high-energy tail is present. By
the end of the simulation, as shown in the bottom right panel,

a number of the high-energy electrons have reached X >
6144A, and a considerable high-energy tail is formed, similar
to that observed with the PDP. Note that the PDP is not

located in a position such that the electron plasma oscilla-
tions in the beam can be observed, but is positioned behind
the electron beam as it propagates along the magnetic field.

An examination of the wave spectrum from the simulation
run confirms that ion acoustic waves are excited. Figure 6

shows the wave power spectrum at two different locations

along the simulation box. The left panel is taken for X =
2048A, which is in front of the beam injection, and two types

of waves are excited. At high frequencies near _%e, plasma
oscillations are excited by the injected beam. This excitation

is expected because the primary beam is unstable to a
Buneman type two-stream instability excited by the relative
drift between the injected beam and the ambient plasma
background. Lower-frequency waves are also present at just

less than _p,. These ion acoustic waves are excited by the
background electron drift as already described. (Note that
because of the reduced mass ratio, %J%,e = (rnjm, ')1;2 =
0.1.) The observed broadband electrostatic noise spectrum

extends to frequencies above %,_ and could be explained in
terms of Doppler shifting of the waves. The right panel
shows the power spectrum for X = 7168A, which is behind
the beam, and it is clear that no ion acoustic waves are
excited because there is no drift of the ambient plasma in this

region. The ordinate scale is a factor of -0. I less than that of
the left panel. A weak plasma oscillation is present, but the
wave power is nearly an order of magnitude less than that

shown in the left panel.
For numerical simulation that is intended to account for

observed plasma phenomena it is useful to compare the
parameters. The beam density n_, used in the numerical
simulation is no/8, where no is the ambient thermal density.
The actual electron beam was injected nearly parallel to the
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magnetic field. If the range of pitch angles for beam injection

is a --- 0°-10 °, then the bear_ density for a homogeneous

electron distribution over the_e pitch angles is about nd2.9.

where n o = 2 × 104 el/era 3. Foi" the simulation the drift speed

Va for the beam electrons is _sumed to be 20v,e, where v,,.

is the characteristic thermal speed of the ambient electrons.

A reduced mass ratio mi/m_ is' used. For the injection of the

electron beam from the space shuttle, Va -_ 75v,.. The

simulation was performed o_er times extending to about

cop_t _ 300. Observations of th_ electron plasmas and plasma

waves with the PDP as reported here occurred at a distance

of -30 m from the space shutt_, or aJp_t _ 3 × 10_. The PDP

is not simultaneously located an the magnetic field line when

the electron beam is injected (_ee Figure I). For a given field

line and pitch angles for electt_on injection of 0° _ a _ 10 °,

the length of the electron colfimn along the field line is _4

kin, i.e., the propagation distance of a l-keV electron as the

shuttle moves a distance across the magnetic field of twice

the gyroradius for a = 10 °. The numerical simulation follows

the beam propagation -0.7 km along the field line. By the

time that the field line is inter;epted by the PDP the beam

electrons have propagated -70 km from this spacecraft. As

shown in Figure 1, the PDP intercepts plasmas along the field

line that the beam has previou!ly traversed. The simulation
model appears to demonstrate that it is the electron beam

and not the return flux of electrons that excites the broad-

band electrostatic noise. Tht!s the observed waves may

represent only the decaying _aves that were previously

excited directly in the electron beam. Further numerical

simulations, together with observations at various distances

in the sheet of returning electrons, are required to resolve

this issue. The parameters choien for the present numerical

model are sufficiently similar t_ the observed plasma param-

eters that a possible mechanism for beam interaction with

the ambient ionosphere can be initially identified and pur-
sued in later studies,

The simulation results can be summarized as follows: _1)

the injected electron beam exci_es plasma oscillations due to

the relative beam-background drift and also creates a charge

imbalance in the plasma whic_ induces an electric field in

front of the beam, (2) the induced electric field forces the

background electrons to drift in relation to the background

ions, exciting the ion acousti_ instability, and (3) the ion

acoustic instability, through q_asi-linear diffusion, creates

an electron high-energy tail in !he direction opposite of the

injected beam, and these hot electrons are observed by the

PDP.
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Plasma Density Fluctuations Observed During Space Shuttle Orbiter

Water Releases

J. S. PICKETT, N. D'ANGELO, AND W. S. KURTH

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of lowa, Iowa City

Observations by the Langmuir probe on the Plasma Diagnostics Package flown as part of the

Spacelab 2 mission in the summer of 1985 show a strong increase in the level of turbulence near the
shuttle orbiter during operations in which liquid water is released. The spectrum of the plasma density

fluctuations peaks at the lowest frequencies measured (a few hertz) and extends up to a few kilohertz,
near the lower hybrid frequency. We suggest two potential mechanisms for generating the plasma
turbulence which are both based on the production of water ions as a result of charge exchange with

the ambient oxygen ions in the ionosphere. The first mechanism proposed is the ion-plasma instability
which arises from the drift of the contaminant ions with respect to the ambient oxygen ions. The other

mechanism proposed is the Ott-Farley instability which is a result of the ring distribution formed by

the "pick-up" water ions.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the objectives of flying the Plasma Diagnostics

Package on the Spacelab 2 mission was to study the inter-

action of the shuttle orbiter with the ionospheric environ-

ment [Kurth and Frank, 1989]. In particular, Pickett et al.

[1985] have shown that there are numerous observable

effects associated with the introduction of contaminants into

the orbiter environment through such normal operations as

thruster firings, water dumps, and flash evaporator opera-
tions. These effects include increases in neutral density,

increases or decreases in plasma density, variations in the

plasma potential, and increases in turbulence in the vicinity

of the shuttle orbiter.

In this paper we focus on the plasma turbulence associated

with the release of liquid water by the shuttle orbiter. Such

releases are required to get rid of the excess water produced

by the fuel cells or of other wastewater produced within the

orbiter. This is a normal operation for the shuttle orbiter, and

similar water dumps might be required by the space station;

an understanding of the effects on the environment is impor-

tant for some experiments being performed on either of these

platforms. In addition, the shuttle orbiter mimics some of the

characteristics of comets by being a copious source of

contaminant ions and, hence, provides a convenient labora-

tory from which to study some of the cometlike interactions

with an impinging plasma. As with both comets Giacobini-

Zinner and Halley, ion "pick-up" is a particularly important

process in the vicinity of the shuttle orbiter. An advantage

provided by the orbiter is that some of the sources of

contaminants can be turned on and off, thus affording a

measure of control in experiments designed to study the

effects.

In section 2 of this paper we describe the essential features

of the Plasma Diagnostics Package and the Langmuir probe

with which the observations were made, as well as some of

the details of the water dump operations. In section 3 we

present the observations of plasma density fluctuations

associated with typical water dumps. In section 4 we offer

two possible mechanisms for producing the observed turbu-
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lence, the ion-plasma instability and the Ott-Farley instabil-

ity.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

The Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) is one of 13

experiments which was flown as part of the Spacelab 2 (SL

2) payload on space shuttle flight 51-F from July 29 to August

6, 1985. A description of the PDP, its instrumentation, its

operation, and the scientific objectives of the investigation

are given by Kurth and Frank [1989]. One of the PDP

instruments, a Langmuir probe, was used to obtain measure-

ments of electron density (103-107 cm-3), temperature

(800°-5000°K), and density fluctuations (1 Hz to 178 kHz).

The PDP Langmuir probe that was flown on SL 2 is

described in detail by Tribble et al. [1989]. A similar instru-

ment was flown as part of the PDP experiment on the third

space shuttle flight [Murphy et al., 1986].

One of the scientific objectives of the PDP experiment on

SL 2 was to investigate the effects of shuttle orbiter water

dumps on the orbiter environment. Two kinds of water

dumps took place during the SL 2 flight: namely, supply and

waste (H. Rotter, personal communication, 1989). The sup-

ply water dump is used to dispose of excess water produced

by the fuel cells. A typical operation consists of releasing

approximately 45 kg of liquid water in a nonpropulsive

fashion along the - Y axis of the orbiter (see Figure 1) at a rate

of about 55 kg/h. The waste water dump is used to dispose of

a mixture which consists of _50% humidity condensate

water and 50% urine by dumping it overboard (also along the

- Y axis). The quantity of wastewater released and the rate at

which it is released are comparable to the supply water

dump. The two differ, however, not only in their individual

liquid components, but also in the amount of dissolved gases

they contain. The wastewater contains -20% dissolved

gases by volume, whereas the supply water contains only

-2%.

In order to more effectively carry out the scientific objec-

tive of studying effects of water releases, certain times and

PDP locations were set aside for this purpose. During times

when the SL 2 solar experiments were scheduled for prime

viewing, the PDP was positioned on the remote manipulator

system (RMS) at a designated location called "point solar,"
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Fig. I. Schematic o{the shuttle orbiter in the XY and XZ planes
(in an orbiter-based coff--=dinate system), showing the location and
orientation of the PDP and Langmuir probe on the RMS. This
configuration was used during many of the orbiter water dumps.

as shown in Figure I. The term "point solar" refers to the

stationary position oflthe PDP on the RMS with the PDP

upright -12 m from t_e port side of the orbiter. Point solar

is an ideal position from which to obtain measurements

during water dumps because the water exit ports are located

on the port side of the orbiter just below the forward payload

bay door and only _1_ m from the PDP (see Figure I).

Figure I provides a_ accurate perspective of the position
of the PDP, at point solar, with respect to the orbiter. The

enlarged view of the PDP shows the location of the Lang-

muir probe instrument's 3-era-diameter, gold-plated sphere

mounted on one of the {our extendable booms. The PDP was
occasionally rotated I_y 180 ° so that certain instruments

could point in different directions and thermal control could

be maintained.

There were a total 9f 16 supply and three wastewater

dumps performed on SL 2. many of which took place during

times when the PDP was positioned at point solar. Their

effects on the orbiter environment, as determined by analy-

sis of Langmuir probe data, are described in the next

section.

3. OBSERVAI'IONS

The effects of a supply water dump, which occurred on

day 212 from 1531 to 1642 UT, are evident in Figure 2.

Plotted in this figure are measurements of electron density

fluctuations as a function of time in two frequency ranges.
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Fig. 2. ',YNe/N e data in the 1- to 6-Hz range (top panel) and 6- t(
40-Hz range _lower panel) before and during an orbiter supply ware:
dump• Turbulence is significantly increased in both frequenc)
ranges when the outlet water valve is opened at _ 1531 UT. The h
and B pointers refer to times for which spectral density plots art
provided in Figure 3.

The fluctuations are normalized to the density and expressed

as percentages• During this time the PDP is positioned on the

RMS at point solar as shown in Figure I. Turbulence

associated with the start of the water dump at approximately

1531 UT is seen in Figure 2. At that time, &N_/N, is seen to

increase by about a factor of 25 in the I- to 6-Hz channel

(upper panel). A substantial increase is also seen in the 6- to

40-Hz channel data (lower panel), although the magnitude of

the increase cannot be determined since that channel be-

comes saturated. The scale that is shown on the ordinate of

each panel in Figure 2 represents the full dynamic range of

each respective channel. The effects of a thruster firing are
noted at 1528 UT.

Spectra of the higher frequency (35 Hz to 178 kHz)

AN,/N_ data are shown in Figure 3. Typical peak and

average spectra are plotted both before and during the water

dump. (The times of these "'before" and "'during" spectra

are pointed out as A and B, respectively, at the bottom of

Figure 2.) There appears to be a significant enhancement

over ambient (up to 40 dB atf _ 100 Hz) at all frequencies

below about the lower hybrid frequency (fLt-t) while water isj

being released from the orbiter into the environment. _,11

During the time period encompassed by Figure 2

orbiter is in sunlight, and the angle between the veloc I

iOR!GINAL PAGE IS
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Fig. 3. Density fluctuation spectra (35 Hz to 178kHz) before (A) and during(B) the water dumpof Figure 2. During
the time water is being released, spectral density is increased over ambient at all frequencies below about the lower
hybrid frequency.
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vector and the magnetic field increases from 73° to 91 ° , with
90° occurring at about 1534:30 UT. The measured electron
density is _10 4 cm-3 with a slight increase occurring at the
time the water dump begins.

Figure 4 shows the effects of a wastewater dump which
occurred on day 214 at 0042-0052 UT. This wastewater

dump is shorter because it is only one segment (-10 min) of
a three-segment dump (total time -30 rain). Once again, the
PDP is stationed on the RMS at point solar, but it is rotated
180° from the orientation shown in Figure I. The results for
this water dump are similar to those for the case in Figures
2 and 3. During the release of water the turbulence is
increased by a factor of 20-25 in the 1- to 6-Hz channel
(upper panel of Figure 4) and by an indeterminable, but

substantial, amount in the 6- to 40-Hz channel (lower panel).
A high level of turbulence is seen to continue throughout the
entire water dump. After the water valve is closed at about

0052 UT, the turbulence decreases to a pre-water dump
level after approximately 2.5 min (see, for example, lower
panel of Figure 4).

Typical higher-frequency spectra for times before, during,
and after the day 214 water dump are presented in Figure 5
(noted as C, D, and E, respectively, on Figure 4). The
characteristic increase over ambient (up to 50 dB at f- 100
Hz) at all frequencies below --fL/t is seen during the time
water is being released. The "after" spectrum was taken
before the environment had fully recovered after the water

valve was closed. As expected, this spectrum still shows an
increase over ambient at frequencies below fLU.

This wastewater dump occurs while the orbiter is in the

sunlight, and the angle between the velocity vector and the
magnetic field increases from 64° to 103°, with 90° occurring
it about 0050 UT. The measured electron density decreases

l04 cm -3 at 0040 UTto <103 cm -3 at 005._ UT.
_l_igures 2 through 5 provide typical examples from SL 2 of
Peffects of dumping water into the orbiter environment.

is almost always increased over ambient during
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Fig. 4. ANe/N e data in the I- to 6-Hz range (top panel) and 6- to
40-Hz range (lower panel) before, during, and after an orbiter
wastewater dump. The level of turbulence is greatly increased
during the water dump and decreases to ambienl over a time period
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Fig. 5. Density fluctuation spectra (35 Hz to 178 kHz) before (C), during lD), and after (E) the water dump of Figure
4. Enhancement over ambient occurs only at frequencies below about the lower hybrid frequency. The "'after"

spectrum was taken before the environment had fully recovered and thus still shows enhancements over ambient (up
to -20 dB at/- 100 HzL

i

the time the water is I_eing released. Electron density is seen

to increase, decrease_ or remain the same depending on, for

example, whether the Langmuir probe is in ram or wake.

This is in line with ihe results reported by Pickett et al.

[1985] for thruster firings, which released about 30% water

by mole fraction.

Effects of water releases which took place while the PDP

was located in the pa_oad bay of the orbiter were similar, in

most cases, to those ifor times when the PDP was on the

RMS. However, the level of turbulence was often less. This

could be due, in patti to the Langmuir probe being in the
wakes of the various orbiter structures and other instru-

ments.

4. DISCUSSION

In attempting to understand the generation of the plasma

turbulence during waler dumps, we have considered two

different processes, both related to the production of H_,O +

ions by charge exchange of the shuttle cloud water mole-

cules with ionospheric O ÷ ions. The first mechanism relies

on the fact that, in general, the total ion (O ÷ and H,O ÷)

population, viewed as a function of the velocity, uu, parallel

to the Earth's magnetic, field, B, is double-peaked and may

be unstable to an ior_-plasma instability [i.e.. Fried and

Wong, 1966]. The second mechanism is the instability dis-

cussed by Ott and Farley [1975] for the lower F region,

which requires a "'toroital" ion velocity distribution perpen-

dicular to B, of the type reported recently by Paterson [1987]

and Paterson and Fran_ [1989] and analyzed by St.-Maurice

and Schunk [19741. Fo_ both mechanisms a non-Maxwellian

character of the ion veiocity distribution is required; in the

parallel velocity compQnent for the first and in the perpen-

dicular component for ihe second.

4.1. The Ion-Plasma Instabifity

Viewed in a frame of reference fixed to Earth, the io_

velocity distribution along B consists of stationary iono

spheric O* ions and of a group ofH,,O ÷ ions drifting with

velocity v!j = Ushuttle ¢OS (_)0 where/3 is the angle between th_

Earth's magnetic field and the shuttle velocity. Up to tens o

meters from the shuttle the density of the H20 + ions may b,

as large as (or even larger than) the density of O* [Gre

bowsky et al., 1987]. The thermal spread of the O _ ion,,

corresponds to a temperature of the order of 7",, _ 1000°K

whereas the "beam," or H.,O ", ions should be much cooler

In the first place, water exits the shuttle at a temperature

300°K. Furthermore, as the water cloud around the shuttle

expands, it cools by a very large factor [e.g.. Bernhardt.

1982], before it has any chance of being partially reheated b_

collisions with the ambient atomic oxygen. We may estimate

a ratio, a, between the O + thermal speed and the H,O"

thermal speed, as large as _4 (or more). The ratio T = T,/T e

between the O" temperature and the electron temperature

is, probably, of the order of 0.3--0.5. With these values of a

and T, and a ratio n --- 1. between the H,O ÷ density and the

O + density, we may use, for example, Figure 3 or Figure 4

of Fried and Wong [1966], to estimate a range for the angle

/3 within which the instability should occur. A (very approx-

imate) range 40 ° _< # _<85 ° is obtained from this procedure,

In addition, from Fried and Wong [1966, Figure 5], who

show the phase velocity of the unstable waves versus the

"beam" velocity, we estimate that frequencies as low as - I

Hz may be seen by an observer on the shuttle, if wave-

lengths comparable with the "'size" of the H,O" cloud of

_500 m [Paterson, 1987; Paterson and Frank, 19891 arc

allowed.

It appears to us that the ion-plasma instability described

by Fried and Wong [1966] has many of the features requir¢_

t
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count for our noise observationsduring water releases
from the shuttle. It must be pointed out, however, that one
'mpect of the observationsappears to be at oddswith this
i_rpretation. We observethat the noise persists, during
water releases, throughout a rangeof/3 which includes 13=
90°. When the shuttle velocity is at right anglesto the Earth's
magnetic field, the instability would not be expected to
occur.As seen, for example, in the lower panel of Figure 4,
the & to 40-Hz turbulence decreasesto a pre-water dump
level after approximately 2.5 rain. The time required for the
shuttle orbiter to transit the range of /3 for which the
instability is not expected (85° -<,8_ 95°) is approximately 5
rain. Thus it does not seem likely that the turbulence

observednear /3 = 90° could be attributed to previously
created turbulence that had not yet dissipatedand, some-
how,been carried along with the orbiter. On the other hand,

with ions produced at -7.8 krrds, their gyroradius is large

enough compared to that of the electrons that a modified

two-stream (MTS) instability is possible. The MTS peak at

essentially 90 ° and may explain the observations for/3 _ 90 °.

.2. he Oft-Farley InstabilityThis instability may occur when a plasma E x B drifts

rough a neutral gas background and new ions are contin-

uously produced by charge exchange between the ions in the
drifting plasma and the background neutrals. St.-Maurice

and Schunk [1974] have analyzed the ion velocity distribu-

tions that are produced by the combined effects of the E x B

drift and of the charge exchanges, for several values of the

drift velocity and of the ratio, vi,/wci, between the ion-

neutral collision frequency and the ion gyrofrequency. The

distributions are of the "'ring" or "toroidal'" type, with peak

at t, > 0, v+ being the ion velocity component perpendic-

ular to the magnetic field. In fact, such ring distributions

have been measured by Paterson [1987] and Paterson and

Frank [1989] within the water cloud that surrounds the

shuttle orbiter.

Ott and Farley [19751, on the basis of earlier work by Post

and Rosenbluth [1966]. have argued that these ion distribu-

tions should be unstable if the following conditions are

satisfied: (I) The dominant collisions between ions and

neutrals are charge exchange collisions, with vi,/w,i << I.

(2) The ion-ion collisions can be neglected compared to

ion-neutral collisions (vii < Fin). (3) The E x B/B 2 drift

velocity of the plasma through the neutral background is

larger than -I.8v,,, where Vn is the thermal speed of the

neutral particles. In the case of the F region of the iono-

sphere, this last condition is equivalent to having an electric

field larger than _50 mV/m.

The instability has frequency and maximum growth rate of

the order of the lower hybrid frequency, w _ 3' _ (oJ,,W,e) '-.

Also, an estimate of nonlinear limits suggests that the

relative wave amplitude, AN_/N_. should be at least several

Percent and, probably, more.

In the case of interest to us here. the E field seen by an

the shuttle orbiter can be as large as -350 mV/m

shuttle speed is _7.8 km/s), well above the _50 mV/m

Also, for a water cloud with partial water pressure

10 -6 torr, the ratio Fin/C.Ovi is estimated to be _ 10 --_.

condition Fii < Fin is also seen to be satisfied. Thus the

of ionospheric plasma through the water cloud pro-

around the shuttle orbiter by water releases should be

BRIEF REPORT 12.01_._

conducive to the Ott-Farley instability. This would account

for the very pronounced increase in turbulence observed at

frequencies of the order _1 kHz to _10 kHz. However, a

problem remains for the noise observed at frequencies well

below 1 kHz. If the Ott-Farley instability is the primary

agent responsible for the observed noise, it would appear

that an inverse cascading of the wave energy, from small

wavelengths to large wavelengths, takes place in the nonlin-

ear regime, so that most of the noise energy is finally

concentrated at the largest wavelength allowed by the sys-

tem, i.e.. by the "size" of the H20 + cloud. Small-scale

"whirls" would continuously coalesce into large-scale

whirls, all the way to the size of the cloud. A similar

argument for two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic turbu-

lence is given, for example, by Knott [1974] and was invoked

by Kttstorn et a/. [1985] in an attempt at understanding

similarly puzzling features of observations of the so-called

"high-frequency'" Farley-Buneman instability. A possible

way out of the inverse cascade to large wavelengths may be

suggested by the analysis of barium cloud striations by

Simons et al. [1980]. A weak density gradient would couple

the Ott-Farley instability to a drift mode which is unstable all

the way from the ion cyclotron frequency, fc_, up to the

lower hybrid frequency. On the other hand, since f,., _ 40
Hz, the observations of turbulence in the 1- to 6-Hz band

would remain unexplained by this process.

In conclusion, fluctuations in the electron density are

consistently observed in the vicinity of the shuttle orbiter

during water dump operations. The fluctuations can be as

large as tens of percent at the lowest frequencies (below 6

Hz) and substantially above ambient level up to about the

lower hybrid frequency. The Langmuir probe signatures are

quite similar for waste and supply water dumps and also for

different PDP orientations. Two mechanisms are suggested

for producing the turbulence. The ion-plasma instability

appears to be a likely candidate because of the relative drift

along B of H20 ÷ ions with respect to the ambient O + ions.

However. it seems unable to explain the observations when

/3 -_ 90 °. A second possibility is the Ott-Farley instability

produced by a ring distribution of contaminant ions. In the

latter case an inverse cascade in wavelength may be required

to account for the broad spectrum of turbulence extending

down from the lower hybrid frequency to the lowest fre-

quency measured (a few hertz).
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Spacelab 2 Electron Beam Wave Stimulation: Studies of Important Parameters
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The Spacelab 2 space shuttle mission included experiments on the production of waves in tile

ionospheric plasma by the injection of pulsed electron beams. The Spacelab 2 mission took place

during July and August of 1985 and provided an extensive data set which continues to yield new

results. The experimental results reported here were obtained with the combined use of the Uni-

versity of Iowa plasma diagnostics package (PDP) and the Stanford/Utah State velficle charging

and potential experiment (VCAP). To date most of the analysis has focused on the sequences

performed during the release of the PDP as a free-flying satellite. However, over 300 beam se-

quences were conducted with the PDP mounted in the orbiter's payload bay. The results of these

experiments provide important new information which helps answer some of the outstanding ques-
tlons which remain. The wave environments which exist in the orbiter payload bay and at several

hundred meters away are compared both during ambient conditions and during electron beam

injections. The dependence of beam-generated wave characteristics on tile duty cycle and the
frequency of the pulsed beam are investigated. Tile duty cycle of tile beam is found to be one of

the most important paraaneters affecting tile mnplitude and tile harmonic structure of the waves.

Maximum amplitudes are produced by 50% duty cycles and amplitudes are proportional to in-
stantaneous, rather than average, beam current, tlarmonic structure also provides insight into the

spatial integrity of the propagating beam. The dependence on pulsing frequency is found to show

good agreement with theory for whistler mode waves produced through the Cherenkov resonance

confirming previous results. Theoretical predictions for the dependence of wave amplitudes on

parameters which could not be experimentally investigated are also provided. The results of bot h

the experimental and theoretical studies have important practical consequences for experiments

attempting to produce and detect propagating radiation using artificial electron beams.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Spacelab 2 electron beam experiments were part of

a long and on-going series of active experiments using elec-

tron beams as probes of plasma processes in the ionosphere.

Reviews can be found in Winckler et al. [1980] and Reeves

[1989]. Spacelab 2 carried the Stanford/Utah State vehicle

charging and potential (VCAP) instruments and the Univer-

sity of Iowa plasma diagnostics package (PDP) as well as a

variety of instruments relating to other investigations. The

VCAP instruments were designed primarily for the investi-

gation of vehicle charging and return current neutralization

JNow at Earth and Space Science Division, Los Alamos Na-

tional Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/90/90JA-00451 $05.00

processes and descriptions of the instruments and results

can be found in Banks et al. [1987] and Hawkins [1988].

The PDP contained an extensive array of instruments used

to study the ambient plasma environment and the modifica-

tion of that environment caused by the orbiter, its motion

through the plasma, its attendant effluents, and the modifi-

cations produced by the injection of the electron beam. The

PDP instruments are described by Shawhan el al. [1984].

The main VCAP instrument of interest in the wave stim-

ulation experiments is the fast pulse electron generator

(FPEG). The FPEG produced a 1 keV beam of electrons

with a current of 100 mA. It was mounted in a fixed orien-

tation out of the orbiter payload bay, perpendicular to the

plane of the wings. The wave receivers are part of the PDP.

A single axis electric dipole antenna and a single axis mag-

netic search coil antenna were connected to a wideband wave

receiver. The wideband wave receiver provides wave data

with high time and frequency resolution. It simultaneously

recorded signals in two frequency ranges. The ELF chan-

nel monitored the frequency range 0-I kHz and the VLF

channel monitored the frequency range 0-30 ktIz. While

the ELF channel recorded 0-1 kHz continuously, the VLF

10,655 PRL_CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F!LMED
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channel incorporated a frequency switching pattern. The

wideband receiver did not record electric and magnetic sig-

nals simultaneously. Both _ncluded an antenna switching

pattern which alternated between the electric and the mag-

netic antennas every 52 s. _As a final point, the ELF and

VLF channels each used autbmatic gain control (AGC) cir-

cuits to keep the total outer signal strength within strict

limits. Each has its owxt independent AGC.

The PDP and the VCAPiinstruments were first used to-

gether on the space shuttle _ight STS 3 in 1982. The FPEG
and the PDP instruments were essentially identical to the in-

struments which were flown on the later Spacelab 2 mission

but the PDP was at all times, mounted in the payload bay.

The wave stimulation expei'iment results from the STS 3

mission have been presented by Reeves et al. [1988a]. That

investigation established the primary wave responses to the

injection of a low power p_lsed electron beam. The pri-

mary results included (1) l>ulsed electron beam operation

produces both broadband and narrow-band waves, (2) both

electric and magnetic wave response is observed, (3) narrow-

band waves are produced at harmonics of the pulsing fre-

quency, (4) the harmonic stiucture varies from one pulsing

sequence to another, and (5) narrow-band beam-generated

waves are also produced at non-harmonic frequencies and

these included "satellite line_" and %ubharmonics."

The Spacelab 2 experimedts used enhanced experimental

and analytic techniques to cdntinue this investigation. Over

300 separate electron beam experiments were performed.

Two of the most important were the so-called "Pulsed" and

"DC" flux tube connection _quences which provided infor-

mation on the wave responsd at distances from the beam of

5-250 m during a six hou_ free flight of the PDP. Obser-

vations of wave fields produced by electron beam operations

during the free flight of thd PDP using the wideband re-

ceiver have been reported by Bush et al. [1987], Reeves et

al. [1988b], and Neubert et a_. [1988, 1990].

Analysis of the wideband wave receiver data after the mis-

sion was aided by the development of an algorithm to extract

absolute wave amplitudes from the wideband receiver data

using information on the gai_ applied to the signals by the

AGC. (See Reeves [1989] or Reeves et al. [1990].) This ca-

pability allowed more quanti_tive analysis of the data from

Spacelab 2 than was possible _or STS 3. The primary results

from the investigations durihg the free flight of the PDP

were (1) the amplitudes of th_ beam-generated ac fields were

determined, (2) an electromagnetic component of both the

broadband and the narrow-band radiation was observed, (3)

this component was determined to be whistler mode radi-

ation produced through the Cherenkov resonance. Gurnett

et al. [1986] and Farrell et ai. [1988] used filter bank data

to identify a funnel-shaped e.,-nission between the lower hy-

brid frequency (wt.ua) and the electron cyclotron frequency

(wee) as quasi-electrostatic whistler mode waves with wave

normal angles near the resonance cone. Reeves et al. [1990]

used wideband receiver data to show that broadband and

narrow-band waves observed :below _ 30 kHz were whistler
r

mode waves with wave normal angles in the central hump of

the index of refraction surface. (e.g., the wave normal angle

is less than the Gendrin angle I0 < OG] ).

2. PAYLOAD BAY SEQUENCES

Investigations of wave generation during the free flight

of the PDP yielded importaat information about electron

beam wave generation. The experiments were carefully coor-

dinated and provided unique data on the wave environment

at a variety of locations with respect to the orbiter and the

beam for several different FPEG operations. However, the

free flight was not the only period which produced interest-

ing data. Literally hundreds of separate FPEG modulation

sequences were conducted while the PDP was mounted in

the orbiter's payload bay. The results of these investigations

are the subject of this paper.

The FPEG was command controlled and could be oper-

ated in either preprogrammed modes or through up-linked

commands. Operation in preprogrammed modes was the

most common and typically several modes were programmed

back-to-back in what are referred to as "beam sequences."

An interval of FPEG operation at a particular frequency

and duty cycle is referred to as a "pulsing period" (which

should not be confused with the period of the square-wave

modulation). A pulsing period could have a duration of mi-

croseconds to minutes but was typically several seconds long.
Frequencies were typically several tens of hertz to several

tens of kilo-hertz. The FPEG was square-wave modulated

and the ratio of the on time of a single pulse to the period

between pulses is defined as the duty cycle and could range

from nearly 0% to 100%. A beam sequence could consist of

one or several pulsing periods. For sequences comprised of

several pulsing periods the frequency and duty cycle were

varied from one pulsing period to the next in order to inves-

tigate specific phenomena.

Figures 1-5 show the beam sequences which are most im-

portant to this investigation. The upper plot in each figure

shows the frequency of each pulsing period. The lower plot

shows the duty cycle for each pulsing period. Duty cycle

is plotted relative to 50% (which represents equal beam-on

and beam-off times) for reasons which will become apparent.

Although, on these plots, each pulsing period is shown with

a gap between it and the next this is just for visual clarity.

In fact, each pulsing period occurred immediately after its

predecessor with no FPEG-off interval between them.

Figure 1 shows one such sequence; the Duty 41 sequence.

In this sequence there are 10 pulsing periods. During the

first two periods the FPEG is pulsed at 3.9 kHz and the

FPEG is operated in pairs of pulsing periods with succes-

sively descending frequencies -- 3.9 kHz, 976 Hz, 244 Hz,

122 Hz, and 31 Hz (Figure la). The first period in each

pair has a duty cycle of 4/5 or 80% and the second has a

duty cycle of 1/5 or 20% (Figure lb). Each period has a

duration of 10 s. The Duty 21 sequences were similar to

the Duty 41 sequences but the frequencies were 3.25 kHz,

814 Hz, 203 Hz, 102 Hz, and 25 Hz and the duty cycles

were 2/3 (67%) and 1/3 (33%) (Figure 2). The Duty 41

and Duty 21 sequences were designed to investigate the de-

pendence of the wave characteristics on the duty cycle of

the beam pulses to determine if the length of beam on-time
affected the characteristics of the waves.

The Beam Energy sequences are depicted in Figure 3.

In these sequences the pulsing frequency was held roughly

constant (between _ 500-600 Hz) for each of the 19 pulsing
periods while the duty cycle was varied from 0.2% to 99.8_.

The beam energy sequences investigated the dependence on

the total average current injected by the beam. Note that

the twelfth pulsing period in the sequence does not follow the

steady progression of duty cycles. Rather, it repeats pulsing

period 8 in order to check that there is no systematic change
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the Duty 41 beam sequence.

(a) The frequency of the various pulsing periods. (b) The duty

cycle of the various pulsing periods. The duty cycles are plotted
relative to 50% because the wave response is symmetric about this

value (see text). Although they are drawn with a gap between
them the actual pulsing periods in a beam sequence took place
back-to-back with no FPEG off time between them.

in wave amplitltdes due to effects other than changing duty

cycle.

The ELF Sweep sequence is shown in Figure 4. The fre-

quency is increased from 51 Hz to 976 Hz in nine steps.

At each step the pulsing frequency is increased by approx-

imately a factor of two. The duty cycles of 20%, 33%, or

50% were chosen to be as constant as possible while obtain-

ing the desired frequencies. After nine steps the pattern is

repeated twice for a total of 18 pulsing periods. The VLF

Sweep sequence (Figure 5) was similar to the ELF Sweep se-

quence but was designed to span the 0-10 kHz range. Tile

primary purpose of these sequences was to investigate the

dependcnce of wave emissions on beam pulsing fiequency
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Fig. 2. Similar to Figure 1, this figure shows the pulsing periods

for the Duty 21 sequence.

and in particular to look for cut-offs or resonances in the

wave mode at characteristic wave frequencies.

The Duty 41 and Duty 21 sequences were conducted 17

and 15 times respectively. There were 17 Beam Energy se-

quences, 10 ELF Sweep sequences, and 28 VLF Sweep se-

quences. This study concentrates on the results of these five

types of beam sequences. In addition there were 13 other

types of FPEG sequences whose purposes included study of

spacecraft charging and operations attempting to propagate

radiation to remote receivers on the ground and on the DE

satellite.

3. COMPARISON OF FREE FLIGHT

AND PAYLOAD CONDITIONS

During the payload bay wave generation sequences (re-

ferred to here as simply "payload bay sequences") the PDP
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Fig. 4. Similar to Figure t, this figure shows the pulsing periods
for the ELF Sweep sequence.

was located 6.62 m from th_ FPEG in the orbiter payload

bay. Figure 6 shows the r_lative locations of the FPEG,

the PDP, and several other instruments in the Spacelab 2

payload bay. Both the plasma and the ambient wave en-

vironments can be quite different in the payload bay than

they are at some distance frqm the orbiter. (See for example

Raitt et al. [1987], Shawhan et al. [1984], and Hastings et

al. [1988].) Therefore data _ken with the PDP in the pay-

load bay are somewhat different than data acquired during

the free flight. Most noticekble is the level of background

electromagnetic interference (EMI). The interaction of the

orbiter moving at _ 7.7 m]s through the plasma and the

presence of on-board electrical systems create both broad-

band and narrow-band EM_. Vehicle outgassing, thruster

operation, and waste releaseS can introduce new ion species

into the environment, vehicl4: charging can introduce poten-

tial structures around the orbiter, and ram/wake conditions

can provide dramatically different plasma densities than in

the surrounding medium. Although these phenomena are

generally assumed to have an effect on the production of

waves by electron beams, the magnitude of those effects is

not completely understood. It will be seen below that these

effects do not substantially alter the basic characteristics of

the electron beam-generated waves. Therefore, for the pur-

poses of this investigation, the payload bay can be thought

of as similar to, but more noisy than, the undisturbed, am-

bient plasma environment.

Figures 7-10 show spectrograms produced from the mag-

netic wideband receiver data. They illustrate both the simi-

larities and the differences between the waves observed dur-

ing the free flight and during payload operations. All four

spectrograms show data in the range 0-30 kHz. The first
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Fig. 5. Similar to Figure 1, this figure shows the pulsing periods for the VLF Sweep sequence.

SPACELAB-2 PAYLOAD LAYOUT
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Fig. 6. The location of various VCAP and PDP instruments in the Spacelab 2 payload bay.
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26 s of each shows the 0_10 kHz range. The next _ 13 s

shows the 10-20 kHz range which was heterodyned down

into the 0-10 kHz band. Tae frequency is also inverted in

this range so 10 kHz is at the top of the scale and 20 kHz

in at the bottom. In the fin_.l _ 13 s the 20-30 kHz range is

shown with 20 kHz at the bottom of tile scale and 30 kHz

at the top. The spectrograi_as shown here are uncalibrated

data. The dynamic effects of the gain applied by the AGC

have not been removed and therefore amplitudes are rela-

tive. (Reeves et al. [1988a, i988b] show other spectrograms

from the Spacelab 2 mission and describe the format in more

detail.)

Figure 7 shows the ambient wave environment during the

free flight of the PDP. The!FPEG is not operating at this

time and the PDP is _ 200 m from the orbiter. Highly time

varying emissions are observ_d in the 0-10 kHz range. Most

are natural atmospherics su_:h as whistlers but some are ef-

fects of orbiter thruster operations which were frequent dur-

ing the free flight. In the l l]y20 kHz and 20-30 kllz ranges

strong interference lines dothinate. The line at _ 11.4 kltz

is most likely a source on thb PDP because its amplitude is

always on the order of 10-_ nT. The line at ._. 24 kHz is

mostly likely a source on th_ orbiter. It shows modulation

at the spin period of the PImP (m 6.5 s for a half rotation)
and varies in anaplitude with the location of the PDP with

respect to the orbiter.

The latter half of the spec!rogram in Figure 8 can be com-

pared with Figure 7. During the first _ 28 s the FPEG is

operated in a VLF Sweep sequence. During the remainder of

the interval shown the FPEG is off and background fields as

measured in the payload bay are shown. It is apparent that

in the payload the level of EMI is significantly higher than

it is at several hundred meters from the orbiter. The inter-

ference lines at _ 11.4 kHz and _ 24 kHz are still present

and have the comparable amplitudes as were observed near

the beam during the free flight. In addition a multitude of

other interference lines are also observed with comparable

amplitudes. Some of the sources can be identified. For ex-

ample, harmonics of 60 Hz and 400 Hz (the orbiter power

converter frequency) are common.

Figure 8 also shows the response to FPEG operations as

measured from the payload bay. Pulsing periods during a

VLF Sweep sequence with frequencies 1.95 kHz to 8.65 kHz

are seen in the 0-10 kHz range. The final pulsing period

at 1.22 kHz starts in the 0-10 kHz range and continues as

the antenna switches to the 10-20 kHz range. The sequence

is prematurely terminated after this pulsing period. It is

seen that the narrow-band magnetic wave fields produced

by the beam are significantly stronger than the background

EMI. The gain applied by the AGC at this time is such that

essentially only beam-generated waves are measured.

Figures 9 and 10 show the wave response to a pulsing

sequence which was conducted both during the free fli_

(Figure 9) and with the PDP in the payload bay (Figure ,

The FPEG is pulsed at 1.22 kHz with a duty cycle of 50'/0

and a current of 100 mA. This sequence, known as the Prox-

imate Operations sequence is referred to as the "Pulsed

flux tube connection" sequence during the free flight and

kHz 10.0
Antenna # 1833:23 UT

0. 0
0 10 20 30 40 6SaBO

df 12 l-tz

Time (sec)

Fig. 7. A spectrogramlshowing the wave response measured by the PDP magnetic search coil during the free-flight
of the PDP. The FPE_ is off during this period and ambient fields are meas_u'ed. The aJltenna switching pattern
and the gain applied hi)' the AGC are both super-imposed on the data.
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Fig. 8. A spectrograxn showing the wave response measured by the PDP m,'tgnetic searda coil when the PDP is in

the payload bay. From _ 0--28 s in the figure the FPEG is operated in a \"[,F Sweep sequence. [n the renminder

of the figure background EMI is measured.

the "Prox Ops" sequence in the payload bay [Reeves et al.,

1988b,1990]. The wave response is seen to be nearly iden-

tical. Harmonics of the pulsing frequency are observed up

to the limit of the receiver. Broadband waves are also gen-

erated in both cases but are approximately one to two or-

ders of magnitude lower in amplitude than the narrow-band

emissions. In Figure 10 the amplitude of the fundamental is

5 × 10 -3 nT and is fairly constant over time. In Figure 9

the amplitude of the fundamental is an order of magnitude

lower due to the separation between the PDP and the beam

(_ 70 m). Ambient wave fields are more comparable in am-

plitude to the beam-generated waves during the free flight

even though they are lower in absolute amplitude than the

EMI in the payload bay. The other major difference between

the two spectrograms is that the free flight signals are mod-

ulated by the spin of the PDP while in the payload the PDP

is in fixed orielatation.

4. THEORY OF NARROW-BAND WAVE PRODUCTION

There are several advantages to a pulsed mode of elec-

tron beam operation. As seen, pulsed electron beams pro-

duce narrow-band emissions at discrete, predictable frequen-

cies. These waves can be readily distinguished from back-

ground emissions. In addition pulsing the electron beam

produces a current source which can radiate coherently and

can therefore produce more intense radiation than an in-

coherent source [Bell, 1968]. As a result there has been

considerable effort to develop a theoretical model for wave

production by pulsed electron beams.

Harker and Banks [1983] considered the radiation from

a finite train of pulses injected into a magnetized plasma.

For simplicity, each pulse was assumed to traverse an un-

bounded path length (-o_ to +o¢). Radiation was consid-

ered in the frequency range from the lower hybrid frequency

to the ion cyclotron frequency. Harker and Banks [1985] ex-

tended that theory to cover the frequency range below the

lower hybrid frequency. They also assumed an infinite train

of pulses which were injected into a half space (0 to +oc)

which is more appropriate to experiments. A later paper,

Harker and Banks [1987] considered the near-field radiation

from such an electron beam. Neubert and Harker [1988]

extended this work to include expressions for magnetic field

amplitudes. We will review the theory of near-field radiation

from a semi-infinite pulsed electron beam propagating in a

magnetized plasma in this section. The results of Harker

and Banks [1987] and Neubert and Harker [1988] will be

used extensively in this paper. They will often be referred

to, collectively, as "HBN."

Other treatments of radiation from electron beams in

space plasmas have been presented by Lavergnat and Lehner

[1984] and Ohnuki and Adachi [1984] who consider radiation

from pulsed electron beams for the special case of zero pitch

angle. Lavergnat et al. [1984] have presented results for a

sinusoidally modulated beam with arbitrary pitch angle.
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Fig. 9. A spectrogram showing the wave response measured by the PDP magnetic search coil during the free-flight
of the PDP. The FPEG is pulsed at 1.22 kHz with a 50% duty cycle Throughout this interval.

The Theory of HBN

HBN apply a treatment which is based upon the works

of McKenzie [1967], Liemoh_ [1965], and Harker and Banks

[1983, and 1985]. They assume an infinitely thin electron

beam spiraling around the geomagnetic field (B0) under the

influence of the Lorentz fore. The beam is square-wave

modulated, (pulsed), and exl_ends into an infinite half space.

Within each pulse the elect_'ons are assumed to be evenly

distributed and have no molion other than the helical mo-

tion of the beam as a whole. Thus such effects as Coulomb

spreading of the beam along the magnetic field or across it,

are not considered. B0 is taken to define the z axis of a co-

ordinate system and the electron source is located at (a,0,0)

which defines the x axis. (Here, a = v.t./_ce is the Larmor

radius). An exponential attenuation factor, which assumes

that the ability of the beam _o radiate decays exponentially

as e -#_ over an arbitrary le_gth, 1/_, may also be applied.

The factor B could not be estimated for the Spacelab 2 ex-

periments. Therefore we azsume here that the coherence

length is long and therefore _hat B _ 0.

The electric field and theicurrent density are expressed

in a rotating cylindrical co_dinate system, Fourier trans-

formed into frequency-wave number space, and the disper-

sion equation is applied. The fields are then transformed

back into coordinate space I_ut are left as functions of fre-

quency. The integrals which inust be done are over the com-

ponents of the wave number vector ( kll,4_, and k.l.). The

integral over kll has simple poles at n 2 = ha, n 2 = n_, and

n 2 = no where na and n_ are functions of the cold plasma

dielectric tensor and the perpendicular index of refraction

(#i) and n_ = (klloC)/W, where kllo = (w - s_ee)/Vll. In
addition it has been determined that there is a branch cut

whose contribution to the integrals was neglected. The poe

sible effects of this omission will be discussed below.

The reader will recognize the expression for kllo as the fa-
miliar resonance condition which picks out the Cherenkov

(s = 0), cyclotron (s = 1), and anomalous cyclotron

(s = -1) resonances. The cylindrical shape of the beam

trajectory naturally leads to the use of Bessel functions (J)

and Hankel functions (H). After transforming the fields

back from rotating to polar coordinates the final expressions
for the electric field components are obtained and are given

in Harker and Banks [1987]. Magnetic field components are

obtained through the relation _7 x E = -OB/Ot. They are

given in Neubert and Harker [1988]. The reader is referred

to those papers for the exact expressions.

Each component of the magnetic fields can be written as

oo

B,=c E EEEv  
rT=-oo s v q

The electric field components have similar form. The sub-

script i is over the polar coordinates (p,_, z). C is a con-

stant which includes the factor WmIBv.k/v[i where wm is the
beam modulation frequency, IB is the instantaneous beam
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Fig. 10. A spectrogram showing the wave response measured by the PDP magnetic search coil wi_h the PDP in

the payload bay. The FPEG is pulsed at 1.22 kHz with a 50% duty cycle, q'hroughout this interv:d.
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current, and v± and vii are components of the beam veloc-

ity. The summations are over the harmonic number r/, the

resonance condition s, a spatial coordinate index v, and an

index q which is used to insure that waves are outgoing.

The function _ contains factors which depend on the in-

dex of refraction and the dielectric tensor elements and also

contains the Hankel functions _H_2)(tt_kk0p) where J
_t

s + 1, or s - 1. The function Y includes the Bessel func-

tion Js-v(l_a.koa). The function 7) is what we will call the

duty cycle factor, D = I/r/sin(r/rb/d). Here bid is the duty

cycle where b is the on-time for a pulse and d is the period

of the square wave modulation. (We note that equation 36

of Harker and Banks [1987] and equation 5 of Neubert and

Harker [1988] are missing the term l/r/.) The dependences

described here will be important when we consider the pre-

dictions of this theory.

Applications of the Theory

The expressions for the electric or magnetic field compo-

nents given by HBN can be evaluated numerically for the

specific conditions which existed during the Spacelab 2 ex-

periments. The conditions include frequency, duty cycle,

beam current, beam energy, the geomagnetic field vector,

the plasma density, and the distance of observation. Given

those values, an electric or magnetic field vector can be cal-
culated for each of the resonance conditions and for each of

the two complex perpendicular indices of refraction (#.1.).

This has been done for the Pulsed flux tube connection

during the free flight of the PDP [Reeves et al., 1988b and

1990]. The results showed the best agreement between pre-

dictions and observations for the s = 0 root 2 solutions.

The Cherenkov resonance is given by s = 0. Root 1 solu-

tions are waves with wavenormal angles near the resonance

cone (0 _ Ores). They are evanescent below the lower hy-

brid frequency (f_,_a). The root 2 solutions are continuous

across f_.t¢a and for f > fcHa. Above fzna they are waves

with wavenormal angles in the central hump of the index of

refraction surface (0 < 0G). For the s = 0 root 2 solu-

tions the agreement between predictions and observations

was better than a factor of 30 for all harmonics at all dis-

tances at which waves were measured. Within the context of

this type of experiment this agreement is considered quite

good. The predictions for the other resonance conditions

disagreed with observations by many orders of magnitude.

Broadband waves generated through the Cherenkov res-

onance were also observed during the free flight. Root 1

(resonance cone) waves were observed to produce a funnel-

shaped feature between the lower hybrid and the electron

cyclotron frequencies [Gurnett et al., 1986]. Root 2 (central

hump) waves contributed to broadband emissions observed

below _ 30 kHz [Reeves et al., 1990]. No wave fields were

observed which suggested measurable contributions from the

cyclotron or anomalous cyclotron resonances (s = +I). For

the narrow-band emissions there appeared to be no mea-
sured contribution from the root 1 solutions.
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In applying the predictio_3s of HBN to payload bay beam

operations we again find no evidence for contributions from

the cyclotron or anomalou_ cyclotron resonances and no

predictions are presented here for those solutions. For the

Cherenkov resonances we cannot exclude the possibility of

both the root 1 and root 2 sdutions because of the proximity

of the beam and the PDP. :

The _ 7 m separation bi2tween the beam and the PDP

raises another issue. The w_yelength of whistler mode waves

generated through the Cher_nkov resonance can range from

meters to several kilometer. The theory of ttBN is fully

valid in the near-field of tl_e waves provided the point of

observation is outside the b_,am itself.
p

Two problems exist wheh applying the theory of ttBN

to the results from the paybad bay beam operations. The

first is that the electron de_,sity could not be measured ac-

curately when the PDP waslin the payload bay [Raittet al.,

1987]. This is a result of th_ turbulent conditions produced

in the payload bay by the motion of the orbiter through the
plasma. Thus an approxima_te value must be used. The sec-

ond problem is that the thobry of HBN, as it stands, is not

complete. As noted above, t_e contributions to the integrals

from the simple poles are included but a contribution from a

branch cut was neglected. We have evaluated the contribu-

tions from the branch cut i_ the asymptotic far-field limit.

The relative contribution of the branch cut will be greater

at larger distances from the beam but its effect at the short

distances at which the Spacelab 2 experiments were con-

ducted is not known. Nevertheless the theory of HBN in its

present form proved quite u_eful in the interpretation of the

free flight wave stimulation results and lacking a complete

theory it will again be used here. We will see that it again

shows good general agreement and provides an important

framework for the interpreta_tion of the experimental results.
z

5. THE BEAM DUTY CYCLE

The duty cycle of the beam is defined at the ratio of the

beam on-time to the period of the beam modulation. It is

one of the most easily controiled of the beam parameters and

turns out to be one of the most important. The duty cycle
controls the spatial structure of the beam. This, in turn,

controls the amplitude and i the spectral characteristics of

the waves generated by the beam.

The duty cycle enters intg_ the equations of HBN through

the Fourier integral over the spatial structure of the beam.

This implies that the deper_dence of the amplitude on the

duty cycle is relatively insensitive to the details of the theory.

In HBN the dependence on _he duty cycle is very simple. It

appears only in the duty cycle factor, /) = I/r/sin(_lTrb/d).

The factor :D is the same in the equations for each com-

ponent of the electric and magnetic field vectors and is in-

dependent of the mode of _he radiation or the resonance

condition.

Variation at the Pulsing FreTuency

The duty cycle factor is dependent on both the duty cy-

cle and the harmonic number. We begin by considering the

dependence of the amplitude of the fundamental (r/ = 1)

on the duty cycle. The Be_tm Energy sequence is partic-

ularly well suited to this inyestigation. The Beam Energy

sequence consists of 19 pulsing periods (Figure 3). During

the _equence the duty cycle for each pulsing period was in-
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creased from 0.2% to 99.8%. The frequency for each pulsing

period was kept as constant as possible and ranged between

488-608 Hz. The entire sequence lasted 95 s and the lo-

cal plasma conditions can be considered constant over this

interval. With all other variables held constant the depen-

dence of the amplitude of the fundamental on the duty cycle

is simply sin(rrb/d).

Figure 11 shows that the measured dependence agrees

very well with predictions. The function sin(xb/d) is plotted

with a solid curve. The amplitude is normalized to an arbi-

trary value of 0.1 and plotted on a logarithmic scale. The

amplitude of narrow-band waves at the pulsing frequency

are taken from the magnetic antenna data during two Beam

Energy sequences. Each sequence spans an electric and a

magnetic antenna period so the full range of duty cycles

cannot be compared in a single sequence. Some care was

taken to find two sequences which took plaice under similar

conditions. The sequence labeled "bmn" took place at 1900

UT on day 215 and the sequence labeled "bvd" took place

at 1738 UT on the same day. During both sequences the

payload bay was in light wake conditions with an ambient

magnetic field strength of B0 _ 0.45 G on the Earth's day-

side. The most likely cause of the difference in amplitudes

at b/d =20% and 50% is a difference in plasma density. The

IRI predicted densities [Bilitza, 1986] for the two sequences

were 3.5 x 105 and 2.6 x 105 cm -a respectively. The higher

amplitude waves are observed for the higher density esti-

mate.

The variation with the duty cycle of the beam can be

understood in terms of a physically simple model. For a

duty cycle of b/d =0% there is no emitted current and no

radiation is expected. For a duty cycle of 100% the beam is

on continuously (the dc case) and only broadband waves are

emitted. The amplitude of narrow-band radiation is again

expected to vanish. The presence of narrow-band radiation

depends on periodically changing current densities.

One unanswered question from previous investigations

was which portion of the beam pulse was responsible for

producing the narrow-band radiation. One might expect ra-

diation from, say, only the leading and trailing edges of each

beam pulse in which case the wave amplitude should be inde-

pendent of the duty cycle. The theory of Harker and Banks

10 o

10 -1

{ •t0 -2

E -- .-o-- - sequence "bmn" '
< 10 -3 .... _ ..... sequence "bvd"

0.1 x sin(R b/d)

10 -4
o 0'I o'2"o'3"o', o's 0'.8o'7 0'8"0'o"

duty cycle

Fig. 11. The variation of the amplitude at the fundamental fre-
quency with duty cycles between 0% and 100%. The solid line is

sin(_rb/d) arbitrarily normalized to 0.1. Data for two Beam En-
ergy sequences show good agreement with the predicted behavior.
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predicts amplitudes based on coherent radiation from tile

entire length of the pulse. The amplitudes from the Beam A
Energy sequences indicate that, in fact, the entire pulse ra-
diates. This conclusion is important for understanding the 10 -1

production of narrow-band radiation from pulsed electron

beams.

An equally important conclusion is that the amplitude

of narrow-band radiation is not dependent on the average _" 10 -2

current injected by the beam. The beam current which ap- =._

pears in the expressions of HBN is IB = -Nev. N is the "o

density per unit length in a beam pulse and v is the velocity _

of the beam electrons. Therefore 113 is the instantaneous _-
E lo -3

current when the beam is on (100 mA). The average current ¢[

is l B x b/d. The results from the Beam Energy sequence

experiments show that a duty cycle of 50% produces the

maximum amplitudes even though duty cycles greater than

50% inject larger average currents. These results are ex- 10-4

pected to be independent of the value of the instantaneous 0

current.

Measured Amplitudes

814 Hz, 1/3 and 2/3 Duty Cycles

+ 33% DutyCycle67% DutyCycle

O,-,"¢3

O

!

2 12

Forbidden Harrnonics._---J

4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

Harmonic Number

Harmonic Structure and the Duty Cycle Factor

Since the duty cycle factor, I/r/sin(orb�d), contains the

harmonic number, r/, the harmonic structure of the observed

wave fields is also expected to depend on the duty cycle of

the beam. Two major effects are predicted. The first is a

decrease in wave amplitude with harmonic number due to

the factor I/r/. The second is the exclusion of harmonics

for which r/b/d is an integer. Those harmonics are known as

"forbidden harmonics."

Two sequences designed to investigate the variation with

duty cycle are Duty 41 and Duty 21 sequences (Figures 1 and

2). Figure 12a shows the harmonic structure for two pulsing

periods during a Duty 21 sequence. The pulsing frequency

for both periods is 814 Hz. For the Duty 21 sequences the

duty cycles were 2/3 and 1/3 or _ 33% and 67% and for

each, every third harmonic is forbidden. Figure 12b shows

the predicted variation in amplitude with harmonic number.

Several features are apparent. We note that the tendency

is for higher harmonics to appear with lower amplitudes,

as expected. The amplitudes of the forbidden harmonics

tends to be lower than the harmonics which give nonintegral

rlb/d but are not zero. For both tile 33% and the 67% duty

cycles, forbidden harmonics are observed with amplitudes

up to an order of magnitude above the background noise
levels of _l-Sx10 -4 nT. These results are consistent with

the observations from STS 3 and the Spacelab 2 free flight

experiments.

The presence of measurable narrow-band waves at the for-

bidden frequencies is likely to be the result of loss or partial

loss of the spatial coherence of the beam pulses. Figure 13

shows how sensitive the amplitude is to the duty cycle. The

predicted amplitude of the second harmonic is plotted for

duty cycles in the vicinity of 50%. It is seen that even a

1% change in the actual duty cycle of the beam pulses can

result in a substantial and measurable wave amplitude for a

forbidden frequency.

An interesting point is that the duty cycle factor is a

spatial parameter rather than a temporal one. This is seen in

the theory from the fact that the integral which produces the

duty cycle factor is over the coordinate space. Evidence of

this subtle distinction is also found in the data from the Prox

Ops sequence. As mentioned above, the Prox Ops sequence

lO 0

Predicted Variation With sin(rl x b/d) / q

.=
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f-
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£

10 -1
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I"1

I1 I I i i i i i i i /0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Harmonic Number

Fig. 12. (a) The amplitude of the harmonics of two pulsing pe-
riods during a Duty 21 sequence. The pulsing frequency for both
is 814 Hz and the duty cycles are 1/3 and 2/3. (b) The predicted
harmonic structure for both pulsing periods (sinOT_rb/d)/r7).

used a 1.22 kHz pulsing frequency and a 50% duty cycle. It

lasted for _ 10 min. Over this interval the pulsing mode was

kept constant but the orientation of the orbiter with respect

to the geomagnetic field changed. In the early part of the

sequence the beam trajectory was such that it could exit

the payload bay freely. Computer simulations have shown

that in the later part of the sequence the pitch angle of the

beam changed from 120 ° to 114 ° from the orbiter z axis and

that the electron beam trajectory intersected tile orbiter's

starboard payload bay door approximately 4 m from the

FPEG aperture.

Figure 14 shows the change in harmonic structure. The

amplitude of the harmonics of the 1.22 kHz pulsing is shown

for two different times. The dark bars show the amplitude

when the beam is escaping from the payload bay. The even

harmonics are the forbidden harmonics for this sequence and
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Fig. 13. The duty cycle factodsin(r_rb/d) for the second harmonic
(n = 2) versus the duty cycle bid. Very sensitive dependence on
the duty cycle is expected. Nbte the relative values of this factor
for duty cycles of 50% and 5d.5%.

Change in Harmonic Structure with Beam Escape

10 -2
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Q- -4
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D beam hitsorbiter
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Fig. 14. The harmonics of al.22 kHz pulsing with a 50% duty
cycle. Dark bars show harrnc/nics, with the beam freely escaping

the orbiter. Even (forbidden i harmonics have lower amplitudes
than odd harmonica. Light bars show harmonics when the beam
trajectory hits the orbiter p_yload bay door. A 1/r_ harmonic
structure is observed and even harmonics have comparable am-
plitude to odd harmonics.

they are observed with reduced amplitude compared to the

odd harmonics. The light bars show the amplitude when
the beam hits the orbiter. _he beam is still on for 50% of

the time but the length of _he beam is essentially restricted

to a few meters. In this situation the harmonic structure

is roughly l/r/ and the even, forbidden harmonics are of

comparable amplitude to t_e odd harmonics.

There are many factors which could produce a change in

the spatial coherence of the beam pulses. As well as the con-

ditions of beam escape, vehicle charging, beam plasma inter-

actions, interactions with return currents, and the Coulomb

repulsion of electrons within the beam can produce changes

in the effective length of the radiating current source. Any

propagation effect which spreads the beam pulses along the

magnetic field or retards the leading electrons in a pulse can

alter the spatial structure of the current source and hence

the physical duty cycle of the beam. Two constraints on

any process which can be proposed are (1) that the beam

current structure is not drastically different from a square-

wave and (2) that the effect on each pulse in the beam is

approximately the same since the harmonic structure re-

mains constant over times which are long compared to the

duration of a pulse.

6. VARIATION WITH THE

BEAM PULSING FREQUENCY

The other FPEG pulsing parameter which was actively

controlled is the pulsing frequency of the beam. The pulsing

frequency can be varied over the full 0-30 kHz range of the

receiver. The narrow-band structure of the wave response

to pulsed electron beams allows specific frequencies to be

singled out for investigation. Study of the wave response at

the fundamental eliminates the dependence on the harmonic

structure of the wave response but does not eliminate the

dependence on the duty cycle.

When one considers the plots of predicted amplitude ver-

sus frequency presented in Harker and Banks [1987] two

main characteristics are apparent. (1) The amplitude of the

different wave modes (s = 0, 1,-1) have very different be-

havior with varying frequency. (2) Within each wave mode

there may be a complex dependence of the wave amplitude

on frequency. That dependence includes cut-offs and reso-

nances at characteristic frequencies of the plasma and nulls
which are a result of destructive interference in the wave

fields. Unlike the dependence of wave amplitude on the

duty cycle the dependence on frequency cannot be isolated

as a simple fax:tor. Therefore, to examine the dependence

of wave amplitude on frequency it is necessary to determine

the wave mode and compare observations with the full nu-

merical predictions of HBN.

Figure 15 shows the measured and tile predicted variation

with the frequency of the pulsed beam. The measured data

is taken from an ELF Sweep and a VLF Sweep sequence

and is plotted with dots connected by a bold line. The nu-

meric predictions using the theory of tIBN are plotted with

solid lines. For the predictions a set of "typical" values of

various parameters were used. The values for those param-

eters is given in Table 1 with the exception that both the

root 1 (resonance cone) and root 2 (central hump) modes

are plotted.

The measurements show the best agreement with the

root 2 solutions. The root 1 solutions are predicted to have

higher amplitudes than are measured at these distances but

do not show the right frequency dependence. These results

are the same as the results from the free flight [Reeves et

al., 1988b and 1990]. The measured values deviate from the

predicted amplitudes for the Cherenkov root 2 solutions in

two ways. Firstly the behavior of the measured amplitudes

at frequencies between 1 kHz and 10 kHz shows two system-

atic decreases which are not predicted. This is a result of

the influence of the duty cycle factor. The predictions are

made for a duty cycle of 50%. In the VLF Sweep sequence
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Variation of Amplitude of Fundamental with Frequency

10 1
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Size of dot
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Fig. 15. The variation of the ampEtude of tile fundamental with

the frequency of the pulsing. Predicted curves are shown for the

Cherenkov root 1 and root 2 modes (light lines). Measured values

are shown for an ELF Sweep and a VLF Sweep sequence (dots

connected by bold line). The size of the dot represents the duty

cycle for that pulsing period.

the duty cycle ranged from 11% to 50%. The duty cycle for
each frequency is represented on the plot by the size of the
dot. Frequencies with duty cycles which are less than 50%
appear with systematicMly lower amplitudes. Secondly, the
amplitude of the measured amplitudes is consistently higher
than predicted. This is most likely due to an inappropriate
estimate of the electron density which could not be accu-
rately measured.

7. PREDICTED VARIATIONS

WITH IMPORTANT PARAMETERS

The duty cycle and the frequency of a particular pulsing
period were actively controlled during the Spacelab 2 mis-
sion. These two parameters are particularly important in
the study of wave generation by electron beam injection. In
this section we consider the dependence of wave amplitude
on parameters which could not be controlled. Again we use
the predictions of HBN. The parameters we will consider are
the beam current (IB), the beam energy (EB), the geomag-
netic field strength (B0), the pitch angle (_), the ambient

Table 1. Default Parameters for Predicted Amplitudes

Parameter Description

resonance condition
mode
beam current Is

beam energy EB
harmonic number q
duty cycle b/d
ambient electron density n e
distance to beam rl

geomagnetic field strength Bo
beam pitch angle

Cherenkov (s=0)
root 2 (central hump)
100 mA
1 keV
1
5O%
105cm -3
5m
0.2 G
45 °

electron density (he), and the distance from the receiver to
the beam (rj.).

For each calculation a set of default parameters were used

(Table 1). Based on the comparison of measured and pre-
dicted waves, both during the PDP free flight and with the
PDP in the payload bay, we identify the Cherenkov, root 2

(central hump) mode as the most important for these exper-
iments. The beam current and beam energy are the values
used for the experiments. For all studies the fundamental

frequency (*/ = 1) and a duty cycle of 50% are used. The
ambient electron density and the geomagnetic field strength
are typical values for the experimental conditions. The dis-
tance to the beam is defined as the perpendicular distance
from the center of the PDP to the center of the beam helix

which was typically _ 5 m for the payload bay sequences.
The pitch angle is chosen arbitrarily to be 45 ° . In each study
all the parameters were kept fixed except the parameter be-
ing studied. In Figures 16-20 the default value is shown on
the axis in bold type. Numerical calculations are presented

for pulsing frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.

Beam Current

The dependence of the wave amplitude on the average
beam current has already been considered in our discussion
of the duty cycle. For the Spacelab 2 and STS 3 missions the
instantaneous beam current, IB was set at 100 mA for all
the pulsed beam operations. Figure 16 shows the predicted
dependence of wave amplitude on the instantaneous beam
current. In the theory of HBN, IB appears as a constant

in the expressions for each of the wave field components.
Figure 16 shows the expected linear variation with beam
current at all three frequencies (log scale).

Beam Energy

The beam acceleration voltage was 1 kV for all Space-
lab 2 FPEG operations. Figure 17 shows the variation in
amplitude for beam energies in the range 0-2 keV. The de-
pendence of the expressions for wave amplitude on EB is
primarily a function of the velocity of the electrons. That

_a

Predicted Variation with Beam Current
10 -9

T lOkHz

lO .lO 1 kHz

Fig. 16.

current, IB, at frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.
default value of 0.1 A is shown in bold type.

o.oo o.os O.tO o.1s 0.20

Beam Current (A)

The predicted vaxiation of amplitude with the beam
The
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Predicted Variation with Beam Energy
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Fig. 17. The predicted variation of amplitude with the beam
energy, EB, at frequencies IOC Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.

Predicted Variation with Magnetic Field
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Fig. 18. The predicted variation of amplitude with the geomag-
netic field strength, B0, at frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.

velocity, however, determin_ the gyroradius (which appears
in the Bessel functions) and the resonance condition which

picks out the values of the parallel index of refraction. Al-

though the dependence of t_e final expressions on EB is not
simple, the wave amplitudes! are predicted to vary little over
this range of beam energies.

Although the nominal beam energy for the Spacelab 2
mission was 1 keV it is anticipated that the actual energy
of the electrons in the bea/n could be significantly differ-
ent. The dynamics of beam escape and the thermalization
and Coulomb repulsion of beam electrons are anticipated to
change the energy of a substantial population of beam elec-
trons. Figure 17 indicates !hat changes of energy up to a
factor of 2 will not significantly effect the wave amplitudes
provided the beam energy a!one is changed. Another inter-

esting prediction is that the wave amplitude may actually
decrease for higher beam energies at some frequencies.

Geomagnetic Field

The variation with the geomagnetic field strength is
shown in Figure 18 . The magnetic field strength deter-
mines the characteristic freq,encies in the plasma including
the electron cyclotron, the i_n cyclotron, and the lower hy-
brid frequencies which in t_rn appear in the elements of

the permittivity tensor and Re dispersion relation. B0 also
determines the gyroradius and hence appears in the Bessel
functions. Again, in spite of the complex dependence of
the field expressions on B0, the variation over the range
B0 = 0.1-0.5 G is fairly smooth and gradual.

The pitch angle (Figure 1_) varies significantly in the ex-
periments and can take values in the full range of 0-90 °. The
pitch angle influences the gyr0radius along with B0 and EB.
It is the dependence of the a?gument of the Bessel function

(kimVL/eBo) which causes ,_he nulls in the amplitude seen
in the figure. Physically the_e nulls are caused by destruc-

tive interference of waves gestated in different parts of the
beam. The dependence of tl_e wave amplitude is also seen

to be quite different for different frequencies reflecting the

10 -7
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Fig. 19. The predicted variation of amplitude with the pitch
angle, $, at frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.

dependence of the resonance condition on I_1 and hence on

We note that the variation of amplitude with pitch angle
could provide a very sensitive test of the theory of HBN.
The orientation of the FPEG was fixed and therefore on

Spacelab 2 the pitch angle was determined by the orbiter
orientation with respect to the geomagnetic field. For this

reason the Spacelab 2 data set is not adequate for a study of
pitch angle variations. Such an investigation may be more
easily conducted on a rocket flight.

Electron Density

The local electron density is one of the hardest parame-
ters to determine for sequences in the payload bay because
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of the strong and variable effects of ram/wake conditions

which may change the plasma density in the payload bay by
several orders of magnitude from the ambient levels. The

electron density also affects many of the terms in the ex-

pressions for the wave amplitudes. It determines the plasma

frequencies and the lower hybrid frequency. Therefore it

affects the permittivity tensor elements, the index of re-

fraction, and all the terms which depend on them. Those

terms include the Bessel function which is again responsible

for the nuUs in the wave fields plotted in Figure 20. The

abrupt drop in wave amplitudes for the .10 kHz predictions

at lOg(he) _ 5.75 cm -3 is due to the fact that the Cherenkov

root 2 resonance condition cannot be satisfied above a crit-

icM frequency. This effect was discussed in Reeves et aL

[1990] in relation to the cut-off in broadband waves during
the DC flux tube connection.

Distance

In contrast to the parameters considered above, the de-

pendence on the distance to the electron beam is rather

straight forward. In the treatment with no loss of coherence

along the path of the beam the distance which is relevant is

the perpendicular distance to the center of the beam, ra..

The perpendicular distance contributes only through the

Hankel functions H!2)(_±kort.) and H!+)l(tt±kor±) and

therefore show a smooth decrease with increasing distance.

Although the effect of varying parameters have been con-

sidered here individually, under real conditions they are gen-

erally observed to vary simultaneously. In addition, the ef-

fects of changing a particular parameter may be different

at different frequencies. For example, during the free flight

of the PDP, as the orbiter moved through space the elec-

tron density and the magnetic field strength both vary and

as the orbiter maneuvered for the flux tube connections the

distance to the receiver and the pitch angle of the beam were

altered.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Electron beam pulsing sequences conducted with the PDP

in the Spacelab 2 payload bay confirm and extend the re-
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Fig. 20. The predicted variation of amplitude with the ambient
electron density, he, at frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz.

suits of the free flight investigations. The duration of the

free flight was 6 hours. Therefore considerably more time

was available for experiments when the PDP was in the pay-

load bay. Several distinct beam modulation sequences were

designed to investigate the wave response to series of pulsing

periods with different frequencies and duty cycles. These se-

quences include the Duty 41, Duty 21, Beam Energy, ELF

Sweep, and VLF Sweep sequences.

The wave environment in the payload bay was compared

to that measured during the PDP free flight. The ambi-

ent wave fields are found to be quite different. Ambient

fields measured several hundred meters from the orbiter con-

sist primarily of natural atmospherics. In the payload bay
orbiter-associated EMI dominates the measured fields. In

contrast, the beam generated wave response is found to be

similar. The most significant differences can be attributed

to differences in the position and motion of the PDP relative

to the electron beam.

In this analysis the theory of Harker and Banks [1987]

on wave production by pulsed electron beams is used ex-

tensively. Although the theory is not complete it is valid

in the near field of the waves and has proven useful for the

analysis of free flight _/nd payload bay experiments. Exper-

imental results have shown good agreement with both the

qualitative and quantitative predictions of the theory.

The dependence of the narrow-bad wave amplitudes on

the duty cycle of the beam has been the subject of extensive

investigation. The predicted dependence occurs only in the

duty cycle factor D = (1/_?)sin(oxb/d). The results from

the Beam Energy sequences show the predicted variation at

the fundamental frequency. They establish that the wave

amplitude depends upon the instantaneous beam current

rather than the average beam current and that maximum

wave amplitudes are produced by 50% duty cycles.

The duty cycle is also found to control the harmonic struc-

ture of the narrow-band waves. Good agreement with the

predicted dependence is observed for all frequencies except

at forbidden harmonics. Measured amplitudes at forbidden

harmonics are generally lower in amplitude but are not zero.

The presence of narrow-band emissions at the forbidden har-

monics is attributed to the sensitive dependence of the wave

amplitude on the actual spatial extent of the beam pulses.

Investigation of the wave amplitude as a function of beam

pulsing frequency also shows good agreement with theory.

The dependence on frequency is predicted to be different for

the different wave modes. The best agreement s found for

the Cherenkov, root 2 solutions in the whistler mode. This

is the same conclusion as for the results of the free flight

wave experiments.

The beam duty cycle and frequency were actively con-

trolled. Numerical calculations of the expected variation of

the wave amplitude with other parameters were also per-

formed. The amplitude of the narrow-band waves are not

expected to show strong dependence on the beam corrent,

the beam energy, or the geomagnetic field strength for val-

ues of these parameters near the Spacelab 2 conditions. The

dependence of the wave amplitude on the beam pitch angle

and the ambient electron density is expected to be more

complex. In the Spaeelab 2 experiments, in general, several

parameters varied simultaneously and controlled investiga-

tions of a single parameter were not possible. It would be

possible in future experiments to actively control the pitch

angle and thus keep an important variable fixed or to vary
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it in a controlled manner and thus provide a sensitive test

of the theory, i
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Recently, NEUBERT et al. (1988) described the potential and return currents at

the space shuttle during ejection of 1 keV, 50-150 mA DC and pulsed electron
beams. Their measurements were taken during the shuttle's Spacelab-2 (SL-2)

mission. One of the author's main objectives was to determine the ability of the

electron beams to escape the near vicinity of the spacecraft. They show that

potential and wave measurements during some beam injections are consistent with
beams that are freely-propagating into the ambient plasma. The issue of beam

escape has become an important one, particularly since recent theoretical particle

simulations that study the injection process predict that overdense beams (nb_na)

such as those from the shuttle should be strongly disrupted and reflected backwards

due to the development of a large spacecraft potential (OKUDA and KAN, 1987;
WINGLEE and PRITCHETT, 1987, 1988; PRITCHETT and WINGLEE, 1987). Experi-

mental measurements from the SL-2 mission obtained during some overdense

ejections seem to contradict these theories. Hence, the purpose of this comment is to

supplement Neubert el aL's findings by presenting more evidence for the escape of
overdense electron beams from the shuttle.

Neubert el al. presented a set of potential measurements obtained by the

Charge and Current Probe (CCP) during beam ejections. They showed that when
the ambient electron density was greater than about 1.5× l05 cm _, the measured

potentials remained small, less than about 5 V. However, below this ambient density

level, the measured potentials could become quite large, approaching nearly 60 V. In
this case, the true vehicle potentials may have possessed even larger values, since the

plasma sheath surrounding the shuttle now extended beyond the characteristic

measuring length of the CCP. The threshold densities of 1.5× l05 cm -3 corresponded

to the densities at which the thermal electron current from the ionosphere balanced

the emitted beam flux for a 50 mA current. The importance of this observation is

that above the threshold ambient electron density, the potentials were relatively

small and should have allowed for the escape of overdense electron beams. Further

evidence of escape was presented by the authors using the waves generated during

pulsed electron beam ejections. For an ideal square wave pulse, amplitude increases

at the odd harmonics of the pulsing frequency should be observed. This wave

signature was seen during ejections, indicating that the electron pulses escaped with
minimal distortion.

To illustrate the point further, the SL-2 electron beam ejection occurring on
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DOY 213 of 1985 from 03:30 to 03:37 UT will now be examined. During this period,

a ;ontinuous 1 keV-50 mA electron beam was ejected from the shuttle bay along a

magnetic field line with a varying pitch angle of <20 °. The beam density at

irtjection, m, was estimated to be !.6× 107 cm _ (or half the density of the 100 mA
electron beam described in BANKS and RAITT (1988)), while the ambient electron

density, ha, was determined to be 1.3×105 cm -3 (based on the electron plasma

frequency value given in GURNETT et al. (1986)). Hence, nb/n, is about 100 and the

be_am is considered extremely overdense. According to one-dimensional simulations,

n_must be less than n, for a beam to escape (OKUDA and KAN, 1987; WINGLEE and

PRITCHETT, 1987), while the two-dimensional BIG code requires the ratio of the

plasma response time to beam stagnation time to be less than 0.4, trp/ts<0.4
(WINGLEE and PRITCHETT, 1988). Since nb--100n, and trp/ts=2 to 6 (NEUBERT et

al., 1988) during injection, neither theoretically-derived condition for beam escape

was met; thus one might expect the development of a large spacecraft potential and
th_ reflection of the beam very near the generator. However, the free-flying Plasma

D!agnostics Package (PDP) made a close encounter to the connecting magnetic flux

tube at a distance of 200 meters from the shuttle. At this time, the PDP detected
st_ng wave turbulence near the plasma frequency and in the whistler-mode

(_RNETT et al., 1986; FARRELL et al., 1988), along with a relatively intense
ba_kscattered beam electron component (FRANK et al., 1989). Back at the shuttle,

th_ Vehicle Charging and Potential (VCAP) Experiment measured potentials of

on!y 3 V during the 1-keV beam ejections (NEUBERT et al., 1988). This potential is
no_ large enough to significantly alter the beam's propagation. Hence, the experi-
mdntal results seem to contrast the simulation's predictions.

! The whistler-mode waves emitted by this beam can be used as a d_agnostic tool
to _stimate the beam's extension from the shuttle. As demonstrated in GURNETT et

al. (1986) and FARRELL et al. (1988), these waves were emitted with their normal

angles very near the resonance cone angle. Hence, for the waves at a given

frequency, their ray path orientation with respect to the magnetic field is specified by

equation (I) of GUP,_ETT et al. (1986). Given this wave geometry, consider a beam
rejected (or stopped) very near the shuttle (ideally, to form a point source) and a

spacecraft flying past the active field line, such as the PDP during the SL-2 mission.

Figure I(a) schematically represents this situation. For a point source radiating at

fre_uencyf:, there witl be two points where the spacecraft will intercept the whistler-
mode rays, at A and A'. At a lower frequency, f_, again two points will be

intercepted, but at locations B and B', which are located closer to the active field

line. Hence, on a radio spectrogram, the emission pattern appears as a hollow or

partially-filled funnel, As the radiation source (i.e., the beam) becomes more

extended along the field line, the funnel-shaped emission pattern becomes more
complete, as indicated in (b). Whistler-mode emissions detected as incomplete

funnel-shaped patterns are found in nature, and are called VLF saucers (SMITH,

1969). If the source extends completely to the spacecraft, the funnel-shaped pattern

is completely filled in, as shown in (c). During the SL-2 beam ejection described

above, the wave receiver on the PDP detected a complete, intense whistler-mode
funhel (see Fig. 2 of GURNETT et al., 1986; or Fig. I of FARRELL et al., 1988)

verifying the propagation of the beam out to at least 200 meters from its point of

injection. Also, near the active flux tube, very strong electrostatic turbulence nearfp_
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was detected, further implying the presence of the beam distant from its injection
point.

The whistler-mode wave power was also determined for this particular event by

c_lculating the Poynting flux through a surface containing the PDP trajectory

(FARRELL et al., 1988). The only assumption involved in calculating this quantity
w#s that the emissions were generated by a Landau resonance process, as suggested

b_- GURNE'Fr et ai. (1986) and verified by FARRELL et al. (1988). The measured

power was found to be about 10-9 W/Hz, which is a value almost 107 times greater

than the expected incoherent Cerenkov radiation level from the fully-escaping
beam. A number of coherent radiation processes have been suggested to account for

this power difference (FARRELL et al., 1988, 1989; LtN and WONG, 1988; OMURA

and MATSUMOTO, 1988; PRITCHETT et al., 1988; NISHIKAWA et al., 1989). These

high power levels suggest that a significant fraction of beam electrons get away from
th_ near-shuttle region, although the exact number escaping is difficult to determine.

This number depends upon knowing the exact coherent process operating in the
beam, which is still the subject of some debate, as mentioned in NEUBERT et al.
(1988).

The inconsistency between experimental and simulated beam ejections might

possibly lie in the return current collecting areas, Asc, of the two systems. On the

shlattle, this area is at least 30 m 2 (NEUBERT et al., 1988), which is more than 104

times larger than the cross-sectional area of the beam at injection, Ab. This large

co!!ecting area can allow for ample return flux to the shuttle even during highly
o_rdense ejections. In contrast, one-dimensional simulations have Asc equal to Ab

(both of infinite size), making the condition for beam escape (rib� ha< 1) independent
of area (OKUDA and KAn, 1987; PRH'CHET'r and WlYGLEE, 1987). Such a condition

is hnrealistic for the modeling of shuttle ejections. Like the one-dimensional case,

th+ condition for escape derived from the BIG code (trp/ts<0.4) has a very strong

debendency on beam and ambient electron density, and only a mild dependency on

areas (W1NGLEE and PRITCHETT, 1988). Hence. it too may be inadequate for shuttle
applications involving large return current areas. The fact that it predicts beam

disruption and large spacecraft potentials when the opposite is sometimes observed

indicates that some inadequacy exists. Despite the inadequacies, some two-dimen-

signal simulations do show the proper trend of improved beam escape with
increasing spacecraft area (PRITCHETT and W[NGLEE, 1987; OKUDA and BERCHEM,

19_8). in the future, it may be possible to replicate shuttle injections using advanced

th_ee-dimensional, models (like OKUDA and ASHOUR-ABDALLA, 1989) run with
realistic shuttle-like parameters.

A final point considering overdense beam escape can be made using the
published results from the Echo-7 rocket experiment. During this flight, a mother

payload ejected a powerful electron beam (38 keV-180 mA) and various diagnostics

packages recorded its optical, radio, and return current signatures. A picture

published in Aviation Week and Space Technology (HUGHES, 1988) indicates that

the beam not only escaped the near vicinity of the rocket, but remained coherent for

at least eight gyrations about the magnetic field line. Also, this beam escape

occurred at the very low altitude of 99 km, where the ambient electron density was
significantly reduced in comparison to the SL-2 values. Hence, here is another

ex_.mple of an overdense beam escaping its source.
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To conclude, Neubert et al. have presented evidence that overdense electron

beams can escape the near vicinity of the shuttle using the potentials measured from

the CCP and the signature of the harmonic emissions generated by pulsed electron

beams. To supplement their results, further indication of beam escape and propaga-

tion out to at least 200 meters was presented in this comment, using the whistler-

mode wave signature obtained during a continuous beam ejection. Combined, these

results lend strong support to the thesis that overdense electron beams can and will

escape from the space shuttle (and other spacecraft, such as Echo-7), despite the

predictions based upon idealized simulations of the injection process which show

otherwise.

I would like to thank Jolene Pickett and Bill Paterson for reviewing and discussing this

comment. Part of this research was funded by a NASA graduate student researchers training

grant NGT-50034.
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Transition From Ring to Beam Arc Distributions of Water Ions

Near the Space Shuttle Orbiter

IVER H. CAIRNS

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa, Iowa City

The distribution function of water ions produced near the space shuttle by charge exchange between
ionospheric oxygen ions and outgassed water molecules is investigated using solutions of Liouville's
equation with a source term modeling the charge exchange process. A transition from ring distribu-
tions to beamlike distributions termed "beam arc" distributions is found with decreasing distance

upstream from the orbiter. This beam arc distribution corresponds to a finite section of a ring
distribution and not to a conventional beam distribution. The ratio of water ion number density to

oxygen ion number density is calculated; typical values within 50 m of the shuttle are in excess of 2%
with a maximum value of the order of 20% for nominal parameters, suggesting that these ions must be

considered when interpreting particle data from near the space shuttle. An argument for a plasma
density enhancement of the order of 10% very close to the shuttle, due to kinematic effects
(corresponding to pileup of plasma) and not to plasma creation, is also presented. This kinematic
density enhancement is insufficient, by an order of magnitude, to explain the plasma density

enhancements inferred from Spacelab 2 data.

I. INTRODUCTION

One major aim of the OSS 1 and Spacelab 2 missions was-

to investigate the interaction of the shuttle's atmosphere

with the ionospheric plasma, and so the gaseous and plasma

environment of the space shuttle. These and other missions

found the shuttle environment to be surprisingly active

[Shawhan et al., 1984] with high levels of several types of

plasma waves [Gurnett et al., 19881, energetic particles

[Paterson and Frank, 1989], multiple ion streams [Stone et

a/., 1983], and many ionic species [Narcisi et al., 1983;

Hunton and Calo, 1985; Grebowsky et al., 1987]. Measure-

ments of these phenomena were performed with instruments

mounted on a pallet within the orbiter's payload bay and

exposed to space, and on a small independent spacecraft, the

Plasma Diagnostics Package or PDP [Shawhan, 1982: Kurth

and Frank, 1990]. This PDP spacecraft probed the shuttle's

environment both while attached to the shuttle and while

flying free of the shuttle (the so-called "free-flight" mission)

to distances of the order of 400 m.

The general scenario envisaged [e.g., Shawhan et al.,

1984; Gurnett eta/., 1988; Paterson and Frank, 1989; Ecc/es

et al., 1989] for the shuttle's interaction with the ionospheric

plasma involves the outgassing of water vapor from the

shuttle orbiter, the subsequent collisional charge exchange

of these water molecules with ionospheric oxygen ions (O ÷)

to form water ions, the generation of plasma waves by these

water ions, and subsequent plasma heating. Evidence exists

for a cloud of neutral water surrounding the shuttle [Carig-

nan and Miller, 1983; Narcisi et al., 1983], and water ions

have indeed been observed, both by the shuttle's payload

instruments [Narcisi et al., 1983; Hunton and Calo, 1985]

and by the PDP instruments [Grebowsky et al., 1987; Pater-

son and Frank, 1989]. During the PDP's free-fright portion of

the Spacelab 2 mission, Paterson and Frank [1989] observed

"ringlike" distributions of ions with the basic characteristics

expected of water ions produced by the charge exchange

Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
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process. They also found that the observed number densities

of the ringlike distributions were qualitatively and often

quantitatively consistent with those predicted by a theoret-

ical model for production of water ions by charge exchange

from a water cloud surrounding the shuttle orbiter out to

distances of at least 400 m. This theoretical analysis ignored

the particle distribution function in favor of a fluid descrip-

tion ant1 did not consider the effects of the large water ion

gyroradius (-40 m). Eccles et at. [1989] have also assumed a

(magnetized) fluid description for the plasma species in their

simulations of water ion production and plasma electrody-

namics in the vicinity of the shuttle; their supposition, that

ion-molecule collisions might randomize the water ions

sufficiently rapidly to justify a fluid description, is not

addressed here.

In this paper we discuss the spatial variation in the

expected distribution function of water ions produced by the

charge exchange process with position relative to the space

shuttle: in particular, we show that a gradual transition from

a ring distribution to a beamlike distribution should occur

between about 30 and 100 m upstream from the shuttle.

Magnetization effects are included in the model. We show

that the water ion distribution, although beamlike in a

gyrospeed-gyrophase phase space, covers a significant re-

gion of velocity space corresponding to a finite section of a

ring and is most correctly described as a "beam arc"

distribution (i.e., a finite section of a ring distribution). We

describe the spatial variation in the number density and

shape of the water ion distribution function and compare

these variations with those for a fluid description. This leads

to comments on the observed enhancements in plasma

density in the vicinity of the shuttle [Siskind et al., 1984;

Eccles et al., 1989]. We also discuss the PDP spacecraft's

orbit around the shuttle, concluding that the absence of

anisotropies in gyrophase (i.e., beam arc distributions) in

Paterson and Frank's [1989] observations in the upstream

region are not inconsistent with the theory presented here.

In addition to presenting these immediate results, our paper

has two more general motivations. First, knowledge of the

distribution functions and sources of free energy is a prereq-

15,167
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uisite for constructing theories for the active and complex
wave environment associaied with the space shuttle [Hwang

et al., 1987; Gurnett et al i, 1988]. The technique described
here is capable of obtaining this information, and the results
presented herein are of _irect relevance to the shuttle-
associated waves. Secondl the calculated distribution func-

tions and relative number densities (likely to be in excess of
1% of the O + number density) of water ions presented here
emphasize Paterson and Frank's [1989] finding that water
ions produced by charge iexchange should be present in

detectable amounts throughout the shuttle missions. This
suggests that the possibl_ presence of ring or beam arc
distributions of water ionslshoutd be strongly considered in
interpreting and modeling the data from the OSS 1, Spacelab
2, and other shuttle missions.

The distribution 'functioll of water ions, the focus of this
paper, is calculated by so!ving Liouville's equation with a
source term describing thi) charge exchange process. The
plasma model and method of solution for the distribution

function are given in the nc_xt section. The transition from a
ring to a beam arc distribution function is shown in section 3.
Section 4 contains a disdussion of the ring-to-beam arc

transition of the water ion _istribution function, the relative
number density of water iohs in the plasma, and evidence of
a small plasma density enhimcement. The conclusions of the
paper are given in section 3.

2. MODEL FOR THE C'HARGE EXCHANGE PROCESS
IN THE ORBITER'S WATER CLOUD

We consider a referenceiframe (Xp, Yp. Zp) moving with
the space shuttle in which ihe ionospheric magnetic field B0
is along the Zp axis. The brigin of this reference frame is

taken to coincide with th_ center of mass of the shuttle
orbiter. Without loss of generality we assume the velocity of
the background plasma in tilis reference frame is of the form

(-V__, 0, -VII); positive va!ues of Xp then correspond to the
region upstream of the shuttle. The motion of the back-
ground plasma across the !magnetic field then implies the
presence of a self-consistent electric field E = (0, -V B0, 0)
in this reference frame. _elocity is conserved during the

charge exchange process. Now, however, the newly born
water ion must respond to the crossed electric and magnetic
fields, resulting in a cycloidal motion in the Xp- Yu plane. The
equations of motion for th_ particle motion may be solved
for the position and velocit:y of the particle as a function of
time given the position and velocity at some reference time.

This motion may be summarized as follows: first, any
particle speed along the magnetic field [the Zp axis) remains
constant; second, ignoring _hermal motions for the moment,

a newly born water ion starts out at zero velocity and is
accelerated by the crossed electric and magnetic fields into
motion with a gyrospeed V z centered on a velocity (- V_, 0,
0), and a gyroradius V__/(2,.nfa>,,)where fg., is the water ion
gyrofrequency. This gyromotion maps out a ring in the

Vx/VKo plane in velocity phase space. A "'ring" distribution
results if water ions are found at all gyrophases in this

Vx-Vr_ plane, while a "beam" distribution results if the
water ions are found in a w#ll-defined range of gyrophases.
Thermal motions produce a _pread in gyrospeed and velocity
along the magnetic field. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration
of a partial ring distribution i which will be called a beam arc
distribution below. Beam arc distributions of water ions are

f
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/
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Fig. 1. A beam arc distribution displayed in Vx -Vr_ space.
Water ions are created near zero velocity and follow tlleir gyromo-
tion clockwise around the dashed ring with gyrospeed V: centered
on the oxygen flow speed - V L. Zero gyrophase corresponds to zero
velocity.

predicted in this paper to occur near to and upstream from
the space shuttle. The (X o, Yp, Z v) reference frame is the
natural one for studies of water ion pickup around the
shuttle.

Liouville's equation for the distribution function of

charge-exchanged water ions. f.,(r, p. t), is

d

dt f_,,(r, p, t) = F.,(r, p, t) (I)

where F.(r. p, t) is the source term. A formal solution exists
[White eta/., 1983; Cairns. 1987]:

fw(r, p. t) = y_° t d'rF,,(r'(r, p, t; rt, p'(r, p. t; z), t + z)

where

(2)

r'(r. p. t; 0) = r (3)

p'{r, p, t; 0) = p (4)

and -_" is the travel time from (r', p') to (r, p) along the
particle path. The effects of wave-particle scattering on the
particle distribution function are ignored in this treatment.

An expression for the source term F,.(r. p, t + "r)for the
collisional charge exchange follows from the binary nature of

the collision and conservation of velocity for the particles:

F_(r, p, t + _') = ?no +(r, t + _')fm(r, p, t + _') (5)

where no + is the number density of oxygen ions, This
equation is consistent with the usual charge exchange equa-
tion involving number densities, allowing identification of
the reaction rate ? as 2 x 10 -9 cm 3 s-i [Paterson and
Frank, 1989]. The remaining quantity fm is the distribution
function of the water gas molecules, which for time-steady
outflow with thermal speed V,,, from the shuttle may be
written
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the water ion distribution functions at two positions along the Xp axis in a gyrospeed-
gyrophase phase space formed by unwrapping the ring feature in Figure I. (a) At Xp = 50 the logarithmically spaced
contours do not vary significantly with gyrophase, corresponding to a ring distribution. (b) At Xp = 2 the contours close
at small gyrophase, implying a beamlike feature. Recognition of the large extent in Vxp and Vr,' leads to the term beam
arc for the distribution function.
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no(ro)r_ 1 -_,:/2vj.

fro(r, p, t + r) = r2 (2zr)3/ZV3m e (6)

Here no(ro) is the number density of water molecules at a
radial distance r0 from the shuttle; note that no obeys an
inverse square law in time-steady outflow. The symbol v
denotes the speed corresponding to momentum p. For
convenience we now assume that the velocity and density of
the background plasma, the magnetic field strength, and
water g as thermal speed are constant over the time scales of
interest. Normalizing all speeds by the water thermal speed
Vm (=(kTm/Mm)l/2) and distances by the characteristic dis-

tance V,,,/fa,,, these assumptions and equations (5) and (6)
allow (2) to be rewritten as the product of constants times a
"probability" integral for the charge exchange:

"1 19

__ /'0 exp [-v -(r, v, t + _')/2]f,,(r, p, t) = Yn°'n°rO dr (7)
(2rr)312 .J-t r'2(r, p, t + r)

with r' and v' implied by (3) and (4) and the equations of
motion for the water ions. The "probability" integral, es-
sentially an integral over travel time - r of the probability of
ions producing charge exchange at earlier times t + 1"with
eventual momentum p at the observation time t and position
r may be performed numerically using standard techniques.
The shape of the distribution function is specified by the
probability integral alone.

Before proceeding we specify the parameters used in the
calculations below. Assuming a constant water gas temper-

ature of 300 K, the normalized range of V j_ for the PDP
free-flight mission is from about 7 to 21 clustered primarily

near 20, and we choose the value 20. During this time the
shuttle's orbital speed V remained nearly constant with V

21 ; smaller values of V± therefore correspond to times when
the orbiter's velocity is more nearly parallel to the iono-
spheric magnetic field. Smaller values of Vl tend first to
increase the probability integral and so the total water ion
number density for a given position and second to decrease
the contrast in the distribution function over gyrophase for a
given gyrospeed (i.e., decrease the parameter R defined
below), making the distribution function more ringlike. The

distance scale Vm/fg,, similarly varies from about 8 to 21 m,

with a characteristic value of the order of 15 m, which is used

hereinafter. In contrast, the water ions have gyroradii V±/

(2¢rfew) _ 40 m.

3. PICKUP DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS DIRECTLY

UPSTREAM FROM THE SHUTTLE

Figure 2 shows the water ion distribution functions result-
ing from charge exchange at two distances directly upstream

from the shuttle (Yp = Zp = 0) and demonstrates the
transition from a ring distribution to a beamlike distribution
with decreasing distance from the shuttle. These distribu-
tions are displayed as contour plots in a gyrospeed-
gyrophase phase space formed by unfolding the ring feature

in Xp-Yp velocity space (e.g., Figure I) centered on the
velocity (-V., 0, 0) for particles with zero speed along the
magnetic field. For reference an ion formed by pickup of a
water molecule with zero initial velocity in the shuttle frame

has gyrospeed V_. and has a gyrophase which is initially zero
but which increases with time as the ion follows its gyromo-
tion. A ring distribution then has contours which do not vary

greatly with gyrophase, as is the case at the position Xp =
50, far upstream from the shuttle orbiter, shown in Figure
2a. A beam distribution has contours which delineate a

limited range of gyrophases; Figure 2b shows that the

distribution at Xp = 2 (close to the shuttle) has some
beamlike characteristics at small gyrophases. In these fig-
ures the contours are logarithmically spaced (to base 10) in

arbitrary units.
This transition from ring to beamlike distributions is

investigated further in Figure 3 using cuts from Figure 2 (and
analogues) along the line of constant gyrospeed Vg = V±
normalized to the maximum value of the distribution func-

tion along the cut. For instance, the curves Xp = 50 and 2 in
Figure 3 are the cuts from Figures 2a and 2b, respectively.

(Calculating the distribution function with smaller steps in
gyrophase smooths the sharp turnover in the cuts near a
gyrophase of 10°.) The range of gyrophases A_bin which the
distribution function has over one half of its maximum value

decreases significantly as Xp decreases, and the ratio of this
range in gyrophase to the total available (360 °) also decreases
significantly. It is important to note, however, that even at
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Fig. 3. Normalized cuts o_ distribution functions along lines of
constant gyrospeed V± and zer_ parallel velocity for positions along
the positive Xp axis. Note the: narrowing range of gyrophases and
increasing contrast in the distribution functions with decreasing
distance from the shuttle. The _x and V U scales indicate the great
extent in velocity space covere_ l_ythe distribution even at Xp = I.

Xp _ l, corresponding to the approximate outer surface of

the shuttle and so an inner ti_nit for the theory's applicability,

this width A4>is of the order of 40° while for Xp = 5, A_b
90 °. The speeds in the Xp a_d Yp directions are shown at the
top of Figure 3 above the gy_rophase axis and show that even

at Xp = l the range of velpcities in the Vxp-Vrp plane for
which the distribution function is significant is large, as
shown schematically in Figure 1. A conventional beam
distribution is expected to be restricted to a narrow range of
velocities centered on some velocity. It is therefore not

appropriate to term these water ion distributions "beam"
distributions in an absolut_ sense. Rather, we suggest the
term "beam arc" distribuiions, corresponding to a finite
segment of a ring, to describe these distributions found close
to the shuttle. We note, however, that these beam arc
distributions do have some beamlike characteristics so that
instability calculations assuming conventional beams may

provide a reasonable first description of an instability.
Figure 4 further describes this transition from ring to beam

arc distribution functions and the continuously increasing
water ion number density, i The plotted parameters are R
(dotted line), the ratio of t_e maximum to minimum of the
distribution function for gyr0speed V z and zero speed along
the magnetic field, and the iquantity N (solid line), propor-
tional to the water ion number density, calculated by inte-
grating the probability integral in (7) over velocity space. For

a ring distribution, R - l, :as found at large values of Xp,
while a beam arc distribution has a large value of R as found
close to the shuttle. For definiteness we define the distribu-

tion function to be a beam _c if R > 50, corresponding to

positions Xp < 2. :i
The spatial variation in N may be compared with the

predictions of an (unmagneiized) fluid representation of the
water ion distribution, shown by the dashed line in the

figure, and found to be in g6od agreement at large Xp > !0.

These fluid model predictions are calculated by analytically
integrating analogues of (I) and (5) for the water ion number

density along a particle path in the Xp-Y_, plane with mean
speed equal to V± and zero gyroradius for the above gas
cloud model; note that the oxygen ions move with this
velocity in this plane (ignoring their minor gyromotion with
a thermal gyroradius of the order of 3 m). The fluid predic-
tion is for a water ion number density which varies inversely

with distance Xp and convection speed V__ (for Yp = Zp =
0). The differences at small Xp may be ascribed to magneti-
zation and pickup motion effects not included in the fluid
model. These differences are further discussed in terms of

enhanced plasma densities in the near vicinity of the shuttle
in the next section.

This transition from ring to beam arc distribution function

with position upstream from the shuttle may be understood
in terms of the spatial gradient in water molecule number
density and the characteristics of the charge exchange pro-
cess. Figure 5 illustrates the development of beam arc and

ring distributions at Xp = 1 and Xp = 15, respectively, in the
Xp-Yp plane for V. = 20. The solid lines are contours of
constant inverse distance squared 1/R_, and so constant
charge exchange rate, spaced in powers of 10. The charac-

teristics of the water ion distribution function at Xp = I and
Xp = 15 follow on considering the primary source of
particles with zero velocity (stars) and velocity (-2Vj, 0, 0)
(squares) at the observation points. Ignoring thermal mo-
tions (i.e., V,,, << V_. ), all picked-up water ions initially have
zero velocity. Particles observed at zero velocity are there-
fore primarily produced (at the star symbols) very close to

the observation point. Particles observed at velocity (-2V±,
0, 0) have, however, followed their gyromotion along the
dashed lines from their primary production points (squares)

where they had zero velocity. At Xp = l, therefore, the
production rate of water ions observed at velocity ( - 2V ±, 0,

I0O

to _ :;.

,
0.I ........ ' ........ _ , . x ....

io ioo tooo
x

Fig. 4. Plots of the quantities N (solid line) and R (dotted line_
versus position along the Xp axis. These quantities are defined in the
text. The speckled area is bounded by the exact curve for N and the
fluid model prediction of N given by the dashed line and is evidence
of a plasma density enhancement. For parameters typical of the
Spacelab missions a value N = 10corresponds to a relative water to
oxygen ion number density of 1.6%. The transition to a beam arc
distribution from a ring distribution is implied by the monotonic
increase in R as Xp decreases.
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Fig. 5. Explanation of the formation of beam arc and ring
distributions of water ions close to and far from the space shuttle,
respectively. Solid lines show contours of constant charge exchange
rate, spaced by factors of 10. The stars and squares show the
positions (and so rates of charge exchange) at which ions observed
near zero velocity and velocity (-2V,. 0. 0h respectively, at the
observation positions are produced. Greatly differing rates of charge

exchange imply a beam arc distribution at X_, = 1, while similar rates
imply a ring distribution at Xp = 15.

0) is less than one-hundredth that for ions observed near zero

velocity, implying that the distribution function is a well-

defined beam arc with R - 100. In contrast, at X v = 15 the

production rates for ions with near-zero velocity and veloc-

ity (-2V±, 0. 0) differ by only a factor (15/25) z - 0.4,

implying a ring distribution function with small R < 10.

Further from the shuttle the ratio R continues to decrease

toward I, and the ring distributions become more uniform.

The beam arc's formation near zero gyrophase follows from

the charge exchange process always loading the water ions

near zero gyrophase /since V,,, << V_) and the monotoni-

cally increasing rate of pickup as one approaches the shuttle

along the Xp axis from upstream. The beam arc does not

form exactly at zero gyrophase due to the thermal spread of

the water molecules; this and the position of beam arc
features when downstream of the shuttle will be discussed in

detail in another publication. Notice that the value of the

distribution function at a particular velocity monotonically

increases as the observing point is moved closer to the

shuttle along the Xr_ axis.

Beam arc water distributions are also formed away from

the Xr, axis in the upstream region in regions where the

charge exchange rate is large; this implies that the condition

Xp < 2 may be generalized to radial distances Rp < 2 with

Xp > 0. The contrast in the distribution functions, i.e., the

parameter R, does decrease with distance from the Xp axis,

as does the probability integral and so the number density of

water ions. We reiterate here that results directly analogous

to those in Figures 2-5 follow for all values of V±: quanti-

tatively, smaller vales of V_ than 20, as appropriate for the

Spacelab 2 mission, correspond to higher water ion number

densities and more ringlike distributions at the same position

compared with the results for V = 20. In summary, the

water ions should have a beam arc distribution function

when upstream and within a radial distance of the order of

20-40 m (Rt, < 2) and have a ringlike distribution function

when more than about 100 m (Rp :> 10) from the shuttle in

the upstream hemisphere.

4. Discussion

The above results clearly show that beam arc distributions

of water ions, with considerable gyrophase anisotropies,

should exist at positions close to and upstream from the

space shuttle. In contrast. Paterson and Frank [19891 do not

report observations of gyrophase anisotropies lbr the pickup

ions observed during the PDP's free-flight mission. This is

not inconsistent with the work described in this paper. There

are two reasons for this. First, the PDP spacecraft's orbit

around the space shuttle did not pass through the required

upstream region (i.e., Xp < 5 with l'p, Zp < 5), thereby

precluding direct testing of the theoretical results presented

above. The beam arc distributions produced in the upstream

region do, of course, move into the downstream region due
to the effects of the crossed convection electric field and

ionospheric magnetic field. This downstream region was

extensively investigated by the PDP spacecraft. However,

we shall show elsewhere that even in the downstream region

the PDP's orbit was such as to limit the theoretically

predicted contrast parameter R defined above to be less than

15 with a typical value of the order of 2. Second, in the

upstream region close to the shuttle (Rp < 5, say) the

dominant gyrophase anisotropy (and most of the ion number

density) occurs in the range of gyrophases 0°-90 ° with

corresponding kinetic energies 0-5 eV. Particles with these

energies are subject to confusion with the observed ambient

oxygen plasma (ram energy of the order of 5 eV) due to the

effects of the typically negative spacecraft potential (which

moves the oxygen peak to a lower energy) and saturation of

the ion detector by the oxygen plasma, as shown for example

in Figure 2 of Paterson and Frank's paper. Paterson and

Frank, quite properly, therefore removed these particles

from their calculations of the water ion number density,

thereby potentially underestimating the water ion number

density. This effect is likely to be less important in the

downstream region due to the ion gyromotion moving the

beam arc into ranges of gyrophase, and thus of measured

particle energy, not obscured by the ambient oxygen plasma

for much of the PDP orbit. In summary, Paterson and
Frank's observations are not inconsistent with the theoreti-

cal work presented in this paper. We note the present

absence of published ion distribution functions measured

while the PDP spacecraft was on the remote manipulator

system arm, within 10 m of the orbiter, during the OSS I and

Spacelab 2 missions. These data should permit further

testing of the theory in this paper.

We now turn to the number density of pickup ions. The

relative number density of water ions to ambient oxygen

ions, or the number density of water ions, may be estimated

using equation (7) and Figure 4. Paterson and Frank [19891
found their observations to be consistent with a water gas

number density of approximately 4 x 10 l0 cm-3 at a radial

distance of 10 m, With the rate constant yand distance scale

of 15 m given in section 2, a value N = 10 corresponds to a

relative water ion to oxygen number density of 1.6%. At

Xp = I the model therefore predicts that the water ion

number density is approximately 20% of the (far) upstream

oxygen number density for these parameters. This estimate

is an upper limit for these assumed parameters due to the
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decrease in oxygen ion number density not being included in

(7). However, larger relative water ion number densities are
predicted when the shuttle iis moving more nearly parallel to
the ionospheric magnetic ifield (Vi smaller than 20); note

I

that the fluid water ion number density is inversely propor-
tional to VI. These estim_ttes suggest that non-Maxwellian
distributions of water ioqs with densities at least a few

percent of the ambient oxygen ion number density should be
prevalent in the near vicingy of, and the region downstream
from, the space shuttle and should be strongly considered
when interpreting data from the OSS I and Spacelab 2, and

perhaps other, shuttle missions.
Siskind et al. [1984] ha_e interpreted ion data from the

vehicle charging and potemtial (VCAP) instrument on the

OSS 1 flight in terms of plasma density enhancements by a
factor of 10 over the amb!ent number density close to the
space shuttle; this factor '_assumes the particles to have
Maxwellian distribution functions. Eccles et al. [1989] have

suggested that the plasma density enhancement is by a factor
of 2-3 instead, with non-Maxwellian particle distributions
being important. We sho_ now that our Figure 4 suggests
plasma density enhancements in the near vicinity of the
shuttle of the order of 10% due simply to the motions of

newly picked-up water ions, or equivalently to plasma
"pileup." The argument pioceeds as follows. First, oxygen

ions move with speed V± i_ the -Xp direction in the Xp- Yp
plane exactly as assumed i_ the fluid model for the number
density of charge-exchanged water ions described briefly in
the last section. The assumed constancy of the oxygen ion
number density for the Li_uville calculation, and the small

oxygen gyroradius Rg _ 0.*, allow neglect of the oxygen ion
gyromotion. The gyromoti<m of newly created water ions is

also not included in the fluid model but will be vital to the
argument here. Second. sitice charge exchange between the
oxygen ions and water molecules leads to no change in the
total number of charged ions in the plasma, the fluid model

(the dashed line in Figurei4) gives the number density of
water ions corresponding to no change in total ion number

and to this assumed ion m_ion (for Vri - 0). The significant
excess in predicted water i_n number density (solid line in

Figure 4) at small values of_p < 10, a factor of 2 at Xp = 1,
then corresponds to an enhancement in plasma density close
to the shuttle orbiter. Tiiis enhancement is due to the

creation of the water ions n_ar zero velocity in the Xp- Yp-Zp
frame and not at the oxygen ion velocity -V.L in the Xp-Yp
plane and the substantial time required (of the order of a
gyroperiod with great corresponding motion downstream)
for a water ion to attain the oxygen ion velocity on average;
that is, this plasma enhancement is due purely to the
different motions of the newly ionized water ions and the
ambient oxygen ions, and not to creation of new plasma, and
so may be understood in terms of pileup of plasma. Using the
estimates above for the relative numbers of water ions and

oxygen ions at Xp = 1 (and Figure 4) one estimates a plasma
enhancement of the order of 10%. We note that these

estimates are upper limits (for Vj. = 20) due to neglect of the
spatial gradient in oxygen ion number density resulting from
the charge exchange. Further calculations with smaller val-

ues of the convection spegd V± show that the water ion

number density approaches[the result predicted by the fluid
model, so that the relative enhancement in plasma density
due to kinematic effects deweases. Accordingly, this purely
kinematic mechanism cannot explain the magnitudes of the

plasma enhancements near the shuttle orbiter inferred by
Siskind et al. [1984] and Eccles et al. [1989]. This is consis-
tent with the findings of Eccles et al. [1989], who found that
the effects of collisions and charge exchange are required to
explain plasma enhancements by factors of the order of 2-3
in the vicinity of the space shuttle.

The results of this paper indicate that the distribution

function of water ions found at small distances upstream
from the shuttle is best described as a beam arc rather than

a conventional beam due to the extended region of velocity
space in which water ions are found. This is due to the

relatively small ratios V±/Vm of 6-20 appropriate to the
shuttle-ionosphere interaction; calculatiuons indicate that

ratios V±/Vm > 100 are required for the distribution function
at Xp - 2 to be properly described as a conventional beam.
Elastic and charge exchange collisions between the water

ions and water gas molecules offer another means of estab-
lishing more beamlike water ion distribution functions: the

beam arc distributions occur due to the water ions following
their gyromotion; disruption of the regular ion gyromotion
by collisions with low-velocity water neutrals might then
limit the water ions to a more limited range of gyrophases
and so to a more beamlike distribution function. Further

work is required to see whether such collisions are important
in determining the water ion distribution function close to

the shuttle, as assumed by Eccles et al. [1989] in partial
justification of a fluid description for the plasma in their
simulations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the distribution function of water ions

produced near the space shuttle by charge exchange be-
tween ionospheric oxygen ions and water molecules out-
gassed from the shuttle using Liouville's equation with a

source term representing the charge exchange process. Our
analysis here is restricted to the region upstream from the
shuttle; the downstream region, containing the shuttle's
wake, will be considered elsewhere. We note that this

analysis could be adapted to apply to ionization of heavy
ions near comets. We find that the water ions have ring
distribution functions far upstream (i.e., more than about 100
m) from the shuttle but that a transition from ring distribu-
tions to beamlike distributions termed beam arc distributions

occurs with decreasing distance upstream from the shuttle.
These beam arc distributions correspond to a finite section of
a ring distribution (near zero velocity in the shuttle frame),

with a gyrophase width in excess of 40 ° and a corresponding
significant extent in velocity space, and do not correspond
well in the shuttle case to conventional beam distributions.
Well-defined beam arc distributions (with ratios R > 50 in

the distribution function at the central gyrospeed V± and
zero parallel velocity) correspond to positions less than
about 20-30 m upstream from the shuttle. We find that the

PDP observations of Paterson and Frank [1989], which do
not show significant gyrophase anisotropies, are not incon-
sistent with the theory reported here, due to the PDP

spacecraft's orbit around the shuttle not sampling the re-
quired region where such anisotropies are significant, and
due to the beam arc distributions being near zero velocity in
the upstream region and so being removed from Paterson
and Frank's analysis due to possible confusion with the
ambient oxygen plasma.
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The number density of water ions is found to increase

monotonically with decreasing distance from the shuttle, as

expected. Once within 100 m (upstream) of the shuttle the

relative number density of water ions to ionospheric oxygen

ions is at least of the order of 1%, with an expected value of

the order of 20% near the shuttle's surface for the nominal

plasma parameters assumed here. The value of the orbiter's

speed perpendicular to the magnetic field chosen in the

paper, V± = 20 near the upper range of expected values, is

expected to correspond to the most strongly peaked distri-

butions and smallest water ion number densities relevant to

the Spacelab 2 mission. This strongly suggests that the

presence of these water ions should be fully considered

when interpreting data from the OSS I, Spacelab 2. and

other shuttle orbiter missions. We also find that the increase

in water ion number density close to the shuttle is faster than

that predicted by a fluid model with no creation of new

plasma. This excess in plasma density near the shuttle, by a

maximum amount of the order of 10% for Spacelab 2

parameters, is due solely to kinematic effects corresponding

to plasma pileup; namely, the creation of the water ions near

zero velocity and not at the oxygen (or fluid) velocity, and

the time and convection distance required for the water ions

to attain the oxygen velocity on average in their gyromotion.

This plasma enhancement is an order of magnitude less than

those discussed by Siskind et al. [1984] and Eccles et al.

[1989]. Eccles et al. [1989] find that plasma density enhance-

ments by a factor of 3 can be explained when the effects of

collisions are included in their simulations.

Further work is required to correlate the observed plasma

waves with their position in the water ion pickup frame

Xp-Yp-Zp and the characteristics of the local particle distri-
butions. Qualitative models for the instabilities generating

the waves, including the particle distribution functions, will

then be constructed and tested using linear instability theory

and simulations. At the prezent time we briefly note that ring

distributions of water ions appear strangely ineffective in

producing observable waves upstream from the shuttle or-

biter, while beam arc distributions of water ions appear

important in generating some of the broadband electrostatic

waves [Hwang et al., 1987; Gurnett et al., 1988] observed

near the space shuttle by the PDP spacecraft.

review process on this paper and P. L. Pritchett and N. H. Stone for
their assistance in evaluating this paper.
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Control of Plasma Waves Associated With the Space Shuttle by the Angle

Between the Orbiter's Velocity Vector and the Magnetic Field

IVER H. CAIRNS AND DONALD A. GURNETT

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of lowa, Iowa City

The interaction between water outgassed from the space shuttle and the ionospheric plasma leads to

production of water ions by charge exchange and an active and complex plasma wave environment for
the space shuttle. We show that the amplitude and spectral character of some of these waves are
controlled by the angle between the magnetic field and the shuttle's velocity vector V r relative to the
ionospheric plasma. When the flow is approximately perpendicular to the magnetic field (VII / V r _ 0),
large wave amplitudes and characteristic "mushroom" wave structures are observed, whereas more
nearly parallel flows IV ill - V.L are characterized by low wave levels. We show that linear instability
theory predicts the growth of Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves in the observed frequency range
when driven by the ring and/or beam distributions of water ions produced by charge exchange in the
vicinity of the space shuttle. Two mutually compatible interpretations for the VII/V r effect exist. The
first interpretation involves the path lengths available for growth of waves driven by pickup ions

varying with the quantity Vrl/Vr and being limited by spatial variations in the water ion distribution.
The second interpretation follows directly from the linear theory: decreasing the ring/beam speed V±

of the pickup ions driving the waves (increasing Vu/V r) results in smaller growth rates, with zero
growth rate below some threshold value of V±. The hnear theory shows that decreased growth lengths

or growth rates should naturally produce the observed amplitude and bandwidth changes constituting
the VJV r effect. These results have immediate implications for future shuttle missions and orbiting
platforms subject to outgassing of water. If these facilities are used for ionospheric plasma studies or
active experiments involving plasma waves, the plasma wave background due to pickup ions
associated with the orbiter should be minimized. This requires orbits with large tVII I > V_; that is,
orbital velocities within about 45* of the magnetic field over as much of the orbit as possible. These
constraints favor more nearly polar orbits and argue strongly against equatorial orbits. Alternatively,

free-flying spacecraft situated upstream from the orbiter's water cloud should be used.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma measurements on the OSS 1, Spacelab 2, and other

space shuttle missions have found the shuttle environment to

be surprisingly active with high levels of several types of

plasma waves [Shawhan et al., 1984; Murphy et al., 1983;

Hwang et al., 1987; Gurnett et al., 1988], energetic particles

[Paterson and Frank, 1989], multiple ion streams [Stone et

al., 1983], and many ionic and neutral species [Narcisi et al.,

1983; Hunton and Calo, 1985; Grebowsky et al., 1987].

Kurth and Frank [1990] provide a recent review of the

shuttle's plasma environment. The qualitative picture envis-

aged for the shuttle's interaction with the ionospheric plasma

involves the steady outgassing of water vapor from the

orbiter, the subsequent collisional charge exchange of these

water molecules with ionospheric oxygen ions to form water

ions, and the generation of plasma waves by "pickup"

instabilities resulting from the different motions of the water

ions and ambient plasma. Evidence exists for a cloud of

neutral water surrounding the shuttle [Carignan and Miller,

1983; Narcisi et al., 1983]. Water ions have been observed in

the vicinity of the orbiter with the expected characteristics of

the charge exchange process [Paterson and Frank, 1989].

The number densities of the water ions are qualitatively and

often quantitatively consistent with theoretical models for

the charge exchange process [Paterson and Frank, 1989;

Cairns, 1990]. These number densities are substantial:

nH_o*/n o- >-- 10% within l0 m of the shuttle and nHzo_/no •
1% within 100 m of the shuttle.

Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 90JA02564.
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This paper focuses on the observation and interpretation

of plasma waves during the Spacelab 2 mission. The

Spacelab 2 mission was launched on July 29, 1985, into a

nearly circular, low-inclination orbit with an altitude of

about 320 km and an inclination of 49.5 °. One major objec-

tive of the mission was to investigate the shuttle-ionospheric

plasma interaction at distances up to about 400 m from the

orbiter. This study involved a small independent spacecraft,

the Plasma Diagnostics Package or PDP spacecraft

[Shawhan, 1982; Kurth and Frank, 1990], flying free of the

shuttle during the so-called "free-flight" mission. The PDP

spacecraft carried a full complement of particle and field

instruments including a plasma wave receiver. This free-

flight mission included two complete fly-arounds of the

shuttle orbiter, as well as multiple traversals of the orbiter's

plasma wake.

Previous work on the plasma waves associated with the

space shuttle during the free-flight mission has been prima-

rily directed toward explaining emissions generated by the

FPEG experiment (fast pulse electron gun) [Gurnett et al.,

1986; Bush et al., 1987; Farrell et al., 1988; Neubert et al.,

1988; Reeves et al., 1988] and describing the effects of

thruster firings and magnetic conjunctions [Gurnett et al.,

1988]. Langmuir probe data have also been used to investi-

gate low-frequency waves (below about 40 Hz) associated

with water dumps and the shuttle's orbital maneuvering

system and plasma wake [Murphy et al., 1989; Pickett et al.,

1989; Tribble et al., 1989, and references therein]. In this

paper we will show that many of the variations in amplitude

and spectral properties of the plasma waves from 31 Hz to 3 I

kHz observed well away from the shuttle during the free-

flight mission, the so-called "mushroom" spectral features

7591
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to be discussed below, can be understood in terms of the
variation of the angle between the orbiter's velocity vector
relative to the plasma and the magnetic field vector, the

so-called Vtl/V r effect. A linear theory is developed in which
the waves are Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven by
pickup instabilities involving ring or beamlike distributions
of water ions. Similar situations arise at comets [e.g.,
Coroniti et al., 1986, and references therein] and with

chemical release experimeats [e.g., Hudson and Roth, 1988,
and references therein]. Tl_e observed VII/V r effect is inter-
preted in terms of variation_ in both the path length available
for wave growth and the growth rate of the pickup instability

in response to orbital variations in Vtl/V r. These results
constitute a significant advance in the understanding of the
plasma waves associated _ith the space shuttle. They also

provide a criterion for design of future space shuttle mis-
sions, and the planned sp_ce station, in which minimizing
the orbiter-associated plasma wave (and ion) background is
important for passive and/0r active space plasma investiga-
tions. To present these new results, this paper is organized
as follows: the motions of _harge-exchanged water ions and
the background plasma panicles are discussed in section 2,

and the observational data are presented in section 3.
Section 4 contains both an interpretation and a discussion of
the observational results. A linear theory for generation of
the plasma waves is developed in section 5. The implications
of these works for design _ future shuttle missions and the
space station are discussedlin section 6. The conclusions of
the paper are given in sect_n 7.

2. A REVIEW Og THE PICKUP PROCESS

The coordinate system t_sed in this paper, the so-called
"pickup" system [Cairns, 1990] developed for studies of
charge-exchanged water ions in the vicinity of the shuttle,
moves with the space shuttle and is centered on the orbiter's

center of mass. This reference frame (Xp, Yp, Zp) has the
ionospheric magnetic field B along the Z e axis. Without loss
of generality the velocity of the background plasma may be

written in the form (-Vj., 0, -VII). Positive values of Xp
then correspond to the rel_ion upstream from the shuttle.
Motion of the background plasma across the magnetic field
implies the existence of a s_lf-consistent convection electric

field E = V j_B along the Ye axis. A water ion born at zero
velocity (the shuttle velocity) then moves in a cycloidal orbit
in the Xe-Ye plane with gyrospeed V± and gyrocenter
velocity (- V, 0, 0). Thermal motions lead to a distribution
of gyrospeeds and gyrophases about this convection drift

velocity (-Vz, 0, 0) perper!dicular to the magnetic field, as
well as to a thermal distribution of gyrocenter drifts along the
magnetic field (with zero average drift). In contrast, the
ionospheric plasma particl_es have the same gyrocenter
speed V± as the water ions in the Xe- Ye plane, but have a
gyrocenter drift speed VII _ong the magnetic field. Plasma
waves in regiong where the water ions do not dominate the

plasma convect with the ionospheric plasma. During the
shuttle's orbital motion arotmd the Earth, the angle between
the velocity vector (relative i to the ionospheric plasma) and
the magnetic field varies from about 30° to 150° , where 90°
corresponds to a velocity vector perpendicular to the mag-
netic field. Corotation of th_ ionospheric plasma is included

when calculating the velocity of the ionospheric plasma
relative to the shuttle orbitei'; the plasma's corotation speed

PLASMA WAVES NEAR THE SHUTTLE

is of order 0.5 km s -I , small compared to the orbital speed
of order 7.8 km s -I.

The space shuttle acts as an obstacle to the ionospheric
plasma flow, resulting in the formation of a plasma wake
behind the shuttle [Murphy et al., 1989; Tribble et al., 1989].
Since the wave data presented in this paper are primarily
from the region downstream of the shuttle, we need to

carefully consider the possibility that the observed plasma
waves are associated with the wake rather than with pickup
ions. The wake is expected to be centered directly behind
the shuttle along the line of the shuttle's velocity vector
(with respect to the ionospheric plasma). In the pickup
coordinate system defined above, the expected center of the

wake is at Yp = 0 and Zp = XpV!I/V__. Positions relative to
the expected wake center, and times of wake transits, can

therefore be calculated and used to investigate the charac-
teristics of any purely wake-associated plasma waves. For
convenience here two new coordinates X' and Z' are defined

by rotating the Xe-Zp axes so that the X' axis is parallel to
the plasma flow velocity and aligned along the center of the
wake. That is, the expected center of the wake has coordi-

nates Z' = Yp = 0. Negative values of X' imply that the
PDP spacecraft is a distance IX'[ downstream from the
orbiter along the wake direction. Noting that the electron
thermal speed (_200 km s -I) greatly exceeds the shuttle's
orbital speed (_8 km s-J) and the ion thermal speed (_ 1 km
s-I), one expects that the magnetic field will influence the
structure of the wake and make the Z' coordinate of the PDP

a more sensitive indicator of position relative to wake
structures than the Yp coordinate. Wake transits are there-

fore defined below as transits Z' = 0 at small Yp <- 10 m.
Plasma waves associated with the orbiter's plasma wake will
be discussed elsewhere.

3. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

The data presented here are from the Helios subsystem of
the plasma wave instrument on the PDP spacecraft
[Shawhan, 1982; Gurnett et al., 1988] and were obtained
during the free-flight portion of the Spacelab 2 mission. The
Helios instrument provides electric field measurements from
31.1 Hz to 178 kHz using 16 logarithmically spaced channels,
four per frequency decade. A double-sphere antenna with a
sphere separation of 3.89 m is used for detecting the electric
fields during free flight. Each channel provides a data point
every 1.6 s; only the peak signal during each measurement
interval is used.

Plate 1 shows Helios data in a spectrogram format with
wave amplitude color coded. The white curve at about 8 kHz
shows the lower hybrid frequency computed using the
square root of the electron to oxygen ion mass ratio times the
electron gyrofrequency. There are three effects which com-
plicate the interpretation of the data. First is the modulation
at the spacecraft spin period of 13.6 s, most visible as a
periodic blue spike in the spectrogram near 20 kHz, at all
frequencies up to about 20 kHz. This modulation corre-
sponds not to natural waves (the modulation period would be
half the spacecraft spin period in this case), but to some

presently unidentified source of spacecraft-associated inter-
ference. This effect leads to spurious signals during times of
relatively low wave levels. The second interference effect is

the impulsive production of intense waves by the orbiter's
thrusters. These thruster signals are the yellow (typically)
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Plate 1. A frequency-time spectogram with color-coded amplitude for the period 002.¢--(0N7 UT, day 213, 1985,
during the PDP's free-flight mission. The white curve shows the lower hybrid frequency. A "mushroom" spectral
feature is seen between about 0031 and 0042. Wake transits occur near 0028, 0032, and 0041 with no accompanying
changes in the wave spectrum.

R

Plate 2. Another example of a "mushroom" spectral feature (in Plate I's format) consistent with control of the
waves by the parameter IV./VII I. Differences between this figure and Plate 1 indicate that position is not unimportant
in determining the wave ampfitude and detailed characteristics of the mushroom feature.
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Fig. 1. An idealized "!mushroom" spectral feature.
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spikes which are most intense at low frequencies but extend

up to about the lower hybrid frequency. Illustrative exam-

ples of these thruster signrls, visible throughout this time

period, occur at 0025:42, 0026:28, and 0037:40 (time format

hour-minute:second; all tithes are universal time). Not all

thruster firings result in in!ense, impulsive signals: the dif-

fuse, relatively weak, broadband (up to fen) enhancement

shown in Plate l from 002_:00 to about 0025:30 (but which

starts at 0024:48) does correspond in time with almost

continuous thruster firings from 0024:48 to 0025:05 and is

almost certainly a thruster _ignal. Some thruster firings also

produce no observable wa_e signals at the PDP spacecraft.

All wave signals were therefore carefully checked against

the record of thruster firingg to eliminate thruster-associated

waves from further consideration. No water dumps [e.g.,

Pickett et al., 1989] occu_ed during the PDP free-flight

mission. The third interference effect is that of the FPEG

experiment, visible as the intense red signals from about

0046:10 to 0047:00 in Plate l, with intense signals at all

frequencies up to about 20 I_Hz together with signals near the

electron gyrofrequency [Gitrnet et al., 1986; Farrell et al.,

19881.

The feature of interest io this paper is the "mushroom"

spectral feature in Plate 1 : the top of the mushroom is formed

by the lower hybrid frequency waves, while the base is the

triangular-shaped emission iwhich starts at low frequencies

and extends up to the lower hybrid frequency near the

mushroom's center. This feature is illustrated schematically

in Figure 1. This mushroom;shaped feature also corresponds

to a significant and smoot_ (punctuated by thruster firings)

enhancement in the intensit_ of the low-frequency waves by

a factor of order 10. The tirade record of thruster firings shows

that the smoothly varying mushroom feature is not due to the

effects of thruster firings. Fqr instance, the smooth enhanced

wave levels (light yellow icolor) for the period 0038:00-

0039:07 near the center of the mushroom feature are not

associated with thruster firings: no thruster firings occurred

from 0037:58 until 0039:07. Correspondingly, all the impul-

sive yellow and red signal_ in the data either correspond

directly to the times of thruster firings or are associated with

the modulated spacecraft interference pattern discussed

above. The lower hybrid frequency waves show little evi-

dence of change over the time period of the mushroom,

except for frequency changes corresponding solely to vari-

ations in the magnetic field ;_mplitude. Therefore the primary

characteristics of interest are the increase in the frequency

bandwidth of the triangular-shaped features (up to the lower

hybrid frequency) and the _mooth increase in amplitude of

the low-frequency waves nor the mushroom's apex. During

the time period of Plate I, the first "station-keeping" period,

the PDP spacecraft is located in the wake region downstream

from the shuttle and remains almost stationary relative to the

shuttle's plasma wake (coordinates X', Ye, and Z'), as

shown in Figure 2. Wake transits occur near 0028:40, 0031:

45, and 0041 : 15 with no accompanying changes in the plasma

waves. This time period does, however, coincide with a

transition from positive to negative values for VII. The

quantity VII/V r passes through zero near 0037:00, coinciding

with the maximum intensities of the low-frequency waves

and the apex of the mushroom spectral feature. This feature

in the plasma waves therefore apparently corresponds to

variations in the quantity VII/V T and not to plasma waves

associated purely with the orbiter's plasma wake.

Figure 3 shows the variation in the quantity VII/V T during

the free-flight mission, giving the times of further predicted

mushroom spectral features, the PDP's position relative to

the orbiter at these times, and times of wake transits.

Stylized mushroom features on the figure indicate where

mushroom spectral features were indeed observed. In each

case when the PDP was in the downstream region, mush-

room spectral features were indeed observed to be centered

near times when VII/V T = 0, although the event near 0128 is

somewhat problematical. While many of these mushroom

features occur within a few minutes of transits of the center

of the orbiter's wake, the events near 0037 and 0515 and the

many wake transits not accompanied by mushroom features
show that mushroom features are not associated with the

orbiter's plasma wake. These mushroom spectral features

are usually not as well defined as in the station-keeping

period of Plate I; most mushroom features occur while the

PDP is moving significantly relative to the orbiter. Below,

deviations from the idealized mushroom shape are inter-

preted in terms of PDP motion and spatial variations of the

wave spectrum for a given value of Wll/W r.

A second example of a mushroom spectral feature is given

(m) _ ,

0024

i

0034 _ Z_,

-80 -85 -90 -95 -I0_

X'(rn)

Fig. 2. The time variations in the PDP's coordinates Z', Yp,
and Ze as a function of downstream position Xe for the period
0025-0047 using solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. The
solid circles are separated in time by ! min. Noting the PDP's
antenna length is approximately 4m, the PDP remains almost
stationary relative to the orbiter's plasma wake (coordinates X',
YP. and Z'). Wake transits occur near 0028, 0032, and 0041.
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Fig. 3. The variation of Vrl/Vr during the PDP's free-flight
mission. Stylized mushrooms indicate where "mushroom" spectral
features are observed, and arrows indicate transits of the center of

the orbiter's wake. Times when VII/V r = 0 and the PDP is not
downstream from the orbiter are specified. Mushroom features are

observed whenever V H/V T = 0 and the PDP is downstream from the
shuttle.

in Plate 2. The time scale extends from 0448 to 0536, with a

mushroom spectral feature visible from about 0456 to 0530.

Figure 4 shows the motion of the PDP spacecraft relative to

the orbiter's plasma wake and the orbiter itself during this

period. The PDP moves distances of order 50 m in all four

coordinates shown, thereby implying significant motions

relative to both the plasma wake and the orbiter during this

time period. Wake transits take place at 0459 and 0534.

These transits have no effects on the mushroom spectral

feature. The quantity VII/V T passes through zero near 0514

and has a value greater than 0.5 from 0508 to 0520. These

data are consistent with a mushroom spectral feature (1)

occurring in conjunction with the variations in VII/V r and (2)

oo V, °,55, I

40 I _ _

-40 -60 -80 -I00

X'(m)

Fig. 4. The PDP's position relative to the orbiter for the period
0455-0535 in Figure 2's format. The PDP moves significantly rela-
tive to the orbiter's plasma wake. Wake transits occur near 0459 and
0534.

not being associated with specific structures in the orbiter's

plasma wake. The differences between the events in Plate 1

and Plate 2 are interpreted in terms of the PDP's motion

and of spatial variations in the wave characteristics in the

orbiter's downstream region at constant VII / WT.

4. INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

OF THE OBSERVATIONS

We have shown that the so-called "mushroom" spectral

features of plasma waves found downstream of the space

shuttle orbiter during the Spacelab 2 mission are strongly

correlated with the parameter VII/VT: in particular the

maximum amplitude, frequency bandwidth, and apex of a

mushroom occur near where VII goes through zero and the

orbiter's velocity vector is perpendicular to the ionospheric

magnetic field. We now argue that this correlation between

mushroom spectral features and VII/V T has a natural inter-

pretation in terms of the optimum conditions for wave

growth driven by pickup water ions and the time available

for evolution of the wave spectrum. Consider the growth of

localized wave packets with sizes small compared with the

water cloud (and water ion trail) and group velocities that lie

in the Xp- Ye plane and are small compared with the plasma

flow velocity. (The argument below indicates that group

velocities significantly out of the Xp- Yp plane are inconsis-

tent with the occurrence of the mushroom apexes near VII =

0.) These wave packets then move essentially with the

background plasma through the water ion trail. When the

orbiter moves perpendicular to the magnetic field, water ions

produced by charge exchange of outgassed water molecules

move in the same plane (the Xe-Yp plane) and have the

same gyrocenter velocity as the ionospheric plasma and the

convected wave packets of plasma waves. Maximum path

lengths for the growing waves, the maximum time for

evolution of the wave spectrum, and a symmetry axis for the

mushroom feature at vrl = 0 can be envisaged in this case. In

contrast, when the orbiter velocity has a significant compo-

nent along the magnetic field, the pickup ions and the iono-

spheric plasma (and wave packets) move in different planes

with significantly different gyrocenter velocities. The finite

sizes of the orbiter's water cloud and water ion trail then imply

a significant limitation of the growth length available for the

waves. For instance, in a time equal to one ion cyclotron period

a convected wave packet and a pickup water ion suffer a

separation of order 250 sin a meters along the magnetic field,

where _t is the angle between the magnetic field and the plasma

flow velocity, and a periodic separation of order 40 sin a meters

in the Xp-Ye plane due to the water ion gyromotion. In

contrast, the characteristic scale of the water molecule cloud is

of order 10--100 m in the high-density region of the cloud which

might be expected to be the source region for the water ions

driving the waves (i.e., pickup ion number densities in excess

of 1%) [Paterson andFrank, 1989; Cairns, 1990], and the linear

theory developed below predicts wavelengths of order I-2 m.

These strong spatial inhomogeneities in the water ion distribu-

tion function and number density imply considerable spatial

variations in the dispersion relations of locally generated waves

(as found, but not shown here, for the linear theory developed

below) and so sensitivity to the effects of convection. There is

therefore considerable scope for limitation of wave growth due

to the different motions of the background plasma, plasma

waves, and pickup ions. Here our intent is only to show the
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plausibility of this mechanism for the observed Vtl/V r effect
under a wide variety of unr_strictive conditions. Indeed, only
slight modifications are necessary before this mechanism fits
into the framework of the ! linear theory developed for the

waves in the next section. In addition the linear theory for the

waves also implies a separate, but compatible, mechanism for
the Vtl/V r effect due to the nature of the pickup instability
itself. We emphasize that thp. existence of the observed VII/V r
effect is strong evidence that the waves are driven by water
pickup ions.

Recent work on the plasma waves observed within 10 m of
the space shuttle (called "ngar zone" waves here) during the
XPOP roll (I. H. Cairns and D. A. Gurnett, Plasma waves in

the near vicinity of the space shuttle, submitted to Journal of
Geophysical Research, 1990; hereinafter Cairns and Gur-

nett, submitted manuscrilx, 1990; see also Tribble et al.
[1989]) shows that the amplitude and spectral characteristics
of the near zone plasma wa_es vary significantly with orbital
variations in VII/V r. Agai_ times with large tVII/VrJ >- 0.5
show very low wave amplitudes. This provides further
support for the observatiorfgl results reported here.

The source region of _e plasma waves forming the

mushroom spectral feature_ may be addressed as follows. In
the first of two simple mpdels the waves are generated
throughout the region cont#ining water ions produced from
the orbiter's water cloud (this region might be referred to as

the shuttle's water ion trail_ In the second model the waves
are generated within the near zone region of the orbiter and
convected downstream. These models are not mutually
incompatible, and both are plausibly consistent with the

observed VII/V r effect. The first model permits the possibil-
ity that waves similar to the mushroom features might be
observable when IVll/vrl is large during the PDP's two
upstream excursions. Unfortunately, the PDP's path was not
propitious for testing this possibility: both such time periods

with IWll/Vrl >- 0.2, 0206-0214 and 0338-0347, occurred at
large YP or Zp where small _vater ion number densities (and
wave growth rates) are expected. (The absence of upstream
waves during these times is not inconsistent with the linear
theory developed in the next section.) The second model

predicts that the waves slaould be observed only when
downstream from or in the near vicinity of the space shuttle.
Observational data [Gurnett et al., 1988; Tribble et al., 1989;
Cairns and Gurnett, submitted manuscript, 1990] show that

the intense near zone waves are strongly localized to the

near vicinity of the space _huttle and are not convected
downstream in recognizable form. Furthermore, the ob-
served mushroom features show no weU-defined variation in

amplitude with downstream _istance. These arguments sug-
gest that the first source inodel for the waves is more
consistent with the available _ata. However, further analysis
of these wave data, as we-ll as theoretical work on the
models, is necessary before drawing firm conclusions on the

source of the observed mushroom features. We note, more-
over, that both models imply the possibility of significant
spatial variations in the ch .a_cteristics of both locally gen-
erated and convected waves _as appears necessary to under-

stand the characteristics of _e observed waves.

5. LINEAR INSTABILITY THEORY RELEVANT

TO THE ORBITER-ASSOCIATED WAVES

Theoretical calculations o_the water ion distribution func-

tion in the vicinity of the space shuttle [Cairns, 1990] argue

that the water ions have a ring distribution far from the
orbiter, as observed by Paterson and Frank [1989]. How-

ever, with decreasing distance to the shuttle the water ion

distribution function becomes increasingly well represented
as a beam near zero velocity (superposed onto a ring with
much lower number density). Both source models for the

generation of the waves given in the last paragraph may
therefore be discussed in terms of linear instabilities involv-

ing ring or beam distributions of water ions. In particular, the

source model with wave growth throughout the water ion
trail involves wave generation by primarily ringlike distribu-

tions of water ions [Cairns, 1990], while the second source
model involves wave generation by primarily beamlike dis-

tributions of water ions. We now show that linear instability

theory predicts that both ring and beam distributions of

water ions should drive Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves
in the observed range of frequencies. A detailed develop-

ment of the linear theory will be performed elsewhere; here
we restrict our discussion to waves with wave vectors

exactly perpendicular to the magnetic field, but note that
calculations for wave vectors with components parallel to

the field give similar results.
The electrostatic dispersion equation for plasma waves

propagating exactly perpendicular to the magnetic field and
observed in the shuttle frame may be written

2 frl_

,o_, -d ,',.(r_)1 - _ e _ mile
k±Ve m = -_ _o - kxV ± - mQ e

2 m = _ m,-, 0_

WP0 -r_ Z to - kxV, - mfl 0k2 V2Oe lm(r_))
rtl _ - _c

2 m_3c t

wp_ Z 2rnJ_,(R_)Jm(R_)
k_ V _ (o_ - k_V j_ - mfl_)

m_ -_

=0 (1)

In this equation the ionospheric electrons and oxygen ions
are represented by magnetized Maxwellian distributions

drifting with velocity (-V±, 0, 0) and have the standard
forms for their contributions to the dispersion equation,

while the water ions produced by charge exchange are

represented by a magnetized delta function ring in perpen-
dicular velocity (the functional form over parallel velocity is
unimportant) [Tataronis and Crawford, 1970; Hudson and

Roth, 1988, and references therein]. We restrict our atten-

tion to the case when the shuttle moves exactly perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field. The functions J,, and l,n are the
ruth-order Bessel functions of the first and second kind,

respectively. The arguments are r_ = k±V_/fl_ for the

electrons and water ions, and R_ = k± Va/II,. for the water
ions. Subscripts e, O, and w refer to the electrons, oxygen

ions, and water ions, respectively. Standard definitions

apply to the angular plasma frequencies tap_, gyrofrequen-
cies fl,, and thermal speeds V_ for species a. Below, the
water ions are also represented by an unmagnetized Max-

wellian beam at zero velocity; in this case the sum over
Bessel functions is replaced by the standard form involving
the Fried-Conte function Z(z_) with zw = to/(2 v2kV_,) and

k = k± (by assumption). The dispersion equation is then
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Fig. 5. Growth rates versus wave frequency for numerical so-
lutions of equation (1) for both ring and beam distributions of water
ions as marked. Curves are shown for two wave vector directions d)
= 0° and $ = 70 °. Negative real frequencies result from Doppler-
shifting, but only the magnitude of the wave frequency is directly
observable. The plasma parameters are given in the text. The linear
theory clearly predicts growth over the frequency bandwidth of the
low-frequency component of the mushroom features.

2 _= miletope _ 2 lm(r:e)1__T._,,2 e r,
k ± V e .... to - kxV :. - mile
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topO -to E mf_o ira(r2)
2 2 e

k ± Vo ,1 = -= to - kxV l - m_°

2

toPw [1 + zwZ(z_)] = 0 (2)+_
k V w

All quantities are defined in the "pickup" coordinate

system described in section 2; in particular, the magnetic

field defines the Ze axis, and the Xp axis points upstream

from the shuttle. Most important, however, is that the

angular frequency to is the frequency observable in the

shuttle (or PDP) frame of reference. The quantity to - kx V i

is the Doppler-shifted wave frequency seen by the iono-

spheric electrons and water ions. A wave vector with a

positive component kx is directed upstream along the Xp

axis. When solving this equation we normalize all quantities

relative to those for the oxygen ions. Nominal ratios for the

Spacelab 2 mission are Te/To = 2, Tw/To = 0.3 (typically

T O _ 1000 K), V±/V o = 11, and tot, o/rio _ 1000 with an

oxygen gyrofrequency of order 30 Hz. All frequencies

calculated below are given in units of the oxygen gyrofre-

quency. In these units the nominal lower hybrid frequency

fLH, given by the square root of the electron to oxygen mass

ratio times the electron gyrofrequency, is 172 units.

Figure 5 shows numerical solutions of the dispersion

equation (1) for the growth rate as a function of the wave

frequency to, for ring distributions of water ions, together

with the analogous solutions when the water ions are repre-

sented as a beam centered at zero velocity. The relative

water to electron number density is fixed at 5%. Curves are

shown for two wave vectors in the Xp- Yp plane: the _ = 0.

curve corresponds to a wave vector directed upstream along

the Xe axis. Linear theory clearly predicts that these particle
distributions should drive waves from zero frequency to

about the lower hybrid frequency with sizable growth rates.

For all these solutions the waves with the maximum growth

rates have positive frequencies near the lower hybrid fre-

quency in the ionospheric plasma frame. The waves are

therefore interpretable as Doppler-shifted lower hybrid-like

waves. Strictly speaking, as described below, these waves

do not lie on the lower hybrid mode; nevertheless, we follow

standard practice [i.e., Papadopoulos, 1984] and refer to the

waves as Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves in the remain-

der of the paper. Negative values of to, in the shuttle frame

result from Doppler-shifting of waves with frequency tor,t _

kV± in the ionospheric plasma's rest frame. Note that only

the absolute value of the wave frequency is observable.

More detailed comments on the waves driven by the ring

distribution are as follows. In the ionospheric plasma frame

the growing plasma waves form a series of flute modes with

to,_,t - kV± and maximum growth rates for wave frequen-

cies near the lower hybrid frequency. These waves are

similar to those of Lee and Birdsall [1979] in their "interme-

diate" and "strong ring" regimes. Only the dominant mem-

ber of this series of modes is shown in Figure 5, i.e., mode

"a" in Lee and Birdsall's Figure 5; this mode has the largest

growth rate for a given wave frequency in the shuttle frame.

For smaller ring densities this dominant mode breaks up into

a forest of flute modes unstable over a limited range of wave

frequencies, as hinted at by the series of jagged lines making

up the ring-driven curves in Figure 5. Since the particle
distribution functions are symmetric about zero velocity in

the ionospheric plasma frame (corresponding to velocity

(-Vl, 0, 0) in the shuttle frame), the growth rates and

frequencies of these flute modes in the ionospheric plasma

frame do not depend on the angle d_; however, the Doppler

shift, and so the wave frequency observed in the shuttle

frame, does depend on tb. This Doppler shift moves the

frequency of the maximum growth rate mode from near zero

frequency for _ = 0. to near twice the lower hybrid fre-

quency for _b = 180 °. Accordingly, linear theory implies that

waves in the frequency range from zero frequency to several

times the lower hybrid frequency could be generated by a

ring distribution of water ions. The wavelengths of the

growing modes should be of order 1-2 m, compared with the

antenna length of 3.98 m.

A detailed discussion of the expected frequency spectrum

of the waves requires careful consideration of both the

angular dependence of the Doppler shift and the convective

growth rate of the waves. In particular, even for a spectrum

of waves with identical electric fields and wave numbers

distributed uniformly over propagation angle $, the cosine

dependence of the Doppler shift on the angle $ concentrates

the observed wave energy at $ = 0. and 180" [e.g., Boardsen

et al., 1990]. This effect would then lead to enhanced wave

levels near zero frequency (i.e., d, - 0*) and twice the lower

hybrid frequency (d_ - 180°). The convective growth rates of

these two peaks in the Doppler-shifted wave spectrum are

quite different: in the shuttle frame the propagation speed

(corresponding to the vector sum of the plasma convection

velocity and the group velocity) of the upshifted plasma
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waves near 2fL H is --2VL- 16 km s -I in the downstream
direction, greatly exceeding that for the downshifted waves
(-0.1V± - 800 m s-I). Therefore, since the convective

growth rate in the shuttle frame is given approximately by
the temporal growth rate divided by the wave propagation
speed, it is clear that the downshifted waves will grow much

more effectively than the _pshifted waves (a factor of 16 in
convective growth rate). Fbr the plasma described in Figure
5, the propagation/conveCtion distance required for the
waves to reach saturation (10 e-folding distances) is 4 m in

the plasma frame, corresponding to 40 m in the shuttle
frame. Detailed discussions of the distances available for

effective wave growth mus i await development of a spatially
inhomogeneous wave theory and comparison with theories
for spatial variations in the water ion distribution function

[cf. Cairns, 1990]. Qualitatively, however, the water ion
distribution function is exl:_ected to show substantial spatial

variations on the scale of tlie water ion gyroradius V/(1_,
40 m (for V± >> Vlr) in the ishuttle frame. Distances of order
10--40 m (in the shuttle frame) are then sufficient for the
above theory to predict the generation of significant levels,
but not necessarily the sattiration levels, of the downshifted

waves. In this connection iwe note that the low-frequency
waves in the mushroom f_atures shown in Plates 1 and 2

) . .
have maximum energy densmes of approximately 1-10 x
10-18 j m-3. The ratios of wave energy density to water ion
energy density and thermal plasma energy density are then
approximately 10 -9 and 3 x 10 -m° (for ne = 10 jl m-3),

respectively. These wave l_veis are therefore qualitatively
consistent with the pickup instability not proceeding to
saturation. In summary, ihe linear theory predicts that
observable levels of the downshifted waves should grow at
low frequencies in the shuttie frame, exactly as observed. At
this stage, no interpretatiofi of the lower hybrid frequency
waves comprising the tops of the mushroom spectral fea-
tures is apparent in terms of this theory.

A water ion beam centered at zero velocity, modeling the
highly peaked beam arc distributions expected in the very
near vicinity of the space ,_huttle [Cairns, 1990], may also
drive rapidly growing waves at frequencies below the lower
hybrid frequency as shown in Figure 5 (also Cairns and

Gurnett, submitted manuscript, 1990). In fact, the ion beam
produces larger growth rate_ (by a factor of order 3) than the
ring distribution for the same number density of water ions.
However, a ring distribution produces waves peaked at
significantly lower frequenc_s, in better agreement with the
observed waves. In the plasma rest frame the beam-driven

waves have dispersion relations _orest - kV± with maximum
growth rates for wave frequencies near the lower hybrid
frequency. The distributio_ of wave vectors is, however,

different: waves driven by the ion beam are restricted to
wave vectors with _b -< 75% and also to negative real
frequencies. The two curves show an extension to more

negative frequencies with increasing angle d_,thereby poten-

tially permitting an explanaiion involving linear theory for
the increased frequency _'ange of the observed low-
frequency component of the !"mushroom" spectral features.
Again, no interpretation for the lower hybrid frequency
waves in the mushroom feal_ures is apparent.

Two interpretations for the observed Vll/V r effect are
consistent with this linear iheory. First, as suggested in
section 4, coupling the diffe_nt motions of pickup ions and
convected wave packets with spatial inhomogeneity should
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Fig. 6. Variation in the maximum growth rate for the beam-
driven waves with the angle a (between V r and B) and the quantity
VjV r. Significant growth requires a _- 30° for a relative water ion
beam density of 1%.

lead to growth lengths for the waves which vary with VII/V r.
Figure 5 then shows that increasing the growth length for the
waves (decreasing VII/Vr) should lead naturally to enhance-
ments in the wave levels, an increased range of wave
vectors, and a greater frequency bandwidth for the observ-

able waves. This is consistent with the observed amplitude-
bandwidth correlation for the "low-frequency" component
of the mushroom spectral features. The linear theory pre-
dicts that the observed waves should consist of wave pack-
ets elongated along the magnetic field that are convected

downstream dn the shuttle frame), but with group speeds of
order 0.9V± antiparallel to the plasma flow velocity. The
VII/V r argument in section 4 may be repeated without
substantive changes with these specifications for the wave
packets. Now, however, spatial variations in the water ion

distributions and the characteristics of the locally growing
waves are vital in limiting both the spatial extent of the wave
packets along the magnetic field and the growth lengths of
the waves: note, in particular, that separations along the
magnetic field would have no effects on the growth length of
ideal flute modes in an infinite homogeneous plasma (since
the wave fronts are aligned along the magnetic field). Further

discussion of this mechanism must await development of
analytic theories or simulations that fully include spatially
inhomogeneous wave growth and convection in a shuttle

environment with more realistic water ion distributions [cf.
Cairns, 1990]. Second, the ring speed V_ driving the unsta-

ble waves decreases as the quantity VII/V r increases,
thereby leading to a decrease in the amount of free energy
available for wave growth and to decreases in the growth
rate and frequency bandwidth of the waves. Similar effects

are well known for ion acoustic instabilities [e.g., Gary and
Omidi, 1987] and electron beam instabilities. Application of
this idea to the shuttle environment is complicated by both
the expected variation in the pickup ion number density with

variations in VII/V r [Cairns, 1990] and the idealized (delta
function) ring feature in the linear theory. Using a beam
representation for the water ion distribution, Figure 6 shows
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that the linear growth rate varies markedly with the quantity

VII/V r and the angle a between the plasma velocity V r and
the magnetic field. In particular, when a - 30°, very low

path-integrated wave levels are expected. Calculations for
ring distributions show similar results; however, due to the
idealized delta function ring features used in this paper,

significant growth occurs until a - 20°. A realistic, thermally
broadened ring is expected to have significantly lower

growth rates than the delta function ring feature, implying
that significant growth will only be possible for values of

VII/V r smaller than or comparable to those for the beam.
The water ions produced near the space shuttle are

expected [Cairns, 19901 to have characteristics intermediate
to those of the pure ring and pure beam distributions
described above. The linear theory discussed here predicts
that both ring and beam distributions of water ions may drive
Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves in the range of observed
frequencies (and observable wave numbers) for the low-
frequency component of mushroom spectral features. Plau-
sible means for producing the mushroom features (i.e., the

Vrl/V r effect) are also apparent. At this stage, ring distribu-
tions appear to be more likely sources for the observed
mushroom waves than beam distributions, based on (1) the
ring instability producing waves at significantly lower fre-

quencies than the beam instability, (2) the observed spatial
localization and different characteristics of the near zone
waves [Tribble et al., 1989; Cairns and Gurnett, submitted
manuscript, 1990], and (3) the natural interpretation of the

near zone waves in terms of Doppler-shifted lower hybrid
waves driven by beamlike distributions of water ions (Cairns
and Gurnett, submitted manuscript, 1990). We note, how-
ever, that the effects of spatial inhomogeneity appear to be a
vital ingredient for a complete theory for the waves and that
nonlinear processes are often important, even dominant, in
determining the evolution of the amplitude and frequency
spectrum of plasma waves. Therefore further work on linear
instability theory and computer simulations that address in
detail the effects of spatial inhomogeneity are required to
construct a detailed quantitative theory for the mushroom
spectral features.

6. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE SPACE

MISSIONS IN Low EARTH ORBIT

The role of the quantity VII/V r in controlling the ampli-
tude and spectral characteristics of waves associated with

the space shuttle may have important implications for the
design of future missions involving orbital platforms subject
to outgassing, such as the space shuttle or the proposed
space station, which have a requirement that the background
of plasma waves driven by outgassed pickup ions be mini-
mized. This requirement for minimal levels of platform-
associated plasma waves is a natural one for missions
focused on either natural ionospheric plasma waves or active

space plasma experiments involving plasma waves as either
a diagnostic tool or the focus of the research. We note that

both the plasma waves observed in the space shuttle's
outgas cloud during the PDP free-flight mission (this paper)
and the intense near zone plasma waves observed in the near
vicinity of the space shuttle (Cairns and Gurnett, submitted

manuscript, 1990; see also Murphy et al. [1983] and

Shawhan et al. [1984]) show evidence of the VIr/V r effect.
Our comments therefore apply to both platform-based 0.e.,

the shuttle's payload bay) and free-flying experiments. Aside
from the obvious comment that outgassing of potential
pickup ions should be minimized, the primary implication of
our observational research is that the platform's orbit should

be designed so that IVIII _> V±. Both our theoretical inter-

pretations imply that large values of IVII/VTt should be
pursued. This means that polar orbits are strongly favored,
whereas equatorial orbits are contraindicated.

We note, however, that a maximum value of lVll/Vrl may
exist: for V_ = 0 there is no convection electric field, and
the pickup ions and background plasma once again move in
the same plane, thereby again permitting more efficient wave
growth. The pickup instability described in the last section
has zero growth rate in this case; however, more familiar ion
acoustic-type instabilities [e.g., Gary and Ornidi, 1987] may

grow in this case provided the temperature ratios Te/T o and
To/Tw are sufficiently high. Therefore, in the absence of

observational data with larger values of [VII/Vrl than 0.95
during this shuttle mission, our primary recommendation is
for future missions with a requirement for low levels of
plasma waves associated with the orbiting platform to have

orbits with 0.7 -< IVII/Vrl <- 0.95. These orbits are highly
inclined with respect to Earth's equatorial plane.

Our secondary recommendation, which must be qualita-
tive due to the limited data set from the PDP free-flight
mission, is that orbiter-based experiments involving plasma
waves should be performed outside and upstream from the
orbiter's water cloud and water ion trail so as to avoid

confusion with the wide variety, large spectral width, and
significant levels of orbiter-associated plasma waves. A
similar recommendation follows for other orbiting platforms,
such as the proposed space station, which are inhabited or
suffer significant outgassing. The PDP free-flight data and
theoretical extent of the shuttle orbiter's water cloud [Pater-
son and Frank, 1989] indicate that upstream distances of at
least 400 m should be chosen, thereby arguing strongly for
such research to be performed using independent, free-flying

spacecraft.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The plasma wave receiver on the PDP spacecraft observed
"mushroom" spectral features with accompanying ampli-
tude enhancements during the free-flight portion of the
Spacelab 2 mission. The top of a mushroom feature is
formed by a band of lower hybrid frequency waves, while
the base of the mushroom is formed by low-frequency waves
whose frequency bandwidth increases to meet the lower
hybrid frequency band at the apex of the mushroom. The
lower hybrid band shows little change during the mushroom
feature. Our interest here is primarily in the significant
intensity (by a factor of order 10) and bandwidth variations
(by a factor of order 10 again) of the low-frequency waves.
These mushroom spectral features are centered near times
when the shuttle orbiter's velocity (relative to the iono-
spheric plasma) is perpendicular to the ionospheric magnetic

field, i.e., VII/V r is small, and when the PDP is downstream
from the orbiter. These features are not associated with the
orbiter's plasma wake or with the effects of thruster firings or
water dumps. The near zone plasma waves observed in the
near vicinity of the orbiter also show major changes in

amplitude and spectral characteristics with VJVr (Cairns
and Gurnett, submitted manuscript, 1990); times of low
wave amplitude have IVll/Vrl >- 0.5.
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The existence of a Vjl/Y T effect for the waves is strong
evidence that the waves are driven by water pickup ions

associated with the shuttle orbiter. Two mutually compatible

interpretations exist, one ir_terms of the optimum conditions

for wave growth driven by! pickup ions, and one in terms of

the pickup instability driving the waves. In the first interpre-

tation, maximum growth lengths for the waves are envisaged

when the orbiter moves perpendicular to the magnetic field

since water ions produced by charge exchange of outgassed
water molecules move in the same plane and have the same

gyrocenter velocity as the _onospheric plasma and the con-

vected (and growing) plasma waves. In contrast, when the
orbiter velocity has a signi[licant component along the mag-

netic field, the pickup ions!and ionospheric plasma (and the

plasma waves) move in different planes with significantly

different gyrocenter velocities; spatial inhomogeneities in

the properties of the wa_r ion distributions driving the

waves and the finite size Of the orbiter's water cloud then
imply a significant limitati0n of the growth length available

for the waves. The second interpretation follows from the

mechanism of the pickup _stability driving the waves: the

instability is driven by the hag speed or beam speed V± of

the pickup ions; decreasing the speed V± causes a decrease
in the growth rate of the waves with no growth possible

below some threshold valu_ of V ±.

A linear instability theor_ has been constructed for growth

of waves driven by the ring and beam distributions of water

ions expected near the space shuttle due to charge exchange.

This theory predicts the geeeration of Doppler-shifted lower

hybrid waves in the frequency band of the low-frequency
component of the mushroom features. These waves have

large growth rates and ha_e wavelengths capable of being

detected by the PDP antenna. The theory suggests that
variations in the distances hvailable for growth and/or vari-

ations in the ring/beam speed V± should permit waves to

grow to larger amplitude_ over a larger range of wave

vectors and so naturally (due to the varying Doppler shift)

produce a broader frequency spectrum of waves, thereby

explaining the observed VN_V r effect. The available obser-

vational data appear to favor ring distributions as the source
of instability for the observed waves. The waves are then

predicted to be generated [hroughout the region populated

with water ions produced in the orbiter's water cloud (the

so-called water ion trail). _t this stage the waves observed

near the lower hybrid frequency appear to have no interpre-

tation in terms of the linea_ theory developed in this paper.

Further work on the line_ theory and simulations are

required before the theory _uggested here may be regarded
as an adequate explanation for the plasma waves comprising

the mushroom spectral feat_lres (or other orbiter-associated

waves). In particular, inhomogeneity effects must be consid-
ered in detail due to their essential role in the theory, and

nonlinear effects may have Some influences on the observed

spectrum of waves. Nevertheless, the homogeneous linear

theory developed here provides considerable support for the

interpretation of the mushroom spectral features advanced,

and so for the resulting imp]i'cations for further research on
plasma waves in the vicinity of orbiting platforms.

This work has significan_ implications for the orbits of

future shuttle missions and,space platforms subject to out-

gassing that are intended fo_ ionospheric research or active
space experiments involvinl_ plasma waves: to avoid confu-
sion with the orbiter-assoCiated waves discussed in this

paper, (1) the orbit should have 0.7 _ [Vm/VTI <__ 0.95,
thereby favoring more nearly polar orbits and arguing

strongly against equatorial orbits, and/or (2) the research

should be performed using free-flying spacecraft situated

well upstream of the orbiter- or platform-associated water

ion trail and associated plasma waves.
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Plasma Waves Observed in the Near Vicinity of the Space Shuttle

Iver H. Cairns and Donald A. Gurnett

University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, USA

Abstract

The OSS-1 and Spacelab-2 missions found intense broadband waves in the near vicinity of

the space shuttle. This paper contains a detailed observational characterization of the plasma

waves observed within about 10 meters of the space shuttle during the XPOP roll period of the

Spacelab-2 mission. High wave levels are found from 30 Hz to 10 KHz (near the lower hybrid

frequency). Above 10 KHz the wave levels decrease with frequency, reaching the background

level near 56 KHz. The frequency distribution of wave electric fields is best interpreted in terms

of three components below about 10 KHz and a high frequency tail. The first, and primary,

component is a fairly uniform, high level of waves covering the frequency range from 31 Hz to

10 KHz. The two superposed components in this frequency range have electric fields of order

twice the uniform level. The second component corresponds to a low frequency peak in the

range 100-178 Hz. The third component is found near the lower hybrid frequency. The spectral

density and electric field amplitude of this component follow both the magnitude and the trend

of the theoretical lower hybrid frequency. No evidence is found for a high frequency component

localized above about 10 KHz due to the smooth fall-off in the spectral density and integrated

electric field profiles seen at these frequencies. The waves show a pronounced amplitude and

frequency variation with the quantity V[I/VT which measures the angle between the ionospheric
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magnetic field and the shuttle's velocity vector. Very low wave levels and small frequency

extents are observed when VII/VT is near its maximum value, i.e., the shuttle is moving as close

to parallel to the magnetic field as possible. This implies that the waves are probably driven by

water pick-up ions. Observations of the waves below about 20 KHz during the free-flight mission

imply that the near zone waves have wavevectors oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The observed nulls in the wave data as the PDP spacecraft moves through the orbiter's wake

imply that the higher frequency waves have higher wavenumbers (shorter wavelengths) than the

lower frequency waves.

Detailed theoretical work on the near zone waves is also performed in the paper. Hwang et

al. 's theory for the near zone waves is shown to be inconsistent with the frequency distribution

and wavevector orientations of the observed waves. A new theory involving doppler-shifted

lower hybrid waves dri_,en by beam-like distributions of water ions near the space shuttle is

developed using linear }heory. This linear theory can explain generation of waves with (1)
[

frequencies ranging from near zero frequency to the lower hybrid frequency, (2) wavevectors

essentially perpendicular to the magnetic field, (3) wavenumbers increasing with wave frequency,

(4) wavelengths observable by the PDP antenna, and (5) natural explanations for the VII/V r

effect. These properties are all consistent with the properties of the observed near zone waves

and provide strong support for this theory. However, the linear theory cannot explain the details

of the observed frequency spectrum of the waves. Explanations for the differences between the

linear theory and and tb.e observed wave spectrum are discussed in terms of refining the linear

theory, the effects of the strongly spatially inhomogeneous near zone environment and nonlinear

effects. The ratio of electric field energy to thermal plasma energy for the observed waves is of

order 10 -s, sufficient fo_ nonlinear and strong turbulence effects to be potentially important.



Lastly, the observed _I/I/T effect implies optimum conditions for use of the space shuttle as a

base for observing plasma waves generated by active experiments or natural ionospheric waves.

Ideally, the shuttle's orbit should be designed so that _l/V'r exceeds about 0.7, thereby favoring

polar orbits and arguing against equatorial orbits.
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1 Introductio n

Z

One of the unexpected iresults from the OSS-1 mission was the observation of high levels of

broadband electrostatic iwaves in the very near vicinity of the space shuttle [Murphy et al., 1983;

Shawhan et al., 1984]. These waves were observed using the plasma wave receiver on the PDP

spacecraft. During this mission the PDP remained in the orbiter's payload bay or on the RMS

arm (within about 10 meters from the orbiter). The waves had their greatest spectral densities

between 31 Hz (the lowest frequency measured) and about 31 KHz, with a peak between 100

Hz and 300 Hz, but extended in frequency above 100 Kttz. In comparison, during this mission,

the ion gyrofrequency w_ of order 50 Hz, the lower hybrid frequency was of order 5 KHz, and

the oxygen ion plasma frequency was of order 15 - 55 KHz. Hwang et al. [1987] suggested that

these broadband electrostatic waves are driven by the secondary ion streams observed [Stone et
[

al., 1983, 1986] in the near vicinity of the orbiter. The relevant instabilities are the ion acoustic

and ion-ion acoustic instabilities [e.g., Omidi and Gary, 1987]. Hwang et al. claimed that these

theoretical ideas predictid waves with frequencies in good agreement with the observational data

of Murphy et al. [1983] £nd Shawhan et a1.[1984].
Z

The PDP spacecraft performed further investigations into the shuttle's interaction with the

ionosphere during the Spacelab-2 mission. This mission, launched on 29 July 1985, had a nearly

circular, low inclination orbit with a typical altitude of 320 Km and an inclination of 49.5

degrees. In preparation for the Spacelab-2 mission, steps were taken to reduce the noise level of

the plasma wave receivers on the PDP spacecraft. The PDP probed the shuttle's environment

both while attached to the spacecraft on the RMS arm (distances less than about 10 meters)

and while flying free of the shuttle (the so-called "free-flight" mission) out to distances of order
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400 meters. While the PDP was on the RMS arm the shuttleperformed a rollmanoeuvre (the

XPOP roll)designedto allow investigationof the broadband near zone waves as a functionof

phase relativeto the orbiter'svelocityvector.The free-flightmissionincludedtwo complete fly-

arounds of the shuttleorbiter,includingtwo pairsoftransitionsfrom the regiondownstream of

the shuttle(definedby theorbiter'svelocityrelativeto the ionosphericplasma) to the upstream

region. Previous papers discussing plasma wave data from the Spacelab-2 mission include those

of Gurnett et al. [1988], Tribble et al. [1989], and Cairns and Gurnett [1990].

This paper focuses on the observation and theory of plasma waves in the very near vicinity

(within 10 meters) of the space shuttle during the Spacelab-2 mission. The observational data

presented are from the XPOP roll period and from one upstream-downstream transition during

the free-flight period. These data allow demonstration of the control of the amplitude and spec-

tral characteristics of the near zone waves by the angle between the orbiter's velocity vector and

the magnetic field direction (Section 2), the so-called VII/VT effect, analogous to the results of

Cairns and Gurnett [1990] for some waves during the free-flight mission. Detailed investigations

into the spectral characteristics of the near zone waves are undertaken. These investigations

reveal that the wave spectrum is most plausibly composed of three components: a uniform com-

ponent covering the frequency range from 30 Hz to about 10 Kttz, together with superposed

components near about 100 ttz and near the lower hybrid frequency (,,_ 5 - 10 KHz). Compar-

isons are made with the results of Murphy et al. [1984] and Shawhan et al. [1984}. Variations

in the wave characteristics with roll phase are briefly discussed in Section 3. Section 4 contains

data from a period in which the PDP moves from upstream to downstream of the shuttle while

magnetically connected. These data suggest that the near zone waves have wavevectors approx-

imately perpendicular to the magnetic field. Theoretical discussions of the near zone waves are



presentedin Sections5 and 6. Hwang et al.'s[1987]theory isdiscussedin Section5. Argu-

ments are presentedthat the frequencyspectrum of the observed waves isnot even qualitatively

consistentwith thistheory.The inferredwavevector orientationand the existenceof the effect

involvingthe anglebetween the orbiter'svelocityvectorand the magnetic fieldprovidefurther

arguments againstHwang et al.'smodel. A new theory involvingdoppler-shiftedlower hybrid

waves drivenby pick-upwater ions via the modified-two-streaminstability[Kralland Liewer,

1971; Papadopoulos, 1984] issuggestedfor the general characteristicsof the broadband near

zone waves. These pick-up water ions are produced by charge-exchange interactionsbetween

ionosphericoxygen ions and water moleculesoutga.ssedfrom the space shuttle[Paterson and

Frank, 1989; Cairns,1990].A lineartheoryisdeveloped that iscapable of explaininggrowth

of waves with many of the observed characteristics,in particularthe 'uniform'broadband com-

ponent of the waves. The theoryisconsistentwith the inferredwavevector directionsand the

V[I/I/'Teffect.However, the theorycannot presentlyexplainthe low frequency and lower hybrid

frequencycomponents ofthe wave spectrum. Suggestionsare made and discussedthatnonlinear

effectsand the effectsof spatialinhomogeneity produce the detailedfrequency structureof the

observed waves. Further discussionof the paper, in particularthe implicationsof the _I/VT

effectdescribedin Section2 fordesignoffutureshuttlemissions,isgiven in Section6,followed

by the conclusionsof the paper in Section7.

2 Observations of the Near Zone waves during the XPOP roll

The results presented in this paper are from the Helios and MFR (Medium Frequency Receiver)

subsystems of the plasma wave receiver on the PDP spacecraft [Shawhan, 1982; Gurnett et
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al., 1988]. The Helios instrument measures narrowband electrostatic signals from 31.1 Hz to

178 KHz using 16 logarithmically spaced channels, four per frequency decade. The frequency

bandwidths are nominally -i-15% below 1 KHz and ±?.5% above I KHz. Eight additional higher

frequency channels from 311 KHz to 17.8 MHz constitute the MFR subsystem. A double sphere

antenna is used with these instruments. The sphere separation (and effective antenna length)

is 1.15 meters while on the RMS arm (e.g., during the XPOP roll) and 3.89 meters during the

free-flight mission. Each channel provides a data point each 1.6 seconds; both peak and average

signals during each measurement interval are recorded. Only the average values are presented

here.

The geometry of the XPOP roll is described in Figure 1. The PDP spacecraft is attached

to the RMS arm, and remains in the same position (but in various orientations) relative to the

orbiter during the XPOP roll. At about 01:34 thruster firings induce the orbiter to roll around

the XOBAS axis, corresponding to the nose-tail axis of the orbiter, with the orbiter oriented

so that the XOBAS axis is essentially perpendicular to the shuttle's orbital motion around the

Earth. Accordingly, the orbiter rotates about an axis perpendicular to the ram velocity direction.

This rotation is designed to move the PDP into the orbiter's wake region and upstream region

at a constant distance and position relative to the orbiter. The rotation rate is 0.933 degrees

per second, corresponding to one wake transit about every six minutes.

The upper panel in Figure 2 shows a spectrogram formed from Helios and MFR data with

spectral density (in V2m-_Hz -1) color-coded for the time period of the XPOP roll during the

Spacelab-2 mission: 01:34 - 02:40, Day 212, 1985. The white curve is the lower hybrid frequency

computed as the product of the square root of the electron to (oxygen) ion mass ratio times the

electron gyrofrequency. The data invariably show the highest spectral densities at low frequencies



below 1 KHz, and the lowest spectral densities at high frequencies of order 100 KHz and above.

The data show many depletion features, for example near 01:40::00 and the periodic events

marked with arrows at 01:48::40, 01:54::40 etc. These 6 minute period events are associated

with the PDP's motion through the orbiter's plasma wake and the arrows mark the times when

the PDP is in the center of the orbiter's wake. The features at 01:34 and 01:40 occur while

the PDP is directly upstream (in the ram direction) from the orbiter. Correlations between

the wave characteristics and the PDP's phase (or position) relative to the velocity vector are

discussed briefly in the next section. The present section is devoted to discussion of more general

characteristics of the waves.

The bottom panel in Figure 2 shows the variation in the quantity VII/VT for this time period.

We define the quantities Vii, V± and VT as the components of the orbiter's velocity vector

(relative to the ionospheric plasma) parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field and the

orbiter's speed, respectively. Co-rotation of the ionospheric plasma is assumed: the plasma's

co-rotation speed is of order 0.5 Kms -1, compared to the shuttle's orbital speed of order 7.8

Kms -1. A strong correlation is visible in Figure 2 between the spectral density of the waves

at any frequency below about 10 KHz and the ratio VH/V T. When the quantity VH/VT is near

its maximum around 01:35 and 02:15, in other words when the shuttle's velocity vector is most

nearly parallel to the magnetic field, dramatically lower wave amplitudes are observed and the

waves have much smaller extents in frequency. On the other hand, when VII/V T is small and

the shuttle moves almost perpendicular to the magnetic field, the wave amplitudes are always

larger than those for large VIf/V T and the waves extend to much higher frequencies. Note

that two distinct periods of very low wave levels, separated by one half the shuttle's orbital

period, occur near the peaks in VII/V T. This fact argues against a peculiar region of ionospheric



plasma being responsible for this phenomenon. Density data from the PDP's Langmuir Probe

[J.S. Pickett, private communications, 1990] show, however, that the electron density decreases

below measurable levels between 02:14 and 02:21, indicating entry into an unusually low density

region of the ionosphere at this time. Nevertheless, the absence of a similar density depletion for

the first plasma wave null (01:32 - 01:41) and timing differences between the second wave null

(02:11 - 02:17) and the observed density depletion show that the wave nulls cannot be explained

in terms of unusual ionospheric density depletions.

Careful comparisons show that the centers of the wave nulls do not coincide with the peaks in

VII/VT. In particular,the centers of the null periods both occur between the two peaks in VH/VT

and lessthan one half orbitalperiod apart. Potentia]ly,thisobservation might cast doubt on the

simple correlation drawn above between the wave nulls and large values of VII/VT. However, the

ionospheric density depletion overlapping the period of the second wave null may have associated

plasma waves. Interpreting the waves observed between 02:17 and 02:19 as being associated

with the ionospheric density feature would explain the differencein length (2 minutes) of the

two wave nulls and the failureof the second wave null to include the peak in VI[/VT (in contrast

to the firstnull period). Some support for thisinterpretation comes from observations of plasma

waves associated with a similarionospheric density depletion during the free-flightmission. This

suggestion therefore significantlystrengthens the correlation drawn above between wave nulls

and large values of[ I_I/VT I. Furthermore, we note that some relatively strong, transient

wave features occur during the firstwave null which are not directly associated with thruster

firings.Thruster firingoccur at 01:34::I,2,3,44,45,01:36::7,15,16,59,01:37::0-4,48-50,01:38::17-

18, 01:40::42-45 and 01:44:34 (format hour:minute::second). Accordingly, the waves preceeding

the 01:36 firingsand the waves during minute 01:39 are not directly thruster-associated. These



waves do not appear to be part of the usual orbiter-associated spectrum and may be associated

with particular roll phases of the orbiter and the attitude of the PDP spacecraft itself. Thus,

these phase complications between the wave nulls and the peaks in VH/VT may also be due to

waves that are usually weaker than the usual correlated wave spectrum becoming observable

when I VH/VTlis large.

This VH/VT effect for the near zone shuttle waves is strongly analogous to the VH/V r effect

reported by Cairns and Gurnett [1990] for some plasma waves (called mushroom spectral fea-

tures) downstream from the orbiter during the free-flight mission. In particular, these mushroom

features showed their largest amplitudes and spectral bandwidths (from zero frequency to the

lower hybrid frequency) near where VII/V T = 0 and showed small amplitudes and small frequency

bandwidths (restricted to low frequencies) when Vfl/V T was large. Cairns and Gurnett pointed

out that this effect has a natural interpretation in terms of the optimum conditions for wave

growth driven by pick-up ions. In particular, when VII = 0 the pick-up ions and ionospheric

plasma (convecting the plasma waves) move in the same plane, thereby permitting longer path

lengths for wave growth. Cairns and Gurnett also developed a linear theory capable of explain-

ing waves in the observed frequency range and broadening of the wave spectrum with increased

growth lengths for the waves. This theory involves doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven

by ring distributions of pick-up water ions. One might infer, then, that the strong VII/V T effect

reported here is evidence for pick-up ions being involved with the generation of the orbiter's

near zone waves.

Figure 3 shows another spectrogram for the XPOP roll; in this case the color coding represents

the average squared electric field in the frequency bandwidth of the channel at frequency f. It

can be seen that each channel up to a frequency of 56 KHz has an rms electric field at least of
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order 0.1 mV/m. The maximum electric field in a channel is of order 3 mV/m. Two distinct

peaks in the electric field are visible: one centered at about 178 Hz and one near the lower

hybrid frequency ~ 5.6 - 10KHz. The low frequency peak is clearly not in the lowest frequency

channel (center frequency 31 Hz), although fields of order 1 mV/m sometimes extend down to

the lowest observed frequencies. Strong levels of waves are observed between the two peaks.

The high frequency peak follows the time variations and magnitude of the theoretical lower

hybrid frequency determined by changes in the local ionospheric magnetic field. This behaviour

is strong evidence that the high frequency peak is associated with lower hybrid waves. Except

for the sudden extensions of the high frequency waves to 178 KHz discussed briefly in the next

section, e.g. at 01:41::40, 01:47::00, and 01:58::30, the high frequency waves only have significant

spectral densities up to about 56 KHz.

Murphy et al. [1984] and Shawhan et al. [1984] have previously recognised the existence of the

low frequency peak. However, the peak near the lower hybrid frequency has not been recognised

before in the near zone data. The presence of strong low frequency waves and a high frequency

peak near the lower hybrid frequency is strongly reminiscent of the plasma waves observed during

the free-flight mission [Gurnett et al., 1988; Cairns and Gurnett, 1990]. In particular, Figure 2

of Cairns and Gurnett's paper shows the presence of strong waves at low frequencies together

with a high frequency band near the lower hybrid frequency. This strong similarity provides a

further hint that these Near Zone waves are driven by pick-up ion instabilities, as is presently

believed for the aforementioned waves observed during the free-flight mission.

The presence of two peaks in the wave spectrum is also visible in spectral density plots for the

waves. Figures 4a and b show spectral density plots for the typical period 01:56 - 01:58 and the

period 01:45 - 02:10, respectively. Both clearly show the fall-off at low frequencies, the presence
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of a low frequency peak near 178 Hz, a region with spectral densities decreasing approximately

inversely with frequency between the low frequency peak and the lower hybrid frequency, a bulge

around the lower hybrid frequency marking the second component, and a rapid fall-off at higher

frequencies. Channels above 178 KHz (in the bIFR receiver) show essentially background levels.

The rapid fall-off at high frequencies is believed to be real: the whistler mode emissions seen

during some FPEG events on the free-flight missions [Gurnett et al., 1986; Faxrell et al., 1989]

show no evidence for a significant difference in sensitivity between the 100 and 178 KHz Helios

channels and the 311 KHz and higher channels of the MFR receiver. In addition, ignoring the

usualspikein the 178 KHz channel at low signallevels(e.g.,the constantlightblueband at 178

KHz inFigure2),the decreasingtrendinthe 10 -100 KHz Helioschannels plausiblyconnects to

the very low levelsseenin the MFR channels.We note thatthisfall-offmight alsobe partially

associatedwith the wavelengthsof the high frequencyportion of a wave spectrum becoming

very short relativeto the antenna length,and so becoming undetectable.

Figure 5 shows the relativecontributionof the electricfieldscenteredon the n'th channel

to the totalaverage broadband, frequency-integratedelectricfieldET plotted versusthe fre-

quency of the n'thchannel. The detaileddefinitionof thisquantityisR(fi) = Ei/_i E_ with

f v_t,+_t,)E_ = v/.(f,l,_l) S(f)df where S(f) is the spectral density in units of V2m-2Hz -t. The fre-

quency intervals chosen for the integration correspond to equally-spaced intervals in logarithmic

frequency. The data plotted are for the period 0145-0210 shown also in Figure 4b. The total

average broadband electric field ET was 51.1 mV/m. Two peaks are visible. The first is at low

frequencies centered on 178 Hz, with a broad shoulder at significant amplitudes to the second

peak which is situated between 5.6 KHz and 10 KI-[z. As described above, the lower hybrid

frequency varies between 5 and 10 KHz during this time period, providing an excellent identifi-
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cation for the higher frequency peak. Above 56 KHz the measured electric fields axe essentially

negligible. We note now that the linear theory in Section 6 predicts maximum wave growth at

wavelengths of order 0.8 meters, commensurable with the antenna length (1.15 meters) for these

observations. It is therefore likely that the broadband wave electric field estimated above (51

mV/m) is smaller than the field present in the plasma.

The interpretation of these data in Figures 2-5 in terms of components in the wave spectrum

is not unique. However, the peaks in Figure 5 are only a factor of 2 greater than the level between

the peaks and at lower frequencies than the first peak. It therefore seems most appropriate to

interpret the wave spectrum in terms of a fairly constant high level of waves (electric fields of

order 2.5 mV/m per frequency interval) from 31 Hz to 10 KHz with two superposed peaks,

one around 17'8 Hz and one near the lower hybrid frequency. These superposed peaks have

electric fields a factor of two higher than the constant level of waves between 30 Hz and 10 HHz.

These data require any high frequency waves above about 20 KHz to smoothly merge with the

lower hybrid frequency waves; no evidence is found for any sharply peaked wave components

in the frequency range of 10 to 40 KHz. These identifications are referred to below as the

'uniform' component, the low frequency component and the lower hybrid component. We will

show below (Section 6) that a simple linear theory can explain growth of waves over a broad

frequency bandwidth between zero frequency and the lower hybrid frequency, thereby providing

an explanation for the uniform component. It is suggested below that the effects of nonlinearities

and spatial inhomogeneities lead to the developments of the low frequency and lower hybrid

frequency enhancements. Despite the above interpretation adopted in this paper we recognize

that an interpretation in terms of only two wave components with broad extents in frequency,

one centered at 178 Hz and one at the lower hybrid frequency, is not precluded by the available
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observationaldata. No theoreticalinterpretation is presently available for this two-component

interpretation.

3 Variations of the Near Zone waves with roll phase

The periodic patterns at the XPOP roll period in Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the plasma

waves associated with the space shuttle show significant and often reproducible variations with

position relative to the ram direction. Figure 6 shows the time variation of the phase angle

between the ram direction and the PDP's position vector relative to the orbiter. Times when

the PDP is directly in the orbiter's wake region (¢ = 0°) are denoted by white arrows in Figure

2. It is clear that the high frequency null features occur when the PDP is in the orbiter's wake

region [Murphy et al., 1983; Gurnett et al., 1990, in preparation]. Tribble et al. [1989] find

that the low frequency waves in the range 6 - 40 Hz also show a null region when the PDP is

in the orbiter's wake. Gurnett et al. [1990] provide a detailed discussion of these null features.

In particular, they note that the higher frequency waves always decrease in amplitude before

the lower frequency waves when approaching the center of the shuttle's plasma wake, with the

increases in amplitude while leaving the wake center in a symmetrical fashion. They suggest that

this behaviour is consistent with the higher frequency waves having shorter wavelengths, thereby

having greater difficulty propagating into the deep null observed in the plasma density [Murphy

et al., 1983; Tribble et al., 1989] in the orbiter's wake. We will show that a theoretical model for

the plasma waves at frequencies below the lower hybrid frequency developed in Section 6 below

is consistent with this interpretation. Further discussion of these wake features is presented in

Gurnett et al.'s [1990] paper.
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In distinctionto the usualplasma wave nullwhen the PDP isin the orbiter'splasma wake,

itisusualforthe wave intensitiesto be largestwhen the PDP islocateddirectlyupstream from

the orbiter(¢ = -180 ° or 180°). However, during the times of maximum VII/VT,nullsin the

plasma waves are seen when the PDP isin the ram direction(near 01:34,01:40,and 02:16)or

in the wake. Low levelwaves are observed at other rollanglesduring theseperiods.

Two furtheraspectsof the Near Zone plasma waves are deferredto the paper by Gurnett

et al. [1990]and futurework. The firstconcerns the existenceand characteristicsof the low

frequency6 -40 Hz wave enhancements suggestedby Tribbleet al.[1989]to occur near where

the PDP entersthe shuttle'sMach cone. Considerationof Figures1 and 2 provideslittlesupport

for thissuggestion;however, the survey slidesforthe PDP instrumentsclearlyshow Langmuir

probe data supportingthisnotionforseveralwake transits.At present,no consistenttrend in

the data isapparent. Further work iswarranted on thismatter. The second topicdeferredto

furtherwork involvesthe sudden extensionsofthe high frequencywaves to near 178 KHz visible,

forexample, near 01:41::30and 01:58::30.At the presenttime we have no viableexplanations

for theseevents.

4 Observations of the Near Zone waves during the free-flight

mission

Figure 7 shows wave data from 02:30 to 02:47 Day 213, 1985, during the PDP spacecraft's free-

flight mission.. The motion of the PDP spacecraft in Xp - YI:' - Zp coordinates is described in

Figure 8. The "pick-up" coordinate system Xp - Yp - Zp is defined by Cairns [1990]. The origin

is situated at the orbiter's center of mass and moves with the space shuttle. The ionospheric
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magnetic field is directed along the Zp axis, and the ionospheric plasma is constrained to move

in the Xp - Zp plane with velocity (-V±, 0, -VII ). In contrast the water pick-up ions move in

a cycloidal path in the Xf, - YP plane with convection velocity (-V±, 0, 0) and gyrospeed of

order V.L, together with thermal motions along the magnetic field. A summary of the PDP's

motion is as follows. The PDP spacecraft is initially moving downstream from the upstream

region with small Yp at a large and approximately constant distance along the magnetic field

(Z/, coordinate) of order 215 m. The PDP has position Xp = 0 near 02:39::15 (i.e., the PDP

is magnetically connected to the orbiter's center of mass), and Yp = 0 near 02:41::10 when

downstream from the shuttle (i.e., probing the center of the wake).

FPEG interference is visible in Figure 7 as spikes extending from low frequencies to the

electron gyrofrequency from about 02:30 to 02:38. Thruster firings occur frequently from 02:25

to 02:38, and thereafter at 02:38::54, 02:39::22,57, 02:42::2-6,10,13,14,16,18,19,23,27,30-31 and

02:43::12,16 and 57. However, plasma waves are observed in association with the upstream-

downstream transition Xp = 0. A strong broadband burst of waves extending up to the lower

hybrid frequency is observed as the PDP becomes magnetically connected to the space shuttle

(i.e., Xp = 0). The maximum frequency of these broadband waves abruptly decreases from near

the lower hybrid frequency to about 500 Hz at about 02:41::00, and then tends to about 300 Hz

with increasing distance downstream. At 02:41::10 the PDP is magnetically connected to the

center of the wake with Xp ,,- -50m, YP "" 0 and Zp ,_ 220 m. Note the relative lack of waves

between the lower hybrid frequency and 1 KHz from 02:41::00 to 02:41::30. Waves near the lower

hybrid frequency start near 02:41::30, leading into the mushroom spectral feature centered near

03:02 discussed briefly by Cairns and Gurnett [1990]. Notice also the band of waves between 10

and 20 KHz from about 02:43 to 02:47. This band is not discussed further in this paper; we note
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that these waves have frequencies near the oxygen plasma frequency implied by the Langmuir

probe data (of order 14 - 9 KHz at the above times, respectively) and frequencies of order three

times the lower hybrid frequency.

The important observation here is the onset of strong waves at frequencies up to and above

the lower hybrid frequency when the PDP spacecraft becomes magnetically connected to the

space shuttle. Inspection of the PDP survey slides indicate no obvious increases in electron or

ion fluxes measures by the LEPEDEA, RPA, IMS or other particle instruments or changes in

the DC electric field instrument. It does not appear correct, therefore, to interpret the observed

plasma wave event in terms of waves generated locally (to the PDP spacecraft) due to particles

originating at the space shuttle. Electrostatic waves with wavevectors perpendicular to the

magnetic field have wavefronts aligned along the magnetic field. That is, the electric field of the

wave does not vary along the magnetic field in an infinite inhomogeneous plasma. We therefore

interpret the burst of waves observed between 02:39::30 and 02:41::00 in terms of the intense

waves generated in the near vicinity of the space shuttle being observed along the magnetic

field from the shuttle. This implies that the near zone waves, at least at frequencies below a few

times the lower hybrid frequency, have wavevectors oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field.

This interpretation places significant restrictions on theories attempting to explain the near zone

waves. The evident decrease in amplitude for the free-flight waves compared with the near zone

waves, and the restriction in the frequency spectrum of the waves, may be qualitatively explained

in terms of the inhomogeneous plasma environment of the shuttle and the smaller wavelengths

for the higher frequency waves inferred from the high frequency nulls in the orbiter's wake (see

last section and Gurnett et al. [1990]). We now proceed to gather additional supporting evidence

for our interpretation of the wavevectors of the near zone waves.
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Figure 9 compares the spectral density of the burst of waves for the time period 02:39::40-

50 with the average spectral density of the near zone waves shown in Figure 4b (time period

01:45 - 02:10 Day 212). These spectral density profiles are surprisingly similar. The free-flight

data shows two low frequency peaks, one near 178 Hz and one near the lower hybrid frequency

of about 3 KHz, which compare well with the XPOP roll observations. Note that the lower

hybrid frequency during this period of near zone data was above about 5 KHz, consistent

with the frequency of the second peak. The high frequency fall-off above the lower hybrid

frequency shows similar forms in both the free-flight and near zone data. These spectral density

profLles coincide well if one multiplies the free-flight curve by a factor of 10, corresponding to

electric fields a factor of 3 stronger. These spectral density profiles are therefore consistent

with the interpretation of the free-flight data in terms of observing flute mode (i.e., wavevectors

perpendicular to the magnetic field) plasma waves from the Near Zone region around the shuttle.

In addition, in Section 6 we show that the linear theory predicts maximum growth at wavelengths

of order 1 meter: the longer antenna length during free-flight (3.89 meters) compared with the

XPOP roll (1.15 meters) then implies less efficient measurement of the wave electric fields. An

additional point of interest involves the extension of the wave spectrum to 20 KHz in the free-

flight data when the lower hybrid frequency is of order 3 KHz. During the free-flight mission

it is unusual to observe waves above about two times the lower hybrid frequency (except for

thruster- and FPEG-associated waves and the interference spikes) except perhaps when well

downstream in the wake region. Thus, the observation of waves above about 10 KHz during

this connection event provides some weak additional support for the interpretation in terms of

the broadband near zone waves advanced above. Evidence for spin modulation of the waves was

sought to provide further support for the wavevector directions inferred above. However, except
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for a spacecraft-associated signal with one maximum-null pair per spacecraft rotation, the data

showed no evidence of consistent spin modulation.

Another event similar to the 02:39 upstream-downstream transition occurred near 02:03.

This event is a transition from downstream to upstream, but which suffers from confusion with

thruster firings, with similar characteristics to the 02:39 event discussed above. In this case the

lower hybrid frequency is of order 8 KHz and the wave spectrum is observed to continue up to

about 56 KHz, well above the interference spikes at this time. This provides further support

that the PDP is observing the the broadband near zone waves during this event, and thereby

that the near zone waves have wavevectors oriented essentially perpendicular to the magnetic

field up to frequencies at least four times the lower hybrid frequency.

5 Previous theories for the near zone waves

5.1 Discussion of Hwang et al.'s theory

Hwang et al. [1987] suggest a linear theory for these electrostatic, broadband Near Zone waves

on the basis of the observations of Murphy et al. [1983] and Shawhan et al. [1985]. This theory

involves ion acoustic and ion-ion acoustic instabilities [e.g., Gary and Omidi, 1987] driven by

the secondary ion streams observed by Stone et al. [1983, 1986] in the near vicinity of the space

shuttle. Hwang et al. solve the electrostatic dispersion equation with Maxwellian distributions of

magnetized ionospheric electrons, unmagnetized ionospheric oxygen ions and an unmagnetized

species of ions which drift relative to the ionospheric plasma particles and to the space shuttle.

This last species represents the secondary ion stream. At the present time the origin and detailed

characteristics of these secondary ion streams are not known [see, however, Stone et al., 1983,
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1986].Published plasma characteristics for the ion streams are few. Hwang et a.l. state that

these streams have temperatures of several hundred degrees Kelvin (similar to the expected

temperature _ 300K of water molecules outgassed from the shuttle) and have current densities

of order 30 - 70% of the ionospheric ram current. These current densities imply that the ion

streams have number densities of order 30 - 70% of the observed ionospheric plasma flow's

number density.

Hwang et al. [1987] claim that their linear theory gives results which are consistent with

the wave observations of Murphy et al. [1983] and Shawhan et al. [1984]. Below we show that

Hwang et al.'s theory is not consistent with the detailed properties of the broadband waves

identified in this paper. In brief, Hwang et al.'s paper implies the following characteristics

for the unstable waves and their corresponding instabilities: (1) the instabilities are the ion

acoustic and ion-ion acoustic instabilities [e.g., Gary and Omidi, 1987], (2) the instabilities are

essentially unmagnetized (no mention is made of the angle between the magnetic field and the

wavevector being important), (3) the important variable determining the angular characteristics

of the unstable waves is 00 -- CO,S-I(__.VD), where VD is the drift velocity of the secondary ion

stream relative to the ionospheric plasma, (4) the unstable waves have wavevectors concentrated

near _D -- 0° or 77° depending on the ion stream density and temperature, (5) the growth rate

of the waves as a function of wave frequency shows a single well-defined maximum at frequencies

of order 10 KHz and essentially negligible wave growth below 1 KHz, (6) decreasing the relative

ion stream number density from its ma_mum value (100%) moves the peak in the growth rate

from a wave frequency of 10 KHz to higher wave frequencies of order 40 KHz (50%) and above.

Lastly, (7) ion streams with relative number density less than about 10% do not show effective

growth.
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Detailedcomments on the disagreement between the characteristicsof the observed waves

(seeprevious three sections)and Hwang et al.'stheory are as follows.Firstly,and most im-

portantly,almost allthe observed wave energy isconcentratedat frequencieswellbelow those

predictedby the theory (,-_10 - 40 KHz). Thereforeno explanationexistsin the theoryfor the

low frequencycomponent and strongwave levelsbelow i KHz in the observed wave spectrum.

Secondly,the theory cannot explainthe second primary component (near the lower hybrid fre-

quency) inthe observed waves sincethe theorypredictsessentiallyunmagnetized waves with no

dependence or importance forthe lowerhybridfrequency.Thirdly,the wavevectorsinferredfrom

the available wave data are essentially perpendicular to the magnetic field, thereby contradicting

the theoretical predictions.

Additional problems for Hwang et al.'s theory include the absence of a direct interpretation

for the VII/V T effect described in Section 2 and the temperature ratios chosen for the instability

analysis. Ion acoustic and ion-ion acoustic instabilities are strongly dependent on the electron-

to-ion and ion-beam temperature ratios Te/Ti and Ti/Tb being sufficiently large [e.g., Gary and

Omidi, 1987] for growth to overcome damping. A beam temperature of 200 - 300K [e.g. Hwang

et al., 1987] implies oxygen ion temperatures Ti "_ 1500- 2250 K and electron temperatures

T, ,,_ 3000 - 4500 K for Hwang et al.'s assumed temperature ratios. In contrast, nominal

ionospheric temperatures are Te/Ti ,-_ 2 with Ti ,-_ 1000 K. During the PDP free-flight mission

the oxygen ion temperature inferred from the RPA instrument's data [Reasoner et al., 1988] is

of order 1100 K whenever confidence may be attached to the fitting routine [Reasoner, personal

communication, 1989]. Reducing the ion-beam temperature ratio to more plausible values will

reduce the wave growth rates and range of growing modes, if not lead to elimination of the

instability for shuttle parameters.
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In summary, Hwang et al.'s theory is unable to account for the broadband near zone waves at

frequencies below several times the lower hybrid frequency. A possibility remains that Hwang et

al.'s theory may still apply to the broadband waves above about 20 KHz or to the high frequency

extension events near 01:41::30 and 01:58:::30 for example. This first possibility is discussed at

the end of the next section.

5.2 Discussion of Papadopoulos' [1984] theory

Papadopoulos [1984] suggested that the waves observed by Murphy et al. [1983] and Shawhan et

al. [1984] evolve from a linear spectrum of lower hybrid waves driven by a beam of oxygen ions

reflected from the space shuttle. The relevant instability is the modified-two-stream instability

[Krall and Liewer, 1971]. No role is played in the theory by water 'pick-up' ions and the nature

of the required reflection process for the oxygen ions is not specified. Severe theoretical problems

exist for efficient reflection of low energy ions (ram energy of order/5 eV) off metallic or ceramic

surfaces [e.g., Hagstrum, 1061; Meyer et al., 198/5; J.E. Borovsky, private communication, 1989].

The majority of such ions are reflected as neutrals and typically the ion reflection yield is much

less than 1%. In contrast, the theory suggested in this paper involves doppler-shifted lower

hybrid waves driven by beam distributions of water 'pick-up' ions via the modified-two-stream

instability. These water ions naturally have much greater relative number densities (_> 20%) in

the near vicinity of the shuttle, as observed [Grebowsky et al., 1987] and predicted theoretically

[Cairns, 1090]. These greater water ion beam densities imply much higher growth rates for the

waves than foi" the reflection theory. This water ion theory is therefore greatly more favored

over Papadopoulos" theory. Further problems for Papadopoulos' theory include the absence

(not shown here) of an asymmetry predicted in the ion beam density and wave growth due to
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magnetization of the reflected ion beams, similar to the observed asymmetry in Titan's wake [Ma

and Gurnett, 1987], and the kinematic requirement that the reflected ions should be constrained

to be at most one gyroradius (_ 4m) upstream from the space shuttle. Observations of the near

zone waves at least ten meters upstream from the shuttle during the XPOP roll are inconsistent

with these predictions for Papadopoulos' theory. In addition, no simple explanation for the

observed V[[/VT effect is apparent in terms of this theory. We conclude that Papadopoulos'

[1984] is inconsistent with the available wave data.

6 A new theory for the Near Zone Waves

In this section we develop a linear theory capable of explaining generation of waves with the

general characteristics of the near zone waves. This theory involves the generation of doppler-

shifted lower hybrid waves driven by beam-like distributions of water ions [Cairns, 1990] via the

modified-two-stream instability [Krall and Liewer, 1971; Papadopoulos, 1984] in the near vicin-

ity of the space shuttle. These water ions are produced by charge-exchange between ionospheric

oxygen ions and water molecules outgassed from the space shuttle. Use of water 'pick-up' ions as

the source of instability is the principal difference between our theory and that of Papadopoulos

[1984]; as argued in the last section, Papadopoulos' theory is not consistent with the observable

wave data. A linear theory for the characteristics of the waves is then developed and discussed.

This new theory is shown to explain the characteristics of the observed waves except for the

detailed frequency structure of the observed wave spectrum. The roles of spatial inhomogeneity

and nonlinear effects in producing the observed wave spectrum are then discussed. Preliminary

simulation results providing some support for inhomogeneity and nonlinear effects being impor-
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tant axe summarized. The section ends with comments on the generation of waves at frequencies

above several times the lower hybrid frequency.

6.1 Linear theory: doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves

Water ions are produced in the vicinity of the space shuttle by chaxge-exchange between iono-

spheric oxygen ions and water molecules outgassed from the space shuttle [Paterson and Frank,

1989; Cairns, 1990]. Cairns [1990] has considered the distribution function of the pick-up water

ions and shown that a transition between a ring-like distribution and a beam-like distribution

function occurs with decreasing distance upstream from the space shuttle. In addition the wa-

ter ions increase monotonically in number density with decreasing distance upstream from the

shuttle [Cairns, 1990]: within 10 meters of the shuttle the water ions are observed [Grebowsky

et al., 1987] and expected theoretically to comprise in excess of 10% of the plasma ions. Within

about 30 meters from the shuttle (but not in the wake region) the water ion distributions are

best described as "beam arc" distributions, corresponding to the water ions being found pri-

marily in a finite section near zero velocity (relative to the shuttle) of a ring. Figure 10 shows

these distribution functions in the Xp - Yp - Zp "pick-up" coordinate system. Reviews of the

pick-up ion motions are given in the papers by Paterson and Frank [1989], Cairns [1990] and

Cairns and Gurnett [1990]. Briefly, however, the water ions are born in a thermal distribution

centered at zero velocity relative to the shuttle but experience a convection electric field due

to the ionospheric plasma's motion across the magnetic field. The water ions then move with

cycloidal orbits in the Xp - Yp plane comprised of a gyrocenter drift (-V±, 0, 0) and gyro speed

of order V£ (modified by the initial thermal velocity of the ion) and thermal motions along the

magnetic field. In contrast, the ionospheric plasma moves with velocity (-V±, 0, -Vfl ) in this
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frame.

Within 30 meters from the shuttle it appears appropriate to initially model the pick-up water

ions in terms of a Maxwellian beam distribution centered at zero velocity while the ionospheric

plasma drifts relatively (the influence of the ring component is discussed briefly below). We

work in the "pick-up" coordinate system, in which case the c_culated wave frequencies are

directly comparable with the observed wave frequencies. For now we restrict our attention to

the case in which the orbiter moves exactly perpendicular to the magnetic field and VII - 0. The

electrostatic dispersion equation is then

1+

In this equation the ionospheric electrons and oxygen ions are represented by magnetized

Maxwellian distributions drifting with velocity (--V.L, 0, 0) and have the standard forms for

their contributions to the dispersion equation. The water ions are represented by an unmagne-

tized Maxwellian beam at zero velocity. Subscripts e, O, and w refer to the electrons, oxygen

ions and water ions, respectively.The functions Jm and I,_ are Bessel functions of order m of

the first and second kind, respectively. The arguments of these functions and the Friede-Conte

function Z_ are ro = k±V_/fi_, and y,_m = (w - k_V.L - mfl,_)/v"-2kllVa for the electrons and

oxygen ions, and Rw = k±V±/fl_ and y,,, = ,;/x/_kllVw for the water ions. Standard definitions

apply to the a.ngular plasma frequencies wpa, gyrofrequencies fl_, number densities n_, and

thermal speeds Vc, for species a.

The quantity w- k,V± is the doppler-shifted wave frequency seen by the ionospheric electrons
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and water ions. A positivecomponentk= for a wavevector implies the wavevector is directed

upstream along the Xp axis. When solving this equation we normalize all quantities relative to

those for the oxygen ions. Nominal ratios for the Spacelab-2 mission axe T_/To = 2, To�To = 0.3

(typically To ,,, 1000K), V±/Vo = 11, and 0:po/flo ~ 1000 with an oxygen gyrofrequency flo/2r

of order 30 Hz. All frequencies and growth rates calculated below are given in units of the oxygen

gyrofrequency. In these units the nominal lower hybrid frequency .fLn, given by the square root

of the electron to oxygen mass ratio times the electron gyrofrequency is 172 units.

Analytically one expects this situation to give rise to doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves via

the so-called "modified two stream" instability [e.g., Krall and Liewer, 1971; Papadopoulos,

1984]. This may be seen as follows. The electron terms are treated by retaining only the

m = 0, -1-1 terms in the electron magnetization, expanding the modified Bessel functions in the

limit r_ << 1, retaining only first order terms and assuming that kll << kj.. The oxygen ions

are treated by assuming that "I >> 1 (in units of the oxygen gyrofrequency), so that the oxygen

ions are effectively unmagnetized, and expanding the Friede-Conte function using the high phase

speed expansion (_o/v_kVo >> 1). FinaJly after expanding the water ion contribution using the

high phase speed approximation, one finds an equation of the form

1 - _ - - _/%V.)2 ,o2

Rearranging this equation with the definition of the lower hybrid frequency above and the

assumptions (1) 2 2 e,Wvo/fl 0 >> 1, (2) (_' - k_k_)2 (< f12 and (3) ne = no + n_o, gives the dispersion

equation

no - k Vj_)2 n,

This equation is directly analogous to the dispersion equation for the usual two stream instability
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in which Langmuir waves are generatedby an electronbeam and viewed inthe referenceframe of

the beam [e.g,Cairns,1989].Accordingly [Cairns,1989],forbeams which satisfythe condition

n_/n_ > 2.5(I/w/V±)3(,,_10-3 here),thisequation predictsgenerationof strongly growing

waves with dispersionrelation_rest_ kzl/±,frequenciesnear the lower hybrid frequencyin the

ionosphericplasma restframe,and relativelysmallwave frequenciesin the shuttle'srestframe.

Figure 11 shows the wave dispersionrelationand growth rate in the ionosphericplasma

frame for waves propagating along the Xp directionwith an angle 0 = 89.9° between the

wavevector and the magnetic fielddirection(theZp axis).The relativewater ion number density

n_/ne = 0.05.The dashed lineshows the dispersionrelation_rea = kzV± forcomparison. A

strong resemblance to the ordinary beam instabilityfor "Langmuir" waves is apparent [e.g.,

Figure I of Cairns,1989I. Four important resultsmay be inferredfrom thisfigure:(I) These

waves are essentiallybeam drivenwaves with _rest_ /%1/±.(2) The waves have strong growth

r

rates.(3) Noting that_ < k_.L for allwavenumbers kz, these waves willbe doppler-shifted

to low and negative frequencies(only the magnitude of the frequency isdirectlyobservable,

however). (4) The higher wavenumber waves willbe doppler-shiftedto largerobservable wave

frequenciesthan the smallerwavenumber waves.

Figures 12a and b presentthe dispersionrelationsand growth ratecurves,respectively,for

the waves in the PDP (or shuttle)frame forpropagationat variouspolar angles0 between the

magnetic field and the wavevector (and fixed propagation angle _ = 0 ° in the Xp - Yp plane.

The angle _b is defined by k_ = k±cos(b. Figure 12a explicitly shows results (3) and (4) above;

note that the fastest growing waves always occur on portions of the dispersion curve where the

higher wavenumber waves have higher frequencies. This is consistent with Gurnett et al.' [1990]

interpretation (see Section 3 too) of the null patterns in the orbiter's plasma wake. The growing
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wavesaxeclearlyconfinedto angles0 > 88.8 °, with maximum growth occurring near 0 _ 89.6 °.

Thus the waves are flute modes (with wavevectors almost perpendicular to the magnetic field),

as expected for lower hybrid-like waves. The waves are unstable over a range of wavenumbers

from 0 - 70 _o/l/o. In comparison, a wavenumber of 30f_o/Vo corresponds to a wavelength of

0.8 m for the nominal ionospheric parameters defined above.

Figure 13 compares the growth rate versus frequency plots of the waves for wavevectors

directed at various angles 9 and a fixed angle _ - 0°. The frequency range over which growth

occurs shows little variation with angle 0. Maximum growth is centered on a frequency of

order 0.25fLH; growth should occur over the frequency range from zero frequency to about

0.SfLtt. Variations in the angle _ for fixed 9 show more effects. Figure 14 shows curves relating

the wave frequency and growth rate for wavevectors directed at various angles ¢_ and fixed

0 = 89.5 °. (k_ = /_±cos_) for the situation in Figures 11 and 12. The fastest growing waves

remain concentrated near a frequency of order 0.25fLl.l while the bandwidth of growing waves

decreases with increasing _. However, the growth rates for the waves decrease rapidly with

once _ _, 50 ° and the waves are damped for _ _> 66 °. As _ increases from zero the wavenumbers

k± of the fastest growing waves increase, so as to permit the resonance condition _rest _ _LH

k±co_(_)V± to be satisfied.

Lastly, we show in Figure 15 the effect of increasing the relative water ion number density

n_/ne on the wave frequency at which the growth rate is maximum. Increasing the water

ion number density increases both the center frequency and bandwidth of the growing waves.

Accordingly, linear theory predicts that the spatial gradient in water ion number density near the

shuttle [Cairns, 1990] (when not in the wake region) implies an increase in the center frequency,

bandwidth and growth rate of the unstable waves with decreasing distance from the shuttle.
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The Lineartheory can thereforeexplainwave growth from near zerofrequency up to a frequency

oforder fLIT.

6.2 Discussion of the linear theory: a role for inhornogeneity and nonlinear

effects.

The linear theory described above is capable of explaining the generation of waves (1) with

large growth rates in the observed frequency range and range of observable wavenumbers, (2)

with wavevectors essentially perpendicular to the magnetic field, as required by the free-flight

observations, and (3) with wavenumber increasing with frequency, as required by Gurnett et

al.'s [1990] explanation of the high frequency wave nulls during wake transits. Unusual species

temperatures, densities, or preheating of the electrons are not required. Indeed higher electron

temperatures should tend to damp the waves and reduce their angular range. The linear theory

permits two natural explanations for the _I/VT effect described in Section 2. Firstly, a.s argued

by Cairns and Gurnett [1990], the different motions of the pick-up ions driving the waves and the

ionospheric plasma convecting the waves imply that the waves will have minimum (maximum)

growth lengths when I _l/l/T I is large (small), thereby explaining the differences in amplitude.

Secondly, by analogy with the ordinary two stream instability [e.g., Gary, 1985], large values of

I _l/l/T I imply small effective beam speeds driving the waves, and eventually zero growth rates

once below some threshold speed. This latter idea will be checked in future work.

The above points show that the linear theory predicts waves in very good agreement with the

observed characteristics of the intense near zone waves in the frequency range 0 - fLH. However,

the linear theory is not capable of explaining the details of the frequency spectrum for the intense

near zone waves or the generation of the weak near zone waves above fLft. In particular, the
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lineartheorypredictsgrowth between zerofrequencyand about the lower hybridfrequencywith

a peak (correspondingto the maximum growth rate)in the range 0.25- 0.75fLH depending on

the relativenumber densityofwater ions(Figure15).During the XPOP rollthisfrequencyrange

for the peak growth rate correspondsto a range from 1.5- 7.SKHz, wellabove the observed

low frequency peak at about 178 Hz and wellbelow the observed peak near the lower hybrid

frequency.This difficultyinexplainingthe detailsofthe observed frequencyspectrum should be

expected foratleastthreereasons.Firstly,the preliminaxynatureof thislineartheory,secondly

the neglectof inhomogeneous effectsin the stronglyinhomogeneous shuttleenvironment, and

thirdlythe neglectof nonlineareffectswhich are oftenvitalin determiningthe wave spectrum.

Improvements to the lineartheory can be expected in a number of ways. A more exact

representationof a beam arc distributionmight involvesuperposinga beam distributiononto

a lower levelringdistributionand consideringboth components in the lineartheory. Cairns

and Gurnett [1990]have consideredgenerationof doppler-shiftedlower hybrid waves by a ring

distribution.They findthat growth islikelyto be most effectivenear zerofrequency,although

wave growth up to frequenciesof order 2fL_ ispossible.Thus, consideringthe contributionof

the ring component to the water ion distributionfunctionmight lead to a second peak in the

growth rate at low frequencies,therebyleadingto an explanationfor the observed peak near

178 Hz forthe near zone waves. In addition,waves drivenby ringdistributionswellaway from

the immediate vicinityof the shuttle[Cairnsand Gurnett, 1990]and convectingintothe near

zone regionmight explainsome of the low frequency near zone waves. However, the free-flight

data generaJlyshow low wave levelswhen upstream from the shuttle.Further improvements

to the lineartheory could be made by includingthe effectsof charge-exchange and neutr_-

ion collisionsto the lineardispersionequation. However, testsolutionsincludingthese effects
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show little change from the corresponding solutions of equation (1). Therefore, in this paper,

although we recognize that potential exists for modifying the linear theory to better explain

the observational data, we defer further examination of the linear theory to future work on

the grounds that inhomogeneity effects and nonlinear effects are greatly more favored means to

produce the details of the observed wave spectrum.

Inhomogeneity effects may be expected to limit effective linear growth of the waves (i.e., the

wavevector for a wave with frequency v must change with position for linear theory to predict

further growth) and cause evolution of the wave spectrum away from the predictions of linear

theory. Figure 15 above demonstrates the significant changes in wave frequency and growth

rate that should accompany the increasing water ion number density expected near to the space

shuttle [Cairns, 1990]. The arguments of Cairns and Gurnett [1990] indicate that the existence of

the Vll/VT effect described in Section 2 is consistent with spatial inhomogeneity limiting growth

of the waves. Spatial inhomogeneity can also couple drift modes to sources of free energy [e.g.,

Simon et al., 1980; Pickett et al., 1989]. Thus, as suggested by Pickett et al. [1988] in another,

related context, a drift mode instability coupling to the source of free energy in the water ion

beam near to the shuttle may provide an explanation for the low frequency peak near 178 Hz

in the near zone waves. This suggestion will be pursued elsewhere.

Nonlinear processes involving lower hybrid waves, such as scattering off thermal ions, decay

processes involving ion acoustic waves, modulational instabilities and strong turbulence pro-

cesses, have been discussed in the literature [e.g., Musher et al., 1986]. Detailed discussions of

these possibilities are not appropriate here. However, we note that the ratio of wave electric

field energy to thermal plasma energy is of order 10-5 (for ne = 1011rn-3) while the ratio of

the total water ion kinetic energy to the thermal plasma energy is of order 5 for n,_/ne = 0.1.
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Moreover, we point out that the linear theory predicts growth at wavelengths similar in magni-

tude, but usually smaller for the higher frequency waves, to the effective antenna length during

the XPOP roll (1.15 meters) and free-flight mission (3.89 meters). It is therefore probable that

the high wave levels seen (total average broadband field of order 50 mV/m) axe smaller than

the actual wave levels in the plasma. These wave levels are considerable and imply that non-

linear processes, including strong turbulence processes, warrant considerable attention. Further

support for consideration of nonlinear effects comes on comparing the timescales for growth and

convection of the waves. For waves with a linear growth rate of 50f_o typical in Figure 15, 10

e-folding periods corresponds to a time of 10-3 seconds. During this time period a wave packet

would be convected a maximum distance of 8 meters (given the shuttle's orbital speed of 7.8

Kms -1) while a wave electric field would increase by a factor of 2 x 104. This distance is small

compared with the expected extent of the region near the shuttle with beam distributions of

water ions (-._ 30m [Cairns, 1990]) and comparable in size with the expected scale length of the

gradient in the neutral water number density within l0 meters of the space shuttle.

Nonlinear processes appear to be occurring in simulations relevant to the shuttle problem

which we have performed in collaboration with G. Lu and C.K. Goertz. The 2-D electrostatic

code used, the code PANIC [Machida and Goertz, 1988], incorporates a time- and spatially-

varying rate of charge-exchange, consistent with collisional charge-exchange between ionospheric

oxygen and a spherical water gas cloud whose number density varies inversely with radial distance

squared. This code is therefore suitable for studying the long timescale behaviour of waves near

the shuttle. Pi'eliminary simulation runs show an initial growth phase of low frequency waves

(relative to the lower hybrid frequency), followed by a later phase in which the wave spectrum

splits into two components, one near zero frequency and one near the lower hybrid frequency.
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Thesesimulationsthereforeappear to produce a two peaked frequency spectrum similar to the

observed wave spectrum. Further work is required to see whether this agreement is fortuitous

and to investigate the physics of these processes.

6.3 Waves observed above several times the lower hybrid frequency

The wave data indicate that the broadband near zone waves extend up to frequencies of order

50 KHz, corresponding to 5 - 10 times the lower hybrid frequency. The wave spectrum above

the lower hybrid frequency shows only a smooth decrease without apparent structure. Linear

theory for doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven by a ring distribution of water ions [Cairns

and Gurnett, 1990] can explain wave frequencies up to about two times the lower hybrid fre-

quency. Similarly the beam-driven doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves considered in this paper

are restricted (by the linear theory) to frequencies below the lower hybrid frequency. Therefore,

linear theories involving ring or beam distributions of water ions appear incapable of explaining

the weak observed waves above about 2fLH. We note that Hwang et al.'s [1987] theory predicts

growth above the lower hybrid frequency. However, Hwang et al.'s waves do not have wavevec-

tors perpendicular to the magnetic field as implied by the free-flight data in Section 4 even for

wave frequencies well above 2fLH. Combining this point with the absence of a localized peak in

the observed wave spectrum above fLH at frequencies similar to those in Hwang et al.'s theory

(10 - 40 KHz) implies that Hwang et ai.'s theory is not a viable explanation for the observed

waves above a few times the lower hybrid frequency. Investigations into nonlinear effects and

mechanisms involving spatial inhomogeneity appear promising directions for further research

into the origin of these high frequency waves.
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7 Implications of the VIIIVT effect for shuttle missions

Detailed observations of plasma waves constitute an important diagnostic for active space ex-

periments and investigations into the natural ionosphere. The data presented in this paper show

that the intense broadband waves in the immediate vicinity of the space shuttle have total av-

erage electric fields of order 50 mV/m in the frequency range from 30 Hz to 10 KHz (the lower

hybrid frequency). Removing this high, and probably dominating, background of waves should

therefore be an important consideration in designing shuttle missions and orbiting facilities,

such as the proposed space station, intended as bases for research involving plasma waves. The

dramatic VII�lIT effect observed for the near zone waves (Figure 2) offers a means to minimize

the levels of orbiter-associated waves, as pointed out previously by Cairns and Gurnett [1990]

for waves observed during the free-flight portion of the Spacelab-2 mission. In particular, the

orbit of the platform should be designed so that t VII/VT l is close to 1 for as much of the orbit as

possible. Figure 2b indicates that a minimum value I VII/VT I= 0.7 should be chosen at this or-

bital height. These orbits are highly inclined with respect to Earth's equatorial plane. However,

due to orbital constraints, present-day launching sites and political realities, another approach

is likely to be more attainable [e.g., Cairns and Gurnett, 1990]: the observing instruments and

experiment package should be placed at a sufficient distance upstream from the shuttle or other

outgassing facility to be outside the water/outgas cloud. Data from the PDP free-flight mission

suggest that distances of order 1 Km are appropriate [Paterson and Frank, 1989].

Nevertheless, further research into the origin and usefulness of the observed VII/VT effect is

advisable. Explanations for the offsets between the centers of the wave nulls and the peaks

in VII/VT should be pursued. Furthermore, as pointed out by Cairns and Gurnett [1990], an
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upper limit on I VH/VT I may exist due to driving of ion acoustic-like wave instabilities by the

parallel drift between the water pick-up ions and the ionospheric plasma. These instabilities are

expected to be strongly temperature-dependent, implying possible variations with height and

time of day in the ionosphere. Further work is required to investigate this possibility.

8 Conclusions

This paper contains a detailed observational characterization of the plasma waves observed

within about 10 meters of the space shuttle during the XPOP roll period of the Spacelab-2

mission. The frequency distribution of wave electric fields is best interpreted in terms of three

components. The first, and primary, component is a uniform high level of waves covering the

frequency range from 31 Hz to 10 KHz with only minor variations in amplitude with frequency.

Two superposed peaks in this frequency range mark the two other components, and the wave

levels decrease rapidly with increasing frequency above 10 KHz. The two superposed components

have electric fields of order twice the steady level. The second component is defined by the low

frequency peak in the range 100-178 Hz. This low frequency component merges smoothly back

into the steady level of waves. The third component is found near the lower hybrid frequency.

The spectral density and electric field amplitude of this component follow both the magnitude

and the trend of the theoretical lower hybrid frequency. Wave power is observed consistently out

to frequencies of order 56 KHz. No evidence is found for a high frequency component localized

above about 10 KHz due to the smooth fall-off in the spectral density and integrated electric

field profiles seen at these frequencies. The waves show a pronounced amplitude and frequency

variation with the quantity V[I/VT which measures the angle between the ionospheric magnetic
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fieldand the shuttle'svelocityvector. Very low wave levelsand small frequency extents are

observed when VII�lITisnear itsmaximum value,i.e.,the shuttleismoving as closeto parallel

to the magnetic fieldas possible,and the highestwave levelsand extents in frequency are

observed when _I/VT isnear zero. This impliesthat the waves are plausiblydriven by water

pick-upions[e.g.,Cairns and Gurnett, 1990].Strong analogieswith the spectralcharacteristics

(two peaks,one at thelower hybridfrequencyand one near zerofrequency)and the VH/VT effect

observed during the free-flightportionof the Spacelab-2providefurtherhintsthat the near zone

waves are drivenby pick-upwater ions.Observationsof the waves below about 20 KHz during

the free-flightmissionimply that the near zone waves have wavevectorsorientedperpendicular

to the magnetic field.The observationof nullsin the wave data which occur firstat higher

frequenciesas the PDP spacecraftentersthe densityholein the orbiter'swake imply that the

higherfrequencywaves have higherwavenumbers (shorterwavelengths)than the lower frequency

waves [Gurnettetal.,1990].Lastly,the observednear zone waves have a totalmeasured average

broadband (frequency-integrated)electricfieldoforder 59 mV/m. This fieldstrengthimpliesa

ratioof electricfieldenergy densityto thermal plasma energy densityof order i0-s. Together

with the predictionfrom lineartheorythat waves shouldgrow with linearwavelengths smaller

than the antenna length,so that the true fieldstrengthin the plasma isunderestimated, this

wave levelimpliesthatnonlineareffectsmay be important inunderstanding the evolutionof the

waves.

Detailed theoretical work on the near zone waves is also performed in the paper. Recently,

Hwang et al. [1987] developed a theory for the near zone waves involving ion acoustic and

ion-ion acoustic instabilities driven by the secondary ion streams observed in the near vicinity

of the shuttle [Stone et al., 1983; 1986]. Here, we showed that this theory is inconsistent
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with the frequency distribution and wavevector orientations of the observed waves. A new

theory involving doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven by beam-like distributions of water

ions [Cairns, 1990] in the near vicinity of the space shuttle is proposed and developed using

linear theory. The relevant instability is the modified-two-stream instability. This linear theory

can explain generation of waves with (1) frequencies ranging from near zero frequency to the

lower hybrid frequency, (2) wavevectors essentially perpendicular to the magnetic field, (3)

wavenumbers increasing with wave frequency, (4) wavelengths observable by the PDP antenna,

and (5) natural explanations for the _il/l/T effect. These properties are all consistent with the

properties of the observed near zone waves and provide strong support for this theory. However,

the linear theory cannot explain the details of the observed frequency spectrum of the waves.

In particular, the theory predicts growth over the frequency range of the primary, uniform

component of the waves, but with a peak growth rate in the range 0.25 - O.75fLH and no

peaks at the frequencies of the two observed peaks (or components) in the wave spectrum at

low frequencies 100 - 178 Hz and the lower hybrid frequency itself. The linear (beam) theory

cannot explain the observed low level waves above the lower hybrid frequency. Explanations for

the differences between the linear theory and and the observed wave spectrum are discussed in

terms of refining the linear theory, the effects of the strongly spatially inhomogeneous near zone

environment and nonlinear effects. Including the effect of the ring component to the beam-arc

distributions of water ions in the near vicinity of the space shuttle [Cairns, 1990] should lead

primarily to increased growth at low frequencies, as well as less favoured growth up to frequencies

near 2fLH [Cairns and Gurnett, 1990]. Convection of the growing waves through the spatially

inhomogeneous shuttle environment, and so the varying wavenumbers required for a wave of a

given frequency to be linearly unstable, is expected to modify the frequency spectrum of growing
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waves. Furthermore, coupling of a drift mode associated with the density gradients to the free-

energy source in the water ions might lead to an instability at low frequencies [e.g., Simon et

al., 1980; Pickett et al., 1989] thereby perhaps explaining the component neax 100 - 178 Hz.

The high wave levels imply that nonlinear effects, such as decay processes involving ion acoustic

waves, modulational instabilities and strong turbulence processes [e.g., Musher et al., 1986], may

be very important in determining the frequency spectrum of the waves. Preliminary simulations

of the shuttle environment run in collaboration with G. Lu and C.K. Goertz also indicate

that nonlinear processes are important. In summary, while the linear theory developed here

successfully explains many of the characteristics of the near zone waves, further theoretical work

involving the effects of wave nonlinearities and spatial inhomogeneity is required to explain the

details of the observed wave frequency spectrum. Finally, we note that the VII/V r effect observed

for the near zone waves has similar implications for design of future shuttle missions to those

described by Cairns and Gurnett [1990]: orbits for shuttle missions requiring minimal plasma

wave backgrounds should be highly inclined to Earth's equatorial plane with I VII/VT I> 0.7 over

as much of the orbit as possible. Otherwise, these missions should be performed using free-flying

spacecraft located at least 1 Km upstream of any outgassing facility.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The geometry of the XPOP roll during the Spacelab-2 mission. The shuttle rolls

about the nose-tail or _OBAS axis while its orbital velocity is perpendicular to the __OBAS

axis. The 'pick-up' coordinate system Xp - Yp - Zp is also defined.

Figure 2. (a) A Helios-MFR color spectrogram for the period of the XPOP roll. Spectral density

is color-coded. Black lines show the variation in the electron gyrofrequency fg and the

lower hybrid frequency fLH. (b) The variation in the quantity VII/VT, measuring the ratio

of the shuttle's orbital velocity parallel to the magnetic field and the orbital speed, during

the XPOP roll. The nulls in the wave data are correlated with large values of VII/VT.

Figure 3. Spectrogram of Helios-MFR data showing the color-coded squared electric field mea-

sured in each channel bandwidth. Two peaks are evident, one near 100 Hz and one at the

lower hybrid frequency.

Figure 4 (a) Spectral density as a function of channel frequency for the period 01:56 to 01:58

during the XPOP roll. The solid curve shows the average spectral density, while the long

and short dashed curves show the maximum and minimum observed spectral densities,

respectively, during this period. The dotted line shows the calibrated receiver noise level

(before launch). (b) Similar to (a), but for the period 01:45 - 02:10.

Figure 5. Ratio R(f) of the average electric field in a frequency bandwidth divided by the total

average broadband field as a function of frequency (see text for a detailed definition). The

wave fields are essentially constant from 30 Hz to 10 KtIz and sharply lower at higher

frequencies, reaching the background level by 100 KHz. Two peaks, by a factor of 2, are
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seenin the average wave fields: one at low frequencies near 178 Hz, and one at the lower

hybrid frequency.

Figure 6. Roll angle versus time for the period 01:30 to 02:30 during the XPOP roll. A phase

angle of 0° corresponds to the PDP being in the center of the shuttle's wake.

Figure 7. A Helios-MFR spectrogram for the period 02:30 - 02:47, Day 213, during the flee-flight

mission. Spectral density is color-coded. White lines show the electron gyrofrequency

and lower hybrid frequency. Signals associated with spacecraft interference, the FPEG

experiment and thruster firings are indicated in the figure and text. The signals marked

'connection event' occur while the PDP is magnetically connected to the space shuttle.

These data are interpreted in terms of observations of the shuttle's near zone waves,

implying that these waves are flute modes with wavevectors approximately perpendicular

to the magnetic field.

Figure 8. Variations in the coordinates Xp, Yp and Zp of the PDP relative to the space shuttle

as a function of time for the data shown in Figure 7.

Figure 9. Comparisons of the spectral density profiles of the waves observed during the free-

flight connection event (02:39::40-50, day 213) and during the XPOP roll (01:45 - 02:10,

day 212). These curves are qualitatively similar with magnitudes differing by a factor

of order 30 (the antenna lengths differ by a factor of order 3). These data support the

interpretation that the connection event corresponds to observation of the near zone waves

at a 200 meter distance along the magnetic field, implying that the near zone waves are

flute modes.
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Figure 10. Illustration of a 'beam arc' distribution function of water ions in the Vxp - Vyp phase

space. Water ions have a gyrocenter drift (-Vj., O, O) and gyrospeed of order Vj.. Particle

gyromotion corresponds to movement along the 'pick-up' ring in the clockwise direction.

Figure 11. Dispersion diagram for a water ion beam with n_,/n_ = 0.05, VII = 0, other plasma

parameters as given in the text and waves with wavevectors defined by 0 = 89.9 ° and

¢ = 0". The damped lower hybrid mode and growing beam mode waves are shown. This

figure is strongly reminiscent of the ordinary beam instability for growth of Langmuir

waves.

Figure 12. (a) Observable wave frequencies (magnitudes) as a function of wavenumber for

various angles 9 (but _b= 0") and the plasma parameters of Figure 11. (b) Growth rates

as a function of wavenumber for various angles 0. The waves are flute mode waves tightly

restricted to perpendicular propagation and the (observable) wave frequency increases

with wavenumber.

Figure 13. Growth rates versus (observable) wave frequencies as a function of angle 8 (with

¢ = 0°). Maximum growth rates occur near 0.25fLH.

Figure 14. Growth rates versus (observable) wave frequency as a function of angle ¢ and fixed

angle 9 = 89.5 °. Growth is restricted to angles ¢ < 66 °.

Figure 15. Growth rates versus (observable) wave frequency as a function of beam density n,_ln,

for angle ¢) = 0° and angles/9 with the maximum growth rate. Increasing the beam density

increases the maximum growth rate, the frequency at which maximum growth occurs, and

the extent of the growing waves in frequency, wavenumber and wavevector directions.
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PLASMA WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPACE SHUTTLE

I.H. Cairns & D.A. Gurnett

Department of Pto,sics & Astronomy,, Universi_' of Iowa, lowa Ci_, USA

ABSTRACT

Water molecules outgassed from the US/NASA space shut-
tie suffer collisional charge-exchange with ionospheric ox-
ygen ions, thereby forming unstable distributions of piek-up
water ions and leading to high levels of plasma waves near
the shuttle. Liouville's equation with a charge-exchange
source term is solved for the water ion distribution fune-

tion as a function of position relative to the shuttle. The
observational eharaeteristies of the near zone shuttle

waves are summarized. A linear theory in which beam-like
distributions of water ions drive Doppler-shifted lower hy-
brid waves via the modified-two-stream instability is de-

veloped. This theory explains many characteristics of the
near zone waves. However, further work on the effects of
wave nonlinearities and spatial inhomogeneity is required

to explain the detailed frequency spectrum of the waves.
The observed wave levels apparently satisfy the threshold
condition for modulational instability of lower hybrid
wsves.

Key words: Waves; Instabilities; Pick-up ions; Lower

hybrid; Space shuttle.

i. INTRODUCTION

This paper diseusses the water ions and high levels of
plasma waves found in the immediate vicinity of the USA/

NASA space shuttle. At first sight then, the presentation
of this paper at a eonferenee on Plasma Astrophysics might
appear rather unusual. Three justifications for including
this paper are: (1) Water ion pick-up phenomena strongly
influence the plasma and wave environment of the shuttle,

very similar to the ease of comets in our solar system (e.g.,
Ref. 1 and references therein). (2) The paper addresses
issues in basic plasma physics and space plasma physics
sueh as the modified-two-stream instability and possible

strong turbulence collapse of lower hybrid waves (e.g., Ref.
2 and references therein). (3) The increasing importance of

space-based instruments in astrophysics requires that any
perturbations to the local plasma caused by the orbiting
platform be understood. More complete deseriptions of the

work presented here will be available shortly (Refs. 3-5_..

The gaseous and plasma environment of the space shuttle
and the interaction of the shuttle's atmosphere with the

ionospheric plasma has been investigated by the OSS-1 and
Spacelab-2 shuttle missions. These and other missions
found the shuttle environment to be surprisingly active, as

reviewed by Shawhan et al. (Ref. 6) and Kurth and Frank
(Ref. 7), with high levels of several types of plasma waves
(Refs. 4, 5, 8, 9), energetic pick-up ions and other particles
(Ref. 10), multiple ion streams (Ref. 11), and many ionic

species such as H20 + and H30 + (references in Ref. 10).
Measurements of these phenomena were performed with
instruments mounted on a pallet within the shuttle's pay-

load bay and exposed to space, and on a small independent

spacecraft, the Plasma --Diagnostics _Package or FDF (Refs.
12 and 7). This PDP spacecraft probed the shuttle's envi-
ronment both while attached to the shuttle and while flying

free of the shuttle (the so-called "free-flight" mission) to
distances of order 400 m.

The general scenario envisaged (e.g., Refs. 6,9,10) for the
shuttlets interaetion with the ionospheric plasma involves

the outgassing of water vapour from the shuttle orbiter,
the subsequent eollisional eharge-exehange of these water
molecules with ionospherie oxygen ions (O +) to form water
ions, the generation of plasma waves by these water ions,

and subsequent plasma heating and the production of ener-
getic particles. Evidence exists for a cloud of neutral
water vapour surrounding the shuttle (Refs. 13-15), and
water ions have indeed been observed, both by the shuttle's

payload instruments (Refs. ]4,15) and by the PDP instru-
ments (Ref. 10). During the PDP's free-flight around the
space shuttle (Spseelab-2), Paterson and Frank (Ref. 10)

observed "ring-like" distributions of ions with the basic
characteristics expected of water ions produced by the
eharge-exehange process. They also found that the ob-

served number densities of the ring-like distributions were
qualitatively and often quantitatively consistent with those
predicted by a theoretical model for production of water

ions by charge-exchange from a water cloud surrounding
the space shuttle out to distances of at least 400 m.

This paper presents an overview of progress on 3 problems
corresponding to plasma waves associated with the space
shuttle. In Section 2 we construct a theory for the water

ion distribution function close to the space shuttle using
solutions to Liouville's equation with s charge-exchange
source term; in particular we show that the distribution

function smoothly varies from a ring-like distribution to a
beam-like distribution with distance from the space shut-
tle. The spatial variation in the number density of water
ions is also addressed, in Section 3 we present observation-
al data on the characteristics of the near zone (within 10

m) shuttle waves and summarize data presented in Ref. 5.
In Section 4 we present a linear theory for the observed

waves in terms of Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driv-
en by beam-like water ions via the modified-two-stream
instability. This linear theory predicts wave characteris-
tics consistent with the characteristics of the observed

waves except for the detailed form of the frequency spec-
trum. The effects of spatial inhomogeneity and nonlineari-

ties due to the h|gh wave levels present are appealed to as
the cause of the observed wave frequency spectrum. Brief
eonelusions to the paper are provided in Seetion 5.

2. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF WATER ION8

Knowledge of the partiele distribution functions and
sources of free energy is a prerequisite for constructing

Proceedings _'the joint Varenna-Abastumani-ESA-Nag(_va Potsdam Workshop on 'Plasma Astrophysics" held in Telavi. Geo_ia, USSR, 4-12 June 1990
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theories for the active and complex wave environment in
the near vicinity of the space shuttle. However, at the
present time published observational data on the distribu-

tion functions of the pick-up water ions within 50 m of the
shuttle do not exist. Accordingly, the problems of the
water ion distribution function and the source of free

energy driving the observed waves in the very near vicinity
of the space shuttle must be attacked theoretically. We

note that Paterson and Frank's (Ref. 10) previous theoreti-
cal analysis ignored the particle distribution function in
favour of s fluid description and did not consider the

effects of the large water ion g3/roradius (~ 40 m).

2.1 Physical Model

We consider a reference frame (Xp, Yp, Zp) moving with
and centered on the space shuttle in which the ionospheric

magnetic field Be is along the Zp axis. The velocity of the
background plasma in this reference frame is generally of

the form (-Vj., 0, -VI); positive values of Xp then corre-
spond to the region upstream of the shuttle. The motion of
the background plasma across the magnetic field implies

the presence of a self-consistent electric field E--(0, -VIBo,
0) in this reference frame. Velocity is conserved during
the charge-exchange process. Now, however, the newly-
born water ion must respond to the crossed electric and

magnetic fields, resulting in a eycloidal motion in the Xp-
Yp plane. The equations of motion for the particle motion
may be solved for the position and velocity of the particle

as a function of time given the position and velocity at
some reference time. This motion may be summarized as
follows: firstly, any particle speed along the magnetic

field (the Zp axis) remains constantt secondly, ignoring
thermal motions for the moment, s newly-born water ion
starts out at zero velocity and is accelerated by the cross-
ed electric and magnetic fields into motions with a gyro-
speed VL centered on a velocity (-VL, 0, 0). This gyromo-

tion maps out a ring in the Xp-Yp plane. A "ring" distribu-
tion results if water ions are found at all gyrophases in this

Xp-Yp plane, while a "beam" distribution results if the
water ions are found in a well-defined range of gyrophases.

Thermal motions produce a spread in gyrospeed and veloc-
ity along the magnetic field. Fig. 1 illustrates a partial
ring distribution, which will be called a beam are distribu-
tion below.

Liouville's equation for the distribution function of charge-
exchanged water ions, fw(r_, _, t), is

where Fw(r_, E, t) is the source term. A formal solution
exists:
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Fig. 1. Beam arc distribution displayed in VXo-VYo space.
Water ions are created near zero veloeity andfoll6w their

gyromotion clockwise around the dashed 'pick-up' ring.

f_(r_,e,t) = L drF_(r'Cr,_,t;r),p'(_,e,t;r),t__ _ + r) (2)

where _r'(r, p., t; 0) : r, p'(_ 2, t; 0) : p, and x is the travel
time from (r_', P_9to (r_, p_)along the particle path. The ef-
fects of wave-particle scattering on the particle distribu-
tion function are ignored in this treatment.

An expression for the souree term Fw(r_, _ t+t) for the eol-

lisiona] charge-exchange follows from the binary nature of
the collision and conservation of velocity for the particles:

F_,(r_,p,t + r) ="/no,(r,t + r)f,,(r.,p,t + r) (3)

where no+ is the number density of oxygen ions. This equa-
tion is consistent with the usual charge-exchange equation
involving number densities, allowing identifieation of the

reaction rate _ as 2 x ]0_cm3sl (Ref. 10). The remaining

quantity fm is the distribution function of the water gas
molecules, which for time-steady outflow with thermal

speed Vm from the shuttle may be written as the product

of the oxygen ion number density, which varies inversely
with radial distance squared, and a Maxwellian velocity
distribution with isotropie thermal speed Vm. For eonve-
nienee we now assume that the velocity and density of the

baekground plasma, the magnetic field strength, and water
gas thermal speed are constant over the timeseales of in-

terest. Normalizing all speeds by the water thermal speed

Vm and distanees by the characteristic distanee Vm/fgw
(fgw is the gyrofrequeney of a water ion) these assumptions
and Eq. 3 allow Eq. 2 to be rewritten as the product of

constants times a "probability" integral for the ehsrge-
exchange:

7no+nor_ ro e-U_(£_,t+_)/;I
f=(l:, p, t) = / d7

(2_)3/_ _-, ra(_,/_,t +r)
(4)

with r' and v' implied by Eqs. 3 and 4 and the equations of

motion for the water ions. Here n0(r0) is the number den-
sity of water molecules at a radial distance r 0 from the
shuttle and tt=e symbol v denotes the speed corresponding
to momentum V. The "probability" integral, essentially an
integral over travel time Ixl of the probability of charge-
exchange producing ions at earlier times t+x with eventual

momentum D at the observation time t and position rE, may
he performed numerically using standard techniques. The
shape of the distribution function is specified by the proba-
bility integral alone. Before proceeding we specify the
nominal parameters used in the calculations below.

Assuming a constant water gas temperature of 300K, a
typical (normalized) value of Vt is 20 and the distance

scale Vm/fgw is 15 m.

2.2 Distribution Functions Directly Upstream from the
Shuttle

Fig. 2 shows the water ion distribution functions resulting
from charge-exchange at two distances directly upstream

from the shuttle (Yp=Zp=0) and demonstrates the transition
from a ring distribution to a beam-like distribution with
decreasing distance from the shuttle. These distributions

are displayed as contour plots in a gyrospeed-gyrophase

phase space formed by unfolding the ring feature in Xp-Yp
velocity space (e.g., Fig. 1) centered on the velocity (-V_,
0, 0) for particles with zero speed along the magnetic field.
For reference, an ion formed by pick-up of a water mole-
cule with zero initial velocity in the shuttle frame has

gyrospoed V_, initially has zero Ip/rophase, and has a gyro-
phase which increases with time as the ion follows its gyro-
motion. A ring distribution then has contours which do not

vary greatly with gyrophase, as is the ease at the position
X(Pa=50, far upstream from the shuttle orbiter, shown in Fig.

). A beam distribution has contours which delineate a

limited range of gyrophases; Fig. 2(b) shows that the

distribution at Xp=2 (close to the shuttle) has some beam-
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like charaeteristies at small gyrophases. In these figures

the eontours are logarithmically spaeed (to the base 10) in
arbitrary units. We note that the significant velocity

spread of the distribution even at Xp=l implies that it is
therefore not appropriate to term these water ion
distributions "beam" distributions in an absolute sense.

Rather, we suggest the term "beam arc" distributions,
corresponding to a finite segment of a ring, to desertbe
these ion distributions found close to the shuttle. We note,

however, that these beam are distributions do have some
beam-like eharaeteristies so that instability ealeulations

assuming conventional beams may provide a reasonable
first description of an instability.

This transition from ring to beam are distribution function

with position upstream from the shuttle may be understood
in terms of the spatial gradient in water molecule number

density and the eharaeteristies of the eharge-exehange
proeess. Fig. 3 illustrates the development of beam are

and ring distributions at Xp=l and Xp=lS, respectively, in
the Xp-Yp plane for Vl=20. The solidltnes are contours of
eonstant inverse distanee squared 1/Rp=, and so eonstant
charge-exchange rate, spaeed in powers of 10. The eharae-

teristies of the water ion distribution function at XI_=I and

Xp=15 follow on considering the primary sourees of partt-
eles with zero velocity (stars) and veloeity (-2V±, 0, 0)
(boxes) at the observation points. Ignoring thermal motions
(i.e., Vm'_Vl), all pick-up water ions initially have zero ve-

locity. Partieles observed at zero velocity are therefore
primarily produced (at the star symbols) very elose to the

observation point. Particles observed at veloeity (-2V±, 0,
0) have, however, followed their gyromotion along the

dashed lines from their primary produetion points (boxes)

where they had zero velocity. At Xp=], therefore, the pro-
duetion rate of water ions observed at veloeity (-2V±, 0, 0)
is less than one hundredth that for ions observed near zero

veIoeity, implying that the distribution funetion is a well-

defined beam are. In contrast, at Xp=15 the produetion
rates for ions with near-zero velocity and veloeity (-2Vl, 0,
0) differ by only a faetor (15/25)2-0.4, implying a ring dis-
tribution function with small eontrast as in Fig. 2a. Far-
ther from the shuttle the ring distributions become more

uniform. Beam aresdo not form exactly at zero gyrophase
due to the thermal spread of the water molecules.

Beam are water distributions are also formed away from

the Xp axis in the upstream region in regions where the
charge-exchange rate is large. A general eondition for for-

mation of a beam are distribution is that Rp<2 with Xp>0.
In summary, the water ions should have a beam are distri-
bution funetion when upstream and within a radial distanee

of order 20-40 n= (Rpc2) from the shuttle in the upstream
he misphere.

2.3 Discussion

The above results show that beam arc distributions of

water ions, with considerable gyrophase anisotropies,
should exist at positions elose to and upstream from the

spaee shuttle. In eontrast, Paterson and Frank [1989], and

(o)
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the water ion distribution function
in a gyrospeed-gyrophase phase spaee at two positions

along the Xt_ axis. Contours are Iogarithmie to the base
10. (a) A I;ing distribution at Xp=50. (b) A beam arc

distribution of Xp=2.

Paterson [1987], do not report observations of gyrophase

anisotropies for their pick-up ions. This is not inconsistent
with the work described in this paper due to (1) the PDP
spaeeeraft's orbit around the shuttle not sampling the re-

quired region where sueh anisotropies are significant, and
(2) the beam are distributions being near zero velocity in
the upstream region and so being removed from Paterson
and Frank's analysis due to potential confusion with
ambient oxygen plasma. Furthermore, elsewhere we will
show that the water ion distribution functions predieted by

our Liooville ea]eulatton are primarily ring-like (with no
well-defined beam ares) for the entire duration of the

PDP's free-flight motion around the space shuttle during
the Spaee]ab-2 mission.

The water ion distribution functions derived using the

Liouville code may be integrated numerieally to give the
water ion number density as a function of position relative

to the spaee shuttle (Ref. 3). This work may be summa-
rized as follows: (1) Relative water ion (to plasma) densi-

ties should exeeed 1% within approximately ]50 m of the
shuttle. (2) Within 1O m of the shuttle water ions should

eomprise at least 20% of the plasma density. (3) Pile-up of
water ions due to kinematic effeets leads to an increase in

plasma density close to the shuttle. This pile-up is not

ineluded in fluid predictions for the water ion number den-
sity. We note that water ions and other piek-up ions some-
times comprise at least 5096 of the plasma density in the
near vicinity of the space shuttle (e.g., Ref. 7). Aeeord-

ingly, non-Maxwellian distributions of water ions with
signif'ieant densities should be strongly eonsidered when
interpreting the data from the OSS-1 and Spaeelab-2, and

perhaps other, shuttle missions.

Lastly, elastie and eharge-exehange eollisions between the
water ions and water gas moleeu|es offer another means of
establishing more beam-like water ion distribution fune-
lions: the beam arc distributions oecur due to the water

ions following their gyromotionl disruption of the regular

ion gyromotion by eollisions with low veloeity water neu-
trals might then limit the water ions to a more limited
range of gyrophases and so to a more beam-like distribu-
tion funetion. Further work is required to see whether

such eollisions are important in determining the water ion
distribution function elose to the shuttle.

3. CIIARACTERISTICS OF THE NEAR ZONE
SHUTTLE WAVES

One of the unexpected results from the OSS-I mission was
the observation of high levels of broadband eleetrostatie
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Fig. 3. Formation of beam are and ring distributions close
to and far from the space shuttle, respectively. See text
for explanation.
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waves in the very near vieinity (within 10 meters) of the

spaee shuttle (Refs. 6,8). The waves had their greatest

speetral densities between 3] Hz (the lowest frequeney

measured) and about 31 KHz, with s peak between 100 Hz

and 300 Hz, but extended in frequeney above 100 KHz. in

eomparison, during this mission, the ion gyrofrequeney was

of order 50 Hz, the lower hybrid frequeney was of order 5

KHz, and the oxygen ion plasma frequency was of order 15-

55 KHz. Here we summarize observational data from the

XPOP roll during the Spacelab-2 mission, presented in de-

tail in Ref. 5, which characterize the waves in sufficient

detail for theoretical progress to be made.

Fig. 4 shows the time-averaged spectral density of the near

zone waves as a function of frequency. This figure clearly

shows a fall-off at low frequencies, the presence of s low

frequency peak near 178 kHz, a region with spectral densi-

ties decreasing approximately inversely with frequeney be-

tween the low frequency peak and the lower hybrid fre-

quency, a bulge around the lower hybrid frequency, and a

rapid fall-off at higher frequencies. One implication of
these data is that the eleetrie field in the waves should be

approximately constant between 100 Hz and the lower hy-

brid frequency, and essentially negligible at higher

frequencies.

Fig. 5 shows the relative contribution of the electric fields

eentered on the i'th ehannel to the total average broad-

band, frequeney-integrated eleetrie field ET plotted versus

the frequeney of the i'th channel. The detailed definition
of this quantity is R(fi) = Ei/ri Ei with Ei 2 = J'S(f)df with

upper and tower limits of integration f. = /f_fi+l and f,=

v'fifj_l, respeetively, ttere S(f) is the st_eetral densityp a'nd

the frequency intervals for integration are equally spaeed

in logarithmic frequency. The data plotted are for the

period 0145-0210 shown in Fig. 4. The total average broad-

band electric field ET was 51.1 mV/m. As antielpated

above, the electric field is essentially constant between

100 Hz and the lower hybrid frequeney, and essentially

negligible at higher frequencies. Two peaks, a factor of

order 2 above the uniform level, are visible. "['he first is st

low frequencies centered on 178 Hz, with a broad shoulder

at significant amplitudes to the second peak which is situ-

ated between 5.6 KHz and 10 KHz. As described above,

the lower hybrid frequency varies between 5 and 10 KHz

during this time period, providing an excellent identifica-

tion for the higher frequency peak. Above 56 KHz the

measured electric fields are essentially negligible. Murphy
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Fig. 4. Spectral density as a function of frequency for the

period 01:450-2:10, day 212, 1985, during the XPOP roll.

et al. (Ref. 8) and Shawhan et al. (Ref. 6) have previously

reeognized the existence of the low frequency peak. How-

ever, neither the essentially eonstant level of waves be-

tween the 100 Hz and the lower hybrid frequency, nor the

peak near the lower hybrid frequency have been reeognized
before.

The interpretation of these data in terms of eomponents in

the wave speetrum is not unique. However, it seems most

appropriate to interpret the wave spectrum in terms of a

fairly eonstant high level of waves (eleetrie fields of order

2.5 mV/m per frequency interval) from 31 Hz to 10 KHz

with two superposed peaks, one around 178 Hz and one near

the lower hybrid frequeney. These superposed peaks have

electric fields a faetor of two higher than the constant
level of waves between 30 Hz and I0 KHz. These data

require any high frequency waves above about 20 KHz to

smoothly merge with the lower hybrid frequeney waves; no

evidenee is found for any sharply peaked wave eomponents

in the frequeney range of l0 to 40 KHz. These identifiea-

tions are referred to below as the 'uniform' eomponent, the

low frequency component and the lower hybrid eomponent.

A theoretieal interpretation for the uniform eomponent is

developed in the next seetion, while suggestions for the

two peak components are given in Ref. 5.

The other results reported in Ref. 5 are as follows.

• Null features in the wave data as the PDP spaeeeraft

moves through the shuttle's plasma wake imply that the

higher frequent',, near zone waves have smaUer wave-

lengths (higher wavenumbers).
• Observations of the near zone waves while the PDP was

magnetically connected to the space shuttle at a dis-
tanee of order 200 m imply that the near zone waves

have waveveetors perpendicular to the magnetic field.

• The near zone waves show a pronouneed decrease in

amplitude and speetral extent when the shuttle is mov-

ing most nearly parallel to the magnetic field. This so-

called VI/V T effeet implies that the near zone waves

are driven by water pick-up ions.

4, A NEW THEORY FOR THE NEAR ZONE WAVES=

DOPPLER-SHII_rED LOWER HYBRID WAVES

Two previous theories for the near zone shuttle waves are

discussed in detail in Ref. 5. Hwang et al. (Ref. 16) pro-

posed that the waves result from ion acoustic or ion-ion

acoustic instabilities driven by the secondary ion streams

observed (Ref. 11) in the near vicinity of the space shuttle.

This theory is inconsistent with the frequency spectrum

and waveveetor directions of the near zone waves reported

in Ref. 5. Papadopoulos (Ref. 17) proposed that the waves

are Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven via the

modified-two-stream instability by ionospheric oxygen ions

reflected from the shuttle. This theory fails on two

grounds. Firstly, severe theoretical problems exist for
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Fig, 5. Radio RIO of the average electric field in a fre-

quency bandwidth divided by the total average broadband

field as a function of frequency (see text for a detailed

definition).
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refleetions of eharged oxygen ions at significant yields

(>1%) at these low eollision energies (5 eV). Secondly, cor-
recting a minor error in Papadopoulos' ealculation of the
observed wave frequencies leads to the prediction that the
waves should have frequencies in the range from 0.5-1.4

fLH, thereby not explaining the large wave levels below 1
KHz. In addition, no simple explanation of the observed

VI/V T effeet is apparent for these theories.

Here we propose a new theory: the waves are Doppler-

shifted lower hybrid waves driven via the mtxlified-two-
stream instability by beam are distributions of water ions

in the near vicinity of the space shuttle. These water ions
naturally comprise at least 2{}% of the plasma densities,
thereby greatly favouring this theory over Papadopoulos'

theory. In addition, a natural explanation for the V_/VT
effect is available. In this first development of the theory
we represent the water ions as a Maxwelltan beam distribu-

tion centered at zero velocity while the ionospherie elec-
trons and oxygen ions have Maxwellian distributions drift-

ing relative to the water ions. We restrict ourselves to the
ease in which the shuttle moves exactly perpendicular to

the magnetie field (Vff0). Making the standard approxi-
mations (e.g., Ref. 17) we ean reduce the exact electro-
static dispersion equation (8<10-5) to the standard form for
the modified-two-stream instability"

1 .o fl_H nwfl_.=0. (5)

Here, the quantity m-kxVi is the Doppler-shifted wave fre-

quency seen by the ionospherie electrons and oxygen ions.
Subscripts e, O, and w refer to the eleetrons, oxygen ions
and water ions, respectively. A positive component kx for

a waveveetor implies the waveveetor is directed upstream

along the Xp axis. This equation is directly analogous to
the dispersion equation for the usual two-stream instability
in which Langmuir waves are generated by an eleetron
beam and viewed in the reference frame of the beam (Ref.

18). Accordingly, for water ion beams whieh satisfy the
condition nw/ne>2.5(Vw/V±)3 (- 10a here), this equation

predicts generation of strongly growing waves with disper-
sion relation Wrest - kxV±, waveveetors approximately per-

pendicular to the magnetie field, frequencies near the
lower hybrid frequency in the ionospherie plasma rest
frame, and relatively small wave frequencies in the
shuttle's rest frame.

Fig. 6 shows the wave dispersion relation and growth rate
in the ionospheric plasma frame obtained by solving the
full electrostatic dispersion equation numerically (including

electron and oxygen ion magnetization) for waves propaga-

ting along the Xp direction with an angle 0=89.9 ° between
the waveveetor and the magnetic field direction (the Zp
axis). The dashed line shows the dispersion relation t0rest=
kxV 1 for eomparison. A strong resemblance to the ordi-
nary beam instability for "Langmuir" waves is apparent

(e.g., Fig. I of Ref. 18). Four important results may be
inferred from this figure: (I) These waves are essentially

beam driven waves with UJrest - kxVL. (2) The waves have
strong growth rates. (3) Noting that t_r<kxV1 for all wave-
numbers kx, these waves will be Doppler-shifted to low and

negative frequeneies (only the magnitude of the frequeney
is directly observable, however). (4) The higher wavenum-

bar waves will be Doppler-shifted to larger observable
wave frequencies than the smaller wavenumber waves.

Further calculations show that the growing waves are
severely restricted in angle O, as expected for lower hybrid
waves. Fig. 7 shows plots of observable wave frequency

versus growth rate for various ratios of water ion to elec-
tron number density at the angles O of maximum growth
rate. The theory predicts waves in the observed frequency

range. Increasing the water ion number density increases
both the center frequency and bandwidth of the growing
waves. Accordingly, linear theory predicts that the spatial
gradient in water ion number density near the shuttle (Ref.

3), when not in the wake region, implies an increase in the
center frequency, bandwidth and growth rate of the un-
stable waves with decreasing distance from the shuttle.
The linear theory can therefore explain wave growth from

near zero frequency up to a frequeney of order fLH as
required.

In summary, this linear theory is capable of explaining the
generation of waves (I) with large growth rates in the ob-
served frequency range and range of observable wave-
numbers, (2) with waveveetors essentially perpendicular to

the magnetic field, (3) with wavenumber increasing with
frequency. The theory also admits natural explanations for

the observed VI/VT effect. Unusual species temperatures,
densities, or preheating of the electrons are not required.
However, the linear theory is not capable of explaining the
details of the frequency spectrum for the intense near zone

waves. In particular the linear theory prediets peak growth
in the range 0.25-0.?5 fLH (depending on the relative

number density of water ions as in Fig. 7), well above the
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Fig. 6. Dispersion diagram (in the ionospheric plasma
frame) for waves driven by a water ion beam with nw/ne =
0.05 and waveveetors defined by 0=89.9 ° . The damped

lower hybrid mode and growing beam mode waves are
shown. Subtraction of kVl gives the wave frequency in the
observing frame.
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observed low frequeney peak at about 178 Hz and well
below the observed peak near the lower hybrid frequency.
This difficulty In explaining the details of the observed
frequeney spectrum should be expeeted for at least three

reasons. Firstly, the preliminary nature of this linear
theory, secondly the neglect of inhomogeneity etfeets in
the strongly inhomogeneous shuttle environment, and
thirdly the neglect of nonlinear effeets whieh are often

vital In determining the wave spectrum. Further diseussion

at improvements to the linear theory and the role of
inhomogeneity effects Is given in Ref. 5. Onty nonlinear
effects are briefly and qualitatively discussed here.

Nonlinear processes involving lower hybrid waves, such as

scattering oft' thermal ions, deeay processes involving ion
acoustic waves, modutatlonal instabilities and strong turbu-
lence proeessesp have been discussed in the literature (e.g.,

Ref. 2, 19). Detailed discussions of these possibilities are
not appropriate here. Here we note that the ratio of wave

electric field eneriw to thermal plasma energy is of order
10-s (for ne=10nlm 3) while the ratio of the total water ion

kinetie energy to the thermal plasma energy is of order 5
for nw/ne=0.1. Moreover, the wavelengths predicted by
the linear theory are smaller than (but comparable to) the
PDP's effective antenna length during the XPOP roll (1.15

m), indicating that the wave levels in the plasma may be
underestimated. These wave levels are considerable and

imply that nonlinear processes, including strong turbulenee
processes, warrant considerable attention. In particular,
the equations In Ref. 2 suggest that the threshold for the

modulationaJ instability is at least marginally satisfied for
these waves. Further support for consideration of non-
linear effects comes on comparing the timeaeales for
growth and convection of the waves. For waves with a

linear growth rate of 50_O typical in Fig. 15, 19 e-folding
periods corresponds to a time of 10s seconds. During this
time period a wave packet would be converted a maximum
distance of 8 m (given the shuttle's orbital speed of 7.8

Kms-]) while a wave's electric field would increase by a
factor of 2 x 104. This distance is small compared with the
expected extent of the region near the shuttle with beam
distributions of water ions (- 30m).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that ion piek-up phenomena control the

plasma wave environment of the USA/NASA space shuttle,
similar to the situation at comets. We have developed a

theory for the water ion distribution function resulting
from charge-exchange of outgassed water molecules. This
theory, involving the solution of Liouville's equation with a
charge-exchange source term, predicts a transition from
ring-like distributions to beam are distributions with

decreasing distanee upstream from the shuttle. The ehar-
acteristics of the observed near zone (within l0 m of the

shuttle) waves are summarized. A linear theory involving
Doppler-shifted lower hybrid waves driven by beam arc
distributions of water ions via the modified-two-stream

instability is developed. This theory can explain most

characteristics of the observed waves. However, appeals
to the effects of wave nonlinearities and spatial inhomo-
geneity are required to explain the details of the observed
frequency spectrum. Further work on these matters is

required. The high wave levels present apparently exceed
the threshold condition for modulational instability of

lower hybrid waves, thereby providing some support for
nonlinear effects being important.
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ABSTRACT

Plasma parameters in the vicinity of the Space Shuttle are

studied using a Langmuir probe on the University of Iowa's Plasma

Diagnostics Package. First, we examine electron density, temperature,

and plasma potential as well as their dependenceon the atzitude of

the orbiter. ,Vethen examine density fluctuations Lu the ambient

ionosphere, in the wake of the orbiter, and during an OMSburn.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Plasma Diagnostics Package

The region of the Earth's atmosphere higher than 60 km above

the surface is chiefly composed of negatively charged electrons and

positively charged ions commonly called a plasma. A spacecraft moving

through this region of the atmosphere, traditionally referred to as

the ionosphere, disturbs the plasma in much the same way water is dis-

turbed by a boat sailing on its surface. Spacecraft have been flying

through this region of the Earth's atmosphere for over 25 years, but

there have been few opportunities to study the wake generated in the

plasma. Many scientific and engineering investigations are underway

which will use the Space Shuttle as a platform for experiments in the

Earth's ionosphere. Therefore, it is essential that we understand the

environment near the orbiter since the orbiter's wake or any electro-

magnetic emissions from the orbiter may have an effect on in situ

observations.

For this reason the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) was built

by the University of Iowa Department of Physics and Astronomy under

the direction of Professor Stanley D. Shawhan. The PDP contains four-

teen instruments which can make measurements of magnetic and electric

fields, particle distributions, radio waves, as well as plasma
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composition, density, and temperature. In addition to making measure-

ments of the ambient medium, the POP can be teamed with other erperi-

ments to perform " active" experiments. For ex_unple, the POP can be

used to measure changes deliberately provoked by the operation of the

Fast-Pulse Electron Gun, which is part of the Vehicle Charging and

Potential experiment (VCAP).

The PDP has flown on t_vo shuttle missions. First, in Watch

of 1982 the POP took part in the third shuttle flight as one of the

experiments on the Office of Space Science payload, she 0SS-i mission.

After returning to Earth, the POP was modified and took part in the

Spacelab-2 fligat in July of 1985. For the remainder of this thesis

note that all data taken during _arch, i.e., on day 083, 084, etc.,

is from the 0SS-I mission. All data taken during July or Aug_ist,

i.e., ou day 211, 212, etc., is from the Spacelab-2 mission. The

altitude for the 0SS-I mission averaged 2Z_3 km while the altitude for

the Spacelab-2 mission averaged 380 km. The angle of inclination for

the 0SS-1 mission was 38", for the Spacelab-2 mission the angle was

49.5".

During landing and re-entry the POP is stowed on a pallet in

the orbiter's cargo bay. Over the course of each mission, several

hours of data _ere obtained from this location _hich yielded a good

deal of information about conditions in the bay. In addition, on both

missions the crew maneuvered the Remote _,_nipulatiou System (RI_S), the

arm of the shuttle, to _rapple the POP, unlatch it, and moved it
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around in predetermined sweeps to map the orbiter's environment near

the cargo bay and out to 15 m distance. On Spacelab-2 the ?DP was

released as a spin-stabilized sub-satellite while the orbiter executed

a complex series of maneuvers around it at distances up to 200 m. As

the two slowly separated, the PDP was able to make more distant

measurements of the orbiter' s fields.

At this time plans are currently underway to construct the

Recoverable Plasma Diagnostics Package (RPDP). The RPDP will be

designed to be released from the orbiter for days at a time so _hat a

gTeat deal of in situ observations can be made of the ambient iono-

sphere. The RPDP is expected to make its first flight sometime around

1990.

Operation of the Lan_muir Probe

The Lang_uir probe on the PDP is a relatively simple instrument

which has two operational modes. In the first mode the probe can

determine the electron density, temperature, and plasma potential. In

the second mode the probe can observe density fluctuations over a wide

frequency range. The probe that was part of the 0SS-1 mission was a

6 cm diameter gold-plated spherical sensor mounted on a fixed boom

approximately 30 cm from the body of the PDP (see Figure l). The

probe on the Spacelab-2 mission was a 3 cm diameter gold-plated sphere

mounted on a moveable boom. When deployed the probe is 78.53 in from

the center of the PDP, this is shown in Figure 2. The probe can

measure density fluctuations in the frequency range 0 to 178 _aHz,
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plasma densities from 103 to 107 electrons/cm 3, and plasma tempera-

tures from about iO00 K to 5000 K.

The electronics that control the probe's operation alternate

between two different modes, one complete cycle requires 12.8 seconds.

The first is an 11.8 second lock mode. During this time the Langmulr

probe is biased at ÷I0 volts relative to the PDP chassis. The lock

mode is followed by a 1 second sweep mode vhere the voltage is swept

from ÷!0 volts to -5 7oI%_ in incrementa of 0.129 volts. The perform-

ance characteristics of the probe are listed in ._able I.

Durin_ the lock mode the probe measures density fluctuations in

the followi_ manner. The probe is sampled 120 times a second to see

how m_ch charge has accumulated. In this w_y we are able to obtain

the charge collected as a discrete function of time. By taking the

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of these data, ,_e obtain current fluctua-

tions as a function of frequency. The output is then sampled through

three filters: 1 Hz low pass; 1 - 6 Hz bandpass; and 6 - &0 Hz band-

pass. The sample r_tes of the filters are 5 Hz, 20 Hz, and 120 _z,

respectively. A fourth filter (30 Hz high pass) routes the output to

a wldeband receiver and spectrum analy_er _hich can look at details of

the current fluctuations up to a frequency of 178 kHz. qowever, data

from the fourth filter _il! not be presented here.

Durin_ the sweep mode the data collected by the probe is sent

through a 0 - 50 _ bandpass filter and can be used to determine the

electron density, temperature, and the plasma potential. _rom



elementary plasma physics we hnow the effect of introducing a poten-

tial, such as a point charge or a probe, into a plasma. If we make

the assumption that the mobility of the ions can be neglected in com-

parison to the mobility of the electrons, then, as done by Nicholson

[1983], the potential around a test charge q is given by

e

where

Te is the electron temperature and le is the Debye length for elec-

trons. Because the potential falls off so rapidly as r increases,

electrons or ions further than one Oebye length away from the probe

will be virtually unaffected by the probe's presence, lfiwe apply a

large positive bias to the probe, we can expect to attract all of the

electrons and repel all of the ions within one Oebye length of the

probe. We can compute the current collected by the probe in the

following manner.

If the radias of the probe is much larger than the Debye

length, we may assume that all of the particles passing within one

Debye length of the probe, through thermal motions, for example, will
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hit t_heprobe. If the probe is perfectly absorbing, then the curren_

collected by the probe ,will be

I = Jr As •

Jr is the random current flux and As is the surface area of the sheath

one Debye length away from the probe. Since the radius of the probe

is muchlar_er than the Debye length, we can approx_nate the area of

tne sheath by the surface area of the probe. ";e now have

As = 4wr 2 .

By definition,

Jr = Qs × (number of particles hitting probe each second) .

Qs refers to the charge of each species present in the plasma, a sum

over each species in the plasma is implied. To determine the quantity

in parenthesis, _e can look at a dlf_erential volume element located

at the edge of the sheath farthest from the probe. The particles here

are far enough away from the probe that se only need consider their

thermal motions. Therefore, half of the particles in this volume

element _ould be entering the Debye sheath, half _ould be leaving it.

We conclude that the number of particles entering the sheath each



second, i.e., the number that will eventually impact the probe, is

(Ns/2)AsV s. Ns is the density of each species in the plasma and vs is

their velocity. This tells us that

N

Jr = Qs ? AsVs

If we assume a _axwellian distribution, then

M
P(v) s

3/2 M v
S

v 2 erp (-
S

is the probability that a given particle will have its velocity

between v and v + dv. The average velocity is given by

+_" 2kT 1 / 2

>:f vspcvsI% :<V S

-"_ S

The direction of the velocity vector, for the particles entering the

sheath, will be randomly distributed over 180 °. Therefore, we can

define the vector so that the component of velocity directed at the

probe is given by vs cos e. When we integrate over the factor cos 8

to find the average component of velocity in the direction of the

probe, we pick up a factor of 1/2 which cancels a factor of 2 in the

previous expression for vs. Therefore, when we combine this



defi.uition of vs +_ith the definition of Jr, we fLud that the current

collected by the probe is

N 2kT i/2

S

Again there is an implied sum over all the species present in the

plasma.

If ve apply a large positive bias voi_age to _he probe, ve m_ay

assume thaZ only electrons will contribute to the current collected,

since the number of ions impacting the probe will be negligible.

Therefore, the value of the electron current, before the probe

saturates, is

N (2kTe3 I/2
I = -e(4_r 2) _ _M J

e

This equation is dependent on both density and temperature. However,

wm can make use of the Boltzmann relation from statistical mechanics.

In the presence of a potential, in this case the probe, the density is

given by

-eV
Ne = NO

e
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Plugging this into the previous equation gives

N 0 2kT 1/2 -eV
_:= -e(4_r2)7 C_-_-_) expC_-)

e e

Now we have an equation involving the electron temperature and the

probe bias voltage V. Taking the natural log of both sides of the

equation gives

in I = constant + (constantLn Te) ÷ L_--Jv_.
e

The In of Te will vary much slower than Te itself, therefore, we may

approximate In Te as a constant. The equation becomes

L_I: co_st_nt- C-_-)V
e

If we graph in I vs V, before the probe saturates, the slope will be

given by (-e/kTe). Using this we have an expression for Te,

-e
T =
e k slope
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Once ,re have Te ,re can plug this into the e_vpression for I _nd deduce

an expression for No, ".hich is

N O = constanZ I T I/2
e

The constant is determined if _e know the radi_s off the probe, the

mass off the electron, Boltzmann's constant, etc.

In this manne_ the Langmuir probe can =:ive us the electron

density and temperature, if ,re define the plasma potential as the

bias voltage at w_ich the probe saturates, a _raph of in [ vs V _ill

also give us the plasma potenZial. _ typical sweep is shown in

Fi_ume 3. Note that the value of I that _e use in the determination

of NO is chosen so that V is as positive as possible without saturat-

Lug the probe. For a further discussion of the theory behind Langmuir

probes see, for example, Huddlestone and Leonard [1965J.
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II. TYPICAL DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES

In the Ambient Ionosphere

On day 213, 1985 the POP was released from the orbiter as a

free-flying sub-satellite for about 6 hours. During this time the

Lan_muir probe took measurements of the plasma parameters as the

orbiter backed away from the PDP and executed a series of maneuvers

around it. The booms were deployed throughout free flight so that the

Lan_r probe, VLF spheres, and search coil would be further from the

body of the PDP. In addition to this, the POP used a momentum wheel

to cause it to spin _ith a period of 13.06 seconds. As is shown in

Figure 4, the PDP was spinning counterclockwise if viewed from the

top. The spin plane, i.e., the plane of the paper in Figure &, was

the plane in which the orbiter executed the majority of its maneuvers

after releasing the PDP. The predicted position of the shuttle,

relative to the PDP, is shown in Figure 5 for the time that it took

the orbiter to execute one complete fly-around. The chronological

sequence of events is _iven in Table 2.

The data taken during this first fly-around are shown in

Figures 6-7. (We should first point out that the apparent "density

depletion regions" that occur approximately every 9 1/2 minutes are

attributed to instrumental effects and are not rapid fluctuations in
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q

the ionospheric electron density. This effect is discussed in

Appendix _. ) The data reveal the daily fluctuations in electron den-

sity and temperature that we could expect to see from the orbiter.

T_o points are 'Horth notlng. First, the plasma potential shows little

variation during the day but appears to increase after sunset.

Second, the electron density appears lowest at sunrise and sunset but

also appears to increase after sunset. One possible explanation for

this is that the altitude at _hich the Soacelab-2 mission took olace,

380 Am, is in the F region of the Earth's ionosphere. The peak i_n

electron density in the F region usually occurs between 250 - 300 _n

during the day, and about 50 _m higher at night. Therefore, ._at we

may be seeing after sunset is the peak in the electron density

shifting to a higher altitude. _owever, _hile radar observations

confirm that the peak of the electron density shifts to a higher alti-

tude at night, they also show that in most cases the value of the peak

density is less at night than it _as during the day. Consequently,

there may be other factors contributing to the increase in the elec-

tron density.

The ambient ionosphere has been studied for many years and a

_reat deal of data has accumulated. For comparison see, for ezample,

Hess and _ead [1968] or Kasha [1969].

Near the Orbiter's Car_o Ba_

During most of the _5S-I and Spacelab-2 missions the POP _as

kept on a pallet iu the orbiter's cargo bay. The location for the
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0SS-I mission is shown in Figure 8, and the location for the

Spacelab-2 mission is shown in Figure 9. During the 0SS-I mission

the crew of the orbiter placed the shuttle in several different

attitudes desi_%ed to subject the orbiter to the most extreme tempera-

ture differences that could be expected on later flights. The four

attitudes used are shown in Figure l0 and are referred to as "nose to

sun," "tail to sun," "bay to sun," and "passive thermal control" or

?TC. During the "nose-to-sun" and "tail-to-sun" attitudes, the bay is

in the shade and is bitterly cold. The "bay-to-sun" attitude places

the pallet in direct sunlight which causes the temperature to soar.

PTC, also known as the barbecue mode, is desi_ned to equalize tempera-

tures on all surfaces.

Data obtained during the "nose-to-sun" attitude is shown in

Figures ll-12. Note that in Figures 12, l&, 16 the pitch and azimuth

angles are measured with respect to the plasma flow vector and not the

velocity vector of the shuttle. As we can see from Figure ll when the

bay is in the rsm of the plasma flow, electron densities are typically

106/cm 3 and the corresponding electron temperature is less than

1000 K. However, as is discussed in Appendix B, we suspect that we

are underestimating the electron temperature when the probe is in ram.

Consequently, the corresponding drop in electron density by three

orders of ma_nitade when the bay is facing the _ake may be overesti-

mated. Data obtained during PTC is s_own in Figures 13-1_. Here _e

see more vi'_idly the efCects of rolling the orbiter. Note that the



electron temperatare increases Lu the :_akeof the shuttle. Similar

results have been reported by 0ran et a!. [1975] and Samir and ?_renn

[1972 ].

For completeness Figures 15-16 show a segment of data obtained

during the ."nose-to-sun" attitude when the PDP was on the ?J_S about

7 m above the cargo bay. Even in this position the PDP notices a

decrease in the electron density as the orbiter turns so that the POP

is in the ,rake of the shuttle.

3huring the Spacelab-2 mission the orbiter executed a series of

maneuvers designed to yield information about the extent of the

orbiter's near wake. This series of maneuvers is referred to as 7_OP

(X-axis Perpendicular to Orbital Plane) roll and is described in

Figure 17. The location of the PDP during this time is shown in

Figure 18. During XPOP roll the orbiter rolls at a rate of l'/second.

Consequently, one complete roll requires 6 minutes. At the same time

that the orbiter is rolling, the PJ_S ca_ be unwound at the same rate

so that the orientation of the PDP, relative to the plasma flow,

remains unchanged.

Unfortunately, the software that computes the electron density

and temper"ature _as unable to make use of most of the raw data col-

lected during _OP roll. However, we are able to use the second point

of the Lan_muir probe sweep as an approximation to density. By second

point of the sweep, _e mean the current collected when the probe is

biased at +9.875 volts. Past experience has shown that the Jalue o@
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the second point of the sweep is proportional to the value of the

density. Using the Orbiter Body Axis System (OBAS), a uoninertial

coordinate system that moves with the orbiter, we can compute the roll

angle of the orbiter. The OBAS coordinate system is defined in

Figure 19 and the roll angle is defined as the angle between the

orbiter's velocity vector and the z-axis of the orbiter. Figure 20

shows the relationship between the interpolated electron density and

the roll angle.

These data clearly indicate the presence of a density depletion

region in the _rake of the shuttle. The velocity of the shuttle is

approximately 8 _:n/s. If we make the assumptions that ni = ne =

lO6 cm-S and Ti = Te = 2500 K then the thermal velocity of atomic

oxygen is 1.1 km/s and the thermal velocity of an electron is

180 km/s. Because the electrons are moving much faster than the

shuttle, they will be able to move i_nto the region directly in the

wake of the orbiter whereas the majority of the ions _rill be unable to

do so. As a result the majority of the particles in the wake of the

orbiter will be mostly electrons _nd this _ill be a region of negative

potential. This negative potential will prevent other electrons from

reaching the _ake, consequently, the electron density in the near wake

of the shuttle will be lower than the electron density iu ram. The

density depletion region is also associated with enhanced electron

temperatures. &s postulated by Samir and Wrenn [19721, this tempera-

ture enhs_ncement may be due to _ave-particle interactions that apply
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an ener_y-fi!tering mechanism to the electrons that enter the re=_ion.

One other possible explanation would be heating through adiabatic

compress ion.

We have now _iven an overview of the characteristic plasma

parameters that the Langmuir probe can measure in the vicinity of the

shuZtle. The next chapter .ill deal _.ith an examination of how

rapidly these parameters flucZuate.
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!If. DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

In the Ambient Ionosphere

As was mentioned in Chapter I, when the Lan_nuir probe is in

the lock mode, we are able to use it to determine the current col-

lected by the probe as a function of frequency. Data obtained during

the first 15 minutes of free flight, which occurred during the

Spacelab-2 mission, is shown in Figure 21. As shown in Table 2, the

PDP was released from the orbiter at 0010 on day 213. The 0 - 1 Hz

channel remains relatively constant at about I volt until this time.

After release the voltage rises rapidly for about l0 minutes before

finally leveling off at about 0020. This indicates that there is an

increase in the DC current collected by the probe as the shuttle backs

away from it. This is to be expected because when the PDP was

attached to the _WS, it ,,as directly in the _ake of the orbiter.

However, as the orbiter moves away the density of the plasma near the

PDP increases slightly. The voltage from the I - 6 Hz filter remains

constant after the release of the PDP. However, there is a marked

increase in the turbulence in this channel when the POP is no longer

grounded to the orbiter. After its release the PDP used a momentum

transfer wheel to spin up so that it would rotate _ith a period of

13.06 seconds. The turbulence in the I - 6 Hz channel exhibits a
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periodicity that leads us to suspect that it is related to the sp_u of

%he POP. l_.qat is, the turbulence is either _ maximum or minimum

depending on the orientation of the ?DP relative to 5he plasma flow.

The 6 - 40 Hz channel .Fas not shown because it shows s_ilar turbu-

lence during this time. It is believed that this turbulence is actu-

ally interference from another instrument on the PDP. This is the

same interference alluded to in Chapter II, and an explanation for it

is of Cared _n Appendix %. We believe that _e can _ttribute mos_ if

not all of the turbulence in the 1 - $ lqz and 6 - %0 Hz zna.nnels to

this interference. Therefore, we conclude that the PDP sees very

little turbulence in the ambient ionosphere during free flight. The

most notable difference is an increase in the DC current collected by

the probe. This is due to the fact that the ?DP is no longer in the

electron density depletion region found in the orbiter's _Kke.

We should note that Rubin and Besse [1986] have reported that a

free-flying satellite, such as the PDP, could charge to a potential of

-l&OO volts in the _ake of the orbiter. If this potential were dis-

tributed nonuniformly over the surface of the POP, it could produce a

surface discharge. However, this does not appear to have caused any

problems during free flight.

Durin_ XPOP Roll

In Chapter II we explained the attitude known as XPOP roll.

set of data for ten _ke crossings was obtained on day 212 when the

orbiter _as in this attitude and shows us the turbulence associated
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witn the wake of the orbiter. The raw data are shown for two wake

crossings in Figure 22. In both cases we see that there is very

little turbulence when the POP is exactly in the _wake of the shuttle.

However, we see a good deal more turbulence when the POP passes from

the wake of the orbiter into the ram of the plasma flow and vice

versa. This may be due to the presence of the negative potential well

in the _ake of the shuttle. When the probe is exactly in the wake of

the the orbiter, at l_O', there will be very fe_ ions prese_nt to

affect current collection by the probe. However, as we pass into the

ram of the plasma flow, the probe _vill be bombarded by the ions that

are flowing past the bay doors on the shuttle. The presence of this

ion-density gradient on either side of the geometrical wake of the

shuttle is responsible for turbulence which causes the data to look

noisier.

We can also point out that the data for both of the wake cross-

ings look noisier when the probe moves from the wake of the orbiter to

the ram of the plasma flow than the other _ay around. This may be due

to the _ x _ force on the ions. Using the OBAS coordinate system, we

f

can compute the magnitude of _ x _ as shown in Figure 23. Note that

the charge on the ions/electrons has not been included nor has the

factor 1/c. In this figure v _as taken to be the velocity of the

shuttle. However, if we want the force on the ions, we can make use

of the fact that the velocity of the ions is comparable to the

velocity of the shuttle. Therefore, the majority of the ions
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contributing to the turbulence near the wake of the shuttle viii be

ions movin_ _iZh their velocity _zectors antiparallel to the 7elocity

of the shuttle. Therefore, the $ × _ force on these ions _vill be in

the direction of the positive y-axis d_ring the time that the Langmuir

probe is in the _v_ke of the shuttle. Consequently, the turbulence in

the negative z-direction has been minimized because the force on the

ions that pass the shuttle on this side elongates the ion-density

gradient. That is, the force due to _ × _ is in the same direction as

_he force due to the negative potential veil. _e turbulence in the

positive z-direction is magi%if led because the _ × _ force opposes the

force due to the negative potential well and effectively compresses

the density ==radient. Other factors, such as the _ × _ drift, _lll

also affecZ the shape of the orbiter's _ake.

After an CMS Burn

During the Spacelab-2 mission a ground-based experi,nent was

conducted to investigate the effects of an OMS (Orbiter _4aneuvering

System) burn on the plasma cloud surrounding the orbiter. On day 216,

1985 the orbiter conducted a 6 second Ok(S burn over the radar observa-

tory at _iillstone _ill, _assachusetts, starting at 19:l&:A&. The PDP

was located in the bay of the shuttle during this time and made in

situ observations of the effects of the burn. The raw data _re shown

in Figure 2&. The data from the 0 - ! Hz filter shows us that there

was a rapid drop in the voltage sent to this filter as the burn

started. _owever, the burn sio_nificantly affects this channel only
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for about 15 seconds, although there appears to be residual affects

which last up to 90 seconds after completion of the burn. The

1 - 6 Hz filter shows an increase in turbulence during and immediately

after the burn, although the majority of the turbulence subsides after

about 15 seconds here as _ell. The 6 - 40 Hz filter is essentially

saturated during the first 15 seconds after the b_n_a, and it takes

another 90 seconds after the burn has stopped for the turbulence to

return to the level that it _as at before the burn. Therefore, it

seems reasonable to conclude that the turbulence associated with an

OMS burn affects all three channels for at least 90 seconds after the

O_S engines were shut off. The 6 - 40 Hz channel suggests that the

decay in the turbulence is roughly exponential. If so, the time

required for turbulence to decrease by a factor of 1/e is approxi-

mately 30 seconds. It is quite possible that the _videband data, which

shows us oscillations up to a frequency of 178 kHz, would indicate

that the OMS burn induces most of its turbulence at even higher

frequencies. However, the wideband data have yet to be examined.
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IV. SU_&_Y

In conclusion, we have seen that the Langmuir probe on the PDP

has made in sltu observations of the ambient ionosphere. These obser-

vations are in general agreement vith previous studies. However, the

electron density enhancement tha_ is _een L_mediately _fter 3unse_

_ill lacks a complete explanation. 3a_a taken from _he bay of the

shuttle indicate a density depletion region in the _wake of the

shuttle. This density depletion region forms because the electrons

are able to "fill in" the near _ke of the shuttle more r_pidly than

the ions. This produced a region of negative potential and, conse-

quently, a region of electron density depletion and enhanced electron

temperatures. Explanations for the elevated electron temperatures

have been offered by several authors and three realistic possibilities

are :

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Hot electrons result from a selection effect by the negative

potential found in the _vake.

Electrons may be energized by _rave-particle interactions in

the turbulent region.

Adiabatic compression of electrons as they enter the region of

negative potential results in thermal excitation.
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The density fluctuation data reveal that the orbiter's wake is

not totally symmetric. Several factors may contribute to this, for

example, _ x _ forces and _ x _ drifts. These data also indicate that

there is a great deal of turbulence in the bay of the shuttle follow-

Jug an 0MS burn. This turbulence is greatest in the 6 - 40 Hz channel

and appears to decay exponentially.
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Table I

Performance Characteristics of the Lan_muir Probe

Current Sensor .... 0.1 ua - 1 ma

......... (8OO - 5OOO) "K

......... (10 3 - 10 7 ) cm-3

< IHz .......

1 -6Hz ......

6-_Hz ......

> 30 Hz (spectrum
analyzer) .....

l.S% - _0%

0.12% - 30%

0.012% - 3%

-30 dB AN/N to -80 dB AN/N
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Table 2

Free-Flight Sequenceof Events

_/ Event Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

ii

12

13

14

15

213/00:10

213/00:34

213/00:52

213/01:37

213/01:47

213/01:57

213/02:02

213/02:04

213/02:16

213/02:35

213/02:40

213/02:42

213/02:49

213/02:58

213/03:04

Deploy and Separation

Establish Stationkeeping at 300 feet

Begin Electromagnetic Interference Tests

Burn to out-of-plane point 1

Out-of-plane point 1 midcourse burn

Burn to Flux Tube connection

Flux Tube connection

Burn to Phantompoint 1

Burn to Flux _e connection

Midcourse burn, lower Flux Tube 1

Flux Tube connectiou

Burn to wake transit l

Midcourse burn, _ake transit 1

Begin wake transit 1

_idpoint of _ake transit i
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A-G85-598

LANGMUIR
PROBE

Figure I. The POP for the OSS-I mission.
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Figure 4.

TOP Vl EW

The ro_ation of _he PDP during free fligh_.
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Figure 9. The pallet for the Spacelab-2 mission.
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Fi_re 17. XPOP Roll. Attitude: XPOP Roll (note: tail out of

page). Specifics: 0.933"/second retrogTade roll around

x-axis, x-axis remains perpendicular to the orbit plane. It
takes 6 minutes to complete one roll. A total of lO rolls is
made over 1 hour of time. Characteristics: Used to study

azimuthal dependence of wake structure.
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ZBy

Figure 19. The Orbiter Body Axis System (OBAS). Origin: Center of

mass (X = -ll00", Y = 0", Z = -370"). 0rientation: XBy axis

is parallel to the orbiter structural body Xo axis; positive

toward the nose. ZBy axis is parallel to the orbiter plane of
symmetry and is perpendicular to XBy , positive down with

respect to the orbiter fuselage. YBY axis completes the right-

handed orthogonai system. Characteristics: Rotating, right-

handed, Cartesian system. L, _, N: Moments about XBy , YBY,

and ZBy axes, respectively, p, q, r: Body rates about XBy ,

YBY, and ZBy axes, respectively. _, _, _: Angular body
acceleration about XBy , YBY, and ZBy axes, respectively. The
Euler sequence that is commonly associated with this system is

a yaw, pitch, roll sequence, where _ = yaw, e = pitch, and

¢ = roll or bank. This attitude sequence is yaw, pitch, and

roll around the ZBy , YBY, and XBy axes, respectively.
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APPENDIX i

ELECTROSTATIC NOISE

After the completion of the Space!ab-2 mission, we realized

that data reduction for the free-flight times _ould be complicated

because the sweep period of the Langmuir orobe .vas approximately equal

to the rotation period of the POP. The probe has a sweep period of

12.80 seconds. That is, every 12.80 seconds the probe starts a new

sweep. During free flight the POP is rotating with a period of

13.06 seconds. To help visualize some of the consequences of this

problem, we define the phase angle as shown in Figure A-1. The phase

angle is the angle between the velocity vector of the POP and the

vector that points from the center of the POP to the Langmuir probe.

Thus, if the probe starts a sweep when the phase angle is -180", the

next sweep will begin when the phase angle is approximately -172.9".

The dif£erence in phase angles occurs because the POP will rotate

through ]52.9" in 12.80 seocnds. Consequently, even though the POP is

rotating in a counterclockwise direction, the probe appears to precess

in the clockwise direction.

If the probe travels 7.I" in 12.80 seconds, it will take

lO minutes 42 seconds before the probe _vill start a new weep at a
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phase _ngle off -180°. Therefore, the apparent precession period off

the probe is just 10 minutes 42 seconds. The velocity vector of the

PDPprecesses with a period of 90 minutes because this is the time it

takes to complete one orbit. Consequently, the probe will start a ne_

sweep in the sameposition, relative to the velocity vector, after a

time T defined by

1 1 !
-- .#.

T !Om 42s 90m

solving this gives T = 9 minutes 45 seconds.

This is the time between the recurrences of the so-called

"density depletion" regions seen during free flight. Part of the data

are shown in Figure A-2. 0riginially, it w_s thought that these

regions were actually times when the probe _as in the _ake of the POP.

If this _as the case then a gTaph of phase angle vs time would show

the phase angle to be approximately 180" during the times associated

with the density depletions. However, as we see in Fignlre _-3, the

phase angle is centered at about -60" not 180". Therefore, the wake

of the POP is not the explanation for the density depletions.

The computer program that calculates densities and temperatures

from a given sweep is sometimes unable to do this if the sweep is too

noisy. When _e examine the sweeps taken during the "density deple-

tions" region, _e notice an anomaly in these sweeps. Figure A-4 shows
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an example of a Lang_uir probe sweep taken during the :_ddle of the

first "density depletion" region, which starts at ! hour 36 ,minutes on

day 213. As we can see from this sweep, there appears to be something

affecting the probe's ability to collect current whenever the probe is

biased at approximately +7 volts relative to the PDP e/%assis. How-

ever, this problem only ,_nifests itself ,hen the phase _ngle is

between _30 ° and -150 °.

Vhen ,re look at the data obtained _hen the PDP is Ln the lock

mode, ,re notice some anoma!j as ,ell. As shown in Finite I-5, the

instI_ment appears to detect some type of noise evez-j 1.6 seconds.

Note that in this flgu/_ the individual data points have been con-

nected by lines. In order to understand why this is significant, _e

must first explain how the data are taken from the PDP.

All of the insZz,/menZs on the PDP bare their output formatted

so that one complete sampling, what is referred to as one major frame

of data, takes 1.6 seconds. Some instruments are sampled every major

frame, others may only be sampled periodically. For example, the

sweep mode of the Langmuir probe is saunpled every eighth major frame.

_e conclude that the Langmuir probe sees some type of noise aZ the

beginning of every major frame. For this reason we start to suspecZ

that the source of this noise is either the probe itself, or another

instmlment on the POP.

,Vhen the probe is in the lock mode, it collects 192 data points

every major frame. If we look only at the last lO0 points, as shown
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in Fi_ure A-6, the data clean up immensely, but we are still able to

see the effects of this noise. Fi_ure A-7 is a sample of the data

obtained during the "density depletion" region starting at I hour

36 minutes ou day 213. Note that the first 92 points of every major

frame have been removed so that we may see the time evolution of the

noise more clearly. This is the source of the small gaps in the data.

The large gaps in the data are the time intervals when the probe _vas

in the sweep mode. These data are also not plotted. As shown in this

figure, we see that there is a shape to the "noise" which we see at

the beginning of every major frame. If we follow the maximum of this

noise in time, we notice that in some cases the maxim falls in the

middle of the lock mode and in some cases the maximum is not present

because it falls in the middle of a sweep. The times this noise falls

during a sweep mode are also the times that the probe is unable to

calculate densities and temperatures. Therefore, we can conclude that

the problem we occasionally see during the sweep mode is always

present. However, we only notice it during the sweep mode if the

noise maximizes there.

As previously mentioned, the fact that we see this "noise" at

the beginning of every major frame makes us suspect that there is

either a problem with the probe itself or another instrument on the

?DP. We are hesitant to place the blame with the probe itself because

the instrument appears to have performed as expected at all other

t_mes during the Spacelab-2 mission. %lso, other instruments on the
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PDP record a s_milar effect. This leads us to believe that the probe

is actually measuring some type of physical disturbance, rather than

malfunctioning. Most instr-aments on the POP, such as the Retardin_

Potential Analyzer, the Ion Mass Spectrometer, etc., operate at low

voltages _hich would make them unlikely candidates as a source for

t_his disturbance. The most likely source of this noise is the Low

Energy Proton Electron Differential Enero_y Analyzer (LEPEDEA). _%t the

beg_Lnning of eve_j major frame LEPEDEA ju_mps to +2.2 kilovolts, rela-

ti-ze _o the chassis of the POP, then decays exponentially, _ith a time

constant of 4 reset, before the start of the next major frame. This is

shown in Figure A-8. Also, as shown in Figure A-9, if we examine the

orientation of LEPEDEA relative to the velocity vector, we seem to

have a plausible explanation for the strange dependence on phase angle

that the noise seems to have. The noise begins when the phase angle

is +30", at this point LEPEDEA is jus_ beginning to look into the ram

of the plasma flow. The noise ends when the phase angle is -150", the

point at which LEPEDEA looks into the wake. On the basis of this

circumstantial evidence, we seem to have good reason for labeling

LEPEDEA as the source of the noise.

The velocity of the shuttle is comparable to the thermal

v_locity of the ions. Therefore, ions will be colliding with the POP

in _reat numbers only on the side of the POP facing the ram of the

plasma flow. The thermal velocity of the electrons is _uch _reater

_han the velocity of the shuttle, and they can be expected to impact
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the POPin equal numbers on all surfaces. WhenLEPEDEAjumps to

+2.2 kilovolts, this creates a large positive potential hill near its

opening. Because the ions are also positively charged, they will be

deflected by this well as they approach the LEPEDEA. This will cause

a number of them to alter their course so that they do not strike the

PDP. When LEPEDEA is facing the wake, only those ions whose thermal

velocities are greater than that of the POP will be affected. How-

ever, when LEPEDEA is facing the ram, a substantially greater num oer

of ions _rill be affected because this is the side of the PDP where

most of the collisions with ions take place. As a result when LEPEDEA

is in ram, there will be less positive current flow to the body of the

PDP. This makes the potential of the chassis more negative. Conse-

quently, whenever LEPEDEA is in ram the current-collecting ability of

the probe is affected because its reference potential changes momen-

tarily as LEPEDEA fires.

If the LEPEDEA is responsible for changing the reference poten-

tial of the POP, we would expect to see the effect of this within a

few milliseconds after LEPEOEA fires. However, as was previously

mentioned, the anomaly appears to "maximize" whenever the bias voltage

is +7 volts. This is 0.2 seconds after the LEPEDEA has fired. We

believe that this delay is caused by the electronics that controls the

operation of the Langmuir probe. Recall that when in the sweep mode

the output is sent through a 0 - 50 Hz bandpass filter. Whenever an

electrical pulse is sent through such a filter, there will De a delay
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between the time that the pulse arrives at the filter and the time

that the low-frequency componentsof the pulse are seen as output. It

is believed that this delay could be as long as 0.2 seconds. However,

this has yet to be experimentally ,_erified.

it this point we begin to wonder ,by we did not see this effect

at other times during either the Spacelab-2 mission or the 0SS-I

mission. However, ,_ith 'the exception of the 6 hours of free-flight

da_a, the remainder of the time we ;_ere al,vays =_roundedto _ne

orbiter. Its larger surface area essentially cancelled the eff_.cts off

the potential well. %lso, LEPEDEAhas never before been flown in a

region where the ion density is this high. Therefore, we had no

reason to expect to see this phenomenonbefore the free-flight data

were collected. As it turns out, ,.hen _e go back and look at the data

for other times, we are able to see the effects of this potential dif-

ference. However, the magnitude of the effect appears to have been

greatly minimized when the POPis gToundedto the orbiter.

In conclusion, we believe that the regions of "density deple-

tion" are actually regions where LEPEDEAhas changed the reference

potential of the POP. This potential difference affects the current-

gathering ability of the probe and produces sweeps that we are unable

to use "hen we calculate densities and temperatures.
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Figure A-I. The phase angle. A phase angle of -90 indicates that the

Lans_uir probe vector points toward the Earth.
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Figure A-5. An anomaly in the lock mode data.
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APPENDIX B

ERROR ANALYSIS

,Vhenever the Langmuir probe is in the sweep mode, there _vi!l be

some point in the sweep _hen the bias voltage of the probe is _pproxi-

mately equal to the plasma potential. Vhenever this is the case, the

current collected by the probe will be independent of the bias voltage

and will depend only on the velocity of the particles in the plasma,

relative to the PDP. We can Eive separate expressions for the i,-gni-

rude of the current due to the electrons a/_d the current due to the

ions. That is,

Ii,e = qi,e i vl, e n ,

where qi,e = charge on the ions/electrons, A = area of probe, vi, e =

velocity at which the ions/electrons impact the probe, n = density of

the plasma. The current collected by the probe is the sum of both the

electron and ion currents. However, when we use the Langm111r probe

sweeps to calculate electron density and temperature, we are only

interested in the electron current _hich is o_iven by
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Ie = Itotal - Ii •

Originally it _as thought that the ion current, li, would be so small

that it could be ueglected. However, this is not always the case.

The ions are movin_ with a velocity that is comparable to the speed of

the shuttle. Therefore, assuming vi = 8 km/s, we find that for the

OSS-1 mission, when the probe is in ram, the ion current 'is given by

Ii = 3.6 × lO-12 n(cm -3) amperes .

For the Spacelab-2 mission, which used a smaller probe, the value is

Ii = 0.9 x 10-12 n(em -3) amperes .

When the probe is in the wake, Ii is small enough to be neglected.

In Figure 3 we showed a typical Laugmuir probe sweep taken

during the OSS-I mission. When taking the slope of the line as shown,

we ignored the presence of the ion current, assuming it would be small

enough to neglect. However, this particular sweep yielded an electron

density of 3.9 × 106 cm-3. Using this as the value for n, we find

that the magnitude of the ion current is 14 microamps. _dding

lA microamps to the value of each of the points taken when the bias

voltage is approximately equal to the plasma potential, we obtain a

corrected Langmuir probe sweep. Table B-1 shows the value of the ion
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current for three typical density values. By colnparing the two sweeps

shown in Fi_%ure B-l, we _nmediately see that the slope of the "cor-

rected" line is different from that of the "uncorrected" line. As a

result _e find that the uncorrected slope provides an electron tem-

perature of 950 _, '_hereas the corrected slope provides an electron

temperature of 2190 K. The difference t_hat the ion current makes in

calculating the electron temperature is shown in Table B-2.

_s shown _u Table B-2 for 0SS-I, _nen n = Z06 cm -3 ve _nder-

estimate the ma=_nitude or" the electron temperature by about 1004.

_hen n = 105 am -3, we underestimate the temperature by about 50_, and

•hen n = I0 _ cm -3 the v_lue of the ion current is so small '_e do not

notice a difference in temperatures.

Because we have failed to take into account the presence of the

ion current, we conclude that electron temperatures less than 500 K

are not accurate. Data reduction for OS$-I _ad been completed and #as

well undez-_ay for the Spacelab-2 _Ission before this problem was

noticed. However, most of the data analysis _as concerned arlth noting

differences in the plasma parameters dependin_ on the attitude of the

shuttle, orientation of the PDP, etc., and not with determining the

exact _alue of these parameters. Consequently, the values of the

electron temperature shown in this thesis have not been changed to

reflect the presence of the ion current even though _his causes _s to

underestimate the electron temperature at high densities.
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Another problem encountered during data reduction is due to

the large step size used by the probe during the sweep mode,

0.125 volts. As is shown in Figure B-l, in some cases this allows us

only 3-_ points to use when we take the slope of the line in the

log I vs V graph. This limits the accuracy of the probe by intro-

ducing an uncertainty in the value of the slope used to calculate the

electron temperature and density.
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(cm-3)

Table B-I

The _4agnitude of the Ion Current

Spacelab-2

Ii (_=ps)

3.9 x 106

1.5 x lO s

9.8 x 103

14.04 x 10-6

0.54 × 10 -6

0.03 x 10-6

3.51 x 10-6

0.14 x 10-6

0.01 x 10-6
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Table 5-2

THeEffect of ion Current on Electron Temperature

me(cm-3) Uncorrected Te(K) Corrected Te(K)

3.9 x 106 950 2190

1.5 x 105 1084 1680

9.8 x 103 2221 2221
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ABSTRACT

During the Spacelab-2 mission, the University of lowa's Plasma

Diagnostics Package (PDP) was released from the space shuttle to

investigate plasma effects in the near-shuttle environment. At times

during this freeflight when the PDPwas magnetically connected to the

shuttle, an electron gun in the shuttle cargo bay ejected a nearly

field-aligned I keY - 50 mAelectron beam. During these beamejec-

tions, the plasma wave instrument onboard the Plasma Diagnostics

Package detected intense whistler-mode radiation from the beam. This

thesis presents a detailed study of a whistler modeemission detected

during one period when the beamwas ejected continuously for about 7

minutes. The electric field polarization of the detected whistler

modesignal is consistent with propagation near the resonance cone.

Calculations indicate that the beamradiated approximately 1.6 mWin

the whistler modeas the beamtraversed the 200 meters from the

shuttle to the PDP. The emissivity also decreased by about a factor

of 10 over this samedistance. The measuredwave powers are 107

greater than wave powers expected from incoherent Cerenkov radiation,

verifying that the radiation is generated by a coherent process.

One coherent wave generation mechanismsconsidered in this study

is the whistler-mode instability in the beam; however, it has been

concluded that this instability cannot sufficiently amplify the

iii



radiation to the measuredpower levels since the path length for wave

growth in the beamis muchsmaller than the estimated whistler-mode

wavelength.

Another wave generation process considered is coherent Cerenkov

radiation from electron bunches formed in the beamby an electrostatic

beam-plasmainstability. A one-dimenslonal simulation of the SL-2

electron beamverifies the existence of these electron bunches, and

the calculated coherent power radiated from this modeled beamis near

the power levels measured from the SL-2 electron beamin the

whistler mode. Including coherent Cerenkov radiation effects in the

calculation of the power increases their values by nearly 90 dB's

above incoherent power levels. Consequently, this mechanismcan

account for the whistler-mode radiation detected by the PDPduring its

encounter with the i keV - 50 mAelectron beam.

iv
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CHAPTERI

GENERALINTRODUCTION

The results of a study of a whistler-mode emission detected from

an artificial electron beamduring the space shuttle's Spacelab-2

(SL-2) mission are presented in this thesis. The study includes a

measurementof the total radiated power from the beamin the whistler-

modeand a comparison of this power to the power predicted by various

whistler-mode radiation mechanisms.

The Spacelab-2 flight, which was launched on July 29, 1985,

included an electron gun called the _ast P__ulsed_lectron G__enerator

(FPEG)from Stanford University, and a spacecraft called the _lasma

_iagnostics _ackage (PDP) from the University of Iowa. During a 6-

hour period on August i, 1985, the PDPwas released from the shuttle

to investigate plasma effects in the vicinity of the shuttle. During

the PDPfree flight, the shuttle was maneuveredso that the PDPpassed

near magnetic field lines connected to the shuttle. Four such mag-

netic conjunctions were achieved. During one of these magnetic con-

junctions a ! keY - 50 mAelectron beamwas continuously ejected from

the shuttle so that radiation effects could be monitored as the PDP

passed near the magnetic field line carrying the beam. Figure I shows

a frequency vs. time spectrogram from the PDPplasma wave instrument

during this electron beamevent. The funnel-shaped signal extending

from the electron cyclotron frequency, fc, down to approximately 30



kHz is whistler-mode radiation from the electron beam. This whistler-

moderadiation was first described by Gurnett et al. [1986] and is the

subject of this thesis.

The observation of this beam-generated whistler-mode signal is not

unusual; in fact, whistler-mode radiation is frequently detected from

both artificial and natural electron beamsin the ionosphere. The

following briefly describes someof these electron beamsand the

corresponding radiation detected.

The first artificial electron beamexperiment was performed in the

ionosphere in 1969. An electron accelerator was flown on an Aerobee

350 rocket and injected a 9.5 keV/490 mApulsed electron beaminto the

ionospheric medium [Hess et al., 1971]. Although ground-based radio

receivers did not detect any beam-generating emissions, the beamdid

propagate ~ 200 km into the lower ionosphere where it was observed

optically. This experiment demonstrated that artificial electron beams

could propagate great distances without being destroyed by beam-

generated instabilities.

During the seventies and eighties, an investigative group at the

University of Minnesota performed a number of electron beamexperiments

in the ionosphere with two stated purposes: first, to study the elec-

tron beam, including its emitted radiation and its effect on the beam-

ejecting spacecraft; and second, to use the beamas a diagnostic tool

to further understand processes occurring in the magnetosphere and

ionosphere [Winckler, 1980]. Specifically, their electron Echo experi-

ments were designed to inject an electron beamon closed field lines



into the conjugate hemisphere and analyze the returning electrons

(electron "echoes") to identify any physical processes involved. To

study the plasma and radio waves emitted from these beams, a radio

receiver, typically located in the rocket nose cone, was separated

from the main payload. During beaminjections these receivers detect-

ed waves in the whistler mode, at the upper hybrid/plasma frequencies

and at electron cyclotron harmonics (ECH) [Cartwright and Kellogg,

1974; Kellogg et al., 1976; Monsonet al., 1976; Winckler, 1980].

Recently, the scientific objectives of the latest Echo experiment,

Echo 7, were presented and again include an extensive electron beam

investigation [Winckler et al., 1986].

Observations of beam-generated emissions were also madeduring

the joint Franco-Soviet _rtificlal R_adiation and _urora between

K_erguelenand the _oviet Union (ARAKS)experiments in 1975 (Lavergnat

et al., 1980). Like the Echo experiments, a diagnostics package was

carried in the nose cone of the rocket and separated from the main

payload. During electron beaminjections, radio receivers flown on

this package detected waves in the whistler mode, near the local

plasma frequency, and near the fourth harmonic of the electron cyclo-

tron frequency (an ECHemission) [Lavergnat et al., 1980; Dechambreet

al., 1980a, Dechambreet al., 1980b].

Electron beamshave also been used to probe structures occurring

in the auroral region. Such an example is the "EIIB" experiment that

was launched into an auroral arc. During the flight, an electron beam

was injected along geomagnetic field lines to locate the regions of
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parallel electric field that generated the arc. It was believed that

part of the injected electron beamwould reflect from these regions;

however, few reliable signatures of the returning electrons were

detected during the experiment [Wilhelm et al., 1980]. A second

flight under the same investigation, the NVB-06flight, was launched

in Decemberof 1979. During pulsed electron beaminjections, Kellogg

et al. [1986] again reported observing waves in the whistler mode, at

the upper hybrid frequency, and at the fundamental and first harmonic

of the electron cyclotron frequency. The relative intensity and

frequency spectra of the waves were also observed to vary with the

beam energy and current, and may have been associated with beam plasma

discharge (BPD) effects (see Bernstein et al. [1979]).

A unique facility used for beam-plasma research is the Johnson

Space Center (JSC) plasma chamber. This cylindrical chamber has a

height of 27.4 m and a diameter of 16.8 m, and is large enough to

allow space-like experiments to be performed in a laboratory environ-

ment. Such experiments performed on injected electron beams include

measurements of the emitted radiation and a study of BPD effects

f

[Shawhan, 1982]. For a review of the results from these experiments,

see Grandel [1982].

Electron beam injection experiments in the ionosphere have also

been performed on the space shuttle. Since the electron beams and

corresponding diagnostics packages (particularly the PDP) could be

maneuvered into favorable positions, wave and particle measurements

unobtainable from rocket experiments were made in and around the beam



environment. The first electron beamexperiment performed on the

shuttle was in March of 1982 as part of the STS-3 mission. On this

flight, the PDPwas maneuveredusing the shuttle's RemoteManipulator

Arm (RMS)while the FPEG,located in the shuttle cargo bay, produced

an electron beam. During beaminjections, strong emissions near the

local plasma frequency and possibly in the whistler modewere detected

by the PDPradio receivers [Shawhanet al., 1984]. In Decemberof

1983, the shuttle carried the PICPAB(PhenomenonInduced by Charged

Particle Beams)and SEPAC(Space Experiments with Particle Accelera-

tors) investigations into the ionosphere as part of the Spacelab-I

mission. During electron beaminjections, the PICPABradio receivers

detected emissions in the whistler mode, at the plasma frequency and

at the fourth harmonic of the cyclotron frequency [Beghin et al.,

1984] while the SEPACradio receivers detected an intense VLF signal

between 0.7 and I0 kHz that varied in intensity depending on the beam

pitch angle [Neubert et al., 1986]. As mentioned previously, in July/

August of 1985, the shuttle again carried the PDPand FPEGinto the

ionosphere as part of the Spacelab-2 mission. The PDPwas released to

fly around the shuttle and during magnetic conjunction with the shuttle

the FPEGwas fired. Besides detecting the whistler-mode radiation,

emissions near the local plasma frequency and intense electrostatic

emissions below 30 kHz were detected by the PDPduring beaminjections

[Gurnett et al., 1986]. During pulsed electron beamevents electromag-

netic waves at the fundamental and harmonics of the pulsing frequency

were also observed [Reeves et al., 1986; Bush et al., 1986].



From the discussion above, it seemsevident that whistler-mode

radiation is commonlydetected from artificial electron beams. This

radiation is also produced naturally in the auroral zone in associa-

tion with the field-aligned electron beamsthat are responsible for

the aurora [Gurnett, 1966] and is usually called auroral hiss. Both

upward and downwardpropagating auroral hiss has been observed [Mosier

and Gurnett, 1969]. The downwardpropagating auroral hiss is asso-

ciated with downwardmoving electron beamswith characteristic ener-

gies of a few hundred eV [Gurnett, 1966; Hartz, 1969; Gurnett and

Frank, 1972; Laaspere and Hoffman, 1976]. The upward propagating

auroral hiss often has a V-shaped spectrum called a "saucer" [Smith,

1969; Mosier and Gurnett, 1969; James, 1976] or a "funnel" [Gurnett et

al., 1983]. Upwardpropagating auroral hiss has been observed in

association with upward moving fleld-aligned electron beams [Lin et

al., 1984]. The characteristic frequency-time shape of the "saucer"

or "funnel" is a propagation effect that occurs for whistler-mode

waves propagating near the resonance cone.

Although whistler-mode waves and electron beamsare closely

related, the exact wave-particle interaction generating the waves is

unknown. It is hoped that the study of the whistler-mode radiation

from the SL-2 electron beamwill aid in the understanding of the

processes that create these other artificial and natural beam-

generated whistler-mode emissions.

The specific outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter II

measurementsof the polarization and power of the whistler-mode



radiation from the SL-2 electron beamare presented. In Chapter III,

the measuredpower is comparedand contrasted to the calculated power

predicted from possible incoherent and coherent wave generation mech-

anisms. By the end of Chapter III, it will be evident that coherent

Cerenkov radiation from electron bunches in the beamis the only

mechanismable to account for the measuredpower in the whistler mode.

Chapters IV and V involve the detailed modeling of the electron

bunches responsible for the coherent Cerenkov radiation. Specifi-

cally, an expression for the radiated power from an electron beamis

derived in Chapter IV and the Appendix. In Chapter V, the results of

a computer simulation of the SL-2 electron beamare presented, which

includes the modeling of the electron beamdistribution. Electron

bunches in the simulated beamresulting from a beam-plasmainstability

are clearly evident. The radiated power from this simulated beamwill

then be calculated using the derived power expressions and will be

compared to the measuredpower from the SL-2 electron beamin the

whistler-mode.



CHAPTERII

POLARIZATIONANDPOWEROFTHEWHISTLER-MODE

RADIATIONFROMTHE SL-2 ELECTRONBEAM

In this section, measurementsof the electric field polarization

and radiated power of the whistler-mode emission from the I keV - 50 mA

SL-2 electron beamare presented. As will be shown, both measured

quantities are important in determining the wave generation mechanism

of the whistler-mode emission.

A. Electric Field Polarization

The whistler mode has a polarization that depends on the wave

frequency, f, the wave normal angle, e, the cyclotron frequency, fc,

and the plasma frequency, fp. Using cold plasma theory [Stix, 1962],

the electric-field and index of refraction vectors can be calculated as

a function of these parameters. The variation of the index of refrac-

tion as a function of _ is often presented as an index of refraction

surface n(8), which defines the locus of points the index of refraction

vectors make as a function of the wave normal angle for constant f, fp

and fc" Figure 2 shows a typical index of refraction surface for the

whistler mode. At a limiting wave normal angle, known as the resonance

cone angle, eRes, the index of refraction goes to infinity. This angle

is defined by tan28Re s = -P/S, where P = I - fp2/f2 and S =

i - fp2/(f2 _ fc2). As the wave normal approaches the resonance cone,
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the electric field E becomes linearly Dolarized with E parallel to n.

In this limit the electric field is quasi-electrostatic and the group

velocity, _g, is perpendicular to _ and _ (see Figure 2).

In a previous paper [Gurnett et al., 1986], the funnel-shaped

frequency versus time pattern of the radiation from the SL-2 electron

beam was explained as a frequency dependent propagation effect for

whistler-mode emissions propagating near the resonance cone. As the

wave frequency increases, the resonance cone angle, 8Re s, decreases

and the ray path direction, Vg, becomes increasingly oblique to the

magnetic field, approaching 90 ° as the frequency approaches the elec-

tron cyclotron frequency. As the PDP approaches the beam, emissions

near the gyrofrequency are detected first, since their ray paths are

almost perpendicular to the beam. Lower and lower frequencies are

then detected as the distance between the PDP and beam decreases.

This frequency dependent wave propagation effect causes the funnel-

shaped emission pattern observed in Figure I and provides strong evi-

dence that the radiation is propagating near the resonance cone.

In order to provide further confirmation that the radiation from

the SL-2 electron beam is propagating near the resonance cone, an

additional test was performed. This test compares model electric-

field directions in the PDP spin plane to their actual directions as

measured by the PDP plasma wave instrument. To perform this test a

computer program was developed that calculates the angle, _, between

the projection of a model electric field onto the spin plane and a

fixed reference direction. The fixed reference direction selected was
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the spin plane projection of the spacecraft-sun vector. To compute _,

the group velocity was assumedto be directed from a point on the beam

toward the PDPwith the electric field vector, _, at an angle 6Res

relative to the beam. This field geometry is the expected configura-

tion for an upward propagating whistler-mode wave near the resonance

cone. Figure 3 shows the corresponding geometry of _, _g and _.

The electrlc-field directions in the spin plane calculated using

the model described above are comparedto the measuredelectric-field

directions found from spin modulation maximumsin the receiver data.

The spin modulation maximumsoccur when the PDPelectric antennas are

aligned with the measuredelectric field in the spin plane, thus

allowing a direct determination of this measuredelectric field direc-

tion. Figure 4 shows the results of this comparison at four frequen-

cies: 562, 311, 178, and i00 kHz. This figure shows the phase angle,

_, between the projected electric field and the sun vector as a func-

tion of time. The dots represent the modeled electric-field direc-

tions computedassuming a resonance cone propagation schemewhile the

X's represent the measuredelectric-field directions. The close

agreement between the computed and measuredelectric field directions

provides strong confirmation that the waves are propagating near the

resonance cone and in the beamdirection (i.e., k.v b > 0), as

indicated in Figure 3.

B. Emitted Power

In this section the total power radiated from the beam in the

whistler mode is estimated. By comparing the radiated power to the
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total power in the beam, the efficiency of the wave-beaminteraction

can be determined and comparedwith various generation mechanisms.

The power emitted from the beamin the whistler modeis obtained

by integrating the Poynting flux over a surface surrounding the beam.

An inherent difficulty with this calculation is the determination of

the phase and magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields in the

Poyntlng flux expression, _ = E-'x_. Since three axis measurementsare

not available and since phase measurementswere not made, the Poynting

vector cannot be determined directly. The situation is further

complicated by the fact that the emission is propagating near the

resonance cone and is quasi-electrostatlc. Consequently, the ratio of

the electromagnetic to electrostatic componentsof the wave electric

field is a sensitive function of the wave normal angle. Therefore, to

compute the wave normal angle it is assumedthat the radiation is

produced by the Landau resonance, i.e., _ c.... vb. Since the beamkll nil

velocity is known, this assumption gives a well-defined value for the

wave normal direction. The fact that the radiation is propagating in

the samedirection as the beam(k.v b _ O) provides a strong indication

that the Landau resonance is involved. _or example, the s = -I cyclo-

tron resonance produces radiation propagating in the opposite direc-

tion of the beamand is therefore completely ruled out, since the

radiation is observed to be propagating in the direction of the beam.

Also, as will be discussed later, the Landau resonance gives the best

agreement with the measuredelectric to magnetic field ratios.
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To compute the Poynting vector, S, the electrostatic and electro-

magnetic componentof the whistler-mode electric field must be deter-

mined. Since the PDPdid not measure the relative phase between E and

_, these important componentsof _ cannot be directly calculated.

However, by using the assumption that the waves are generated via a

Landau resonance, n and E can be calculated exactly using cold plasma

theory. Consider, first, the whistler-mode wave electric field.

Since the emission is propagating near the resonance cone, E lies

almost entirely in the plane defined by n and the geomagnetic field

(see Figure 3). The electrostatic and electromagnetic componentsof E

are then given by Eo cos A@and Eo sin AS, respectively, where A@is

the angle betweenE and n, and Eo is amplitude of the total electric

field. The angle A@is determined by the Landau resonance condition

and cold plasma theory. The Landau resonance condition specifies the

componentof n parallel to the geomagnetic field, i.e.,

nrl = n cos @= c/v b . (2-i)

where c is the speed of light. For a I keV electron beammoving par-

allel to the magnetic field nll is approximately 15.9. A program was

written that solves Equation (i-20) of Stix [1962] for the magnitude

and directions of n and E. Using this program, n and A@at a parti-

cular wave frequency can be calculated by constraining values of n(@)

using (2-I). Since be is now determined, the electrostatic and

electromagnetic componentsof E can be calculated. The calculated 5_

values are very small, typically ranging from .06 ° to i.I ° from 31.1
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kHz to 562 kNz, indicating that the wave is nearly electrostatic. It

is easy to show that the magnitude of the Poynting vector is given by

n E 2 c

I_l = 2° (__O)I/2uo (A2 + B2)I/2 ' (2-2)

where A = 1 - cos2A8 and B = sin &8 cos A%. In the derivation of

Equation 2 Faraday's Law was used to eliminate the magnetic field in

the E x H term. Note, also, that as @ approaches the resonance cone

angle, _ and _ become parallel and 1_I goes to zero. This behavior

near @Res is similar to an expression derived by Mosier and Gurnett

[1971] in their paper addressing Poynting flux measurements of VLF

hiss emissions.

Figure 5 shows, pictorially, the PDP trajectory during the

1 keV - 50 mA electron beam event. As can be seen, near the magnetic

conjunction, the PDP trajectory was nearly perpendicular to the beam,

and, at closest approach, passed within about 3 meters of the beam at

a distance of about 200 meters along the field line from the shuttle.

To compute the total radiated power, the Poynting flux is integrated

over an imaginary surface perpendicular to the beam that includes the

PDP trajectory. Assuming that the sampled intensities along this

trajectory are constant around an annular ring of the area, dA =

2_RdR, centered on the beam, the radiated power from the beam segment

can be obtained by evaluating the integral P = /SIT2_RdR, where SIt is

the field-aligned component of the Poynting vector and R is the
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perpendicular distance from the beam to the PDP. Note that the evalua-

tion of this integral wlll yield two values for the radiated power:

one value from the inbound pass where the limits of integration

extend from R = ® to R m 0 and one value from the outbound pass where

the limits of integration now extend from R m 0 to R = -_. Figure 6

shows the average power spectral density from these two passes as a

function of wave frequency. The error bars in the figure represent

the standard deviations of the power values. Note that the power

spectral density, dP/df, Is on the order of 10-9 W/Hz in the frequency

dP
range extending from 30 kHz to I MHz. Addlng-a- _ over the 30 kHz to

I MHz frequency range, the total emitted power in the 200-meter beam

segment from the shuttle to the PDP is found to be P = 1.6 mW. If the

power were emitted uniformly alone the beam, the radiated power per

unit length, dP/d£, would be approximately 1.6 mW/200 m = 8xi0 -6 W/m.

Since the total power of the beam was 50 W, the beam converted approx-

imately 1.6 mW/50 W = 3.2×10 -5 of its power to whistler-mode radiation

in the first 200 meters. As a rough indication of the radiation effi-

ciency, if the beam continued to radiate at this level and this radia-

tion was the only beam energy dissipation mechanism, the beam would

only propagate about 6000 km before converting all of the beam energy

to radiation.

The linear emissivity of the whistler-mode radiation, dP/dfd£,

from different locations along the beam can also be calculated. To

calculate the linear emissivity, a knowledge of a signal's exact

source location from the beam is required; however, by using the ray
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path, the source of the signal at a particular Doint along the PDP

trajectory can be located. The power radiated from an infinitesimal

beamradiation source, d£, is P = / S1 2_Rd£, where SI is the perpen-

dicular component of the Poynting vector measured at the perpendicular

distance R from the beam and corresponds to the Poynting flux emitted

from a cylinder of radius, R, and length, d£, surrounding the beam.

The linear emissivity from this source, dP/dfd£, is then obtained by

using the differential form of the power integral. The calculated

linear emissivity of the whistler-mode waves is shown in Figure 7.

Note that the emissivity drops by a factor of ten from 100 to 200

meters along the beam. This decrease in emissivity indicates that the

efficiency of whistler-mode generation decreases with increasing

distance along the beam and that the generation mechanism is capable

of dynamic changes in tens of meters. If the emissivity continues to

drop at the rate observed between 100 to 200 meters, the radiation

would be undetectable by the PDP at source distances more than about I

km from the shuttle. This result may explain why DE-I, which was mag-

netically connected to the shuttle during a gun firing on the STS-3

mission, did not see beam-generated whistler-mode radiation in the

vicinity of the streaming electrons [Inan et al., 1984]. From the SL-

2 measurements, it appears that strong whistler-mode emissions are

probably generated only in close proximity to the source of the beam.

As mentioned earlier, the electric and magnetic field measure-

ments also provide direct evidence that the whistler-mode waves were

generated via a Landau resonance process. This evidence comes from a
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comparison of computedand measuredcB/E ratios. Assuming a specific

resonance condition and using the solution of Equation (i-20) of Stix

[1962], a unique value for n and 4e can be computed. Faraday's law

can then be used to obtain the relationship

n x E - cB (2-3)

D

where E is the electric component and B is the magnetic component of

the whistler-mode waves. For the assumed field geometry, Equation 3

can be rewritten as

or

n E o sin 4e = cBo

CBo =

_o n sin 4e . (2-4)

Using Equation (2-4), n sin 48 is computed for various resonance condi-

tions and compared with the measured cB/E ratio. The spectrum analyzer

used with the PDP search coil can only provide measurements up to 178

kHz; therefore, the magnetic to electric field ratio can only be

obtained in the 56 kHz, 100 kHz, and 178 kHz frequency channels. Also,

the measured values of B at high frequencies using the search coil are

highly uncertain, due to inaccuracies in the calibration of the instru-

ment. The preflight calibration was performed by placing a calibration
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coil in the search coil and surrounding the system in a u-metal can. A

problem arises at high frequencies (>10 kHz), where frequency dependent

capacitances and inductances affect the current and the expected value

of _ from the calibration coils. Unfortunately, post-flight calibra-

tions under more ideal condition (specifically, without the u-metal

ca_) have failed to reproduce the preflight calibrations. This sug-

gests that the high frequency gain of the search coil may have shifted

during the flight. Our current best estimates are that B (and cB/E)

are accurate only to within a factor of 2 - 4 at high frequencies. The

range of measuredcB/E values lles between 1.3 and 15.3. Assuming a

Landau resonance, n sin Ae is computedto be .54, .52, and .54 for 56

kHz, i00 kHz, and 178 kHz, respectively. Note that these values lie

just outside the range of measuredcB/E values, and fall in the range

when considering the factor of 2 - 4 uncertainty in the calibrations.

For an s = +I cyclotron resonance, however, n sin Ae is computed to be

between .05 to .08 for 56 kHz, i00 kHz, and 178 kHz. These values are

about a factor of 20 smaller than the lowest measured cB/E value.

Similar computed values are obtained for the s = -i cyclotron reso-

nance. These comparisons show that the measured cB/E ratio is closest

to those expected for a Landau resonance.
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CHAPTERIII

POSSIBLEWHISTLER-MODEWAVEGENERATIONMECHANISMS

From the power measurementsalone it is not clear whether the beam-

generated whistler-mode radiation detected by the PDPduring the SL-2

mission results from a coherent or incoherent generation process. A

coherent mechanisminvolves large numbers of particles acting together

to generate the emitted waves. The total power from a coherent source

goes as N2 , where N is the number of particles in coherence. Common

coherent sources are plasma instabilities, lasers and radio antennas.

Incoherent mechanisms involve particles that are radiating independent-

ly. The power from the individual radiators must be added to get the

total power emitted; thus the total power is proportional to N, the

number of radiators. A common incoherent source is an incandescent

light bulb. In this chapter possible incoherent and coherent mechanisms

for generating whistler-mode radiation are described.

A. Incoherent Generation Mechanisms

One possible incoherent mechanism involves incoherent Cerenkov rad-

iation from beam electrons. Cerenkov radiation is generated by charged

particles moving with speeds greater than the phase speed of the wave in

the medium. The whistler-mode waves from the SL-2 electron beam are

propagating near the resonance cone with large indices of refraction,

typically n ~ 30 to 500. The 9hase speed of the wave is therefore much



less than the speed of a I keV electron. Since the beamelectrons are

moving faster than the phase speed of the whistler mode, Cerenkov

radiation should be produced.

The measuredwhistler-mode power from the beamis next compared

to the calculated power from Cerenkov radiation, assuming that the

beamelectrons are incoherent radiators. This calculation is similar

to those performed by Jorgenson [1968] and Taylor and Shawhan[1973],

who both calculated the power from this process and compared it to the

radiated powers from VLF hiss. Mansfield [1967] derived an equation

that gives the power spectral density radiated from a single electron

moving through an ambient ionized gas with a speed greater than the

wave phase speed. For an incoherent mechanism, the total power
dP

radiated from the beamis the power radiated from each electron (d--_)
e'

added up over all the electrons in a given beam volume, Nv:

(d_..__)totaldP = Nv(._.)e.dP Using Mansfield's formula, the radiated power

from each beam electron can be calculated and is shown in Figure 8.

In obtaining this result, it is assumed that the radiation is produced

via a Landau resonance. It is also assumed, for this calculation,

that the pitch angle of the electrons is i0°. The actual pitch angles

varied from 0 ° to 20°; however, the results are relatively insensitive

to pitch angles in this range. From Figure 8 it can be seen that the

most intense radiation occurs between the electron cyclotron frequency

and the lower hybrid frequency, fLHR" Outside this range the power

drops by a factor of I0_. Note that this frequency range corresponds

rather well to the frequency range of the radiation observed by the

19
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PDP. Multiplying the power from each electron by the number of elec-

trons in the first 200 meter segment of the beam(3 x 1012 particles)

yields (df)totaldP~ i0-16 W/Hz in the frequency range from fc to fLHR"

These power spectral densities are much lower than the measuredpower

spectral densities, by about a factor of i0 ? (compare with Figure 6,

where dP/df ~ 10-9 W/Hz). Therefore, an incoherent process cannot

account for the measuredwave powers. Somecoherent wave process must

be involved. In Taylor and Shawhan's [1973] analyses of the generation

of VLF hiss emissions by auroral electron beams, the calculated powers

for the incoherent Cerenkov process were found to be a factor of 102 -

103 lower than those measured, again indicating a coherent process.

B. Coherent Generation Mechanisms

As concluded in the previous section, some coherent process must

be involved in the whlstler-mode wave generation from the SL-2 electron

beam. Coherent processes can be divided into two classes: direct and

indirect. Direct mechanisms involve the direct conversion of energy

from an unstable particle distribution to electromagnetic radiation;

whereas indirect mechanisms involve the intermediate generation of one

or more electrostatic modes which are coupled to the escaping electro-

magnetic radiation. This section will discuss possible direct and

indirect mechanisms that may explain the whlstler-mode radiation.

Since an unstable electron distribution is present in the beam

the escaping electromagnetic radiation may result from direct conver-

sion of the beam energy to electromagnetic radiation. Such a mechanism
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has been proposed by Maggs [1976] for the generation of auroral hiss.

In his model, incoherent Cerenkov radiation produced by an auroral

electron beamis directly amplified via a whistler-mode plasma insta-

bility within the beam. It seems reasonable that this wave generation

mechanismcould be applied to the whistler-mode waves emitted from the

SL-2 electron beam; however, a problem arises in doing so. Unlike

auroral beams, the path length for wave growth in the SL-2 beamis

very short, only two to three electron cyclotron radii (6 to 9

meters). Using the Landau resonance condition and the fact that the

emission is propagating near the resonance cone, the wavelength of the

whistler-mode radiation is given by

Vb
_ T- cos eres , (3-1)

which, for the nominal parameters has a value of about 20 meters.

This wavelength is greater than the path length, which completely

invalidates any mechanisminvolving exponential growth. Even if that

were not the case, for typical whistler-mode group velocities of 107

m/sec, the amount of time the wave spends in the beamis so short,

only about 10-6 sec, that unreasonably high growth rates (7 > mc _ 106

sec-I) would be required to generate the radiation. No whistler-mode

instability is known that can produce such large growth rates from

realistic electron distribution functions. These sameconclusions

were also reached by Jones and Kellogg [1973] in their paper
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addressing the growth rates of whistler-mode radiation from

artiflclally-created electron beams.

Mechanismsinvolving the intermediate generation of electrostatic

waves in the beamare now considered. Any density perturbation or

bunch created by an electrostatic wave in the beamis capable of

emitting coherent Cerenkov radiation. The radiated power from a

bunch will have a frequency spectrum similar to that of a single

radiating electron; however, the wave power will be muchgreater since

the emitted power goes as N2, where N is the number of electrons in a

bunch. Coherent Cerenkov radiation from a bunched beamhas been

considered previously by Bell [1968].

Beam-plasmainstabilities are known to be capable of creating

intense electrostatic waves and density perturbations in the beam. An

estimate of the numberof coherently bunched electrons required to

account for the observed whlstler-mode radiation is presented. A

first-order expression for the total power emitted from the electron
dP

dP = dP (AN)2a, where (d-_)e is thebunches in the beamis (-a-_)TOT (d-_)e

power radiated by each electron, ANis the typical number of electrons

in a bunch, and = is the numberof bunches in the 200-meter segment of

the beam. Consequently,

dP
(d'd-_)TOT_= ( J

(,-_)ea

112
(3-2)
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Beam-plasmainstabilities are known to create an electrostatic wave

near the local electron plasma frequency (3 MHz). Such an emission

is, in fact, observed near 3 MHz[see Gurnett et al., 1986]. The

corresponding wavelength of this emission is Vb/f p = 7 meters, which

is assumedto be the approximate length of each bunch. This wave-

length can then be used to calculate =, the number of bunches in the

first 200 meters of the beam. This number is _ = 29. The radiated

, (dP) ,
power from the 200-meter beam segment _-_ total is about 10-9 W/Hz.

dP is about 10-29 W/Hz. Using (3-2), it is
From Mansfield, ('_f')e

calculated that each bunch must contain about AN = 2 x 109 electrons

in order to account for the observed radiated power.

An estimate can now be made of the required electric field

strength of the electrostatic wave in the beam that forms the bunches.

Assuming that the beam diameter is about 2 cyclotron radii, the elec-

tron number density in the bunch can be estimated using the formula:

An - AN (3-3)

r2cAL

where AL is the bunch length and rc is the cyclotron radius (2 to 3

meters). The required number density is found to be about An = I x

107 electrons/m 3. Again assuming a beam diameter of 2 re , the average

beam density is no = I x 109 electron/m B. Note that the fractional

density perturbation in the beam An/n o is only about 0.01. Conse-

quently, a relatively small density perturbation can account for the
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measuredwhistler-mode power. Polsson's equation can be used to

determine the magnitude of the self-consistent electric field needed

to generate this density perturbation

AE eAn
• (3-4)AL c

O

From Equation (3-4), an electric field on the order of I-2 V/m is

needed to create the required coherence in the beam electrons•

Although the PDP did not fly directly through the beam during

free flight, when the PDP was on the Remote Manipulator Arm, it did

provide electric field measurements in the beam. During these times,

an intense field-aligned electric-field signal near fpe was measured

with amplitudes greater than 0.3 V/m, sufficiently large to saturate

the receiver. This value is within a factor of i0 of the required

amplitudes needed for radiative coherence of the beam electrons• The

good agreement between the calculated and measured electrostatic field

strengths strongly suggests that electron bunches generated by a beam-

plasma instability can account for the observed whistler-mode power.

In the analysis above, it is assumed that the electron beam has

fully expanded to a diameter of 2 rc after being injected. This

assumption, however, may not actually be valid near the generator since

the beam is still expanding after being ejected from the small genera-

tor oriface. As will be shown in Chapter V, this expansion can effect

beam structure and should be considered in a detailed power calcula-

tion.
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In the rest of this thesis, a detailed model of the coherent

Cerenkov radiation mechanismdescribed above is presented. A computer

simulation of the beamis performed, and the radiated power from this

beam is calculated and compared to the measured power from the SL-2

beam in the whistler mode.
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CHAPTERIV

EMITTEDPOWERVIA CERENKOVRADIATIONPROCESSES

In this chapter an expression will be derived for the power emit-

ted from an electron beam in a plasma by the Cerenkov radiation

process. This expression can be used with known electron beam dis-

tributions to compute the radiated power from a beam, and can be

applied to the SL-2 electron beam to determine its radiated power.

The derivation is similar to that of Mansfield's [1967], who

derived an expression for the radiated power from a single test par-

ticle in a plasma medium. His approach was to use the Fourier trans-

forms of the source current and electric field to obtain the radiated

power; a method that differed from Liemohn [1965], who derived a

similar power expression using the solution of the Hamiltonian of the

test particle's radiation field. Mansfield [1967] claimed that there

was 'excellent quantitative and qualitative agreement' between his

expression and Liemohn's.

Either of these expressions for single particle radiation can be

used to calculate the incoherently-radiated power from an electron

beam. In performing this calculation it is assumed that each electron

in the beam radiates independently from all others. The radiated

power from each individual electron in a given volume of the beam is

then added to obtain the total radiated power.
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In the previous section, a calculation of the incoherently-

radiated power from the SL-2 electron beamwas performed. It was

found that this radiation mechanismcould not account for the measured

whistler-mode wave power, and concluded that coherent effects among

the beamelectrons must be included in the calculation.

Harker and Banks [1983] derived an expression for the power

radiated from a pulsed electron beamin a plasma which included the

coherent effects between the radiating electrons in the beam. They,

like Mansfield, used the Fourier transforms of the pulsed current

source and electric field to obtain the radiated power. In their

derivation, it was assumedthat all beamelectrons travelled with the

samevelocity, v, in pulses of length, £, with a distance, d, sepa-

rating each pulse. Comparedto the incoherently-radiated power from a

beam, the inclusion of coherent effects between radiating beam-

electrons in a pulse leads to muchhigher radiated powers; however,

the derived expression for radiated power did not include effects from

bunches that occur due to instabilities in the beam.

In this section, a general expression will be derived for the

radiated power from an electron beamthat includes the coherent

radiation from particle bunches. The derived expression allows one to

calculate the radiated power from N field-aligned particles with

arbitrary velocity and position. If a distribution of beamparticles

is known, the velocity and position of these particles can be used

to compute the radiated power.
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A, Derivations

There will be two expressions derived in this section: first,

the power radiated from a single test particle in a plasma medium will

be obtained. Except for a simplification, this derivation will follow

the identical steps as Mansfield [1967]. Second, this derivation will

be generalized to include the radiated power from N particles of

arbitrary velocity and position.

In deriving these expressions, it is assumed that all particles

are moving parallel to a static magnetic field in a plasma. This

choice of particle trajectory will simplify the integrations involved

in the derivations. It will be shown that these fleld-allgned par-

ticle trajectories only allow the s = 0 Landau resonance interaction

between beam particles and waves. This is not a problem, however,

since it is believed that the detected whistler-mode signal from the

SL-2 electron beam was generated by the Landau interaction. It should

be noted that the SL-2 electron beam was not actually field aligned,

but varied in pitch angle from 0 ° to 20°; however, this variation

causes only a 6% change in the beam electron's parallel velocity and,

as mentioned previously, is not enough variation to significantly

alter the radiated power from a i keV beam electron. Cyclotron motion

of the electrons can, however, alter the radiative coherence of the

beam. As will be shown, coherent effects between beam electrons is a

function of their relative position. If a beam has a relatively

large pitch angle, the beam electrons will deviate from their field-

aligned trajectories which alter their relative position and
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coherence; however, the SL-2 beamhad, at most, a pitch angle of 20°

and during most of the encounter was nearly field aligned. Conse-

quently, the calculated power assuming a field-aligned beamtrajectory

should not be significantly different from that of the real SL-2 beam

with small variations in pitch angle.

Somefurther assumptions will be madein deriving the two power

expressions in this section. These assumptions are identical to those

madeby Mansfield [1967] and they are:

(I) That the plasma mediumis represented by a homogeneous,

cold, colllsionless plasma in a static magnetic field, B o.

(2) That the presence of the test particle(s) may be neglected

in the description of the medium.

(3) That the radiated waves from the test partlcle(s) do not

significantly alter the medium and have magnetic fields much weaker

than B o.

(4) That the magnetic permability is equal to the free space

value.

I. Radiated Power From a Single Test Charge
In A Plasma Medium

An expression is now be derived for the radiated power from a

single test charge in a plasma medium. The steps taken in this

derivation are identical to Mansfield's [1967], except for the

simplification of making the particle trajectories field al_gned.

The first step is to write Ampere's and Faraday's Laws for the

Fourier transforms of _(_,t) and _(_,t):
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- -- _._(_,_) + i 7 (_,_)
k × H(k,_) =-_o ¢o q

(4-1)

(4-2)

where Jq(k,m) is the Fourier transform of the external source current

and _ is the dielectric tensor for the plasma medium. Substituting

H(_,m) from (4-2) into (4-1) yields the homogeneous equation:

× n × E(k,m) + K-E(_,m) = (4-3)

-- kc
where n =- is the index of refraction.

reexpressed as

This equation can he

i 7 (_,_)
_._(_,_) = _ . (4-4)

gO

k

A static magnetic field, Bo, is present in the plasma medium and is

assumed to lie along the z-axis. Radiation from a field-aligned test

particle will be azlmuthally symmetric; however, for simplicity, it

is assumed that k is entirely in the y-z plane at an angle 8 relative

to the z-axis. This coordinate system can be rotated to analyze radi-

ation from any specific aximuth angle, thus these assumptions can be

made without any loss of generality. With these assumptions, T can be

expressed as:
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z

i - n2

-E 1

-i _2

0

i e 2

£ l - n2cos2@

n2sin 8 cos 8

n2sin 8 cos

£3- n2sin2@

(4-5)

where

El= i+

.f2
pe

f2 _ f2
ce

+

2
.1836 f

pe

f2 _ (1836f)2
ce

f2 f

c2 = pe ce +
f(f2 _ f2 )

ce

f2 f

pe ce

f[f2 _ (1836f)2]
ce

f2 f2

E 3 = 1 _pe _ pe
f2 1836f2

and f, fce and fpe are the wave frequency, local cyclotron frequency

and local plasma frequency, respectively.

m

The electric field, E(r,t), is obtained bv taking the inverse

Fourier transform of _([,_):

_(T,t) =7-I f/ __l.jq(k,m)e i(_t - _'?)d_ "_-dJ . (4-6)
o

For a single test particle in the medium, the source current is

expressed as:
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Jq(r,t) _ q Vq 6(r - rq(t))
(4-7)

m

where for field-aligned trajectories, Vq is

(4-8)

and

- = + v
rq (r° o

(4-9)

The variable ro is defined as the particle's initial position. The

Fourier transform of the source current is:

(_,_) = i ei(_ -- _ i(_._q-_t)dt .q _ // Jq(r,t) "r-mt)d_dt - / e

(4-10)

As mentioned previously, _ is assumed to lie in the y-z plane, at an

angle _ relative to the z-axis, which allows _ to be expressed as:

_ y k sin e + z k cos e (4-11)

and

nw cos 8o
_._ = r + n_ cos 8 Bt (4-12)

q c o
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VOwhere B =-- and nm has been substituted for k.
C C

source current is then:

The transform of the

m

J (k,m)
q

q Vo e-'d--inmcos 8 ro 7 i(nm cos 8 B-m)tdt

q V inm
o __ cos e r

= "_ e C 0 _(nm cos O B-m)

(4-13)

where _ ei(nm cos e B-_)tdt = 2_6(nm cos @ B-m) is used to obtain

(4-13). Substituting (4-13) into Equation (4-6) yields:

qiV o in_ cos 8 ro

_(?,t) = (2_)s_ f/ (__l._) e c
o

m m

ei(mt - k.r)d[__dm
0_

6(n_ COS _ B-m)

(4-14)

for the electric field.

The radiated power from this test particle is

P(t) = q E(rq,t). (t)

inw

q2iVi ^ _-i z)e c cos e ro i(_t-_-Tq)
(2z)3_ If (z. .^ -- e

o

(4-15)

6(nw cos e B-m)_k d_
U_
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m m

Substituting (4-12) for k.rq in the exponential term of (4-15) yields:

P(t)
q2 iV2°

f/ (z._-l.z)6(n_ cos e B-_)e i(m-n_ cos 8 8)td_ d.__•

(4-16)

Note that the dependence of the power on to, the initial position of

the particle, cancels out of the expression. The element dk can be

reexpressed as

_ m3

dk - n2 c-T dn sin 8 de d_

Since there is no _ dependence in (4-16), the integration over

yields a 2_. The integration over e is more complicated since cos 8

is in both the delta function and exponential. An integral of the

form

f(x )
o

I = f f(x) _(Ax+B)dx ---_--

1
now has to be evaluated. For (2-16), A = In_BI, B -- _, and xo =

Note, in the integration, that a nonzero value is obtained only if

cos 8 = i___ (4-17)
o nB
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is satisfied. This is the Landau resonance condition. The expression

for radiated power now becomes:

_q2 IV 2
o

P(t) = (2_)ze c_ 8 ;f (z.T-l'z) InlImldndm
O

(4-18)

From Mansfield [1967], it is found that

(_.__l.z) = c_ - c_2 - cin2 + (n W - ¢1n2)coS28o

cl(nz - n_)(n z - n_) (4-19)

where 8o is the angle that satisfies the Landau resonance condition and

2 +nl, 2 = [-B±(B 2 - 4CEI)I/2]/2E1 . The quantity B =
O

,C ,2, 2 - _3(_ e_) where eI _2 and

¢3 are those previously defined. If the numerator of (4-19) is defined

as T33(n) , the power expression can now be written as:

P(t) -- (2_)2BeoC_C1 f (n2_n_)(n2_n_) ]m[dm . (4-20)

Since the real part of the power is needed, the imaginary part of the

quantity in brackets in (4-20) has to be calculated. To obtain this

imaginary part, the Plemelj formula was used with the result that
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T33(n) [nldn

7o (n2-n_) (n2-n_) _i [T33(n2) _ (nl) ]2(n 2-_2 ) T33
2 "'I

_i 2 kT332 z z Z (-i) (nk)
(n2-n I) k-I

(4-21)

Equation (4-20) now becomes

q21 id V 2o Z (-l)kT33(n k) • (4-22)
P(t) - 8_Eoel(n_-n _) (c-'Y)k-I

This expression for the radiated power can be compared to Equa-

tion 32 of Mansfield [1967]. Assuming that the particle's perpendic-

ular velocity is zero and that wave generation is via the s - 0 Landau

resonance, then out of the six terms in brackets in Mansfield's Equa-

tion 32, only one remains. In the limit that the particle's perpen-

dicular velocity goes to zero, the Bessel function, Jo(L), in

Mansfield's Equation 32 goes to one. Consequently, Equation (4-22) is

• identical to Mansfield's Equation 32 when considering the radiated

power from a field-aligned test particle.

2. Radiated Power From N Particles in a Plasma Medium

An expression for the radiated power from N field-aligned test

particles is now derived. This derivation is similar to the single

particle case derived previously; however, coherence effects between

these N radiators will be included.
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The source current for the N test particles can be written as:

N
7 (r,t) = Z q _ (t)6(r - r.(t)) (4-23)
q i=l i I

with

_i(t ) = Vio_ (4-24)

and

_.(t) = (rio + Viot)Z (4-25)i

being the velocity and position of the ith particle. Like the single

particle case, each of the N particles are field-aligned and are

initially located at point rio along the z-axis. Using (4-12), _'_i

can be expressed as

k.r. = --cos e r. + nm cos e Bit (4-26)i C iO

Vio
where n_ has been substituted for k and Bi =--.

C c

The Fourier

transform of the source current is
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7 ([,_) = I i(_.¥-_t)
q _ f/ _q(r,t)e d_dt

N
= l

i-I

q VioZ ei([.ri-mt) dt
(2_)4 f (4-27)

Substituting (4-26) into (4-27) and using the identity

7 ei(n_ cos O 8i-m)tdt = 2_6(nm cos % 8i-m) yields:

N q V. z in_

(_,_) = Z 1o e-T--cos O rio6(n_ cos O 8 -m)
q i=l (2_) T i

(4-28)

The electric field can now be solved by substituting (4-28) into

(4-6):

_(_,t) -
N q i V. inw

i_i (2_)3Co/f (_-I._)e-_-_os e rio _(n_ cos e _i-_)

i(mt-_._) dm
e d_--

(4-29)

The radiated power from these particles is
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N

P(t) -- q jZ__I E(rj,t).Vj(t)

N N
l Z

j--l i--I

inoo

q2 i VioV_o __)

(2_)_e ff (z.__l.z) e-T--cos O rio _(nm cos 8 8i
0

(4-30)

m m

ei (mt-k. rj )d_--dm

The element dk can be written as:

_ _3
dk : n2 c--T dn sin 8 dO de

and

mm n_
k,r. ---- cos 8 r.

3 c 3o
+ n_ cos 8 8.t

3

Vj o Thewhere _ =--.
c

over _, then becomes:

radiated power, after performing the integration

P(t) :
N N
l l

j:1 i:I

q2 iVioVj o into
(2_)2eoC3 f/ (z,_-l,z)e --t'-c°s 8(rio-rio)

ei(m-nm cos @ Bj)t 6(nm cos 8 Bi-m)n2m2dn sin 8dSdm

(4-31)
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Like the single particle case, the evaluation of the integral

f(xo)
I - / f(x) 6(Ax+B) - _

is needed to complete the integration over e. For (4-31), A - Inm 8il ,

1
B = _ and xo

n 8i "
This integration is nonzero only for

cos 6 =1..._ (4-32)

oi n Bi

which is the Landau resonance condition for the ith particle. Equation

(4-31) can now be expressed as:

N N
P(t) = - Z Z

j=l i=l

in_

q2iVioV_ ° ff (z._-1.z)e_C°S 8io(rio-rjo )

(2_)ZCoC_B i

i_( i- _.)t
e i Inl IL01 dn d_

(4-33)

The quantity (_._-I._) is, again,

(_._-I._) = T33(n)

_l(n__n2)(n__n2) (4-34)
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where T33(n) is the numerator of (4-197 and nl, 2 -- nl, 2 (8i).

(4-33) is reexpressed as

Equation

N N q2i VioVjo T33(n) InleinAdn im(1- _)t

P(t)--- Z l f [i (n2-n_)(n2-n_)]ej=l i=l (2_)2eoC38i_ I bi l_Id_

(4-35)

where A = _ cos 8io(rio-r 7.c jo
Since the real part of the power is

desired, the imaginary part of the quantity in brackets must be calcu-

lated. In this evaluation, only the real part of the exponential, einA,

is considered since only the relative phase of the electron radiators is

needed. Using the Plemelj formula, the imaginary part of the integral

is

7 T33(n)In{einAdn

0 (n2-n_)(n2-n_)
_i 2 (_l)kT33(nk)eink A2(n2-n2'_ kS1
2 I"

(4-36)

Substituting (4-36) for the bracketed expression in (4-35) yields the

expression for the radiated power from N particles:

N N q21mld _ 1 (_)ei_(l-cz _l_')t
= 7 Z Z (n_(Si)_n_(Bi)

P(t)
-® j=l i=l 8_CoC 1

.nk( 8i)w
2 i- c cos O. (r. -r. )

Z (-l)kT33(n (8))e lo zo 3o
k=1 k i

(4-37)

The radiated power is reexDressed as
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q21,,,ld _ (_,_ 1 ) (_=o)8_ eoe I (8 i) - n_(8i)

2

(-l)kT33(nk(Si))
k=l

+ 7 N N q21_Id_ (n_( 1 V._cO
z )( )

-_ i=l J*i 8n eoe I 8i) - n_(8i)

8

i_(l- _i)t 2 (_l)kT33(nk(Si))
"e k=1

(4-38)

"k(Sf)
ei c _ cos 8io (rio - rjo )

In this expression, the first-term represents the incoherently radiated

power from the N test particles while the second-term represents the

additional power from coherent effects between the N particles. Note

these coherent effects depend on a particle's velocity and position

relative to all other particles.

The time-averaged power is defined as

-- 1 T

P = 2-_ f P(t)dt
-T

Averaging (4-37) over time yields the expression:

--P= 7 IN NE q2!_Id m i V_c[o
-_ j=l i=l 8_ eoel n_(Bi)-n_(8i ) (_)

sin x

nk(8i)
2 i--

(-l)kT33 (nk(8.)) e c
k=l 1

w cos eio(rio - rjo )

(4-39)
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where x = m T (i - Bj/Bi)" Note that if Bi = Bj (Vio = Vjo), then

sin x/x ÷ i and the radiation coming from particles i and j can be

coherent, depending only on the particle's relative position. If a

distribution of particles exist with Bi _ Bj then the power averaged

over very long periods will be nearly equal to the incoherently

radiated power from the particles. This result is obtained because

LIM sin x _ 0 for Bi _ Bj, allowing only the terms that describe theT_ x

incoherently radiated power to remain in (4-39). Note, from (4-39),

that if all particles were moving at the samevelocity and each had the

same initial position, the exponential terms would be unity and the

radiated power would be P = N2PI, where PI is te radiated power from a

single test charge.

As an example, the radiated power from two test particles will be

written from (4-39):

I_ 1 Vlo 2 )kT33_ = q21_Idw (n_(_)- n_(_ ))_ Z (-I (nk(8))8_eoe i 1 1 k=l 1

1

(n_(B2)-nl (B2))
V2o 2 )kT33E (-i (nk(_2))
c k=1

i Vlo sin x I

(n_(B2)-n_(B2)) c x I

2

F. (-l)kT33(nk(B2))
k=l
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ink(B2)_o

x e c cos 82o(r2o-rlo)

1 V2o sin x2

(n_ (8 l)-n_ (8 i)) _ x 2

2

Z (-1)kT33(nk(61))
k=l

ink(82)_ --I
x e c cos %lo(rlo - r2o) -

(4-40)

where x I = _ T (i - 81/82) and x2 " m T (i - 82/81). The first two

terms in the brackets represent the radiated power from single test

charge #i and single test charge #2. These two terms, together, repre-

sent the incoherent radiation from the two particles. The last two

terms in the brackets represent the effects of coherence on the

radiated power from these two test particles. Again, if the particles

are moving at the same velocity and have the same initial position, the

radiatedpower is

p = 4P 1

where P1 is the radiated power from a single test particle.

Although it is not completely obvious in the analysis, expression

(4-37) does indeed describe a Cerenkov radiation process. This fact is

easily demonstrated using the Cerenkov (Landau) resonance condition:
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c

nll= n cos 8 - Vb (4-41)

Recall that if this condition is not met, the radiated power from the

beam is zero (see Equation 4-32). Since the phase velocity of the

emitted radiation is VpH = c/n, the expression

VpH

Vb = cos'---'_> VpH (4-42)

can be written using (4-41). Consequently, a necessary condition to

obtain radiation from the beam is that Vb > VpH, which describes a

Cerenkov process.

B. Practical Applications

Expressions (4-37) and (4-39) calculates the radiated power by

determining the coherence effect amongst the individual beam electron

radiators. This calculation represents a microscopic approach to de-

termining the radiated power. A general macroscopic approach has also

been derived and is presented in the Appendix. In this approach, the

radiated power from a beam with current density Jz(Z,t) is calculated.

The macroscopic approach has a distinct advantage over the microscopic

approach since any real calculation of the radiated power can be com-

puted easier when considering the macroscopic variable Jz(z,t). Using

the microscopic approach, the position and velocity of all N particles

as a function of time must be considered. Keeping track of all these
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variables on a computer requires large amounts of CPUtime. Using the

macroscopic approach, however, only requires a calculation of the

macroscopic variable Jz(z,t), which on a computer is far easier to

calculate. Consequently, for any practical power calculation, Equation

(A-10) will be used.

The microscopic approach derived in this section is still an

important original work since it is the theoretical basis on which the

macroscopic approach is derived. This approach also considers explic-

Itly the concept of radiative coherence between the beamparticles; a

concept that is only implicitly dealt with in the macroscopic approach.

Calculating the radiated power using either approach requires a

knowledge of the beamphase-space configuration. Considering the SL-2

electron beam, the phase-space configuration must be modeled from a

particle simulation, since beamparticle distributions were not obtain-

ed experimentally. There are two reasons for not measuring these dis-

tributions directly: first, when the PDPwas in free flight, it did

not fly through the beam[W. R. Paterson, personal communication,

1986]. Whenit was on the RMS,it was maneuveredinto the beam; how-

ever, the instrument that obtains these distributions, the _ow _nergy

_roton _lectron _ifferential _nergy Analyzer (Lepedea) instrument, was

turned off, since it was feared that a direct hit of the beamon the

instrument would alter its sensitivity [W. R. Paterson, personal

communication, 1986]. In either case, direct measurementsof the elec-

tron beamdistributions were not obtainable. Second, even if the

Lepedea instrument had been turned on and in a favorable position to
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measure the beam distribution, the instrument's temporal resolution

(1.6 seconds) is not fine enough to directly measure instability-

related electron bunching which occurs on the order of i/_pe ~ 10 -7

seconds.

In the next section, the results of a one-dlmensional electro-

static particle simulation of the SL-2 electron beam will be reviewed.

The velocities and positions of the beam electrons obtained from

modeled phase-space distributions will be used to calculate Jz(Z,t),

and, using (A-10), the Cerenkov radiated power from the beam will be

calculated. This calculated power will then be compared to the

measured whistler-mode power obtained during the PDP/beam encounter.
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CHAPTER V

A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ELECTROSTATIC SIMULATION

OF THE SL-2 ELECTRON BEAM

In order to complete a calculation of the radiated power from the

SL-2 electron beam, a knowledge of the electron beam phase-space dis-

tribution is required. As mentioned in the previous section, no

direct measurement of these distributions were made by the Lepedea

instrument on the PDP; thus, the distributions must be modeled. In

this section, the results of a particle simulation of the SL-2 elec-

tron beam is presented that includes modeled phase-space configura-

tions of the beam that can be used to calculate the radiated power.

To obtain the required beam distribution, a one-dimenslonal elec-

trostatic model of an electron beam propagating through an ambient

plasma is simulated on a computer. Generally, these models use sim-

ulation particles that are many times the mass and charge of an elec-

tron, and modeling the plasma using these particles is valid only when

many of these particles are contained in a Debye cube (Debye length

for a one-dimensional system). In this simulation, the ambient plasma

consists of electrons represented by simulation particles of negative

charge and immobile ions represented by a net positive background

charge. The simulation is designed so that initially there is no net

charge in the system. The simulation particles representing the
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ambient electrons can move freely in this one-dimensional system;

however, they are confined to the system by re-injection boundaries.

Ambient electrons leaving the system at these boundaries are re-

injected with a Gaussian-weighted velocity between zero and the elec-

tron thermal speed. The electron beam is represented by simulation

particles of negative charge that are injected into the system at the z

0 boundary with velocities greater than the ambient electron thermal

speed. In this one-dimensional simulation, a cold electron beam is

always injected into the system. In order to keep the net charge in

the system equal to zero, a positive charge equal in magnitude to the

amount of negative beam charge in the system is placed at the z = 0

boundary. This boundary charge imitates the spacecraft charging effect

observed on the beam-ejecting shuttle [Williamson et al., 1985].

In a one-dimenslonal simulation, only a particle's velocity and

position in one dimension is considered. The total length of the

simulation system is divided up into "grids" of a Debye length, _D, in

size. The charge density in each grid, On, is calculated and the

numerical solution to Poisson's equation, En+ I = E n + I/2(0n+I + On),

is used to calculate the electric field in the n+l grid. The simula-

tion particles are then allowed to move in the system under the

influence of this electric field for a period of time At _ kD/VB, where

VB is the simulation beam speed. If At > _D/VB, the simulated beam

particles are moving more than one grid in At and will skip grids.

Since the ambient particles in the skipped grids will not interact with

the beam particle, the modeled system no longer represents reality.
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Afte_ the simulation particles have evolved, a new charge density and

electric field is calculated for each grid and the particles are again

allowed to move under the influence of the new electric field. This

iterative process continues until the beam-plasma interactions reach a

steady-state where then the simulation is terminated.

It is assumed that the particle's position and velocity in the

one-dlmenslonal simulated electron beam and plasma is along a static

magnetic field line. This alignment allows the simulated particle

trajectories to be unaffected by this field. Since the SL-2 electron

beam was nearly field aligned during injection, this modeling of the

electron beam should yield particle distributions that, for the most

part, represent the true physical situation.

Generally," near field-allgned electron beams in test chambers and

on shuttle flights tend to expand from twice the radius of the elec-

tron generator opening to about two electron cyclotron radii in the

radial direction, if the generator opening is less than a gyroradius.

This radial or perpendicular expansion decreases the density of the

beam as it propagates away from its source. Figure 9 shows pictori-

ally this expansion of the beam. Initially, the beam leaves the elec-

tron generator (z=O) with a radius ro and a density n o . However, an

effect is present that causes the beam to expand perpendicular to the

magnetic field with a perpendicular expansion speed of V±exp. This

expansion may be related to edge effects of the generator opening or

to Coulomb repulsion of beam electrons. As the beam propagates along

the z-axis at a speed of VB, the beam radius is expanding according to
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the first-order expression r = ro + Vxp=l, with the local density
of

the beam, n(z), changing proportionally. The beam expansion continues

until r _ rc, where rc is the cyclotron radius. By equating the

current at the generator to that at other points along z (JoAo =

J(z)A(z)), a first-order expression for n(z) is obtained:

nor _ n o

n(z) = Vlexp = (I + z)2 (5-I)
(r + z)2 E

o VB

where

V B
(5-2)

The scale length, L, represents the beam length where the beam density

decreases to no/4 , and is expressed in units of gun radii.

This perpendicular expansion is modeled in the simulation of the

SL-2 electron beam. To include this effect, the density of the beam

electrons in the simulation are weighted by the factor _7_L) 2, where

L is treated as a free parameter. Consequently, the simulation is

able to model the density decreases associated with beam expansion

which affect the modeled electric fields and beam distributions.

The parameter, L, also indirectly affects the amount of positive

charge at the z=0 boundary during simulated beam injections. As
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mentioned previously, the amount of positive charge at the z=0 bound-

ary is equal to the amount of negative beamcharge in the system.

This charge is placed there in order to conserve the total charge in

the system, and effectively simulates spacecraft charging known to

occur on beam-ejecting spacecraft. As L decreases, the beam density

and total beam charge in the system decreases which also causes the

amount of positive charge placed at the z=0 boundary to decrease.

Consequently, by varying L, both the modeled beam expansion and

boundary charging are altered.

Including these effects in the modeling of the SL-2 electron

beam makes this one-dlmenslonal simulation rather unique. Usually,

to observe the beam character under varying beam expansion and bound-

ary charge, a two-dimensional or three-dimensional simulation is need-

ed; however, by weighting the beam particles properly, this simple

one-dimensional simulation copies processes occurring in these more

advanced simulations. As an example, results from a two-dimensional

simulation performed by Pritchett and Winglee [1986] are compared to

the results from this one-dimensional simulation under similar simu-

lated plasma conditions. Pritchett and Winglee's simulation is very

advanced. In their two-dimenslonal simulation system, a simulated

spacecraft immersed in a simulated plasma is able to eject a simulated

electron beam. Diagnostic software is included that analyzes the

electric fields and return currents that develop around the beam and

spacecraft. Unlike the one-dimensional simulation, both electron and

ion motion parallel and perpendicular to the static magnetic field are
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modeled. Electric fields and currents are also allowed to develop

both inside and outside the region where the beampropagates. It

would seemthat such an advanced simulation would have very different

results for the electron beamdistributions as comparedto this

study's one-dimensional simulation; however, this is not the case.

Figure 10(a) and (b) shows the Vz versus z phase-space configuration

of the beamelectrons from Pritchett and Winglee's two-dimenslonal

simulation. For this particular simulation, the ratio of the beamto

ambient electron densities, nb/nA, is 1/16 and the ratio of the beam

to ambient thermal velocities, Vb/VTE, is I0. These figures show the

phase-space distribution of the beamafter the simulation has run for

32 and 64 plasma periods. Note, in both cases, that particle trapping

is evident by the looping structures in phase space. In Figure 10(b),

particle heating is occurring between 0-.5 VB and the front edge of

the beamhas a filament structure associated with it. Figure ll(a,b)

shows the Vz versus z phase-space configuration of the beamelectrons

from this study's one-dimenslonal simulation run with similar beam-

plasma parameters as Pritchett and Winglee's. For this run, the

expansion scale length parameter, L, is I00. Note that the phase-

space configuration of the beamhas trapping, heating and filament

structures very similar to those of Pritchett and Winglee's, and indi-

cates that similar physical processes are being modeled in both

simulations.

The beamphase-space configurations from the one-dimensional

simulation are dependent on the expansion scale length parameter, L.
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Figure 12(a) and (b) show the beamphase-space configuration from the

one-dimensional simulation run with similar beam-plasmaparameters as

Figures I0 and II, only now L = _ (no expansion). The phase-space

configurations shown in this figure appear noticeably different,

particularly at the leading edge of the beam, compared to those shown

in Figures I0 and Ii and indicates that particle trapping dominates at

this leading edge. Consequently, beamexpansion alters the beam

phase-space distributions by reducing wave trapping effects.

The modeling of an electron beamusing the one-dimensional code

works equally well whensimulating an overdense beam(nb > nA) in an

ambient plasma. Figure 13 shows a Vz versus z phase-space configura-

tion from the one-dimensional simulation for an overdense beamwith

nb/nA = 8, Vb/VT_ = 15 and L = 10. This configuration can be compared

with those obtained by Winglee and Pritchett [1986], who also perform-

ed a one-dimensional simulation of an overdense beam(nb/nA = 2). The

beamphase-space distribution obtained from their simulation is shown

in Figure 14. Note, in both cases, that a large charge build up of

the beamparticles is present at the injection boundary, with electron

bunches forming near the boundary.

The results of these one-dimensional simulations can be compared

to the results obtained from Pritchett and Winglee's two-dlmensional

simulation of an overdense beam. The Vz versus z beamphase-space con-

figuration from their simulation with nb/nA = 8 and Vb/VTH~ 15 is

shownin Figure 15. Note that a charge build up near the injection

boundary is again present, along with bunches of slow moving electrons.
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For the modeling of both the underdense and overdense beaminjec-

tions, this study's one-dimensional simulation is capable of replicat-

ing the results obtained from the one-dimensional and two-dimensional

simulations performed by Pritchett and Winglee. There is one distinct

advantage to the one-dimensional simulation and that is, unlike

Prltchett and Winglee's two-dimensional simulation, it can run for

very long times; thus, allowing the study of the steady-state nature

of the beam. Pritchett and Winglee's simulation has to be terminated

as soon as about 1% of the beam particles leave the system in order to

maintain charge neutrality based on the simulation boundary condi-

tions; and this usually occurs after 60-100 plasma periods when the

beam and plasma are still in a transient state. To determine the

steady-state beam character, the simulation should be run for longer

times.

A. Results of the Simulation of the SL-2 Electron Beam

The one-dimensional electron beam simulation was performed under

similar conditions that prevailed during the SL-2 1 keV-50 mA electron

beam injection. The simulated plasma parameters during these runs are

displayed in Table i. The I keV-50 mA electron beam was initially

injected with a density much greater than the ambient electron den-

sity. In order to model this overdense beam in the simulation, an

electron beam consisting of simulated electron particles was injected

into the simulated plasma with a density fives times greater than the

ambient electron density. This beam was injected with a velocity VB >

Vth , where Vth is the ambient electron thermal velocity. In the
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region of the ionosphere where the SL-2 electron beamexperiment was

performed, Vb _ 100 Vth. Simulations were performed with this

Table i. Simulation Parameters

nb/nA at z = 0

Vb/Vth

z

L

t

Total number of

ambient particles

20

1200 ID (~ 60 meters)

2, 3, 5, I0 Gun Radii

270 _pe -I (~ 1.3 × 10 -5 see)

24000

velocity ratio; however, it was found that Vb/Vth could be as low as 20

without significantly altering the beam velocity distributions. Lower-

ing this ratio, however, allows the beam-plasma interactions to occur

over shorter length scales, which increases the effective length of the

simulation system. Consequently, the simulations were run with Vb/Vth

= 20, which then increased the effective beam length being simulated by

a factor of five without altering the interactions being modeled.

The length of the simulation system was selected to be 1200

simulation units long, which corresponds to a length of approximately

60 meters. This length was selected since it is much larger than the

size of the expected beam density perturbations, and allows the

simulation to be run in a couple CPU hours.
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The results of four simulations run with different L values (2,

3, 5, I0) will be presented. Based on practical arguments of beam

expansion, spacecraft charging and wave activity, the model that is

most consistent with the SL-2 electron beam will be selected.

A simulation was performed with the plasma parameters shown in

Table i, with L, the beam expansion parameter, equal to I0. Figure 16

shows the V z versus z phase-space distribution for the first 60 meters

(1200 simulation units) of the beam at t _ 270 _p-1. Note that the

beam is strongly decelerated near the z=0 boundary. Figure 17 shows

the electric field versus z for this time. The electric field is mea-

sured in dimensionless simulation units, where one of these units cor-

responds approximately to 6 V/m. Note that a very large positive

field is present near the z=0 boundary. This electric field is similar

to those obtained by Pritchett and Winglee for an overdense beam and

results from the strong charging at the boundary. Figure 18 shows the

total number of electrons in the beam versus z, and indicates that

randomly-spaced density fluctuations are present in the beam; however,

as Figure 16 indicates, their velocities are significantly smaller

than the initially injected i keV-beam velocity. Note from Figure 16

that there is an accumulation of electrons almost lying directly on

the z=0 boundary. Many of these electrons have significant negative

velocities (V ~ -Vb/2). This return electron current has been

described in great detail by Katz et al. [1986] and is a result of the

large potential that develops near z=0 due to charging.
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Beamexpansion is increased and spacecraft charging is decreased

for the simulation run with L = 5. Figure 19 shows the Vz versus z

phase-space distribution of the injected beamfor the first 60 meters

at t = 270 _p-l. The distribution does not appear significantly

different from that obtained from the run with L = 10 (Figure 16);

however, more electrons are able to escape the region near the charged

boundary. Figure 20 shows the electric field versus z at t = 270

-I Note that a strong electric field is again generated near the_pe "

z=0 boundary; a result from charging effects at the boundary. Figure

21 shows the total electron number versus z, again indicating that

randomly-spaced density perturbations are escaping from the region

near the charged boundary.

Note for both the L = 5 and i0 simulation runs that after 270

-I the bulk of the beamelectrons have not propagated 30 meters_pe ,

past the injection boundary. In contrast, if the beamhad propagated

unperturbed, it would have extended out to 135 meters; thus, space-

craft charging is drastically altering the character of the beamin

these runs. In reality, it maybe that large return currents are

flowing back to the shuttle along paths unrelated to the beam; such

as along magnetic field lines connected to a conducting surface on the

shuttle. Such currents may neutralize the spacecraft charge sub-

stantially. If this charge is significantly reduced, the beamphase-

space distribution will appear as that shownin Figure 22. This

result was obtained from a simulation run with L = 3. Note that the

beamcan propagate freely from the injection boundary. The initially
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cold beambecomesthermalized and bunches of electrons propagate from

the z=0 boundary. Note that the beamhas a significant numberof

particles with speeds greater than the initial beamvelocity. This is

an effect of particle acceleration from an electrostatic wave in the

beam. This wave is clearly evident in Figure 23, which displays the

electric field versus z. Also note from this figure that the strong

charglng-related electric field near the z=0 boundary is reduced.

Figure 24 shows the total number of beamelectrons versus z, and indi-

cates that nearly periodic, hlghly-localized bunches of electrons are

present and, from Figure 22, it is concluded that the collective bunch

velocity is near or above the initial beamvelocity.

Figure 25 shows the Vz versus z beamphase-space distribution

from the simulation run with L = 2 at t = 270 _p-l. Note that the

beamcan again propagate freely from the z=0 boundary. Also, note

from this figure, that electron bunches are clearly evident at the top

of the elongated looping phase-space structures. Figure 26 displays

the electric field versus z at this time. Note that strong electro-

static wave turbulence is present in the beam; however, the relative

amplitude of this wave decreases as a function of z. This wave ampli-

tude decrease is an effect of the extreme wldth-wlse beamexpansion

being simulated. This expansion causes the beamdensity to strongly

decrease as a function of i/z 2, which strongly decreases the turbulent

electric field according to Poisson's equation. The magnitude of the

wave then decreases as the density of the perturbing electrons
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decreases. Figure 27 shows the total number of beamelectrons versus

z. Note that highly localized bunches are evident in the beam.

In Chapter III, calculations were madeassuming the bunches had a

length, AL, of about 7 meters. This buflch length is clearly quite

different from those obtained from the simulation. For the runs at L

z 2 and 3, the bunches are highly localized (AL ~ .I-.5 m), nearly

periodic, fast-moving groups of charges, while for L = 5 and i0, only

small randomly-spaced density fluctuations exist in the beam. The

density character of the beamin both cases differ from that described

in Chapter III, since the simulation is modeling nonlinear wave and

spacecraft charging effects occurring in the beam. These effects can

drastically alter the beamcharacter and were not included in the

_imple calculations performed in Chapter III.

As mentioned previously, a choice between the four different beam

models must be madeto determine which correctly models the SL-2 elec-

tron beam. The models presented can be classified according to space-

craft charging's influence on beampropagation. For the runs with L =

5 and 10, spacecraft charging is able to drastically alter the inject-

ed beam, while for runs with L = 2 and 3, the beamis only slightly

influenced by charging effects. In reality, the importance of charg-

ing depends on the ability of the shuttle to effectively conduct

return currents that neutralize the positive charge created during

electron beamejections.

Williamson et al. [1985] have shown that during SL-2 electron

beaminjections, the shuttle only charged up to between 0 and 40
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volts. Consequently, enough return current was drawn from the iono-

spheric plasma to sufficiently neutralize the positive spacecraft

charge, and this charge neutralization allowed the beamto propagate

freely from the shuttle [Banks et al., 1985]. A beamfreely escaping

the near-shuttle region is consistent with the simulations run with L

= 2 and 3, and rules out the L = 5 and I0 simulation runs as possible

models of the SL-2 beam.

Figure 26 displays Ez versus z for the simulation run with L = 2.

As mentioned previously, a self-conslstent electrostatic wave is pre-

sent in the beamwith an amplitude that decreases with increasing z,

and has a frequency near _pe" From the figure it appears that the

wave has an amplitude barely above simulation noise level in regions

of the beamwhere z > 7 meters (150 simulation units). This modeled

wave activity is inconsistent with observations madeby the PDPon the

RMS,where strong electrostatic wave turbulence near _pe was detected

by the PDPradio receivers in regions of the beamwhere z > 7 meters.

This model of the beamis then ruled out as a realistic model of the

SL-2 electron beam.

From the above arguments, it seems that the simulation run with

L = 3 is the best model of the SL-2 electron beam. There are two

more points to support this conclusion. The first point involves the

energy spectrum of the backscattered beamelectrons detected near

magnetic conjunction by the Lepedea instrument. Apparently, these

electrons were not monoenergetic, but were observed at all energies

from 2 eV, the lowest Lepedea channel, to about i keV [W. R. Paterson,
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personal communication]. If nearly-elastic collisional processes

dominated the backscattering, the beamdistribution would also have a

similar energy spectra, which is consistent with the L - 3 simulation

run (see Figure 22). Also, from Figure 23, strong wave activity is

present in the beamfor this run. These waves have a frequency near

_pe and are similar to those observed by the PDPin the beam. Conse-

quently, the beammodel with L - 3 is consistent with the observed

beamspectra, wave activity, and spacecraft charging during the I keV

-50 mA electron beam injection, and is clearly the best beam model.

B. The Radiated Power From a Model of the SL-2 Electron Beam

The radiated power from the modeled SL-2 electron beam will now

be calculated. This power will be compared to the measured whistler-

mode power to determine if coherent Cerenkov radiation from a bunched

beam is a viable wave generation mechanism.

It has been assumed throughout this analysis, that the magnitude

of the electric field of the generated Cerenkov radiation is much

smaller than that of the electrostatic wave generated within the beam,

EES >> ERA D. This assumption implies that the radiation electric

field did not significantly alter the SL-2 beam electron trajectories,

and is consistent with the modeling of the beam where radiation field

effects are neglected. This assumption is also consistent with

observations made during the SL-2 experiment, where EES > .3 V/m in

the beam while ERA D ~ 10-3 V/m for the whistler-mode waves.

The radiated power from N particles in a specific length segment

of the beam can be calculated using equations (4-37) and (4-39). To
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actually compute the power using these expressions, however, requires

large amounts of costly computer time. An easier way to calculate the

power is to use the expression (A-10):

EoEIC2Vs k=l
(-I) k T33(nk)

x [2_ Jz(kz(nk,0o))Jz*(kz(nk,eo))]

(A-10)

In this expression, Vs is the velocity of the frame moving with the

beamsuch that the current density, Jz(Z,t), is considered time inde-

pendent. In deriving (A-10), a transformation to this frame was made

in order to calculate the radiated power from a specific beamsegment.

Consequently, Jz(Z,t) becomesJz(Z') in this new frame, where z' = z

-Vst. In (A-10), Jz(kz) represents the spatial Fourier transform of

Jz(Z'). OnceJz(kz) of a specific beamsegment is known, the power

radiated from that segment is easily calculated. As mentioned in

Chapter IV, calculating the power using macroscopic variable Jz(z,t)

requires less computer time than calculating the radiated power from

each particle. In deriving expression (A-10), it has been assumed

that a frame of reference exists where the current density is com-

pletely independent of time. In this frame, all beamdensity pertur-

bations have to propagate at identically the samespeed, Vs• The

transform of the current density is then properly expressed as (A-4),

with the delta function specifying the speed of the density
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perturbations. This subtle condition placed on the propagation speed

of the perturbations reduces the generality of equation (A-10) com-

pared to equation (4-37) which expressed the radiated power from N

electrons with arbitrary speeds. Despite this reduction in general-

ity, it will be shown that (A-10) is quite capable of yielding a rea-

sonable estimate of the radiated power from the modeled SL-2 electron

beamwith bunches moving at or near Vs• It should be noted that in

the frequency range of consideration, nI >> n2, nI _ n where n is the

whistler-mode index of refraction obtained from cold plasma theory and

T33(nI) _ 103 T33(n2). Also, based on arguments of the typical den-

sity structure size in the beam, Jz(kz(nl,e0)> Jz(kz(n2,e0)). Con-

sequently, the km2 term in the summationof Equation (A-10) is very

small and can be neglected. The radiated power can then be expressed

as

I 8r CoEIC2V s (n z--2h-_ _ 2 "'Ij z z z z T33

(5-3)

n cos @o _
where k' =

z c
. Note that n I > n2 which makes the term in

brackets positive in the frequency range considered.

A simulation of the SL-2 electron beam was run with a simulation

length three times longer thanthose run previously. This simulation

length now extends 3600 grid lengths and represents a model of the

first 180 meters of the SL-2 electron beam. This increased length was
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added to improve the resolution of Jz(k z) in the whistler-mode range

of kz'. The Vz versus z phase-space configuration for this modeled

beamat t = 840 _pe-I is displayed in Figure 28. Note that this

phase-space configuration is very similar to the phase-space configu-

ration of the 60-meter beamsegment displayed in Figure 22. Both con-

figurations have two electron components: a strongly heated component

found in phase-space regions where V < Vb and electron bunches found

in phase-space regions where V > Vb. These bunches are particularly

pronounced in the first 75 meters of the beam (from z = 0 to 1500).

Using Equation (5-3), the radiated Dower will be calculated from a

beam-segment extendin_ 175 meters in length from z = I00 to 3500. The

first five meters of the beam is not included in the calculation since

the beam phase-space configuration near the generator (z = 0 boundary)

is atypical of the rest of the beam. The power radiated from this

175-meter segment is equal to the Poynting flux through a cylindrical

surface of radius R and length L = 175 meters surrounding the beam:

P175m = SI 2_R L (175m) . (5-4)

Since the radiated power varies directly with L, the power from a

200-meter beam segment can be approximated by

P200m = (200/175) P175m • (5-5)
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A quantity that has to be determined in (A-10) is Vs, the veloc-

ity where the current density, Jz(Z,t), is considered independent of

time. This current density consists of two parts, Jz(Z,t) = Jo(z,t) +

J1(z,t). The quantity Jo(z,t) represents the current density from the

randomized electrons found in regions of phase space where Vz < Vb.

The current from these electrons is flowing continuously at a nearly

constant value thus Jo(z,t) = Jo(z). The quantity Jl(z,t) represents

the current density from the density perturbations or bunches in the

beamfound in regions of phase space where Vz > Vb. The current from

these perturbations is time dependent, with bunches passing a point z

= zo at a periodicity of approximately I/_pe. Consequently, the cur-

rent density can be rewritten as Jz(Z,t) = Jo(z) + J1(z,t). The frame

of reference where Jz(Z,t) appears stationary is then a frame that is

moving with the bunches since Jl(Z,t) is the only time-dependent term

in the current density. From Figure 28 it is evident that the bunches

are propagating at V _ 1.5 Vb = 2.8 × 10? m/s; thus, Vs = 2.8 × i0?

m/s.

Bunches created by an electrostatic wave in the beam propagate

near the phase speed of the wave, Vph = _/k z. The frame where Jz(z,t)

is considered time independent is then a frame moving with this wave,

V s = Vph. To determine the wave phase speed, the Fourier transform of

Jz(z,t), in both time and space for the 175-meter beam segment is

calculated and plotted as a function of _ and k z. This plot is

displayed in Figure 29. If the perturbations in current density

result from beam interaction with an electrostatic wave, then Jz
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(kz,_) will be most intense near Vph. Note from the figure that Jz

(kz,_) does indeed peak near _/k = Vph = 2.8 x I0 V m/sec, which is

represented by the solid line in the figure. Consequently, if a

transformation is madeto a frame moving at Vs = Vph = 2.8 x I0 ? ms/s,

the current density appears nearly stationary. Note also from the

figure that all the bunches are not moving exactly at Vph, but have a

spread in velocity in a range ±AVabout Vph. Consequently, in the

moving frame, somesecond-order temporal perturbations in the current

density will be present and must be considered in the calculation of

the radiated power. As will be shownlater, these second-order

perturbations will not significantly alter the calculation of the

radiated power.

The current density calculated from the 175-meter segment is

considered the density in the frame moving at Vs, Jz(Z'), where z' = z

-Vst ; and the Fourier transform of this current density, Jz(kz), will

be used in (5-3) to determine the radiated power from this segment.

The transform of a 175-meter beamsegment will yield discrete values

of Jz(kz) at each kz = 2_m/175meters where m is an integer from 0 to

1750. A plot of Jz(kz) versus kz is displayed in Figure 30. The

resulting transform appears as a white-noise type k-spectra for kz >

22; however, for kz < 22, Jz(kz) appears to increase as kz decreases.

The whlte-nolse type k-spectra found in kz > 22 results from the ran-

domized position and velocity of the simulation electrons used in the

computer model. This noise is inherent in the modeled system since

simulation electrons manytimes the mass and charge of real electrons
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were used in the model. Although not feasible, if real electrons had

been modeled, this noise would be reduced to nearly zero. The average

noise level was calculated by summingthe Jz(kz) values betweenkz =

28.7 and 62.8 and dividing by the numbersummed. This level is repre-

sented by the dotted llne in the figure. The increase in Jz(kz) found

in kz < 22 results from wave-particle interactions within the beam

that create localized charged regions or bunches. If bunching had not

occurred, the simulated beamelectrons would be randomly spaced in

both velocity and position and the resulting Jz(kz) would appear as a

white noise type k-spectra at all kz values.

To solve (5-3), Jz(kz) evaluated at k z' = n cos 8o_/C is

required. This kz'(_) represents the wave numbers that satisfy the

Landau resonance condition and varies from .01 at 31.1 kHz to .25 at

I MHz. The Jz(kz) values that correspond to k z' are presented,

graphically, in Figure 30. Note from this figure that six values of

Jz(kz) fall in the range of kz' for the whistler-mode. Table 2 lists

these Jz(kz) values with the simulation noise level subtracted at

their corresponding k z' and f(= Vskz'/2_). Using Eauation (5-3) and

(5-5), the radiated power spectral density, dP/df, from a 200-meter

beam segment is evaluated at each of the six frequencies. These

values are plotted as a function of wave frequency in Figure 31

(represented by x's) along with the calculated incoherent Cerenkov

power spectra (represented by o's) and measured whistler-mode power

spectra (represented by .'s) from the 200-meter SL-2 electron beam

segment.



Table 2. Values of Jz(kz)

kz (I/m) f (kHz) Jz(kz) (Noise Level Subtracted)

.0395 176 .092

.0790 352 .035

.1185 529 .192

.1580 705 .067

.1975 881 .123

.2370 1057 .112
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Note that the inclusion of coherent effects amongst the beamelectrons

increases the wave powers by almost i00 (90 dB's) above incoherent

power levels. Also note that the coherent power level is near the

measuredwhistler-mode powers. It is clear from the figure that

coherent Cerenkov radiation from the beamcan indeed account for the

measuredwhistler-mode wave power. In fact, the calculated power from

the modeled beamoverestimates the measuredpower by about a factor of

i0. This disagreement may result from the fact that both the computer

simulation of the beamand the power calculations were performed in

only one dimension. In this case, motion of the beamelectrons per-

pendicular to the static magnetic field have been neglected. Such

motion, as the electron's gyromotion, can change the radiative coher-

ence of the beamelectrons by giving them a significant displacement

perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. Also, the one-dimensional
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simulation of the beamhas completely neglected any finite radius

effects that occurred in the SL-2 electron beam. These effects can

reduce the amplitude of the electrostatic wave in the beam, which cor-

respondingly reduces An, the beamdensity perturbations. The radiated

power from the SL-2 electron beamwith its finite radius should then

be less than the predicted radiated power from the model. Landau

damping of the whistler-mode waves in the SL-2 electron beammay also

reduce wave powers. This damping occurs because the Cerenkov radia-

tion emitted by the bunches with a phase speed, Vph < Vs, is able to

interact with the heated componentof the beam. This damping is not

considered significant, however, since the path length for damping

(as well as wave growth) in the SL-2 electron beamis very short.

Consequently, the radiation will not interact with the thermalized

beamcomponent long enough to be altered significantly.

Note in Figure 31 that the frequency range of the modeled

coherently radiated power does not extend below 176 kHz. This low

frequency limit results from the discreteness of the Jz(kz) values

used in the calculations. For a 175-meter beamsegment, values of

Jz(kz) can only be obtained at specific kz and f values; namely, at

kz = 2_m/i75 meters and f = mVs/175meters, where m is an integer

extending from 0 to 1750. Consequently, the first nonzero frequency

where a Jz(kz) value exists and the power can be determined is at 176

kHz. Values of power spectral density cannot be obtained below this

frequency for a beamof this length. Increasing the beamlength will

allow the radiated power to be determined at lower frequencies;
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however, the computer run time will also be increased, possibly beyond

practical considerations. As an example, a calculation of the

radiated power at 50 kHz would require nine times the CPU time cur-

rently used (from 24 to 216 VAX CPU hours) and a similar calculation

at 31 kHz would require a twenty-five times increase in CPU time (from

24 to 600 VAX CPU hours). Clearly, power calculations at these lower

frequencies are not feasible.

Based on the results of the simulation, the measured whistler-

mode powers calculated in Chapter II and displayed in Figures 6 and 31

should be corrected to account for the radiation emitted by bunch

electrons moving at speeds 1.5 times greater than the initial injec-

tion speed. The original calculation of this power assumed that all

the beam electrons were moving at their initial injection velocity of

1.89 x 107 m/sec which, from the Landau resonance condition, corre-

sponds to a value of nll= 15.9. This value of nll was used to

constrain the values of n(8) obtained from cold plasma theory and

specified the values of n and A0 used in the magnitude of the Poynting

vector, expression (2-2). From the simulation, however, it is evident

that the radiation is emitted from electron bunches moving at V s = 2.8

x 107 m/sec, which corresponds to a value of nll= 10.7. As a conse-

quence, the measured power is about 50% greater when considering

radiation from the faster moving bunches. Although this increase is

insignificant compared to the factor of i0 difference between measured

and coherent Cerenkov power values, it still should be mentioned.

Recall that the Landau resonance had to be incorporated into the
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measured power calculations since complete information on _ and

of the measured whistler-mode waves was unavailable. The measured

power is then considered a model dependent quantity based on values of

n11.

As mentioned previously, all the bunches in the beam are not

propagating at exactly Vs, but instead propagate in a range of veloc-

ities, Vs ± AV, where AV is the typical velocity spread. Consequent-

ly, in the moving frame, the current density is not completely

independently of time as assumed in the derivation of (5-3), but has

second-order temporal variations that can alter the radiative

coherence of the beam. The effect of these temporal variations on the

radiated power will now be considered.

Consider a current density that varies as Jz(z') e-t2/to 2, where

to represents the typical time of the temporal variations in the

current density. The corresponding transform of this current density

in space and time is written as

J (k,_) _ z to -a2t2/4--
q _ 2_ Jz(kz) e (5-6)

where Jz(kz) is the spatial transform of the current density and a =

kzV s - w.

If the electrostatic wave in the beam is monochromatic, the

corresponding density perturbations propagate at the phase speed of
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this wave. The transform of the current density is then peaked at

_/k z values where _/k z = Vph = Vs, with no spread in _ or k z. In this

case, the current density is properly represented by (A-4). However,

as Figure 29 indicates, the transform of the current density has a

significant spread about _/k z = Vph = V s. Consequently, this trans-

form is best represented by (5-6), where the delta function in (A-4)

is replaced by Gausslan function centered at _/k z = Vs • Note as to ÷

_, the two expressions become identical.

Following a similar analysis as that of the Appendix, the

radiated power is found to be

i (z._'l.z) [2_ Jz(kz)Jz(kz)*] . (5-7)
P(t) = (2_)_e ff 2

-a2t° <_ + iat) dmo t--_-°e_ e- d_--

2/-_ to

The tlme-averaged radiated power is now calculated. This power is

defined to be

-- 1 _T P(t) dtP = 2_ T
(5-8)

where T is the time interval over which the power is averaged. An

integral of the form

t2
T -(---Z + iat)l

-- e _o dt
I = 2T _fT

(5-9)
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must now be solved. Expression (5-9) can be reexpressed as

-a2to 2 _(t___ iato

I __ T +_._)2
2T _T e to dt • (5-10)

The whistler-mode radiation detected by the PDP radio re=eivers

at any instant in time is generated from a beam length segment, Z.

The typical time an electron spends in £ is e = £/V b. Consequently,

(5-10) can be rewritten as

lat o

-a2=to2 . _(!_to+ __y_) 2
I = e J_ e dt • (5-11)

E O

Since £ is small, e << to and (5-11) is near unity.

The average radiated power is then

to -a2to 2

--p= (2_)2eoc21 ,[ (z'_-l'z)[2_ Jz(kz)J_(kz)] _2/_ e'----4"--nw dn d= dkz

(5-12)

_ n2_3 n_ 2

where dk = c--_- dn sin 8 d@ d_ - c-_--dn dk z d_.

be expressed as

Equation (5-12) can

dP

d_

t -a2to 2

f F(kz _o) o= , _ e 4 dk z

2/7

(5-13)
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Thus, to obtain the radiated power, a Gaussian weighted integration

of F(kz,_ o) over dk z must be performed. Using (A-10), a similar

expression can be written when Jz(kz_) has no spread about _/kll = Vs:

dP I = f F(kz'_°) _(kzVs - _°)ei(kzVs-_°)tdk_0 Z

F(kzo,Wo )

V
S

(5-14)

Expression (5-13) and (5-14) should yield similar results as long as

F(kz,_ o) approximates F(kzo,_ o) in dk z. A numerical integration of

(5-13) was performed and this result was indeed found to be true. The

radiated power varied only slightly when considering a spread in

Jz(kz,_) equal to kzo. The deviations of the radiated power due to

such a spread are shown in Table 3. In this table, the power from a

Gaussian-like Jz(kz,_) distribution with a spread, Ak z, equal to kzo

is calculated using (5-13) and compared to the power expected using

(5-14). From these results it is evident that the radiated power does

not vary significantly when considering a spread in Jz(kz,_) about

_/k z = Vs . Consequently, the radiated power calculated using (5-3) is

an accurate representation of the radiated power from the modeled

beam.
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Table 3. The Changein Radiated Power From Considering a Current
Density With a Spread, Ak.

Frequency _-_ Akz = kzo)/ (Akz÷0)

562 kHz .930

311 kHz .887

178 kHz .924

100 kHz .942

56.7 kHz .979

31.1 kHz 1.031
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CHAPTERVI

THEELECTRONBEAMAS ANEFFICIENTANTENNA

In this study, it has been concluded that the whlstler-mode emis-

sion detection from the SL-2 electron beamis created by coherent

Cerenkov radiation from electron bunches in the beam. Consequently,

the electron beamis considered an antenna radiating the whistler-mode

radiation. As will be shown, by positioning the radiating bunches

properly in the beam, the radiation efficiency of this "antenna" can

be improved. Consider, first, the bunches formed in the continuous

SL-2 electron beam. From Figure 22 it is evident that these bunches

have a length, £ = .1-.5 meters and have a spacing, d _ 6 meters,

apart from each other. This bunching of the modeled beamis clearly

evident in Figure 30 which displays Jz(kz) versus kz. In this figure

the maximumJz(kz) value is near kz _ 2_/d _ I corresponding to the

typical bunch spacing. Note that this maximumvalue lies outside the

range of kz' of the whistler-mode radiation. More power in the

whistler-mode would have been obtained from the beamif this maximum

Jz(kz) value had been in the kz' range. In this case, the spacing

between the buncheswould then be equal to the parallel componentof a

whistler-mode wavelength, d = _11;and the coherent radiation from the

bunches in the beamat f = Vs/%ii would constructively interfere. This
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process would significantly increase the wave powers above those mea-

sured from the SL-2 electron beam to near 10-6 W/Hz at f z Vs/%EI .

This effect can be artificially induced by pulsing the electron

beam near the whlstler-mode range of frequencies. Unlike the contin-

uous beam, a beam-plasma instability is now undesirable, since it

tends to destroy the highly coherent pulses ejected from the gun.

Consequently, to reduce the effects of the instability, the length of

the pulses, £, should be % << Vb/fpe, where Vb/fpe represents the

characteristic length over which the instability acts and is the wave-

length of the instability-related electrostatic wave. Also, the spac-

ing between the pulses, d, should be equal to a parallel component a

whlstler-mode wavelength, _M" If these two conditions are met, the

radiated power at f = Vb/d will be quite intense. As an example, con-

sider a i keV - 50 mA electron beam in the same plasma environment as

the continuous SL-2 electron beam, however, pulsed such that

J (z) = _ NqV _(n 31.4 meters)
z n=0

where p is the number of pulses in a 200-meter segment (equal to 6).

In this idealized example, the individual pulses have an infinitesi-

mally small length, £, and are spaced 31.4 meters apart from each

other. For a 1 keV -50 mA electron beam, V = 1.89 x I07 m/sec and N =

4.9 × I0 II electrons. The value of kz corresponding to the pulse

spacing, d, is kz = .2. The Fourier transform of Jz(z) is
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jz(kz) _- _ NqV 7 _ (n 31.4) eikzz dz = _ NqV eln 31.4 kz
n=0 ¢_ _. n--0 42-_

Note that at kz = .2, Jz(kz) is a maximum since the exponential term,

representing the relative phase difference between the pulses, goes to

unity. Consequently,

Jz(kz - .2) 6N___.__ 3.56 .

From the Landau resonance condition, this value of kz corresponds to a

frequency of 600 kHz. The radiated power is then a maximum at this

frequency and is calculated to be ~ 3 x 10-4 W/Hz from a 200-meter

pulsed beam segment. Note that this power is over 105 greater than

those measured by the PDP. Consequently, the constructive

interference amongst the pulses increases the radiated powers

drastically.
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CHAPTERVll

CONCLUSIONS

The whistler-mode radiation detected by the PDPduring its flyby

of a 1 keV - 50 mAelectron beamhas these characteristics:

A) The radiation is propagating near the resonance as determined

by the electric field polarization.

B) About 1.6 mWof the radiation is emitted from the first 200

meters of the beam, corresponding to about 8 × 10-6 W/mof emitted

radiation from the beam.

C) The calculated wave powers from the beamare well above those

expected from incoherent Cerenkov radiation processes in the beam.

Manymechanismshave been discussed to account for the detected

signal; however, the best mechanismis coherent Cerenkov radiation

from density perturbations or bunches in the beam. These bunches are

created by an electrostatic beam-plasmainstability occurring within

the beam.

The existence of these bunches is verified in two ways: first,

when the PDPwas in the beam, radio receivers detected very intense

waves near _pe- These waves are believed to be associated with the

instability creating the bunches. Second, a one-dimenslonal computer

simulation of the beamclearly shows the presence of electron bunches

in the beam.
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The calculated power from the simulated beamindicates that the

radiation from electrons in bunches is coherent enough to account for

the measuredwhlstler-mode power. Consequently, from this study it is

concluded that the whistler-mode radiation from the SL-2 electron beam

is generated by coherent Cerenkov radiation from a bunched electron

beam.
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Figure 1 A frequency vs. time spectogram from the PDPplasma

wave instrument showing intense emissions during a D.C.

electron gun firing. The funnel-shaped structure that

extends from the electron cyclotron frequency, fc, to

about 30 kHz is whistler-mode radiation from the beam.
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Figure 2 This diagram shows the index of refraction surface for

the whistler mode and the associated _, _, and V--gvectors

for propagation near the resonance cone (0 = 8Res). For

propagation near the resonance cone, _ and _ are parallel

and nearly perpendicular to V--g. In this limit _ is

linearly polarized and quasi-electrostatic.
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Figure 3
m

This diagram shows the ray path and E, k, and Vg vectors

used to confirm the electric field polarization. The

assumed electric field is projected into the PDP spin

plane and the angle relative to the projection of the sun

vector is calculated. The projected electric field

direction can then be compared to the measured directions

calculated from spin modulation maximums in the electric

field intensity (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4(a), (b), (c), and (d) These plots show the relative directions

of the computed and measured electric-field vectors in the

PDP spin plane for the 562 kHz, 311 kHz, 178 kHz, and I00

kHz frequency channels. The dots represent the computed

electric field directions assuming that the wave vector is

near the resonance cone with k-v b > 0, and the x's repre-

sent measured electric-field directions. The close agree-

ment between the measured and modeled directions indicates

that the whistler-mode radiation is propagating near the

resonance cone in the same direction as the beam.
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Figure 5 This diagram shows the integration surface used to

calculate the power emitted from the beam in the whistler

mode. At closest approach, the PDP passed within 3 meters

of the beam at a distance of about 200 meters from the

shuttle.
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Figure 6 The calculated power spectral density from the beam in the

whistler mode is shown as a function of frequency.
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Figure 7(a) and (b) The linear emissivity, dP/dfd£, is shown as a

function of the distance, L, along the beam for the 562

kHz and 311 kHz frequency channels. Note that the

emissivity starts to decrease rapidly beyond about I00

meters.
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Figure 8 The power spectra from a single electron radiating via

the Cerenkov processes is shown in a plasma environment

similar to that surrounding the SL-2 beam. These

calculations assume the wave/beam interaction is by a

Landau resonance process and that the particle pitch

angle is I0°. This power calculation is based on

formulas derived by Mansfield [1967].
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Figure 9 This figure displays the radial expansion of a

field-allgned electron beam after it is initially

ejected from a gun of radius ro. As the beam

propagates, the radius expands according to

r = ro + Vlexp z.

Vb
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Figure I0 This figure is a Vz versus z phase-space configuration of

electrons from a beam of density nb = 1/16 nA and V b I I0

-i and (b) 64 mpe -I ThisVth after (a) 32 mpe

configuration is obtained from Pritchett and Winglee's

two-dimensional simulation [1986]. The beam is injected

from a spacecraft located at z = 125.
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Figure 11 This figure is a V z versus z phase-space configuration of

an electron beam with similar density and velocity as

that of Figure I0 taken from the one-dimensional

simulation developed in this study. Note that L = I00.
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Figure 12 Again, a beam phase-space configuration is shown from the

one-dimensional simulation developed in this study run

with similar parameter as those of Figures I0 and ii, only

now L = ® (no radial beam expansion).
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Figure 13 This V z versus z beam phase-space configuration is from

the one-dimenslonal simulation run with nb = 8 nA, V b = 15

VTH and L = I0 for two different times: (a) 20 _pe -I

and (b) 30 _pe -I.
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Figure 14 This figure is a beam phase-space configuration

taken from Winglee and Prltehett [1986] for an overdense

beam (nb/n A = 2). Note that the beam _tructure looks

similar to that of Figure 13.
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Figure 15 This figure is a beam phase-space configuration

taken from Pritchett and Winglee [1986] for an overdense

beam (nb = 8 nA) at two different times: (a) 16 Wpb -I and

(b) 32 _pb -I.
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Figure 16 This figure is a V z versus z phase-space configuration of

the modeled SL-2 electron beam obtained from the

one-dimensional simulation run with the parameters shown

in Table I, with L = i0.
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Figure 17 This figure displays E z versus z from the one-dimensional

simulation run with L = i0. Note that a strong electric

field is located near z = 0.
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Figure 18 This figure displays the number of electrons, N, versus z

from the modeled beam run with L = I0.
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Figure 19 This figure is a V z versus z phase-space configuration of

the modeled SL-2 electron beam obtained from the

one-dlmensional simulation run with the parameters shown

in Table i, with L = 5.
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Figure 20 This figure displays Ez versus z from the one-dimensional

simulation run with L = 5. Note that a strong electric

field is located near z = 0.
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Figure 21 This figure displays the number of electrons, N, versus z

from the modeled beam run with L - 5.
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Figure 22 This figure is a V z versus z phase-space configuration of

the modeled SL-2 electron beam obtained from the

one-dimensional simulation run with the parameters shown

in Table I, with L = 3.
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Figure 23 This figure displays Ez versus z from the one-dimensional

simulation run with L _ 3. Note that wave activity is

present in the beam.
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Figure 24 This figure displays the number of electrons, N, versus z

from the modeled beam run with L = 3.
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Figure 25 This figure is a V z versus z phase-space configuration of

the modeled SL-2 electron beam obtained from the

one-dimensional simulation run with the parameters shown

in Table I, with L = 2.
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Figure 26 This figure displays E z versus z from the one-dimensional

simulation run with L = 2. Note that wave activity is

present in the beam.
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Figure 27 This figure displays the number of electrons, N, versus z

from the modeled beam run with L : 2.
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Figure 28 This figure is a Vz versus z phase-space configuration

of the modeled SL-2 electron beam obtained from the

one-dlmensional simulation run with L : 3 and a length

of 3600 grids corresponding to 180 meters. Note that

the beam phase-space configuration is similar to that

shown in Figure 22 for a 60-meter beam segment.
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Figure 29 This diagram is a plot of Jz(kz,m) as a function of

and kz for the 175-meter beam segment. The largest

values of Jz(kz,_) are completely dark, while o's and

.'s represent continually lower intensities. Note

that the values of Jz(kz,_) peaks at about m/k z = 2.8

x 10 7 m/s.
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Figure 30 This figure shows the variation of Jz(k z) for the 175

meter beam segment as a function of kz. Note for k z

< 22 that Jz(kz) increases as kz decreases. This

variation in Jz(kz) results from the density pertur-

bations in the beam created by a beam-plasma insta-

bility. Also shown in the figure is the simulation

noise level. This noise is obtained since simulation

electrons many times the mass and charge of real

electrons were used in the computer model. The range

of kz' of the whistler-mode waves is also shown in

the figure.
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Figure 31 This figure shows the power spectra of the measured

whistler-mode radiation from the first 200 meters of

the SL-2 electron beam along with the calculated

power spectra of the incoherent and coherent Cerenkov

radiation from a 200-meter beam segment. Note that

the inclusion of coherent radiation effects increases

the calculated powers to those measured from the SL-2

electron beam. Based on these results, it is

concluded that coherent Cerenkov radiation from a

bunched electron beam generates the detected

whistler-mode radiation.
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APPENDIX

A general formula for the radiated power from a fleld-aligned

beam of current density Jz(Z) has been derived by C. K. Goertz. From

this very general formalism, the radiated'power from a single

particle, N particles and a pulsed beam can be easily obtained.

First, the current density is written as

--Jq(_,t) _ z <neV>z_(X)6(y) = z Jz(Z,t) _(x)_(y)
(A-l)

where Jz(Z) is the field-aligned component of the current density.

The Fourier transform of the current can be written as

q _ ff Jz(Z't) ei(kzZ-Wt)dzdt (A-2)

In order to calculate the radiated power from a group of charges, a

transformation must be made to a frame of reference moving with the

charges. In this frame, the current density becomes independent of

time:

Jz(z,t) = Jz(z')
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And, consequently, the current density appears stationary. The new

coordinate z' is defined as z' = z -Vst , where Vs represents the

velocity of this moving frame. Expression (A-2) is then

_q(_,_)" _ [ Jz(Z') eIkzz' dz' 7 ei(kzVs-m)tdt • (A-3)
m ago

The quantity 7 Jz (z') eikzZ'dz''_2 -_ Jz(kz) where Jz(kz) is the Fourier

transform of J(z'). Using the definition of the delta function,

f_ i (kzVs-_)t
e dt - 27 _(kzVs-_), and using the fact that k z -

r_
---cos e (A-3) now becomesC '

q _ (2_ Jz(kz)) _(nm cos eS - _) (A-4)

where B = Vs/C.

Using Equation (4-6), the electric field is written as

---- i
E(r,t) -- (2_)_c

o

6(nmcos

ff (_-1.E) (/2-_Jz(kz))

8fl - co)ei(t°t-k"_)d_ d___

(A-5)

Knowing the electric field and source current, an expression for

the radiated power can be obtained:
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P(t) = f _(.=,t)._l(.=,t) d.=

i
(2_)_¢ fff (_'_-_'_) (2¢_Jz(kz)) (A-6)

o

_(nmcos 0 $ - _) ei(_t-kzz)J (z,t)dz d_ d__
z

where the current is again described by (A-I). Moving to the

frame z" = z - Vst, (A-6) can be rewritten as

i

P(t) = (2_)_¢
O

fff (_._-l._) (2_Jz(kz))

_(nm cos 0 _ - _) e i(_-nm cos 0 8)t (A-7)

[J (z") e-ikzZ"dz ''] d_ d___
z 6o

The quantity in brackets is equal to /2n Jz*(kz) where Jz*(kz) is the

conjugate Fourier transform of J(z"). The element dk is

_ ,,3

dk = n2 c-_ dn sin 8 dO d_
and

k _ n cos 0 _ _ k (n,0)
z c z
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Substituting these into (A-7) and integrating over _ yields:

i

P(t) = (2_)2E °
ff (_._-i._) (2_)Jz(kz(n,8))

Jz*(kz(n,%)) 6(nm cos 8 6 - _) (A-8)

ei(m-n m cos 8 B)tn2m2dn sin 0 dO dm •

Integrating over 8, an integral of the form

f(x O )

I - f f(x) 6(Ax - B)dx - A

1
must be solved where A = In _ 81, B = m and xo = cos Oo -- n-'6"

The radiated power then becomes

P(t) = (2_)7_ c$ 6 ff (_._--1._) (2_)Jz(kzCn,8o))
o

Jz*(kz(n,6o)) Inl Iml dn d_ .

(A-9)

An explicit form for (z._-l.z) is obtained using Equation (4-34), and

upon obtaining the imaginary part to the integral

T33(n) Inl f(n)dn

fo (n2-n_)(n2-n2)
_i 2 (-i)kT 32(_2_n2_ Z 3(nk) f(n k)

_2 I_ k=l
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where f(n) is an arbitrary even with no singularities, the radiated

power becomes

-- _ _ dm ] I 2
-_ _ T33(n k)

x [2_ Jz(kz(nk,8o))Jz*(kz(nk,eo))] •

(A-10)

Note that the radiated power is proportional to the square of the

Fourier transform of the current density. Once the current density

and its transform are known, it can be used in Equation (A-IO) to

easily calculate the radiated power.

As an example, the radiated power from a single field-aligned

point charge moving at velocity, V o, can be calculated. Moving to a

frame where the particle is considered stationary, Vs = Vo, the

current density becomes

Jz(Z) - q Vo_(Z - Zo) ,

where zo represents the position of the particle relative to the

center of coordinates for the frame moving at V s . The current density

transform becomes

Jz(kz) =--

q V
o

o=f6(z - z )eikZZdz = q V

/2_ -o= o o

i _ cos @ zo
e

m
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where kz = _. cos e. Using Equation (A-4), _(k,m) is

7 (_,.,)* ; q v° i_cos 0 z
q _ e o _(nto cos 0 S - _)

and is identical to (4-13). Since Jz(kz) Jz*(kz) = I/2_, the radiated

power is

v 2

which is identical to (4-22).

The power radiated from N point charges all moving at velocity

Vo, but located at arbitrary positions along a field line can also be

calculated. Again, Vs _ Vo, however, the current density is now

N

Jz(z) = q v r _(z - zi)
O i=l

where zi is the particle position relative to the center of

coordinates of the frame moving with Vs . The transform becomes

J (k) =
z z

N qV
r. o 7 _(z - zi)eikzZdz
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qV qV N
o _ eikzzi _ o E

n _ cos 8 z.
e

and

Jz*(kz ) = __qV O N e- i _ cos % zj

/27 j=l /2-_

The quantity

q Vo N N i -_ cos 8(z i - z.)J
Jz(kz) J *(k ) = _ Z Z e

z z 27 i=l j=l

Inserting this into Equation (A-10) yields a result identical to that

of (4-37) for Bi = 8j (Vio = Vjo).

A surprising result is obtained for the radiated power if the

beam density is completely uniform. In this case, the particles are

moving at velocity, Vo; thus, V s = Vo. The current density is

j (z) =q v N
z o_ =qv _O O

The transform is then

eikz z nJ (k) = q V _ dz = q V _ _(k ) = _ V _ _( --cos
Z Z 0 0 --o_ 0 0 Z 0 0 C

_)
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and Jz*(kz) = q Vo%o_(_-_ cos _). After substituting these into

(A-10), it is found that radiation only at _ - 0 is possible and

consequently the radiated power is zero. Therefore, an unperturbed,

uniform beam moving at velocity Vo along a magnetic field will not

radiate.

Finally, the power from a pulsed electron beam is considered.

Using Equations (74), (76), (77) and (78) from Harker and Banks

[1983], the Fourier transform of the field-aligned current is

qV_ k_ ®

---- OJ(k,_) =_T _(kzV - _) N£ sinc( ) _ eimkzd
o m__ _

where £ is the pulse length and d is the distance between pulses.

Comparing this with Equation (A-4), Jz(kz) is obtained:

Jz(kz) = q V N___£sinc(_--) Z e-Imkzd
o _ _I=__

and Jz*(kz) is

N Z kzZ = imkzd
= -- sinc(_i-_ ) _ eJz*(kz) q V° 2_ m=-_
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The quantity

N2_2 2 k£
jz(kz) jz,(kz) = q2 V_ 2---_sinc (_)

e_imkzd
mll

where p is the numberof pulses. Since

I _ e-imkzdm=l

2 sin2(pdkz/2)

sin2(dkz/2)

Jz(kz) Jz*(kz) is

kz_ sin(pdkz/2)
N___sinc (_7-) sin(dkz/2) ]Jz(kz) Jz*(kz) = [q V° 2_

Inserting this into (A-10) yields an expression for the radiated power

similar to Equation (91) of Harker and Banks.
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A_STRACT

During the Spacelab-2 mission ions produced from a cloud of

neutral gases surrounding the Shuttle-Orblter were observed by an

electrostatic analyzer aboard the PDP spacecraft. These ions, identi-

fied primarily as R20+, are distinguishable from ionospheric ions

because they form a velocity-space distribution that has the shape of

a ring. Distributions of this type were observed at distances up to

400 m from the Orbiter with densities ranging from 100/om 3 to I04/om3.

The production and transport of these ions are modeled in an attempt

to reproduce the observed R2 O+ densities. The water cloud is modeled

as radial flow from a spherically symmetric source. Water molecules

are removed from the cloud by collisions with atmospheric gases and

H2 O+ ions are produced by charge exchange between neutral 920 and

ionospheric 0+. Once the H2 O+ ions are produced they are picked up by

Earth's magnetic field and removed from the cloud, The density of

neutral water is a free parameter in the model which is determined by

comparing the modeled 920+ density to the measured ion density. For

the Spacelab-2 mission the water density is inferred in this way to be

as high as 109/cm 3 at a distance of 50 m from the Orbitert as much as

ten times higher than the density of ambient atmospheric gases.

ill
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Spacelab 2

The Spacelab-2 payload was launched July 29 of 1985 aboard the

Shuttle-Orbiter Challenger and landed August 6. This flight was a

multidlsciplinary science mission which included experiments in

physics, astronomy, and biology. Most of the experlmen=s were mounted

on a pallet within =he Orbiter's payload bay and exposed to space

during a major fraction of the eight-day mission. Included among

these experiments was the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) designed

and built at the University of Iowa. A major role of the PDP during

the Spacelab-2 mission was to make measurements of plasmas, plasma

waves, and electromaguetic radiation in the vicinity of the Orbiter

with the goal of identifying and quantifying the Orbiter environment

and the interaction of the Orbiter with the ionosphere.

The PDP

The PDP, shown in Figure I, is a cylindrical body I.I m in

height by 1.3 m in diameter with a total mass of 285 kg. Inside are

instruments designed to detect and analyze electrically charged

particles, electric and magnetic fields, waves, and the neutral gas

pressure. Four retractable booms mounted on the PDP allow for the
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extension of two electric field probes, a magnetic field probe and a

Langmulr probe. The outside of the PDP is covered with a thermal

insulation blanket affixed to which is a wire screen so that the

surface acts as a conductor. Openings in both the blanket and the

screen are provided for instrument apertures.

The PDP is designed so that it can be operated from the pallet

within =he Orbiter's bay, while attached to the 0rbi_er's Remote

Manipulator System (RMS), or as a free-flylng spin-stabillzed space-

craft. In March of 1982 the PDP was also flown as part of the STS-3

mission aboard the Orbiter Columbia. During that flight, measurements

were made from within =he Orbiter's bay and at distances of approxl-

me=ely 15 m from the bay while the PDP was attached to the RMS [I].

During =he Spacelab-2 mission measurements were again made from within

the bay and from _he RMS. In addition, the PDP was operated as a

free flyer, and measurements were obtained at distances up to 400 m

from the Orbiter. In this thesis these latter free-fllght measure-

ments are discussed.

L

PDP Free Fli_ht

The free flight began on August 1 at 0010 UT, 51 hours into the

mission. At this time the PDP was released from the RMS with its spin

axis perpendicular =o _e, =he vector pointing from the spacecraft

towards the earth, and to _sc, the velocity vector of the spacecraft,

i.e., perpendicular =o the orbital plane (see Flgure 4). The rotation

of the PDP was accomplished by means of a mechanical momentum wheel



inside the spacecraft. This wheel was spun-up prior to release while

the PDP was attached to the RMS. After release, angular momentum was

transferred from the wheel to the rest of the spacecraft causing the

spacecraft to rotate. A constant period of rotation equal to 13.1 sec

was maintained throughout most of the free flight. During this time,

the Orbiter was maneuvered around the PDP. Two circuits of the PDP

were completed, essentially one per orbit. The projection of the

Orbiter's trajectory into the orbital plane of the PDP during this

time is shown in Figures 2 and 3 in a coordinate system centered on

the PDP. The distance of the Orbiter out of the orbital plane during

the free flight was as much as 300 m. The PDP was recovered by

maneuvering the Orbiter to within approximately 15 m of the satellite

and grappling it with the RMS. The recovery was successfully

completed at 0620 UT.

The Lepedea

During the free flight, the differential directional intensi-

ties of charged particles with energy-per-charge in the range of 2 V

to 36 kV were observed with an electrostatic analyzer aboard the PDP.

This instrument, known as the Low Energy Proton and Electron Differen-

tial Energy Analyzer (Lepedea) is of a type described in detail by

Frank et al. [2]. The Lepedea simultaneously measures the fluxes of

electrons and positively charged ions in seven separate fields-of-

view. Each field-of-view includes one detector for electrons and one

detector for ions so that there are fourteen separate detectors in



all. Particles of different mass are not distinguished. The fields-

of-vlew of the Lepedea and their orientations with respect to the PDP

spin axis are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen in the figure, these

fields-of-vlew form a fan which rotates with the spacecraft, thus

providing excellent sampling of the possible particle trajectories.

A single instrument cycle for the Lepedea is 1.6 sec in dura-

tion and includes 0.2 sec of dead-tlme followed by a 1.4 sec energy

sweep. Each sweep consists of forty-two 33-msec samples at a sequence

of energles-per-charge which approximate a decreasing exponential.

Because of the rotation of the PDP the fan of the Lepedea sweeps

through 360 degrees in azimuth once every 13.1 see. During each

1.6 sec instrument cycle the detectors sweep through 44 degrees of

azimuth so that approximately 8 energy sweeps occur during each rota-

tion. Figure 5 is a polar plot showing the azimuth angles of samples

during a single spacecraft rotation. Radial distance in this plot is

proportional to the logarithm of the center energy of the samples.

Azimuthal resolution is improved by collecting data for more than one

rotation. The samples are then sorted according to azimuth. In

Figure 6 the azimuth angles of samples collected during 41 energy

sweeps are shown, corresponding to .5 spacecraft rotations or a time

period of 65.6 sec. For this situation, samples at a given center

energy are separated by approximately 8 degrees in azimuth. Sampling

of polar angles is fixed by the geometry of the detectors as shown in

Figure 4.



Data Analysis

A useful quantity in the analysis of plasmas is the density of

particles per unit volume, AxAyAz, and per unit volume of velocity

space, AVxAV_V z. This density is known as the particle velocity

distribution and is denoted functionally as f(_,_,t). While the

÷

velocity distribution is, in general, a function of position, x, and

time, t, as well as velocity, v, it is often written as simply f(v).

When the velocity distribution of a group of partlcles is

known, certain bulk properties of the particles can be determined such

as the density per unit volume,

n f ÷" f (v) dVxdVydV z ,

the mean velocity,

1 f ,f*<_'> " n-- (v)dvxdvydv z

or the mean kinetic energy,

<E> - _I f _ mv2f(_)dvxdvydv z ,

where the integrals are over all possible values of vx, Vy, and Vz,

and m is the mass of a single particle. The functional form of the

velocity distribution is also important for the analysis of plasma



instabilities and waves [3]. In particular, multiply peaked distribu-

tions can drive plasma waves which in turn alter the particle velocity

distributions.

The velocity distribution, f(_), is related to the differential

particle intensity or differential flux denoted by J'(E). Consider

the flux through a surface of unit area of particles with speeds

within dv of v and coming from within the differential solid angle d_

which is centered about the vector v. This flux is given by

dJ - vf(_)v2dvdn .

Since E - i/2 my 2, we may also write

, or
m2

J'(Z) =_Zf(_) ,
(I)

_U

where J'(E) - d2J/dEd_.

If an ion plasma consists of more than one species of particle,

as is generally the case, then there exist separate velocity dlstrl-

+

butions, fk(vk), for each species in the plasma, where the subscript k

denotes the particle species. In this case,

j,cz), j CE)
k



where the summation includes a term for each species, and E =

I/2

Count rates observed by the Lepedea are proportional to the

differential flux into the detectors° In the case of electrons, where

only a single species is observed, the conversion to f(_) is straight-

forward. In the case of positive ions, however, several species may

be observed simultaneously. Because the Lepedea does not distinguish

between ions of different mass, it is not possible to unambiguously

deconvolve the fk's from the total flux j'(E).

At times during the mission the ion flux into the Lepedea was

of sufficient intensity Co saturate the ion detectors. For these

times it is not possible to determine the ion fluxes directly from the

ion count rates. Ions impacting surfaces within the instrument,

however, give rise co a flux of a secondary electrons, and some of

these electrons are observed by the electron detectors. Since the

flux of secondaries is proportlonal to the ion flux, the observed

electron count rate due to these electrons is proportional to the ion

count rate. The constant of proportionality relating the rates is

found by comparing the electron rates to the ion rates at times when

the ion detectors are not saturated. The flux of secondary electrons

is much less than the ion flux, so that when the ion detectors are

saturuated, the true ion rate can be deduced from the electrons. This

analysis assumes that the electron counting rate remains proportional

to the ion flux even when the ion detectors are saturated.
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CHAPTER II

IONOSPHERIC IONS AND ION PICK-UP

During the PDP free flight, two different kinds of ion distri-

butions are observed by the Lepedea. One of these distributions is

due to ambient ionospheric ions which flow past the spacecraft with a

velocity equal to -_sc. The other distribution is interpreted as ions

created by the ionization of contaminant gases which co-orbit with the

Orbiter. Before presenting these observations it is useful to discuss

some of the processes which maintain the ionosphere. The goal of this

discussion is to develop an understanding of the kinds of ion distri-

butions which are to be expected at the 320 km altitude of the

Orbiter.

Atmospheric Gases and Ionospheric Ions

Ionospheric ions are produced by the ionization of neutral

atmospheric gases. At the altitude of the Orbiter the atmosphere is

composed primarily of atomic oxygen, Of, molecular nitrogen, N2 , and

molecular oxygen, 02 . The density of neutral gases in the ionosphere

depends on the atmospheric temperature. Since the upper atmosphere is

heated primarily by solar radiation, the temperature depends in turn

upon the solar flux incident at Earth. The Spacelab-2 mission was

accomplished during conditions approaching solar minimum when the



solar flux and hence the atmospheric temperature and densities were

relatively low. Figure 7 shows the atmospheric temperature and the

neutral-gas concentrations at the position of the spacecraft during

the free flight , as predicted by the MSIS-83 atmospheric model [4].

Variations in temperature and density at the 90-minute period of the

orbit are evident, due primarily to diurnal variations in the atmos-

phere. The dominant species is clearly OI, with a density ranging

from 1 × 108 to 3 × 108/cm 3. The concentrations of N 2 and 02 are

lower than those for OI, but the amplitude of the diurnal variations

is greaCer. The densities for these molecules range from 4 x 106 to

4 × 107/cm 3 for N2 and from 2 x 105 to 2 x 106/cm 3 for 02 .

Ion production and losses at 320 km are dominated by the

reactions

0 + hv ÷ 0+ + e- p (2)

where hv and e- denote photons and electrons respectively,

e- + 0 ÷ O+ + 2e - , (3)

N2 + 0+ ÷ NO + + N , (4)

02 + 0+ ÷ O_ + 0 , (5)

NO + + e- ÷ N + 0 , and (6)



I0

O_+e-+O+0 . (7)

Reactions (2) through (7) and their associated rates are discussed in

detail in reference [5] and are summarized in Table i. The primary

source of ions is photoionlzatlon of Ol as described by reaction (2).

The photoionlzatlon rate, In, depends upon the flux of solar ultra-

violet radiation. For solar-minimum conditions I v = 1.7 x 10-7/set

[5]. Reaction (3) refers to ionization of Ol by energetic photo-

electrons created in reaction (2). A sample photoelectron spectrum

observed wi=h the Lepedea during the free flight at 0208 UT is shown

in Figure 8. The rate, le, for reaction (3) is determined by the

cross section for electron impact ionization of O_ [6] and by _he

spectrum of the photoelectrons. For the free flight this rate is

calculated to be Ie 4 2 x 10-8/set, approximately I0 percent of the

rate for photolonlzatlon. The neutral molecules N2 and 02 are also

subject to photolonlzatlon and ionization by electron impact. These

molecules, however, form ions more rapidly through reactions (4) and

(5). These reactions are also the dom/nant mechanisms for removal of

0+ since direct recombination of 0+ wi_h electrons is a slow process

with a rate = 10-12 cm3/sec [7]. The molecular ions NO + , and 0_, on

the other hand, recombine rapidly via the dissociative recombination

processes (6), and (7) with the result that their net concentrations

remain low compared to the concentration of 0+.

The velocity distributions of ionospheric ions •are Maxwelllan

with temperatures approximately equal to the temperature of the

•_::J
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neutral gas, i.e., T i = I000 °K. The thermal speeds of these ions are

given by C i = [2kTi/ml]I/2, where mi is =he mass of the ions and k is

Boltzmann's cons=ant. This results in speeds of i000 m/sec for 0÷

ions and 700 m/see for NO+ and 0_. The Orbiter and the PDP fly

through the ionosphere with a speed approximately equal to Vsc, where

Vsc is the orbital speed of these spacecraft, equal to 7800 m/sec.

Because Vsc is much greater than Ci, in the reference frame of =he

spacecraft the ions form a narrow beam centered a= a velocity equal to

-_sc" The kinetic energies of these ions in the rest frame of the PDP

are given approximately by E - I/2 mlV_c , which predicts energies of

5 eV for 0+ ions and I0 eV for NO + and 0_.

Reactions (2) through (7) lead to a set of first-order differ-

ential equations for the ion concentrations. Denotln E the density of

species X by [X], these equations are written,

[0+] = I[o] - y1[o+][N2]- y2[0+][02]_t (8)

[NO + ] . YI[O+][N2 ] - =l[NO+][e -]
_t (9)

[0_] Y2[O +] - a2[O_][e-] (i0)

[e-] - [0+] + [NO +] + [0_] , (Ii)
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where the coefficient, I, in equation (8) is the combined rate for

ionization of Ol by solar radiation and energetic electrons. Equa-

tlons (S) through (II) describe the major features of the ionospheric

chemlstry of interest for the present problem. By assum/ng steady-

s_ate conditions, these equations can be solved to give an estimate of

the ambient ion densities to be expected at the 320 km altitude of the

Orbiter.

If we assume a combined ionization rate I - 1.9 × 10-7/set,

and typical daytime atmospheric densities predicted by the MSIS-83

model of [O] - 2.3 x 10S/cm3, IN2] - 2.1 x I07/cm3, and [0z] -

7.3 x 105/cm 3, equations (S) through (II) yield ion densities of

[0+] - 2.8 x I061cm 3, [NO÷I - 120/cm 3, and [0_] - 2401cm 3. The

electron density is approximately equal to the density of 0÷, and this

value is consls_ent with peak daytime electron densities - 106/cm 3

measured by the Langmuir probe aboard the PDF.

The velocity dlstribuClons of the ambient ions can be modeled

by assumln E Maxwelllan velocity distributions of the form

/

fi(_) - ni(_i)3/2 exp[- mi(_ - _sc)22kT i ]
(12)

The results of such modelln E are shown in Figure 9. In that figure,

the V axis is chosen so that it is parallel to _sc, and the ion den-

sities are from the steady-state solution of equaCions (S) through

(II). An ion temperature of I000 °K is assumed. The distributions
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peak at V = -Vsc. By applying equation (I), the differential flux due

to these ions can be computed. The total flux, J'(E>, is shown in

Figure I0 for the direction opposite to the vector _sc o This flux

peaks at 5 eV corresponding to the orblcal ram energy of the dominant

species, 0+. Fluxes at energies greater than I0 eV are due primarily

to NO+ and O_ which have ram energies of approximately I0 eV.

Orbiter Gas Cloud and Ion Pick-Up

The Orbiter releases gases in several different ways as it

flies through the ionosphere. Water, which is produced as a byproduct

•of the generation of electricity, is periodically dumped, and

thrusters are fired frequently to change or correct the Orblcer

attitude. The thrusters rely on a reaction between N204 and MMH

(monomethyl hydrazlne). This reaction is predicted to result in a

complex set of products which include H20 , N2, CO2j H2, H, and MMH-NO 3

[8]. In addlclon co these sources, outgassing from Orbiter surfaces

and leakage from pressurized systems probably occur as well.

With the excepclon of the thrusters, these gases are released

at a temperature approximately equal to the temperature of the Orbiter

surface, about 300 °K, so that the thermal speed of the gas, C, is

small compared to Vsc. The result is a cloud of gas which, in the

reference frame of the Orbiter, expands slowly with a speed approxi-

mately equal to C. Thruster gases, on the ocher hand, are enLiCced

with a high velocity relative co the Orbiter. Thruster firings have

been observed on several shuttle flights by neutral mass spectrometers
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and by plasma instruments, and the effects of the thrusters are seen

=o dissipate on a time scale on the order of seconds or less [8,9].

At times when the thrusters are inactive, neutral gases and ions which

are not usually found in the upper atmosphere are still observed. The

commonly observed species include R2 O, Re, R2 0+, and R3 O+ [10,11,12].

Gases co-orblting with the 0rbi=er are subject to collisions

with atmospheric gases, reactions with ionospheric ions, and ioniza-

tion by solar ultraviolet radiation or by the impact of energetic

photoelectrons. Collisions with the atmospheric constituents scatter

and thermalize the molecules released from the Orbiter so that a trail

of contaminants is left behind the spacecraft. Molecules which are

ionized produce a distinctive veloclty-space dis=rlbu=ion, and can be

detected by the Lepedea.

Consider the situation shown in Figure Ii. A neutral molecule

of mass m_ moves in the X-Z plane with a velocity equal to 7. There

is a magnetic field _ directed parallel to Z, and the components of

perpendicular to _ and parallel to _ are V 1 - V sin(=) and V, -

V cos(=). The molecule is unaffected by the magnetlc field, and has

a trajectory which is a straight llne as shown in Figures ll(a) and

ll(b). At a time t - to when the molecule is at a point A, the mole-

cule is ionized by charge exchange or by absorbing an energetic

photon, processes which have little effect on the momentum of the

molecule. The newly formed ion experiences a Lorentz force

= q _ x _, where q is the charge of the ion. The subsequent ion

velocity, as a function of time, is given by

! i_̧
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_i = v± cos[_(t - to)]_ + vi sln[_(t - to)]_ + vlt_ , (13)

where x, Y, and z are unit vectors in the X, Y, and Z directions. The

ion motion is a combination of translation parallel to _ and gyration

perpendicular to _, resulting in a helical trajectory as shown in

Figures ll(c) and ll(d). The radius of the helix is given by

Rg = miVl/qB and the frequency of the gyration by mg = qB/m i.

Now consider a cloud of molecules co-orblting with the Orbiter,

as shown in Figure 12. If these molecules have thermal velocities

which are small compared to Vsc , then in the rest frame of the iono-

sphere each molecule has a velocity given approximately by _ = _sc"

The components parallel to and perpendicular to the Earth's maEnetlc

field are V n - Vsc cos(=) and V 1 " Vsc sln(a). A molecule which is

ionized at t - to will have a velocity given by

_i = Vsc sln(a)cos[u(t - to)Ix + Vsc sin(a)

sin[_(t - to)]_ + Vsc cos(a)_ • (14)

In the rest frame of the spacecraft the velocity is equal to

" -

so that
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_ = vsc sin(=){cos[_(t - to)] - I>_

+ Vsc sln(=)sin[_(t - to)]y • (15)

In velocity space, equation (15) describes a circle of radius

V£ = Vsc sin(a). This circle lies in a plane perpendicular to B and

is centered at V x = -V i as shown in Figure 13. The ion velocity

ranges from zero to -2 Vsc sin(a)x resulting in a kinetic energy,

i/2 miV_2, which ranges between zero and 2 miV_c sin2(_). The time

average of this velocity is

<_>t = -Vscsin(a)_ ,

which is equal to the component of "_sc projected into the plane per-

pendicular =o _. To an observer on the spacecraft, the ion appears =o

gyrate about a center which moves away from the spacecraft with a

velocity equal to <_>_. If _sc and _ are perpendicular so that

= 90 degrees, then <_i>t = -_sc, and the center of gyration moves

past the spacecraft with the same velocity as the ambien_ ionospheric

ions. If _ # 90 degrees, then the velocities of flow of the ambient

ions and the ions created _rom the co-orbiting gas cloud are not the

same. For the case where a = 0 degrees, the Lorentz force on the

newly created ions is zero, so that these ions continue to co-orbit

with the spacecraft until colliding with atmospheric gases.

i'J
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If many molecules are ionized then, in the absence of other

forces or collective effects, the resulting ion velocity distribution

is ring shaped with a diameter equal to 2 Vsc sln(a). The ring

lies in the plane perperpendicular to _ and is centered at V x =

-Vsc sin(a). In this discussion, the finite temperature of =he

contaminant gas has been neglected. A finite thermal spread in

velocities would tend to give the ring a finite width. Also ignored

are collective plasma effects resulting in waves which would alter the

ion velocity distributions.

The ionization of a neutral gas moving transverse to a magnetic

field is a process known as "ion pick-up" [13]. Velocity distribu-

tions resulting from =his process have been observed in the solar wind

as it interacts with cometary atmospheres [14,15] and helium of inter-

stellar origin [16]. In these cases, however, the ions appear to have

been scattered both in energy and in direction so that the ion

velocity-space distributions form either a sphere or a spherical shell

rather than a ring.
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CHAPTER [II

OBSERVATIONS

Figure 14 is a plot of the differential ion flux from the

direction of orbital motion, i.e., along -_sc, on August I of 1985 at

0208 UT. At this time the PDP is at a distance of 280 m from the

Orbiter, and the angle between _ and _sc is 86 degrees. The spectrum

shown in Figure 14 peaks at an enerEy-per-charge _ 5 V. This peak

saturates the ion detector in which it is observed and the fluxes for

this peak are derived from the electron count rates as discussed in

Chapter I. A secondary peak is observed at an enerEy-per-charge

= 18 V, while between 20 V and 60 V the spectrum gradually decreases,

and at 60 V drops sharply by almost two orders of _agnltude.

The low ener_ peak is due to ambient ionospheric ions that

flow past the spacecraft with a velocity equal to -_sc, as discussed

in Chapter II. These ions are expected to have energies approximately

equal to I/2 mIV_c. For atomic oxygen ions this corresponds to an

energy of 5 eV which is consistent with the observed energy of the

peak. Because this ion distribution is so sharply peaked, it cannot

be properly resolved by the Lepedea so i_ is not possible to _ake

estimates of either the density or the temperature of these thermal

ions from the observations.
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For singly charged ions, the higher energy peak is at an

energy = 18 eV. This energy is somewhat lower than the maximum energy

of water-group ions (i.e., OI_+, H20 +, H30+) picked up from a cloud of

gases moving with the Orbiter. The maximum energy of R2 O+ picked up

from such a cloud is 23 eV, 22 percent higher than the energy of the

observed peak. Water and water ions, however, are observed to be the

predominant contaminants in the near vicinity of the Orbiter [I0,ii],

and R20 + was observed throughout the free flight by the ion mass

spectrometer aboard the PDP [12]. In addition, the velocity-space

contours of the ion velocity distribution, shown in Figures 15 and 16

and discussed below, indicate that these ions are pick-up ions. The

contours show that the peak at 18 V is actually a cross section

through an extended rlng-llke distribution rather a single localized

peak. This kind of distribution is consistent with pick-up ions, but

not with ambient ionospheric ions which have a distribution that forms

a single well-defined peak. For these reasons, the secondary maximum

observed at 18 V is interpreted as water ions gyrating about Earth's

maEnetic field with a speed approximately equal to the orbital speed

of the spacecraft. The discrepancy between the observed energy of

these ions and the expected energy may be due to the mechanism by

which neutral water is ionized, or may be caused by collective plasma

processes after the ions are formed.

Neutral water molecules in the vicinity of the Orbiter are

subject to charge exchange with ionospheric 0+ resulting in R2 O+ ions

and neutral 01. As will be shown in Chapter IV, this process is the
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dominant mechanismfor ionization of H20 at the altitude of the

Orbiter. Charge exchange reactions generally proceed with little

exchange of momentumbetween the interacting particles, however, some

momentum transfer can occur [17]. The fact that the ions observed by

the Lepedea have an energy somewhat lower than expected may be an

indication that some momentum transfer does occur or that some of the

kinetic energy of the _20 molecule is converted to internal energy

during the charge exchange process. An alternative explanation is

that the _20 + ions lose energy through wave-particle interactions.

The spectrum of Figure 14 clearly shows a multiply peaked distribu-

tion, and such distributions are known to be unstable to the genera-

tion of plasma waves. An instability arising from this distribution

could alter the velocity distribution of the plasma and might be the

reason why the H2 O+ ions are observed at an energy which is lower than

the energy predicted by the simple arguments presented in Chapter II.

Ions with energy greater than 20 eV are also shown in

Figure 14. The broad plateau-like region between 20 V and 60 V is

also a cross section through an extended distribution, and is probably

due to the plck-up of ions with masses greater than 18 AMU. It is

interesting to note that CO 2, which is predicted to be one of the

contaminants produced by thrusters_ would have a maximum plck-up

energy of 55 eV, which corresponds closely to the cut-off energy of

the spectrum of Figure 14.

Figure 15 displays contours of constant f(_) at 0208 UT in

=he velocity-space plane containing Vx and Vy. This plane is
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perpendicular to the magnetic field which lies along the V z axis. The

projection of _sc into this plane lies along the Vx axis, and for this

+

case _sc is out of the plane by only 4 degrees. To calculate v and

f(_), a mass of 16 AMU corresponding to the mass of 0+ ions is

assumed. For water ions, which have a mass of 18 AMU, the contours

are approximately accurate. For more massive ions, however, the

contours and velocities should be recomputed. The outermost contour

in Figure 15, which crosses the Vx axis at -2.9 x 106 cm/sec,

corresponds to f = 10-19 sec3/cm 6. Successive interior contours

increase in value by factors of I0. The maximum in f near Vx "

-0.8 x i0 6 cm/sec is the signature of the ambient ionospheric ions.

The maximum seen in the energy spectrum of Figure 14 at 18 V is

represented in Figure 15 by the contour which crosses V x at

-1.5 x 10 6 cm/sec. This contour and adjacent contours are nearly

circular and similar in placement and shape to the velocity-space

trajectory of a single ion picked up by a magnetic field (Figure 13).

The low-energy threshold of the Lepedea is 2 V corresponding to a

speed of 0.5 × 10 6 cm/sec, so the region near the origin where these

circular contours would be expected to close is not accessible to

observation. To demonstrate that the distribution is ring-like rather

than spherical, it is necessary to look at the distribution in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of Figure 15.

Figure 16 is a second contour plot, also at 0208 UT, but for

the plane containing V x and V z. The magnetic field is parallel to the

V z axis, and this plane is perpendicular to she plane of Figure 15.
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From this figure and Figure 15, i= is clear than the extent of the

distribution parallel to _ is much less than in the direction perpen-

dicular to _. With =he exception of the three innermost contours near

V x = -0.8 × 106 ¢m/se¢ that are due to =he ionospheric ions, =he

velocity-space contours show a broad distrlbu=ion that occupies a

ring-llke or disk-like region of velocity space, with =he plane of the

disk lying perpendicular to the magnetic field. As discussed in

Chapter II, this is consistent with the type of distribution expected

for plck-up ions. For the distribution shown in Figures 15 and 16,

however, the rimE-like nature of the pick-up ion distribution is par-

tially obscured by =he ambient ions which fill the center of the ring.

When _ and _sc are not perpendicular, the plane of =he ring

remains perpendicular to _, however the diameter of the ring, which

is proportlonal Co sln(_), decreases. The ambient ionospheric ions,

on the ocher hand, always lle in a directlon opposite co _sc, so thac

in general =hey do not lie in the plane of the ring. A discrlbutlon

that demonstrates chls behavior is observed at 0237 UT when _ and _sc

are at an angle of 125 degrees.

Figure 17 shows the differential ion flux along =he -V x axis at

0237 UT. At this time the angle between the Vx axis and _sc is equal

to 35 degrees. In this figure the low-energy peak, seen in Figure 14

at an energy-per-charge _ 5 V, is absent. This is as expected since

that peak is due to ambient ionospheric ions which have velocities

approximately equal to -_sc, and the vector Vsc no longer lles along

the Vx axis. The higher energy peak is still present, buc has
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decreased in energy to an energy-per-charge of 12 V. This peak is a

cross section through the ring, and this decrease in energy is con-

sistent with =he expectation that the diameter of the ring should

shrink as sin(a) decreases.

Contours of constant f(_) are shown in Figure 18 for the plane

perpendicular to _. As in Figure 15, the contours are ring-like,

however in this case, the distribution has a smaller diameter. Also,

the distribution decreases near V x = -0.8 x 10 6 cm/sec due to the fact

that the distribution of ambient ionospheric ions is no longer

centered in this plane. The two innermost contours in Figure 18

correspond to the same value, f = 10 -16 sec3/cm 6, and the region of

velocity space interior to the innermost contour is a slight depres-

sion in f(_) rather than a peak. This is shown more clearly in

Figure 19 which is a cross section through both the ring and the

distribution of ionospheric ions.

Figure 19 displays the contours in the Vx, V z plane. The

dashed line in this figure is parallel to _sc- It is clear from this

figure that the ambient ions have been "lifted" from the plane of the

ring. The ionospheric ions lie along the direction opposite to _sc

while the rest of the distribution, which is due to pick-up, remains

in the plane perpendicular to 3. Again, this is as expected and helps

confirm the identification of the separate pick-up ion and ambient ion

distributions.

Distributions similar to those discussed above were observed

throughout the free flight, indicating that the contaminant ions reach
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at least as far as the maximum distance of the PDP from the Orbiter,

400 m. The essentially ring-like nature of the pick-up ion distribu-

tions indicates that these ions follow trajectories which are gener-

ally consistent with the slngle-particle motion of ions created from a

cloud of gas moving with the Orbiter. The energy at which the

con=am/nan= distribution peaks is somewhat lower than the energy

expected of water ions formed from such a cloud. This may be due to

the charge-exchange process through which the ions are formed, or to

an instability associated with the ion velocity distribution. The

identification of these ions as water ions is consistent with measure-

ments made by the ion mass spectrometer on the PDP and with observa-

tions of neutral H20 and _2 O+ ions on other Shuttle flights. Heavier

ions appear to be present as well, but in lower concentrations than

_20 +. The density of heavy ions is estimated to be less than ten per-

cent of the density of H20 ÷. The distributions have a finite spread

both in energy and in pitch angle, a. These features may be due to

the finite temperature of the source cloud, or they may indicate that

the ions are scattered by either plasma waves or collisions. However,

it is clear that scattering has not progressed to such an extent that

the ion distributions have become Isotroplc, forming a spherical shell

or filled sphere in velocity space.

The observed pick-up ion distributions can be integrated

numerically to obtain a quantitative estimate of the density of these

ions. To determine the density of the plck-up ions, it is necessary

to remove the contribution from the ionospheric ions. Also, part of
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the plck-up distribution lies below the low-energy threshold of the

detectors, and it is also necessary to account for this unobserved

portion of the distribution. The ionospheric ions are eliminated by

removing from the integration a spherical region of velocity space

centered at the velocity of the ambient-ion peak. The diameter of

this sphere is chosen to be large enough to remove the bulk of the

ambient ions, but not so large as to include a significant part of the

plck-up distribution. The unobserved part of the plck-up distribution

is accounted for in the following way. Rather than attempt to

integrate the entire distribution, only that part which is at

V x _ -Vsc sin(a) is included in the integration. This accounts for

half of the ring, and the resultlng density is multlplled by a factor

of two to account for the rest. This procedure could lead to a signi-

ficant error if a large fraction of the plck-up ions are bunched at a

given phase rather than spread out gyrotropically about the ring.

Bunches of this sort, however, are not clearly observed in the data,

and therefore do not appear to be significant for the distributions

observed during the free flight. The pick-up densities calculated in

this way at 0208 UT and 0237 UT are 490/cm 3 and 210/Cm3o
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A number of simplifying assumptions are _ade about the proc-

esses affecting the contaminant molecules and ions surroundln_ the

Orbiter. These assumptions are incorporated into a model which

predicts spatial and temporal variations in the density of the con-

tamlnant ions at the position of the PDP. The rate at which the

Orbiter releases neutral gas is a free parameter in this model, and an

estimate of this rate is obtained by normalizing the modeled plck-up

densities to the densities measured by the Lepedea.

The Orblter's Gas Cloud
i

In order to model the plck-up of ions it is first uecessary to

develop a model of the cloud of gases which is their source. To

simplify the chemistry, only H20 molecules are included in this model.

As discussed in Chapter III, water and water ions have been observed

to be the dominant contaminant species near the Orbiter, and the

energy spectrum of ions observed by the Lepedea is consistent with

these observations. Therefore, it is expected that the major features

of the gas and ion clouds can be reproduced by considering _20 to be

the only molecule released. The water is assumed to leave the Orbiter

with a temperature of 300 *K, the approximate temperature of the
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Orbiter surfaces. The density of the resulting water cloud is assumed

to be low enough that collisions between the water molecules are

unimportant. The shape of the Orbiter is fairly complicated, and the

actual source of the water is unknown. To simplify, the contaminant

cloud is modeled as radial flow from a spherically symmetric source

with a radius R o - 10 m, the approximate linear dimension of the

Orbiter. The gas expands radially with a speed relative to the

Orbiter of C - 525 m/set corresponding to the thermal speed of H20 at

300 OK.

The cloud is shaped by collisions with the ambient atmospheric

Eases, predominantly Of. The mean free path for such collisions is

I - i/(na_), where na is the atmospheric density, and a is the cross

section for the collisions. The cross section for collisions between

01 and R20 is not known but can be estimated assuming diameters of

A.6 x 10-8 cm for H20 and 2.6 x 10-8 cm for OI [17], where the

diameter of OI is assumed to be equal to the diameter of Ne. Using

these diameters, and assuming hard-sphere collisions leads to an

estimate of _ = 4 x 10-15 cm2. Since C << Vsc , the water molecules

have a velocity relative to the atmosphere approximately equal to _sc,

and the mean collislon time is given approximately by T - l/Vsc-

Relative to the Orbiter, then, these gas molecules travel a distance

d - CT - Cl/Vsc before colliding with the atmosphere. The parameter d

is an "effective" mean free path which is also a measure of the scale

of the cloud. The effect of collisions is to transfer momentum from

the atmospheric gases to the water. Assuming hard-sphere elastic
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collisions, approximately 90 percent of all such collisions result in

_20 molecules with speeds > 5 C relative to the Orbiter. Therefore,

these molecules are rapidly scattered away from the spacecraft. The

density of contaminant molecules that have not suffered collisions can

be derived in an approximate way from =he equation of continuity by

assuming that losses are proportional to the flux of atomic oxygen

molecules through the cloud and that the flu_ of atomic oxygen is

unperturbed by the collisions. This approximation is valid so long as

the mean free path for collisions in the cloud remains greater than

the dimension of the cloud. The equation of continuity may be

written

_n ÷ (16)D-T+v . =L ,

where L represents the losses due to collisions, n is the density of

_2 O, and C is the radial velocity of expansion of the cloud in a frame

of reference centered on and moving with the Orbiter. The loss term L

may be written

S

_.=':

L w - nVscna _
nVsc

In spherical coordinates, and assuming steady-state conditions so that

_n/_t - 0, equation (16) may be written as
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nV

1 a (r2nC) = sc
r 2 ar I

The derivatives on the left-hand side of this equation are evaluated

and the equation rearranged algebraically to yield

! _n = 2 Vsc
n Sr r XC

The solution may be written

R2° exp[- (r - R o)
n(r) - n(Ro) '] , (17)

where d & CX/Vsc is the "effective" mean free path which has already

been predicted throuEh qualitative arguments. This equation is valid

for r > Ro, C << Vsc , and for a cloud of water that does not signifi-

cantly affect the flow of OI through the cloud. _t can be seen from

equation (17) that if there are no collisions with the atmosphere,

then d becomes infinite and the density of water within the cloud

varies as I/r 2, a result which can be obtained directly by setting the

loss term, L, in equation (16) to zero. The constant n(R O} may be

rewritten in terms of the rate at which Eas escapes the spherical

surface at R o. This rate, N, is given by
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= 4_R2n(Ro)C •

Equation (17) is used to model the R20 cloud from which R20 +

ions are created. The goal of the model is to account for the R2 O+

ion densities observed by the PDP. Water molecules thaC have collided

with the atmosphere are scattered away from the spacecraft. Since

these molecules have speeds relative to the spacecraft which are much

greater than C, they disperse rapidly. Therefore, the principal

contribution to the distribution of plck-up ions observed by the PDP

is expected to be water molecules that have not yet suffered colli-

sions. The validity of equation (17) is probably somewhat better

ahead of the Orbiter than behind, since collisions generally scatter

the R20 into the region behind the Orbiter. The actual density of

water within the cloud, however, is probably no greater than it would

be in a collislonless cloud, and during the PDP free flight the

density predicted b7 equation (17) varied from the density within a

colllslonless cloud by no more than a factor of two.

Ionization and Losses

Possible sources for ionization of H20 at Orbiter altitudes

include photoionization by solar ultraviolet radiation, ionization

caused by the impact of energetic photoelectrons, and charge exchange

with 0+ ions through the reaction

47,

/i

0+ + R20 ÷ 0 + H2 O+ • (18)
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Momentum transfer during the charge exchange process is small [15], so

that an R2 O÷ ion created in this way initially has a velocity about

the same as the neutral R20 molecule. Of these three processes,

reaction (18) dominates and the other two processes can be neglected

by comparison. To see that this is so, it is possible to estimate the

ionization rates for photolonization and electron impact ionization.

The ionization potential of 920 is 12.6 eV which corresponds to a

photon wavelength of 986 A. The solar flux between 2 A and I000 A for

low-average solar conditions can be computed from the tables in refer-

ence [5] to be 4 5 x 1010/cm2 sec. The photolonlzation cross section

between 400 A and 1000 A has been measured by Wainfan et al. [18] to

be 4 2.5 x 10-17 cm 2. If it is assumed that this represents an upper

limit to the cross section for the entire range of wavelengths then

the photolonlzatlon rate is 4 lO-6/sec. The race for ionization of

H20 by electron impact is calculated using the Observed spectrum of

energetic photoelectrons and the measured cross section for this

process [19]. For the free flight this rate is calculated to be less

than 1.5 x lO-8/sec, about the same as the rate for electron impact

ionization of 01. The cross section for charge exchange between H20

and 0+ for the 5 eV energy of O+ ions relative to the cloud appears

uncertain. Measured cross sections for this reaction range from

0.6 × 10-15 cm2 to 2.6 x 10-15 cm 2 [20,21]. We adopt the cross

section measured by Turner and Rutherford [21] which is equal to

2.6 x i0-15 cm 2. This value is a factor of two lower than the cross

section for charge exchange for _ incident on _20 at an energy of
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30 eV [22]. For a relative velocity of 7.8 × [05 cm/sec, this cross

section leads to a reaction rate 73 " 2 × 10-9 cm3/sec. If it is

assumed that this value is a reasonable estimate of the reactlon rate

for reaction (18), then for typical ionospheric 0+ densities ranging

from 104 to I06/¢m 3, the rate for ionization of H20 by charge transfer

with 0+ can be estimated to be between 2 x 10-5 and 2 x 10-3/see, much

faster than the estimated rates for either photoionlzatlon or electron

impact ionization.

Water ions can be lost through dissociative recombination with

electrons

H2 O+ + e- ÷ ON + H (19)

or through an ion-molecule reaction with neutral H20

H2 O+ + H20 ÷ H3 O÷ + OH . (20)

_

The H3 O+ ions resulting from reaction (20) may recombine with

electrons

H3 O+ + e- ÷ products . (21)

The reaction rates for reactions (19) and (21) are _3 = 1.7 x 10-7

cm3/sec and a 4 = 1.9 x 10-7 cm3/sec, respectively [23]. For
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reaction (20), the kinetic energy of the R2 O+ relative to the R20

cloud ranges from zero to approximately 23 eV, due to the fact that

these ions are Eyratlng about the maEnetlc field. The rate used in

the model is the rate at 300 "K which is 74 " 1.7 x 10-9 cm3/sec [24].

The reactions involving H20 , H20+, and H3 O+ that are included in the

model are summarized in Table 2.

Reactions (19) through (21) lead to a pair of differential

equations for the concentrations of 920+ and 930+ . These equations

are

 3[ 20][0 +]  41920+][92 o]

- ¢31920+][e -] (22)

[930+ ] - 74[920+][920 ] - ¢41930+][e -]_t (23)

Equations (22) and (23) are solved numerically with a fifth-order

Runge-Kutta routine. As discussed in Chapter II, the plck-up ions

leave the water cloud with a time-averaged velocity equal to -_I" To

account for this motion the equations are solved in a reference frame

that is at rest with respect to the instantaneous center of Eyration

of the plck-up ions.

Consider the geometry shown in Figure 20. The coordinate

system used in the model is one in which the V axis points along _sc

and the vector _ from the Orbiter to the FDP lles in the plane defined
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by V and W. Integration of equations (22) and (23) is performed at

the point P which, sliding along the field line _ with velocity

_II = _sc " _/B, intercepts the PDP at time t = to • The density of R20

at P is found from equation (17) with r(t) = {_ + _l(to - t){. In

practice, the integration is started at a time t - 0 when P is

sufficiently far from the. center of the water cloud that the density

of _20 at P is approxlmatel7 zero. The fact that the ions have a

finite radius of gyration of about 30 m is neglected.
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CHAPTER V

MODEL RESULTS

Pick-up ion densities measured during the free flight and

densities calculated from the model are shown in Figure 21. Also

shown in this figure are the angle, 9, between _ and _sc and the

distance, R, between the two spacecraft. The angle 8 is an indication

of whether the PDP is ahead of or behind the Orbiter. The Orbiter's

thrusters are not fired during any of the density measurements shown

in Figure 21. Most of the calculations are performed assuming that

the density of 0+ is equal to the density of electrons measured with

the LanEmuir probe, however, between 0232 and 0250 UT and between 0405

and 0422 UT reliable Langmuir probe sweeps are not available and the

0+ density is assumed to be 104/cm 3. Poor agreement between the model

and the data for the first of these intervals may be due to 0+ densi-

ties which are higher than have been assumed. The density of H20 at

10 m from the Orbiter is a free parameter in the model and has been

chosen by normalizing the model results to the data for the peak near

0350 UT. This normalization ylelds a density of H20 at Ro equal to

3.8 x I010/cm3 and a corresponding water release rate of N - 2.5 x

1022/cm 3 sec. If this rate is constant for the entire eight-day

mission, a total of 500 kg of water is released. The integrated

column density for the cloud is = 4 x I013/cm2. This can be compared
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to maximum column densities inferred from neutral mass spectrometer

measurements from within the Orbiter's bay during the STS-2, STS-3,

and STS-4 missions [25]. These column densities range from 1.5 × I0 II

to 3.2 x I013/cm2. For these flights, the measured water densities

are largest at the beginning of the flight, and decrease with a time

constant of approximately I0 hours.

It should be noted that the density of the neutral water cloud

inferred from the model is inversely proportional to the cross section

for charge exchange between 0+ and H20. If the actual cross section

is a factor of five lower than the value estimated in Chapter IV, then

the density of H20 inferred from the model would be a factor of five

higher than the estimate discussed above.

Because the water density near the Orbiter is so high, approxi-

mately two orders of magnitude greater than na at Ro, the assumption

that the fluxes of Ol and 0+ through the cloud are unperturbed is

probably not correct for distances from the Orbiter 4 50 m, or in the

region directly behind the Orbiter. Directly behind =he Orbiter these

assum_tlons are not satisfied in any case because the Orbiter itself

obstructs =he flow and is known to produce a plasma wake [26].

Between 0420 UT and 0500 UT the PDP traversed the region directly

behind the Orbiter, and the divergence of modeled and measured densi-

ties during this time may be due to _he Wake of the Orbiter or to a

depletion of 0+ near the dense center of the cloud. Between 0115 and

0130 UT, however, the PDP was also in this near-downstream region and

the agreement during this time period appears to be quite good. The

t
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fit to the model is also poor between 0310 and 0330 UT. This may be

due to a variation in the water release rate or to difficulties

integrating the observed distributions to obtain the density. During

this time period the angle _ between _ and _s¢ becomes relatively

small, ranging from 30 to 60 degrees. When this occurs it is diffi-

cult to remove the ambient ions from the inteEratlon without removing

a significant part of the plck-up ion distribution as well.

Despite the discrepancies at the times mentioned above, the

modeled and observed densities are in good qualitative agreement, and

for some portions of the free flight the model provides a good

quantitative fit to the data as well. We note that the agreement is

also good near the first and second sunrise of the free flight even

though a variation in the rate of release of water might be expected

at these times, when Orbiter surfaces are suddenly exposed to

sunlight.

As can be seen in Figure 21, the variation in density of the

plck-up ions ranges over more than two orders of magnitude. Much of

this is due to variations in the ionospheric plasma density, since the

rate of plck-up is proportional to [0+]. The position of the PDP

relative to the spacecraft, however, is also important. In Figure 22

the calculated densities of the H20 cloud and of H2 O+ and H3 O+ plck-up

ions are shown along an axis parallel to the V axis of Figure 20 but

displaced 50 m from the center of the cloud. For this calculation,

and _sc are taken to be perpendicular and typical daytime densities of

[0I] - 2.3 × 108/cm 3 and [0+] - 4.3 × 105/cm 3 are assumed. The scale
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length, d, of the N20 cloud is equal to 714 m. In the region ahead of

the Orbiter the N2 O÷ density generally follows the density of H20 ,bu=

is five orders of magnitude lower. The formation of H3 O+ is propor-

tional to the densities of R2 O+ and H20, so that [H3 O+] becomes

significant only near the center of the cloud where [_2 O] and [H2 O+]

are relatively large. Behind the Orbiter [H20 +] and [_30+] remain

approximately constant. This happens because the ions are transported

downstream with a velocity equal to -_sc, and are many kilometers

behind the spacecraft before recombination occurs.

The density of the _20 cloud falls off as

1 (r - Ro)

where d is proportional to I/(naa). Therefore, changes in =a, =he

atmospheric density, affec= the density of the neutral water cloud and

hence the density of the pick-up ions as well. Figure 23 is similar

to Figure 22, but is calculated for an atmospheric density five times

higher than the density used for the calculation of Figure 22. This

density would be observed at an altitude of 270 km, 50 km lower than

the altitude of the free flight, during moderate solar conditions. In

this case, the scale length of the water cloud is only 143 m_ and the

density of water ions falls below I/cm 3 at a distance approximately

700 m upstream from the Orbiter.
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The dependence of the pick-up densities on the angle between

and _sc is illustrated in Figure 24. This figure shows a calculation

of [H20+] and [H30+] along the same axis as in Figures 22 and 23, but

for the case where the angle a between _ and _sc is equal to

60 degrees. The densities of OI and 0+ are the same as in Figure 22.

Upstream, the plck-up densities are approximately the same as for the

case of Figure 22. _owever, behind the Orbiter the ion density drops

rapidly as a consequence of the transport of the plck-up ions along

the magnetic field. This transport speed is equal to Vsc cos(a), so

the further a is from 90 degrees, the higher the speed of transport.

Limiting cases of a - 0 ° and a - 180 ° would result in plck-up ions

which flow along _he field with speed Vs¢. In these cases, the ions

would co-orblt with the spacecraft and would be removed only by

recombination with electrons or collisions with the atmosphere. For

the Spacelab-2 mission, 30" 4 a g 150", so these cases are not

observed.
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Table i.
I

Ionospheric _eactions

Rate

0+hv÷0++e -

0 + e- ÷ 0+ + 2e -

N2 + 0+ ÷ NO+ + N

02 + 0+ ÷ 0_ + 0

Iv = 1.7 x 10-7/set

Ie - 2 x 10-8/set

_I = 1.2 x 10-12(300/T) cm31se=

_2 " 2 x I0-II(300/T)I/2 cm3/sec

=3 " 4.2 × 10-7(300/Te ) cm3/sec

s2 = 2.2 x lO-7(300/Te)( 0.7 to 1.0) cm3/sec

Note: The symbols T and T e in the expressions for the rates refer to

the temperatures of the gas and the electrons, respectively.
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Table 2. Model Reactions

Reaction

H20 + 0+ ÷ R20+ + 0

R2 O+ + e- ÷ OH + H

R2 O+ + R20 ÷ R30++ OH

R3 O+ + e- ÷ products

73 " 5 × 10-9 cm3/sec

_3 " 1.7 x 10-7 cm3/sec

74 " 1.7 x 10-9 cm3/sec

a4 - I.9 x 10-7 cm3/sec
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Figure 2. Orbital-plane motion of the Orbiter relative to the PDP

between 0137 and 0304 UT.
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Figure 9. Calculated ion distributions in a reference frame moving

with velocity V ,, 7.8 x 103 m/see with respect to Che rest
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Figure Ii. Motloa of a particle £n a _KneCic field before and after

ionization. The particle £s lonized aC polnC A. (a) Trajec-

tory of the particle in the X, Z plane before ionization.
(b) Trajectory of the particle in the X, Y plane before ioni-

zation. (c) Trajectory of the particle in the X, Z plane after

£onizatlon. (d) Trajectory of the particle in the X, Y plane
after lonizacion.
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Figure 12. Coordinates =$ed _o describe pick-U_ of ions from a cloud
of gases co-orbi_in_ _ith _he orbiter.
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Figure 13. The velocity-space trajectory of a single plck-up ion.

The magnetic field is out of the plane of the Eigure. The ion

speed _anges From zero to 2 V±.
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parallel co the V z axis.
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Figure 20. The coordinate system used to Integrate equations (22) and

(23)°÷ The integration is performed at the point P on the fi_id

llne 8. The point P moves alone B with a velocity equal to÷V n.

Magnetic field lines sweep past the Orbiter with velocity -Vsc.

The PDP lles in the U, V plane at a distance R from the

Orbiter.
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ABSTRACT

The large scaleplasma wake structure of the shuttleorbiter isstudied using

a Langmuir probe on a smaller ionospheric satellite.This satellite,the University

of Iowa's Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP), was flown on shuttle mission STS-

5iF from 29 July to 6 August 1985. The PDP was carried in the shuttle's

payload bay, bus during certain dmes throughout the :n.ission it was placed on

the arm of the shuttle, the Remote Manipulator System (I:L.'vIS), or ejected as

a free-flying satellite, so that both the near and far wake of the orbiter could

be studied. The resulting data on the electron temperature, electron density,

and fluctuations in the electron density in the orbiters wake provide the first

in situ observations of the large scale wake of the orbiter. The density profile

suggests the possibilityof converging ion streams in the orbiters wake and the

temperature profile indicates enhanced electron temperatures at distances as

great as 250 m downstream from the orbiter. The region of density depletion

and temperature enhancement are bounded by the orbiter's Mach cone. The

turbulence data indicates an enhancement of about 10 dB on the order of the ion

plasma frequency along the Mach cone with no appreciable increase in turbulence

detected directly on the wake axis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The phenomena involved in the expansion of a plasma into a vacuum are

of fundamental importance to many areas of plasma physics. This expansion

_rocess isqualitativelysimilar to many naturally occurring processes in _he solar

syszem, as well as certain processes in laser fusion. T_ie distribution of charged

particles and electricfieldsin the wake of an object moving supersonically in

a plasma is an example of the expansion of a plasma into a void (vacuum) or

into a more tenuous plasma. One specificproblem of particular interest is the

structure of the wake of a satelliteas itmoves through the Earth's ionosphere.

Here the interaction takes place in a flow regime that is both supersonic and

sub-Alfvenic. This suggests application to the motion of natural satellites,such

as Io and Titan, orbiting theirparent planets in the outer solar system. As listed

by Martin [I],the interaction of the plasma with the satelliteis important in

that:

1. The charged particleswillcontribute to the drag of the body as itmoves

through the plasma.

2. The disturbance produced by the body must be know if dia_nostic and

measuring instruments are to be placed on board a vehicle.
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3. The redistribution of charged particles and the potentials and screening

sheaths will have an effect upon any radio-frequency antennae, aerials, and

probes which are mounted on the vehicle.

4. The disturbed wake of the body will be of interest to radar detection and

tracking applications.

5. The design of shields for protection against high energy particles, and their

radiation, will have to take the disturbed conditions into account.

6. The excitation of plasma waves and other propagating disturbances will

be influenced by the changes caused by the vehicle.

Some in situ observational attempts have been made to study these interactions,

Samir and Wrenn [2], Sarnir and Willmore [3], Henderson and Samir [4], however,

as reported by Samir [5], and Stone and Samir [6] the available in situ data is

meager, fragmentary and applicable only to the very near wake zone.

The object of this dissertation is to obtain a better understanding of the

physical processes responsible for the phenomena that are associated with the

plasma wake of a large object, in this case the shuttle orbiter. This will be ac-

complished by examining data collected by a Langmuir probe on The University

of Iowa's Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP). From 30 July to 6 August 1985 the

PDP was flown as part of the Spacelab-2 payload on space shuttle flight STS-51F.

During this time the shuttle orbiter executed a series of maneuvers designed to

allow the PDP to make extensive studies of plasma parameters in both the near

and far wake zones. This was the first study of its kind and has produced the

only in situ data on the mid and far orbiter wake that is a'_'adlable at this time.
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We should note tha_ the Spacetab-2 mission was actually she second shuttle

flight for the PDP. The PDP was first flown on the STS-3 mission as part of the

first Office of Space Sciences (OSS) payload in March of 1982. That mission

yielded some of the first measurements of plasma parameters near the shuttle

orbiter, Murphy et al. [7] and Raitt et al. [8]. The OSS-1 mission provided

investigators with a general idea of what conditions were Hke in the vicinity of

the orbiter and led to a much more comprehensive study of the orbiters .wake

during the Spacetab-2 mission.

This dissertation will begin with a review of plasma wakes, Chapter II.

The object of this review is two-fold. It will afford us with am idea of the type

of phenomena we can expect to see in the wake of an object, such as the shuttle

orbiter, and it will also indicate the areas where this study can be expected to

make sign_cant contributions. Chapter III will describe the experimental wake

studies conducted during Spacelabo2, Chapter's IV and V will present the data,

and Chapter VI will summarize our results.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF PLASMA WAKES

An Obstacle in a Plasma

When an obstacle is placed in a plasma it will be subjected to a current

due to the electrons and ions that are striking it. If there is an imbalance between

the electron current and the ion current the obstacle will begin to charge. This

charging will continue until the obstacle reaches an electrical potential that will

cause the ion flux to balance the electron flux. When this occurs the obstacle

is said to be charged to the floating potential, eli. The equation that describes

this is

where I,o, is the sum of the ion currents and /elec_ro, is the sum of the electron

currents. In the example that follows we will use the word 'ram' to refer to the

region within 90 ° of the spacecraft velocity vector, while 'wake' will refer to the

region within 90 ° of the vector antiparallel to the spacecraft velocity vector.

Measurements taken at the altitude of the Spacelab-2 mission, 340 kin,

indicate atypical electron density given by ne -" 1 x 10 -2 cm -3 and an electron

temperature of T_ = 2500 K. This will be examined in more detail in the next

chapter. Assuming these to be the nominal values for ne and Y_ and that n, _ n,,
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T, _ T,, as is typical of ionospheric plasmas, we find _he ion and etec:ron thermal

velocities to be 1.1 "krn/s and 180 kin/s, respectively. Since the velocity of she

orbiter, vo, was 7.7 km/s we are in the regime where vi,th << vo << v,,th. Under

these conditions the ion current to an ionospheric satellite will consist of the

ions that are 'rammed' out by the the spacecraft's orbital motion. The equation

describing this is

Ii,,c = A,eniuo, i2!

where Ai is the cross sectional area that is swept out by the spacecraft, ni is the

ambient ion density, and vo the satellite orbital velocity.

Since the thermal velocity of the electrons is greater than than the orbital

velocity of our satellite all surfaces of the satellite will collect electron current,

not just the ram side. We assume that the electrons have a Maxwellian velocity

distribution given by

m, 3/2exp(-rn,v2f'(v)-'n'\2_'T,] 2kTe )" (3)

The electron current to a satellite at a potential V less than the plasma, potential,

and measured relative to the plasma potential, consists of those electrons with

energies greater than I eV I that strike the satellite, and is given by

/',,,c = A_ en_ \2'_me cap _ , (4)
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where A, is the surface area of the satellite, T, is the electron temperature, k is

Boltzmann's constant, n, is the electron density, and m, is the electron mass.

Combining equations (2), (4), and (1) we find that the floating potential is given

by

/ \
I, = zn| |. (5)

/
The value of the floating potentiM that we would calculate from this equation

for the PDP is -0.86 volts, Tribbte et al. [9]. This deriva_:ion has ignored the

possibility of photcemission of electrons and a number of other factors that may

add small corrections to equation (5). These corrections, which are not expected

to have an impact on measurements to be presented in this dissertation, are

adequately discussed by Kasha [10].

The potential on the body, _ft, is one of two parameters that play an

important role in the formation of a plasma wake. The second parameter is

known as the space charge field. The space charge field is the electric field that

a_ses because of the differing thermal velocities of the ions and electrons. Since

we are in a regime where vi,:h _"< vo << v,,th the electrons will be able to fill in the

wake of our obstacle quite easily. The ions, having much slower thermal speeds,

will not be able to reach the area in the very near wake of the obstacle and a

charge separation will result giving rise to the space charge field. The relative

abundance of electrons in the near wake of the satellite will be responsible for

causing that region to be a region of negative potential. This negative potential
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will then act asa barrier to additional electronsand the near wake of shesatellite

will be characterized by an unequal depletion of both ions and elec:rons, C'amir,

Maier, and Troy [11].

It is appropriate to mention that electron temperature enhancements are

usually observed in these regions of negative potential. Sam.Jr and Wrenn [12],

IlUano and Storey [13], and Troy, Mulet, and Samir [14] report that these en-

hancements are ty'pieally on the order of 50 -100%, but can sometimes be higher.

San/r, Brace. and Br_nton [13] report that the magnitude of the enhancernen_ is

dependent upon the size of the object and the ambient tempera_'are but not upon

the plasma density. Morgan, Chan, and .4/lea [16] report that the enhancment

depends on the ratio of the ion energy to the electrical potential energy of the

object. The mechanism for production of this temperature enhancement is not

agreed upon in the literature. Two explanations have been offered to account for

this eff_t. One is that a wave-particle interaction may take place in the potential

well behind the object. This interaction may apply a filtering mechanism to the

electrons that leave the well and result in a population of hotter electrons dose

to the spacecraft. Alternatively, one may infer the possibility of a heating mech-

an.ism related to stream interactio-- and/or instabilities correlated with plasma

oscillations in the near wake, Samir and Wrena [12].

A simple sketch of the wake, as depicted by Fournier and Pigache [17]

and Martin [1], is seen in Figure 1. Because of the electric field due to the

body potential, ions passing near the body will be deflected towards the wake

axis. These deflected ions may produce an ion density peak in the wake. The
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location of the peak, Z,ear, and the deflection angle, 8D, are both dependent

upon the body potential, @It. Several investigations into the properties and

dependencies of these ion density peaks have been carried out. Worthy of special

note are the studies by Taylor [18,19], Skvortsov and Nosachev [20,21], Schmitt

[22], Bogaschenko et al. [23], Stone, Oran, and Samir [24], and Merllno and

D'Angelo [25], in addition to those previously mentioned.

After the ion streams pass the edge of the body they will continue to be

accelerated by the space charge field. The transverse velocity acquired by these

ions is on the order of the ion acoustic speed. In the far wake of the object

we may detect a wave-like disturbance propagating at about the Mach angle

8m = sin-l(1/._/'). It can easily be seen that this transverse ion acceleration is

similar to the process of plasma expansion into a vacuum, which is the subject

of the next section.

Plasma Ezpansion into a Vacuum

Consider a semi-infiniteplasma confined to the region z < 0 at t = 0,

Figure 2 a). If the plasma is allowed to expand into the vacuum, the region

z > 0, how will the density and velocity distribution evolve? As the expansion

begins the electrons will enter the vacuum first, because of their higher thermal

velocities. This is the charge separation mentioned earlier. The space charge

field will accelerate the ions and an 'expansion front' will move into the vacuum.

To compensate for this a region of decreased plasma density, a 'rarefaction wave',

will move into the ambient plasma. The ion acceleration has been studied by
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Gurevich, Parilskaya, and Pitaevskil [26], who report that it is the ions nearest

the interface that will attain the highest velocities. Since the rarefaction wave is

the result of ion motion it can be expected to travel at the ion acoustic velocity.

A numerical simulation by Singh et al. [27] reports that this plasma expan-

sion can account for the electron temperature enhancements mentioned earlier.

The picture they present is that as the ambient plasma expand._ into the vacuum

itisthe electrons with highest thermal velocitiesthat arrive in the vacuum ,qrst.

Then. as time elapses progressively s{owe{"electrons ',rillstream into the void.

The electric potential in the void will grow more negative as the electrons _11 in

the region. This negative potential slows down the electrons that have yet to

arrive. As a result, electrons that are already in the region of negative potential,

the electrons in the tail of the original MaxweUian distribution, will account for

the majority of electrons seen there. Consequently, we will detect a warm elec-

tron population with a thermal spread in the velocity distribution about a factor

of 2 larger than the thermal spread in the ambient plasma.

As summarized by Samir, Wright, and Stone [28], the phenomena we may

expect to see in the wake of an object in a plasma are as follows:

1. Ions are accelerated to high energies.

2. A rarefaction wave is created which propagates into the ambient plasma.

3. An ion front (shock) moves into the vacuum region.

4. Excitation of instabilities and plasma waves over certain volumes in space

take place.
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5. Strong (or jump) discontinuities in the plasma occur at the expansion

front.

In the next section we will examine how some of the phenomena seen in the wake

are dependent upon the plasma and upon the object being studied.

Factors Influencing Wake Phenomena

In order to understand the specific case of a satellite in the ionosphere we

need to first understand how the properties associated with a plasma wake are

dependent upon both the size and shape of the object and upon the plasma being

studied. That is, how do the values of the plasma density and temperature, the

satellite floating potential, and the ratio of object size to Debye length affect the

wake structure. Let's first examine the effect of body size on wake structure. As

reported by Martin [1] the ratio of body size to Debye length plays an important

role. In the situation where Ro < AD the wake will be dominated by the ion

deflection effects that are controlled by the potential on the object. If we move

to the region where Ro > AD we find that the body potential loses much of

its influence upon the ion trajectories and the wake is controlled mostly by the

space charge field. The reason for this is fairly straightforward to understand.

Consider a disk 1 cm in diameter in a streaming plasma with a Debye length of

1 cm. Obviously, a sizeable fraction of the ions found in the objects wake must

have passed within one Debye length of the object. In contrast, if the disk was

10 m in diameter, then the fraction of ions in its wake that had passed within

one Debye length of its edge would be negligible. The shape of" the object will
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also play an important rolein determining wake features..ks reported by Oran.

Stone, and Samir [29], the cross sectional area is ac:ually more important than

the overall size. A highly symmetrical object would be e.x'pec:ed to give Mse to a

highly symmetrical wake with sharp wake features, whereas the converse would

be true for an asymmetrical object.

Changing the ratio of T,/Ti may also have a noticeable effect on some

wake features. K6nemann [30] reports that in isothermal plasmas no sharp wake

features can be ex-'pected, because the appropriate waves are heavily damped and

other fea=ures are smoothed by the thermal motion of :he ions. ERects a.ssocia_ed

with varying the value of the body potential, #yl, have already been discussed.

_ u m rnar _]

We can now summarize some of the results that we would expect to see

in the wake of an object like the shuttle orbiter. First, since we are in the realm

where R i_, Ao we would not expect to see effects due to deflected streams of

ions, as seen in Figure 1. Rather we would expect to see only those effects related

to the sp_ce charge field, i.e., wake disturbances that propagate outward at the

Mach angle. Second, since the ionosphere satisfies the condition Ti _ Te we

would expect most of the waves in the wake of the orbiter to be heavily damped.

Finally, the fact that the orbiter presents a highly asymmetrical cross section to

plasma flow indicates that we will not expect any 'sharp' wake features and the

regions of density depletion, temperature enhancements, and turbulence would

be spatially 'smoothed'.
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CHAPTER HI

THE EXPERIMENT

E_uipment

The data that will be presented in this dissertation was'coUected by a Uni-

versity of Iowa satellite the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP), Figure 3. The

PDP was composed of 14 instruments designed to make measurements of mag-

netic and electric fields, particle distributions, radio waves, plasma composition,

as well as plasma density, temperature, and turbulence. In particular, we will be

examining data collected by a Laagmuir probe on the PDP, which was mounted

on one of the PDP's extendable booms. The Laagmuir probe consisted of a 3 cm

diameter gold-plated sphere and supporting electronics. The probe was used to

measure plasma densities from 103 to 10 T electrons/crn 3, plasma temperatures

from about 1000 K to 5000 K, and density fluctuations in the frequency range

30 Hz to 178 kHz.

The electronics that control the probe's operation alternate between two

different modes, one complete cycle requiring 12.8 seconds. The first is an 11.8

second 'lock' mode. During this time the Langmuir probe is biased at +10 volts,

relative to the PDP chassis, and is used to measure electron density fluctuations.

The current to the probe is sampled at a rate of 120 Hz. The data is passed

through three filters, 1 Hz low pass, 1-6 Hz bandpass, and 6 - 40 Hz bandpass,
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with sampling rates of $ Hz, 20 Hz, and 120 FIz respectively. A fourth filter, 30

Hz high pass, routes the output to a vcidebaadrecei.verand spectrum analyzer

which can look at details of the current fluctuations up to a frequer_cy of 178

kHz.

The 'lock' mode is followed by a 1.0 second 'sweep' mode where the bias

voltage on the probe is swept from +10 volts to -3 volts in discrete steps of

0.123 volts and then returned to +10 volts. During the sweep mode the data

collected by the Langmuir probe is sent through a 0-50 Hz low pass filter and

can be used to determine the electron temperature, electron density, and plasma

potential. A deriv'a.tion of the appropriate equations is given in Appendix A. The

data we obtaia from the probe therefore consists of one measurement of electron

density, temperature, and plasma potential every 12.8 seconds, in addition to

the i1.8 seconds of density fluctuation data. Experience has show= that when

the Laagmuir probe is in the lock mode the output from the 1 Kz low pass

falter, which is essentially the DC currem to the probe, can be used as a good

appr_ation to the electron density. This will be justified in the section on the

ambient ionosphere. The performance characteristics of the probe are listed in

Table I.

It is also possible to perform a spectral analysis on the 0-40 Hz data that

we have just described. To do this we first create a data _ile containing the 11.8

seconds worth of lock mode data. We then apply a cosine weighting function to

the first and last 10% of the data, Bingham et ai. [31], and set any bad or missing

data to zero. By taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of these data we are
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able to look at the spectral density. The output from this FFT is given in units

of dB (6N/N) and is calibrated to have a minimum of 0.01% and a maximum of

2.7%. We will look at the dB average (20 x log(data)) and the peak values over

the range -80 to -31.37 dB.

Finally, we will give examples of the spectral density obtained by routing

the Langmuir probe data through a spectrum analyzer. The spectrum analyzer

consists of 16 channels. The output from each channel is an amplitude spectrum

in units of dB (_), found from the relation (20 x log(V_m,). Table 2 ven

shows the channels, theirbandwidths, their saturation levelsand the appropriate

multiplying factors (see below). Subsequent to the mission four of the channels

were found to contain bad data, these are the channels that are not reported in

Table 2. Note that the saturation 6N/N has been multiplied by the square root

of 2 since we wanted peak values rather than R_MS values. The multiplying factor

is formed by dividing saturation 6N/N by the square root of the bandwidth.

Procedure

The data used to study the wake of. the orbiter was obtained during two

separate maneuvers designed to allow the PDP to study both the near and far

wake of the orbiter. The first maneuver, designed for near wake studies, involved

placing the PDP on the RMS a distance of 10.53 m above the center of the

payload bay with the booms partially extended. By keeping the x-axis of the

orbiter perpendicular to the orbital plane rolling the orbiter at a rate of 1 ° per

second would move the PDP alternatively into and out of the orbiter's wake,
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Fi_-are4. This maneuver is referred to asXPOP roll. A: this samedine. the RMS

could be rotated at the samerate sothat the orientation of the PDP, relative to

plasma flow, remained unchanged. In the plane of rotation the biggest obstacles

to plasma flow were the orbiter's payload bay doors, which were 10.35 m wide.

Consequently, if we deflue Z to be the width of our obstacle, 10.35 m, and R.

to be our downstream distance, 10.53 m, the XPOP roll maneuver occured at a

characteristicratio of Z/R _ I.

For a period of 8 hours the PDP was released as a free-_ying satellitein

order to allow the PDP to study the mid and far wake of the orbiter. During this

time the booms seen in Figure 3 were extended to their_ length. After release

from the orbiter the PDP was spin stabilized with an inertialspin period of

13.06 seconds. The plane of PDP rotation was coincident with the orbital plane.

During thisperiod of six hours the orbiterexecuted a seriesof maneuvers around

the PDP designed to allow the PDP to study the wake of the orbiter. Also, or,

four occasions the PDP and the orbiter were aligned on approximately the same

magnetic fieldline which allowed for a study of flux tube events. The distance

from the orbiter to the PDP, in a non-inertialcoordinate system using the orbiter

as itsorigin,is shown in Figures 5 - 8. Here the largest obstacle to plasma flow

is the body of the orbiter itself,with a length of 35.56 m. The data obtained

during thissix hours of freeflightrepresents the only in situ observations on the

mid and far wake of the shuttle orbiter.
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The Ambient Ionosphere

It isappropriate to discuss the characteristicsof the ambient ionosphere.

The plasma in the Earth's ionosphere arises due to the ionizing'effectof the

sun's UV radiation striking the neutral gases found there. At the altitude of the

Spacelab 2 mission the ionization is 1 - 2% of the neutral gas, with the major

constituent being atomic oxygen. Data obtained by the Langmuir probe on the

PDP during the period of free flight just described is illustrated in Figures 9 and

10. These data correspond to the times when the distance between the PDP

and the orbiter were those given in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The apparent

data drop outs that occur with a periodicity of approximately 9.5 minutes are

an indirect result of the operation of another PDP instrument, the LEPEDEA,

and are described in more detail by Tribble et al. [9]. For the remainder of this

dissertation we will remove any visible perturbations in the data that we can

associate with the LEPEDEA so that it will not have an affect on the results

we present. At this point we can compare the 0-1 Hz data with the results from

the Langrnuir probe sweep mode. Earlier we had mentioned that the 0-1 Hz

data could be used as our approximation to electron density. This agreement

is con.fzrmed in Figure 11. We will use the 0-1 ttz data as our estimate of the

electron density in the succeeding chapters since it is sampled at a rate of 5 Hz

and not once every. 12.8 seconds as is the sweep mode data.

As we can see from Figures 9 and 10, the data we measure agree with

the assumptions used in Chapter II. A listing of some of the plasma parameters

associated with the ionospheric plasma are given in Table 3.
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CHAPTER IV"

THE NEAR WAKE

Plaama Density and Temperature

Our discussion of the near wake of the orbiter will center around data

,aken during XPOP roll. Since the rotation rate of the orbiter was one ,:iegree

per second we witl present the data in terms of an orbiter phase angie, which we

define as the angle, in the orbiters' yz plane, between the velocity vector of the

orbiter and the vector that points from the center of mass of the orbiter to the

center of the PDP.

Measurements of the plasma density and temperature found during the

first transit of the orbiters' near wake are shown in Figure 12. Unlike the re-

maining wake transits, during the first near wake transit the R.'vlS was kept

fixed. Two things should be noted about this data. First, the apparent density

enhancement at a phase angle of 180 ° is associated with a thruster firing. Second,

the wake of the orbiter appears to be centered around a phase angle of about

185 ° and not 180 ° as we might expect. This 5 ° offset occurs because the physical

displacement of the Langmuir probe from the center of the PDP was such that

the Langmuir probe did not arrive at the center of the orbiter's wake until the

orbiter phase angle was approximately 185 ° .
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Ifwe assume that the ambient plasma conditions can be given by a straight

line fit between the data collected at a phase angle of 130 ° and that collected

at 230 ° we can calculate the density depletions and temperatlure enhancements

in the wake as shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Duzing the maneuver

known as XPOP roU we have data on 8 transits of the orbiters wake. The value

of the electron density obtained when on wake axis, i.e. when the orbiter phase

angle was 180 °, was always below the minimum sensitivity of the instrument.

But, by interpolating as in _'igure 12 we can infer that on the wake axis at a

distance of 10 meters behind the orbiter the electron density is approximately

0.1% of its ambient value, while the electron temperature shows an enhancement

on the order of 300-500%. The value for the Maeh angle calculated for these

conditions is approximately 43 °. If we allow for the 5 ° offset due to the physical

displacement of the Langmuir probe boom we would expect the Langmuir probe

to enter the Mach cone when the orbiter phase angle was 142 ° and exit it when

the phase angle was 228 °. This is in excellent agreement with the data. For

completeness data on the succeeding two wake transitsare shown in Figures 14

through 16. The electron temperature data for the third wake transit is not

presented because, as can be seen from Figure 16, there are too few data points

available to allow an accurate interpretation of temperature enhancements.

Plasma Turbulence

We can now proceed with an examination of the plasma turbulence in

the orbiter's wake. As mentioned in Chapter II, the output from the Langmuir
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probe circuitry is broken up into three channelsrepresenting the 0-1 Hz, 1-6 Hz,

and 6-40 Hz components, respectively. The 1-6 Hz data obtained for near wake

transit one is shown in Figure 17, while the 5-40 Hz data is shown in Figure 18.

The 1-6 Hz data indicate that there are few, if" any, wake effects visible in this

frequency range. This data is reproducible throughout XPOP roll. The 6-40 Hz

data on the other hand, indicate there there is a great deal of turbulence in this

frequency range that is associated with the wake of the orbiter. In addition to

:he wake structure, Figure 18 indicates she effects of thruster firings as 130 ° and

230 °. Also, the effects of the LEPEDEA are visible when that intrument points

into the ram of the plasma flow, phase angles 250 ° to 270 °. The 6-40 Hz data

obtained during the two successive wake transits are shown in Figures 19 and

20. Again increases in turbulence which are associated with thruster firings are

visible in Figure 20 at a phase angle of apprumimately 130 °. Recall that during

near wake transit one there was a thruster firing at an orbiter phase angle of

about 180 a. We believe that this is the explanation for the fact that turbulence

is seen throughout near wake transit one, while transits two and three indicate

a decrease in turbulence when directly or, the wake axis. These data support

the conclusion that we encounter turbulence as we cross the orbiter's Mach cone.

This turbulence then decreases to a level below that associated with the ambient

ionosphere when directly on wake axis.

A brief aside is in order here to discuss the Langrnuir probe circuitry. Re-

call from Figure 12 that the measurements of electron density when on the wake

axis were below the minimum sensitivity of the instrument. We have examined
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the possibility that the decreasein turbulence seenwhen crossing the wake axis

was due to instrumental effects. However, the gain of the 6-40 Hz channel is a

factor of 154 greater than the gain of the 0-1 Hz channel. Vv'e believe that the

decrease in curent to the probe, when on the wake axis, would not in itself be

sufficient to account for the decrease in turbulence.

We can carry our analysis one step further by performing a Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) on the 0-40 Hz data. Recall that the FFT calculation utilizes

!!.S seconds of data to produce one graph. Since this corresponds to an 1!.$ ° arc

through the wake this will limit our spatial resolution. We should also mention

that an examination of the FFT data does not indicate any effects that we can

associate with the effect of the LEPEDEA.

FFT Data obtained during near wake transit one is presented in Figures

21 through 25. The starting and ending values of the orbiter phase angle that

correspond to each graph can be calculated by adding the decimal seconds of the

starting and ending time of each graph to 120 ° . For example, Figure 21, which

begins at 04 seconds and ends at 16 seconds, represents data obtained between

an orbiter phase angle of 124 ° and 136 °. The conditions indicated by Figure 2!,

taken just outside of the orbiter's Mach cone, are equivalent to those encountered

in the ambient ionosphere. Immediately after crossing the _l:ach cone, Figure 22,

the basic shape of the signature remains the same but the spectral density is

shifted downward by about 20 dB. When we reach a phase angle of about 150 °,

Figure 23, the spectral density of the lowest frequency components, 0 - 1 Hz,

are about the same, -50 dB, but the spectral density of the higher frequency
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components, 2 - 40 Hz, has increased from -80 dB to -65 dB. This is the increase

seen previously in the 6-40 Hz data of F_gure 18. This leveling of the spectral

density increases as the phase angle progresses to 143°, Figure 24. The data

obtained when crossing the wake axis,Figure 25, is essentiallythe same as that

seen in Figure 24 except for an increase in spectral density in the 0-5 Hz range.

This particular increase is most likelythe resultof the thruster fL--ingreported

earlierthat occured at a phase angle of 180°. The data pertaining to the two

subsequent wake axis crossing. Fi_o'ures21 and 22. are identical _o :hat seen

in Figure 25 except for the increase in the 0-5 I-Izrange. A.s _he PDP exits she

orbiterswake Figures 21 -25 are essentiallyrepeated in reverse order, confirming

the geometrical symmetry that we would expect.

_Ve will now examine the spectral analyzer data which examines details

of density fluctuations from 30 Hz to 178 kHz. These data are sampled once

every 6.83 minutes for a period of 51.2 seconds at a stretch. The only spectral

analyzer data that are available during a near wake transit is that of near wake

transit five. The density', temperature, and turbulence data for near wake transit

five are quite similar to those presented for near wake transits one through three

previously given.

The spectrum analyzer data corresponding to an orbiter phase angle of

159 ° are given in Figure 26. There appears to be a fairly sharp drop off in

spectral density of &_V/N past a frequency" of 10,000 Hz. This frequency is on

the order of the ion plasma frequency, 39,000 Hz. Recall that the Langmuir

probe would cross the orbiter's Mach cone at phase angles of 142 ° and 225 °, so
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we are well within this range. The data corresponding to a phaseangle of" 1640

is shown in Figure 27. It is fairly similar to that given in Figure 26 in that there

is a sharp drop off in the spectral density of AN/N at .10,000 Hz. However,

Figure 29 indicates a drop in the spectral density for the frequency range 31 -

200 Hz and an increase for the 200 - 10,000 Hz range. This trend is continued

in the next graph, corresponding to a phase angle of 167 °, Figure 28. Figure 29,

corresponding to a phase angle of" 175 °, indicates a return to the conditions of"

Figure 28. This is repeated when the PDP is directly on the orbiter's wake axis,

Figure 30.

The same shift, from a spectral density of about -80 dB to -90 dB in the

frequency range of 31 - 200 Hz is observed a_ the PDP continues in its transit

of the orbiter's wake. Figures 30 and 31 indicate a spectral density of about -80

dB for this frequency range, while Figure 32, orbiter phase angle 190 °, shows the

spectral density here depressed by about 10 d.B in comparison to the spectral

density at 1000 Hz. The conditions return to those originally seen in Figure 26

for phase angles of 198 ° and 206 ° , see Figures 33 and 34.
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CHAPTER V

THE MID AND FAR WAKE

Plasma Density and Temperature

_Ve have a number of opportunities to view cross sections of data taken

downstream from the orbiter during the six hours of free Hight. The spatiM ',o-

ca_ion of the PDP during the times best suited for wake studies can be culled

from Figures 5 - 8, and is given in Figure 35. The first data set that we will

examine was taken just after the PDP was released from the orbiter. This ma-

neuver, which we refer to as baclmway, is illustrated in Figure 36. The electron

density dependence seen during this time is illustrated in Figure 37. The dashed

line in Figure 37 a) represents the value associated with the ambient ionosphere.

Note that the enhancments seen from 11:45 to 12:00 minutes are associated with

a series of thruster firings. The ambient data was obtained at the same local

time 1.5 hours later in the mission when the PDP was not in the wake of the

orbiter. Similarly, the electron temperature dependence is shown in Figure 38.

Note that two symbols are used to indicate the values obtained for the electron

temperature. Due to the rotation of the PDP some data points were obtained

when the Langmuir probe was in the wake of the PDP and may show effects

associated with the PDP's wake. A box is used for these points while an asterisk

is used for data points taken when the Langmuir probe was not in the wake of
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the PDP. The wakeof the PDP is discussedin Appendix B. During backawav the

electron density increasesexponentially from a low value of approximately 5% of

the ambient density as the distance between the PDP and the orbiter increases,

while the electron temperature shows an initial enhancement of approximately

100%, which decreases linearly as distance increases.

The first far wake transit is illustrated in Figure 39. The electron density

and electron temperature dependencies for this time are given in Figures 40 and

41. Again, the values shown in Figures 40 b) and 41 b) have used a a straight line

fit between the unperturbed ambient conditions. Data for wake transit two is

given in Figures 42 through 44, wake transit three is shown in Figures 45 through

47, and wake transit four is given in Figures 48 through 50.

It is possible to combine the values obtained from each wake transit into

one graph that describes the density depletions measured in the wake of the or-

biter, Figure 51. This plot is quite significant in that it represents the first such

contour model obtained from in situ data. Also of significance is the fact that the

lines associated with the value of Nw/Na cross approximately 100 m downstream

from the orbiter. This may suggest the possibihty of crossing streams of ions as

measured by Merlino and D'Angelo [25]. The work by Murphy et al., [32], indi-

cates values for the maximum electron density depletion on the wake axis that

are slightly different than the values that would be calculated from the data

in this dissertation. The difference arises because Murphy assumes an ambient

model that allows for slight ionospheric variations over the 4-5 minutes necessary

for wake transit. Values for n_,_,,ke/n_,,_mbi_nt measured by both methods agree
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to within the errors of the experiment. In order to compare our resutts ;vkh

laboratory observations the data in Figure 51 were used to obtain a graph of

density depletions for constant values of Z/R.. That is, at fixed distances down-

stream of the orbiter, measuredalong the orbiters' z-axis, the value of Nw/.V_

that would be encountered at various transverse locations, measured along the

orbiters' x-axis, were interpolated from Figure 51. These results are presented in

Figure 52.

Our efforts _o obtain a similar g'raph for the elec'_ron temperature enhance-

ments were somewhal; complicated. As is seer, in Figures 44, 47, and 50, some of

the temperature data taken inside of the orbiters Math cone happen to coincide

with times when the Laaa_ probe was in the wake of the PDP. For this reason

we have avoided the use of any data points taken in the wake of the PDP in our

attempt to obtain a contour map of the temperature dependence in the wake of

the orbiter. The remaining data are rot stt_cient to obtain an accurate map,

but they do indicate a distinct temperature gradient as illustrated in Figure 53.

Plasma Turbulence

Due to the problem with the LEPEDEA, Tribble et al., [9], the 1-6 Hz

data is completely unusable during free flight. The 6-40 Hz data is somewhat

perturbed, but the majority of these perturbations can be removed from the

data. The 6-40 Hz data obtained during backaway is seen in Figure 54. These

data indicate that the majority of the turbulence in this frequency range that is

seen on axis as we move away from the orbiter is confined to the first 2.5 minutes
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of backaway,or a distance of 25 m downstream. The large enhancements seen

between 11.75 and 12.0 minutes and the smaller enhancements seen at approx-

imately 14.9 minutes, 16.1 minutes, 16.5 minutes, etc., are all associated with

thruster firings. If we move to an examination of the fax wake transit one data,

Figure 55, we see that there are no large structures that we can associate with

the orbiter wake. A very slight enhancement is visible at about 02:58:30, between

03:01 and 03:06, and again between 03:08 and 03:09. The interval 03:01 - 03:06

corresponds to the times when the PDP is inside the orbiter's Mach cone. The

times 02:58:30 and 03:08 - 03:09 are times when the LEPEDEA is in ram. Even

though we have removed a majority of the data that show the effects of this prob-

lem, some perturbations are still visible in the data when the LEPEDEA is in

ram. The data corresponding to far wake transit two, Figure 56, indicate a larger

enhancement centered at about 04:33:15 and a number of smaller enhancements

noticeable throughout this interval. In Figure 56, the PDP was inside of the

orbiter's Mach cone from 04:30 to 04:34. Again in far wake transit three, Figure

57, there are a number of sharp, short lived enhancements that we associate with

thruster firings. But a.s in Figure 56 there are no large enhancements to associate

with the Mach cone crossings at 04:47 and 04:51. The final fax wake transit data

are shown in Figure 58, which again shows no large enhancements linked to the

Mach cone crossings at 04:58 and 05:03.

The 6-40 Hz data did not indicate any large increases in turbulence that we

can associate with the wake of the orbitel". We shall next turn to an examination

of the FFT of the 0-40 Hz data. First we will examine data obtained during
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appreciably from that seen in the ambient ionosphere.

downstream, about 20 m past the wake 'crossing point'

2T

These data do not dirTer

Data obtained 120 m

seen in Figure 51, is

presented in Figure 60. These data both indicate a similar drop in spectral

density at the higher frequencies. Data taken along the orbiter's Mach cone

200 m downstream are presented in Figure 61. In comparison to the 2 previous

figures we see a drop in spectral density on the order of 15 - 20 dB at the higher

_'requencies. Data taken just outside the orbiter's ._iach cone a_ distances of

20 m and 90 m downstream from the orbiter are shown in b'igures 62 and 63.

respectively. These bear the general shape of the data obtained on the wake

axis, but they also exhibit more rapid variations in spectral densi_ as frequency

increases.

The data just presented was choosen so that the LEPEDEA would be

facing the wake of the PDP during most of the 11.8 second period covered by

the graph. In this manner we have attempted to minimize its effect. However,

we previously mentioned that the 1-6 Hz data was completely unusable due

to this problem and that the 6-40 Hz data was noticeably perturbed. These

perturbations were not removd by the algorithms that computes the FFT of the

data. However, by comparing the free flight data with data taken from the I:L.?vIS

or payload bay were are unable to detect any significant di/_erences that we can

attribute to either the wake of the PDP or the LEPEDEA.

Due to the different sampling schedule of the spectral analyzer we did

not have as many data points available to us as we did for the FFT data. The
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locations where we do have spectral analyzer data available to us are shown in

Figure 64. The roman numerals will be used to reference the individual data

points. For the sakeof" comparison we will first, present data obtained in the

ambient ionosphere, Figure 65. Recall the turbulence seen in the very near

wake of" the orbiter in the 6-40 I-Iz data. Again, when in the very near wake

at location I of Figure 65 we seethat the measurementsof the turbulence show

enhancements,Figure 66. However, the data taken 50 m further downstream,

at location II, do not indicate such en.hancements,Figure 58. An examination

of data obtained on the orbiter's Mach cone at a distance of 250 m, location

III, indicates an enhancement of approximately 5 dB at a frequency of 10,000

]Ez,Figure 6g. This enhancementdisappearson wake center, IV, Figure 69, but

seems to reappear at the opposite side of the Math cone, V, Figure 70. Just

inside the orbiter's Mach cone at a distance of 150 m downstream, VI, we seean

enhancementof appraximately 15 d.Bat a frequency of approximately 20,000I-Iz,

Figure 71. Again, evenat the closer distance, Ill, the enhancement is not visible

on axis, Figure 72. Data obtained at the 5 remainin_ locations is presented in

Figures 73 - 77.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Having completed our analysis of the data we can now present the de-

'scription of the wake of the orbiter as in/erred from the in situ observations. The

",'ery near wake of the orbiter, Z/P_ _ 1, is a re,on of electron density deple-

tion and temperature enhancement bounded by the orbiter's Mach cone. The

electron density measured on the wake axis is 10 -3 of the ambient value, while

the temperatures measured there are increased by a factor of 3 - 5 over ambient

conditions. The turbulence in the 6-40 Hz range exhibits a change from a frac-

tion of a percent to over three percent as the PDP entered the orbiter's Math

cone. This turbulence decreased to a level slightly below that associated with

the ambient ionosphere when the PDP was within 2 ° - 3 ° of the orbiter's wake

center. The FFT of the low frequency data indicated an overall decrease in the

spectral density when crossing the Mach cone and a flattening of the spectral

density signature when on the wake axis.

The spectral density of A._V/N in the near wake decreased significantly for

frequencies higher than fp.i at all times. The turbulence that we associate with

crossing the orbiter's Mach cones exhibited an increase in the spectral density

for frequencies below about 200 Hz. When in the quieter wake re,on there was

a decrease in the spectral density of these lower frequencies and a slight increase
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for frequencies between 200 Hz and 10,000 Hz. When directly on the wake axis,

the spectral density at the lowest frequencies was about -80 dB and decayed

exponentially as the frequency increased to a spectral density of about -95 dB at

a frequency of 10,000 Hz.

In the far wake of the orbiter, the electron density depletion data, Figure

51, indicates a 'crossing point', a region where the electron density on the wake

axis was less both upstream of this point and downstream of it. It is important to

note that the first far wake transit was at times as much as 15 m out of the orbital

plane. Therefore, the density depletions indicated by this farthest wake transit

might have indicated densities as low as 0.5 Na had this transit been completely

in plane. In any case, the significance of Figure 51 is that it shows conclusively

that the density depletions behind the orbiter extend to a distance of several

hundred meters behind the orbiter, perhaps even as far as a kilometer. Similarly,

the electron temperature enhancements shown in Figure 53 extend equally far

downstream.

The 6-40 Hz data indicate that the region of maximum turbulence is con-

fined to a region on the order of the size of the orbiter itself, 35 m. The fact that

there is no minimum on the orbiter's axis seen after release from the orbiter may

indicate that the turbulence associated with the Mach cones during XPOP roll

converges approximately 15 m downstream of the orbiter. It is difficult to find

low frequency turbulence that we associate with the far wake of the orbiter, but

the effects of thruster firings are readily visible as far as 250 m downstream. The

FFT data support the conclusion that there is a decrease in the overall spectral
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density when crossing the orbiter's Mach cone and a slight increase when at the

'crossing point' just mentioned.

The spectral density of AN/IV is largest in the near wake, a further confir-

mation of the fact that the majority of the turbulence is confined to a region on

the order of the size of the orbiter. The spectral density is essentially constant

along the wake axis both before and after the 'crossing point', however this point

exhibits a slight increase in the lower frequency spectral density. The spectrum

analyzer data indicate that there are ion plasma waves, excited by the passage

of the orbiter, tha_ travel outward a_ the ion acoustic velocity. Since these ion

plasma waves were not observed during XPOP rollthis data is consistent with

the picture seen in Figure I. That is,the region of turbulence that expands at

the Mach angle originates some distance downstream of the obstacle. Since the

signature of these waves can vary by 5 - 10 dB, depending on the location of

the sample, it would support the statement that waves in the wake of a large

obstacle are heavily damped, [30].

Having completed our analysis we find that our results are in agreement

with what was _rpected in Chapter II.Our results are summarized as follows:

I. The electron density depletions and temperature enhancements associated

with the wake of the orbiterextend to distances on the order of I km behind

the orbiter.

2. There is a great deal of low frequency turbulence confined to the near

wake, _ 35 m, region downstream of the orbiter.
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3. The regions of greatest turbulence in the orbiter's wake have essentially a

constant spectra/density in the 0-40 Hz range.

4. There are ion plasma waves generated in the wake of the orbiter that are

traveling at the ion acoustic speed.
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APPENDIX .4.

DERIVATION OF LANGMUIR PROBE EQUATIONS

During the sweepmode the current that is collected by the Langmuir probe

is sent through a 0-50 Hz low pass filter and can be used to determine electron

density, temperature, and the plasmapotential. From e!ementary plasma physics

we "know the effect of introducing an object that is char_ed to a potential, such

as a point charge or a probe, into a plasma. If we make the assumption that

the mobility of the ions can be neglected in comparison to the mobility of the

electrons then the potential around a test charge q is _ven by

where

(A.1)

"- 4 ;o 2 ' (A.2)

T_ is the electron temperature and ,ke is the Debye length for electrons. Because

the potential falls off so rapidly as r increases electrons and ions further than one

Debye length away from the probe will be virtually unaffected by the probe's

presence. If we apply a large potitive bias to the probe we can expect to attract

all of the electrons and repel all of the ions within one Debye length of the probe.
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Then, asshown, for example,by Huddlestone and Leonard [33],we can compute

the current collected by the probe in the following manner. If the radius of

the probe is much larger than the Debye length, we may assumethat a/1of the

particles passingwithin one Debyelength of the probe, through thermmlmotions

for example, will hit the probe. If the probe is perfectly absorbing, then the

current collected by the probe will be

I = (A.3)

where Jr is the random current flux and Ao is the surface area of the sheath one

Debye length away from the probe. Since the radius of the probe is assumed

to be much larger than the Debye lengnth we can approximate the area of the

sheath by the surface area of the probe. We now have

By definition,

A, "- 4wr 2. (A.4)

Jr = Q, x (number of particles hitting the probe/unit time). (A.5)

Qs refers to the charge of each species present in the plasma, a sum over each

species in the plasma is implied. To determine the quantity in parenthesis we can

look at a differential volume element located at the edge of the sheath farthest

from the probe. The particles here are far enough away from the probe that
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we only need consider their therma/motions. Therefore, hatf of _heparticles in

_h/svolume element would be entering the Debye sheath, had/would be leaving

it. "vVeconclude that the number of particles entering the sheath per unit time,

i.e. the number of panicles that will eventially impact the probe, is (N,/2)A,v,,

where N, is the density of each species is the plasma and v, is their velocity.

This tellsus that

Q,N,A, v,
J_ - ( A. 6 )

2

If we assume each plasma species has a Maxwellian velocity distribu:ion then

( M. (a.7)P(v) = 4 2_"T, v 2 exp \ 2kT, ]

is the probability that a given particle will have its velocity between v and v +

dr. The average magnitude of the velocity is given by

< v, >-- v,P(v,)dv, = 2 \ _rM, j (A.8)

The direction of the velocity vector, for the particles entering the sheath, will

be randomly distributed over 180 ° . Therefore, we can define the vector so that

the component of velocity directed at the probe is given by v, cos 0. When we

integrate over the factor cos 0 to find the average component of velocity in the

direction of the probe we pick up a factor of 1/2, which cancels a factor of 2 in

the previous e.x_pression for v,. Therefore, when we combine this definition of v,

with the definition of Jr, we find that the current collected by the probe is
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I= Q,(4,vr_-) N_ (2kT,'_ '/:
Y \ _,,_z,/ (A.9)

Again, there is an implied sum over all the species present in the plasma. If we

apply a large positive bias voltage to the probe we may assume that only electrons

will contribute to the current collected, that is, the ion current will be negligible.

Therefore, the value of the electron current, before the probe saturates, is given

i

by

N, (2kT,'_:rM,) 1/:z = -_(4,_:)-_- (A.m0)

This equation is dependent upon both density and temperature. However, we can

make use of the Boltzmam_ relation from statistical mecha_cs. In the presence

of a potential, in this case the probe, the density is given by

-eV

Plug_ng this into the previous equation gives

(A.11)

I = -e(4rr2)9 ¢2kT_1I: -¢V\_rM,] exp (--_-). (A..12)

Now we have an equation involving the electron temperature and the probe bias

voltage V. Taking the natural log of both sides of this equation gives

lnI = C + (C'lnT¢) + I,: (A.13)
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where both C and C' are constants depending on the radius of the probe, the

mass of the electron,and so on. The term proportional to in T, will vary much

slower than 1/T¢, therefore we may approximate the In Te term as a constant.

The equation becomes

lnI-- C*' + ( -_-_,) V. (A.14)

If we gaph In I vs V, before the probe satures, the slope will be _ven by

(-e/'kTe). This gives us an expression for Ye,

T,, = k slope" (A.15)

Once we have T_ we can plug this into the expression for I, equation A.IO, and

deduce an expression for Are, which is

iv, = ' (.4.16)

Consequently, we find that the Langmuiz probe can indeed give us temperature.

If we define the plasma potential as the bias voltage at which the electron density

and the probe saturates, a graph ofln I vs V will also give us the plasma potential.

A typical sweep is shown in Figure 78. Note that the value of I that we use in

the determination of No is chosen so that V is as positive as possible without

saturating the probe. This completes our discussion of the equations governing

the operation of the Langmuir probe. For a more in depth discussion of probe

characteristics under specific plasma conditions see the works by Parrot et al.
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[34], Rubinstein and La£ramboise[35], Szuszczewiczand Takacs [36], or Makita

and Kuriki [37].
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APPENDIX B

THE WAKE OF THE PDP

There are times during freeflightwhen the Langmuir probe passes through

the wake of the PDP. Itisimportant to understand what effectthismay have on

_he data coilec=edby the probe.._easuremen_s of the electron density depletions

in the wake of the PDP are presented in Figure 79 where the PDP phase angle

is defined analagously to the orbiter phase angle defined previously. That is, the

PDP phase angle is defined as the angle between the PDP's velocity vector and

the vector that points from the center of the PDP to the Langmuir probe. Figure

79 seems to indicate that the wake of the PDP is centered around a phase angle

of 190 ° and not the 180 ° that we might expect. We believe that this ten degree

offsetarisesfrom uncertainties associated with the calculation of the PDP phase

angle and is not indicative of an asymmetric wake.

The data in Figure 79 indicate a density depletion on the order of 30 -

40% of the ambient values when directly in the wake of the PDP. These data also

con.f=m that the density depletions in the wake of the PDP are bounded by the

orbiter's Mach cone. Figure 79 represents data collected during four complete

rotations by the PDP, so we can conclude that the wake structure is quite stable.

Data pertaining to temperature enhancements in the wake of the PDP

are presented in Figure 80. The asterisks are used to indicate data points taken
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when the Lank'muir probe was outside of the PDP's Mach cone, while the boxes

indicate that the probe was inside the Nlach cone. W'e conclude that the wake

of the PDP is characterized by a temperature enhancement on the order of 75%,

in agreement with previous studies, [12 - 16].
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TABLE 1.

Langmuir Probe Performance Characteristics

Current Sensor

T,

n¢

,,.Vl.V

< IHz

1-6Hz

6 - 40 Hz,

>__30 Hz (spectrum

analyzer)

0.1/_a- lma

800 - 5000 K

10 _ - 107 cm -_

t.3% - 460%

0.12% - 30%

0.012%- 3%

-30 dB AN/N to -80 dB AN/N
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TABLE 2.

Spectrum Analyzer Performance Characteristics

Channel Center Saturation Saturation Bandwidth

Freq. (kHz) AN/N Input (V) (Hz)

Mult. Factor

0 0.0355 0.113 0.5012 16.1

1 0.0633 0.057 0.2512 21.5

2 0.1200 0.090 0.3981 34.9

3 0.2000 -- .--

4 0.3110 0.226 1.0000 89.!

5 0.5620 -- --

6 1.0000 0.226 1.0000 353.0

7 1.7800 -- --

8 3.1100 0.113 0.5012 907.0

9 5.6200 -- -- --

I0 I0.0000 0.113 0.5012 2,050.0

II 16.5000 0.226 1.0000 2,780.0

12 31.1000 0.226 1.0000 3,550.0

13 56.2000 0.226 1.0000 7,ii0.0

14 I00.0000 0.226 1.0000 11,300.0

15 178.0000 0.180 0.7943 12,200.0

0.05639822

. 0.04880926

0.03830448

0.02397155

0.01204336

0.00751406

0.00499806

0.00429158

0.00379771

0.00268349

0.00212861

0.00204878
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TABLE 3.

Ionospheric Plasma Characteristics

Parameter Symbol and Value

Electron/Ion density

Elec:ron/!on :emperature

Orbital velocity

Earth's magnetic field strength

Thermal electron velocity

Thermal ion velocity

Electron plasma frequency

Ion plasma frequency

Electron gyrofrequency

Ion gyrofrequency

Electron Larmor radius

Ion Larmor radius

Electron Debye length

Ion acoustic speed

Mach number

Mach angle

Re--Rill x 10 5 crn -3

T, _ Ti _. 2500 K

Vo = 7.7 km/s

BE _ 5 x 10 -s T

(2k___.,.T] _/= _ 180 /¢m./a
Ve,th -- \ m, /

(2kT,_I/2_ 1.1km/s
Vi,th -- \ ml/

k ". / =440kHz

X .,_ ] -39kHz

_2,-- (._.B '_ =3.5 x 10 -2 s
\_,c/

n_ = (,_s]= 1.0x 10-_ s
\m_c/

role ITe t;ll

R.,Z,- k_/ --2 m

=46 rnm# vl t?l

Ri,c f \ ,a, /

A,,D = ( 4.T.-_'_ ) = l cm

C, --'_( I_T.+akT, ) 1/2\ ,n, = 1.6 brn/s

M = (c-_,) = 3.85

8,,_ = tan-l M = 14.5 °
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ABSTRACT

As part of the $pacelab-2 mission the Plasma Diagnostics Package

(PDP) was released from the shuttle as a free flying satellite. The

shuttle performed maneuvers around the PDP in order that the

ionospheric plasma around the shuttle might be studied. One objective

of the PDP was to measure quasi-static electric fields in the vicinity

of the shuttle. During most of the free flight, the measured electric

field was comparable to the induced electric field due to the orbital

motion of the spacecraft. The difference between the measured field

and the motional field was typically on the order of the uncertainty of

measurement. At certain times, when the shuttle thrusters were

operating, decreases in the motional electric field by 10% to 20% were

observed. The decreases are explained by the generation of an Alfven

wave from pickup current. An estimate of the electric field associated

with Alfven wave excitation agrees with the decreases observed at times

of thruster firings. The Alfv_n wave model predicts that large changes

in the electric field should occur only at times of large neutral gas

releases from the shuttle. The decreases in the electric field occur

in the region of the thruster plume, as well as along the magnetic flux

tubes passing through the plume.

During times when an electron beam was ejected from the shuttle,

large signals were also recorded. These large signals were probably



not due to ambient electric fields, but can be attributed to three

causes: differences in fluxes of streaming electrons to the two probes

due to shadowing by the PDPchassis, depressions in the plasma density

caused by the PDPwake, and spatial gradients in the fluxes of

energetic electrons reaching the probes. Energetic electrons were

found in a region 20 m wide and up to at least 170 m downstream from

the electron beam. At 80 or more meters downstreamfrom the beam, the

energetic electrons had a preferential direction of motion opposite to

the beam injection direction.
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As part of the Spacelab-2 mission the Plasma Diagnostics Package

(PDP) was released from the shuttle as a free flying satellite. The

shuttle performed maneuvers around the PDP in order that the

ionospheric plasma around the shuttle might be studied. One objective

of the PDP was to measure quasi-static electric fields in the vicinity

of the shuttle. During most of the free flight, the measured electric

field was comparable to the induced electric field due to the orbital

motion of the spacecraft. The difference between the measured field

and the motional field was typically on the order of the uncertainty of

measurement. At certain times, when the shuttle thrusters were

operating, decreases in the motional electric field by 10% to 20% were

observed. The decreases are explained by the generation of an Alfven

wave from pickup current. An estimate of the electric field associated

with Alfv_n wave excitation agrees with the decreases observed at times

of thruster firings. The Alfv_n wave model predicts that large changes

in the electric field should occur only at times of large neutral gas

releases from the shuttle. The decreases in the electric field occur

in the region of the thruster plume, as well as along the magnetic flux

tubes passing through the plume.

During times when an electron beam was ejected from the shuttle,

large signals were also recorded. These large signals were probably
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not due to ambient electric fields, but can be attributed to three

causes: differences in fluxes of streaming electrons to the two probes

due to shadowing by the PDP chassis, depressions in the plasma density

caused by the PDP wake, and spatial gradients in the fluxes of

energetic electrons reaching the probes. Energetic electrons were

found in a region 20 m wide and up to at least 170 m downstream from

the electron beam. At 80 or more meters downstream from the beam, the

energetic electrons had a preferential direction of motion opposite to

the beam injection direction.
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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

As part of the Spacelab-2 mission, which was launched on July 29,

1985, a spacecraft called the PlasmaDiagnostics Package (PDP) was

released from the space shuttle to su_Jey the plasma environment around

the orbiter. The PDP,which consisted of a scientific instrument

package containing 14 instruments, was designed and constructed at the

University of Iowa, and is described by Shawhanet al. [1982]. The PDP

was in free flight for roughly six hours, during which time the shuttle

was maneuveredto performed two complete fly-arounds of the PDP. The

fly-arounds allowed the PDPto makemeasurementsboth upstream and

downstreamfrom the shuttle at distances up to 400 meters. The

fly-arounds also included four magnetic conjunctions during which the

shuttle was targeted to pass through the magnetic field line passing

through the PDP. At various times an electron beamwas ejected from

the shuttle so that the effects in the plasma might be studied. The

electron beamgenerator, flown as part of the Vehicle Charging and

Potential (VCAP)experiment provided by Stanford University and Utah

State University, is described by Banks et al. [1987]. The PDPand the

electron beamgenerator were previously flown on the STS-3 flight

[Shawhanet al., 1984a]. The PDPcarried instrumentation which made



differential voltage measurementsbetween two floating probes in order

to measure quasi-static electric fields. This thesis reports on

efforts to measure the quasi-static electric fields in the plasma with

the PDPduring the free flight. The discussion is divided into two

main topics: measurementsof perturbations in the electric field

associated with operation of the shuttle thrusters, and measurementsof

large differential voltages between the double probes at times of

electron beamoperations.

In situ measurementsof the plasma environment around the space

shuttle have shownthat the plasma differs significantly from that

expected for an ambient ionospheric plasma. Someof the plasma

measurementswhich have been performed from the shuttle are reported in

the papers by Stone et al. [1983], Raitt et al. [1984], Shawhanet al.

[1984b], Pickett et al. [1985], Hunten and Calo [1985], Murphy et al.

[1986], Reasoner et al. [1986], Stone et al. [1986], Grebowskyet al.

[1987a], and Grebowskyet al. [1987b]. A review of the ion and neutral

particle measurementson shuttle flights STS-2 through STS-4 is given

by Green et al. [1985]. The plasma around the shuttle is characterized

by the induced effects of neutral gases released from the orbiter.

Neutral gases are released from the shuttle by outgassing of shuttle

surfaces, orbiter water dumps, flash evaporator system releases, and

thruster operations. Charge exchange reactions between the neutral

particles of shuttle origin and the ambient plasma particles lead to

the creation of molecular ions which are not naturally present at



shuttle altitudes, or that do not generally occur in the concentrations

measured around the shuttle. The principal contaminant neutral species

is H20, although the thruster emissions also include significant

amounts N2, H2, and CO, plus lesser amounts of a few other species.

The contaminant molecular ions identified in the region around _he

shuttle include H2 O+, H3 O+, NO +, OH+ , N2 +, N+,and 02 + Some of the

ions measured near the shuttle are found to have drift velocities with

respect to the shuttle less than the orbital velocity [Hunten and Calo,

1985], thus suggesting that some plasma moves with the shuttle.

In this thesis, the effect of the interaction between shuttle

derived neutrals and ambient plasma on the quasi-static electric field

near the shuttle is considered. The motion of the orbiting shuttle

through the earth's magnetic field B induces an electric field in the

reference frame of the shuttle equal to _ x B, where _ is the velocity

vector of the shuttle relative to the ionospheric plasma, which is

assumed to co-rotate wi_h the earth. However, plasma processes may

alter the electric field. Katz et al. [1984] point out that if a cloud

of plasma drifts with the shuttle, the plasma cloud would polarize and

partially or completely screen out the motional electric field.

Pickett et al. [1985] suggest that if ions formed by charge exchange

reactions do not drift with the shuttle, but rather are picked-up by

the ionospheric plasma flow, then the motion of the pickup ions may

cause partial screening out of the motionml electric field. The effect
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of pickup ions on the electric field will be considered further in a

later section of this thesis.

Measurements of the electric field around the shuttle made using

probes attached to the shuttle orbiter have previously been reported.

Smiddy et el. [1983] measured electric fields by measuring the

differential voltage between two spherical probes mounted 1.6 m apart

in the bay of the orbiter. Their measurements showed no discernible

changes in the motional _ x B electric field during thruster firings or

water dumps. Other indications of the electric field around the

shuttle are given by the measurements of Shawhan et el. [1984b] and of

Raitt et al. [1984]. Both groups measured the floating potential of a

probe attached to the orbiter. Since the main engine nozzles are the

only exposed conducting surfaces of the orbiter, the measurements were

compared to (7 x B)._, where _ is the vector from the probe to the

center of the main engine nozzles. Both groups claim that (7 x B)._

provides a good first-order model of the data, indicating that the

motional electric field is screened to only a small degree. However,

the Shawhan et el. results show reductions in the measured potential at

times of thruster operations (Figure I). This suggests that at times

of large gas releases such as those associated with thruster firings,

the electric field may be partially screened.

Whereas the previous electric field measurements were made from

probes attached to the orbiter, this thesis discusses measurements made

with the PDP while it was released as a free-flying satellite. During



the free flight there were no water dumps, and no flash evaporator

system operations were performed. The only chemical releases were the

outgassing from the shuttle surfaces, and thruster firings. Except for

perturbations related to electron beamoperations, the only

perturbations to the motional electric field detected with the PDP were

associated with thruster firings.

In addition to study of the interaction of the ionospheric plasma

with neutral gases released from the shuttle, the Spacelab-2 mission

provided opportunity to study the interaction of an electron beam with

the ionospheric plasma. Prior to shuttle flights, several electron

beam experiments were performed in plasma chambers and from rockets.

Some of these experiments included electric field measurements. Using

the same PDP and electron beam generator later flown onboard

Spacelab-2, quasi-static electric fields of the order of a few volts/m

were measured within a few meters of the beam in a large plasma chamber

at Johnson Space Flight Center [Shawhan, 1982]. Denig [1982]

questioned the reliability of these measurements because of the

possibility of differential charging on the measuring probes, and

because the fields seemed too large to be sustained in the given

apparatus. Kellogg et al. [1982] also reported measuring fields of a

few volts/m in a similar chamber test. Measurements of the

quasi-static electric fields have also been reported in association

with electron beams emitted from rockets in the ionosphere. In the

Polar 5 experiment, fields on the order of 0.i volts/m were detected



over i00 meters away from the beam source [Jacobsen and Maynard, 19781

During the Echo 6 experiment, Winckler and Erickson [1986] measured

fields on the order of 0.2 volts/m at a distance of 40 meters from the

flux tube on which the beam was expected to be centered. All the

measurements mentioned here involved differential voltage measurements

using floating probes. Considering the chamber and rocket experiments,

on the Spacelab-2 mission we expected to detect fields on the order of

I volt/m associated with the electron beam.

The electron beam generator was operated at various times

throughout the free flight, both in a steady (DC) mode, and in a pulsed

mode. During several of these times, signals on the order of I volt/m

were detected by the quasi-static electric field instrument. In this

thesis the large signals obtained in association with the electron beam

firings are described and the origin of the signals is discussed.

Understanding the plasma environment around the shuttle is of

interest for planning other scientific experiments to be performed from

the shuttle, and for designing other large objects to be placed in low

earth orbit. The interaction of the gas around the shuttle with the

ambient plasma is also interesting because of its analogy to other

important problems in space plasma physics, such as the interaction

between comets and the solar wind, Io and the Jovian magnetosphere, or

Titan and the Saturnian magnetosphere. Understanding beam plasma

interactions is of interest as electron beam experiments continue to be

performed in the ionosphere.



CHAPTERII

INSTRUMENTATION

Quasi-static electric field measurementswere madeon the PDPby

measuring potentials using two conducting spheres, both at floating

potential, mounted on insulated boomson opposite sides of the

spacecraft. The sphere-to-sphere separation was 3.89 meters, and the

diameter of the spheres was 10.2 cm. A diagram of the PDP, showing the

dimensions of the main chassis and the locations of spherical probes,

which are labeled sphere i and sphere 2, is presented in Figure 2. Two

types of measurementswere made: the differential voltage, Vdiff ,

between the two probes was measuredat both a high gain and a low gain,

and the average voltage V of the two probes relative to the PDP
' ave '

chassis was measured at a fixed gain. The following relations describe

the two measurements:

Vdiff - V 2 - V I

V - + VI)/2ave (V2

where V I and V 2 are respectively the potentials of sphere I and sphere

2 relative to the PDP chassis. Typically the quantity Vdiff/L, where L

is the antenna length, is interpreted as a measurement of the electric



field. The basic instrument parameters and dynamic ranges are given in

Table I. Since the floating potential of an object in a plasma is

dependent on the surface materials, it is also important to describe

the surface properties of the spacecraft and spheres. The PDPchassis

was covered with a teflon-coated fiberglass cloth which in turn was

covered with an aluminum mesh to provide a uniform conducting surface.

Potential measurementswere referenced to the aluminum mesh. The

spherical antenna probes were coated with a conducting graphite-epoxy

paint.

After release from the shuttle, the PDPwas madeto spin by the

action of an inertia wheel within the PDP. Whenspinning at its

maximumrate, the spacecraft had a spin period of 13.1 seconds. The

spin axis was oriented approximately perpendicular to the orbital

plane. Thus, the spacecraft velocity vector lay approximately in the

PDPspin plane.

The electron beamgenerator was mounted in the shuttle payload

bay. A beamwas produced by accelerating electrons emitted from a

heated tungsten wire filament through a i kilovolt potential. The

generator operated at beamcurrents of either 50 maor i00 ma, and

could produce either a steady or a pulsed beam. The beamwas pulsed at

frequencies up to 800 kHz.
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CHAPTERIII

DATAANALYSIS

From the electric field signal (Vdiff/L), one can obtain a

measurementof the electric field in the spacecraft spin plane. The

complete electric field vector was evaluated by first determining the

electric field in the spin plane, and then using the assumption that

E.B - 0 to find the componentof E along the spin axis. The magnetic

field was determined from a multipole model of the earth's magnetic

field. In the region of the ionosphere where the Spacelab-2 mission

was flown, the parallel conductivity is generally muchgreater than the

perpendicular conductivity, so the assumption that the parallel

electric field is zero is reasonable. A discussion of the

determination of the electric field in the spin plane follows.

Upon initial release from the shuttle, the PDPwas not spinning.

After release, the inertia wheel inside the PDPwas activated and the

PDPbegan to spin, attaining a spin period of 13.1 seconds after 73

minutes. The spin rate of the inertia wheel was gradually reduced

starting at about 53 minutes before the end of the free flight, so that

the PDPwas not spinning when the spacecraft was retrieved. Whenthe

PDPwas rotating, the potential difference between the spheres was

expected to vary sinusoidally, with the spin period. A measurementof
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the electric field vector in the spin plane, Es' was obtained by using

a least square's fit method to fit a 13.l-second segment of the

electric field signal to the function

F(t) - F I + F2cos(2_t/T - _) (i)

where T is the spin period in seconds, and FI, F2, and # are parameters

determined by the fit procedure. Measurements of the electric field

were made for all _imes when the PDP spin period was 15 seconds or

less. During these times the PDP was no closer than 50 meters from the

shuttle.

As part of the fitting procedure, it was found to be necessary to

remove certain contaminating signals. The contaminating signals were

found to be related to the operation of the Low Energy Proton and

Electron Differential Energy Analyzer (Lepedea) on the PDP. As Tribble

et al. [1987] report, the operation of the Lepedea resulted in changes

in the spacecraft potential. The Lepedea utilized a current collecting

plate whose voltage jumped to +2 kilovolts every 1.6 seconds. The

plate collected a large thermal electron current, and the PDP potential

decreased by several volts, typically recovering its original value

within 0.8 seconds. The average potential V of the probes was
ave

sampled every 1.6 seconds and always 0.166 seconds after the voltage on

the Lepedea current collecting plate jumped to 2 kilovolts. Thus, V
ave

was sampled at a time when the PDP potential was lower than when
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Lepedeawas not collecting current. Or equivalently, the average

potential of the probes relative to the PDPat the sample time was

higher than when Lepedeawas not collecting current. The degree of

charging of the spacecraft was less when the Lepedea aperture faced the

spacecraft wake, than when the aperture faced the ram direction. The

V potential signal was spin modulated because of this effect, as can
ave

be seen in Figure 3. For the Vdiff measurement, a large negative

potential on the PDP was equivalent to a large positive common mode

signal on the probes. Because of limitations in the common mode

rejection, the Vdiff signal was contaminated whenever the PDP potential

exceeded several volts negative. An example of the contaminating

signal is shown in Figure 4. In order to remove, this contaminating

signal, 0.8 seconds of the signal was removed every 1.6 seconds. This

process significantly degraded the accuracy and resolution of the

electric field measurement, but was unavoidable due to the

contaminating signal from the Lepedea.

In addition to the contamination from the Lepedea, times when one

probe was in the PDP spacecraft wake were also removed from the signal.

Examination of the electric field signal shows that during much of the

free flight, the signal deviated from a sine wave whenever one of the

probes passed through the PDP wake. An example is shown in Figure 4.

In the spacecraft wake, the plasma density is lower than the ambient

density, and the electron temperature is higher. Whenever the plasma

environment differs between the two probes, differential voltage
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measurements on floating probes do not give a reliable measure of the

electric field. The antenna probe is typically within the Math cone

extending downstream from the PDP when the angle of the antenna to the

velocity vector is less than 26 ° . In order to be sure to remove the

effects of the spacecraft wake, the electric field signal was removed

if the angle between the antenna and the velocity vector was less than

35 ° . This turns out to be a segment of the signal lasting 2.5 seconds.

Figure 5 shows the signal remaining after the various known

contaminating signals were removed.

Measurements of the electric field in the spin plane were made

every 5 seconds, by sliding the 13.l-second sample of the signal used

in the fit procedure along in 5-second intervals. That is, each

measurement contains 8.1 seconds of the signal used in the previous

measurement. In order to estimate the uncertainty of E for each
s

measurement, the following goodness of fit parameter was calculated:

Z(F(ti) - xi)2

X - [ (N - 3) ]I/2/F2 (2)

The parameter X is derived from the chi square parameter normally used

in statistical analysis, by scaling chi square to the sine wave

magnitude F2, so as to obtain a dimensionless parameter. Small values

of X (less than about 0.i) indicate that fitted function F(t)

represents the data well.
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CHAPTER IV

GENERAL RESULTS

The magnitude of the measured electric field in the PDP spin plane

was usually on the order of the component of _ x B in the spin plane,

which ranged from 0.04 volts/m to 0.16 volts/m. Exceptions occurred

during the following five time intervals when the electron beam was

operating, and Vdiff/L signals from 0.5 volts/m to 2 volts/m were

detected.

GMT 213 00:46:10 - 00:49:15

GMT 213 01:19:25 - 01:20:20

GMT 213 02:47:30 - 02:50:45

GMT 213 03:33:25 03:34:25

GMT 213 04:11:10 0A:12:00

The signals during these intervals will be discussed in Section VI.

Measured values of the electric field magnitude in the spin plane, for

all times excluding the above five intervals, are shown in Figure 6.

The line in the figure represents the spin plane component of _ x B.

The magnitude of the measured field is generally within about 10% of

the motional field. Figure 7 displays the uncertainty of measurement

as determined from Equation 2.
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After the electric field in the spin plane E was measured, the
S

electric field vector E was determined as described in the previous

section. The electric field vector was resolved into two components

which lie in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. One

component, Ev, is along the direction of the velocity vector projected

into the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The other

component, _xB' is along the direction of the motional field, _ x B.

Figure 8 shows the measured values of E . Comparing Figures 7 and 8
V

one finds that the E component is of the order of magnitude of thev

uncertainty of measurement. Measured values of _xB are plotted as

points in Figure 9. The line in the Figure 9 represents 17 x BI.

The measured values of _xB are considered further in Figure I0,

where the ratio _xB/I_ x BI is plotted. If _xB/l_ x BI is I, then

only the motional field is measured. If _xB/I_ x BI is less than i,

then the motional field is possibly being screened in the region near

the shuttle. Values of _xB/l_ x BI less than i were recorded during

the free flight, although at no time was the magnitude of the measured

electric field less than 0.5 times I_ x BI. Values of _xB/I_ x BI

greater than I were not expected, as they imply plasma flow past the

spacecraft at speeds greater than the orbital speed. Yet values

greater than i were recorded at times. Only during the five times

listed at the beginning of this section, when operation of the electron

beam generator on board the shuttle lead to large electric field

signals, was _xB/I_ x BI greater than 1.3. The measurements for these
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five times, which are not included in Figure i0, will be discussed in

Section VI. Figure i0 also shows that at other times the measured

value of EVxB/I_ x BI was greater than i. Possible reasons for this

are considered next.

The times when EVxB/I_ x BI stayed consistently greater than i

occurred primarily when the PDPwas on the day side of the orbit. One

can see this by comparing the times for dawnand dusk listed below to

Figure i0.

Dawn

GMT212 23:49

GMT213 01:20

GMT213 02:50

GMT213 04:21

Dusk

GMT213 00:44

GMT213 02:15

GMT213 03:45

GMT213 05:16

At all times on the dayside of the orbit, the angle of the PDPspin

plane to the Sunwas such that one probe passed through the spacecraft

shadowas the PDProtated. A shadowon the probe can affect the

electric field measurementsin the following manner. While in the

shadow, the probe does not emit photoelectrons, and thus the probe's

floating potential is lower than if it were not in a shadow. The

resulting effect on the measurementwould be an apparent, but not real,

electric field in the anti-Sunward direction. If _ x B were also in

the anti-Sunward direction, then the apparent electric field due to the

photoelectric emission would add to the motional _ x B field leading to

values of EVxB/I_ x BI greater than one. However, on the day side of
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the orbit, _ x B as projected onto the spin plane was directed

anti-Sunward at times and Sunwardat other times. Thus, even though

the values of EVxB/I_ x 51 greater than i were recorded mainly on the

day side of the orbit, the values are not explained by photoelectric

emission from the probes.

Whereas the magnitude of the measuredelectric field in the spin

plane varied between 0.03 volts/m and 0.16 volts/m, signals larger than

0.064 volts/m were out of the range of the high gain, as can be seen by

referring to Table i. The times when EVxB/I_ x 51 stayed consistently

greater than I occurred primarily when the electric field in the spin

plane was greater than 0.064 volts/m, and the low gain was used. Thus,

the values of EVxB/I_ x 51 greater than i are probably related _o the

inaccuracy inherent the low gain data.

The resolution of the low gain circuitry (the size of one

digitizing step) was 0.017 volts/m. Thus, the resolution of the low

gain was on the order of 10%of 17 x 51. So, for those times when the

electric field was out of the range of the high gain, the difference

between the measuredsignal and 17 x 51 was typically on the order of

the uncertainty of measurement. In order to measureprecisely the

small differences between the electric field in the plasma and the

motional electric field, times when the measuredsignal in the spin

plane was less than 0.064 volts/m were considered. At those times, the

high gain can be used, and the resolution of the measurementis 0.51

millivolts/m. During the free flight, the measuredsignal was within
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the range of the high gain for the following four time intervals.

(I) GMT213 01:03:20 01:18:00

(2) GMT213 02:30:00 o 02:47:00

(3) GMT213 04:02:00 - 04:11:00

(4) GMT213 04:12:25 - 04:19:56

The nature of the measuredelectric field during these time intervals

will be discussed in Section V.
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CHAPTERV

THRUSTERRELATEDEFFECTS

A. Obse%-vations

The four time intervals when the measured signal was within the

range of the high gain are listed in the previous section. In this

section the nature of the measured signal during these intervals will

be addressed. During interval I, the PDP was located directly

downstream from the shuttle, between 85 and 89 meters away. For

interval 2, the PDP was located generally above the shuttle, between

212 and 256 meters away. During this interval, the PDP passed within

20 m of the magnetic flux tube passing through the shuttle, moving from

upstream to downstream of the flux tube. During interval 3 the PDP was

generally located above the shuttle, between 216 and 297 meters away.

The PDP was upstream of the magnetic flux tube passing through the

shuttle. At the end of this interval, the PDP approached to within I0

meters of the flux tube passing through the shuttle. During interval A

the PDP was located above the shuttle, between 199 and 229 meters away.

At that time the PDP was downstream from the magnetic flux tube passing

through the shuttle.

In Figures Ii, 12, and 13 the components Ev and EVx B of the

measured electric field are plotted. The motional field has been
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subtracted from the measuredelectric field in these plots, so that a

value of zero corresponds to a measuredelectric field equal to the

motional field. Study of the measurementsmadeduring all four time

intervals shows that deviations of the measuredelectric field from the

predicted motional electric field occur primarily in the component

EVxB, and occur as decreases in the motional field. The ratio

EVxB/I_ x BI during all four time intervals is shownin Figures 14, 15,

and 16. These plots show that the motional field is reduced at times

by 10%or more. Also shownin Figures 14, 15, and 16 is the total gas

emission rate of all thrusters operating during the given interval.

Inspection of these plots indicates a possible relation between the

firing of the thrusters and the diminutions of EVxB.

B_ Discussion

In order to investigate the relationship between changes in EVx B

and thruster firings, the linear correlation coefficient between the

ratio EVxB/I_ x BI and the thruster emission rate in grams/s was

calculated. Because each measurement of the electric field uses 13.1

seconds of data, the thruster emissions were averaged over a comparable

time period, 13.0 seconds, before evaluating the correlation

coefficient. The correlation was evaluated using the total emission

rate from all the 4A thrusters on the shuttle, and for the emission

rate from a sum of those thrusters that should be more or less pointed

at the PDP. Throughout the PDP free flight, except during a portion of

interval I, the shuttle was maintained in an orientation such that the
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shuttle bay was pointed toward the PDPwithin about I0 °. Therefore the

9 thrusters which are directed "up," corresponding to the direction

"up" out of the bay, were generally directed toward the PDP. A diagram

showing the location and emission direction of the shuttle thrusters

can be found in Murphy et al. [1983]. To aid in the interpretation of

the correlation coefficients, we evaluated a second parameter: the

probability of obtaining a correlation coefficient equal to or larger

than the calculated coefficient, if the values are actually randoml_

distributed, given the size of the sample [Bevington, 1969]. The

results are listed in Table 2. For time intervals i, 2, and A, the

magnitude of the correlation between the ratio EVxB/I_ x BI and the sum

of all thruster activity ranges from 0.30 to 0.44, and in each case is

much larger than would be likely if the two quantities were randomly

distributed. Thus, the ratio EVxB/I_ x BI appears to be

anti-correlated to thruster activity.

The inverse relationship between the ratio _xB/l_ x Bl and

thruster activity is indicated in Figure 17, where the measurementsfor

all four time intervals are combined and plotted together. As in the

determination of correlation coefficients, the thruster emissions are

averaged over 13 seconds. In Figure 18 the measurementsare separated

into bins having similar numbersof measurements, and the average of

the ratio _xB/l_ x BI in each bin is plotted. The error bars indicate

the standard deviation of the meanof each bin. Figure 18 indicates

that EVxB/I_ x BI decreases as the average thruster emission rate
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increases. It must be noted that during parts of the time intervals we

are considering, the electron beamgenerator on board the shuttle was

operating. During interval 2 the beamgenerator was turned on from

02:31:38 until 02:37:46. The beamgenerator was also turned for the

period from 04:11:03 until 04:18:24, which overlaps intervals 3 and 4.

In order to determine if the diminutions in the electric field are

actually related only to the electron beamoperation, and not to

thruster operation, the ratio _xB/l_ x BI was plotted versus thruster

activity in Figure 19 for those time& when there was no electron beam

operation. In Figure 20 the measurementsare separated into bins

having similar numbersof measurements, and the average of the ratio

EVxB/I_ x BI in each bin is plotted. Examination of the plot shows

that, although, for thruster emission rates of less than i00 grams/sec

the electric field is not significantly altered, for thruster emission

rates greater than i00 grams/see, the electric field is reduced.

In order to explain the relationship between the thruster firings

and the electric field measurements, the thruster-induced effects which

might reduce the validity of the measurementsare considered. One such

effect would be a large reduction in the plasma density. A large

release on neutral gas can deplete the plasma density in a two-step

process [Mendillo and Forbes, 1978]. First, the molecular neutral

particles undergo charge exchange reactions with ionospheric 0+ ions.

Then, the newly produced molecular ions recombine with electrons, doing

so more readily than the ambient atomic ions. Recombination is more
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favorable for molecular ions since only a two-body collision is

required, whereas for atomic ions a three-body collision is necessary.

If the plasma density becomestoo low, then =he probe sheath resistance

becomescomparable to the input resistance of the differential voltage

measurementcircuitry.

actual electric field.

the following manner.

[Kasha, 1969i

The measuredsignal is then less than the

The probe sheath resistance can be estimated in

The potential of a probe in a plasma is given by

- -Ueln[(l Ii)/Ie] , (3)

where U is the electron temperature in electron volts, I is the totale

current to the probe, I. is the total ion current collected by thez

probe, and I is the electron current gathered by a probe at the plasma
e

potential. The sheath resistance for a floating probe is given by

U
e

s " <d /dI>II-O- iV.
l

(4)

Because the orbital velocity is greater than the ion thermal speed, the

ion current is determined by the sweeping up of ions as the probe moves

through the plasma. The expression for the ion current is

I. - n AeV , (5)
I e sc
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where n is the plasma density, A is the probe cross sectional area,
e

2
and V is the orbital velocity. With U - 0.2 volts, A - 82 cm ,

SC e

102 -3V - 7.8 km/s, and n - cm , the sheath resistance is found to be
SC e

2.0 x 108 ohms. In contrast, the input resistance of the differential

voltage measurement circuitry is greater than I0 I0 ohms. So for plasma

-3
densities greater than 102 cm , the probe sheath resistance is not of

concern. Although the Langmuir probe instrument on the PDP detected

reductions in the plasma density at the times of the thruster firings

studied in this paper, the measured density did not become as low as

-3
102 cm [personal communication, A.C. Tribble].

Another effect that might call into question the validity of the

measurements is the possible deposition of thruster emission products

on the probes. A deposit might form a resistive layer on a probe. If

both probes are coated with deposit sy_metrically, then the measurement

will only be affected if the resistance of the layer is comparable to

the instrument input resistance. If a deposit forms on the probes

differentially, then the measured signal could be either larger or

smaller than the actual electric field. The measured electric field is

observed primarily to decrease at the times of thruster operations.

The perturbations in the electric field do not last significantly

longer than the thruster firing. Also the Langmuir probe measurements

of the density depletions last only about as long as the thruster

firing [personal communication, A.C. Tribble I. Thusl if deposits are

formed on the probe, they apparently do not persist. However, if the
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perturbations in the electric field are due to deposits on the probes,

then the correlations calculated in Table 2 should be larger for the

case where only thrusters directed toward the PDPare considered. For

intervals 2 and 4, the correlation is in fact larger when all thrusters

are considered. Thus, it seemsto be unlikely that the decreases in

measuredelectric field are due to deposits on the probe.

Having considered somepossible sources of error in measurement,

and argued that they are not important, changes in the plasma caused by

the thruster operation are considered which would affect the electric

field. The introduction of a large concentration of neutrals will

alter the conductivity in the plasma by increasing the collision

frequencies for ions and electrons. If the region of the thruster

plume is a region of higher conductivity than the surrounding plasma,

then it is possible that the motional electric field is screened out in

the region of the plume. The collision frequencies, parallel

conductivity, Pedersen conductivity, and Hall conductivity are

calculated here from relations given by Hanson [1965]. The results are

shown in Table 3. A reasonable value for the ambient neutral density
-3

is 3 x 108 cm From a model of the thruster plume [Hoffman and

Hetrick, 1982], it is estimated that the density of neutrals from the

thruster i00 m away from the shuttle is approximately 1012 -3cm From

Table 3 one can see that if the neutral density is increased from

3 x 108 cm"3 to 1012 -3cm , the Pedersen conductivity does not change by

a very large amount. A larger change can be found in the Hall
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conductivity, which becomescomparable to the Pedersen conductivity.

However, a large Hall current leads to a polarization field with a

component along the direction of E x B, and. this is not observed in the

measured electric field.

The above evaluation of the conductivity does not consider an

important source of current" the current due to the motion of the

newly formed ions after a charge exchange reaction. The newly formed

pickup ions move in such a way as to produce a current in the direction

of the motional electric field [Goertz, 1980]. Consider a water

molecule that is initially stationary with respect to the shuttle. If

the H20 molecule undergoes a charge exchange reaction, then an H2 O+ ion

is formed which is initially at rest with respect to the shuttle. In

the frame of the H20+ ion there is an electric field equal to _ x B.

The ion will begin to move on a cycloid trajectory, drifting in the

x B direction. In addition, the guiding center of the ion is

displaced in the direction of _ x B by one cyclotron radius. The

current is given by

dn

s E

7 - ZCqs _f- rcs -T-)
IEI

dn S

- Z(_{- ms --
IBI 2}

(6)
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where qs is the ion charge, ns is the ion density, rcs is the ion

cyclotron radius, m s is the ion mass, and the sum is over all product

ion species. Even if the pickup ions undergo collisions at a rate

greater than the cyclotron frequency, there will still be a pickup

current, since the particles are still on average displaced in the

direction of _ x B.

The thruster emissions are not initially stationary with respect

to the shuctle. In fact, the exit velocity is about 3.5 hm/s [Pickett

et al., 1985]. Therefore, the trajectory of a pickup ion must be

considered more carefully than previously stated. Consider the motion

of a newly formed ion that has an initial velocity relative to the

shuttle. The coordinates used here are represented in Figure 21. The

shuttle velocity vector _ is along the +y direction, the magnetic field

is along the + z direction, and _ x B is along the +x direction. At

time t - 0, the ion is located at position x - 0 and y - O, and has

and V Given the electric field E - _ x B, the timevelocity V
xo yo

averaged value of x is

V + E/B
yo

<x> (7)
f
c

Thus, the pickup ion will be displaced in the direction of _ x B, as

long as V > -E/B. The pickup ion may be displaced in the -_ x
yo

direction if the thrusters fire directly downstream, and E/B is less
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than 3.5 km/s. For the observations presented here, E/B is always

greater than 3.5 km/s, except from 04:02 until 04:08 during interval 3.

During every other time considered here, pickup ions associated with

thruster emissions should move in such a way as to produce a current.

With pickup current occurring within the thruster plume, the

situation is that of a current source moving through a background

plasma. In this situation, an Alfven wave is generated. The topic was

addressed originally by Drell et al. [1965] with application to

conducting satellites in the ionosphere. The topic has also been

treated with respect to Jupiter's moon, Io, by Goertz [1980] and

Neubauer [1980], for example. The general picture is shown in Figures

22 and 23.

The Alfven wave system shown in Figures 22 and 23 can be

understood as follows. The current course causes a disturbance in the

magnetic field, the electric field, and the plasma flow velocity. This

disturbance propagates away from the current source along magnetic

field lines as a shear Alfv_n wave. The perpendicular current in the

current source is closed by currents along the magnetic field lines,

which in turn are closed by a polarization current in the propagating

Alfven wave front. The sheets of" parallel current, which connect to

each side of the current source, are referred to as Alfven wings.

Momentum is transferred from the moving current course to the plasma by

the Alfven wave. As the Alfven wave front propagates along the field

lines, the plasma behind the wave front, which is the plasma between
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the Alfvdn wings, is accelerated to convect with the current source.

Because of the change in the plasma flow, the electric field in the

region between the Alfven wings (E2 in Figures 22 and 23) is reduced

from the motional electric field (E1 in Figures 22 and 23). The

electric field between the Alfven wings is the sameas the electric

field within the current source region.

In order for an Alfvdn wave, which is a magnetohydrodynamicwave,

to be generated by the thruster plume, the plume must be much larger

than the ion cyclotron radius. For a magnetic field of 0.25 gauss,

atomic oxygen ions of energy 0.2 eV, a reasonable value for the thermal

energy, will have larmor radius of I0 meters. The thruster plume

extends over a comparably larger distance of a few hundred meters.

The plasma in the thruster plume convects with the current source

as long as a current is driven through the source. If the thrusters

are fired continuously, then the pickup current will be continuous.

However, the thrusters firings are of finite duration. Whena cloud of

ionized gas is moving through a background plasma, momentumwill be

transferred from the cloud to =he plasma by the Alfvdn wave until the

cloud comes to rest with respect to the background plasma. Scholer

[1970] shows that the time scale for the cloud coming to rest with

respect to the background plasma is given by

_oPAZVa
r (8)

2B2
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where p is the mass density of the ionized gas cloud, _z is the

thickness of the cloud in the B direction, and V is the Alfv4n speed.
a

The quantity z is then _he time for the Alfv4n wave front to move over

a volume of ambient plasma of mass comparable to the mass of the plasma

cloud. Using the following representative values for the shuttle

environment: B - 0 25 gauss p - 3.0 x 10 -15 kg/m 3 V - 4 x 105 m/s

and _z = I00 m, the time for the cloud to be picked up by the ambient

flow is z - 1.2 x 10 .4 sec. Because this time is so short, the

perturbation in the electric field will only be present as long as the

contaminating neutral gas is being released. When the source is

removed, or when the thruster firing ends, the current source is turned

off. The pickup ions formed are then immediately convected away with

the ambient plasma.

An expression for the electric field in the perturbed region

is obtained in the following manner. The force on the plasma in the

region of the Alfv4n wave front is expressed as

du

- p (9)

where p is the plasma mass density, and _ is the plasma flow velocity.

Using the coordinates shown in Figure 21, the relation becomes
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dU
Y

JiBo " p _{- (I0)

Given that the Alfv4n wave front propagates at speed V
a'

plasma flow velocity can be expressed as

the change in

dU dU
Y Y

-- _ V --

dt a dz (Ii)

Combining equations I0 and Ii, and noting that Uy - Ex/Bo, the current

in the wave front J can be expressed as

dE

-I x

Ji - (_oVa) dz 12)

The Alfven conductance Z is defined as Z - -i For
a a (_oVa) "

convenience, we integrate the current over the thickness of the Alfv_n

wave front, and write the relation in terms of the height integrated

S

current J
±

t

J± - Za(E1 - E2) ' (13)

where E1 is the electric field in the undisturbed plasma, and E 2 is the

field in the region of the current source and between the Alfven wings.

If the conductance within the region of pickup is called Z then the
pu'

current in that region can be written as
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(14)

Equating Equations 13 and 14, one obtains a relation between the

motional electric field and the perturbation electric field

E2/EI - Za/(Za + _pu) (15)

To determine the change in the electric field, Z must be estimated.
pu

From Equation 6, the pickup conductivity is seen to be

dn
s

apu - Z[_-- ms]/B _ (16)

and thus the pickup conductance is

"7 a dz
pu pu

(17)

The pickup ion production rate is expressed as

dn
s

a-'f- - ks [°+][Ms ] (18)

where k is the reaction rate constant and [M ] is the density of the
S _ S

molecular species. The electric field can now be determined from

Equations 15, 16, 17, and 18.
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First consider the prediction of this model for times when no

thrusters are firing. Since significant screening of the motional

field is observed mainly during thruster firings, the model should

predict no change in the electric field. An approximation for Z
pu

during times of no thruster firings is needed• It is assumed that H20+

is the only important contaminant ion• In assigning values to

parameters in Equation 18, the highest expected values are chosen, so

as to estimate the maximum change in electric field at times without

thruster firings. The ambient plasma density, [0+], is estimated to be

106cm "3, which is on the order of the upper range of densities measured

by the Langmuir probe during the mission [personal communication A.C.

Tribble]. During the STS-3 mission, the PDP detected neutral pressures

in the near shuttle region on the order of i0 -6 torr, which is an order

of magnitude larger than the expected ambient pressure [Shawhan et al•

1984b] Since 10 .6 tort corresponds to approximately I0 I0 -3• cm , the

density, [H20 ], is estimated to be I0 I0
_ 3

water cm The rate constant

used is k - 1.95 x lO'9cm3/s [Turner and Rutherford, 1968]. A lower

value of the rate constant k 3 9 x 10 "10 3, - . cm /s was reported by Murad

and Lai [1986]. For the present calculation, we want to find an upper

limit to the electric field perturbation, so the larger value of the

rate constant is used. Assuming a cloud with a diameter on the order

-I
of 200 m (a probable overestimate), the result is Z - 0.19 ohm

pu

Using B - 0.25 gauss, the Alfven conductance is Z - 5.82 ohm "I. Thus,
a
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from Equation 15, E2/EI - 0.97; the estimated change in the electric

field for this case is small, and the actual change in electric field

is expected to be smaller.

Next, the electric field during a thruster firing is estimated.

First) the pickup conductivity within the thruster plume must be

determined. The thruster emissions include a number of molecular

species which can undergo charge exchange reactions with O+. However,

here we consider only the following reactions:

O +
+ _ H2 O+ + 0H20 (19)

and

N 2 + 0+ _ NO + + N (2O)

The H20 and N 2 make up 63% of the molecules in the thruster emission.

Also, H20 and NO have lower ionization potentials than O, making the

above reac=ions favorable. The ocher molecules likely to undergo

charge exchange reactions all have ionization potentials greater than

O, making their reactions less likely. Inclusion of other charge

exchange reactions between thruster molecules and ambient plasma

particles would lead to a larger pickup conductivity. So, by

considering only 2 reactions, we are underestimating the pickup

current. However, the correct order of magnitude should be obtained.
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The concentration of neutrals in the thruster plume is determined from

the relation

fs(6.02 x I023)y

[Ms ] " , (21)
Mth Vth

where fs is the mole fraction of the neutral molecule, Mth is the mass

of one mole of thruster emission, Vth is the thruster emission speed,

and Y is the mass flux of thruster emissions given by [Hoffman and

Hetrick, 1982]

Y(r,8) - [1351.0/r2][cos(0.01268)] I0 g/cm2/s [0° s 8 _ 64°]

Y(r,8) - [35.0/r2]e "0"084(8"64°) g/cm2/s [64° _ _ 180°]

(22)

In the above expression, r is the distance from the thruster, and _ is

the angle from the center line of the thruster nozzle. With Equations

16, 18, 21 and 22, Equation 17 is integrated numerically over the

thruster plume.

Somevalues for the pickup conductance, obtained by integrating

Equation 17, and the corresponding values of _xB/l_ x BI, are shown in

Tables 4 and 5. The calculations are performed using both values of

the rate constant given earlier for Equation 19. The higher value of

the rate constant is used for Table 4, and the lower value is used for
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3Table 5. The rate constant used for Equation 20 is k - 3 x I0 "I0 cm /s

[McFarland et al., 1973]. For the cases presented, the integration is

performed along a magnetic field line which intersects the centerline

of the thruster nozzle a= a distance of 100m from the nozzle. Results

are shown for thruster injections at various angles to the magnetic

field. Also, calculation results are shown for different values of the

magnetic field strength and ambient plasma density. The magnetic field

strengths and plasma densities used are typical of the F-region of the

ionosphere. The model results in Tables 4 and 5 for the electric field

values are of the same order of magnitude as the measured values shown

in Figures 11-16. For example, given the representative values

10 5 -3 EV _n - cm and B - 0.5 gauss the computed value of /IVxBl ine ' xB

Table 5 varies from 0.96 for a thruster injection angle of 90 °, to 0.47

for a thruster injection angle of 2°, Thus the model can account for

the measured values.

The results in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that the electric field

screening is stronger for higher ambient plasma densities, for weaker

magnetic field strengths, and for smaller thruster injection angles to

the magnetic field. These dependences are understood simply as

follows. If the ambient plasma density is higher, the rate of pickup

ion production is greater, so the pickup current is larger. For weaker

magnetic fields, the Larmor radius of the pickup ion is larger; thus,

the pickup ion is displaced a greater distance and the pickup current

is larger. If the thruster injection angle is small, (injection is
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along the magnetic field) then the integrated pickup current along the

magnetic flux tube will be much larger than if the thruster injection

angle is large (injection is perpendicular to the magnetic field).

The electric field at the PDP is reduced under either one of the

following conditions: i.) the PDP is within the thruster plume where

the pickup process is taking place; or 2.) the PDP is on a magnetic

field line which passes through the region of the thruster plume where

the pickup process is taking place. The thrusters do not have to be

firing directly toward the PDP. Thus, it is not surprising that the

correlation coefficient did not improve when we considered only

thrusters firing generally toward the PDP, instead of all the thrusters

[see Table 2]. However, by including all thrusters, we included

thruster firings which do not sa=isfy either of the above conditions,

and thus are not related to changes in the electric field.

The screening of electric field will last only for the duration of

the thruster operation, which can be a very short time; the thrusters

have a minimum on-time of about 80 milliseconds. Further, recall that

each measurement of the electric field requires 13.1 seconds. Thus, a

change in the electric field will only be no=iced during times when

thrusters are fired continuously over a period of more than a second.

Recall that in Figures 18 and 20, the average thruster emission rate

for 13.0 seconds was plotted. The actual thruster emission rate for

the primary thrusters is 1419 grams/second/engine. A 13.0-second

averaged thruster emission rate of 100 grams/set could correspond to a
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single thruster firing lasting 0.92 seconds. Thus, the ratio

_xB/l_ x BI in Figures 18 and 20 should be lower mainly for thruster

emission rates above I00 grams/set. If the electric field was screened

for only a few seconds, then the measured reduction in the field will

be less than the actual reduction, because the measurement is an

average value of the field over 13.1 seconds. Also, recall that in the

data reduction, certain segments of the measured signal up to 2.5

seconds long were removed. Thus, for a _hruster firing lasting less

than 2.5 seconds, its effect on the electric field may be completely

missed in the measurement. Given the above considerations, it is not

surprising that the thruster firings and the electric field

measurements do not appear to be perfectly correlated.

As mentioned earlier in this section, the observations considered

have included time periods when the electron beam generator on the

shuttle was operating. The relationship of the electron beam to

screening of the electric field has not yet been discussed. When the

beam is emitted from the shuttle, there is a return current to the

shuttle. A perpendicular current is then driven through the shuttle,

and the possibility that this current generates an Alfven wave should

be considered. Alfven wings might form on opposite sides of the

shuttle vehicle. For the Alfven wave model to be an appropriate

description, the separation of the Alfv_n wings should be greater than

two ion Larmor radii for typical ions. A thermal O + ion has a Larmor

radius on the order of lOm. The largest shuttle dimension is the nose
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to tail length of 37m. So the condition that the Alfven wings be

separated by more than two Larmor radii might only barely be met. The ,

thruster plume, in contrast, spreads out over several hundred meters.

We point out also that the predicted total current associated with the

pickup ions at the time of a thruster firing is typically several times

larger than the beam current. The electron beam generator normally

operated at 100ma. The total current associated with the pickup ions

is estimated as follows. The height integrated current density, J' in
I

Equation 13 is approximated by

#

• J± - I/L (23)

where I is the total current and L is the size of the thruster cloud

along the direction of the velocity flow. Equation 13 becomes

I - L Za(E1 E2) (24)

Reasonable approximations for L and (E1 E2) are L - lOOm and (E1 -

E2) - 0.01 volts/m. Values for the Alfv4n conductance Z range froma

0.3 mhos to 7.3 mhos, which yields total currents ranging from 290 ma

to 7.3 amps. Thus, the pickup current may be more important than the

beam current. Under certain conditions, the beam current may enhance

the current associated with the pickup ions. The beam will also have

other important affects on the plasma which will complicate the
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physical picture. For example, the electron beamwill cause ionization

through impacts, which can produce pickup ions. Plasma heating will

occur in regions disturbed by the electron beam. A complete physical

description of the case when thrusters operate and the electron beam

generator is operating is quite complicated, and will require a more

detailed analysis than attempted here. However, for electric field

screening, the thruster effects are more important than the beam

effects.

The measurements have several other features which are not fully

explained. For example, in Figures 14, 15 and 16 the measurements

appear to have a periodicity of about I minute. This periodicity has

been investigated, but no cause for variation of the signal at this

frequency has been determined. Also, in some cases the measured

reductions in the motional electric field are not simultaneous with

thruster firings as the model suggests they will be. Instead, the

reduction is found up to one minute after a thruster firing.

Additionally, note that the discussion thus far has emphasized the

reduction in the electric field in the region between the Alfv4n wings,

but in the region immediately outside the Alfven wings the electric

field will be enhanced. Although reductions in the electric field

associated with thruster firings are observed, significant enhancements

of the field are not observed. Failure to observe enhanced electric

fields indicates that the PDP was never outside the Alfven wings. The

measurements presented were made at distances up to 300 meters away
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from the shuttle, so the region of plasma influenced by the thruster

plume likely extends to 300 meters. Typically, several thrusters

pointing in different directions are fired at once, so that pickup

current is produced in an extended region of several overlapping

plumes. Thus, the region of space influenced by the thruster plumes is

known to be quite large, but a complete understanding of the extent of

the thruster plume requires further study.

In summarythe following conclusions are drawn from analysis of

the time intervals where the measuredsignal was within the range of

the high gain. Partial screening of the motional electric field was

observed at distances over 200 meters away from the shuttle. The

screening of the field, which was on the order of 10%to 20%, occurred

primarily when the shuttle thrusters were operating. The changes in

the electric field are explained by the generation of an Alfven wave

from pickup current, as suggested by Pickett et al. [1985]. An

estimate of the electric field associated with an Alfven wave is in

agreement with the measurementsat times of thruster firings. Further,

the model predicts that the pickup current is sufficient to produce a

large change in the electric field only at times of large releases of

neutral gas from the shuttle. The effect occurs in the region of the

thruster plume, as well as along the magnetic flux tubes passing

through the plume. Thus, perturbations in the electric field can be

detected far from the shuttle. The screening of the field lasts only

for the duration of the thruster firing, and thus was not detectable
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with the PDPunless manythruster firings occurred over a period of

several seconds.
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CHAPTER Vl

ELECTRON BEAM RELATED EFFECTS

A, Observations

At five times during the free flight when the electron beam

generator was operating, electric field signals were recorded that were

significantly larger than l_xBl. The five time intervals are listed in

section IV. The cause of these large signals is discussed in this

section.

The signals for the five events are shown in Figure 24, and the

events are numbered i through 5. At no other times during the PDP free

flight were signals this large recorded. Of these five events, the

beam was operated in a steady mode for three events, and in a pulsed

mode for two events. The beam injection pitch angle varied widely

among these events. Table 6 lists the beam operation mode, injection

pitch angle, beam current, and several other important parameters.

In addition to the basic periodicity due to the spinning, of the

spacecraft, the Vdiff signals in Figure 2A have a number of unusual

features. During event i the instrument saturates. Thus, the

difference voltage on the probes is greater than 8 volts, which

corresponds to an inferred electric field strength in the spin plane

greater than 2 volts/m. Event 2 has a "spiky" character, and events 3,
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4, and 5 all show a "double peak" character. At the end of event 3

(around 00:49), there is an apparent higher frequency structure to the

signal. This structure is associated with the pulsing of the electron

beam. Note that as long as the beam pulse frequency is much greater

than the Vdiff sample rate, then no effec= of the pulsing should be

apparent in the Vdiff signal. Such is the case for event 2, where the

beam was pulsed at 1.2 kHz. However, during event 3 the beam pulse

frequency was lowered in steps from 600 Hz down to frequencies near the

Vdiff sample frequency of 20 Hz. The apparent higher frequency

structure is the result of a beating effect that occurs between the

beam pulse rate and the Vdiff sample rate.

In order to understand the origin of the large signals, the phase

angle of the spinning PDP was investigated. Arrows are plotted in

Figure 24 at the top of the graph to indicate times when the electric

antenna was aligned with the spacecraft velocity vector. Recall that

the velocity vector lay approximately in the PDP spin plane. Arrows

are plotted in Figure 24 at the bottom of the graph to indicate times

when the antenna was aligned with the magnetic field projected onto the

spin plane. In general, the magnetic field vector did not lie exactly

in the spin plane, but made an angle of between I0 ° and 24 ° with the

spin plane. The angle for each event is given in Table 6. Inspection

of Figure 24 reveals that for cases 2, 3, 4, and 5 a voltage peak

occurs when the antenna is aligned with the spacecraft velocity vector,
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and for cases 3, 4, and 5 a second peak occurs when the antenna is

aligned parallel to the magnetic field projected onto the spin plane.

Figure 25 shows the trajectory of the PDP in a plane perpendicular

=o the magnetic field during all times that the electron beam generator

was operating. The direction V 1 indicated in the figure is along the

component of the velocity perpendicular to B. The origin represents

the position of the magnetic field line on which the electron beam

should be centered. The beam is assumed to lie on a magnetic field

line which intersects the electron beam generator, and the field is

determined from a mul=ipole model of the Earth's magnetic field.

Although the beam is shown in Figure 25 only as a point, the beam

electrons will have a cyclotron motion about the magnetic field. The

injection pitch angles are listed in Table 6. The pitch angles are

relatively small (less than i0 °) for events i and 2 and large (greater

than 30° ) for events 3, 4, and 5. The beam also has some spreading due

to beam divergence, space charge repulsion of the beam electrons, and

beam instability. The actual width of the beam is unknown; however,

previous beam experiments indicate that the cyclotron radius of a beam

electron with pitch angle 90 ° is a reasonable approximation for the

beam radius. For a I keV electron in a magnetic field of 0.25 0.5

gauss, the cyclotron radius is approximately 2-A meters.

The trajectories during the five large events are shown in Figure

25 as solid segments, and the trajectories during times when the beam

generator was operating but the measured differential voltages as small
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(i.e., approximately equal to I(_xB)._I, are shownby the dashed lines.

During events I and 2, the length of time the electron beamgenerator

was turned on was longer than the length of time large signals were

recorded, indicating that the spatial region over which large signals

occur is limited. For each of events 3, 4, and 5, large signals were

recorded for the entire period the beamgenerator was on. Note that

events I through 5 occur at times when the PDPwas in a region

downstreamof the flux tube carrying the electron beam. Except briefly

during event i, the perpendicular distance from the PDPto the flux

tube of the electron beamwas muchgreater than the 2 to 4 meter

predicted beamradius, so that the PDPwas well outside of the region

of the primary beam. Events i and 2 occur when the PDPwas closest to

the flux tube of the electron beam, and are the largest in magnitude.

The average potential V measurementsfor events i through 5 areave

shown in Figure 26. The largest changes in the average potential

measurementsassociated with the electron beamare seen during events i

and 2, where the average potential measurementsof the probes goes from

positive values of +2 to +4 volts to negative values of -2 to -4 volts.

The spin period _ariation of the signal discussed in Section III can be

seen in the graphs for events I and 2 during the times before and after

the large negative excursions of the signal. During events 3, 4, and

5, the average potential does not change by a large amount, but the

smooth spin period variation of the signal is disrupted.
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B. Discussion

Because the determination of the quasi-static electric field with

the PDP is based on measurements of the differential voltage between

two floating probes, the results can be affected by energetic beam

electrons striking the probes. It is easily shown that a small flux of

energetic electrons may alter the floating potential of the probes by a

large amount [Fahleson, 1967]. Arnoldy and Winckler [1981] reported a

population of energetic electrons in the region around an electron

beam, causing the floating potential of the Echo 3 rocket to become

several volts negative. A similar observation was made on Echo 6

[Winckler et al. 1984]. Thus we expect to find that the PDP potential

is affected by energetic electrons around the beam. In fact, during

each of events i through 5 discussed here, the Lepedea on the PDP

detected energetic electrons at energies nearlyup to the beam energy

[W. R. Paterson, personal communication, 1987]. Further, data from the

PDP Langmuir probe seems to indicate that the PDP charged to at least

-4.3 volts during event 2, and to at least -7.6 volts during event i

[A. C. Tribble, personal communication, 1987]. Therefore there is

reason to suspect that the probes also charged. If the charging is

different for the two probes, then Vdiff/L cannot be safely interpreted

as a good measure of the electric field.

To determine the possible effect on our measurements, a simple

calculation of the floating potential is performed. This is done by

considering the balance of currents to the object of concern (see for
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example Kasha, 1969). The possible current sources are: (I) thermal

(background) electrons, (2) thermal (background) ions swept up by the

motion of the spacecraft, (3) energetic electrons (energies >> kTe) ,

(4) energetic ions (energies >> 5.0 eV, the ramming energy),

(5) secondary electron emission, and (6) photoelectron emission.

Measurements made with the Lepedea indicate that the current from

energetic ions is much less than that from the ramming ions

[W. R. Paterson, personal communication, 1987], so this current can be

neglected. The maximum secondary electron yields for aluminum (PDP

surface material) and graphite (probe surface material), are 1.0

secondaries/primary for 300 eV primaries [Whetten, 1985]. Thus,

secondary production would reduce the negative charging effect of the

energetic electrons by some fraction. Photoemission would also reduce

the negative charging. But since we wish to obtain a wors= case

estimate of the spacecraft potential, both secondary production and

photoemission are neglected. Consider then the following current

balance equation for an object at potential V < 0

AxneUsc(l eV/Ei) - As en (kTe/2_e)i/2exp(eV/kTe) - AsJ b - 0 (25

The first term in the above equation includes the ion current due to

the sweeping up of the ionospheric ions by the spacecraft motion plus

some effect of the attraction of ions to the negatively charged object

The second term is the electron current from the thermal electrons.
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The third term is the current to the object due to energetic electrons.

The variables in the Equation 25 are identified in Table 7. Note that

Equation 25 differs from the expression for probe potential used in

Section IV (Equation 3), in which the energetic electron current and

the attraction of ions to the negatively charged object were neglected.

Using the representative parameters given in Table 7, Equation 25

was solved numerically for various values of Jb and n . The floatinBe

potential was determined from Equation 25 for both the spherical probes

and for the PDP chassis. The current collecting area of the PDP was

taken to be its surface area. Unfortunately, the current collecting

properties of the spacecraft body are complicated, and this estimate is

to be taken only as a rough approximation. The solution for the

floating potential as a function of the energetic electron current

density is plotted in Figure 27. Measurements from the Lepedea during

beam event i indicate Jb was as high as 4 x 10 .4 amp/m 2 [W. R. Paterson

and L. A. Frank, personal communication, 1987]. The Langmuir probe

measurements indicate that during event I, n was of the order of
e

i0 II m'3
[A. C. Tribble, personal communication, 1987]. From Figure 27

one can see that under the conditions of event I the PDP floating

potential could easily be lower than -I0 volts. This is consistent

with the Langmuir probe observation mentioned previously which show

that the PDP charged to at least -7.6 volts during event I. More

importantly for the Vdiff measurements, under the conditions of event i

differences in Jb on the order of 10 .5 amp/m 2 lead to floating
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potential differences on the probes of several volts. During events 2,

3, 4, and 5 the Langmuir probe measurementsindicate that n was on the
e

i0 -3
order of i0 m [A. C. Tribble, personal communication, 1987]. For

this lower ambient density, Figure 27 shows that differences in Jb on

the order of 10 .6 amp/m 2 lead to floating potential differences on the

probes of several volts. Figure 27 also shows that for a fixed value

of Jb' small differences in the ambient plasma density lead to floating

potential differences of several volts.

Using the differential voltage between the probes to infer

electric field values can produce erroneous results if the two antenna

probes receive different amounts of current from any of the various

current sources. Current differences can occur if one of the probes is

shielded by the PDP chassis from a current source, or if the plasma

environment is nonuniform over the length of the antenna. During

events 2, 3, 4, and 5 the peaks in the electric field data are

associated with special orientations of the antenna, and therefore can

be primarily attributed to shadowing of one probe. A shadowing effect

was observed by Winckler et al. [19841 during the Echo 6 experiment.

In that experiment, large signals at the payload spin frequency were

attributed to shadowing of one probe from a magnetic field aligned

plasma flow. At the time, the electric probes were stowed in the

payload body. During events 3, 4, and 5 the "double peak" character of

the signals indicates that two different shadowing effects are

occurring. Each effect is discussed separately below.
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For events 3, A, and 5 one finds a voltage peak, and therefore a

probable shadowing of one probe, when the antenna is aligned with the

magnetic field. Because the local ion larmor radius is much larger

than the PDP, a shadowing along field lines suggests a shadowing of

electrons. We explain the signal peak in the following manner. For

events 3, 4, and 5 the beam was injected in the direction of B. At the

time when the antenna was aligned with B, the probe on the boom

pointing in the direction of B was at a lower potential than the probe

on the boom pointing in the direction of -B. Thus, we conclude that

some energetic electrons are moving in the direction of -B, and one

probe is shielded from them. So, for the three events when the PDP is

80 or more meters from the beam, the energetic electrons have a

preferred direction, which is opposite to the injection direction.

This explanation is consisten_ with the report by the Lepedea group of

a secondary electron beam in the shuttle wake [Frank et al., 1987].

The shadowing of one probe from electrons moving down the field lines

is pictured in Figure 28. Consideration of Figure 29. shows that if

the angle 8 of the magnetic field to the spacecraft spin plane is too

large, then shadowing along the field lines will no= occur. The range

of angles where shadowing is possible is 8 < 20.4 ° . Referring to the

values of 8 listed in Table 6, one finds that shadowing along field

lines is possible for events 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The energetic electrons moving down the field lines and charging

the probes in events 3, 4, and 5, may be attributed to reflection of
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beam electrons by collisions with atmospheric neutrals, or to a beam

plasma interaction. First, consider reflection of electrons by

collisions. Given the distance of the PDP downstream from the beam for

these events, and the spacecraft velocity, one can determine the time

of flight for the energetic electrons to be around I0 to 20 msec. For

I keV electrons, the corresponding total distance traveled is about 200

to 400 km. For comparison, the mean free path of electrons for

collisions with oxygen atoms can be roughly estimated by A - i/<nn_),

where n is the atomic oxgen density and a is the collision cross
n

-i6 2
section. We use a value for a of 7 x I0 cm , the total scattering

cross section for i00 eV electrons measured by Sunshine et al. [19671.

-3
At an altitude of 300 km, n is approximately 108 cm [Johnson, 1965],

n

which yields a mean free path _ = 140 km. Because the atomic oxygen

density is larger at lower altitude, A will become shorter at lower

altitudes. Thus, for events i and 3 where the beam was injected

downward, it is quite reasonable that electrons reflected by collisions

with neutrals could reach the PDP. Since the atomic oxygen density is

smaller at higher altitudes, A becomes longer at higher altitudes. At

-3
an altitude of 400 km, nn is approximately 107 cm , which yields

A = 1400 km. For events 2, 4, and 5 where the beam was injected

upward, it may seem unlikely that the PDP could be affected by

reflected electrons. However, it is not necessary that most of the

beam particles be reflected. The solution of Equation 25 showed that

the measured signals are explained by differential energetic electron
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currents of the order of 10.6 amp/m2, and this current can result from

only a small percentage of beamparticles being reflected. An

alternative explanation is considered by Wilhelm et al. [1985]. In the

SCEXexperiment, Wilhelm et al. measured energetic electrons in the

region downstream of an electron beam. They discuss the possibility

that the energetic electrons are the product of a beam plasma

interaction. Both explanations are possible, and without a further,

more detailed analysis we cannot say which is correct.

A different shadowing effect occurs for events 2, 3, 4, and 5 when

the antenna is aligned with the velocity vector. Because the local ion

thermal speed is less than the spacecraft velocity, ions are swept up

by the spacecraft motion. The electron thermal velocity is much

greater than spacecraft velocity, so the electrons are not swept up.

However, because quasineutrality must be maintained, both the ion and

the electron densities are reduced behind the spacecraft, forming a

plasma wake. The sweeping of the antenna through the wake as the PDP

spins is indicated in Figure 28. Because the velocity vector lay in

the PDP spin plane as shown, the antenna always passed through the wake

region. In order to estimate the plasma density in the wake at the

location of the antenna probe, we use the self-similar solution for the

expansion of a plasma into a vacuum as shown by Samir et al. [1983] and

Singh and Schunk [1982]. In the standard treatment one assumes

initially a plasma of density N for the region x < 0 and a vacuum far
O

the region x > 0. At time t - 0 the plasma is allowed to expand into
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the vacuumregion. The solution for the density at later times is

given by

N - N exp[-(x/(Sot) + i)] (26)o

where S is the ion sound speed. To obtain from Equation 24 an
o

estimate of the density at the probe when the probe is in the wake, we

take for x the radius of the PDP, x - 0.53 m, and for t the time for

the ionospheric plasma to flow a distance of half of the antenna length

relative to the PDP, t - 2.5 x 10 .4 sec. Assuming an electron

temperature of 0.2 eV, and assuming ions are atomic oxygen, the ion

sound speed is estimated to be about 1.4 x 103 m/s, yielding a wake

density

N - 0.08 N (27)
o

This solution corresponds to the expansion of the plasma in one

direction only. The wake fills in from all directions, so we expect

the density in the wake at the, location of the antenna probe to be

greater than 0.08 N but less than N Examination of Figure 27 shows
O' O"

that if both probes receive the same amount of energetic electron

current, but one probe is in the wake where the density is lower, then

the probe in the wake will be several volts lower in potential than the
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probe upstream. This explanation is consistent with the observed

signals.

Event I does not lend itself to explanation in terms of probe

shadowing, as the other events do. The angle _ between the magnetic

field and the spin plane (see Table 6) is greater than 20.4°, so that

probes are not shadowedalong field lines. Figure 24 shows that the

peaks in voltage are not consistently centered about the times the

antenna is aligned with the velocity vector or the magnetic field. The

peaks are also broader than expected if due only to a shielding effect.

Thus the signal is due either to only a gradient in the fluxes of

energetic electrons reaching the probes, or both a gradient in fluxes

of energetic electrons and an electric field. Wecannot rule out the

possibility that we have measured the electric field. However, because

the entire region where energetic electrons are observed is only 20

meters wide (refer to Figure 25), gradients over the antenna length are

expected. As will be discussed below, we consider it likely that the

electric field measurementin event I is caused mainly by a gradient in

energetic electron fluxes.

In order to investigate the possible interpretation of the large

signals associated with event i, the qdiff signals were analyzed as

follows. Due to the spacecraft rotation, the Vdiff signal varies

sinusoidally with the PDPspin period of 13.1 seconds, and it is

assumedthat Vdiff attains peak value when the antenna is aligned with

the direction of strongest gradient in the energetic electron flux.
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The direction and relative magnitude of the gradient is then obtained

by using a least squares method to fit a 13.l-second segment of the

Vdiff signal to the function F(t) defined in Equation i in Section III.

If the signal is interpreted as a measureof the gradient of the

energetic electron flux, then the constant F2 gives the magnitude of

the gradient and _ gives the direction of the gradient in the spin

plane. It is not expected that the energetic electron flux varies much

along the direction of B, so it is assumedthat the gradient lies in

the plane perpendicular to B and that the componentof the gradient

projected onto the PDPspin plane has been measured. Using this

assumption, the magnitude of the gradient vector in the plane

perpendicular to B was determined. In order to establish a "goodness

of fit" of the curve performed for each measurement, the test variable

X, defined in Equation 2 in Section III was calculated. Measurements

were retained if X < 0.25, corresponding roughly to 25%error.

The vectors obtained by the above analysis are shown in Figure 30.

The vectors are plotted along the trajectory of the PDPrelative to the

electron beamwhere the coordinate directions are the sameas in Figure

25. The Vdiff signals first becomelarger than [(7 x B)'[I, and the

gradient in the energetic electron flux first becomes significant when

the PDP is about i0 meters away from a line extending directly

downstream from the center of the beam. The Vdiff signal, and thus the

gradient in the electron flux, becomes larger as the PDP gets closer to

this line. The gradient vectors tend to point toward the line. The
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indicated picture is that of a region of energetic electrons downstream

from the primary electron beam. The region is not homogeneousbut

rather the electron flux increases as the PDPapproaches the line

extending directly downstream from the primary beam.

The presence of a gradient in energetic electron flux can account

for the large magnitude (larger than 8 volts) of the Vdiff signals

during event i. If the magnitude of the gradient in Jb is estimated

from the Lepedea measurements, then the Vdiff signal that would result

from such a gradient can be estimated. As stated previously, the

Lepedea measured a peak value of Jb of about 4 x 10 .4 amp/m 2. We

assume that the flux of energetic electrons is peaked on a line

extending directly downstream from the center of the beam, and is

symmetric about that line. Since the region where large signals are

detected is about 20 meters wide, the spatial gradient AJb/AX is

approximately (4 x 10 .4 amp/m2)/(10m) - 4 x 10 .5 amp/m. The resulting

Vdiff can be estimated by

Vdiff - (AJb/AX)(AV/AJb)(Lsin0) (28)

where the quantity AV/AJ b must be determined from Figure 27, L is the

antenna length, and 8 is the angle of B to the spin plane. For

n i01i -3
- m and Jb > 4 x I0 5 amp/m 2, _V/AJb is -i 6 x 105e

volts/amp/m 2. The antenna length is 3.89m (see Table I) and 8 is about

23 ° (see Table 6). Using Equation 28 with the given values, we obtain
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Vdiff = 9.7 volts. Thus, a gradient in the energetic electron flux of

the magnitude indicated by the Lepedea measurements could possibly

produce the Vdiff signals recorded during event i.

Even though the energetic electron flux is expected to be

symmetric about the line extending directly downstream from the

electron beam, the electric field signals during event 1 do not

indicate a reversal of the gradient as this line is crossed. The

reason for a lack of a reversal is not completely understood. However,

at the time the PDP crossed the line extending directly downstream from

the expected beam center, the PDP was within about 3 meters of the beam

center. The electron beam width is expected to be on the order of

about 3 meters. Thus, the PDP was possibly in a region containing both

backscattered beam electrons and primary beam electrons. Within such

close proximity of the beam center, the description of the plasma

becomes more complicated than further away from the beam center. The

failure to detect a reversal in the electric field signal is probably

due to effects of the primary beam, given the small distance between

the PDP and the primary beam at the time the PDP crossed the line

extending directly downstream from the beam center.

Analysis of all five events suggests that energetic electrons are

found in a region about 20 meters wide extending up to 170 meters

downstream from the injected electron beam. Consideration of event i

indicates that very close to the beam, there is a large spatial

gradient in the energetic electron flux: the flux increases as one
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approaches the line extending directly downstream from the center of

the beam. For events 3, 4, and 5, in which the PDP was 80 or more

meters away from the beam, the signals are explained by the presence of

energetic electrons having a preferential direction of motion along the

magnetic field line, but in a direction opposite to the beam injection.

Although the main features of the electric field signals during

events i through 5 are understood in terms of the discussion given

above, some features remain unexplained. For example, the vol_age

peaks during event 4 are bumps on a signal that is otherwise

sinusoidal. The peaks in event 4 are explained by alignment of the

antenna with the magnetic field or with the velocity vector in the

presence of energetic electrons. However, the electric field signal

for event 4 shown in Figure 24 would also provide a reasonably good fit

to the function in Equation i. Yet, since the shadowing effects are

apparent in the measurements, a fit of the signal to Equation i would

be difficult to interpret. It is not clear why event 4 has a more

sinusoidal character than events 3 or 5. Similarly, the large peaks in

the signal during event 2 can be attributed to alignment of the antenna

with the velocity vector in the presence of energetic electrons, but

the signal remains > l(_xB)._l when the probes are not in the

spacecraft wake.

Finally, the average potential measurements are considered. The

measurements show that during periods of no beam operation, the average

probe floating potential was several volts higher than the PDP chassis
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floating potential. The solution of Equation 25 (see Figure 27)

indicates that the probes should float to a potential which is much

less than a volt higher than the PDPpotential. During events i and 2

the average probe floating potential becamelower than the PDP

potential. The solution of Equation 25 indicates that the average

probe floating potential should always be higher than the PDPchassis

potential. The reasons for these discrepancies are not clear.

However, it is probable that explanation involves the properties of _he

PDPsurface materials. In solving Equation 25 for the PDPpotential,

it was assumedthat the PDPhad a uniformly conducting surface.

However the potential of the aluminummeshon the PDPsurface may be

influenced by the fiberglass cloth which underlies it. The fiberglass

cloth mayhave charged to a different potential than the aluminum mesh.

Katz and Davis [1987] analyzed someof the effects of the fiberglass

cloth-aluminum mesharrangement for the case of the PDPattached to the

shuttle. The ultimate effect on the meshpotential when the PDPwas in

free flight is uncertain.

In summary,analysis of the large signals seen at times of

electron beamoperations leads to the following conclusions. The large

signals measuredby the PDPquasi-static electric field instrument

during electron beamoperation can primarily be attributed to three

causes. First, at times when the electric antenna is aligned with the

projection of the magnetic field into the spin plane, the spacecraft

body shields one probe from energetic electrons moving along the
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magnetic field lines. The two probes receive different amounts of

electron current, thereby causing large signals. Second, at times when

energetic electrons are reaching both probes, but one probe is in the

PDP wake, the wake produces asymmetries in the plasma density at the

two probes, thereby causing large signals. Finally, spatial gradients

in the energetic electron current to the two probes, thereby causing

large signals. When the electron beam generator is operating,

energetic electrons are found in a region about 20 meters wide and up

to 170 meters downstream from the injected electron beam. Because the

region is so narrow, the spatial gradients are significant even over

the length of the PDP antenna. For events 80 or more meters away from

the beam, the electric field results are explained by the presence of

energetic electrons having a preferential motion back down the magnetic

field line on which the beam was injected.

m
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUS I0N

The electric field measured with the PDP in free flight during the

Spacelab-2 mission was generally on the order of the motional field

x B. Much of the time, the difference between the measured field and

the motional field was within the measurement uncertainty. At a few

times when the signal was within the range of the instrument high gain,

partial screening of the motional field was observed. The screening of

the field during these times was associated with operation of the

shuttle thrusters. Signals much larger than _ x B were observed five

times when the electron beam generator on board the shuttle was

operating.

Partial screening of the motional electric field associated with

thruster operations can be explained by the generation of an Alfven

wave from pickup current, as suggested by Pickett et al. [1985]. An

estimate of the electric field associated with an Alfv4n wave is in

agreement with the measurements at times of thruster firings. This

model predicts that that the pickup current is sufficient to produce a

large change in the electric field only at times of large releases of

neutral gas from the shuttle. Though the shuttle is constantly
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outgassing, screening of the electric field is not significant except

during a large gas release.

The large signals detected at times of electron beam operation are

not representative of ambient electric fields. Rather they can be

attributed to three causes: differences in fluxes of energetic

electrons to the two probes due to shadowing by the PDP chassis,

depressions in the plasma density caused by the PDP wake, and spatial

gradients in the fluxes of energetic electrons reaching the measurement

probes.

On the Spacelab-2 mission, it was demonstrated that it is possible

to carry out detailed studies of electron beam effects from the

shuttle. Further, it should be possible to obtain a good map of the

electric field near an electron beam. However, our experience

indicates that double probe floating potential measurements are not

reliable in the region near the beam. The floating potential of an

object in a region of energetic electrons can be many times kTe/e more

negative than the plasma potential. A small difference in energetic

electron current collected by each probe of a double probe system can

then lead to differential voltages much higher than those due to any

electric field in the plasma. Reliable potential measurements near a

beam probably require biased probes, such as described by Fahleson

[1965], or emissive probes such as described by Bettinger [1965].

These active potential measurements are not as sensitive to energetic

electrons. An example of a biased probe system is found on the ISEE-I
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spacecraft [Mozer et al., 1978]. In general, though, active potential

measurements have not been used much because of the appealing

simplicity of floating potential measurements. However, for future

spacecraft electron beam experiments, active instead of passive

potential measurements will have to be considered.
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Table i. Instrument parameters and dynamic ranges

Electric field high gain range

Electric field high gain precision

Electric field low gain range

Electric field low gain precision

Electric field sample rate

Average potential range

Average potential sample interval

Spherical probe separation

Spherical probe diameter

± 0.064 volts/m

± 0.51 millivolts/m

± 2.0 volts/m

± 0.017 volts/m

20.0 samples/second

± 8.0 volts

1.6 seconds/sample

3.89 meters

10.2 cm
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Table 2. Correlation coefficient between I_xBI/IVxBI and the emission

rate of thrusters, and the probability of obtaining a

correlation coefficient greater than or equal to. the value

calculated if the measurementsare randomly distributed

time interval 213 01:03:20 213 02:30:00 213 04:02:00 213 04'12:25
GMT 01:18:00 02:47:00 04:11:00 04:19:56

correlation
coefficient,
all thrusters

-0.31633 -0.37168 0.05206 -0.44041

probability of
correlation,
all thrusters

-5 -6 -52.98xi0 2.17x10 0.593 1.63xi0

correlation
coefficient,
thrusters directed
toward PDP

probability of
correlation,
thrusters directed
toward PDP

-0.29937 0.13804 -0.43155

1.87xi0 "5 0.154 2.40xi0 "5
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Table 3.
Parallel conductivity all , Pedersen conductivity ap, and Hall

conductivity a h for different neutral densities n assuming
n'

an ambient plasma density n - 105 cm "3 and magnetic field B
e

- 0.25 gauss

n (cm "3)
n f (Hz) f (Hz) a (_'im'l) a (_'Im'l) ah(_'Im'l )e i II P

3x108

i0 II

1012

1013

1014

57.8 3.1 50.0 1.3xi0 "5 -2.8x!0 -I

2.6xi03 103 I.I 9.4xi0 "5 -6.3xi0 "4

2.6xi04 104 0.ii 1.3x10 "5 -6.3xi0 "4

2.6xi05 105 l.lxl0 "2 3.9xi0 "5 _6.4xi0 "4

2.6xi06 106 l.lxl0 "3 2.8xi0 "4 .4.7xi0 "4
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Table 4. Electric field screening determined

model. Reaction rate constant used

was 1.95xi0 -9 cm3/s

from Alfv_n wave

for H20 ÷ 0÷ reaction

thruster

injection

angle

degrees

plasma B field o_m_.1 2a
density gauss ohms- I
cm-_

EVxB/IV x Bi

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

90.0

9O.O

90.0

90.O

9O.O

9O.O

1.0xi04 0.25 1.3340 0.5812

1.0xi05 0.25 13.3400 1.8379

1.0xi06 0.25 133.3999 5.8119

l.Ox104 0.50 0.3335 0.2906

1.0xi05 0.50 3.3350 0.9189

1.0xi06 0.50 33.3500 2.9059
1.0x104 0.25 0.0655 0.5812
1.0x105 0.25 0.6554 1.8379
1.0x106 0.25 6.5545 5.8119
1.0x104 0.50 0.0164 0.2906
1.0xi05 0.50 0.1639 0.9189

1.0xi06 0.50 1.6386 2.9059

1.0xi04 0.25 0.0467 0.5812

I.Oxi05 0.25 0.4672 1.8379

1.0xi06 0.25 4.6723 5.8119

1.0xi04 0.50 0.0117 0.2906

1.0xi05 0.50 0.1168 0.9189

1.0xi06 0.50 1.1681 2.9059

0.3035
0.1211

0.0417

0.4656
0.2160

0.0802

0.8987
0.7371
0.4700

0.9466

0.8487

0.6394

0.9256

0.7973

0.5543
0.9614
0.8872

0.7133
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Table , Electric field screening determined from Alfven

model. Reaction rate constant used for H20 ÷ 0+

was 3.9xi0 -I0 cm3/s

wave

reaction

thruster

injection

angle

degrees

plasma B field _ u Ea EVxB/IV x BI
density gauss o_s-1 ohms-1
cm-_

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

45.0
45.0
45.0

45.0

45.O

45.0

9O.O

9O.O

9O.O

9O.O
9O.O

9O.O

I 0xi04

I 0xi05
I 0xi06

I 0xi04

I 0xi05
I 0xi06

I 0xi04

I 0xi05
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Table 6. Beam parameters, Sunlight conditions, PDP orientation

Event I 2 3 4 5

Distance from 206m 218m 93m 90m 235m

PDP to shuttle

Distance from PDP

to Flux Tube of

Beam

9 Angle of B

to Spin Plane

Day/Night

Beam Current

Beam Injection

Direction

Beam Injec=ion

Pitch Angle

Beam Mode

26-3m 9-40m 87m 84m 143m

22.9 ° 15.4 ° 15.1 ° 10.8 ° 15.4 °

-23.6 ° -15.7 ° -19.4 ° -12.1 ° -16.6 °

day night night night night

-sunrise -sunrise

50 ma i00 ma i00 ma I00 ma I00 ma

down down down up up

<7.5 ° 2.4°-10 ° 54°_70 ° 68°_69 O 38°.45 °

DC 1.2 kHz 54s DC DC DC

l15s pulsed

600 Hz stepped

down to i0 Hz
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Table 7. Parameters used in evaluation of Equation 25

U spacecraft velocity
sc

7.8xi03 km/s

Ax cross sectional area for ion collection: PDP
2

0. 869 m

-3 2
probe 8. llxl0 m

As total surface area: PDP
0

4.52 m _

probe 3.24xi0 "2 m2

Ei ion energy in spacecraft reference frame 5.08 eV

T electron temperature 0.2 eV
e

n plasma density 5.0x10 II m "3
e

Jb current density of energetic electrons 0-5.5xi0 "4 amp/m 2
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Figure i. Measurementsmadewith the PDPduring the STS-3 mission.

The plot labeled -SC POTis the average potential of the

electric probes of the PDPrelative to the shuttle

potential. The potential changes at times of thruster

operations [Shawhanet al., 1984].
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Figure 2. The Plasma Diagnostics Package. Dimensions are given in

meters.
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Figure 3. Average potential measurements showing a variation at

the spacecraft spin period. Arrows indicate the times

when the aperature of the Lepedea faced directly into

the ram direction.
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Figure 4. A segment of the electric field signal showing the

contamination of the signal by a common mode signal

related to the operation of the Lepedea, and the passage

of the probes through the spacecraft wake.
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Figure 5. The portion of the electric field signal remaining after

segments of the signal known to be contaminated are

removed.
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Figure 6. Dots indicate measurements of the magnitude of the

electric field in the spacecraft spin plane. The solid

line indicates the projection of _ x B in the spin

plane.
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Figure 7.
The RMS error of the sampled electric field values with

respect to the least square's fit to a sinusoidal

function.
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Figure 8. The component of the electric field along the direction

of the velocity vector projected into a plane

perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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Figure 9. Dots indicate measurements of the component of the

electric field along the direction of _ x B. The solid

line indicates _ x B.
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Figure i0. The ratio of the component of the electric field along

the direction of _ x B to the magnitude of _ x B.
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Figure ii. Electric field measurements during interval I

when the high gain was not saturated. Dotted line is

the component in the direction of _ x B. The

motional field _ x B has been subtracted from the

measured field. Solid line is the component in the

direction of V±, the velocity projected into the plane

perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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Figure 12. Electric field measurements during interval 2

when the high gain was not saturated. Dotted line is

the component in the direction of _ x B. The

motional field _ x B has been subtracted from the

measured field. Solid line is the component in the

direction of V , the velocity projected into the plane

perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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Figure 13. Electric field measurements during intervals 3 and 4

when the high gain was not saturated. Dotted line is

the componen= in the direction of _ x B. The

mo_ional field q x B has been subtracted from the

measured field. Solid line is the component in the

direction of V±, the velocity projected into the plane

perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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Figure IA. Upper plot shows the ratio _xB/l_xBl.

plot shows the thruster emission rate.

Lower
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Figure 15, Upper plot shows the ratio EVxB/I_xBI.

plot shows the thruster emission rate.

Lower
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Figure 16. Upper plot shows the ratio EyxBl[_xBI,

plot shows _he thruster emission rate.

Lower
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Figure 17. The ratio _xB/l_xBl versus the thruster emission rate

averaged over 13 seconds. Points from all 4 time

intervals are included.
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Figure 18. Measurements of EVxB/I_xB I_ are segregated into bins

having comparable numbers of measurements, and averaged.

The vertical lines show the boundaries of each bin. The

error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean

in each bin.
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Figure 19. The ratio EVxB/I_xB I versus the thruster emission

rate averaged over 13 seconds. Points from all four

time intervals are included. Times when the electron

beam generator was operating are excluded.
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Figure 20° Measurements of EVxB/IUxEI are segregated into bins

having comparable numbers of measurements, and averaged,

The vertical lines show the boundaries of each bin. The

error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean

in each bin. Times when the electron beam generator was

opera=ing are excluded.
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Figure 21. Directions of x, y, z coordinates.
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Figure 22. Alfven wave disturbance generated by a current

source moving through a magnetized plasma. The electric

field E2 between the current wings is of lower magnitude

than the motional field E1 - _ x B.
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Figure 23. Alfven wave disturbance generated by a current

source moving through a magnetized plasma. The electric

field E2 between the current wings is of lower magnitude

than the motional field E1 - _ x B.
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Figure 25. Dashed lines indicate the trajectory of PDP in the plane

perpendicular to B during times of electron beam

generator operation. The trajectories for events i

through 5 are shown as solid segments. The origin

represents the position of the magnetic field line on

which the beam lies. V 1 is the component of velocity

perpendicular to B.
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Figure 26. Average potential measurements during times when large

electric field signals were detected.
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Figure 27. Solution of Equation 25 using values from Table 6.

Model of floating potential as a function of energetic

electron current. Antenna probe and PDP chassis have

different floating potentials because of their different

current collecting surface areas.
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Figure 28. The PDP with the spin plane corresponding to the plane

of the page. Energetic electrons move along the field

lines. As the PDP spins, the antenna periodically

becomes aligned with the magnetic field, and one probe

is shielded from the electron flux. The probe also

passes through the PDP wake.
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Figure 29. The PDP viewed with the spin axis in the plane of the

page. The angle 8 of the magnetic field to the spin

plane is shown. If 8 is small, then particles moving

along field lines can be shadowed from one probe.
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Figure 30. Vectors showing the gradient in energetic electron flux

along the trajectory of the PDP. Note that the beam

will have a finite width, and the location of the beam

center shown is accurate only to within a few meters.
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